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signal generators 
10 to 21,000 MC! 

<eq tikee 

11 TO 
0114 

CHOOSE FROM 

With -hp- signal generators, frequencies 

are directly set and read on one dial. 

Output voltage is directly set and read. 

No calibration charts are required. Most 

-hp- generators offer internal pulse, 

FM or square wave modulation ; some 

include external pulsing and FM'ing. 

New -hp- 626A (10 to 15.5 KMC) and 

628A (15 to 21 KMC) offer 10 mw 

output, SWR 1.2. 

-hp- signal generators outsell other 
signal sources by approximately 2:1. 

Engineers report the reasons are simpler 

operation, versatility, trouble -free 

performance, and exceptional value. 

MORE ACCURATE 

Instrument Frequency Range Characteristics Price 

-hp- 608C 10 to 480 MC Output 0.1 µv to 1 v into 50 ohm load. 
CW, pulse or AM mod. Direct calibration. s 950.00 

-hp- 608D 10 to 420 MC 
Output 0.1 µv to 0.5 v into 50 ohm load. 

CW, pulse or AM mod. Direct calibration 
and crystal calibrator check 

1,050.00 

-hp- 612A 450 to 1,230 MC 
Output 0.1 µv to 0.5 v into 50 ohm load. 

Pulse, CW or amplitude modulation to 5 MC 
Direct calibration. 

1,200.00 

-hp- 614A 800 to 2,100 MC Output 0.1 µv to 0.223 v into 50 ohm load. 
Pulse, CW or FM modulation. Direct calibration. 1,950.00 

-hp- 616A 1,800 to 4,000 MC Output 0.1 µv to 0.223 v info 50 ohm load. 
Pulse, CW or FM modulation. Direct calibration. 1,950.00 

-hp- 6188 3,800 to 7,600 MC 
Output 0.1 µv ro 0.223 v into 50 ohm load. 

Pulse, CW, FM or square wave modulation. 
Direct calibration. 

2,250.00 

-hp- 620A 7,000 to 11,000 MC 
Output 0.1 µv to 0.223 v into 50 ohm load. 

Pulse, CW, FM or square wave modulation. 
Direct calibration. 

2,250.00 

-hp- 62313 
5,925 to 6,575 MC; 
6,575 to 7,175 MC; 
7,175 to 7,725 MC 

Output 70 µv to 0.223 v into 50 ohm load. 
FM or square wave modulation. 

Separate power meter and wave meter section. 
1,900.00 

-hp- 624C 8,500 to 10,000 MC 
Output 3.0 µv to 0.223 v into 50 ohm load. 

Pulse, FM or square wave modulation. 
Separate power meter and wave meter section. 

2,265.00 

-hp- 626A 10,000 to 15,500 MC 
Output 1 µµwatt to 10 mw. Internal or external 

pulse, FM, or square wave modulation. 
Direct calibration. 

3,250.00 

-hp- 628A 15,000 to 21,000 MC 
Output 1 µµwatt to 10 mw. Internal or external 

pulse, FM, or square wave modulation. 
Direct calibration. 3,250.00 

Your -hp- field engineer has complete data on all hp- generators. Or, write direct. 

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 
4055A PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A. 

CABLE "HEWPACK" DAVENPORT 5-4451 

FIELD ENGINEERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS 
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Autot ransformers 
A new 20 ampere model of the popular 

Variac types W2, W5, and W50. Wrought me- 
tallic parts for improved mechanical properties. 
Better heat transfer between coil and base - 
brush and radiator. Ball bearing models are 
stock items. Motor Drives are available. All 
with exclusive DURATRAK Contact surfaces 
for long, trouble -free life with low maintenance. 

W20 
Uncased 

W20M 
Cased 

W2OMT3 
Portable 

W2014 
U 

W2OHM 
Cased 

W2OHMT3 
Portable 

Input Volloge 115 115 115 230 230 230 

Load Rating (Lva) 3.0 3.0 2.4 2.4 

Output Voltage 0-135 0-135 0-135 0-270 0-270 0-270 

Rated Current (amp) 20 20 20 8 8 8 

Maximum Current (amp)` 26 26 20 10.4 10.4 8 

No -Load Loss at 60c. (w) 27 27 27 27 27 27 

Dial Calibrationsi' 
0-115 
0-135 

0-115 
0-135 0-135 

0-230 
0-270 

0-230 
0-270 0-270 

Angle of Rotation (deg.) 320 320 320 320 320 320 

No. Turns on Winding 170 170 170 340 340 340 

D -C Resistance of Winding (º) 0.21 0.21 0.21 1.6 1.6 1.6 

Driving Torque (on. -in.) 55-110 55-110 55-110 55-110 55-110 55-110 

Net Weight (lbs.) 211/4 24M 28'W. 201/2 231/2 27 

Code Word FEDAL FEDER FEDOM MEPAL MEPER MEPOM 

Price $45.00 $58.00 $87.00 $47.00 $60.00 $85.00 

For "O to line -voltage' connection only. Ty es W20 and W2011 Varw approved by the Underwriters Laboratories. 
1 -Portable (MT3 and Honni models are i ed for ever -volt ge coin All Type W20 Varias can be r be supplied with ball bearings. Add 
nections and have corresponding dial s ales. Line voltage conned Hia BB to type number, and following surcharge to prices: - 
tions and dials supplied or special order. Single. 50.00; 2 -gang. 10,0: 3 -gang. 512.00. 

Replacement Brushes- WOO: W20M; W20MT3 - Type VBT-8. $2.00 W20H; W20HM; W2OHMT3 - Type VOT-12, $2.00 

Type W2OMT3 
Variac 
(Type W2OHMT3 similar except for dial) 
NEW Portable Model, cased, 3 -wire out- 
put receptacle, ON-OFF switch, over- 
load circuit breaker, heavy-duty 3 -wire 
line cord and plug. 

Essential Dimensions Typa W20 -Ganged Variacs 

mum 9...,., 
_ i_ 

_ 

4 

aaa e 1.i1 

a 

{--3i--i 

2.gang 

Type W20 Variac 
115 -Volt Inplrt; 3 KVA; 26 Amp. Max. Current 

(W2OH similar except for terminals and dial) 

For back -of -panel use 

on switchboards or built 
into other equipment. 
Also usable on table 

or bench. 

Essential 3I mensions 
Types WM, W2OM. W2OH and W2OHM Variants 

aEL 

i e2 i 
Na#ea 

3i 

Type W2003M Cased Model in aluminum case, gray 

Variac enamel finish. Two knockouts on end 
and one on each side for conduit or 
armored cable. Front half of case easily 
removed. Simple to install on wall, 
belch or behind panel. 

TyJRe W20G2 Variac 
2 Lang Type W20 
(142OHG2 similar 
except for terminals) 

3 -gang 3_ 
W2002 W200a1A 
Uncased Cared 

9'7002M 
Uncased eased 

W20NG2 W20HG2M 
Uncased Cased 

W2014G1 W20XG3M 
Uncased Cared 

Input Voltage 15 115 230 Same as 
w3002 

115 230 some es 
W2003 

230 230 460 Same as 
W]OXG] 

330 490 Soma or 
W201103 

Lead Rating (Eva) 
(parallel) 

5.2 
Malta) 

0 
(Serie,) 

Santo as 
W2002 

9 
(Parallel) 

10.0 
(n)-1 

Sum, as 
W2003 

4.8 
(Parallel) 

4.2 
Malta) 

1.8 
(Series) 

Same at 
W20002 

7.2 
(Parallel) 

e.3 
'ff'I 

Same as 
W2011G3 

Dial Calibrations 0.10 0.10 0.10 010 0.10 010 0.10 0.10 
Driving Torque (0z. -in,) 110-220 110-220 165.330 :0:5-330 110-220 110.220 165.330 165330 
Net Weight (lbs.) 43% 48 64% 71 41 45 61 67 
Code Werd FEDAL 

GANDU 
FEDAL 
BONDU am 1 EDAL 80M MEDAL 

GANDU 
MEP, 
BOND) 

MEDAL 
DAM, 

MEDAL 
90141Y 

Price 2100.00 2125.00 $147.00 2175.00 $100.00 $129.00 $153.00 5181.00 

GENERAL RADIO Company etk 4,,,,.. 
WE TELL DIRECT. Ou DISIIicI Sales 

275 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Mass., U. S. A. 

NEW YORK AREA: Tel. N. Y. WOrlh 4-2722, N.J. WHitney 3.3140 CHICAGO: Tel. Village 8-9409 
PHILADELPHIA: Tel. HAncocx 4.7419 WASHINGTON, D. C.: Tel. Juniper i-11088 

SAN FRANCISCO: Tel WHiteciit 8-8233 LOS ANGELES 38: Tel. H011ywoad 9-6201 

In CANADA, TORONTO: Tel CHerry 6-2171 

CIRCLE I READEP.S SERVICE CARD 

1 year 
Warranty 

Offices are staffed by engineers especially 
trained to help you in the selection of instru- 
ments and measuring systears best suited 
to your needs. We welcome your 
will help help solve your problem's, 



RMIlimiznann 
SWIM 

a multi -plant organization, 
with the most up-to-date 
equipment and the greatest 
experience ... produces the nation's 
widest range of Industrial Slides 
priced right every time. 
7-10 days from request to delivery of prototypes. 2-3 weeks for production. 

FAST DELIVERY: RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE 
Prototypes -7 to1Odays,Produc- Constantly designing, testing, All Grant Slides guaranteed 
lion - 2-3 weeks. improving. against defects in workmanship 

and materials. 

TREMENDOUS 
VARIETY OF SLIDES 

Standard and Special Types ... 
priced right every time, too. 

The nation's first and leading manufacturer of slides. 
GRANT INDUSTRIAL SLIDES 

Write for your copy of Grant's Industrial Slide Reference Catalogue. 

GRANT PULLEY & HARDWARE CORP., 23 HIGH STREET, WEST NYACK, N. Y. 944 LONG BEACH AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 21, CALIF. 
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Gí7 \\97 Transistorized Power Supplies 

Nine models available in 6, 12 or 28V 
nominal outputs, 2:1 adj, range, output 
power levels approx. 15, 30 and 50 watts. 

Ripple: .01% maximum 

Response time: 50 microseconds 

Regulation: ± 1/4% for line and load 
change combined 

Meters: Optional on 50 watt units 

Prices: From $165 to $240 depending on 
model and rack or cabinet mount 

LOW -VOLTAGE HIGH -C RRENT DC POWER SUPPLIES 
with the PERFOR 11` E of .tLL-TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY 

DC sour es utmost reliability, minimum ripple, and very fast response in lighter, 

smaller pa ka s. And these new, compact power packs are fitted with the Zener 

diode ref-ren circuit that assures the ± 0.25% regulation accuracy and high 

stability. he to 1 output voltage range gives these supplies an application range 

that is uns rpa ed. The all semi -conductor design provides the excellent ripple and 

response .rop ties that rule out line and load transients. An exclusive protective 

circuit pre ents .hort-circuit damage to the transistors. 15 and 30 watt units come in 

single or . ual ack mount, or in cabinets. 50 watt units have provision for remote 

sensing. 1 IO d 200 watt units will be available shortly (90 days). 

Full info ma i.n on this important advance in low voltage, high current technology 

is now in .rin Ask your Sorensen representative for full data, or let us mail it to 

you direct 

Model Q6-2 

S 
CONTROLLED POWER FOR 

SORENSEN & COMPANY, Inc. Richards Avenue, South Norwalk, Connecticut RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY 

In Europe, contact Sorensen-Ardag, Eichstrasse 29, Zurich, Switzerland, for all products including 50 cycle, 220 volt equipment 
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specify reliable 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 
for missile and other highly critical applications 

Raytheon Solid State Diffused Junction Silicon Rectifiers offer you: 

demonstrated dependability of performance 
throughout the industry 

precise junction gradient for specific applications 
flat junctions for uniform control of 
characteristics 

ready availability in production quantities 
minus 65°C to plus 165°C operating 
temperature 

storage temperature up to 175°C 
welded hermetic seal 

7/16" STUD 

o 
:,,,. 

.070°Dia 

gi 
.I.. 

f 

TYPE 

41 

WIRE -IN -TYPE 

0.090 
nom. 

((''))) .125° Dia. 

Y 
280' 

11 
.355' 

É 

in ro E 

i TDm.moz. 0.435 .. "-_' 

440° - Hex(A.F.) l --: MX.-,`----- 
."-----7:-..- IO -32 Thd as 

O/A. 

TYPE 
Peak Operating 

Voltage 
-65°C to + 165°C 

Volts 

Ave. Rectified 
Cur 

25°C 

Amps. 

ent 
150°C 

Amps. 

Reverse Current 
(Max.) at 

Specified PIV, 25°C 

µA 

,',N°, 

TYPE 
Peak Operating 

Voltage 
-65°C to +165°C 

Volts 

Ave. Rectified 
Cur 

25°C 

mA 

ent 
150°C 

mA 

Reverse Current 
(Max.) at 

Specified PIV, 150°C 

mA 

1N253 
1N254 
1N255 
1N256 

CK846 
CK847 
CK848 
CK849 
CK850 
CK851 

95* 
190* 
380* 
570* 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 

3.0 
1.5 
1.5 
0.95 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 

1.0* 
0.4* 
0.4* 
0.2* 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

10 
10 
10 
20 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

1N536 
1N537 
1N538 
1N539 
1N540 
1N1095 
1N547í 

50 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 

750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 

250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 

0.40 
0.40 
0.30 
0.30 
0.30 
0.30 
0.35 

ir 

a Ai AR 

1N538, 1N540, 1N547 available to MIL specifications. (Same as 1N1096 

1N253 thro gh 1N256 available to MIL specifications to +135°C 

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 
Needham Heights, Massachusetts 

SILICON AND GERMANIUM DIODES AND TRANSISTORS SILICON RECTIFIERS 

NEW YORK 589 Fifth Ave., Plaza 9-3900 

CHICAGO: 9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Park, NAtional 5-6130 

LOS ANGELES: 5236 Santa Monica Blvd., NOrmandy 5-4221 
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BUSINESS BRIEFS 

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER 
ARMY y, ill start testing next spring at Laplata, Md., 

a "tapered aperture horn antenna" that will 
be 844 ft long, 506 ft wide and 253 ft high. 
Design, says the Army Signal Corps, is a radical 
break with conventional curtain antennas. It 
was developed by Developmental Engineering 
Corp. for the Army's strategic long-range corn- 
munications circuits, with particular emphasis 
on anti -jamming characteristics. 

DATA HANDLING systems on order by savings 
banks will be transistorized by 1960, Teleregister 
Corp. tells ELECTRONICS. Firm says three eastern 
banks that had ordered systems using tubes and 
magnetic drum memories have agreed to wait 
two years for the new equipment. Systems 
planned are on-line; they will process deposit 
and withdrawal transactions as they take place. 

MANNED SPACE CAPSULE CONTRACT may 
be awarded after January 1, 1959, according to 
the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
tration. NASA was host earlier this month to 
38 firms for a discussion of preliminary specifi- 
cations. They were invited to submit proposals 
for long-term development of a space capsule 
suitable for manned satellite flight. 

SPACEBORNE magnetic tape recorder, small 
enough to be held in one hand but able to 

store three million pieces of data, has been 
announced. Lockheed Missile Systems division, 
the developer, said the device could record and 
store vital data when a spacecraft was out of 
radio contact with the earth and then, on com- 
mand, unload the information in one -sixth the 
time it takes to record it. 

GOVERNMENT demand for data processing sys- 

tems is growing, with strong emphasis on infor- 
mation storing and retrieval units. This was 
reported at the recent 1958 Computer Appli- 
cation Symposium in Chicago sponsored by 
the Armour Research Foundation. At the end 
of last year some 120 systems were reportedly 
in use by the U. S. Government, involving 
about $30 million in annual rentals and $9 mil- 
lion worth of purchased equipment. As of last 
June, more than 150 data systems were in the 
approved or advanced planning stages. 

TWELVE COMPUTER CENTERS are being 
established for university scientists on a regional 
basis by the National Science Foundation. Fiscal 
'59 budget of NSF includes $1.5 million for 
university computing facilities, and the agency 
expects the program to run two additional years. 
First center will be set up at the University of 
North Carolina with a $500,000 grant for pur- 
chase of a Univac 1105. 

APR a 

111113111 
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FIGURES OF THE WEEK 
RECEIVER PRODUCTION 

FIGURES OF THE YEAR 

(Source: EIA) Oct. 31,'58 Oct. 24,'58 Nov. 1,'57 Receiving tube sales 

Television sets, total 121,465 121,2+67 152,306 Transistor sales 
Radio sets, total 306,977 310,148 399,196 Cathode-ray tube sales 
Auto sets 56,071 75,073 131,327 

Television set production 

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES Radio set production 
(Source: Standard & Poor's) Nov. 5, '58 Oct. 29, '58 Nov. 6, '57 TV set sales 

Radiotv & electronics 66.41 62.99 41.79 Radio set sales 
Radio broadcasters 77.48 73.39 50.79 (excl. auto) 

Totals for first nine months 

1958 1957 Percent Change 

291,718,000 341,663,000 -14.6 
30,387,277 18,842,300 +61.3 
5,844,665 7,308,552 -20.0 
3,572,189 4,589,164 -22.2 
8,178,821 10,764,454 -24.0 
3,468,090 4,452,041 -22.1 

4,903,676 5,840,372 -16.0 

MORE FIGURES NEXT PAGE e 
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Tv camera picks up model of airport runway lighting, projects to pilot in 

Tv Aids Airport Simulation 
COMBINATION of flight -trainer tech- 
niques and industrial television is 
helping Airways Modernization 
Board check out proposed systems 
for runway and approach lighting. 

Approach, landing and takeoff 
simulator, built for AMB by Do- 
man Helicopter, was unveiled late 
last month at National Aviation 
facilities Experimental Center in 
Atlantic City, N. J. 

Simulator, dubbed Dalto, is 
made up of three major subsystems. 
Curtiss-Wright P3A part -task 
trainer (which "flies" like a B-25) 
is one end of the system. The 
other is a 57 -ft -3 -in. moving belt on 
which various runway lighting con- 
figurations are set up. Connecting 
the two is a television system pro- 
vided by General Precision Labora- 
tories. 

Runway lights are simulated by 

trainer 

raised fluorescent dots which are 
illuminated by ultraviolet light. 
Strobe beacons are simulated by a 
row of small neon bulbs which are 
flashed by a set of commutating 
contacts under the belt. 

Belt movement is controlled by 
the trainer, simulating craft's 
ground speed. The camera (fore- 
ground in the picture) is also 
slaved to the trainer through three 
synchro channels, providing azi- 
muth, roll and pitch. Curtiss- 
Wright developed the conversion 
kit that slaves the camera and belt 
to the trainer. 

A translucent filter (background 
in the picture) simulates conditions 
of fog, haze and other weather. 
Forward visibility can be varied 
from 300 to 2,600 ft. Aircraft alti- 
tude of 0 to 300 ft can be simu- 
lated; if the craft is higher, the pilot 

secs no picture at all. 
The picture as seen by the 

camera is projected onto a 10 -by - 
10 -ft screen in front of the trainer, 
where the pilot sees it through his 
windscreen. The 57 ft of belt pro- 
vide 17,000 ft of airspace -3,000 ft 
of approach, 10,500 ft of runway, 
and the rest black. First use will be 
to check out five different lighting 
configurations now under considera- 
tion. Actual pilot "touchdowns" 
and pilot opinion will both be con- 
sidered in evaluating the patterns. 

The Dalto system, excluding the 
trainer and conversion kit, sells for 
"under $50,000."- The conversion 
kit costs in the neighborhood of 
$7, 500. 

Soviet Discloses 
Lunar Probe Gear 
SOVIET LUNAR probe instrumenta- 
tion was recently disclosed by a 
Danish Communist newspaper 
which quoted Moscow Planetarium 
scientist Vitaliy Bronshten. 

Bronsh ten told the paper that 
Soviet scientists were working 
energetically on a moon rocket 
which they expect to fire soon, that 
the rocket would be similar in size 
to the Sputnik II rocket, weighing 
about a half ton, and that two 
rocket variations were being 
readied. 

He said one was intended to 
land on the moon, the other to 
orbit the moon and return to 
earth. 

The Russian was quoted as enu- 
merating these instruments: 

Gear for determining the 
moon's mass and conductivity of 
heat and electricity. 

Apparatus for investigating the 
moon's surface and discovering 

(Continued on p 12) 

TRANSISTOR AND TUBE SALES, MONTHLY 
(Source: EIA) Sept., '58 Aug., '58 Sept., '57 

EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS 

(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics) Aug. '58 July, '58 Aug. '57 

Transistors, units 5,076,443 4,226,616 3,231,000 Prod. workers, comm. equip.... 354,900 340,600 409,800 
Transistors, value $10,811,412 $9,975,935 $6,993,000 

Av. wkly. earnings, comm. .... $82.39 $80.75 $77.81 
Receiving tubes, units 40,061,000 30,456,000 44,382,000 

Av. wkly. earnings, radio $81.40 $80.39 $75.81 
Receiving tubes, value $33,951,000 525,442,000 $35,545,000 

Picture tubes, units 891,803 713,458 1,071,662 Av. wkly. hours, comm. 39.8 39.2 39.9 

Picture tubes, value $17,704,289 $14,190,878 $20,819,036 Av. wkly. hours, radio 39.9 39.6 39.9 
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LAMBDA'S ALL -TRANSISTOR LINE 
Delivered now Guaranteed for five years 

FOUR NEW POWER SUPPLIES 

1 -AMP and 2 -AMP CONVECTION COOLED 

No internal blowers No moving parts 
0-32 VDC 

0-1 AMP 0-2 AMP 

Model LT 1095 $285 

Model LT 1095M (metered) $315 

Model LT 2095 $365 

Model LT 2095M (metered) $395 

Ambient 50° C at full rating. 
High efficiency radiator heat sinks. 

Silicon rectifier. 
50-400 cycles input. 

Special, high -purity foil, long -life 
electrolytics. 

Compact. Only 31/2" panel height. 
Short-circuit proof. 

Protected by magnetic circuit breakers. 

Hermetically -sealed transformer. De- 
signed to MIL-T27A. 

All transistor. No tubes. 
Fast transient response. 

Excess ambient thermal protection. 
Excellent regulation. Low output impedance. 
Low ripple. 
Remote sensing and DC vernier. 

Voltage Bands . ..0-8, 8-16, 16-24, 24-32 VDC 
Line Regulation .. 

Load Regulation. 

AC Input 

CONDENSED DATA 

.Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts 
(whichever is greater). For input variations 
from 105-125 VAC. 

..Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts 
(whichever is greater). For load variations 
from 0 to full load. 
105-125 VAC, 50-400 CPS 

Electrical Over- 
load Protection ...Magnetic circuit breaker, front panel 

mounted. Unit cannot be injured by short cir- 
cuit or overload. 

Thermal Over- 
load Protection ... Thermostat, manual reset, rear of chassis. 

Thermal overload indicator light,front panel. 

Size 31/2"Hx19"Wx143/8"D. 

Send for complete LAMBDA L -T data. 

LAM 13íL A Electronics Corp, 
11-11 131 STREET COLLEGE POINT 56, NEW YORK 
INDEPENDENCE 1-8500 Cable 4,9dress: Lambdatron, New York 
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WESTON INSTRUMENTS: STANDARDS OF STABILITY IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY 

MEP 

Mi }4tt 

het 
uRFMN`r 

ROL 

USE WESTON INDUCTRONIC® 
components and systems 

The Weston Inductronic System of D -C amplification is a 
precise method of low-level measurement and regulation. It 
is designed for industrial and laboratory processes requiring 
high standards of service ... stability ... sensitivity ... speed 
of resolution. Coupled with appropriate transducers, Induc- 
tronic units can achieve many unusual applications which 
would otherwise be impractical. Review and comment by 
Weston engineers on any special requirements are offered 
without obligation. 

INDUCTRONIC D -C AMPLIFIER (MODEL 141 1) is the basic com- 
ponent of Weston Inductronic Systems ... the electronic equivalent 
of a potentiometric system. Plug-in Standards are available for 
ranges from 2 microamps to 1 milliamp, or 10 microvolts to 1 milli- 
volt. Accuracies run as high as 0.1%. Output is bi-directional. Either 
side may be grounded. On most ranges, response time is 20 milli- 
seconds or less. Model 1411 is not sensitive to line voltage varia- 
tions, input frequency disturbance, or tube characteristics-due to its 
unique method of full feedback null -balance. 

INDUCTRONIC PRODUCT RESOLVER (MODEL 1482) is a precise 
A -C to D -C transfer standard. It provides an output proportional to 
the product of two independently varying A -C or D -C voltages. Even 

at low power factor, rate accuracy falls within 0.2%. An electrody- 
namometer instrument mechanism is used as the translational device 
operating into a full feedback amplifier (similar to Model 1411). Its 

field coils are rated in single ranges from 50 milliamps to 5 amps. 

Voltage ranges are 20 ohms per volt. The response time of the 
entire system is approximately 20 milliseconds. 

Write for Weston Catalog B-36, containing detailed infor- 
mation on these and other Inductronic systems and compo- 
nents. Address: Weston Instruments, Division of Daystrom, 
Inc., Newark 12, N. J. In Canada: Daystrom Ltd., 840 Cale- 
donia Rd., Toronto 10, Ont. Export: Daystrom Int'l., 100 
Empire St., Newark 12, N. J. 

WESTON 
A DAYiTROM UNIT 
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in all standard sizes and special sizes to order 

The New ARNOLD 6TAluminum-Cased Tape Cores 
give you 4 BIG ADVANTAGES... at no added cost! 

NEW COMPACTNESS in Aluminum -Cased Cores permits you to 
design for greater miniaturization, yet retain the distortion -free 
strength of an aluminum case that resists winding stresses 
Overall dimensions are smaller than older types of aluminum 
cases and comparable in size with plastic -cased cores. 

HERMETICALLY SEALED, with Built -In Protection against shock 
and vibration, Arnold 6T Cores provide the most complete 
protection against deterioration of magnetic properties available 
on the market. Strain -sensitive core materials are completely 
surrounded by an inert shock absorbent, hermetically sealed 
within the cases. Trouble -free performance is virtually assured, 
even over long standby periods. 6T Core design further guar- 
antees that you can vacuum -impregnate your coils. 

Arnold 6T Tape Cores are available in all standard 

sizes, and special sizes may be made to order... 
all guaranteed for size, hermetic seal, dielectric 

strength and temperature of operation. 

We'll welcome your orders for prompt 
delivery of pilot or production quantities. 

1000 -VOLT BREAKDOWN GUARANTEED! 
The Arnold 6T Core employs a strong, inert covering with hard 
gloss finish which carries a 1000 -volt breakdown guarantee. Suit- 
able radii and the elimination of sharp corners insure against 
cutting the winding wire's insulation. Its hard non -cold -flowing 
finish protects the covering against cuts. Both features guarantee 
against shorted wiring. 

MEETS MILITARY "SPECS" for Operating Temperatures and 
Temperature Rise. 
The Arnold 6T Core fully meets the requirements of military 
specifications Mil -T-5383 or Mil -T-7210, wherever applicable. 
These specifications call for case construction to withstand 
ambient temperatures to 170° C, and a 25° C temperature rise. 

WSW 7319 

TIE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY 

Main Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois 
Repath Pacific Division Plant: 641 East 61st Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 

District Sales Offices: 
Boston: 49 Waltham St., Lexington Los Angeles: 3450 Wilshire Blvd. 

New York: 350 Fifth Ave. Washington, D.C.: 1001 -15th St., N.W. 
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possible landing places for man - 
carrying space vehicles. 

Instruments for determining 
whether the moon has a magnetic 
field similar to that of the earth 
and the sun. 

Tv apparatus for viewing the 
far side of the moon. 

Paper spews out at 6 ft a minute as ... 

Army Installs 
Speedy Printer 
ELECTROSTATIC printing techniques 
go to work for U. S. Army Signal 
Corps in an electronic teletype- 
writer demonstrated last month by 
the Army and developer Burroughs 
Corp. 

The high-speed unit, dubbed 
Beta by Burroughs, can operate 
at 3,000 words a minute. Signal 
Corps will run it at only 750 wpm. 

Beta combines keyboard send- 
ing and electrostatic recording, 
uses the Baudot start -stop code. 
Each character is electrostatically 
formed by a 5 -by -7 matrix of wires. 
Paper passes between the line of 
72 matrices and a grounding plate 
(or "anvil"), receives the 72 sets 
of charges making up a single line 
of type, then steps to an inking 
station. Powdered ink is picked up 
by the charged areas, then bonded 
to the paper by a heated roller. 

Each character is set up in all 
72 matrices at once; a coincident 
positioning pulse supplied to the 
anvil selects the head or heads 
which print. The charges for a 
whole line are deposited in con- 
siderably less time than it takes to 
step the paper from one line to the 
next (at 3,000 wpm, the machine 
prints 3 to 4 lines a second). 

Theoretical top speed for the dc - 

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE Administration, only two months 
old but already the center of a lusty controversy over its proposal to 
absorb the Army's space scientists, this week finds itself with disenchant- 
ment on another front. 

The Aircraft Industries Association charges that there are "restrictive 
provisions on patent rights" in the new space agency law. The Associa- 
tion wants Congress to put NASA patent policy in line with what it 
regards as the Defense Department's more liberal provisions.: 

Space Act of 1958 setting up NASA provides that any invention which 
evolves from performance of work under NASA contracts-with minor 
exceptions-is the Government's exclusive property. On the other hand, 
Pentagon rules generally allow contractors to retain title to an invention, 
with the military services holding licensing rights. 

Just last month the Pentagon liberalized its procurement regulations 
to provide contractors even greater protection for trade secrets-that is, 
"proprietary rights" to processing methods, treatment and chemical 
composition of materials, plant layout and tooling and other manufac- 
turing secrets. 

Pentagon concern over this problem was stressed again last week at 
a special Washington conference called to spur R&D effort in the 
critical field of molecular electronics. Maj. Gen. M. C. Demler, Air 
Force director of R&D, said that proposals from industry might involve 
proprietary ideas. He emphasized that the armed services were aware 
of responsibilities in protecting industry rights. 

NASA is now drafting a set of procurement regulations to govern its 
industrial contract work. For the most part, NASA's new rules will 
follow policies set forth in the long-established Armed Services Procure- 
ment Regulations, including such matters as contract negotiations and 
administration, and allowable costs and profits. 

Long -simmering controversy over the Renegotiation Act, under 
which so-called "excessive" profits are retrieved from defense 
contractors, is now moving from the courts back to Congress. 

In the rush to adjourn last August, Congress renewed the law 
for six months to June 1959 without hearing all of industry's 
proposals to revise the act. However, the lawmakers did make 
plans for a major study of the law next year before voting on its 
extension again. 

Professional staffers on the Joint Congressional Committee on 
Internal Revenue will begin informal talks next month with 
industry spokesmen. Open hearings will probably start a month 
or so later. 

Sweeping Democratic gains in the new Congress have dis- 
couraged the hopes of some defense contractors for major 
modifications of the law-including exemptions for incentive - 
type contracts, the right to appeal beyond the Tax Court, and 
a more definitive yardstick for determining so-called excessive 
profits. 
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VERSATILE, RELIABLE DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS 

DC digital voltmeter 
offers maximum reliability... 

0.01% accuracy... 
single plane readout... and 

many other advanced features 

The Model 401 offers four -digit display with automatic polar- 
ity indication and decimal placement ... Measures .0001 
to 999.9 volts with 0.01% -F-1 digit accuracy ... Adjustable 
least digit sensitivities of .1, 1, 10 my ... Average reading 
time of one second ... Continuous, automatic standard cell 
calibration ... 10 megohms input impedance ... Built-in 
printer drive ...10 times longer readout bulb life ... No cir- 
cuitry in readout for easy remote mounting ... Extra long 
relay life assured by DC drive. Price: $2100. 

KIN TEL manufactures an exceptionally complete line of 
digital instruments. These "digital building blocks" permit 
measurement of AC, ohms, ratios, and automatic scanning 
of multiple inputs. Preamplifiers increase digital voltmeter 
sensitivity to 1 microvolt DC and 10 microvolts AC. Buffers 
permit driving typewriters, tape punches and printers. Com- 
plete digital systems for data logging, missile checkout and 
production testing are also available. The reliability and 
accuracy of these precision instruments are assured by 
KIN TEL'S experience in designing and manufacturing more 
than 10,000 "standard cell accuracy" DC instruments. Sales 
and service are available nationwide. KIN TEL Engineering 
Representatives in all major cities. 

All -electronic 
digital voltmeter 

measures millivolt to kilovolt 
with 0.1% accuracy 
...costs only $960 

Four ranges: 0.000 to 1.599; 00.00 to 15.99; 000.0 to 159.9; 
0000. to 1000 volts (manual ranging and polarity) ... No 
moving parts ... Digital in -line readout ... 70 millisecond 
conversion time ... Adjustable display time ... Input com- 
pletely floating and isolated ... 0.1% of full scale accuracy 
... Direct voltage conversion circuit ...Wide range of models. 

KIN TEL'S Model 801A all -electronic digital voltmeter meas- 
ures DC from 0.001 to 1000 volts with 0.1% of full scale 
accuracy ... and in less than 1/ 10 second, presents the 
measured voltage clearly on an in -line digital readout that 
even unskilled personnel can read with ease. Direct voltage 
measurement by successive approximation provides accu- 
racy and sensitivity previously obtainable only in delicate, 
complex and expensive instruments. Extremely stable opera- 
tion - continuous calibration against an internal reference. 
(Input impedance of the Model 801A is 20,000 ohms per 
volt. The Model 802A, priced at $1190, has an input imped- 
ance of 10 megohms on all ranges. In other models, the 
binary coded decimal and deci- 
mal outputs are externally avail- 
able to permit driving printers 
and tape punches.) 

KIN TEL 
A OIVIsIoN oF` 

COHU 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

Write today for descriptive literature or demonstration. 5725 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11, California 
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vice (if the electrostatic technique 
were used without external limita- 
tions of paper feed) is in the 
neighborhood of 500,000 wpm, the 
Army says. Unit can also be used as 
an adjunct to computers. 

Character spacing is 10 to the 
inch, and line spacing is 5 to the 
vertical inch. The unit requires 1.2 
kilowatts, most of which is con- 
sumed by paper -transport mecha- 
nism and heater in bonding roller. 

New Plastics 
Uses Coming 
CHICAGO-TWO years of progress in 
plastics materials, products and ma- 
chinery were rounded up for the 
Society of the Plastics Industry's 
biennial National Plastic Exposi- 
tion, which closed here today. 

In the more than 300 new prod- 
ucts shown at the exposition or 
discussed in conference sessions, 
there seemed to be something for 
everybody. 

For electronics, Minnesota Min- 
ing & Manufacturing is complet- 
ing work on a hvo-part foaming 
encapsulating epoxy designed to 
protect electronic gear from shock. 
Its density is seven lbs per cu ft. 

There is also considerable activ- 
ity in one -part resins for tempera- 
tures ranging from -100 C to 150 
C. One resin will be extrusion - 
wrapped around coils, like thick 
tape, and then cured in place. 

Dow Corning said it is working 
on room -temperature vulcanizing 
silicone rubbers for encapsulating. 
It's also developing solventless sili- 
cone resins with various fillers for 
high temperature purposes. 

Plastics machinery firms came up 
with some new automatic transfer 
molding machines, vacuum mold- 
ing machines for encapsulating and 
forming cases from sheet extruders. 

Cadillac Plastics & Chemical 
showed a new gun for spraying -up 
reinforced plastics of chopped glass 
fiber and resin simultaneously_ . 

Several electronics firms were 
represented among the exhibitors. 
These included manufacturers of ra- 
dioisotope thickness gages, labora- 
tory and production test and con- 
trol devices, vacuum metalizers, 
dielectric heating and sealing ma- 
chines and a few component firms. 

MILITARY ELECTRONICS 
A terminal guidance system 

for Nike -Zeus anti -ICBM missile 
is being developed by Sylvania. 

Army has completed its Red- 
stone missile test program with a 
successful 250 -mi shot across the 
Atlantic test range. Over the past 
two years, 34 out of 37 launchings 
have been satisfactory. 

Army plans to shoot a rocket 
directly toward the moon and cre- 
ate a man-made, 30 -lb planet that 
will orbit the sun if it misses the 
moon, Wernher von Braun re- 
vealed. First attempt may be made 
in the first week in December. 
Chances of success are one in two. 

Airborne compass systems can 
now be calibrated electronically by 

rotating the earth's magnetic 
field" around a parked aircraft. This 
new system may eliminate the old, 
costly and often inaccurate method 
of moving the plane in 15 -degree 
stages around a concrete compass 
rose. 

Developed by Sperry under the 
sponsorship of USAF's Wright Air 
Development Center, the electronic 
system provides calibration accurate 
within one -tenth degree. 

Equipment needed includes an 
electrical console, a tripod and a 
simple transit modified to include 
a special magnetic sensing device. 
The total weight comes to 90 
pounds. 

Sperry sees a big market in the 
system in both military and com- 
mercial aircraft. 

Geophysicist uses solar converter to power .. . 

New Seismic Amplifier 
ALL -TRANSISTOR SEISMIC amplifier 
system announced recently will 
make it easier for geophysical crews 
to get about while searching for 
oil and ore in remote regions of the 
world. 

The system, made by Texas In- 
struments, weighs about 100 
pounds. The 24 -channel seismo- 
graph is packed in a 57 -pound case 
and the power supply and battery 
case weighs 45 pounds. 

A lightweight, 12 -volt aircraft 
battery is sufficient since the 

seismograph draws only 6 amps 
during most of its operating cycle. 
When TI introduced the system at 
the Society of Exploration Geo- 
physicists' convention in San An- 
tonio last month, sunlight provided 
the power. 

An 8 by 15 -inch silicon solar con- 
verter charged the battery. The 
converter charged at 250 milliamps 
at 12 volts. About 10 hours ex- 
posure to the sun was sufficient. 

The seismograph is stable over a 
temperature range of -40 F to 
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new performance levels 
set by Hughes precision crystal filters 

Hughes Products now offers high performance crystal filters 
previously available only for special military developmental 
contracts and Hughes -built systems. Utilizing unique design 
and advanced manufacturing techniques, these Hughes crys- 
tal filters provide a degree of performance previously un- 
attainable. 

With center frequencies of 30 kc to 30 me and fractional 
bandwidths of 0.01% to 6%, these crystal filters have seven 
distinct advantages: 

1. High frequency filtering 
2. High selectivity 
3. Low passband ripple 
4. Low insertion loss 
5. Small size and weight 
6. Excellent temperature stability 
7. Excellent shock and vibration stability 

CO 

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR TYPICAL FILTERS 

Filter No. 1 

60/6 db Bandwidth 
Ratio = 1.8 

-2 0 +, +4 +A 

Filter No. 2 
50/6 db Bandwidth 

Ratio = 2.0 

EMU 1. 
L1 1 

BIM 
INV 

X80 -40 0 +40 +00 

DEVIATION FROM CENTER FREQUENCY (Ut) 

No. 1 

Center Frequency 1.75 me 
6db Bandwidth 6 kc 
Maximum Insertion Loss 6db 
Maximum Passband Ripple 1 db 
Stopband Attenuation > 60 db 

Filter No. 3 

60/6 db Bandwidth 
Ratio = 1.37 

-2 -1 0 +5 +t 

No. 2 No. 3 

10 mc 1.75 mc 
70 kc 2.7 kc 
<2 db 6 db 

<0.25 db 1 db 
> 50 db > 60 db 

For further information please write HUGHES PRODUCTS, Crystal Filters, International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, Calif. 

1 -1 

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS HUGHES PRODUCTS 
L 
©1958, Hughes Aircraft Company 

J 
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140 F. Each channel contains 22 
germanium transistors and 4 silicon 
diodes. In all, 591 transistors and 
103 diodes are used, along with 
tantalum capacitors and deposited 
carbon precision resistors. 

Development of the system was 
based on first-hand need. Through 
a subsidiary, Geophysical Service 
Inc., TI operates exploration crews 
in some 18 countries. System will 
be available to other prospectors. 

Another transistorized system 
from the same firm is designed for 
industrial data collection and re- 
mote control of on -off devices. It 
consists of a receiver at a central 
operating point, a field selector 
which can read or control 100 or 
1,000 locations, a common analog 
input for all analog output trans- 
ducers, and transducers and con- 
trol elements. 

Stations are interrogated by dial- 
ing their code numbers. Trans- 
ducer output is decoded, displayed 
on the receiver and may be logged. 
The information and the station 
dialed are verified before the in- 
formation is displayed. Signals can 
be transmitted by wire or radio. 
Transistors are used to minimize 
maintenance. 

New Unit Guards 
Shopping Center 

p ,e,,..';.. 
6 

i 
ELEC"1'RONIC SECURITY system cost- 
ing $100,000 has been activated in 
a $200 -million shopping center in 
Minneapolis. 

The system uses more than 1,200 
photoelectric cells for light detec- 

FINANCIAL ROUNDUP 
General Telephone & Elec- 

tronics will be one of the giant firms 
of the electronics industry if the 
proposed merger of Sylvania and 
General Telephone is approved by 
stockholders. 

GTE is the proposed name of the 
combined company. But the name 
Sylvania will not vanish from our 
industry. Firm will be operated as 
a subsidiary of GTE. Shares will 
be exchanged on a one -for -one 
basis. Sylvania stockholders would 
get about one -sixth interest. 

Combined firm will have sales of 
more than $800 million and assets 
in excess of $1.8 billion. Sylvania 
contributes sales of about $340 mil- 
lion, nearly $250 million in assets. 

A big common interest behind 
the merger is the growing impor- 
tance of electronic telephone com- 
munications. GT is second only to 
the Bell System in size; Sylvania 
provides electronics know-how, 
R&D capabilities. 

Another common interest is the 
industrial electronics market. Much 
of Sylvania's receiving tube sales are 
to industrial users and the firm is 

well along in research and develop- 
ment of other industrial products. 
GT has a toehold in industrial elec- 
tronics through its manufacturing 

subsidiary Automatic Electric and 
would like to expand further in this 
area. General Telephone's financial 
resources cement the mutual inter- 
ests and activities of the two firms. 

Telecomputing Corp., diversi- 
fied Los Angeles electronics firm, 
acquires a controlling interest in 
Frank R. Cook Co. of Denver, 
Colo., through an exchange of 
stock. The Denver firm makes 
batteries used as a power source in 
many guided and ballistic missiles. 
Telecomputing aims to broaden its 
activities in the missile field. 

Astron Corp., capacitor manu- 
facturer of East Newark, N. J., 
purchases for cash all stock of 
Minitronics Corp. of New York 
City. Minitronics has been pre- 
paring to manufacture a solid tan- 
talum capacitor. Acquisition ties 
in with Astron's policy of getting 
a bigger share of military compo- 
nents business through development 
of miniaturized and high reliability 
components. 

G -L Electronics, Camden, 
N. J.,. issues 75,000 shares of com- 
mon stock through Woodcock, 
Hess, Moyer & Co. of Philadelphia. 
G -L makes magnetic components. 

tion, ultrasensitive rise -of -heat in- 
dicators, and a two-way audio sys- 
tem that listens during the night 
and transmits music during day. 

From a central control room a 

single guard can detect fires or in- 
truders in any of the 800,000 sq 
ft area's 70 stores. He can also 
operate exit doors, lighting, and 
internal security communications in 
the two -level building. 

Designers, G. R. Willet & Co., 
Chicago, point out that the low - 
voltage electrical system operating 
the "watchdog" required no special 
conduit installations. Further sav- 
ings have been possible by using 
electronic heat detectors, eliminat- 
ing water sprinkler systems. 

A console in the central control 
room (photo) allows security per- 
sonnel to keep the area under con- 
stant scrutiny at all times. 

NEREM Spotlights 
Design Techniques 
BOSTON-IN ELECTRONICS, New 
England is frequently a "jumping 
off point"-idea-wise-for devices 
which often go into production in 
other parts of the country. 

Section's impact on design engi- 
neering was evident here this week 
in exhibits and papers at NEREM 
(Northeast Electronics Research 
and Engineering Meeting). 

In second year of its graduation 
into circle of national shows, 
NEREM more than tripled size of 
two-day technical program with 43 
papers. 

Heavy emphasis this year was 
on computers and information 
theory-nearly one-third of papers 
were in this field; and circuit devel- 
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ILLUSTRATED IN 
ACTUAL SIZE 

Ï V/ 

NEW SMALLER SIZE KOOLOHM RESISTORS 

with imaroved oerformance 
Sprague's new smaller size Koolohm 
Resistors are designed to meet modern 
industrial requirements for insulated - 
shell power wirewound resistors that 
will perform dependably under the 
severe duty cycles encountered in heavy 
duty industrial electronic equipment. 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 
IMPROVEMENTS 
1. Leads are welded to drawn metal 

cap ends. 

2. Ceron (ceramic insulated) resistance 
wire wound under controlled tension 
on special ceramic core. Makes pos- 
sible multi -layer non -inductive wind- 
ings as well as very high resistance 
value conventional windings. 

3. Finished resistance elements are 
given unexcelled mechanical protec- 
tion by non -porous ceramic outer 
shells-sealed with high temperature 
silicone end cement. 

4. Insulated shell permits mounting in 

SEND FOR ENGINEERING BULLETIN 7300 -SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY 
35 MARSHALL STREET NORTH ADAMS, MASS. 

direct contact with chassis or "live" 
components. 

5. Aged on load prior to final test and 
inspection to stabilize resistance 
value and assure outstanding per- 
formance on load -life tests! 

The advanced construction of these im- 
proved Koolohm Resistors allows them 
to operate at "hottest spot" tempera- 
tures up to 350°C. You can depend 
upon them to carry maximum rated 
load for any given physical size. 

THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS: RESISTORS CAPACITORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS 
INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS 
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opment-eight papers. 
Displays featured components, 

techniques rather than systems. 
Papers on circuits outlined de- 

sign criteria for automatic phase 
control systems; application of a 
novel null -detection method on a 
new impedance bridge; develop- 
ment of a selective calling device 
for tactical voice communications. 

An entire session on circuits was 
devoted to amplifiers, with reports 
on an auxiliary signal method of 
reducing plate dissipation in audio - 
amplifiers; differential amplifiers; a 
chopper -stabilized transistor ampli- 
fier; and progress on eliminating 
limitations of distributed amplifiers. 

Unusual feature of session on 
reliability and testing was paper ex- 
ploring concept of reliability insur- 
ance, provided either by insurance 
firm or equipment producers. W. B. 
Bishop of AF Cambridge Research 
Center said preliminary study indi- 
cates risks involved in reliability 
insurance are calculable with suffi- 
cient accuracy to be economically 
acceptable. He added that tech- 
niques used to measure and predict 
electronic equipment reliability are 
similar to insurance methods for 
determining magnitude of risk and 
appropriate premiums. 

Bishop's study was concerned 
principally with the government as 
an electronics user, but he said 
eoncept could be applied equally to 
industrial users. 

Gas Pipers to 
Buy More Gear 
THE NATURAL GAS pipeline indus- 
try "now spends millions" for elec- 
tronic equipment and "will be 
spending several times more in 
five years." 

This prediction comes this week 
from F. Vinton Long, chief of the 
Texas Eastern Transmission Corp.'s 
communications section. 

The firm recently unveiled its 
first remotely controlled gas com- 
pressor station. Situated in Linden, 
N. J., the station is controlled from 
a facility 50 miles west, in Lam- 
bertville. 

"This is one of the first uses of 
unattended operation techniques 
in natural gas service," says A. J. 

Shoup, TE vice president and chief 
engineer. He adds that his firm 
plans to open four more such sta- 
tions next year. 

The new equipment's duplex 
controls are designed to operate on 
either microwave or leased tele- 
phone lines. The electronic -elec- 
trical equipment cost $30,000 to 
$40,000, firm said. 

About 15 companies, 10 con- 
sidered large, are now in the natural 
gas piping industry. 

Airline Installs 
Reserving Unit 
A COAST -TO -COAST electronic seat 
reservation system is now in opera- 
tion at Trans World Airlines. 

The system links separate elec- 
tronic data processing units in New 
York, Chicago and Los Angeles 
with a space inventory control unit 
in Kansas City. San Diego and San 
Francisco are tied in with the L.A. 
system, Milwaukee with Chicago. 

The three data processors store 
space availability information on 
all TWA domestic and interna- 
tional flights. The system was 
built for TWA by Teleregister 
Corp., which has installed elec- 
tronic reservation systems with 
seven airlines. 

X-ray Amplifier 

Industrial image amplifier enables x-ray 
inspection of devices with moving parts. 
Above, Picker X,Ray Corp. shows how 
its system would be used to inspect a 
gear. The television monitor permits 
remote viewing 

MEETINGS AHEAD 
Nov. 17-21: Space Flight Engineering 

Conf. and Exposition, American 
Rocket Society, Statler-Hilton Hotel, 
N. Y. C. 

Nov. 19-21: Electrical Techniques in 
Medicine and Biology, AIEE, ISA, 
PGME of IRE, Nicollet Hotel, Min- 
neapolis. 

Dec. 2-4: Reliable Electrical Connec- 
tions, EIA, Statler-Hilton Hotel, 
Dallas. 

Dec. 2-4: Airlines Electronic Engineer- 
ing Committee, Winter Meeting, 
AEEC, Hotel Statler, Washington, 
D. C. 

Dec. 3-5: Global Communications, 
AIEE, PGCS of IRE, Colonial Inn - 
Desert Ranch, St. Petersburg, Fla. 

Dec. 3-5: Eastern Joint Computer 
Conf., AIEE, ACM, IRE, Bellevue - 
Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia. 

Dec. 4-5: Vehicular Communications, 
Annual Meeting, PGVC of IRE, 
Hotel Sherman, Chicago. 

Dec. 9-11: \ I id -America Electronics 
Convention, MAECON, Municipal 
Auditorium, Kansas City, Mo. 

Jan. 12-14: Reliability and Quality Con- 
trol, National Symposium, PGRQC 
of IRE, ASQC, EIA, Bellevue - 
Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia. 

Jan. 21-23: Southwest Electronic Ex- 
hibit, Arizona State Fairgrounds, 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

Feb. 1-6: American Institute of Elec- 
trical Engineers, Winter General 
Meeting, Statler Hotel, New York 
City. 

Feb. 12-13: Transistor & Solid -State 
Circuit Conf., AIEE, PGCT of 
IRE, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Phila- 
delphia. 

Mar. 3-5: Western Joint Computer 
Conf., AIEE, ACM, IRE. Fair- 
mont Hotel, San Francisco. 

Mar. 23-26: Institute of Radio Engi- 
neers, IRE National Convention, 
Coliseum & Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, 
N. Y. C. 

Mar. 31 -Apr. 2: Millimeter Waves 
Symposium, Polytechnic Inst. of 
Brooklyn, USAF, ONR, IRE, USA 
Signal Research, Engineering Socie- 
ties Bldg., N. Y. C. 

Apr. 5-10: Nuclear Congress, spon- 
sored by over 25 major engineering 
and scientific societies, Public Audi- 
torium, Cleveland. 
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KW heat problems coming up? 
Estimate cooling requirements for your project now! 
This helpful, cooling load calculating Nomograph gives you a quick, 
easy way to analyze potential heat sources, enables you to make 
your own preliminary estimates of cooling requirements. 
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E llis and Watts Products, Inc. 
P.O. Box 33 E, Cincinnati 36, Ohio 
Designers a -id builders of specialized air conditioning equipment: 
MIL -AC Units, refrigerated liquid coolers, computer cooling equipment, 
dewpoint control equipment, electronic console coolers, air to 
liquid coolers and large capacity dehumidifiers. 
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IT'S NEW 
IT'S A PUSH -IN NUT 

tight 
finge pressure 

s ats it 
fo good! 

STRAIGHT LEGS WON'T DISTORT 
YHIN METALS OR ALUMINUM 

GREATLY INCREASED 
PULL-OUT RESISTANCE 

PATENT PENDING 

o) 
ROUND HEAD 

CO) 
SQUARE HEAD 

RECTANGULAR 

TABLE OF DIMENSIONS 
For use with #8 or #10 screws, finished Ordinary sheet metal screws cut clean, strong threads in the molded nylon and 
hole size .290/.281, application thickness the nut is both re -usable and highly resistant to vibration. 
.030/.060. Other sizes available soon. 

HEAD SIZE HEAD HEIGHT Used as a nut or as a spacer, Dot's Nylon Push -in Nut has wide application in all 

7/16" DIA. .150 products where sheet metals or plastics are employed. They can be supplied with a 

1/2" DIA. .030 moisture resistant sealer and special nuts can be designed to your specifications if 

1/2" DIA. .040 volume warrants. Currently available in eleven sizes. Full information on request. 

1/2" DIA. .070 

1/2" DIA. .150 

1/2" DIA. .100 

3/8" SQ. .040 

3/8" SQ. .140 

13/32" SQ. .030 

13/32" SQ. .200 

3/8" x 37/64" .060 

This new Dot Nylon Push -in Nut offers additional design and performance advan- 
tages over our currently available plastic snap -in nuts. These advantages are: 

Ill Straight legs permit easy insertion in square, punched holes and do not distort 
the holes even in soft aluminum or thin -gauge steel. (21 Burrs do not impede the 

nut or prevent proper seating. (3) Tapered screw hole causes legs to spread when 

screw is inserted and results in greatly increased pull-out resistance (see drawing Al. 

CARR FASTENER COMPANY 
Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp., Cambridge 42, Mass. 

MAKERS OF FASTENERS 
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New amplifier 
battles "noise" 

Four -stage junction diode amplifier was developed at Bell 
Telephone Laboratories by Rudolf Engelbrecht for mili- 
tary applications. Operates on the "varactor" principle, 
utilizing the variable capacitance of diodes. With 400 -mc. 
signal, the gain is 10 db. over the 100 -mc. band. 

The tremendous possibilities of semiconductor science are again illus- 
trated by a recent development from Bell Telephone Laboratories. The 
development began with research which Bell Laboratories scientists were 
conducting for the U. S. Army Signal Corps. The objective was to reduce 
the "noise" in UHF and microwave receivers and thus increase their 
ability to pick up weak signals. 

The scientists attacked the problem by conducting a thorough study 
of the capabilities of semiconductor junction diodes. These studies led to 
the conclusion that junction diodes could be made to amplify efficiently 
at UHF and microwave frequencies. This was something that had never 
been done before. The theory indicated that such an amplifier would be 
exceptionally free of noise. 

At Bell Laboratories, development engineers proved the point by 
developing a new kind of amplifier in which the active elements are junc- 
tion diodes. As predicted, it is extremely low in noise and efficiently am- 
plifies over a wide band of frequencies. 

The new amplifier is now being developed for U. S. Army Ordnance 
radar equipment. But it has numerous other possibilities. In radio astron- 
omy, for example, it could be used to detect weaker signals from outer 
space. In telephony, it offers a way to increase the distance between relay 
stations in line -of -sight or over -the -horizon communications. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 



BE SURE...BUY E -LITES 
engineered especially for computers, control 

systems, military applications 

Actual size - 
fits a -%a" (lia. hole 

THE ORIGINAL MINIATURE INDICATOR LIGHT 

MULTIPLE TERMINALS- 
NO "HOT" CASES 

Terminals are silver- 
plated, gold -flashed, 
cadmium -plated or elec- 
tro -tin-plated. AMP -type 
37 taper pins available. 

BUILT-IN RESISTORS 
OPTIONAL 

Genuine Allen-Bradley 
carbon composition. 

QUALITY INSULATION 
MATERIALS 

Glass nylon or Melamine 
MME per MIL -P-14. 

I 
A 

STRONG, LIGHTWEIGHT 
ALUMINUM CASES 

Black or silver ano- 
dized to MIL -A-8625 
(ASG). 

EFFICIENT, POSITIVE 
ILLUMINATION 

Proper lens shape in bu. 
tyrate per MIL -P-10407 
for clear display. Form- 
tip neon lamps with 
electrodes exposed for 
maximum brilliance. 

You can mount almost any E -lite in a 3/4" hole. These 
tiny units save precious space in computer data-process- 
ing systems, aircraft and industrial control systems, 
instruments, test equipment, telemetering systems - 
wherever long life and dependable operation are essen- 
tial. They'll fit your system application exactly because 

TWO-WEEK DELIVERY ON 1560 
STANDARD VARIATIONS 

Special Prices On Volume Orders 

REPLACEABLE -LAMP TYPES 

Single -lamp holders for neon 
or incandescent lamps. Va- 
riety of lens types. Up to 3 
digits available on flat lenses. 
10H holder shown. 

LOW-COST INDICATORS 

Neon and incandescent panel 
illumination, readout, etc. 
Round or flat lens. Lens mark- 
ing available. Push -on retainer 
furnished. Models 113 (neon) 
and 11( (incandescent) shown. 

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT 
NEON LIGHT 
Has built-in diode -resis- 
tor network - no adapt- 
ing needed. Fires on 
only 10 volts. Lamps 
are aged, selected for 
stability. Round or flat - 
face (readout) lens. 
Model lAD shown. 

they're tailor-made for the job by system engineers. 
Choose from many replaceable -lamp or permanent -lamp 
types, with neon or incandescent lamps, with or without 
resistors, and in a variety of lens styles, colors and data 
readout capacities. 100% electrical and mechanical in- 
spection assures you of full E -lite quality in every unit. 

PERMANENT -LAMP ROUND -LENS 
INDICATORS 

With neon or incandescent lamps. 
Model lAG (neon) shown. 

PERMANENT -LAMP 
READOUT TYPES 

With permanent or change- 
able lenses, and lenses taking 
up to 3 digits. Neon or incan- 
descent lamps. Model lEG 
(neon) shown. 

DUAL LAMP HOLDER 

Holds two lamps to provide dou- 
ble check on circuit operation. 
Monitors key circuitry in a va- 
riety of ways. Model 1FH. 

MORE TITAN 1500 SATISFIED USERS: 

IBM Burroughs General Electric 

Electro -Data Bendix Hughes Brush Instruments 

Magnavox Ampex... and others! 

Write for 6 -page bulletin with 
photos, descriptions, dimension 

drawings for the complete 
Iine. Sales representatives in 
principal cities. Submit your 

special problem for our 
engineered solution. 

1805 Belcroft Avenue, El Monte, Calif. 

A subsidiary of Cenisco, Incorporated 
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How far 
can an engineer 

go at 

DIVISION 

MANAGER 

Someday your name may go on the door of a top -management office of the AC Division ... or of the General Motors Corpora- 
tion. This is part of GM's "open door" policy. This means that not only is every GM door open to every employee, but that every 
open door represents opportunity. Today AC helps fulfill the large demand for inertial guidance systems (with the AChiever) 
and many other electro -mechanical, optical and infra -red devices. In the future AC will supply even more instrumentation needs -both military and commercial-for the "space era." Your long-range prospects at AC can hardly be equaled. You'll gain 
invaluable experience working shoulder to shoulder with recognized experts on many assignments. You'll enjoy highest pro- 
fessional status, which can be enhanced by working on advanced degrees at engineering schools located near AC facilities. 
You can work at AC facilities across the country or around the world. In sh.an, if you are a graduate engineer in the electronic, 
electrical or mechanical fields, you can go places at AC, because AC is going places. This is worth looking into. Just write the 
Director of Scientific and Professional Employment: Mr. Robert Allen, Oak Creek Plant, Dept. A, Box 746, South Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin; or Mr. M. Levett, Dept. A, 1300 N. Dort Highway, Flint 2, Michigan. Ilt may be the most important letter of your life. 

Inertial Guidance Systems Afterburner Fuel 

Controls Bombing Navigational Computers 
Gurt -Bomb - Rocket Sights Gyro -Accelerometers 
Gyroscopes Speed Sensitive Switches Speed 
Sensors Torquemeters Vibacall Skyphone 

AC SPARK PLUG ;º:- THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 
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There's a 

"one -best 
voltmeter" 

for every job... 
and you'll find it here! 

Makeshift measurement-where you stretch a faithful but out- 
moded instrument to or beyond its limitations-this takes time. 
Save engineering time by choosing and ordering now the "one -best" 
-hp- voltmeters fitting your measurement need. -hp- offers a com- 
plete array of precision, dependable voltmeters, each specifically 
suited to a given type of voltage measuring job. Check the brief 
data here, then ask your -hp- representative for demonstration- 
on your bench and on your problems! 

WIDE RANGE -10 cps to 4 MC 

-hp- 400D, probably the best -hp- 
voltmeter ever built. Covers all 
frequencies 10 cps to 4 MC. Ex- 
tremely sensitive, accurate within 
±2% to 1 MC, measures 0.1 mv 
to 300 v. Direct reading in dbm. 
10 megohm input impedance in- 
sures negligible loading on cir- 
cuits under test. New amplifier 
circuit with 56 db feedback in- 
sures maximum stability and free- 
dom from change due to external 
conditions. $225.00. 

MULTI -PURPOSE to 600 KC-$200 
-hp- 400AB, unique value, broad 
utility and long-term dependabil- 
ity in a low cost laboratory instru- 
ment. Covers 10 cps to 600 KC, 
measures from 0.3 mv to 300 IT in 
11 ranges. High stability, high 
sensitivity, accuracy ± 2% full 
scale from 20 cps to 100 KC. 10 
megohm input impedance; 25µµf 
shunt. Meter reads direct in volts 
and dbm. $200.00. 

EXTREME ACCURACY of I 

-hp-400H, designed for users who 
need highest accuracy within ± 
1% to 500 KC, ± 2% to 1 MC 
and ± 5% full range. Covers fre- 
quency range 10 cps to 4 MC. Has 
5" meter with mirror scale, mea- 
sures voltages 0.1 mv to 300 v. 
High 10 megohm resistance mini- 
mizes circuit disturbances ; ampli- 
fier with 56 db feedback insures 
lasting stability. Direct reading 
in db or volts. Extremely high 
quality throughout. $325.00. 

-hp- also offers a broad variety of voltmeter accessories including voltage dividers, connectors, 

shunts and multipliers to extend the useful range of your equipment. Details on request from 

your -hp- representatives or direct; or see page 46 of current -hp- catalog. 
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for science, 

industry and 
the military 

STANDARD OF INDUSTRY - 
20 cps to 700 MC 

-hp-4106, perhaps the most wide- 
ly used of all precision voltmeters. 
In addition to 20 cps to 700 MC 
ac coverage, serves as a do volt- 
meter with over 100 megohms in- 
put impedance. Also is ohmmeter 
for measurements 0.2 ohms to 500 
megohms. For ac measurements, 
input capacity 1.5 µµf, 10 meg- 
ohms input impedance, employs 
radical -hp-developed diode 
probe which virtually e'iminates 
circuit loading. $245.00. 

NEW ! 
-hp- 400E 

Logarithmic 
Voltmeter 

High accuracy 

10 cps to 4 MC 

5" true log voltage scale 

Linear 12 db scale 

10 db range steps 

Generous scale overlap 

New, convenient -hp- 400L is a unique instrument combining a specially 
designed logarithmic meter movement with the many desirable features of -hp- 
400D and 400H voltmeters. 

Model 400L's logarithmic voltage scale plus unusually long scale length 
provides an instrument of maximum readability and an accuracy which is a 
constant percentage of the reading. Voltage scales are more than 5" long, 
with a 12 db scale spread across the full scale length. The meter is mirror 
backed for maximum accuracy. A range switch changes voltage sensitivity 
in 10 db intervals. This feature, together with the 12 db scale, provides 
generous overlap and is of particular convenience in work involving decibel 
levels. 

Other features of the new 400L include exceptional long term stability, high 
sensitivity, high input impedance, large overload capacity, compact size and 
highest quality construction. 

Model 400L may also be used as a stable amplifier. 

Voltage Range: 

Frequency Range: 

Accuracy: 

Long Terni Stability: 

Calibration: 

Input Impedance: 
Amplifier Usage: 

Power Supply: 
Price: 

SPECIFICATIONS -hp- 400E 

0.3 my to 300 v, 12 ranges, 1-3-10-30 sequence. 

10 cps to 4 MC 
± 2% of reading, or ± 1% of full scale, whichever is more accurate, 
50 cps to 500 KC; ± 3% of reading, 20 cps to 1 MC; ± 5% of reading, 10 

cps to 4 MC (Includes line voltage changes 103 to 127 volts.) 

G,,, reduction in amplifier tubes to 75% nominal causes less than 0.5% error, 
20 cps to 1 MC 

Calibrated in RMS value of sine wave. Log voltage scale, 0.8 to 3 v and 0.3 to 
1 v. Db scale - 12 to + 2 db. 10 db intervals between ranges. 

10 megohms shunted by 15µµf, 1 to 300 v. 25 µµf shunt on 0.001 to 0.3 v range. 

Output terminals permit 400L to amplify small signals or monitor 
waveforms with an oscilloscope. 

115/230 v ± 10%, 50/1,000 cps, approx. 100 watts. 

-hp- 400E (cabinet) $325.00. -hp- 400LR (rack) $330.00. 

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory 

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 
4650A PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A. 

Cable "HEWPACK" DAvenport 5-4451 
FIELD ENGINEERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS 
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.4949. 

For -your -Magnetic Shielding Problems 

MUMETAL is the answer! 

Write for your copy 
"MAGNETIC MATERIALS" 

This 32 -page book contains val- 
uable data on all Allegheny Ludlum 
magnetic materials, silicon steels 
and special electrical alloys. Illus- 
trated in full color, includes essen- 
tial information on properties, 
characteristics, applications, etc. 
Your copy gladly sent free on 
request. 

ADDRESS DEPT. E-11 

Mumetal shields will give instant 
relief to interference caused by 
extraneous magnetic fields. This 
material can cure many troubles- 
solve many a problem for you. 

Use it where high permeability is 
required at low flux densities, such 
as in input and microphone trans- 
formers, hearing aid diaphragms, 
instruments, wire and tape record- 
ers, etc. For properly heat treating 
Mumetal, we can also offer commer- 
cial hydrogen annealing facilities. 

A fund of technical data on shields 

and other applications for Alle- 
gheny Ludlum Mumetal is available 
-let us help with your problems. 

In addition to Mumetal and other 
high -permeability alloys, we offer a 
range of magnetic and electrical 
alloys and steels that is unmatched 
in its completeness. Our services 
also include the most modern facili- 
ties for lamination fabrication and 
heat treatment. Let us supply your 
requirements. Allegheny Ludlum 
Steel Corporation, Oliver Building,, 
Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

STEELMAKERS to the Electrical Industry 

Allegheny Ludlum 
Warehouse stocks of AL Stainless Steels carried by all Ryerson plants 
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0o LOOK AT THEIR DESIGN 

IRC 2W's are designed with a one-piece nickel silver 
center terminal and collector ring. Resistance wire is 
wound by specially designed IRC machines and bonded 
to the core by a special coating to prevent wire shifting 
even under most unfavorable conditions. 

0o LOOK AT THEIR ADAPTABILITY 

You name it-the IRC 2W has it: Single control: single 
with SPST, DPST or SPDT switch; duals, concentric 
duals, with or without switch; 3 -gang or 4 -gang, water- 
proof shaft and bushing. 

IRC 2W's are available with most any shaft and 
bushing style, including a "shaft locking" type bushing. 
For your further convenience there is a wide selection 
of standard and special locating lugs. 

0o LOOK AT THEIR PERFORMANCE 

IRC 2W Controls exceed MIL -R -19A specifications of 
3 % maximum and 1 % % average change for 40°C load 
life at 1000 hours. Resistance change is less than 2% 
maximum after 25,000 cycles under rated load. 

0o LOOK AT THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 

2W Controls may be obtained in resistance values from 
1 to 50,000 ohms, and in tolerances of 10% and 5%; 
lower tolerances are available on special request. 

Any way you look at them 

IRC Type 2W 

2 WATT 

POTENTIOMETERS 

are your best buy 

Standard taper is linear; modified logarithmic or special 
tapers are available. 

0o LOOK AT THEIR APPLICABILITY 
IRC 2W Controls are widely used in circuits for 
servo -mechanisms, test instruments, measuring instru- 
ments, automatic controls, military equipment, and 
many other electronic devices where high stability and 
low cost are necessary factors. 

Go LOOK AT BULLETIN A -3a 

for complete details of construction and specifications; 
derating, taper and resolution charts. Write for it today. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY Dept. 377, 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa. 
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In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto Licensee 
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Nickelonic News 
DEVELOPMENTS IN NICKEL AND NICKEL ALLOYS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS N! 

First commercial atomic clock ... waveguides of low 
permeability Monel "403" hold down signal distortion 

No problem fabricating these waveguides of Monel "403" low permeability alloy, 
reports National. The intricate tubes carry microwaves in the Atomichron atom -regu- 
lated frequency standard. 
Heart of the "clock" -a cesium beam tube - Monel "403" alloy provides the tube's 
pole assemblies with excellent mechanical properties plus low magnetic permeability. 
Manufactured by National Company, Inc., 61 Sherman Street, Malden 48, Mass. 

Nickel leads, welded directly to tantalum, 
boost capacitor ruggedness 

DALLAS, TEX.: For maximum reliabil- 
ity, new Texas Instruments tan -TI - 
cap" capacitors depend on leads of 
Electronic Grade "A"* Nickel. This 
strong, tough nickel wire, welded 
soundly and easily to the tantalum 
stubs, helps provide the good connec- 
tions needed to withstand mechanical 
and thermal shock. 
Electronic Grade "A" Nickel is highly 
resistant to oxidation and corrosion. 
What's more, it provides tight hermet- 
ic seals (note figure at right) and speeds 
unit installation. Another Nickel - 
containing alloy, Kovar***, is also used 
to assure tight metal -to -glass seals. 
Pertinent Literature: Write for Into 
Technical Bulletin T-15. 

For outstanding vacuum properties, key 
parts of the Mark 1-T4 accelerator are made 
of Electronic Grade "A" Nickel. Built by 
Applied Radiation Corp., Walnut Creek, Cal. 

*T. M. of Texas Instruments Incorporated 
***T. M. of Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
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Lead wires of Electronic Grade "A" 
Nickel strengthen this new tan -TI -cap Solid 
Tantalum Electrolytic Capacitor. 

...clock generates 
frequencies accurate to 
5 parts in 10 billion! 
MALDEN, MASS.: You can now tell time 
accurately down to 100 millionths of a 
second with the Atomichront, first 
commercial atom -regulated "clock." 

How it works 

Waveguides feed a tuned microwave 
signal through a stream of cesium 
atoms. As signal reaches the atoms' 
resonant frequency, it changes some 
atoms in internal structure. This 
change is sensed by a detector and sig- 
nalled to a servo system, which regu- 
lates the frequency of a basic oscillator 
at precisely the atomic resonance value. 
By means of electronic multipliers and 
dividers, this oscillator produces stand- 
ard output frequencies of 0.1, 1.0, 5, 
10, and 100 megacycles - the required 
"clocking" action. 

Designers chose Monel "403"* lost 
permeability nickel -copper alloy for the 
waveguides, radio frequency sections 
and magnet pole assemblies, because it 
provides magnetic permeability so low 
that atomic resonance remains free 
from distortion. Monel "403" alloy 
offers excellent vacuum and mechani- 
cal properties, is readily machined and 
formed into intricate shapes. 

Like all Inco Nickel Alloys, Monel 
"403" alloy is freely available. 

Pertinent Literature: Write for "Basic 
Data-Monel '403' Low Permeability 
Nickel -Copper Alloy." 
IT. M. of The National Company, Inc. 

Nickel materials keep electrons "ln line" in new linear accelerator 
WALNUT CREEK, CALIF.: Intense elec- 
tron, neutron and X-ray beams are gen- 
erated by this new ARCO linear elec- 
tron accelerator. In order to operate 
at very high vacuums -10-7 to 10-8 mm 
Hg-its vacuum envelope must be de- 
gassed by baking out at 400°C. ARCO 
designers specify Electronic Grade "A" 
Nickel for the envelope because it pro- 
vides the excellent vacuum properties 
required. This metal also resists oxida- 
tion, corrosion and retains its strength 
at operating temperatures well above 
400° C. 

Nickel plating improves seals 
All metal surfaces of the envelope's 
metal -ceramic seals are plated with Incc 
Nickel. Inco Nickel is easily brazed, 
protects parts from oxidation. Its 
purity facilitates the elimination of all 
organic products from the vacuum 
envelope, permitting excellent radio - 
frequency operation. 
Pertinent Literature: Write for "Into 
Nickel Alloys for Electronic Uses." 
*Registered trademark, The International Nickel 
Company, Inc. 

IN CO THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC. 67 Wall Street New York 5, N. Y. NCO 
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Box K101 
Kuthe Laboratories Inc. 
ITT Components Division 
730 South 13th Street 
Newark 3, New Jersey 

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 

NEW! 
ruggedized ... miniaturized 
peak performance... 

¡(ii/he KU -73 

CERAMIC HIGH POWER 

THYRATRON 

Characteristics of KU -73 Ceramic Thyratron 

epx 

ib 

25 0 kv 

1000 amp. 

Ip (RMS) 40 amp. 

Pb (epy x prr x ib) 20 x 109 

Height 5.75 in. 

Diameter 3.50 in. 

HERE is a brand new hydrogen thyratron in ceramic envelope- 
for most severe environmental requirements in switch and network 
discharge applications. 

The KU -73 shown here is a 25 kv/1000 amp. peak thyratron, 
comparable in ratings to glass type 5948/1754, more than three 
times its size. It is only 5 %" high and 3 %" in diameter ... while its 
glass counterpart is 1534" high by 51/8". Because it is ceramic, the 
KU -73 has far greater ability to stand shock and vibration. It can 
operate at ambient temperatures up to 125°C. Ratings can be 
substantially increased by air or oil cooling ... readily accomplished 
because of the efficient dissipation possible with this compact, 
thermally efficient design. 

The KU -73 incorporates an internal low temperature hydrogen 
reservoir for long life and highly stable performance characteristics. 
Jitter is less than 1 millimicrosecond. 

Write today for complete data and application information. 

ml 
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A MESSAGE TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY ONE OF A SPECIAL SERIES 

In financial aid to education .. . 

What Should Business Do Now? 

Now that the federal government is entering 
the field, should business firms stop giving 
financial aid to our colleges and universities? 

This question is now being discussed by busi- 
ness directors throughout the country. The dis- 
cussion is prompted by the near -billion -dollar 
program of federal aid to education passed by 
Congress a few months ago. For if the federal 
government, with its access to billions in taxes, 
is assuming responsibility for the financial wel- 
fare of education, should not business get out of 
the way and let the government take over? This 
is the general way the question is being asked. 

The answer is a resounding NO. 

What The Federal Program Does 

The new federal program makes it possible 
for the government to spend the imposing total 
of $900 million for aid to education over the 
next four years. There are still many loose ends 
in the program. But already it's quite clear what 
such funds will - and will not - do to help re- 
lieve the financial plight of our colleges and 
universities. 

First of all, the program is not going to solve 
any financial problems in education overnight. 

The program is just barely underway. So far no 
money has actually been allocated, and Congress 
has appropriated only $40 million - less than 
5% of the total. 

More important, there is very little in the 
total program which will result in direct aid to 
colleges and universities. The program does set 
up fellowships to train college teachers. But 
most of the aid will eventually be channeled 
through the states to primary and secondary 
schools. The main focus of the program is edu- 
cation for national defense - strengthening 
science, mathematics and foreign languages in 
elementary and secondary schools, together with 
grants for counseling, testing and research. 

The one big item for higher education is a 
$295 million student loan program, which will 
help needy students pay tuition and other fees. 
But tuition rarely covers the full cost to the col- 
lege of educating a student. So the net result 
could well be an additional financial strain on 
our institutions of higher learning. 

For the three most pressing financial needs - faculty salaries, scholarship grants and new 
plant and equipment-colleges and universities 
must still rely heavily on help from the business 
community. And it would indeed be a major 



misfortune if the recent actions of the govern- 
ment put a blight on this growing and substan- 
tial support to higher education. 

In the last ten years, business has expanded 
its financial aid to education by more than four 
fold. In 1948, contributions were only $24 mil- 
lion. In 1957, such aid reached an estimated 
$125 million. Moreover, corporations have been 
putting a larger proportion of their total chari- 
table gifts into education. In 1950, the percent- 
age was only 17%. By pre -Sputnik 1956, the 
share had already increased to 34%, according 
to figures recently released by the Council for 
Financial Aid to Education. 

Why Business Must Help 
The most compelling reason for increasing 

business aid to higher education - at an even 
faster rate-is that our colleges and universities 
desperately need financial help. It is that sim- 
ple. Private contributions to higher education 
must average at least $400 million over the next 
ten years if our colleges are to meet rising oper- 
ating costs and raise faculty salaries to decent 
levels. Despite the growth in business contribu- 
tions, we are still well below that goal. 

If our colleges cannot solve their mounting 
financial difficulties through voluntary help 
from business firms, alumni and communities - then it is to be expected that federal aid ul- 
timately will be mobilized in a big way. In prin- 
ciple, if not in dollars, the 85th Congress has 
paved the way. Indeed, a large federal scholar- 
ship program was squeezed out of this year's 
legislation only in the course of last-minute com- 
promises. And Arthur S. Flemming, Secretary of 
Health, Education and Welfare, has urged that 
the next session of Congress restore the scholar- 
ship program. 

About any federal rescue operation for higher 
education, two things are quite clear: 
(1) Such aid will come too late to prevent ir- 

reparable harm resulting from the current 
shortage of funds. The need for help is 
urgent and immediate. 

(2) With federal taxes taking over half of all 
corporate income, any federal program in 
the end will be financed in large part by 
the business community. 

An Opportunity 
So, viewed narrowly, it is in the selfish interest 

of business firms to aid our colleges and univer- 
sities now, rather than wait and be forced to pay 
later on. By doing so, they ensure that business 
will have a continuing supply of well -trained 
graduates. They take advantage of the tax laws 
for charitable contributions which mean the 
government in effect assumes more than half the 
cost of business aid to education. And they win 
gratitude for a voluntary and generous act. 

Viewed in the broad public interest, the busi- 
ness community has an opportunity to perform 
a financial rescue mission in education which 
could well be the key to successful survival, not 
only of our present system of higher education, 
but also of the nation itself. 

As previous editorials in this series have 
pointed out, a very small share of the net in- 
come of business firms - about 1% - would 
do the job. Certainly business must not be dis- 
tracted from this opportunity by the new ven- 
ture of the federal government in financial aid 
to education. 

This message is one of a series prepared by the 
McGraw-Hill Department of Economics to help 
increase public knowledge and understanding 
of important nation-wide developments. Per- 
mission is freely extended to newspapers, 
groups or individuals to quote or reprint all 
or parts of the text. 

PRESIDENT 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 



NEWS 

o 

about Silicon Devices 

Now. . . Ratings > 120 kw 

for rectifiers made with 

DU PONT SILICON 

compact units can eliminate need for dc lines 

U 
ltG 

PON 
ti. S. PAT. OPT 

T 

A wide range of rectifiers made with 

Du Pont Hyperpure Silicon-with 
ratings from a few microwatts to> 
120 kw per cell-are now available. 

Manufacturers cite efficiencies up 

to 99% in units operated at 60 cps, 

operation at temperatures from -65° 

to 175°C., rectification ratios as high 

as 10 million with negligible reverse 

conductance, and the elimination 

of special do lines when these com- 

pact rectifiers are used in bridges. 

Du Pont, pioneer and first com- 

mercial producer of silicon, supplies 
manufacturers of rectifiers, diodes 
and transistors with several grades 
of Hyperpure Silicon. (Du Pont does 

not produce devices.) 

Write today for our free booklet 
containing full data on Du Pont 
Silicon: E. I. du Pont de Nemours 
& Co. (Inc.), 2420 Nemours Bldg., 
Pigments Department, Wilmington 
98, Delaware. 

HYPERPURE SILICON 

Better Things for Better Living 
...through Chemistry 
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CANNON 
A new design in Cannon Plugs. The new ALRF line consists of 

1 

NEW! CANNON ALUMINUM RF COAXIAL PLUGS / 35% LIGHTER 

aluminum versions of the standard N and SC plugs designed 
o.. piI ̀ 

for installation wherever weight -saving is a critical design 

criteria. To provide further flexibility for the ALRF line Cannon 

has available a new series of ALA cable adapters for use with 

semi -rigid aluminum RF cables. The new Cannon ALRF plugs offer 35% lighter material weight plus many important 

improvements in design characteristics, including: Superior Electrical Performance achieved by a new internal 

design in which the braid is crimped to the collett providing optimum bond. Improved Moisture Sealing Character- 

istics due to an improved design of the silicone rubber gromet, providing a tighter bond with the cable jacket. 

Improved Clamping Mechanism for more positive gripping action without distortion of the outer braid. Im- 

proved Resistance to Corrosion through a black anodized finish giving superior resistance to corrosive elements. 

In the ALSC series a reversal of pins and sockets can be specified. All of these design advantages are available in the 

new Aluminum RF Line from Cannon Electric Company -3208 Humboldt Street, Los Angeles 31, Calif. Write for 

Cannon Catalog ALRF-1-Please refer to Department 120. Factories in Los Angeles, Santa Ana, Salem, Toronto, 

London, Paris, Melbourne and Tokyo. Distributors and Representatives in the principal cities of the world. 

t, 



NEW! 

all electronic 
A -D converters 

and 
digital voltmeters 
for medium and high speed applications 

DIGITAL VOLTMETE 

xiSiF[P GEEZHC,E.Ç 

E0Vn9º NAIE 

ELECTRONIC DIG!TALVOi.:11ETE 

Both tae 7000 and 8000 Series develop voltage siate BCD 
outputs for data recorder entry. Standard code is 2, 4, 2, 1; 
other codes available on special order. 

Write today for complete engineering specifications 

Electro Instruments, Inc. 

new series 
of advanced 
instruments 

The 7000 Series 

for high-speed conversions. 
Up to 1000/second 1 
megohm input impedance 

Automatic polarity 3 - 
and 4 -digit models Sensi- 
tivity and resolution 0.01% 

Transistorized logic 
circuits Transistorized 
direct -reading indicators. 

The 8000 Series 

for medium -speed conver- 
sions Maximum balance 
time 100 milliseconds 1000 
megohms input impedance 
at balance Automatic 
ranging Automatic polarity 

4 -digits Sensitivity 
and resolution 0.01% 
Totally transistorized. 

E 3540 Aero Court 
San Diego 11, California 



In 

ELECTRONICS 

TOMORROW'S 
NEED 

IS TODAY'S 
CHALLENGE AT . . 

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION DALLAS, TEXAS 

means a 

System of Weapons Management 

Temco's capabilities in electronic research and development 

.. in systems management .. are making Temco a leader in 

the electronics field. Take Temco's work in autopilot develop- 

ment, for example. While converting several Army Signal 

Corps L -17s to radio -controlled reconnaissance drones, Temco 

found no suitable "commercial" autopilot. So Temco engi- 

neers developed their own .. an inexpensive, simplified unit 

that met all special requirements .. provided wide -range reli- 

ability and control. 

Then Temco engineering came up with a low -drift d -c servo: 

system and a low -power d -c "pecking" amplifier .. took the 

basic autopilot they had developed .. miniaturized and repack- 

aged it. for use in Temco's rocket -powered transonic Teal 

target drone. The result: "Teal" became the first "missile" of 

its type to be successfully launched from a swept -wing air- 

craft and to operate effectively at altitudes up to 50,000 feet. 

Today this know-how is directing development of "Corvus".. 
the Navy's highly classified "stand-off" air -to -ground missile 

.. with Temco as weapon system manager. It is being used in 

the development and production of special flush -mounted an- 

tenna systems .. microwave devices .. advanced guidance 

systems .. airborne TV systems and many classified projects. 

Temco's complete systems management capabilities are ready to 

meet your challenge. 
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Flexible Laboratory Sweeping Oscillator -10 mc to 950 mc 

Catalog No. 111-A 

The Kay Mega -Sweep 111-A is a two -band beat 
frequency sweeping oscillator specifically de- 

signed for improved performance in the UHF 
range. The Mega -Sweep 111-A provides wide fre- 
quency sweep widths and operates over a wide 
frequency range from 10 me to 950 mc. Both 
sweep width and center frequency are continuously 
variable. 

The Mega -Sweep 111-A employs two X -band 
klystrons in a waveguide mixing circuit. Suitable 
buffers, matching devices, and a directional coupler 
minimize both coupling between oscillators and 
load effects. A precision absorption -type frequency 
meter indicates the output frequency; a contin- 
uously variable microwave attenuator provides 
truly broadband adjustment of the output level. 

A drive mechanism mounted on the front panel 
automatically tracks the klystron repeller electrode 
voltage with klystron operating frequency. One 
mode of klystron operating voltage is maintained 
with the klystron operating at or near the peak of 
the mode. The entire range of operating frequen- 
cies can be covered by rotating a single knob. A 
calibrated dial indicating center frequency ±10% 
is attached to the tuning mechanism; since the 
sweep widths are very wide, this indication is close 
enough for easy location of the bandpass to be dis- 
played. 

A modified unit, Catalog No. 112-A, provides a frequency 
range of 800-1200 mc. 
tWith the addition of a Kay Ultra -Former UHF matching 
transformer, an output of 0.3 V rms into a balanecd 300 
ohm load will be delivered between 450 and 900 mc. 

Dept. 

Write for New Kay 

KAY 
CALIBRATED 

MegaSwccp 111-4 

Wide Sweep Width up to 40 mc 

Variable Sweep Rate with Line "Lock -in" 

All -Electronic Sweep 

Negligible Leakage 

Constant RF Output over Sweep 

Zero Level Baseline 

Precision Wavemeter 

Low Harmonic Distortion 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency Range: Two bands; 10 mc to 500 

mc and 400 mc to 950 mc.* 
Sweep Width: Continuously variable, 50 kc 

to 40 mc. 
Sweep Rate: Variable around 60 cps; locks 

to line frequency. 
RF Output: High, approx. 0.15 V rms into 

nom 70 ohms.- 
Low, approx. 0.07 V rms into nom 70 

ohms. 
Amplitude Modulation: Less than 0.1 db/mc 

over frequency sweep. 
Output Waveform: Less than 5% harmonic 

distortion at full output; less than 2% 
at half output. 

Attenuator: Uncalibrated microwave atten- 
uator continuously variable to 26 db. 
Attenuation characteristic flat over out- 
put frequency range. 

Frequency Measurements: Mid -point fre- 
quency of sweep may be pre-set, or 
frequency indicated at any point on os- 
cilloscope display within ±5 mc by use 
of the precision micrometer -controlled 
wavemeter. 

Sweep Output: Regular sawtooth; ampli- 
tude 20 V approx. 

Power Supply: Input approx. 110 watts, 117 
V (±10%), 50-60 cps ac. B+ electron- 
ically regulated. 

Dimensions: 101/2" x 181/2" x 12". 
Weight: 35 lbs. 
Price: $595.00, f.o.b. factory. 

Catalog 

KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
E -l1 Maple Avenue Pine Brook, New Jersey CApital 6-4000 
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Other bonded diodes 
A 0.002 -inch whisker of 

precious metal is micro -fed 
under a force of less than 

0.5 gram into light contact 
with the germanium. 

Shock or temperature 
variation can break 

this contact. 

CBS-Hytron bonded diodes 
A heavier 0.005 -inch 

whisker of rigid tungsten 
wire with a sharp point is 

pressed against the 
germanium under a force 
of 16 grams. This results 

in a contact pressure of 
about 400,000 pounds 

per square inch. Positive 
contact is assured during 

manufacture and use. 

More reliable products 

FORCE 

'h 
GRAM 

FORCE 

16 

GRAMS 

through Advanced -Engineering 

Now... 

COMPUTER 

DIODES designed 

to eliminate 

opens and shorts 

Computer diodes must be reliable ... with a 
small fraction of 1% failures. Opens and shorts 
usually account for the majority. CBS-Hytron 
bonded junction diodes are designed to eliminate 
such catastrophic failures. See illustrations. 

SURVIVAL CURVES-OPENS AND SHORTS 
During CBS-Hytron Shock Test 

100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 

CBS-Hytron Bonded Diodes - no failures 

Other Bonded Diodes - 16% opens, 6% shorts 

0 25 50 75 100 

Life in Hours 
125 150 

Comparative Shock Test CBS-Hytron bonded computer 
diodes are designed to withstand shock and vibration during 
printed -circuit assembly and during life. See illustration of 
CBS-Hytron shock test ... more severe than military shock 
and vibration tests. Note the distribution curves comparing 
diodes subjected to this "paper jogger" test. 

The inherent ruggedness of the CBS-Hytron line of bonded - 
junction computer diodes can free you from catastrophic 
failures. Let us supply you with engineering samples designed 
for your applications. Ask for Bulletin E-314. Call or write 
today. 

CBS-HVTRON, Semiconductor Operations, A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 
Sales Offices: Lowell, Mass., 900 Chelmsford St., Glenview 4-0446 Newark, N. L, 32 Green St., MArket 3-5832 

Melrose Park, Ill., 1990 N. Mannheim Rd., EStebrook 9-2100 Los Angeles, Calif., 2120 S. Garfield Ave., RAymond 3-9081 
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RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES 

New Amplitron tube nearly doubles radar range. Copper tone shows increased coverage. 

80' 
60 :- 

40 
20 

In radar tubes, in breaker contacts, electrically and structurally... 
The COPPER METALS meet 

THE CHALLENGE OF 
RELIABILITY 

Increased maintenance costs and the increased com- 
plexity of most military and commercial products have 
laid greater stress on the reliability of electrical and 
electronic components. What the customers want, es- 
sentially, is predictable service life without mainten- 
ance. The designer faces the problems of temperature, 
corrosion, material and joint strength, fatigue and 
many others. His answer is frequently found among 
the copper metals - whether or not conductivity is 
also needed. Here are a few design problems where 
reliability was vital, and where copper or a copper 
alloy contributed to the solution: 

Design Problem-Radar booster tube 
Raytheon's Amplitron* is a new type of tube capable 

of power amplification at microwave frequencies. It 
boosts the output power of an existing radar installa- 
tion by 8 to 14 times, and nearly doubles its range. 
Dependable performance is essential, whether used for 
military aircraft detection or commercial aircraft guid- 
ance. The design problems included extreme mechan- 
ical accuracy, durable connections, heat dissipation 
and vacuum retention. The solution to all of these was 

*Raytheon Trade Mark 

oxygen -free, high -conductivity copper. 
The anode cavity (diagram above) depends on very 

tight tolerances for proper performance. Yet in some 
models it can be formed out of a solid blank of copper 
by cold forging - with a single press stroke. Copper's 
malleability makes this possible. The many connec- 
tions can be brazed reliably because of copper's good 
joining properties. 

With an output above 4 megawatts, heat could be a 
problem. Copper's thermal conductivity handles it. 
The good high temperature characteristics of this 
copper are enhanced by its freedom from oxygen traces, 
eliminating oxidation, scale formation and conductiv- 
ity losses. The very high (50-70%) electrical efficiency 
of the tube depends, of course, on copper's electrical 
conductivity. 

Vacuum retention in a tube of such complex geom- 
etry depends on two other characteristics of this grade 
of copper. The metal is nonporous, and its high purity 
eliminates the formation of gaseous products. The vac- 
uum envelope is therefore secure, because nothing 
seeps in and nothing is generated within it. 

Raytheon says, "Without copper, the Amplitron 
would have been impossible." 
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SPACE CHARGE HUD 

SPACE CHARGE 
SPOKE 

ELECTRON 
JTAT ION 

CATHODE `y 
`GROUP 

VELOCITY 

CONDUCTING VANES 

CAVITIES 

.RASE VELOCITY 

CONDUCTING 
STRAPS 

ANODE 

INPUT UT PLANE 

Schematic diagram of 
Amplitron tube s.. 

Reliable performance 
depends on conductiv- 
ity, vacuum retention 
and accurate fabrica- 
tion. Copper makes it 
possible. Complete 
Amplitron unit shown 
at left. 

Design Problem-Plug-in breaker connections 

Federal Pacúic Electric Company's "STABreaker" circuit break- 
ers plug right into the panelboard to permit changing units and 
ratings without bolting and unbolting. Dependable performance of 
the connectors is essential to circuit continuity and to avoid heating 
and false tripping. The design problems included high fatigue 
strength, spring qualities, easy cold working, reliable welded con- 
nections and, of course, electrical conductivity. The solution to the 
problem was found in Phosphor Bronze 5%. The result was an 
excellent electrical connection and a dependable one. 

Design Problem-Yours 

Whenever reliability determines de- 
sign, the copper metals should be inves- 
tigated. They have many properties 
besides conductivity that can help en- 
hance the maintenance -free service life 
of your product. The Copper & Brass 
Research Association, 420 Lexington 
Ave., New York 17, N. Y., will be happy 
to cooperate in your investigation. 

"STABreaker" plugs into panelboard. En- 
during spring qualifies of Phosphor Bronze 
5% assure a reliable contact. 

THERE'S A NEW FRONTIER IN.. 

COPPER 'BRASS BRONZE 
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Unregulated 
AC Input 

Semiconductor 
Bridge 
Rectifier 

High 
Capacitance 
Filter 

Regulated 
DC Output 

Basic schematic diagram of Sola Constant Voltage DC Power Supply 
illustrates its design simplicity. Electrically and mechanically, these 
dc supplies are extremely reliable due to this basic simplicity. 

SIMPLE, regulated DC power supply 

Emerson said,"To be simple is to be great," 
and that perfectly describes the Sola Con- 
stant Voltage DC Power Supply. If you 
want to keep your apparatus as simple as 
you can (especially if it's basically com- 
plicated) this do supply will do it. 

You needn't worry about manual adjust- 
ments or maintenance in the field. There 
are no moving or expendable parts ... no 
tubes. The entire supply is a unique com- 
bination of three components: 1) A special 
Sola Constant Voltage Transformer, 2) a 

semiconductor rectifier, and 3) a high - 
capacitance filter. It's that simple. It's 
extremely dependable. 

Regulation is ±1% against line voltage 
variations up to ±100%. Ripple is within 
I% rms. Outputs are in the "ampere range." 
It's particularly well -suited for use on ap- 
paratus with pulse, intermittent, or variable 
loads. Efficiency is high. 

The Sola Constant Voltage DC Power 
Supply is simple, compact, very reliable, 
and moderately priced. 

Write for Bulletin 7K -DC -235 

Fixed output - six rat- 
ings available from stock 

Adjustable output - 
six ratings from stock 

Custom -designed units 
produced to your specs 

Sola Electric Co., 4633 W. 16th St., Chicago 50, Ill., Bishop 2-1414 Offices in principal cities In Canada, Sola Electric (Canada! Ltd., 24 Canmotor Ave., Toronto 18. Ont. 

s 

I .... 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLIES MERCURY LAMP TRANSFORMERS FLUORESCENT LAMP BALLASTS 

A DIVISION OF BASIC PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
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Better Things for Better Living 
... through Chemistry 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN NEWS 
Design of 3i -inch coax switch to handle 55 KW 

made possible by Du Pont TEFLON 
Air 

TV TRANSMITTER SWITCH handles high powers with very low loss 
thanks to a machined layer of TFE-fluorocarbon resin. Reverse side 
of connector plate shows coaxial core connections through layer 
of TFE resin. A flat metal bar (not shown) switches power from 
top input connection to three outputs. Graph of properties shows 
why dielectric losses remain low regardless of operating tempera- 
tures. Switch is made by Thompson Products, Inc , Electronics Divi- 
sion, Cleveland, Ohio; and distributed by Andrew Corp., Chicago, Ill. 

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
ANO 

DISSIPATION FACTOR 
OF 

TFE-fluorocarbon resins 
vs. TEMPERATURE 

40 80 120 160 
TEMPERATURE, °C. 

200 240 

TFE-fluorocarbon resins 

When increased power allocations by the FCC 
resulted in the need for a switch to handle greater 
powers and higher frequencies, engineers of 
Thompson Products, Inc., were faced with a major 
redesign problem. It looked as though the higher 
requirements would make their new multi -posi- 
tion switch for 31/8" rigid coaxial line obsolete. 
Needed were models that could handle 55,000 
watts of average RF power and could cover the 
full UHF band to 1000 megacycles. The problem 
was solved by changing to a TFE-fluorocarbon 
resin for the dielectric. 

Both electrical and mechanical properties of 
TFE resins proved important in this design. The 
resin is used to make sheet dielectric for backing 
the grounded connector plate and a strong shaft 
for turning the switching bar. One of the biggest 
problems-impact cracking-was entirely elimi- 
nated. In addition to their unique UHF proper- 
ties, TFE resins have a Class H temperature rating. 
260°C. continuous rating permits increased oper- 
ating temperatures in the switch. The extremely 
low dielectric constant of TFE resins is a natural 
for this microwave design. TFE resins have a mini- 
mum dissipation factor, unexcelled by any other 
solid. Characteristic curves for these electrical fac- 
tors show that they remain flat with regard to both 
temperature (see graph) and frequency (60 cps to 
3000 mc). 

This remotely controlled, motor -operated switch 
is another example of the use of Du Pont TFE 
resins to assure RELIABILITY and SAFETY in elec- 
tronic operations. We will be glad to send you 
information covering design data and applications 
of these outstanding dielectric materials. 

Write to: E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 
Polychemicals Dept., Room 1711, Du Pont Build- 
ing, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

In Canada: Du Pont Company of Canada (1956) 
Limited, P. O. Box 660, Montreal, Quebec. 

TEFLON 
is a registered trademark . - . 

TEFLON is Du Pont's registered trademark for 
its fluorocarbon resins, including the TFE (tetra. 
fluoroethylene) resins discussed herein. 
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NEW PROOF OF SAME RUGGED 

IN BOTH NON-MILITARY AND 

New environmental lab provides rigid 

in -plant testing of all Westinghouse 

electronic transformers 

Westinghouse Specialty Transformer Department has 
established a new qualification testing laboratory in 
the Greenville, Pennsylvania, plant. It is fully equipped 
for in -plant environmental testing-humidity, altitude 
and temperature cycling-as well as shock and vibra- 
tion testing. 

Specifically designed for testing the complete line 
of Westinghouse MIL -T -27A electronic transformers, 
these facilities are also available for all other Westing- 
house electronic transformers-whether for MIL -specs 
or non-military applications. Here is extra assurance 
that you get the same rugged dependability in all West- 
inghouse electronic transformers-regardless of use. 

The test lab permits in -plant testing of all types of 
electronic transformers-hermetically sealed to open 
type-according to MIL -T -27A and MIL -T-9219 speci- 
fications for Grades 1 through 6. These units include 
the Westinghouse hermetically sealed MIL -T -27A 
transformers, Grades 1 and 4, and the Westmold, West - 
seal and molded case transformers, MIL -T -27A, Grades 
2 through 6, or MIL -T-9219. 

Located at the point of manufacture, this laboratory 
now means single responsibility by Westinghouse for 
design, manufacture and testing of the MIL -specs 
transformers-and non-military transformers-with less 
delays and faster delivery. 

Call your Westinghouse representative for the full 
story of how in -plant testing in this new laboratory 
can aid your production. Ask, too, about the Westing- 
house MIL -T -27A electronic transformers. J-70897 

YOU CAN BE SURE. ..IFRSWestin¢house 
WATCH "WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALLOESI ARNAZ SHOWS" CBS TV MONDAYS 
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Westinghouse electronic transform- 
ers being shock -tested according to 
specifications of MIL -T -27A with 
new in-plant qualification testing 
equipment. 

P. IL Goethe, Specialty Transformer 
Engineering Manager at the Greenville 
plant, observes shake -down run of 
vibration test equipment in new 
laboratory. 

Particularly designed for power applications 
involving 60-400 cycles, the Westinghouse 
hermetically sealed MIL -T -27A transformers 
are available in the complete line of standard 
MIL -T -27A case sizes. 
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New low reflective absorbents 
makes free space tests more reliable 

Ten times lower reflection is now 
available with all B. F. Goodrich 
Microwave Absorbents. This 0.1% 
material gives reliability to measure- 
ments previously unattainable for test- 
ing of guided missiles in a free space 
chamber. 

You can now be sure, by selecting 
the proper B. F. Goodrich material, 
that you will get this 0.1 % perform- 
ance at any point on the microwave 
frequency spectrum. 

In addition to this outstanding 
quality, the B. F. Goodrich absorbent 
is light -weight, fire -retardant, easy to 
install. It will not deteriorate in per- 
formance when waked upon and has 
excellent water and weather resistant 

List of B. F. Goodrich Broadband Absorbents 

Lowest Maximum 
Designation Frequency* Thickness Reflection 

12CM 
12CM-1% 
12CM-30db 

2500 mc 
2500 mc 
2500 mc 

11/2"-2" 
11/2".2" 
11/2"-2" 

2% 
1% 

0.1% at X -band. 
2% elsewhere. 

6 CM 5000 mc 1 2% 
33 CM 1000 mc 31/2"-4" 
30CM-1% 1000 mc 31/z-4 1% 
60CM 500 mc 7-8 2% 
60CM-1% 500 mc 1% 

100 CM 300 mc 10"-11 2% 
200 CM 150 mc 26" 2% 
600 CM 50 mc 69" 2% 

8 CM-glass 
fiber 

3600 mc 1"-11/2.. 2% 

4 CM-glass 
fiber 

7500 mc 3/an 2% 

Most of the above absorbents can be furnished 
with 0.1% maximum reflection at selected points 
in the frequency band. 

*All perform up to 30,000 me 

properties. For darkroom use, a special 
white compound can be applied to 
the surface of the pads to increase 
light reflectance. 

When you're investing thousands, 
start right-specify B. F. Goodrich- 
the company with the longest experi- 
ence and record for consistently high 
quality microwave material. For new 
booklet on these absorbents write The 
B. F. Goodrich Company, 486 Derby 
Place, Shelton, Connecticut. 

B.F.Goodrich 
microwave absorbents 
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Eastern pressurization equipment protects vital 
electronic gear. A continual program of re- 
search and develoîment creates customized 
pressurizatior_ units that keep the performance 
of avionic systems unaffected by altitude and 
ambient condiioaa. Custom units tkat meet mil- 
itary specificatrana help to solve your problems 
when recommending eleeronic components. 
When you have a challenging problem to pre- 
vent pressure, or heat, .3r moisture, or dust 
from affecting electronic performance, come to 
Eastern for complete andaative engineering 
help. 

ic.pSTERN 

» * 

N 
. 

100 SERIES 
PRESSURIIZATION UNIT 

1500 SERIES 
PRESSURIZATION UNIT 

EASTERN PRESSURIZATION UNITS 

A variety of capacities accommodates a broad 
range of requirements and meets appropriate 
government standards. Typical units operate 
from zero to over 70,000 feet at temperatures 
from - 65°F to +160°F. Delivery: 0-3600 cu. 
in./min. free delivery, Discharge Pressure: 0-60 
p.s.i. Standard sub -assemblies and components 
normally are used to create a custom-made de- 
sign to fit your exact needs. Units may consist 
of an air pump and motor assembly, pressure 
switch, check valve, tank valve, terminal con- 
nectors, and dehydrator. 
Write or Eastern AVIONICS BULLETIN 340 

INDUSTRIES, INC. 
100 Skiff St., Hamden 14, Conn. 

West Coast Office: 1608 Centinela Avenue 
Inglewood 3, California - Phone ORegon 8-3958 



EDO EXPANDS ENGINEERING STAFF 

New Edo Engineering and Administration Building-ultra modern, air-conditioned, 
on the writer at College Point, L. 1. 

With new Half -Million -Bollar Building, L.I. Electronics and Aeronautical 
Firm Increases Staff To Handle $10,000,000 Backlog of Orders 
Edo Corporation, Long Island manufacturer of electronic, 
aeronautical and mechanical equipment, moves this 
month into its new $500,000 Engineering and Admini- 
stration Building. 

Edo, specializing in the design and manufacture of 
underwater acoustical detection equipment, anti-sub- 
marine devices, aircraft components and related equip- 
ments, is increasing its engineering staff by one-third 
with the availability of new facilities. Completion of the 
new building releases some 18,000 square feet in the pres- 
ent Edo plant for an expanded manufacturing program. 

As prime contractor to the U. S. Government, Edo is 
a major producer of sonar, radar, loran and other corn - 

ATTENTION ENGINEERS: 

plex electronic systems. Edo Airborne Loran, first such 
equipment to be developed for commercial use since 
World War II, has been ordered by most of the major 
international airlines as basic long range navigation 
equipment in their jet fleets. 

Edo is also the world's foremost manufacturer of air- 
craft floats, designer of advanced aircraft hulls and of 
the first amphibious helicopter conversion. 

In addition to the home plant at College Point, L. I., 
Edo operates two wholly owned subsidiaries-Edo (Can- 
ada) Ltd., at Cornwall, Ontario, and Electro -Ceramics, 
Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Edo has urgent need of engineers with experience 
in the electronic and aero -mechanical fields. 
Career opportunities ore unlimited with this solid, growing firm. 
You're invited to phone for interview or send resume to 

C. L. Fenn, Chief Engineer 
Edo Corporation 
College Point, L. I., N. Y. 
Hickory 5-6000 

EDO Corporation 
College Point, Long Island, New York 

Manufacturers of a Trusted Line of Marine and Airborne Electronic Equipments 
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MINIATURE PULSE MAGNETRON 
FOR MISSILES DELIVERS 4 KWmm, 
This is a Litton Industries magnetron, 
one of a remarkable family of thirty 
small, lightweight pulse tubes deliver- 
ing up to 4 kw. The family has recorded 
hundreds of thousands of hours of 
reliable service. 
The range of performance characteris- 
tics of these magnetrons has enabled 
them to demonstrate their reliability in 
navigational radar and communications, 
as beacon interrogators and trans- 
ponders, in airborne fire control systems, 
in classified missile applications, and in 
other miniaturized systems. 
These are better tubes because of what 
pediatricians call TLC - tender, loving 
care. We put more than the normal num- 
ber of man hours into the construction 

- 

of each miniature magnetron. The result 
is a higher than normal tube yield. High 
yield in production has been statistically 
proved to produce measurably higher 
reliability in the field... and longer life, 
If you would like more information on 
these and others of our wide line of 
electron tubes - information that may 
change your planning of new system 
designs - we have recently published a 
new electron tube catalog. Litton Indus- 
tries Electron Tube Division, Office E2, 
960 Industrial Road, San Carlos, Cali- 
fornia. If you would like information 
on our company as a place where you 
can enjoy an atmosphere wherein there 
are isolated areas of nearly pure vacuum 
-we'd like to hear from you. 

LITTON INDUSTRIES Electron Tube Division 
MAGNETRONS KLYSTRONS CARCINOTRONS TRAVELING WAVE TUBES 
BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATORS GAS DISCHARGE TUBES NOISE SOURCES 

CAPABILITY 

THAT CAN CHANGE 

YOUR 

PLANNING 



VERSATILE 
Multi-channel-telegraph Al or telephone A3 

STABLE 
High stability (.003%) under normal operating conditions 

RUGGED 
Components conservatively rated. Completely tropicalized 

O 
Fß 

.O 

QO4% 
oa Pa 

.O 
Ja0 

QL0 Here's the ideal general-purpose high frequency trans- 
mitter! Model 446, suitable for point-to-point or ground - 
to -air communication. Can be remotely located from 

operating position. Coaxial fittings to accept frequency 
shift signals. 

This transmitter operates on 4 crystal -controlled 
frequencies (plus 2 closely spaced frequencies) in the 
band 2.5-24.0 Mcs (1.6-2.5 Mcs available). Operates 
on one frequency at a time; channeling time 2 seconds. 

Carrier power 350 watts, Al or A3. Stability .003%. 

Nominal 220 volt, 50/60 cycle supply. Conservatively 
rated, sturdily constructed. Complete technical data 

on request. 
Now! Complete -package, 192 channel, H.F., 75 lb. 

airborne communications equipment by Aer-O-Com! 
Write us today for details! 

A-131 
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WRITE TODAY FOR BULLETIN 
G -I80 INCLUDING COMPLETE 
MECHANICAL AND 
ELECTRICAL, 
SPECIFICATIONS, 
DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS. 
GRAPHS AND ENGINEERING 

'DATA. 

BROADEN DESIGN HORIZONS 

withew pnp drift transistors 
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS SEVEN NEW DRIFT TRANSISTORS FOR HIGH SPEED SWITCHING 

TV CIRCUITS AND HIGH FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER APPLICATIONS 

FM RADIOS General Transistor's new 2N602, 2N603, 2N604 provide the design engineer with guaranteed 
switching parameters such as gain -bandwidth and DC current gain, while the 2N605, 2N606, 

SHORT WAVE RADIOS 2N607 and 2N608 provide guaranteed power gains at high frequencies. 
In addition to the great speed advantages offered by the drift transistor at no sacrifice of gain, HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS such additional features as higher voltages and lower capacity are available. Thus one can now drive 

VERY NIG.W SPEED 
higher impedance loads with no sacrifice of speed or pulse power. 
The complete control of G. T.'s Drift Transistor assures longer life and maximum performance 

SWITCHING DEVICES while possessing complete reliability. 
Other features include: high input -circuit efficiency, excellent high -frequency operating stability, 
good signal-to-noise ratio, good automatic -gain -control capabilities and the rugged mechanical 
construction of a positive hermetically sealed 1ETEC 30 case. 

ALL TRANSISTORS CAN NOW BE SUPPLIED IN FULL COMPLIANCE WITH MIL-TI96OQA. 

DC Current Gain 
hFE 

Gain X 
Bandwidth 

Power Gain 
KP 

2N602 VCE = 1 y * Vc, = 5 v 10-30 me 2N605 VCE= 7.5v 20-25 db 
2N603 I, = 0.5 ma 25-100 le = 5 ma 30-50 2N606 le = 1 ma 25-30 db 
2N604 50-70 2N607 f = 2 me 30-35 db 

2N808 35-40 db 
REPRESENTS RANGE VALUE FOR COMPLETE TRANSISTOR FAMILY AND NOT FOR ONE PARTICULAR TRANS.STOR. 

GENERAL TRANSISTOR 
C O R P O R A T N 

91-27 138TH PLACE JAMAICA 35 NEW YORK 
IN CANADA: DEBSER E -E LTD., 441 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER, MONTREAL 1, QUEBEC 
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK, CONTACT YOUR NEAREST AUTMErRIZED TRANSISTOR DISTRIBUTOR 
OR GENERAL TRANSISTOR DISTRIBUTING CORP., 91.27 138TH PLACE JAMAICA 35, NEW YORK 
FOR EXPORT: GENERAL TRANSISTOR INTERNATIONAL CORP.. 91-27 13378 PLACE, JAMAICA 381. NEW YORK 
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The electronics BUYERS' GUIDE.. 



... A "COOPER ATTVE EFFORT 
Between Industry and Publication 

Throughout 18 Years Achieves 
ACCURACY COMPLETENESS AÙTHE\TICITY 

Give-and-take between the publishers of elec- 

tronics BUYERS' GUIDE and the electronics 

industry over the years produced the detailed 

wealth of information contained in the 
GUIDE'S product listings. 

The BUYERS' GUIDE is literally the elec- 

tronics industry's own data and buying book, 

for manufacturers, users and service groups 

have made as positive contributions to its 

evolution as have dedicated editors and re- 

searchers. There are countless examples in 

the files where the breakdown of electronics 

components, materials, services and equipment 

for easy reference has required years of refine- 

ment before manufacturers were satisfied with 

nomenclature, and where in the GUIDE their 

products were listed. And it has taken patient 

policing by the research staff to make certain 

that all products fall into correct categories, 
with those categories broken down wherever 

necessary for clarification. (Since producing 

the GUIDE is a full time, year around opera- 

tion, questionnaires are already being proc- 

essed for the 1959 issue.) 

These years of cooperation and experience 

result in the BUYERS' GUIDE of today- 
needed and used by the electronics industry 

because it simplifies buying in a complicated, 

intricate field. 

QUICK FACTS FOR YOU TO EVALUATE 

THE 1958-59 BUYERS' GUIDE 

Advertiser Acceptance- 667 advertisers 

used the current BUYERS' GUIDE to sell 

their products, materials and services. 

Product Listings-More than 2,000 elec- 

tronic and allied product categories, with ad- 

vertisers' names in boldface type. More than 

4,000 manufacturers and service organizations. 

Editorial Content- Handbook -type, refer- 

ence material of lasting value on components, 

circuits, etc. with accompanying schematics, 

charts and graphs. 

Guaranteed Distribution -Copies go to 

the more than 52,000 paying subscribers to 

electronics -a great American business pub- 

lication. 

EVERY INDU?STRY HAS ONE ACCEPTED DATA AND BUYING BOOR - 
AND IN ELECTRONICS IT'S THE electronics BUYERS' GUIDE 

A MIGRA\\ -HILL PUBLICATION q8p 

330 \VEST -12nd STREET NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 



FIRST 
LONG DISTANCE 
TROPO SCATTER 
SYSTEM 
PROVES 

SSB best for long tropo hops 
Longer high -quality hops roi 
feasible 
High power is no proble with G -E 
amplifier 

Operation of the world's first long distance 
single sideband tropospheric scatter system 
proves the practicality of SSB for over -the - 
horizon hops of several hundred miles. Span- 
ning 640 miles between sites near Boston and 
Winston-Salem, multi -channel voice and tele- 
type communications are maintained with high 
reliability. 

With this system General Electric demon- 
strates the inherent advantages of SSB for 
long distance transmission: the ability to get 
more wide -band signal over long one -hop dis- 
tances with less power, at less cost. 

aa. ,- 
nsessossimmiloii 

Klystron power amplifier of new design, featuring higher effi- 
ciency, reliability and lower operating cost. The entire system was 
designed by MIT Lincoln Laboratory in conjunction with Air Force 
Air Research and Development Command. 

Control room showing control console and teletype machines. The 
system has been designed for ease of maintenance and operation__ to 
cope with extreme weather conditions. 

When considering long-distance communi- 
cations, remember General Electric's many 
years of experience in the design and manu- 
facture of high power amplifiers, a key limit- 
ing factor in tropo scatter system design. And 
G -E engineers possess the practical system 
"know-how" so essential in the design and in- 
stallation of long-range communication sys- 
tems. Call these engineers to study your 
requirements. Military - Industrial Sales 
Technical Products Department, General 
Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, 
New York. 

Progress /s Our Most Important Product 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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RAPICC 
SILICON 
GERMANIUM 
SELENIUM 

MODEL S-101 

WITH THE NEW 
METALLIC RECTIFIER ANALYZERS 

FEATURING 

STANDARD CIRCUIT 
TESTS 

1. Visual dynamic voltage -current 
characteristic. 

2. Dynamic reverse -current leakage. 
3. Dynamic forward -voltage drop. 
4. Static reverse -current leakage. 
5. Static forward -voltage drop. 

Eastern Regional Soles Office: 
Wilson Building 

Camden, New Jersey 

NOW ... for the first time, production and laboratory users of power 
rectifiers and signal diodes may perform five standard circuit tests with 
one precision instrument ... the CEDCO Metallic Rectifier Analyzer. 

Versatile, accurate and rapid, the new CEDCO Analyzer exceeds the 
highest standards of engineering quality. Three Weston meters, accurate 
within 1 ó, AC Voltmeter (0 to 1500 V.), DC Voltmeter (0 to 1000 V.) 
and DC Milliammeter (0 to 10 AMP.) assure dependable performance. 

Model 5-101-Self-contained featuring complete set of plug-in adapters, 
accepting wide range of sizes. 

Model S-102-Ideal for laboratory use. Adjustable test fixture for 
remote testing permits shelf mounting away from the working area. 

Illustrated brochure, Bulletin R-250, is available upon request. 

ELECTRONICS 
NNSVLVANIA 

SIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT 
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ELECTRONICS 
IN 

BRITAIN 

STEREO STEREO STEREO STEREO 

.&4:1321 

12W high slope 
miniature pentode 
This medium power, high fidelity tube is particularly suitable for 
stereo equipment. Its high slope of 11,300 mhos allows two EL84s 
in push-pull to give over 10W output power at less than 1% distortion 
-all achieved for only 16V of grid to grid drive. 
The EL84 may also be used for the more economical higher powered 
equipments. Two tubes will provide an output of up to 17W at an 
overall distortion of 4%. 
A single EL84 will provide an output of nearly 6W. It has a maximum 
plate dissipation of 12W. 
Typical performance details for this tube are given here-for further 
information and supplies write to one of the distributors listed below. 

MEDIUM POWER 
Distributed load conditions (screen grid 
taps at 43% of primary) 

V, 
Vg2 

Ik(o) 

300 
300 

2 .40 

V 
V 

mA 
Ik (max. sig.) 2 v 45 mA 
Rk(pervalve) 270 S2 

VIn (gl-gl)r.m.s. 16 V 

Ra_a 8.0 k 12 

Pout 11 W 

Dtot 0.7 % 

HIGHER POWER 
Two valves in class AB push pull 

V, 
Vg2 

Rk 
R,_, 

300 
300 
130 

8.0 

V 
V 
S2 

k 9 
la(o) 2> 36 mA 
I, (mag. sig.) 2 . 46 mA 
Igzfo) 2 , 4.0 m A 
Ig2(max. sig.) 2 11 mA 
V,(gl-gl)r.m.s 20 V 
Pout 17 W 
Dtot 4.0 °ó 
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Supplies available from: 
In the U.S.A. 

International Electronics Corporation 
Dept. E9, 81 Spring Street, N.Y.12, 
New York, U.S.A. 

In Canada 

Rogers Electronic Tubes & 
Components 
Dept. II, 116 Vanderhoof Avenue, 
Toronto 17, Ontario, Canada. 

CIRCLE 46 READERS SERVICE CARD 

Mullard 
ELECTRONIC TUBES used throughout the world 

"Mullard" is the Trade Mark of Mullard Limited and is registered IMullardi 
in most of the principal countries of the world. 

MULLARD OVERSEAS LTD, MULLARD HOUSE, TORRINGTON PLACE, LONDON, ENGLAND 

MEV70 
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MDR 
PiVMS 

Fuse 
actual 

size 

Sub-miniatures-hermetically sealed 

Designed to protect 
miniature devices 

TRON fuses make it possible to have 
the fuse as an integral part of miniaturized 
circuits, controls, electronic devices, and 
electrical equipment. There is no need 
to sacrifice space to provide built-in 
protection. 

TRON fuses have such small physical 
dimensions that they can be easily in- 
corporated into miniaturized devices or 
components. 

The fuse element is hermetically sealed 
in a glass tube. Contact is made by pig -tail 
lead-in wires. 

TRON fuses are not affected by atmos- 
pheric or surrounding conditions because 
the hermetic seal protects the fuse element 
from contact with them. 

This means - TRON fuses may be 
potted or encapsulated, if desired, without 
any danger of the potting or surrounding 
material affecting the operation of the fuse. 

Or TRON fuses can be installed any- 
where in the circuit as they are self -protect- 
ing and operate without exterior flash or 
venting. 

Likewise, TRON fuses may be teamed 

Bete.fuses are made to protect - not to blow, needlessly 
BUSS makes a complete line of fuses for home, farm, commercial 

electrical, automotive and industrial use. 

,,ef 

r-" 

and controls 

l 
MAGNIFIE`© 

VIEW . 

in one capsule or replaceable unit with such 
components as resistors - or anywhere 
that sensitive protection is desired. 

TRON fuses are made in two types. GLN 
TRON fuses, made to carry 100% load 
indefinitely and to open within 10 seconds 
at 200% load. Available in 1/20 to 1/2 
amperes. 

GLX TRON fuses made to carry 100% 
load indefinitely and to open within 10 
seconds at 150% load. Available in 2/10 
to 5 amperes. 

Both GLN and GLX TRON fuses will 
operate properly on circuits of 125 volts or 
less capable of delivering 50 amperes or less. 
The fuse body measures .140 x .300 inches. 
Standard pig -tails are one inch long of 
No. 24 copper wire. 

When designing an electrical or elec- 
tronic circuit - where space is of impor- 
tance - consider the many advantages of 
TRON fuses. Send us the details of your 
requirements and our fuse engineers will 
gladly work with you. 

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co. 
University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo. 1158 
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RMC 
JF 

0022 

s" 
RMC 

JF 
005 

\J1R ,QLENCY1 

STABILITY 

WITH /?17/C DISCAPS 

TYPE JF DISCAPS 

Type JF DISCAPS are espe- 
cially designed for applications 
requiring a ceramic capacitor 
with superior frequency stabil- 
ity. These DISCAPS extend 
the available capacity range of 
the EIA Z5F type capacitors 
between +10° and +85°C and 
meet Y5S specifications be- 
tween -30° and +85°C. Now 
manufactured in capacities be- 
tween 150 MMF and 10,000 
MMF, Type JF DISCAPS ex- 
hibit a change of only ±7.5% 
between +10° and +85°C. 

Write today on your company 
letterhead for information on 
RMC DISCAPS. 

RADIO MATERIALS COMPANY 
A DIVISION OF P. R. MALLORY 8 CO., INC. 

GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, 111. 
Two RMC Plants Devoted Exclusively to Ceramic Capacitors 
FACTORIES AT CHICAGO, ILL. AND ATTICA, IND. 
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Five switches of special interest 
to Electronic Engineers 

Three of them are N E W 
NEW 
ultra -small 
super -sensitive 
mercury switch AS603A1 

.480 

This new switch, designed for vertical gyros, stable 
platforms, missiles and rockets, is the most precise 
mercury switch available. Differential angle-.150° 
max. Mass shift-.085 gm. cm. SPDT. It operates 
reliably at temperatures as low as -65° F. Hermeti- 
cally sealed contacts. Switch is unaffected by water 
vapor, dust, dirt, fungus and corrosive fumes. It is 
rated at .225 amps., 30 vac, 400 cps resistive load. 
Weight -3.5 grams (including leads). Ask for data 
sheet No. 153. 

.545 

NEW 
"SX" series 
sub -subminiature 

1--5oo21 switches 
These all -new switches combine 

extremely small size with "regular size" electrical 
capacity and excellent reliability. They present a new 
set of possibilities to the designer of compact devices. 
5 amps. 250 vac, 30 vdc. Two mounting holes accept 
No. 2 screws. Weight -1/28 oz. Ask for data sheet 
No. 148. 

1.125 

.359- 
1.406 

.250 DIA 

1.060...:...._ 

Subminiature 
door interlock 
switch 7AC1-T 
Cuts off power in equip- 
ment cabinets when 
service door is opened. 
Manually pulling the rod 
actuator to maintained 
contact position closes 
circuit for checking. 

When door is next closed, switch returns to normal 
re -sets itself to safety position. Ask for data sheet 

No. 108. 

NEW 
"1PB600" series 
"One Shot" switches 
These new switch assemblies 
produce a one -and -only -one 
pulse output. Miniature 
package includes push- 
button switch and potted 
one-shot circuit. Eliminates 
need for designing special 
pulse input circuits for high 
speed electronic devices. 
The square wave pulse 
width is factory adjustable from .5 to 2.5 micro sec- 

onds, and the amplitude from 3 
to 60 volts. Both width and 
amplitude are independent of 
speed of operation of switch. Ask 
for data sheet No. 150. 

WIDTH 
RANGE 

PULSE 

AMPLITUDE 
RANGE 
3-60v 

WAVE 

2.280 

"SE" series environment -free 
subminiature switches 
"SE" Series switches are the 
smallest and lightest environ- 
ment -free switches available. 
Construction is completely 
sealed. Operate reliably from 
-65° to +350°F. Pin plunger 
actuation. Choice of contact 
arrangements. Rating 5 amps. 
125 or 250 vac. 28 vdc-15 
amps. inrush; 4 amps. resis- 
tive; 3 amps. inductive. 
Weight-.24 oz. (without 
leads). Ask for Catalog 77. 

Engineering assistance in switch applications is avail- 
able from the MICRO SWITCH branch office near you. Con- 
sult the yellow pages of your telephone book. 

MICRO SWITCH ... FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 
A division of Honeywell 

In Canada: Honeywell Controls, Ltd., Toronto 17, Ontario 

H 
HONEYWELL 

.875 .344 

.813 

Honeywell 
MICRO SWITCH PRECISION SWITCHES 
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high reliability ... extreme compactness ..... 
IN THE 

S.A N B O R N 

6- & 8 -CHANNEL DIRECT WRITING SYSTEM 

If you want a practical direct writing system for straight- 
forward recording in the range from DC to 100 cps - such as 
computer readout, telemetry recording - look what the new 
Sanborn "850" offers in compactness, reliability and operating 
convenience. A complete 8 -preamplifier module with power 
supply, plus an 8 -channel flush -front recorder package con- 
taining power amplifiers and power supply at rear, occupy 
only 24W of "850" panel space. 

PERFORMANCE characteristics of an "850" include flat 
frequency response 0-70 cps, down 3 db at 100 cps (10 div. 
peak -to -peak amplitude) ... thermal drift eliminated by 
current feedback power amplifiers ... limiting at input to 
prevent amplifier saturation or cut off, so that damping is 
never lost ... drift less than 0.2 div. for 20° to 40° C. changes, 
line voltage changes from 103 to 127 volts ... gain stability 
better than 1% with 20° C. and 20 volt changes ... linearity 
0.2 div. over 50 divisions ... clear, permanent, inkless record- 
ings in true rectangular coordinates. 

IN RELIABILITY. "850" features include fully transistor- 
ized power amplifiers and power supply ... rugged gal- 
vanometers with low impedance, high current, enclosed coil 
assemblies and velocity feedback damping ... JAN com- 
ponents wherever practical, such as MIL -T-27 hermetically 
sealed power transformers, MIL -approved electrolytics in 
power supplies, etc.... forced filtered air cooling for stable 
operation. 

And in operating CONVENIENCE, an "850" system pro- 
vides such advantages as nine electrically controlled chart 
speeds, selected by pushbuttons ... a choice of interchange- 
able Preamplifiers (DC Coupling and Phase Sensitive De- 
modulator presently available, with others in development) 
... remote control of chart drive, speeds, timer and marker 
... monitoring connection points ... a Recorder that loads 
from front and has built-in paper take-up and paper footage 
indicator. 

SANBORN COMPANY 
175 Wyman Street, Waltham 54, Mass. 

Ask your local Sanborn Industrial 
Sales -Engineering Representative 
for complete facts - or write the 
Industrial Division in Waltham. 

(All data subject to change without notice) 
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Why is a powerful link in the communications chain 

Speed and reliability make LABIL, Stromberg-Carlson's 
new data link, ideal for automatic transmission of flight 
information from light aircraft to ground receiving 
and control locations. 

Into the link the pilot or observer can enter 13 types 
of data regarding flight and target. When the ground 
control group wants the information, a lamp on the 
panel of the airborne equipment lights. The pilot or ob- 
server presses the transmit key, and the entire stored 
message is automatically transmitted over his existing 
voice communications equipment. 

Greatly increased reliability is achieved by transmit- 
ting each character twice. 

At the receiving end the message is checked for errors 

STROM BERG-CARLSON 

due to noise interference. The error detector examines 
the two transmissions for complete agreement, then 
prints the message out on a teletypewriter. Speed of 
transmission is limited only by the bandwidth of the 
communications equipment and printout device. 

The standard format and digital nature of each trans- 
mission make LABIL easily adaptable to large-scale oper- 
ational control systems in which automatic data han- 
dling is a requirement. 

Complete technical data on Stromberg-Carlson's 
Light Aircraft Binary Information Link is available 
on request. 

"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg -Carlson" 

A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

1 464 N. GOODMAN ST. ROCHESTER 3, N.Y. 
Electronic and communication products for home, Industry and defense 
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TRANSMITTER 

Is orle 
of these 
FOUR 
DUPLEXER 
TECHNIQUES 
right 
for you... 

To secure optimum performance and 

reliability in your duplexer system 

you now have a choice of five basic 

techniques. 

Microwave Associates is in a position 

to give you completely unbiased recom 

mendations because we design and 

manufacture all types of gas tube and 

ferrite devices for duplexer applications. 

If you have a current problem in this 

field our application engineering ser- 

vice is at your disposal. 

...OR 
do you need 
OUR NEW 
FERRITE 
DUPLEXER? 

'Write or call... 

ATR ATR 
DIODE 

PROTECTOR 

3 DB TOP 3 DB TOP I 

WALL HYBRID . . WALL HYBRID : ' - w 

> 
3 Q _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
O 

w 

ATR ATR 

L a 

1 22 ANTENNA 

BALANCED DUPLEXER: 4 ATR's, DIODE PROTECTOR, SHUTTER 

cr 

ANTENNA 

DUAL TR SHUTTER 

11> 

WA.. 

J 

DUMMY 

3 DB HYBR D LOAD 

COUPLERS 

BALANCED DUPLEXER: DUAL TR, SHUTTER 

DUAL 
PRE -TR 

\- 
ANTENNA 

DUMMY 
3DBHYBRID LOAD 
COUPLERS 

DIODE 
ROTECTOR 

W 

SHUTTER 

BALANCED DUPLEXER: DUAL PRE -TR, DIODE PROTECTOR, SHUTTER 

RECEIVER 

SHUTTER / 
I 

ATR 

TR 

4 

i 
w 

á 

BRANCHED DUPLEXER: ATR, TR, SHUTTER 

w 

w 2 

SHUTTER 

¢ 
w 
f 
e- 
2 

3 DB HYBRID 
COUPLER 

r-=-; 

DUMMY 
LOAD RECEIVER 

FOLDED 
MAGIC TEE 

DIODE 
PROTECTOR 

FERRITE 
SLABS 

FERRITE 
SLABS 

FERRITE DUPLEXER: DIODE PROTECTOR, SHUTTER 

4 

w 

z 

2 
F 

SHUTTER 

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES, INC. 
BURLINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS TELEPHONE BROWNING 2-3000 
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When a jet screams down the runway fully 
loaded with fuel and ammo... reliability is the 
key to safety and "mission accomplished". 

Here's where warning of system failures is 

vital... where Leach reliability proves 

itself again and again. 

look to Leach for 

packaged reliability! 
A major airframe manufacturer relies on three 
types of Leach Relay assemblies in a single 
dimmer package to solve the problems of pilot 
safety, visual distraction and eye discomfort 
for pilots of two of its advanced jet trainers. 

The assemblies switch on master caution 
lights, fire warning lights and other emergency 
warning lights...each requiring significant 
differences in intensity to catch the pilot's 
attention. Each of these assemblies has its own 
series of resistors and diodes; altogether they 
serve 27 different circuits. 

Clear lamps of fixed light intensity are used 
behind green, amber and red colored elements. 
The resistors in the Leach Relay package 
permit varying degrees of light intensity for 
instrumentation illumination. They assure 
control of instrument panel lighting during 
ground taxiing, under extreme opaque 
conditions at high altitudes, during night 
missions and in the strong brightness of 
daytime flights. 

Most important of all, they do not fail. 
For dependable relays...for packaged 
reliability, look to Leach! 

SEE FOR YOURSELF how Leach relays surpass all 
others in electrical and environmental specifications. 
Write today for catalog and complete information. 

LEACH RELAY 

A division of 5915 Avalon Blvd., Los Angeles 3 

CORPORATION 
District Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities of U. S. and Canada 
EXPORT: LEACH CORPORATION. INTERNATIONAL DIVISION 
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WHITE ALICE 
'AUTO, vrOrO 

DEW LINE 

TEXAS TOWERS 

EIMAC KLYSTRONS performance proved 
in original Tropo -Scatter systems 

Eimac klystrons are used in nearly every major military and 
commercial tropo -scatter system in the world. The list is impres- 
sive: Pole Vault, Texas Towers, Dew Line, White Alice, SAGE, 
NATO, Florida -Cuba TV, and numerous commercial networks. 
They have been selected for systems from Norway to North 
Africa, from the Arctic Circle to the Andes, from the United 
States to the Far East. 

In most of these systems Eimac klystrons are used exclusively. 
The reason is simple: Eimac-pioneered external -cavity klystrons 
make it possible to generate high power at ultra -high frequen- 
cies simply, reliably and at low cost. With the Eimac external - 
cavity system, tuning cavities, couplers and magnetic circuitry 
ore all external to and separate from the tube. This permits ex- 

ceptionally wide tuning range and simplifies equ'pment design. 
Cost is lowered because this external circuitry is a permanent 
part of the transmitter and is not repurchased when tubes are 
replaced. 

The reliability of these high-performance devices is excep- 
tional. Some of the original Eimac klystrons installed in Project 
Pole Vault-the first major tropo -scatter network ever estab- 
lished-are still going strong with more than 25,000 hours of air 
time logged to their credit. 

Eimac manufactures a complete line of amplifier and pulse 
klystrons covering the most important areas of the UHF spec- 
trum. Write our Application Engineering Department for specific 
information. 

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC- 
SAN CA R L O S, CALIFORNIA 

jcox4e 9c 4e with ceramic tubes that can take it 
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New printed circuit connector with 

protective taper tab enclosure 

increases reliability 

PCA 1 5-78 
ACTU SIZE 

ecettineettal, Connectino 

A unique molding on Continental Connector's new Series PCA15-78 
printed circuit connector provides uniform spacing and insulation, and 
eliminates bending, twisting or shorting of contacts during assembly. 
For additional ease of assembly, contact terminations accommodate 
AMP "78" taper tab receptacles for solderless wiring. Connectors 
are supplied with patented and exclusive "Bellows Action" contacts 
in bifurcated construction. Coil spring action of "Bellows" design 
results in 100% contact area without loss of retention even with 
undersized or oversized tolerance boards. 

For complete technical information and other printed circuit literature 
write Electronic Sales Division, DeJUR-Amsco Corporation, 45-01 
Northern Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y. (Exclusive Sales Agent) 

MANUFACTURED BY CONTINENTAL CONNECTOR CORPORATION, AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING LINE OF PRECISION CONNECTORS 

Enlarged cross-section illustrates 
taper tab wiring and shows special 
molded body as an integral part 
of the connector. The body 
cavities insulate and assure 
uniform spacing of contacts. 

You're 
always 

sure 
with 

DeÜUN 
electronic components 
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'Mainz lax" F Series Silicon Rectifiers .. 

Ul 
in Performance 

S.T. 

Type 

F-2 

F-4 

F6 

Max. 
Peak 

Inverse 
Volts 

200 
400 
600 

Max. 
RMS Max. D.C. Load 

Volts 55°C 

140 .75 
280 .75 
420 .75 

100°C 

.5 

.5 

.5 

150°C 55°C 

Current Ratings-Amperes 

Max. RMS 

100°C 150°C 

Max. Recurrent 
Peak 

55°C 

.25 1.875 1.25 .625 7.5 

.25 1.875 L25 .625 7.5 

.25 1.875 1.25 .625 7.5 

/tra Small Size 

..in Low Price 

100°C 

5. 

5. 

5. 

150°C 

research, engineering and production know-how have combined to develop 

the "utmost" in a small size, very low cost silicon rectifier with giant per- 

formance. If your problem is miniaturization, or cost, or tough application, 

the solution is in the Tarzian F series. 

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Rectifier Division 

2.5 
2.5 

2.5 

Surge 
4MS Max. 

55°C 

75 
75 
75 

100°C 

75 
75 
75 

150°C 

35 
35 
35 

Send for 
111111133- Design Note 

#31 

DEPT. D-5, 415 NORTH COLLEGE AVE., BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 

IN CANADA: 700 WESTON RD., TORONTO 9, TEL. ROGER 2-7535 EXPORT: AD AURIEMA, INC., NEW YORK CITY 
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Standard Coil Forms with screw thread mounting are LS -3, LS -4, LS -5, LS -6, LS -7, LS -8, LS -M, and LS -T. The LS -5, -6, -7, 
-8, and -T are available with Perma-Torq®. 

Coil up with this Form! 

There's a guaranteed CAMBION® coil 
form for every coil winding problem! The 
CAMBION stock of standard coil forms pro- 
vides a reliable source for any quantity 
you need, and CAMBION custom com- 
ponents carry the same guaranteed per- 
formance. 

Standard CAMBION coil forms are com- 
pactly designed and carefully manufac- 
tured to withstand the most severe work- 
ing conditions. They mount with a screw 
thread, are available with a variety of 
locking devices, including unique Perma- 
Torq® which allows locking of tuning 
cores while still tunable. 

CAMBION printed circuit coil forms are 
ideal for use in printed and transistorized 
circuits. Time -saving coil leads can be 
soldered to circuitry when the component 
is mounted. Available in a wide range of 
sizes and materials-and you can rely on 
their performance. 

Get guaranteed performance from 
every single coil by ordering CAMBION 
coils. Write Cambridge Thermionic Cor- 
poration, 437 Concord Avenue, Cam- 

bridge 38, Massachusetts. West Coast 
stocks handled by E. V. Roberts and 
Associates, Inc., 5068 West Washington 
Blvd., Los Angeles 16, California. In 
Canada: Cambridge Thermionic of 
Canada Limited, Montreal, P. Q. 
CAMBION products now available from 
leading distributors throughout the U. S. 
and Canada. 

CAMBION shielded coil forms are specially designed 
to give top performance in "tight spots." The LS -9 
is Ms" in diameter, 3Ç' high. IS -10 is %" in diam- 
eter, 1S/,B" high. LS -11 is 5/is" x 17/22". The LS -14 
is double ended, '4" O.D., and 1%," overall. All 
are highly shock resistant. 

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION 

NE 

Makers of guaranteed electronic components, custom or standard 
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ALLEN -BRADLEY PRESENTS... 

41 

.225" 
y 

k_.560" --I 

c- 

Type CAH-1/4 Watt at 100°C 

.312" I, 830" 
y 

Type EAH-y7 Watt at 100C 

.407" 
k .975" >I 

AB_....- 
T 

Type GAH-1 Watt at 100`C 

6-58-E 

11\ r' 

1/4, Y2, and 1 -WATT 

PRECISION RESISTORS 

(3 

QUALITY 

Far exceed MIL Specs 
for film and wire -wound resistors 
Allen -Bradley's new, truly accurate, metal grid resistors are now 
available in 1/, 1/2, and 1 -watt ratings, producing test results that 
are a substantial improvement over the MIL Specifications for wire - 
wound and film type precision resistors. They combine remarkable 
stability, under load and on the shelf, with an exceptionally low 
temperature coefficient. The metal alloy grid is noninductive, pro- 
viding excellent high frequency characteristics. They also have an 
exceptionally low noise level ... comparable to that of wire -wound 
units. Each unit is individually calibrated and marked with nominal 
resistance value, tolerance (± 0.1 to 1% ), and temperature coefficient. 
Provided with gold plated leads for flawless soldering. Considering 
their superior characteristics, these new resistors justly qualify under 
the Allen-Bradley trademark of Quality. 

Type GAH 4 
1 Watt at 100°C 
± 0.1 to 1 % 

c 

A 

The construction of the 3/4, 1/2, and 1 -watt 
resistors is identical. At the upper left is an 
enlarged view of the metal alloy grid, moun- 
ted on glass, which forms the resistance 
element. (A) Actual size of 1 -watt element, 
(B) encapsulating epoxy resin body, (C) fin- 
ished unit hermetically sealedin ceramic tube, 

Allen-Bradley Co. 
222 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis. 

In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont. 

ALLEN -BRADLEY 
QUülilt 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 



/it Ifs 
in the elimination 

of high frequency radiation 

w 
U z 
w 
cc 

40 
w 
cr 

o 
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m 30 
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(f) 
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20 
Z 
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0 
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AT 125°C. 

6 8 

10 
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FREQUENCY (McPs ) 

7727%.%* 

ALLEN -BRADLEY 

CASCADED CERAMIC 

FEEDTHRU FILTERS 
(PATENT PENDING) 

6 8 

1000 

TYPE SMFO 
(FULL SIZE) 

NOW ... out of the Allen-Bradley re- 
search laboratories comes a completely 
new and far more effective line of high 
frequency filter elements . .. especially 
designed to eliminate radiation from low 
power circuits operating in the frequency 
range from 50 mcs to 5000 mcs. 

Employing an entirely different con- 
cept, these new filter elements have a 
phenomenal filtering efficiency ... that 
actually increases tremendously with 
frequency, as illustrated in the graph 
at left. 

These filter elements display none 
of the detrimental internal resonance 
characteristics of standard tubular 
capacitors ... and cascading elements 
permit an increase in effective capacity 
far beyond that practical even with 
discoidal design. 

Filters are available in voltage ratings 
up to 500 v, DC at temperatures up to 
125°C. Max. RF current is 0.25 amp, 
and max. DC or low frequency current 
is 5 amp. 

Technical information available 
upon request. 

ALLEN -BRADLEY 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

6-58-E 

Allen-Bradley Co., 222 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis. In Canada-Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont. 



Now, Immediate Delivery from Stock on 
GENERAL CERAMICS SPECIAL 

PURPOSE FERRITE CORES 

4 

3 

2 

F926 

F670 

F610-4 

F610.6 

Inches 1 

F927 

F626 

F260 

F261 

F671 

F7c9 F825 

F624 
F627 F846 

F610-2 

F784 F754 

ODOF607-2 F607-1 

UHOU 
F610-3 F610-1 F612-1 F612-2 

2 3 4 

F549 

F278 

F625 

F684 

F243/F242 

5 

F439 

F303 

F971 

F189 F167 

6 7 

F717 

Rush service for designers - use 
this handy materials 

Ferrite Cores available 
in various materials for 
development and design 
engineers to cover 
specific frequency bands 
of operation from 1. KC 
to 50 megacycles. General 
Ceramics provides extra - 
fast service on sample 
quantities for develop- 
ment and will make 
prompt delivery on pro- 
duction parts in reason- 
able quantities. Call, 
wire or write General 
Ceramics Corporation, 
Keasbey, New Jersey. 
Please direct inquiries 
to Dept. E. 

selector chart 

F875 

F188/F187 

8 

APPLICATION 

Filter Inductors 

IF Transformers 

DESIRED PROPERTIES FREQUENCY FERRAMIC BODY 

High A, magnetic stability, up to 200 kcs 
sometimes adjustable 200 kcs-10 mcs 

10 mcs-80 mcs 
Moderate Q, high µ, 465 mcs 
magnetic stability, 40mcs 
adjustable other 

"Q-1" 
"Q-2" 

"Q-2 
Materials for filter 
inductors apply 

SHAPES 

Cup cores, toroids, 
C -cores, E -cores, 
slugs 
Cup cores, threaded 
cores, toroids 

Antennae Cores 

Wide Band 
Transformers 

Adjustable Inductors 

Moderate Q, highµ, 
magnetic stability 
High LL, moderately 
low loss 

High µ, moderately 
low loss 

.5-10 mcs 
10.50 mcs 
1 kc-400 kcs 
1 kc-1 me 
200 kcs-30 mcs 
10 mcs-100 mcs 
Same as Wide 
Band Transformers 

"Q-2 

"H" "Q-1 
"Q-2" 

Same as Wide 
Band Transformers 

Rods, flat strips 

Cup cores, toroids, 
C -cores, E -cores 

Rods, threaded 
cores, tunable cup 
cores 

tuners Highµ, moderate to high Q, 
magnetic stability, as much 
as 10 to 1 adjustability with 
mechanical or biasing 
methods 

Up to 100 mcs For high Q selective 
circuits, materials under 
filter inductors apply. 
For others, materials 
under wide band 
transformers apply 

Threaded cores or 
rods for mechanical 
tuning. Toroids, 
C -cores, E -cores for 
biasing methods 

Pulse Transformers 

Recording Heads 

Highµ, low loss, high 
saturation 
High IL low loss, high 
saturation, resistance 
to wear 

Pulse 

Audio, pulse 

Materials under wide 
band transformers apply 
"H" 
"03", "T1" 

Cup cores, toroids, 
C -cores, E -cores 

GENERAL CERAMICS 
Industrial Ceramics for Industrial Progress... Since 1906 
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In direct recording systems 

ON LY rush GIVES YOU 
writing method . 

. 
When you need precise, permanently visible measure- 
ments of electrical or physical phenomena, make your 
logical choice of equipment from the newest Brush 
designs in ultralinear recording systems. For your 
specific application, now choose .. . 

The writing method! Because different problems 
demand different writing methods, Brush gives you 
your choice ... ink ...electric ... thermal writing. 

CIRCLE 62 READERS 

The trace presentation! Brush offers curvilinear 
and rectilinear readout. Both methods produce ultra- 
linear traces-clear ... sharp ... easy to read. 

The configuration! Choose from vertical or hori- 
zontal writing tables, rack mounted or portable 
models, widest selection of chart speeds available from 
50"/sec. to 10"/day, providing optimum resolution 
on all signals. Electrically controlled chart drive 

SERVICE CARD 



FREEDOM OF CHOICE 
trace presentation.. ,configuration 

M11311M11131111 

transmissions permit instantaneous switching on the 
spot or by remote control. 

New functionally designed control panels are clean, 
legible, easy to understand. All components are readily 
accessible for fast inspection and simple adjustment. 

The most comprehensive operating manuals in the 
industry are included with every Brush product. 

CIRCLE 63 READERS SERVICE 

Factory branches, service and warehousing at Arlington, 
Va., Boston, Cleveland, Los Angeles, San Francisco and 
Seattle; engineering representatives in all key locations. 

-brush INSTRUMENTS 
3405 PERKINS AVENUE 

CARD 

DIVISION OF 

CLEVITE 
co4.o4..0.. 

CLEVELAND 14, OHIQ 



Not a Hat Pin -But a \EWcapaeitor 
...Tiniest Tantalum Ever 

Here's a capacitor that sets a new standard for 
tiny size and big performance. It's the new 
Mallory HAT tantalum. Only .070" in diameter 
and .200" long (over insulating sleeve), it's the 
latest member of the Mallory family of micro- 
miniature components. 
The HAT gets superior characteristics from 
sintered pellet anode construction, pioneered by 
Mallory in the first and only tantalum capacitors 
rated at 200° C for military use. For the first 

Serving Industry with These Products: 

Electromechanical-Resistors Switches Tuning Devices Vibrators 
Electrochemical-Capacitors Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries 
Metallurgical-Contacts Special Metals Welding Materials 

Ports distributors in all major cities stock Mallory 
standard components for your convenience. 

time, this construction makes possible, in a micro - 
size capacitor, exceptionally low leakage (1 micro- 
ampere max.) and low power factor ... at a price 
competitive with wire anode miniature types. 
The new HAT line is available in ratings of 16 to 
1 mfd. at 1 to 16 volts, suitable for new ultra - 
miniature hearing aids, instruments, radiation 
detectors and other new types of tiny portable 
electronic equipment. Write today for com- 
plete data. 

Expect more ,get more from 

MALLORYP. R. MALLORY EL CO..Inc. 
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Control Systems 

GM Research has developed an 
electronic system, termed Unicon- 
trol, which takes over the functions 
of the conventional steering wheel 
and those of the brake and accel- 
erator pedals as shown in photo. 

Sidewise motion of the spring- 
. centered control stick controls 

steering; fore and aft motion con- 
trols the engine throttle or the 
brakes. Intracardinal stick dis- 
placements permit various degrees 

Steering, accelerating and braking operations are all done by 
moving single stick in GM's Unicontrol system 

electronics 
engineering issue 
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illuminated sign actuated by RCA's roadside signaling system 
advises driver his car is exceeding speed limit 

Electronics and the 
American Automobile 
Current development programs directed towards the use of electronics to im- 

prove safety, performance, reliability and sales appeal of cars promise big, 
new market. Devices and systems discussed here represent results to date 

By WILLIAM E. BUSHOR, Associate Editor, ELECTRONICS 

THIS ARTICLE summarizes known of braking and accelerating during 
applied and experimental elec- turns. A 20 -degree rotation about 

tronic developments related to the vertical axis in either direction 
American passenger cars. puts car in reverse, an 80 degree 

turn puts car in park. 
Stick motion operates two poten- 

tiometers either singly or jointly. 
One feeds a voltage to an electronic 
analog computer in the steering sys- 
tem, the other feeds a command sig- 
nal to a servo system controlling 
either the throttle or the brakes. 

The steering computer combines 
a potentiometer signal with one 
from a tachometer generator indi- 
cating car velocity and another 
from a detector indicating front 
wheel positions. The resulting sig- 

nal is fed to an electrohydraulic 
valve which regulates flow of high- 
pressure oil to the power piston 
used to turn the front wheels. Front 
wheel angle for a given stick dis- 
placement varies inversely as the 
square of the speed. 

Voltages applied to the brake 
servo regulate hydraulic pressure 
in the wheel cylinders. Braking 
torque is directly proportional to 
the displacement angle of the stick. 
A sensing element automatically de- 
tects premature wheel slowdown 
and maintains proper line pressure 
to prevent brake lockup. 

A second independent but less 
complicated electrical steering sys- 
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tern is available emergency use 
which is also op rated through the 
Unicontrol stick. A foot pedal is 
provided to switch in auxiliary 
steering system and to actuate an 
emergency braking device. 

Unicontrol can be complemented 
with a device called Cruisecontrol 
which automatically maintains road 
speed at any preset value. Com- 
mand signals from the speed selec- 
tor, car speed feedback signals 
from the tachometer generator and 
signals from a throttle position in- 
dicator are fed into an analog com- 
puter. Signals required to main- 
tain car speed are calculated and 
used to operate an electrohydraulic 
control valve in a throttle servo. 

Ford is experimenting with an 
electronic system which will con- 
trol steering. The system replaces 
the conventional steering wheel and 
transmission shift lever with tiller 
controls as shown in Fig. 1. 

Right or left turns are made by 
moving the steering control in the 
corresponding direction. A poten- 
tiometer wiper arm connected to 
the stick generates a signal which 
is compared with a positioning sig- 
nal from a slave on the Pitman 
arm of the steering linkage. If 
the position of the wheels does not 
correspond to the command posi- 
tion, an error signal equal to the 
difference between the potentiom- 
eter and the slave signals is gen- 
erated. The error signal is then 
boosted by a servo amplifier and 
the output applied to a torque 
motor which operates a hydraulic 
valve controlling the front wheels. 

Highway Guidance Systems 
RCA has demonstrated the pos- 

sibility of controlling highway traf- 
fic using visual roadside signaling, 
radio signaling and automatic guid- 
ance techniques. The roadside sys- 
tem, shown in photo, consists of an 
array of wire loops imbedded in a 
highway, with associated electronic 
equipment buried on the shoulder. 

The rectangular 20 by G-fuL loops 
consist of two turns of p'astic in- 
sulated trench wire spaced at in- 
tervals from center to center 
slightly longer than an automobile. 
A plan -view block diagram of the 
system is given in Fig. 2A. 

Each loop is excited by one volt 
at 300 kc. As a car passes the 
loop inductance changes, varying 
the phase relationship between 
the loop voltage and the excita- 
tion voltage. This difference is 
sensed by a phase detector which 
produces a d -c output proportional 
to the change in inductance of the 
loop. The weak detection signal is 
applied to a d -c amplifier whose 
output is used to actuate a relay 

FIG. 1-Ford's control system uses two 
filler sticks. Right is for steering, left 
controls automatic transmission 

controlling the operation of road- 
side or in -vehicle equipment. 

By adding selection circuits, the 
signals can be used to activate a 
series of lights along the edge of 
the highway. Thus, a car can have 
a visible tail of light following 
some 400 feet or more behind which 
warns following drivers they are 
approaching the preceding vehicle. 

To provide drivers with informa- 
tion on the movement of cars ahead 
when visibility is poor, or to auto- 
matically brake the car under col- 
lision conditions, the roadside sig- 
nal can be supplemented or replaced 
with radio signals. In addition to 
the equipment used with the road- 
side signaling system, the radio 
signaling system requires an elec- 

THE FRONT COVER-An experimental rear-view road -scanner tv system devel- 
oped by Universal Broadcasting for the Buick Centurion solves the blind spot problem 
inherent in mirror arrangements. 

The trunk -mounted camera is equipped with a wide-angle lens which gives a greater 
field of vision than a rear-view mirror. A true image of the road behind the car is 
displayed on a 4 in. by 6 in. tinted screen on the dashboard receiver unit. 

The electronic control unit behind the rear seat uses special locked -in stabilizing 
circuits designed to hold adjustment of conventional internal tv receiver controls for 
a year. System power requirements compare favorably with auto radio. 

tronic control unit and an antenna 
for each loop as shown in Fig. 2B. 

Single Antenna Signalling 
The simplest system uses an- 

tennas which extend back along the 
highway any desired distance. As 
a car passes over a loop, a roadside 
signaling relay is actuated. Out- 
put of the relay triggers a tran- 
sistor switch in the electronic con- 
trol unit, which permits a 110-kc 
signal to be applied to the antenna. 
Since the antenna is open-ended, 
the radiation intensity at any point 
is a function of the distance to the 
loop. If the auto is equipped with 
a properly tuned receiver the sig- 
nals can be detected, amplified and 
used to operate dashboard lights, to 
sound a buzzer, or to control the 
accelerator or brakes. 

Length of the radio "tail is de- 
termined by the ON time of the 
transistor switch. This interval 
can be controlled by presetting a 
timing device to turn off the tran- 
sistor switch after a desired time 
lapse. Also, the interval can be 
controlled by the speed of the 
vehicle through a circuit in the 
electronic control which will switch 
off the transistor switch of the pre- 
ceeding electronic control. Thus, 
as a car moves from one loop to the 
next it will successively energize 
the antenna associated with the 
loop it is over but cut off the signal 
to the antenna associated with the 
preceeding loop. 

Chain Antenna Signalling 

A more complex system involves 
the use of an antenna chain in 
which each antenna is a car length 
long, terminated at one end to 
ground and .at the other end through 
resistive coupling to the preceed- 
ing antenna. As a car passes over 
a loop it triggers the transistor 
switch in the associated electronic 
control, causing a maximum r -f sig- 
nal to be applied to its antenna. 
Before reaching the preceeding an- 
tenna; however, the signal is at- 
tenuated by the coupling to 90 to 
95 percent of its original strength. 
This process continues down the 
chain of antennas until the radiated 
signal is too small to be detected. 

Another transmission scheme is 
to transmit a constant carrier and 
modulate it with a frequency whose 
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FIG. 2-Roadside signaling system layout (A) does not require aux liary equipment in cars. Radio signaling system (B) produces radio - f requency signals which operate lights or buzzers in equipped cars 

amplitude is proportional to the 
"tail" signal transferred from loop 
to loop. This technique gives higher 
radiation intensity at the end of the 
"tail" and reduces sensitivity re- 
quirements of receivers. 

Late last year, RCA demon- 
strated a form that automatic guid- 
ance could take by blind -driving an 
auto over a special test highway. 
A high -frequency current applied 
to a cable made of insulated trench 
wire imbedded in the center of the 
road was used as the guidance ref- 
erence source. A pickup coil at- 
tached to each side of the vehicle 
straddled the cable and sensed the 
r -f radiation. By arranging the 
signals in voltage opposition, a dif- 
ferential signal was generated 
which registered on a meter in the 
dashboard; left or right deflections 
indicated to the driver in which 
direction to steer the car. 

GM Research has developed an 
electromechanical link which elimi- 
nates driver control, as shown in 
Fig. 3. The guidance wire is lo- 
cated in a slot cut into the road 
surface and is excited with low - 
power audio frequency. Current 
flowing in the wire creates a cir- 
cular magnetic field extending the 
length of the cable. Two pickup 

FIG. 3-GM Research's Autoguide sys- 
tem takes over steering function from 
driver. In demonstration auto above, 
driver retains control of brake and ac- 
celerator 

coils mounted on the front bumper 
are tuned to the frequency of the 
guidance wire excitation voltage. 

In operation, the coil straddles the 
magnetic field around the guidance 
wire; therefore, the voltage across 
the output terminals of the pickup 
coils is proportional to the mag- 
netic field strength sensed. If the 
car deviates laterally from the 
guidance wire path, voltages are in- 
duced in the coils which are dif- 
ferent by a function of the cy- 
clically varying magnetic fields 
received. Positional error is pro- 
portional to the difference in volt- 
age magnitudes. This error signal 
is fed to the steering computer in 
the Unicontrol system and the car 
steered as though signals were com- 
ing from the control stick. If the 
signal is lost for any reason, or if 
the hydraulic pressure in the servo 
drops, a buzzer warns the driver. 

In GM's experimental gas tur- 
bine car Firebird III the driver can 
put the car completely under elec- 
tronic control by using Autoguide 
and Cruisecontrol together. These 
systems provide steering, braking 
and throttling control while allow- 
ing driver to retain the prerogative 
of overriding through an emer- 
gency foot pedal. 

Garage Guidance System 

A guidance system developed by 
Polarad Electronics permits driv- 
ers to maneuver in and out of a 
garage without striking the sides. 
The car is provided with a loop 
antenna mounted on the front part 
of the roof as shown in Fig. 4A. 
Two loop antennas, wound to pro- 
duce oppositely phased inductive 
fields, are mounted to the garage 
sides near the back and the same 
height above the floor. 

Both garage transmitting an- 
tennas are simultaneously excited 
by a 60 -cps source and the receiving 

antenna is connected to the car 
radio as shown in Fig. 4B. If the 
car moves away from the center- 
line between garage antennas, an 
audible signal is heard whose vol- 
ume corresponds to the amount of 
lateral deviation. It is also possible 
to excite the garage loops with an 
r -f source modulated by oppositely 
phased a -f signals. Circuit con- 
figuration for the arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 4C. 

Warning Systems 

Bendix Research has built an ex- 
perimental model of a proximity 
radar system which requires less 
power than a radio. It is capable 
of warning drivers that collisions 
are imminent with other moving 
vehicles or stationary objects. 

Since the radar is forward -look- 
ing, the antenna is set into the 
front grillwork of the auto as 
shown in Fig. 5. An electronic con- 
trol unit housing radar circuits 
and a computer is located directly 
behind the antenna. A driving con- 
dition selector and a tone generator 
are mounted under the dashboard. 

As the equipped vehicle moves 
along the road, the antenna sends 
out a narrow -beam radiation pat - 

(R) 

(A) (C) 

FIG. 4-Garage guidance system pro- 
vides driver with audible signal if ap- 
proach is skewed (A). Audio excitation 
requires auto's loop antenna to be con- 
nected directly to audio section of car 
radio (B): r -f excitation requires use of 
entire radio except for avc circuit (C) 
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FIG. 5-Small antenna of Bendix Re- 
search's radar warning system is 
mounted in grillwork 

FIG. 6-Photocell for brake light warn- 
ing system that warns an overtaking 
driver he is too close 

tern. Signals reflected from ve- 
hicles or obstacles ahead are de- 
tected by the radar circuits and 
fed into the computer. Relative 
speed and distance relationships be- 
tween the vehicle and reflecting 
surface are calculated and the result 
compared against a predetermined 
range of parameters known to be 
safe. If the closure rate exceeds 
the safe range, the computer en- 
ergizes the tone generator, produc- 
ing a sequence of 400 -cycle bursts 
of sufficient loudness to alert the 
driver. The computer output can 
also automatically halt the vehicle. 

Antenna Beam 

Although the antenna is small, 
beam width is adequate for ad- 
jacent lane discrimination. The 
system is designed to eliminate any 
return from an obstacle which is 
beyond the safe stopping distance 
of the vehicle. For sharp turns into 
driveways and at intersections the 
system is disabled. 

When the equipped car is ap- 
proaching a stalled or slowly mov- 
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ing vehicle which is a great dis- 
tance away, the 400 -cps warning 
signal is of low intensity, indicat- 
ing a moderate degree of collision 
danger. As the closure distance 
decreases, the warning signal be- 
comes louder, indicating a more 
dangerous situation. A scheme for 
using lights to indicate less hazard- 
ous conditions and an incessant, 
imperative sound to warn of crit- 
ical conditions is being studied. 

Ford has demonstrated a device 
that flashes a warning to a follow- 
ing motorist when he is approach- 
ing an equipped vehicle too rapidly 
from behind. It consists of a photo- 
cell mounted as shown in Fig. 6 

and a computer. If the forward 
vehicle is equipped with the sys- 
tem, the photocell will detect the 
intensity of headlight illumination 
from the following vehicle. The 
computer operates on this infor- 
mation, calculating distance and 
closing velocity. When separation 
distance is less than a predeter- 
mined safe following distance, the 
brake lights on the equipped car 

are flashed on to alert the following 
driver. 

Studebaker -Packard told ELEC- 
TRONICS it is presently developing 
a brake warning system, but gave 
no details. (Another warning de- 
vice, about which little is known at 
present, is an electronic atmosphere 
sampler invented by a Dane. If the 
driver has been drinking or is un- 
der the influence of narcotics, the 
device shuts off the engine ; if car- 
bon monoxide is present it shuts 
off the engine and blows the horn.) 

Headlight Controllers 

A headlight dimmer that auto- 
matically turns off the high beam 
and turns on the low beam when- 
ever light strikes a photocell has 
been designed by Polarad Elec- 
tronics. When the device fails 
to respond properly the headlight 
system is automatically returned to 
its original condition, allowing the 
headlights to be controlled in the 
conventional manner. The driver 
may dim his lights at any time and 
leave them dim. Also, the circuit 
arrangement assures that once the 
lights have been dimmed they will 
not return to the high beam as a 
result of a momentary reduction in 
the intensity of light striking the 
photocell. See Fig. 7A. 

Guide Lamp recently transistor- 
ized the Autronic Eye circuit. The 
new system will hold the low beam 
setting even if the approaching 
driver dims his headlights. When 
light is completely removed from 
phototube, the headlamps are re- 
turned to high beam. However, 
street lights are sufficient to keep 
system on low beams (Fig. 7B) . 

Chrysler is offering an electronic 
headlight dimmer as optional equip- 
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FIG. 8-Demonstration model of West- 
inghouse's electroluminescent lighting 
display system 

ment on all 1959 cars. Novel aspect 
of system is that it responds not 
only to white light from headlights 
of cars approaching in adjacent 
lane, but also to red light from tail- 
lights of cars in the driver's lane. 
The latter feature switches head- 
lights to low beam when ear ahead 
is close enough to be affected by 
glare from high beams. 

Photocell output is fed to an am- 
plifying and selection circuit housed 
in a box mounted under the instru- 
ment panel. Two transistors and an 
electron tube are used which will 
operate from a 12 -volt car battery 
without a special transformer. The 
circuit can be adjusted to switch on 
low beams when approaching head- 
lights are within a range of 900 
to 1,200 feet or when tail lights of 
car ahead are within a range of 
200 to 500 feet. 

RCA's Semiconductor Division 
has developed a dimming system 
using semiconductor devices and a 
relay. A block diagram of the 
system is shown in Fig. 7C. A 
2N109 transistor is used as a phase 

FIG. 9-Electroluminescent radio dial 
developed for use in American Motor's 
Rambler 

shift oscillator and provides a 400 - 
cps signal to either a cadmium sul- 
phide or cadmium selenimide photo- 
cell in a voltage divider circuit. 

The photocell acts as a variable 
coupling device whose amplitude 
modulates the oscillator signal. The 
composite waveform is then fed to 
a high -gain, narrow -bandwidth, a -c 

amplifier composed of one or two 
R -C coupled 2N217 transistors. 
The signal is then rectified by a 
point -contact 1N38A diode and ap- 
plied to a d -c switch employing a 
2N561 transistor. When the photo- 
cell is made to conduct by the pres- 
ence of headlight glare, the signal 
level becomes high enough to ac- 
tuate the d -c switch which ener- 
gizes the relay, switching on low 
beams. 

Delco Radio's electronic light 
control built for Firebird III auto- 
matically actuates various sections 
of the lighting system, depending 
on external ambient light intensity. 
Three externally mounted light- 
sensitive pickups control the low 
and high beam headlamps, the 
parking and tail lights, and also 
vary the intensity of the instru- 
ment panel lighting. The light 
sensitive cells are regulated to 
measure real daylight and are not 
activated by momentary light 
changes when shadows pass over 
the car. 

Interior Lighting 
Electroluminescent lamps will 

probably begin to replace conven- 
tional incandescent bulbs used in 
dashboard, dome and courtesy 
lighting by 1960. 

Westinghouse's Rayescent lamp 
is made by coating a thin glass 
plate with a transparent, elec- 
trically conductive film. Over this 
is spread a layer of phospher im- 
bedded plastic which is then capped 
with an aluminum overlay. When 
the two conducting layers are ex- 
cited the phosphor emits light. 
Westinghouse has also developed a 
method for applying the phosphors 
to a plastic, nylon or steel -mesh 
base which allows the lamp to be 
bent into any desired shape. 

The application of such lamps 
has been extended by devising an 
electroluminescent display system 
which presents glowing letters and 
numbers as shown in Fig. 8. The 

characters are selected by digital 
techniques and are bright enough 
for daylight use. 

Sylvania's Panelescent lamp is 
made by firing a layer of solid 
ceramic material similar to white 
porcelain onto a vitreous -enameled 
steel electrode which has been cut 
to final form. Another layer of 
ceramic material, in which is sus- 
pended the light producing elec- 
troluminescent phosphor, is then 
applied over the solid ceramic coat- 
ing. The two ceramic layers serve 
as the dielectric. A transparent 
conducting layer, serving as the 
second electrode, is then applied 
and over this is placed a layer of 
glass. Electrical connections can be 
made to any point on the two elec- 
trodes. Only use of electrolumines- 
cent technique in autos to date has 
been the Panelescent radio dial in 
American Motor's Rambler shown 
in Fig. 9. 

FIG. 10-Pen-shaped "ultrasonic key" 
opens door of GM's Firebird III from 15 

feet away 

Sylvania has also developed an 
electroluminescent display system 
which converts electrical or optical 
signals into dots of light. The 
image created can be held or erased 
at will. The device could be used 
to display speedometer and clock 
dial readings in digital form. 

AC Spark Plug has developed an 
electroluminescent instrument panel 
for Firebird III. Figures used on 

the speedometer, tachometer, clock, 
preset timer, and fuel gage are 
silhouetted against an electrolumi- 
nescent band which moves up and 
down. 

Ultrasonic Key 

GM Research has developed an 
ignition "key" which can also be 
used to open locked doors on the 
Firebird III as shown in Fig. 10. 

When vibrated within a 10 to 15 

foot radius of the vehicle the key 
emits an ultrasonic signal which is 
detected by microphones concealed 
externally on the car's body. The 
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FIG. 11-Electric Auto-Lite's low -voltage, 
high -frequency ignition system uses 
transistor oscillator circuit (A) and sur- 
face -discharge spark plug (B) 

signal is then fed through an ampli- 
fier to a door actuating mechanism. 

Ignition Systems 

Electric Auto -Lite has developed 
an ignition system which uses a 
transistorized excitation circuit and 
a surface -discharge spark plug. A 
schematic of the ignition system is 
shown in Fig. 11A. 

The transistor oscillator gen- 
erates a high -frequency, low -volt- 
age current which is stepped up to 
500 to 5,000 volts, converted to d -c, 
and applied across the center and 
ground electrodes of the surface 
discharge plug shown in Fig. 11B. 
The spark arcs from the center to 
the ground electrode along the sur- 
face of the plug and ionizes the 
semiconductor materials in its path. 

High -voltage capacitor discharge 
systems of 20 to 25 kv have also 
been built and tested. ELECTRONICS 
hears that a Denver firm intends 
to develop a practical ignition sys- 
tem of this design using transistors. 

Clevite Transistor Products is 
experimenting with an ignition 
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FIG. 12-Each switching transistor in 
Delco Radio's 120 -watt d -c to d -c con- 
verter uses a 7 in. by 7 in. by Vs in. 
aluminum heat sink 

system using the Harkness method 
of banging barium titanates to 
produce a discharge. Common- 
wealth Engineering has a new 
ignition system which eliminates 
breaker points. Sarkes Tarzian is 
developing a transistorized ignition 
system using silicon rectifiers. 

Converters 

A 120 -volt d -c to d -c converter 
for 12 -volt auto systems has been 
developed by Delco Radio. A sche- 
matic is given in Fig. 12. This com- 
pany has also developed a converter 
for use with car tv sets which de- 
velops a square -wave voltage at a 
frequency of approximately 200 cps, 
using a pair of high -power tran- 
sistors. The square wave is con- 
verted into 245 v d -c by a silicon - 
diode bridge rectifier. 

Delco -Remy has developed a sil- 
icon diode full -wave rectifier for 
converting a -c from their 12 -volt 
three-phase automobile generator 
into d -c required to charge the bat- 
tery. Sylvania has developed a d -c 
to d -c converter especially for sup- 
plying voltage and frequency re- 
quirements of electroluminescent 
panels. Unit reportedly delivers 
200 IT at 250 cps. 

A d -c to d -c transistor oscillator 
power converter is being developed 
by National Union Electric specific- 
ally for use with gas -discharge -tube 
instruments and indicators in mo- 
tor vehicles. This power supply 
will provide a means for varying 
the duty cycle and thereby control- 
ling the brillance of the display. 

Fuel Controllers 

Delco -Remy has developed an 
electronic governor for maintaining 
the speed of the auxiliary engine 
driving the 12-v a -c generator in 
Firebird III. The device compares 
the output of a tachometer gen- 
erator with a reference voltage in- 
dicating speed and uses the differ- 
ence voltage to control the throttle 
valve in the engine's carburetor. 

Bendix's Electrojector system for 
automatically sensing engine fuel 
requirements as driving conditions 
vary was described in ELECTRONICS. 
(Feb. 57, p 192). 

Voltage Regulators 

Delco -Remy recently announced 
the development of a new a -c to d -c 

FIG. 13-Completely transistorized volt- 
age regulator circuit developed by 
Delco -Remy to handle output of new a -c 

generator 

voltage regulator designed to op- 
erate with a new 12 -volt a -c gen- 
erator. Power rectifier outputs 
have been controlled to within ±0.1 
volt in an installation. A schematic 
is given in Fig. 13. 

Electronic Horn 

GM Research has developed an 
electronic horn which consists of a 
continuous -belt tape recorder, a 
horn -type speaker and a control 
switch. The recorder runs when- 
ever the ignition switch is on but 
feeds the speaker only when the 
horn control switch is depressed. 
Any warning sound can be recorded 
on the tape and changed as desired. 
Power requirements compare favor- 
ably with those of an auto radio. 

Rear -View Mirror Position ers 

A device for automatically flip- 
ping a day -night rear-view mirror 
to the night position when glare 
from headlights of following vehi- 
cles becomes excessive is being 
marketed by Instrument Research. 
This unit was described in ELEC- 
TRONICS (July 57, p 196). 

Although circuit details are not 
yet available, Instrument Research 
indicates a transistorized mirror 
positioner which will eliminate the 
need for a high -voltage B+ supply 
has been developed. Huppower Di- 
vision of the Hupp Corporation will 

SENSITIVITY SWITCH , APERTURE 

FIG. 14-Photocell in Chrysler's auto- 
matic mirror positioner is mounted be- 
hind mirror aperture 
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FIG. 15-Glow discharge bulbs used for 
single tell -tale instrument -panel word 
(A) multiple tell -tale word (B), tempera- 
ture indicating system (C) speedometer 
(D) and fuel gage (E) 

undertake production and distribu- 
tion of the device. 

Chrysler is offering an automatic 
rear-view mirror positioning device 
as optional equipment on 1959 cars. 
The electronic unit is mounted to 
the rear of the mirror, located 
above the dashboard as shown in 
Fig. 14. An aperture in the mir- 
ror's surface allows light to im- 
pinge on a photocell mounted 
behind. Current generated by the 
photocell is amplified by submini- 
ature electron tubes and applied to 
the coil of an electromagnet. When 
glare from headlights of following 
cars is excessive, the current in- 
creases sufficiently to energize the 
electromagnet, pulling the mirror 
up to the night position. 

Temperature Controls 

Harrison Radiator has developed 
an electronic control which auto- 
matically maintains heating, air 
conditioning and defrosting tem- 
peratures at any desired level. 
Three thermistors sense the tem- 
perature of the passenger compart- 
ment and outside ambient air, and 
generate signals corresponding to 

UNICONTROL 

FIG. 16 -Electronically controlled in- 
strument panel in Firebird III 

these thermal levels. The signals 
are sent to an electronic control 
circuit which regulates the propor- 
tions of recirculating air, hot air 
from the radiator and incoming 
atmospheric air required to assure 
correct heating, air conditioning 
and defrosting temperatures. 

Indicators and Instruments 

National Union Electric has de- 
veloped gas -discharge devices con- 
sisting of a collection of variously 
formed metallic elements sealed 
within a glass bulb which is evacu- 
ated and filled with a suitable dis- 
charge gas. Simple tell -tale illu- 
minated signals or instructions can 
be formed as shown in Fig. 15A. 
This arrangement is especially use- 
ful when a single word or group of 
short words are simultaneously 
illuminated. Multiple tell -tales can 
be made up as shown in Fig. 15B. 
Here two or more words oriented 
in an in -line configuration are read 
through the same frame opening 
and are illuminated one at a time. 

A typical tell -tale system is 
shown in Fig. 15C. When tempera- 
ture surrounding the thermistor is 
low, its resistance is high and a 
large voltage drop appears across it. 
This drop is sufficient to cause the 
COLD tell -tale to illuminate, how- 
ever, the HOT tell -tale cannot light 
because the voltage drop across the 
resistor is too low. If the thermis- 
tor is heated, its resistance de- 
creases appreciably extinguishing 
the COLD tell -tale and raising the 
voltage across the resistor suffi- 
ciently to light the HOT tell -tale. 

Analog readout systems can also 
be designed in which the length of 
illumination in a tubular bulb is 
proportional to current flow. A 
simple speedometer can be built as 
shown in Fig. 15D. A fly -ball gov- 
ernor coupled to the transmission 
controls the amount of supply volt- 
age V0 applied the tube by position- 
ing variable resistors R, and R. As 
the speed of the governor increases, 
the resistance across the glow dis- 
charge circuit decreases. Since ex- 
citation voltage V, becomes larger 
as the governor rotates faster, the 
bar is illuminated lengthwise in di- 
rect proportion to the car's speed. 

If pulsating d -c is used as supply 
voltage V, a moving core in an 
inductance coil can be used as 

FIG. 17-Entire chassis of back-seat 
auto tv developed by Delco Radio can 
be removed and used conventionally 

a fuel -level indicator as shown in 
Fig. 15E. Since voltage Vi is high- 
est when the core is fully inserted 
in the coil and lowest when core is 
withdrawn, the bar of light will 
expand proportional to float level. 

AC Spark Plug has developed 
electronic indicators for the Fire- 
bird III control panel shown in Fig. 
16. Outputs from the car speed, en- 
gine speed and fuel -level trans- 
ducers are converted by transistor 
amplifiers into electrical signals 
which position gage mechanisms in 
the instrument panel. Each gage 
mechanism consists of two drums 
about which is wrapped a tape. Half 
the tape is made of electrolumines- 
cent material which gives off col- 
ored light when excited by a -c. As 
the drums are positioned by the 
command signal from the amplifier, 
the colored band of light on the tape 
-red for the speedometer, orange 
for the tachometer and blue for the 
fuel gage-is moved up or down be- 
hind a transparent, calibrated 
scale. 

A transistorized tachometer 
which does not require a "sender," 
and can be mounted under or in the 
dashboard has been developed by 
Radson Engineering. This unit was 
described in ELECTRONICS (Aug. 15, 

1958, p. 92) . 

Rear Seat TV Receiver 

Delco Radio has developed a port- 
able tv receiver for Oldsmobile 
which has been experimentally in- 
stalled in a car as shown in Fig. 17. 
Tube heaters are directly con- 
nected to the car battery; a small 
d -c to d -c converter in the trunk 
supplies the plate voltage. Built in 
relays automatically connect the 
heater and power supply circuits 
for proper operation off 117-v lines 
when unit is removed. 
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Dog with artificially induced heart block exhibited typical sluggish- FIG. 1- Pair of electrodes supported on flat polyethylene insulator 
ness until normal circulation was restored by pulse amplifier sewn to right auricle (top). Pair is being sewn to ventricle (bottom) 

Two -Transistor Amplifier 
EVERANCE of the beat -rate con- 

trol link between chambers 
of the heart results in an affliction 
known as heart block. The pulse 
amplifier and output devices de- 
scribed here have corrected this 
condition in dogs and are being 
Ised for emergency treatment of 

human patients.' 
In normal hearts, the auricle 

produces an electrical impulse 
which is carried by the nervous 
system to the ventricle. The im- 
pulse stimulates the ventrical caus- 
ing it to contract with sufficient 
force to pump blood throughout 
the circulation system. If the ner- 
vous pathway between chambers 
is broken, the ventricle beats at a 
natural rhythm which is not rapid 
enough to supply the body with an 
adaquate amount of blood. 

To bypass the block and re- 
establish normal beat rhythm, 
pickup electrodes are sewn to the 
auricle and ventricle, the control 
pulse from the auricle is amplified, 

and the resulting output used to 
stimulate the ventricle to contract. 
Electrodes are constructed of 
stainless steel mesh one cm' in 
area and are attached to the outer 
wall of the chambers as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Pulse Amplifier 
The pulse amplifier shown in 

Fig. 2 is used to provide adequate 
stimulating voltage to the ven- 
tricle. Input from the auricle is a 
10 -millivolt pulse having the wave- 
form shown in Fig. 3. To insure 

FIG. 2-Pulse amplifier circuit. Power is 
supplied by 6.5-v mercury cell connected 
to circuit by spring clips. Battery must 
be taken out to deenergize circuit 

continuous coordinated beating of 
the ventricle and auricle, the am- 
plifier must supply an output pulse 
with a minimum peak voltage of 
500 millivolts. This condition was 
met by designing the circuit to 
have a maximum gain of 200 when 
operating from a 5,000 -ohm source 
and supplying a 1,000 -ohm load. 
Use of a -c coupling permits accept- 
ance of pulses with plus or minus 
polarity. 

Body tissue between the input 
and output electrodes exhibits an 
extremely low resistance; there- 
fore, a certain fraction of the out- 
put signal is fed back to the ampli- 
fier input. Since the output of the 
amplifier has the same polarity as 
the input, a feedback signal will 
add to the input signal and in- 
crease the gain. If the magnitude 
of the feedback exceeds the signal 
generated by the auricle, the 
amplifier becomes unstable and 
oscillates. 

Feedback amplitude is deter - 
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FIG. 3-Reverse polarity oscillograph of 
output pulses from right auricle of dog 
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FIG. 4-Pulse output circuit. Power is Pulse amplifier. Gain control in center 
supplied by miniature 15-v battery of unit can be screwdriver adjusted 

Pulse amplifier reestablishes proper circulation of blood in heart -block 
patients by driving ventricle at beat rate dictated by auricle. Command pulses 
picked up by electrodes on auricle are amplified 200 times without waveform 
distortion. Output pulses applied to ventricle electrodes produce normal 
pumping rhythm. Supplementary output circuit boosts voltage to overcome 
scar -tissue resistance developed under ventricle electrodes 

By G. H. VANDERSCHMIDT, Consulting Physicist, Belmont. Mass. 

Corrects Heart Block 
mined by the gain of the amplifier, 
input and output impedance of the 
amplifier, and resistance of body 
tissue and the electrodes. In prac- 
tice the gain control is set to zero, 
input and output leads connected 
to the amplifier and the gain in- 
creased until amplification is suffi- 
cient to cause contraction of the 
ventricle. 

Because tissue resistance is con- 
stantly changing and cannot be 
controlled, no advantage would be 
realized by including a gain com- 
pensation circuit. 

Pulse Output Circuit 
If the scar tissue developed un- 

der the output electrodes over a 
period of time introduces too much 
load resistance, the ventricle will 
not respond to the largest pulse 
available from the amplifier. To 
overcome this condition, the pulse 
output circuit shown in Fig. 4 is 
used in conjunction with the am- 
plifier to increase the stimulating 

voltage. Tandem operation is ar- 
ranged by connecting the output 
of the pulse amplifier to the input 
of the pulse output circuit. 

When triggered by a positive 
pulse similar to that shown in Fig. 
3, the pulse output circuit pro- 
duces a constant -voltage, positive - 
going pulse having a maximum 
amplitude of 15 volts and a dura- 
tion of 0.1 sec. An input of 2.5 my 
or more applied by the auricle to 
the input of the amplifier is suffi- 
cient to trigger the pulse output 
circuit. The pulse from the auricle 
must be positive with respect to 
the grounded electrode. 

Noise Sources 
Although shielded cables are 

used between the amplifier and the 
body surface, noise from local 
power lines, nearby electrical ma- 
chinery and the like is introduced 
by way of the unshielded stainless - 
steel wires in the body cavity. To 
minimize pickup, the unshielded 

wires should be made as short as 
possible particularly in the region 
where they leave the body cavity 
and connect to the shielded cables. 
Since the pulse amplifier and pulse 
output circuit are battery operated 
and well shielded, the only inter- 
nally produced spurious voltage 
present is thermal noise with am- 
plitudes in the microvolt region. 

Special Connection 
Because the stainless steel leads 

existing at the skin surface will 
not solder to the wire strands in 
shielded cables used with the am- 
plifier, a special method of j unc- 
tioning is required. This technique 
consists of wrapping the stainless 
steel wire around a thicker copper 
wire, silver -soldering them to- 
gether, and then soft soldering the 
copper wire to the copper strands 
in the shielded cables. 

REFERENCE 
(1) Electronics Gives Beat, ELECTRON - 

'es, p 24, Mar. 1958. 
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Blind speeds in a moving target indicator are relocated by staggering the pulse 

repetition frequency. Limitations of an moving -target -indicator radar system 

are investigated and a staggered prf circuit described. Clutter fluctuation in 

staggered prf is compared with response to clutter fluctuation in a conven- 

tion mti system 

By S. E. PERLMAN, Senior Project Engineer, Laboratory for Electronics Inc., Boston, Massachusetts 

Staggered Rep Rate Fills 
MOVING TARGET indicator sys- 

tems, discriminate against 
stationary targets so that moving 
targets, which are masked by land 
masses in a normal system, can be 
detected. The system has an inher- 
ent deficiency which results in zero 
response to certain radial target 
velocities. The critical radial veloci- 
ties are called blind speeds. For in- 
stance, in an X -band radar with a 
prf of 5,500 cps, blind speeds will 
occur in a progression at 160, 320 
knots, etc. In some radar applica- 
tions, these blind speeds appear at 
velocities of interest. Blind speeds 
can be changed to other velocities 
by changing the basic prf of the 
radar. Here, however, the limita- 
tion of second -time targets enters 
the picture. A technique that re- 
locates the blind speeds is a stag- 
gered prf of alternate periods T1 

and T_. 

System Transform 
The transfer characteristic of an 

mti system can be derived from 
the equation, a(t) = e,(t) - 
e, (t - T) where e, (t) is mti out- 
put, e, (t) is mti input, and T is 
repetition interval of the radar. If 
e,(t) has a radial Doppler envelope 
of sin 2irf t the equation becomes 
e(t) = sin 27rft - sin [2irf (t - 
T)T)]. It can be rewritten as e (t) _ 
2 sin 7rft cos [27rf (t - T/2)]. 

With a time average of a(t), the 
first term determines the frequency 
response. This is the comb filter 
characteristic as shown in Fig. 1. 

The characteristic is zero to zero 

I/T 2/T 3/T 
PERIOD 

4/T 

FIG. 1-Velocity response of simple mti 

frequency and all multiples of 1/T. 
To change the variable f to velocity, 
sin rrfT = sin /ry (2Tf0/c) where 
y is radial velocity, f is transmitter 
frequency and c is the velocity of 
light. Blind velocities are then 

VC V = 27T., 

Staggered prf can be visualized 
as a combination of the output of 
two mti radars, each having a blind 
speed corresponding to its prf. The 
first over-all blind speed will occur 
when the nth null of the first radar 
velocity response coincides with the 
mth null of the second. 

The rms signal response of a 
staggered prf system is given by 

the equation v,,(rms) = /sin= 

(wdT,/2) + sin= (wdT2/2) where 
equals 2vß00/c, T, is the shorter repe- 
tition interval, T., is the longer rep- 
etition interval and w is trans- 
mitted radian frequency. Letting 
vó = 2irc/Tu, where T = T, 
R = T,/T, and 1 -R = T_/T the 
previous equation becomes: 

V (rms) = Isin2 (21r V , R) + 
VV 

sinn 
[27r 

;11 - (1 - R)] 

A plot of this response for two 

staggér ratios 2/3 and 7/8 is shown 
in Fig. 2. The curves are normal- 
ized with respect to T/2. 

Velocity Response 
The stagger ratio determines the 

location of the first blind speed. 
However, another factor must be 
considered. As the ratio T,/T., ap- 
proaches unity, not only does the 
first blind speed move out to a 

higher velocity, but variations in 
the response curve become greater. 
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FIG. 2-Response of a staggered prf mti 
for stagger ratios of 23 and 's 
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Prf staggering switch relocates blind speeds in mti system. Short lead dress is constant with military and h -f specifications 

Radar Blind Spots 
A compromise between the first de- 
sired blind speed and the magnitude 
of the velocity response ripples that 
can be tolerated must be made. 

Radar Transmitter 
Before modifying an existing 

radar with the staggered prf tech- 
nique any possible radar and mti 
degradation must be investigated. 
The effects of a staggered prf on 
functioning of the radar trans- 
mitter, mti response to clutter fluc- 
tuations, cancellation loss due to 
scanning modulation, mti response 
to targets in the clear and com- 
plexity of radar will be discussed. 

In general, the range of the radar 
will determine how staggering is 
accomplished. If a loss in range 
time can be tolerated then a stagger 
ratio can be taken with the existing 
T as the mean of the two periods. 
Average power transmitted will be 
the same as for the mean period. 

If range time is a problem then 
the existing repetition interval can 
become T, the smaller of the two 
periods. A loss in transmitted power 
will result. 

Frequency Shifts 

It is necessary that no pulse-to- 
nulse transmitter frequency shift 
xist in an mti radar. A shift pro- 
iuces a pulse -to -pulse change in the 

phase detector output, degrading 
cancellation. The high voltage 
charge in the pulse forming net- 
work must remain a constant for 
the firing times associated with 
T, and T,. 

Allowable pulse -to -pulse fre- 
quency shift is given by: 

Cancellation Ratio - 0.187 
ofe s 

where Of e is change in transmitter 
frequency and 8 is pulse width. 
With a 0.5 -µsec pulse, a frequency 
shift of only 3.7 kc can be tolerated 
for a cancellation ratio of 40 db. 

Clutter Response 

Clutter signals are the radar re- 
turns from land masses, trees, 
buildings, and similar objects. Vari- 
ations in these signals resulting 
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FIG. 4-Block diagram of prf staggering 
switch and trigger selector 

from perturbations such as wind 
are called clutter fluctuations. The 
frequency or velocity spectrum of 
clutter fluctuations consists mainly 
of low velocities. Clutter fluctua- 
tions appear on the mti velocity re- 
sponse curve as narrow spectrums 
about zero velocity and all side 
bands of the transmitted pulse. 

At first sight the staggered sys- 
tem appears to have a greater re- 
sponse to clutter fluctuation than 

a normal mti, since where the clut- 
ter spectrum appears for Ti there 
is a gain in the response for T,. 
This is not strictly true, because 
on one sweep the clutter response 
depends upon the velocity charac- 
teristic of the T, period while on 
the next sweep the clutter response 
depends upon the velocity charac- 
teristic of the T, period. These are 
then summed in the indicator. 
Therefore, the clutter fluctuation 
response of the staggered system 
should be no worse than that of a 
mti operating at the mean prf. 

Another approach is to assume 
that the clutter fluctuations may 
have all velocities with equal prob- 
ability. The rms response is 

\/ 1Si 
Vqs (rm,) = 

ß 
(rme))2 dx, 

where xis normalized velocity and 
ß is clutter velocity. When ß ap- 
proaches infinity, Vm.,,,t, is equal 
to one. This is the same rms ex- 
pected response as a simple mti. 

Cancellation Loss 

When a radar antenna scans past 
a target, the signal returns from 
the target are amplitude modulated 
by the antenna azimuth pattern. If 
the a -m is below the limit level in 
the phase detector it will degrade 
cancellation. 

The allowable cancellation ratio 
(CR) is given by the equation, 

CR = -10 logo 
6.183 (1 + r2) 

[ (PBW2) (1 + r)2 

where PB,,. is the number of pulses 
per beam width and r = T2/T, = 
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mti operating at the mean prf. For 
example, with PBW - 20, the allow- 
able CR in a single period mti is 
21.08 db. and the allowable CR in a 
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M T I VIDEO ability of detecting these targets. 435H435H-435H 

µSEC µSEC µSEC Assuming an equal probability of 
FIG. 5-Staggered prf timing diagram all velocities occurring, the prob- 

ability that a target return exceeds 
a given first level is determined. 

(1-R)/R. The equation is based on The results are compared with a 
the assumption that sin x/x one normal radar and a simple mti. 
way antenna pattern is obtained, The probability distribution curve 
PBW > 4, the target returns have is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function 
not been limited prior to phase of the ratio of input signal to min- 
detection, the target is a large num- imum detectable signal, where the 
ber of antenna aperture diameters minimum detectable signal was 
away from the antenna, and the taken as some arbitrary level A. 
signal echo phase angle is that re- The probability distribution for the 
quired for maximum phase detec- staggered case lies between that for 
tion output. If this condition is not the simple mti and the normal sys- 
met, the cancellation ratio will be 
higher. 

tems. It is greater than the simple 
mti for the higher ratio values be- 

The cancellation degradation due cause there are fewer velocities that 
to scanning modulation caused by the staggered system is actually 
the 3/5 stagger ratio is a fraction blind to. 
of a db more than that of a simple For smaller input ratios the 
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probability curve is lower than that 
for the simple mti. This can be 
explained by the fact that around 
optimum velocity points, v,./ 2 in the 
simple mti, the simple mti has a 
slightly higher gain. 

To modify an existing radar for 
staggered prf a unit similar to a 
cancellation unit mu§t be added and 
some modification of the existing 
timing unit is necessary. 

Radar Complexity 

In a particular application it was 
desired to have the first blind speed 
at 300 knots for an X -band radar 
with a basic prf of 2,300 cps. Since 
a loss in range time could be toler- 
ated, a stagger ratio of 3/5 was 
chosen with 2,300 cps as the mean 
prf. With this ratio, the alternate 
periods are 324 and 545 µsec. The 
blind speeds associated with each 
repetition period are 100 and 60 
knots respectively giving the first 
over-all velocity null at 300 knots. 

In designing the staggered trig- 
gers some means must be made for 
realigning the returning video so 
that it can be processed in a video 
cancellation unit. A prf staggering 
switch that performs both of these 
functions is shown in Fig. 4. 
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The prf staggering switch con- 
sists basically of a 109 -µsec delay 
line that is alternately switched in 
and out of the unit. The radar mti 
video, modulates the carrier at the 
input to the unit and, after being 
either delayed 109 µsec or not, de- 
pending on switch condition, is sent 
directly to the cancellation unit. 

Referring to the block diagram 
of Fig. 4 and the timing diagram 
Fig. 5, the basic, stable 2,300 -cps 
trigger is established by slaving 
the system repetition rate to the 
435 sec delay line in the canceller. 
A circulating trigger is derived 
from the basic oscillator and fed to 
the prf staggering switch every 435 

sec to a -m the carrier prior to 
being passed through the delayed 
or undelayed channel. 

Staggering Operation 

Assume that the channel is in 
the undelayed position. The first 
circulating trigger is applied 
through the undelayed channel and 
then to the trigger selection unit. 
The trigger selector produces an 
output which is used as a switch- 
ing trigger for the switch tube in 
the prf staggering switch and also 
as the radar modulating trigger. 

Therefore, after the first trigger 
is sent through the undelayed chan- 
nel, the switch is moved to the de- 
layed position. The next circulating 
trigger to be selected by the trigger 
selection unit is applied through the 
delayed channel. After this second 
circulating trigger, the switch is 
moved back to the undelayed posi- 
tion and the process is repeated. 
Staggered prf triggers are there- 
fore generated with alternate repe- 
tition intervals of 326 and 544 µsec. 

The function of the trigger se- 
lector unit is to detect the triggers 
at the output of the staggering 
switch and use them to generate 
the switching trigger and the sys- 
tem trigger. It must discriminate 
against the trigger that occurs 109 

sec after the undelayed trigger. 
As mentioned previously, the ra- 

dar video must be realigned prior 
to the actual cancellation process. 
Realignment is also performed by 
the prf staggering switch. A cir- 
culating trigger that has been de- 
layed 109 µsec, flips the switch to 
the undelayed position and one that 

comes through undelayed flips the 
switch to the delayed position. 
Video returns from a delayed trig- 
ger therefore are undelayed, and 
those from an undelayed trigger are 
delayed. This realigns the video. 

Staggering Switch Circuit 

Referring to the schematic dia- 
gram of the prf staggering switch 
Fig. 6, the mti video frequency mod- 
ulates the 60 -mc carrier by a react- 
ance tube V,. The carrier is ampli- 
tude modulated by the circulating 
trigger at delay line driver V, 

4150V 

is switched to the delayed position, 
the first circulating trigger comes 
through 109 µsec later. This is a 
superfluous trigger and the selector 
unit must reject it. If the recovery 
time of the blocking oscillator is 
adjusted so it will not fire on the 
extraneous 109 µsec pulse, it will 
not fire reliably on the 324 µsec 
pulse. To eliminate the superfluous 
trigger the blocking oscillator was 
designed with a fast recovery time 
and the recovery waveform phase - 
shifted and applied to the parallel 
triggering tube and the previous 
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FIG. 7-Fast recovery time of blocking oscillator in trigger selector circuit eliminates 
unwanted trigger 

and sent to both the 109 -µsec line 
and, after being attenuated, to the 
undelayed channel. The delayed sig- 
nal is amplified by three 60 -me am- 
plifiers V, V and V,. Actual 
switching or channel selection is 
accomplished by the multivibrator 
V,,, the undelayed channel switch 
tubes V, and V, and the delayed 
channel switch tubes V, and V,,. 
Twin switch tubes are required in 
each channel to insure that the feed 
through signal is greater than 50 
db down. To minimize cancellation 
deterioration, age is used to equal- 
ize the gains of both channels. 

The second switch tubes for each 
channel V, and V have a common 
load which is fed to the output 
tube V. The output carrier is sent 
to the delayed and undelayed chan- 
nels of the cancellation unit and to 
the trigger selector unit. In the 
trigger selector unit, Fig. 7, V 
amplifies the 60 -mc amplitude -mod- 
ulated carrier from the prf stagger- 
ing switch. The circulating trigger 
is diode detected, amplified in video 
amplifier V,, and fires the blocking 
oscillator V,. 

When the prf staggering switch 

stage V,,. The phase shift is ad- 
justed so the 109 -µsec trigger does 
not fire the blocking oscillator. 

Test Results 

A video cancellation figure of 30 
db for a 0.4 µsec pulse was obtained 
by keeping interchannel leakage in 
the prf staggering switch to -100 
db. Individually shielding the de- 
layed and undelayed channels kept 
the leakage down to this level. 

A qualitative test of the effect 
of staggered prf on clutter, made 
by comparing the clutter response 
of the staggered system with a sim- 
ple mti operating at the mean prf 
showed little difference. This was 
done by disabling the switch in the 
prf staggering switch so that only 
the undelayed channel was ener- 
gized. The video cancellation 
achieved was 30 db. 

The work of developing the stag- 
gered prf canceller was done on 
Rome Air Development Center Air 
Force Contract AF 30(602)-1175. 
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Transistorized power converter in center unit supplies drive motor of miniaturized tape recorder mechanism at left 

Boosting Power 
Precise control of transistor instantaneous voltage and current produces 
operating efficiencies that approach the ideal. Since peak power dissipation 
in a single transistor occurs in the middle of a transition between on and off 
states, transition time is kept small 

By JOHN W. CALDWELL* and T. C. GORDON WAGNER** 
Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co., Davies Laboratories Division, Beltsville, Maryland 

FFICIENCIES exceeding 98 per- 
cent have been obtained from 

two power transistors used to drive 
a 400 -cps synchronous motor of a 
portable tape transport. High effi- 
ciency is obtained by carefully con- 
trolling the instantaneous voltage 
and current through the transistor. 

Power may be lost in a transistor 
when it is conducting, when it is 
off, or during the transition be- 
tween the on and off states. The 
thermal time constant of even a 
large power transistor may be 
around 50 µsec or less, so the in- 
stantaneous power dissipation 
must be carefully controlled for 
optimum transistor protection. 

If a pair of transistors is em- 
ployed to switch a purely resistive 
load, the peak power dissipation of 
one transistor will occur in the 
middle of each transition and will 
have a value one-half the total 
average power delivered to the load 
by both transistors. The dissipa- 
tion averaged over the period of a 
single transition will be one-third 
the power delivered to the load. 
Thus if the transition time is not 
small compared to the thermal 
time constant, the power handling 
capabilities of a pair of transistors 
with a resistive load is limited to 
three times the transistor rating. 

In most cases where the tran- 

sistors see a resistive load, the 
average dissipation is principally 
a result of transition loss. If the 
load presented to the transistors 
is reactive, the losses may become 
much greater, but with the proper 
reactance and the proper drive 
much improvement may be realized. 

Instantaneous Power Loss 

The instantaneous power lost is 
given by the instantaneous product 
of the voltage across the transistor 
and the current through it. Dur- 
ing the conduction period the dissi- 
pated power is small because the 
* Now at Diamond Ordnance Fuze Labs. 
**Also at The University of Maryland 
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Pair of power transistors is at upper left 
System comprises transport (left), and recording amplifiers and power converter (right) 

Transistor Efficiency 
voltage is essentially zero. In order 
that the instantaneous power lost 
during the transition be small, it 
is necessary that the current pass- 
ing through the transistor be small. 

This can be accomplished by the 
simple expedient of cutting the 
transistor current off quickly while 
slowing down the voltage change 
during the transitions. The quick 
cut off may be obtained from an 
external source, and the voltage 
control during transition may be 
achieved by the addition of a ca- 
pacitor. This serves to reverse the 
voltage across the transformer 
much the same as does the timing 
capacitor of a vibrator supply. 

Circuit Operation 

A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 
1. The two power transistors are 
operated with grounded collectors. 
They supply their own base power 
through a tertiary winding on the 
output transformer. Without the 
synchronizing pulses the circuit 
would be free running at a fre- 
quency below 400 cps. 

Negative synchronizing pulses 
at 800 cps are applied to the base 
of Q, to produce positive pulses at 
the bases of Q, and Q, thus cutting 

them off quickly. The reversal of 
voltage across the output trans- 
former is controlled by C, and the 
1N93 diodes to prevent an over - 
swing when both transistors are 
cut off. The 800 -cps signal is de- 
rived from a precision oscillator to 
maintain constant motor speed. 

+28V 

ZL 
400CPS 

MO 
115 V 
HYST 
SYNCH 

330 

03 
2N57 

102V 
SOUARE- 
WAVE 

FIG. 1-Simplified schematic of transistor 
power converter 

In the circuit analysis, neglect 
the reactive component of the 
motor load and consider the trans- 
former losses to be included as 
part of the load. In Fig. 2A are 
shown the voltage across and the 
current through one of the tran- 
sistors in the ideal case. It is im- 
portant that the current be zero 

before the voltage across the tran- 
sistor has any appreciable value. 

The difference in the currents of 
the two transistors is shown in Fig. 
2B. Neglecting the current flowing 
through the capacitor, this is the 
current which is effectively flowing 
in the transformer primary. It has 
two principal components, a mag- 
netizing current which might be 
described as a symmetrical saw - 
tooth, and the load current. 

Magnetizing Current 
To ensure proper circuit opera- 

tion, the magnetizing current must 
be large enough to store energy in 
the transformer sufficient to re- 
verse the voltage stored in it dur- 
ing the transitions. A large mag- 
netizing current, however, will in- 
crease the transistor losses during 
the conduction period . The average 
conduction losses are proportional 
to i,, -I- i2/3, where i1, is the load 
current and i is the peak mag- 
netizing current, which must be at 
least equal to the load current. In 
this type of operation, conduction 
losses are increased by a factor of 
at least 4/3. 

A magnetizing current value of 
twice the load current is not exces- 
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FIG. 2-Ideal waveforms (A) of current 
and voltage of single transistor, and 
difference of the currents (B) flowing. 
through transistors of Fig. 1 

sive. At the end of a transition 
neither transistor is conducting, 
and an overswing of the trans- 
former voltage is prevented by 
the conduction of one of the diodes. 
At the end of the synchronizing 
pulse one of the transistors will 
be put in a conducting condition. 
In the early portion of the cycle it 
is likely that the transistor will be 
conducting in the reverse direction. 
An alloyed -junction transistor may 
conduct in the reverse direction 
even in common -collector or com- 
mon -emitter service. 

Conduction in the reverse direc- 
tion is not normally intended, but 
since the semiconductor is essenti- 
ally symmetrical it will function as 
a reverse transistor. Relatively 
large currents can be passed by a 
pnp transistor with both emitter 
and base negative with respect to 
the collector. In this case the emit- 
ter and collector exchange roleA, 
and a small current from base to 
collector will enable a large current 
from collector to emitter. The re- 
verse current is clearly observable 
in the oscillogram of Fig. 3A, 
which shows the emitter current 
for a transistor connected in the 
circuit of Fig. 1. 

Circuit Design 

There are a few practical con- 
siderations about this circuit. The 
common - collector arrangement 
simplifies mounting problems. The 
base drive is supplied during con- 
duction by the transistors them- 
selves. A certain fraction of the 
power output must be supplied as 
base input, and the actual circuit 

configuration cannot affect the 
overall electrical performance to 
any great degree. The self -excita- 
tion feature of the circuit is not a 
necessity, but it is easier to obtain 
the proper base drive this way. 

The circuit design is straight- 
forward. Starting with the re- 
quired power output, the motor in 
this case, including transformer 
losses, requires 24 w. With a 20-v 
supply, the load current referred to 
one-half the primary will be 1.2 
amp. With a peak magnetizing 
current of 1.5 times the load cur- 
rent or 1.8 amp, the peak transistor 
current is 3 amp. 

From the characteristics of the 
transistor, a peak base current of 
0.4 amp and a base -to -emitter volt- 
age of 2.5 v is required. If we allow 
5.5 v reverse base -to -emitter volt- 
age when the transistor is in the 
off condition, the base -to -base volt- 
age is 8 v more than the emitter - 
to -emitter voltage. With a 20-v 
supply the latter is 40 v and the 
turns ratio of the emitter winding 
to base winding is 40/48. 

Component Valves 
At the end of the cycle the volt- 

age across R is the difference be- 
tween the voltage across half the 
base winding and the forward base - 
to -collector voltage. This is 24 - 
2.5 = 21.5 v. The current through 
R will be the sum of the 0.4 -amp 
forward base current and 0.2 amp 

111111111.14111111111111^ 

11111111111111111311111111111111111111111131111111I , MINIM 
e1111111311111111 

11111111Ci__ih-)1i1, . 
FIG. 3-Current waveform (A) of one 
transistor when load is not purely re- 

sistive, and transistor voltage as a f unc- 
tion of current (B) and of time (C) for 
circuit of Fig. 1 

to ù,. supplied by the synchroniz- 
ing pulse. Thus R = 36 ohms. 

The value of the timing capacitor 
is not critical and may be deter- 
mined experimentally. It may also 
be calculated by examining the 
transient response of the circuit 
when the conducting transistor is 
turned off. Then C = Gt/[2 log, 
(K + 1)/(K - 1) ], where G is the 
load conductance referred to one- 
half the transformer primary, t is 
the duration of a transition and K 
is the ratio of the peak magnetizing 
current to the load current. 

In the example given G = 0.06 
mho, t = 62.5 µsec and K is taken 
as 1.5. Substituting these values in 
the equation, C becomes 0.96 µf, the 
capacitance referred to one-half 
the primary. Then Cl is 0.24 µf. 

Similarly the inductance of one- 
half the primary is calculated from 
L = T/2KG, where T is the period 
each transistor conducts. In the 
given case T is 1,250 µsec and L 
then becomes 8.33 mh. The total 
inductance from emitter to emitter 
is therefore 33.3 mh. 

Since it is not possible to cut off 
transistors instantaneously, per- 
fectly ideal conditions cannot be 
achieved. Relatively large values 
of t/T, on the order of 5 or 10 per- 
cent, will make practical circuit 
conditions approach the ideal. 

Ideal Operation 
The degree to which the ideal 

may be approached is shown in Fig. 
3B. If the transistor loss were 
zero, a plot of transistor voltage 
against current would be two 
straight lines. In Fig. 3B the cur- 
rent is shown on the horizontal axis 
and the voltage on the vertical axis. 
There is a time when the peak dis- 
sipation is approximately 1.5 w or 
about 6.5 percent of the load power, 
but the average dissipation is much 
lower. The section of reverse cur- 
rent is also observable. Transistor 
current and voltage as functions 
of time are shown in Fig. 3A and C 

with the motor as the load. 
Due to the magnetizing current, 

conduction losses of the transistor 
are increased by a 7/4 factor. With 
a saturation resistance between 
0.05 and 0.2 ohm, the conduction 
loss will lie between 0.25 and 1 per- 
cent of the load power for each 
transistor. 
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waveform, right set by step waveform 

Using Markerless Pulse 
Trains to Communicate 
Three types of markerless pulse train modulation are compared. Circuitry 
for demodulating a markerless pulse train, containing low frequency audio 
information as a time interval variation between pulses, is described 

By M. DAVIDSON," H. JOSEPH and N. ZUCKER, 
Avion Division, ACF Industries, Inc., Alexandria, Virginia 

PULSE MODULATION for com- 
munication purposes often in- 

volves time sharing of a single 
transmission channel by several 
sets of pulse trains" '. 

Pulses of a particular train occur 
within time limits set by marker 
pulses. These marker pulses are 
used in the demodulation process to 
direct each pulse into its proper 
channel and to reconstruct the 
original waveform'. 

Occasionally a communications 
problem arises which requires 
single -channel pulse modulation, 
and consequently marker pulses are 
theoretically not needed. 

Pulse Train Types 

Markerless pulse trains can be 
generated from three types of pulse - 
train modulations: pulse -frequency 

modulation-pfm; pulse phase or 
position modulation - ppm; and 
pulse period or interval modulation 
-prm. The pulse train modulations 
are analogous to the corresponding 
continuous -wave types of modula- 
tion. In fact, a continuous -wave 
may be clipped, differentiated, and 
applied to a blocking oscillator to 
obtain these pulse -modulated trains. 
If the modulation is reduced to zero, 
the c -w becomes a single -frequency 
carrier and the pulses are emitted 
at a constant rate designated the 
average sampling frequency. This 
frequency must be greater than 
twice the highest modulation fre- 
quency to be transmitted. 

For example, an audio channel 
has a 5-kc upper frequency limit 
the pulse sampling rate must be 
greater than 10 kc. Period modu- 

lation of c -w is unconventional 
but the pulse train equivalent is 
useful in the build -back process 
which will be described. 

Characteristics 

The type of pulse modulation is 
identified by the property of the 
pulse train which varies propor- 
tionally with the modulating signal. 
Equations for the modulator char- 
acteristics of the three types are 

ppm 
pfm 
prm 

K,, SA, 
Af = K,nf AA, 
AT = K,,,.T AA,,, 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

where o¢ is the change in phase, 
Af the change in frequency, Ar the 
change in period, SA,,, the audio 
modulating signal amplitude and 

* Now with The Johns Hopkins Univ., 
Silver Spring, Md. 
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FIG. 3 Nonlinear distortion results when 
a pfm signal with large recurrence- 
1requency derivation is demodulated 
by a prm demodulator 

(p, f, r) the modulator gain con- 
stants. 

Markerless ppm and pfm trains 
are formed from phase- and fre- 
quency -modulated cw's as men- 
tioned above. A prm train can be 
formed from a free -running multi - 
vibrator whose grid discharge volt- 
age is varied by the modulating 
signal. The trailing edge of the 
rectangular waveform at the plate 
will jitter in prm fashion. The free - 
running period of the multivi- 
brator will be the average samp- 
ling period. A positive modulation 
will reduce the magnitude of the 
(negative) grid bias and thus re- 
duce the discharge time, and there- 
by the period between successive 
pulses. 

The modulation characteristic of 
this type modulator is negative. 
For this reason a negative sign is 
used with Kmr. 

Application of the two-step mod- 
ulation waveform shown in Fig. 
1 illustrates the differences be- 
tween the three forms of modula- 
tion. The pulse repetition fre- 
quency of both pfm and prm 
changes in discrete steps. Due to 
the inverse relationship between 
frequency and period, the fre- 
quency shift is different. Step 
modulation in ppm causes a phase 
shift of the pulses but the average 
pulse repetition frequency remains 
unchanged. 

The step modulated pulse trains 
of Fig. 1 show that the time inter- 
val between pulses is determined by 
the modulating signal amplitude 
for both pfm and prm. Hence a 
separate set of marker pulses is not 
needed to reproduce or build back 
the step modulating signal. Each 
pulse serves as a marker for the 

next pulse. i , . considera- 
tions apply to pfm and prm pulses 
modulated by complex waveforms. 

This is not the case however for 
ppm. When each pulse of a phase - 
modulated train is used as a marker 
for the succeeding pulse, the de- 
modulated output obtained by a 
build -back process based on pulse 
interval measurements is a differ- 
entiated form of the modulating 
signal. The waveforms shown in 
Fig. 2C are nearly the derivatives 
of Fig. 2A. Such a system exhibits 
high-pass filter characteristics. 

Buildback of a ppm train with 
markers is usually accomplished by 
converting the marker -to -pulse in- 
tervals to a new set of duration - 
modulated pulses. The pdm pulses 
are converted to pulse -amplitude 
modulation and then to a replica 
of the original amplitude'. 

Prm Demodulation of Pfm 

Corresponding to the definition 
of modulation type, demodulation 
type is designated by that charac- 
teristic of the input pulse train 
which when varied produces a pro- 
portional variation in the output 
amplitude. A prm demodulator fol- 
lows the law 

oAd = KdAr (4) 

where: AA,, is the amplitude of the 
demodulated signal increment, .7r 
is the change in pulse repetition 
period and Ks is the demodulator 
gain constant. 

Equating Eq. 3 and 4 

¿Ad = - KmTKdOA, (5) 

which within the bandpass of K,T X 

K,, is independent of frequency. 

(A) MODULATION WAVE 

i III I I I 
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I I 1 I 
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(C) DELAYED NM TRAIN (PULSES WIDENED) 

AAAA 
NOTCHED SAWTOOTH BUILDBACK (D) 

li 

(E) BOXCAR PEAK- DETECTED SIGNAL 

FIG. 4 Sequence of waveforms in the 
buildback process for prm modulation 
wave (A). pulse -period modulated train 
(B). delayed prm train (pulses widened) 
(C), notched saw -tooth build back (D) 

and boxcar peak -detected signal (E) 

For pfm applied to a prm de- 
modulator with period expressed in 
terms of frequency and combining 
Eq. 2 and 4 

DAd = - K,51 doAm P (6) 

Where f is the average sampling 
frequency if AA,, and AA, are 
small. 

Fig. 3 shows the nonlinear dis- 
tortion that results when a pfm sig- 
nal with relatively large recurrence 
frequency deviation is demodulated 
by a prm demodulator. When the 
percentage deviation, Af/f is 
small, linear demodulation of pfm 
occurs. Conversely, prm applied to 
a pfm demodulator would be 
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FIG. 5 Block diagram of a pulse period 
demodulator 

limited to small period deviations 
for linear operation. In both cases 
signal polarity is reversed. 

PTm Buildback Process 

Fig. 4 shows the sequence of 
waveforms in the build -back proc- 
ess for prm. A sinusoidal modula- 
tion waveform is shown in (A). 
The corresponding prm pulse train 
is shown in (B). 

The first step to be taken in 
building back the audio content 
from (B) is to generate another 
train of pulses (C) which are de- 
layed with respect to (B) by some 
convenient time interval, for ex- 
ample 10 to 20 µsec, to provide time 
for resetting the boxcar detector. 
This delay is constant and involves 
no loss of modulation content. For 
convenience, the delayed pulses are 
widened, by forming them with a 
delay multivibrator so that they 
remain constant in both width and 
amplitude. The maximum width 
adjustment must be such that no 
two adjacent pulses touch when 
the intervals between the pulses 
of (B) and the interval deviation 
are minimum. 

The varying time intervals be - 
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tween the pulses of (C) are then 
converted to linear saw -tooth wave- 
forms of constant rate -of -rise, as 
shown in (D). Peak amplitudes of 
(D) are proportional to the inter- 
vals between pulses in (C). By 
peak -detecting the saw -tooth wave- 
form (E), a stepped waveform re- 
sembling the original modulation 
signal is obtained. 

This stepped waveform is then 
passed through a low-pass filter 
which smooths it into a replica of 
the original modulation waveform. 
The light vertical lines in wave- 
forms (D) and (E) represent 
notches which are discussed later. 

Increased demodulation sensi- 
tivity in the prm buildback process 
can be obtained without additional 
amplifying stages by increasing 
the saw -tooth rate -of -rise. When 
the minimum interval deviation of 
the pulse train is significantly less 
than the average sampling period, 
say by 25 percent, then delaying 
the start of each saw -tooth a fixed 
amount after each sampling instant 
permits an increased rate -of -rise 
without increasing the saw -tooth 
generator B -supply voltage. 

PTm Demodulator 
The demodulator was designed 

for operation at a 2,500 pps aver- 
age sampling rate. It has a sensi- 
tivity, K,, = A4/3,7, of 0.33 v/µsec 
and is capable of generating up to 
40-v rms sinusoidal signals over a 
frequency range of 16 to 800 cps. 
It uses both sweep delay and sweep 
clipping to increase gain. 

The prm demodulator block dia- 
gram and schematic are shown in 
Fig. 5 and 6. An input pTm train 
of negative 10 -µsec pulses is ap- 
plied to the grid of the phase -split - 
ter, V,. 

Negative 10 -µsec pulses from 
the cathode of V, are applied to 
delay multivibrators V., and V. 
The first multivibrator generates 
a positive 20 -µsec pulse. The second 
multivibrator is triggered by the 
trailing edge of this pulse and gen- 
erates a positive 120µsec rectangu- 
lar pulse. This waveform is applied 
to the saw -tooth generator V,. The 
saw -tooth is generated during the 
negative portion of the waveform, 
when V is cut off. Therefore, the 
saw -tooth starts 140 sec after the 
occurrence of the 10 -µsec negative 
pulse and ends 30 sec after the 
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FIG. 6 Pulse period demodulator circuit for markerless pulse trains 

occurrence of the next 10µsec input 
pulse. 

Bootstrap feedback through V,. 
linearizes the saw -tooth waveform. 
The output saw -tooth, taken from 
the saw -tooth amplitude potentiom- 
eter, is positive going. It is fed 
to the control grid of VT, which 
interrupts or notches the saw -tooth 
voltage for the duration of an in- 
put pulse. The notching is accom- 
plished by applying the negative 
pulse from the cathode of V, to the 
suppressor grid of V. 

In addition, V; removes most of 
the saw -tooth waveform which is 
below the minimum peak amplitude 
that occurs for a given maximum 
percentage of prm. Amplitude clip- 
ping is achieved by biasing V. to 
cut off at the unwanted level of the 
saw -tooth waveform appearing on 
the control grid. 

The resultant notched saw -tooth 
appears inverted at the plate of V,. 
The waveform is reinverted by Ve, 
to a positive -going notched saw - 
tooth and applied to the boxcar de- 
tector Ve,,, V,. The detector sam- 
ples the waveform at chosen inter- 
vals and maintains the sampled 
amplitude until the succeeding 
sample is taken. Output of the box- 
car detector is a sequence of as- 
cending and descending steps. 

Cathode -follower Ve has a cath- 
ode d -c return path only through 
the plate of V7,. During the time 
the saw -tooth notch drives the grid 
of V,,, down, a positive pulse from 
V, is applied to the grid of V7,. The 

12.55 

2.3 

AUDIO 

1.02 

%r 0.01 

grid of V7, is normally biased off 
by grid rectification. Thus, when 
the positive pulse occurs, plate con- 
duction takes place. Since Von is 
cut off during the notch interval, 
the capacitor in the cathode of V,, 
discharges through VIA almost to 
ground potential. The notch pulse 
and the discharging pulse occur 
simultaneously since both are de- 
rived from the input pulse. 

The saw -tooth applied to the grid 
of V,,,, however, continues for an 
additional 20 µsec to recharge the 
cathode capacitor through V,, to 
the peak voltage of the saw -tooth. 
This voltage is maintained across 
the capacitor until the next dis- 
charge pulse occurs. The result is 
a staircase waveform which closely 
approximates the original modula- 
tion waveform. The staircase 
waveform is fed to a cathode -fol- 
lower which drives an m -derived 
low-pass filter. The filter smooths 
the staircase waveform and re- 
moves the high -frequency sampling 
pulse rates. A replica of the orig- 
inal modulation signal is obtained. 

The circuit described was devel- 
oped as part of the work done under 
a Signal Corps contract. 
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Tones Find Data in 
Companion digital timing generator and magnetic -tape search unit give 

automatic, high-speed access to selected data from multichannel magnetic - 

tape instrumentation systems. Tone modulated recording and signal integra- 

tion recovery techniques permit reliable operation regardless of tape defects 

By REUBEN WASSERMAN and PAUL HURNEY, Hycon Eastern, Inc., Cambridge, Mass. 

AGNETIC TAPE data process- 
ing systems currently in use 

require fast access, easily con- 
trolled search equipment for effi- 
cient operation. The searcher 
described here was specifically de- 
signed to take full advantage of 
controlled search features of 'high- 
performance tape recorders. 

The searcher consists of two sepa- 
rate and electrically unrelated as- 
semblies. One, the digital timing 
generator, operates during record- 
ing periods and generates, displays 
and records on a magnetic tape 
channel precise digital records of 
elapsed time. The other, the mag- 
netic tape search unit, operates 
during data reduction periods and 
provides automatic location and 

(A) 

DIRECTION OF rHOURSi 
TAPE TRAVEL 

2 3 

100----00 I O ó I 1 0010 0011 

I I 1 

I ARBITRARY ,ISTOP :- 
INFORMATION I MARKER 

controlled playback of data se- 
quences selected on the basis of 
elapsed time addresses previously 
recorded by the timing generator. 

Digital Timing Generator 
Time is recorded on a single 

channel of the multichannel mag- 
netic tape and the signal is made 
up of 24 sequential tone bursts at 
one of two different frequencies. 
One frequency corresponds to the 
binary digit ONE the other to ZERO 

(see Fig. lA and 1B). Time is in 
hours, minutes, and seconds, and is 
recorded in binary-coded decimal 
form. In addition to the 24 tone 
bursts or bits, 6 other bits are gen- 
erated as identification markers 
and control bits. 

FMINUTES1 

5 9 

0101 1001 

TIMING NUMBER 

TIMING WORD 

(B) 

!SECONDS -1 

3 4 

0011 0100 I I 1 0 
I D I 

_I START >J 
'MARKER I 

,I 
(C) 

FIG. 1-Binary zero in searcher system is represented by single amplitude tone 
burst shown at right In (A). Center shows binary one while left shows start -stop 
marker. Actual tone burst of zero -zero -one chain is shown left to right in (B). Word 
format used by digital timing generator is shown in (C) 

Format of the timing word 
shown in Fig. 1C consists of three 
parts : the start marker, composed 
of a ZERO, a ZERO and a ONE formed 
simultaneously, and a ()NE; a bin- 
ary-coded decimal representation 
of time in 24 -time bit form; and 
the stop marker which is the mir- 
ror image of the start marker. 
Mirror imaging enables search in 
both directions. 

Frequency and duration of the 
tone bursts are direct functions of 
tape speed as shown in Table I. 
This relationship keeps the bit 
length on the tape constant regard- 
less of the tape speed; therefore, 
the magnetic tape search unit can 
be operated at any desired play- 
back speed and is independent of 
the recording speed used. 

Time information continuously 
displayed on the timing generator 
is in synchronism with the time re- 
corded on the magnetic tape. A 
horizontal array display is used 
consisting of six illuminated indi- 
cators capable of reading out in 
Arabic numerals. 

Generator Circuit 
A block diagram of the digital 

timing generator is shown in Fig. 
2. Timing indices are derived from 
an 800 pps square wave generated 
by a tuning -fork oscillator and a 
Schmitt trigger. The 800 pps 
square wave is frequency divided 
by complement -type flip-flops into 
square waves of 400, 200, 100, 50, 
25 and 12i pps: These square waves 
serve as digit sync pulses and are 
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High -Speed Tape Systems 

i 

Engineer inserts 60- and 30-ips speed playback hand -pass filter into magnetic tape 
search unit. Digital timing generator is below search unit 

used to control the rate at which 
the time bits are recorded on mag- 
netic tape. A tape speed switch per- 
mits selection of the correct digit 
sync bit rate. 

Basic Time Pulse 

In addition to serving as the 
digit bit rate at one particular tape 
'speed, the 100 pps from the fre- 
quency divider is reduced to 1 pps 
by two decade dividers. This 1 pps 
pulse is used to advance the digital 
clock one step each second and also 
serves as the basic time pulse for 
the rate at which a complete time 
word of 30 bits is recorded. Record 
or word rate is also controlled di- 
rectly from the tape speed selector 
switch. One of the four different 
word rates shown in Table I can 
be selected depending on the tape 
speed used. 

The digital clock consists of six 
multideck stepping switches con- 
nected to count in hours, minutes, 
and seconds, or in seconds only. 
Functionally, the step switches ac- 
tuate the count to the visual display 
and transfer the count in binary- 
coded decimal form to a magnetic - 
core shift register. Time informa- 
tion is accepted in parallel by the 
shift register and is read out seri- 
ally, low order -bit first. 

Word rate is selected from tap - 
offs at various positions on the 
unit -seconds step switch or word - 
rate counter. This switch, in con- 
junction with the tape speed se- 
lector switch, controls the rate of 
the read -in driver which feeds time 

information to the digital clock 
which then transfers it to the shift 
register. 

Information in the shift register 
is shifted out serially at a given 
digit bit rate by the read out driver. 

A Schmitt trigger is used as a 
gate control to distinguish between 
the binary ONE and ZERO and to flip 
the ONE and ZERO gates off or on. 
The gates control Wien bridge os- 
cillators used to convert the ONES 
and ZEROS in the time signal into 
frequency bursts. Since the carrier 
frequencies are also a function of 
the tape speed, the tape speed se- 
lector switch is used to insert cor- 
rect R -C values corresponding to a 
particular tape speed. 

Magnetic Tape Search Unit 
The magnetic tape search unit 

operates during data reduction pe - 

Digital timing generator generates ref er- 
ence time base, records time in hours. 
minutes and seconds on magnetic tape 
and displays time information in Arabic 
numerals 

riods on time information previ- 
ously recorded on tape by the digi- 
tal timing generator. This unit 
provides for automatic search and 
controlled playback of data se- 
quences selected on the basis of 
manually set time addresses and dis- 
plays to the operator, the time ad- 
dresses associated with the data 
being searched or played back. 

During automatic search and 
playback operations, the magnetic 
tape search unit controls the tape 
transport mechanism. Normally, 
the start and stop times, which rep- 
resent the beginning and end of a 
desired data sequence, are manu- 
ally set into the start and stop se- 
lector switches. 

Whén the tape drive mechanism 
is started, the search unit scans 
the tape at high speed in the 
proper direction until the start time 

Table I-Frequency and Duration of Tone Burst to Tape Speed 
Re:ationship 

Timing Arbitrary 
Tape Digit Rate Carrier Fill Carrier Freq Word Digits 
Speed in Bits for SNE for zEno Repetition Available 
in Ips Per Sec in Iïc in Inc Period 

in Sec 
Between 
Timing 
Words 

120 800 30 20 
(Search only) 

60 400 15 10 1 370 
30 200 7.5 5 1 170 
15 100 3.75 2.5 1 70 
7% 50 7.87 1.25 2 70 
3% 25 0.937 0.625 5 95 
1% 12.5 0.469 0.312 10 95 
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FIG. 2- Block diagram of digital timing generator. 
dependent only upon the time signals 

is located on the tape. At this point, 
tape speed is automatically reduced 
to desired playback speed and 
selected data read from the tape 
for processing by other equip- 
ments. Upon reaching the desired 
stop time, the tape halts and waits 
for another operation instruction. 
Time information read from the 
magnetic tape is continuously dis- 
played during search and playback. 

Search Circuit 

A block diagram of the magnetic 
tape search unit is shown in Fig. 3. 
Time information read from the 
magnetic tape consists of a serial 
composite of signals of one of two 
frequencies corresponding directly 
to the binary digits ONE and ZERO. 

These frequencies are amplified and 
then separated by m -derived pass - 
band filters into separate channels. 
Pass -band filters insure system re - 

TAPE RECORDER 

TIME INPUT SEARCH 
FILTER 

AMP AND PLAYBACK 
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permitting search and playback decoding to be 

liability since they only accept in- 
formation recorded by the timing 
generator. Separate playback pass - 
band filters are inserted for each 
given playback speed. 

Each carrier signal is detected 
by rectification and level selection. 
The detector employs a signal in- 
tegration technique, which results, 
within limits, in reliable operation 
even in the presence of tape defects 
or drop outs. Detector outputs are 
then shaped into square waves 
which trigger the ZERO or ONE de- 
coder flip-flops. The output from 
the decoder flip-flops is the binary- 
coded decimal representation of the 
time address as originally produced 
by the digital timing generator. 

Start time, set manually into the 
start time selector switch, is trans- 
ferred in binary-coded decimal 
form to a magnetic -core shift reg- 
ister. The output of the ONE flip - 
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FIG. 3-Block diagram of magnetic tape search unit. Start and stop markers per- 
mit the search unit to detect the beginning and end of a series of time bits 

flop, which is the tape time in serial 
form, is compared serially with the 
information that was manually 
stored in the shift register of the 
serial comparator. 

Final Location 

If the number in the output of 
the decoder, which represents tape 
time, is greater than the number 
stored in the shift register, a con- 
trol signal is sent to the tape trans- 
port mechanism which reverses the 
direction of the tape motion. If, 
however, the decoder output is less 
than the number stored in the shift 
register, the tape continues in a 
forward direction until the location 
of the desired data sequence is in- 
dicated by equality comparison. 
The tape speed is then reduced to 
playback speed, and the filters are 
switched automatically from the 
search to the playback filter. 

During playback, the stop time, 
previously inserted manually into 
the stop time selector switches, is 
transferred into the shift register 
and compared continuously with 
the binary-coded decimal output 
from the decoder flip-flop. When 
the output from the decoder is 
equal to the desired stop time, the 
tape transport mechanism halts 
and the search units wait for an- 
other pair of search addresses. 

While the information from the 
register is being shifted out seri- 
ally for comparison, the time infor- 
mation from the decoder is shifted 
into the register. When completely 
filled with the time information 
from the tape, the register trans- 
fers the information in parallel to 
a thyratron -relay tree converter 
which actuates the decimal time 
display. This action permits con - 
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FIG. 6-Detector circuit. Difference between level setting of R, and R establishes hysteresis or backlash in the detector 

tinual display of time during search 
and playback. 

To prevent overshooting of the 
tape transport when the timing 
word is reached, the sequence of 
operation shown in Fig. 4 is used. 

Component Circuits 

A clamped bistable multivibrator 
used in conjunction with multiple 
diode gating accomplishes all re- 
quired digital functions. A type 
5965 vacuum tube is used exclu- 
sively with the 1N98 germanium 
diode for clamping, and a 1N67A 
diode is used for gating. 

The ONE -ZERO gates and mixer 
are shown in Fig. 5. Each Wien 
bridge oscillator produces a contin- 
uous output which is applied to 

gates V, and V.,. Each gate is a dual 
triode arranged symmetrically to 
suppress any pedestal effect. Gating 
voltages from either the ONE flip- 
flop or ZERO flip-flop are applied be- 
tween grids and cathodes. During 
ON gating, the triodes are cut-off ; 

during OFF gating, the triodes are 
conducting. Bias voltages and gate 
signal amplitude are adjusted by 
precision resistors to make the two 
tube currents identical; therefore, 
the quiscent output voltage level re- 
mains constant. Tone bursts are 
mixed through the dual triode V, 
and the output transformer. 

Recovery of the time signal is 
accomplished during playback by 
the detector circuit shown in Fig. 
6. After the two tone -modulated 

frequencies are amplified and sepa- 
rated by pass -band filters into sepa- 
rate channels, each signal is fed to 
its respective detector. Inverter 
amplifier V, couples the signal 
to full -wave rectifier V,. Filter 
smoothing of the rectified signal is 
done with an R -C network which 
is coupled directly to d -c level dis- 
criminator V, and VS by second 
cathode follower V,. 

The discriminator is a precise 
amplitude detector whose set and 
reset levels are predetermined by 
potentiometers R, and R,. Dis- 
criminator output is fed directly 
into a difference feedback amplifier, 
made up of V3 and V, which is d -c 
coupled to V, Schmitt trigger that 
is used for shaping. 
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D -C Amplifiers for 
Control Systems 
Typical direct -coupled, high -gain amplifier systems which boost gain and 
equalize d -c and low -frequency signals are described. Circuits and sample 
applications provide desired performance characteristics for control systems 

By LARRY S. KLIVANS, Manager, Electronic Support Dept., Radioplane Co., Van Nuys, California 

TWO -TUBE POWER -SUMMING AMPLIFIER-First stage in a 
three stage, subminiature, two -tube d -c amplifier is common 
cathode coupled; the second is a conventional gain stage and the 
third is a current limited cathode follower. Open -loop gain is 
greater than 2.000 and the maximum voltage swing is ± 10v 
into a 2.300 -ohm load. The minimum closed -loop gain Rrr,/R;,, 
should be 0.1 and the maximum should be 50 for good stability. 
Zero drift referred to the amplifier input is less than 20mv with 
constant power -supply voltages. 

Circuit is best suited for laboratory applications where it is 
necessary to drive a 2,000 -ohm eleçtrohydraulic servo -valve coil, 
or for straight resistance summing of several input signals. Use 
of positive feedback to obtain open -loop gain may require selec- 
tion of R, 

BALANCED DIFFERENTIAL OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER-Using 
three stages with subminiature dual triodes, this amplifier has 
low drift characteristics because all stages are common -cathode 
coupled. 

The plate and cathode power supplies of ± 150 v permit the 
output to operate above and below zero potential. Open -loop 
gain is greater than 5.000 into a 10.000 -ohm load and good 
stability and summing accuracy is possible with closed -loop gains 
of 0.1 to 100. Zero drift referred to the amplifier input is less than 
20 my after temperature cycling of -40 to +185 F. 

The amplifier is well suited for essentially no-load, one-megohm 
or higher, applications where -±50-v swing is required and space 
is a premium. Other applications include integrating or differen- 
tiating in airborne or ground based electronic control systems. 
Phase lag of 5 deg at 20 cps with closed -loop gain of 10 limits 
applications to low -frequency control systems 

TELEMETERING CONVERSION SUMMING AMPLIFIER-Two volt- 
age -gain stages with a cathode -follower output are used. The first 
stage is a differential dual -triode amplifier with the output feeding 
a second voltage -gain stage and a current and voltage -limited 
cathode follower. The follower limits the amplifier output swing 
between 0 and ±5 v. An open -loop gain of 2,000 is obtained with 
positive feedback in the last two stages. 

Principal applications for the amplifier are in airborne or ground 
based electronic systems. In these systems it is necessary to 

amplify d -c or low -frequency signals, isolate transducers or other 
sensors, change scale factors or shift the operating mean potential 
of d -c signals 

(continued on page 98) 
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HERE'S WHY P&B's PR POWER RELAY IS PREFERRED 

for high current/voltage switching 
H E AV Y DUTY construction means 
long-term dependability when switching up to 
20 amperes (double break contacts). Here is a 
ruggedly built relay, packed with high quality 
features, yet economically priced. 

The PR's full floating movable contact car- 
rier, for example, provides excellent contact 
pressure and ample wipe for self-cleaning 
contact action. The coil is centrifugally im- 
pregnated with top -grade varnish to eliminate 
moisture traps. 

Contact arrangements up to DPDT are 
available. The PR has been adapted for printed 
circuitry and heavy duty plug-in applications. 

All standard AC actuated PR relays may 
carry the UL and Canadian Standards Associ- 
ation seals of approval. Write or call for com- 
plete information. 

PR RELAY WITH MAGNETIC BLOW -CUTS 
Models PE end PR7 can be supplied with alnico mag- 
nets to su>press arcs on DC roods over 1200 watts. 

I. 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Breakdown Voltage: 1500 volts rms min. between all 

elements and ground. 
Ambient Temperature: DC: -55° to +85°C. 

AC: -55° to +55°C. 
Terminals: Heavy duty screw type. Standard printed 

circuit pins or pllug-in on request. 
Enclosures: PR dust cover. 

CONTACTS: 
Arrangements: Up to 2 Form C (DPDT). 
Material: 5/16" die. silver or silver cadmium oxide. 

(Others available) 
Load: Single break: 15 amps; Double break: 20 amps at 

115 volts 60 cycle AC resistive. 

AUXILIIARY CONTACTS: 
Arrangements: 1 Form A, 8 or C. 

PITS STANDARD RELAYS ARE AVAILABLE AT 

SINGLE POLE DC-UBLE THROW VERSION 
4'R 5 (SPD-) has all the heavy-duty features of other 
models in hit serifs. 

Material: 3/16" diameter silver 
Rating: 5 amps at 115 volts 60 cycle AC resistive. 
COILS: 
Resistance: 64,000 ohms maximum. 
Power: 1.8 watts DC; 9.8 volt -amps AC. 
Duty: Continuous AC or DC (DC coils will withstand 10 

watts at 25C). 
Ineulatlon: Centrifugally impregnated with high quality 

varnish. 
Mountings: 2 holes .187" diameter 17/s" o.e. 

PR Relays Approved By Underwriters' Laboratories 
and Canadian Standards Association 

Contact Contact Type Arrangement' Type Arrangement* 
PRI AY SPST-NO PR5AY SPDT 
PR2AY SPST-NC PR7AY DPST-NO 
PR3AY SPDT-NO-DM PR8AY DPST.NC 
tE4AY SPDT-NC-D11 PR11AY DPDT 
These relays are available in any of the following 
operating voltages: 6, 12, 24, 48, 115, 208, 230, or 440 
volts 50/60 cycles AC. 
The contacts are rated at: 13 amps, 115 volts AC. 6.5 
amps, 230 volts AC. 1 hp for 115 or 230 volt AC motors. 
Any relays deviating electrically or physically from these 
standard models will not carry U/L or CSA approval. 
"Read: NO normally open, NC normally closed, DB 
double break, DM double make. 

YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIEUTOR 

PR WITH AUXILIARY CONTACTS 
All 't models can be equ,pped with ouxilliary con 
tacts is I Form A, B, er C arrangement 

at 
PRINCETON, INDIANA 

) 
e SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICA?, MAGI- IN & FOUNDRY COMPANY 



D -C Amplifiers for Control Systems (continued from page 96) 

THREE -TUBE 400 -CPS SUMMING & POWER AMPLIFIER-The four - 
stage d -c amplifier has two differential double -triode gain stages, 
a conventional single -triode gain stage and a cathode -follower out- 
put stage. 

The open -loop gain is greater than 5,000, and the voltage 
swing is ± 10 v into a 1,500 -ohm load and ± 25 v into a 5,000 -ohm 
load. Internal equalization allows the amplifier to have less than 
5 deg phase shift from d -c to 400 cps. 

Amplifier is applicable to 60 or 400 -cps control systems where 
several signals must be summed and amplified in a precise man- 
ner. It is also used for broadband equalization where the load 
impedance is lower than 25,000 ohms and the phase lag must be 
held to a minimum 

MODULATED 400 -CPS CARRIER D -C AMPLIFIER-This amplifier 
uses a 400 -cps electromechanical chopper and an a -c amplifier. 
The chopper modulates the incoming d -c signal; the resulting a -c 

signal is amplified and then demodulated by the chopper. The 
circuit has three gain stages and a cathode -follower output stage 
with a d -c to d -c conversion gain of greater than 5,000. 

A dpdt or synchronous chopper is required for stability. Circuit 
is suitable for high -gain, low-level d -c amplifier applications, such 
as strain gage or thermocouple signals, where amplifier drift must 
be minimized, regulated power supplies are not available and d -c 

balancing is not desirable 

ein 

SYNC 
CHOPPER J - 

Y 

OPERATIONAL D -C AMPLIFIER FOR ANALOG COMPUTERS- 
Amplifier has an open -loop gain greater than 15,000. It has a 
differential double -triode input stage and a pentode second 
stage. Third stage is a dual -triode cascade amplifier acting as 
cathode -follower. The output swings -±-130 v into a 20,000 -ohm 
load. Usable signal frequency is d -c to 20 kc at unity closed -loop 
gain. 

Amplifier is well suited for control systems or analog computer 
applications because of broad passband and large control -system 
response characteristics. Amplifier may be used with all passive 
equalization networks to obtain desired response 

BALANCING D -C AMPLIFIER-A d -c amplifier (A) with a gain of 

300 uses one dual triode, a two stage a -c amplifier and an electro- 
mechanical chopper. When used with an operational amplifier 
(B), the amplifier produces a d -c gain of 3 X 10". 

An R -C filter with r-0.47 must filter the output as the primary 
purpose of the balancing amplifier is to detect slow changes at 
the operational -amplifier summing point, amplify the drift voltage 
and supply an opposite -polarity signal to the second input grid 
of the operational amplifier. Action is similar to a null -seeking 
servo mechanism in that any low -frequency variation of the 
summing point voltage is always driven back to zero. 

Long-term drift of the operational amplifier is reduced from 
20 mv, referred to the input grid, without balancing amplifier, 
to less than 0.2 mv. Operational amplifier should use balancing 
d -c amplifier for long period integration or low drift summing with 
large closed -loop gain 

I00K +150V 

í1T.0-1 240K 240K 
I MEG 

IOOK 

our ZTb 

12 AT 7 0.022 

0.022 2.2MEG 

1,5MEG 

K' X 1,000 

(A) 

CHOPPER 
J- -150V 
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ONE BEST 
BET in 7959 

Beginning in January, ELECTRONICS will have the 
same editorial format each week. 

Technical articles that have distinguished the 
magazines since 1930 as the leading publication 
in its field will be increased in number and will 
be joined by business articles we now know have 
wide appeal and usefulness. 

We learned in 1957 that there was a need for this 
additional material; we learned in 1958 that it 
was needed weekly. So our planned standardiza- 
tion of issues should better serve readers in re- 
search, design, production and management. And 
we hope it will make ELECTRONICS compulsory 
reading for many others. 

Subscribers gained 400 additional editorial pages 
in 1957, more than 550 in 1958. They will bene- 
fit again in the year just ahead, both in quantity 
and in quality, as we further broaden our scope 
and coverage without taking our eye off the 
engineering ball. 

Thus ELECTRONICS keeps pace with its growth in- 
dustry. If it's about electronics, read it in 
ELECTRONICS-repackaged as a straight weekly. 

Publisher 
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ELECTRON. AT WORK 

Trap Improves Tv Picture 
By GORDON C. FIELD 'television Engineering Dept., Dominion Electrohome Industries, Ltd., Kitchener, Ontario 
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FIG. 1-Trap increases carrier slope 
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FIG. 2-Linear plot shows standard 
vestigal sideband signal 

RECENTLY, high -attenuation series 
traps have been incorporated in 
monochrome tv receivers. Their 
purpose is to suppress adjacent - 
channel interference in 40 -mc i -f 
amplifiers. 

Although these traps have accom- 
plished their purpose, they have had 
some undesirable effects. The use 
of bifilar T traps is suggested to 
accomplish the same function with- 
out some of the drawbacks. 

The series traps now in use have 
reduced frequency response between 
45.75 and 47 mc. This reduction 
causes a serious increase in slope 
at the picture carrier frequency of 
45.75 mc, as shown in Fig. 1. 

The increased slope causes poorer 
picture detail and accentuates pre - 
shoot and overshoot. In addition, 
white snowballs trailing black noise 
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FIG. 3 Logarithmic plot of standard 
vestigal sideband signal 

pulses have resulted. 
The original idea of vestigal- 

sideband transmission has been 
kept in mind in using these traps. 
The sum of the upper and lower 
sidebands have been made equal to 
unity for the video frequency range 
from zero to 1.25 mc. However, the 
presence of the quadrature compo- 
nent in unsymmetrical sideband de- 
tection has been neglected. 

To achieve bandwidth at the ex- 
pense of increasing the quadrature 
component, it was established that 
the picture carrier should be at the 
50 -percent point on the i -f slope of 
the passband. (Linear and logarith- 
mic plots of standard vestigal side - 
band signals are shown in Fig. 2 

and 3.) This was found to result in 
best overall performance. 

However, under this condition, 

maximum tolerable quadrature com- 
ponent exists. Therefore, it appears 
that further increase in the quad- 
rature component will degrade the 
picture. 

Basic Theory 

Amplitude of the quadrature com- 
ponent varies directly as the dif- 
ference in amplitude of the side - 
bands. This difference, in turn, is 
directly proportional to the slope at 
the picture carrier for the linear 
portion of the response. This can 
be seen from the expansion for the 
quadrature component. 

eQ - (B, - B,) sin (27r ft - 9) 
where B, is amplitude of lower side - 
band, B_ is amplitude of upper side - 
band, fis modulating frequency and 
O is angle between sidebands and 
carrier. 

Amplitude of the quadrature com- 
ponent is also dependent on ampli- 
tude of the picture carrier and per- 
centage modulation. Considering 
the relationship between quadrature 
component and reproduction of a 
unit function, the smaller the value 
of 0Q, the more exact is the transient 
response of a unit step function. 

Where cochannel sound reception 
fades, it becomes necessary to tune 
the picture carrier down the i -f 
response curve to increase sound 
sensitivity. In such cases, there 
will be a smaller effect on picture 
performance for i -f amplifiers with 
a minimum slope at the picture 
carrier. (Minimum slope is defined 
as 0.4 v/mc. ) 

Bifilar T Trap 

General picture tuning will also 
be improved with minimum slope, 
because of the balance of varying 
amounts of the quadrature compo- 
nent and the extreme change of 
picture carrier level. 

To achieve high attenuation at 
47.25 mc (the adjacent lower chan- 
nel sound carrier) and still retain 
minimum slope at the picture car- 
rier frequency, use of bifilar T 
traps becomes desirable'. Such a 
trap is shown in Fig. 4. 

Overall i -f response may then ap- 
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IM pIM for the most complete line of POWER SUPPLIES 

REGULATION 
and STABILITY 

* VOLTAGE REGULATED 
POWER SUPPLIES 

MODEL 
OUTPUT 
VOLTS 

DC 

OUTPUT 
AMPERES 

DC 

OUTPUT 
IMPEDANCE 

°C. 
IKC 

'KC. 
100KC 

W 

SIZE 

H D 

SC -18-0.5 0-18 0-0.5 .04 .4 81/4" 4542" 13W 
SC -18.1 0-18 0-1 .02 .2 81/4" 4542" 135/a" 

SC -18-2 0-18 0-2 .01 .1 81/4" 4542" 135/e" 

SC -18-4 0-18 0-4 .005 .05 19" 31/2" 13" 
SC -36-0.5 0-36 0-0.5 .08 .8 81/4" 4i2" 13W 
SC -36-1 0-36 0-1 .04 .4 81/4" 452' 13W 
SC -36-2 0-36 0-2 .02 .2 19" 3V2" 13" 
SC -3672-0.5 36-72 0-0.5 .15 1.0 81/4" 4542" 135/e" 

SC -3672-1 36-72 0-1 .08 .8 19" 31/2" 13" 

Patent Pending 

(TUBELESS) 

TRANSISTORIZED 
SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTED 

REGULATION: 0.1% for line changes 105-125 volts 
at any output voltage in the range minimurn to maxi 
mum. 

0.1% or 0.003 volt for load changes 0 tc maximum 
(whichever is greater) at any output voltage in the 
range minimum to maximum. 

RIPPLE: 1 mv. RMS. 

RECOVERY TIME: 50 microseconds. 

STABILITY: (for 8 hours) 0.1% or 0.003 volt (which- 
ever is greater). 

AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 50°C maximum. 
Over -temperature protection provided. Un t turns off 
when over -temperature occurs. Power -on -off switch 
on front panel resets unit. 

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: Output voltage changes 
less than 0.05% per C. 

SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION: No fuses, circuit 
breakers or relays! Designed to operate continuously 
into a short circuit. Returns instantly to operating 
voltage when overload is removed. Ideal for lighting 
lamps and charging capacitive loads. 

OVER -CURRENT CONTROL: Can be set from 0 to 
120% of full load. Current is limited to preset value 
for any load including short circuit. 

KEPCO 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

131.38 SANFORD AVENUE FLUSHING 55, N.Y. 

INDEPENDENCE 1-1000 

Model SC -18-2-M 

'Two units mounted in 
Rack Adapter RA -2 

Model SC -18.4-M 

REMOTE PROGRAMMING at 1000 ohms per volt is 
provided. Remote programming allows mounting a 
voltage control at a remote point. 

REMOTE ERROR SIGNAL SENSING is provided to 
maintain stated regulation directly at load. 

CONSTANT CURRENT OPERATION: These units can 
be set up for constant current operation without in- 
ternal modification. 

POWER REQUIREMENTS: 105.125 volts, 50-65 cycles. 
400 cycle units available. 

OUTPUT TERMINATIONS: DC terminals are clearly 
marked on the front panel. All terminals are isolated 
from the chassis. Either positive or negative terminal 
of each DC output may be grounded. A terminal is 
provided for connecting to the chassis. The DC termi- 
nals, the remote programming terminals and the re- 
mote error signal sensing terminals are brought out 
at the rear of the unit. 

CONTROLS: Power -on -off switch, one turn voltage con- 
trol, on front panel. Over -current control on rear of 
unit. Ten turn voltage control available on special 
order. 

Continuously Variable Output Voltage. No voltage 
switching. 
Suitable for square wave pulsed loading. 
Either positive or negative can be grounded. 
Units can be series connected. 
High efficiency Low heat dissipation. 
Compact, light weight For bench or rack use. 
Color: Gray hammertone. (Special finishes available). 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Units without meters use model numbers indicated in 
table. To include meters add M to the Model No. (e.g. 
SC -18-1-M). 
'Rack adapter for mounting any two 81/4" x 43," units is 
available. Model No. RA2 is 5'/4" high 19" wide. 

*Rack adapter for mounting any one 81/4" x 43i2' unit is 
available. Model No. RA3 is 51/4" high 19" wide. 

AN 0.01% SERIES IS AVAILABLE IN 13 NEW MODELS 
KEPCO OFFERS MORE THAN 120 STANDARD VOLTAGE REGULATED 
POWER SUPPLIES COVERING A WIDE RANGE OF MAGNETIC. TUBE 
AND TRANSISTOR TYPES. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK. 

SEND FOR BROCHURE B587 
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FLEXIBLE SHAFT 
DRIVE AND 

CONTROL IDEAS 
FOR ENGINEERS 

Quick, Easy Changes of drilling patterns are 

possible by using S.S.WHITE Flexible Shafts as 

spindles for this multiple drill press. In any 
equipment, flexible shafts provide a much 
greater degree of design and operational freedom. 

Reliability of Control is provided by S.S.WHITE 

Remote Control Flexible Shafts, shown here in- 

stalled on aircraft radio equipment. For any con- 

trol application, you can always depend on 

S.S.WHITE shafts to give superior performance. 

WRITE FOR LITERATURE 

Bulletin 5601-"Flexible Shafts for Drive and 

Control" 

Bulletin 5608-"Standard Flexible Shafts" 

S.S.WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 
10 East 40th Street New York 16, New York 

Western Office: 1839 West Pico Blvd. 
Los Angeles 6, Calif. Dept. E 
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FIG. 5-Comparison shows improve- 
ment in slope with Millar T trap 

proach the vestigal-sideband re- 
quirement with minimum slope at 
the picture carrier frequency. Yet 
this arrangement maintains 60 db 
attenuation at 47.25 mc. It is be- 
lieved that this cannot be obtained 
with present-day low -impedance 
high -Q series traps. 

Slopes using the traps of Fig. 1 

and 4 are shown in Fig. 5. 

REFERENCE 

(1) RCA Bulletins LB950, 961. 998. 

Speed Indicator Tests 
Carrier Aircraft 
ELECTRO -OPTICAL system measures 
aircraft horizontal velocity just 
prior to engagement with the ar- 
resting gear on an aircraft carrier. 
The system can also be used to 
measure horizontal velocity of 
catapult launchings. 

The Naval Air Test Center, 

light Data and 

Control Engineers 
Cross new frontiers in system elec- 
tronics at The Garrett Corporation. 

High-level assignments in the de- 
sign and development of system 
electronics are available for engineers 
in the following specialties: 

1. ELECTRONIC AND FLIGHT 
DATA SYSTEMS AND CON- 
TROLS A wide choice of oppor- 
tunities exists for creative R & D 
engineers having specialized 
experience with control devices 
such as: transducers, flight data 
computers, Mach sensors, servo- 
mechanisms, circuit and analog 
computer designs utilizing tran- 
sistors, magamps and vacuum 
tubes. 

2. SERVO -MECHANISMS AND 
ELECTRO -MAGNETICS Re- 
quires engineers with experience 
or academic training in the ad- 
vanced design, development and 
application of magamp inductors 
and transformers. 

3. FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND 
TRANSDUCERS 
1) DESIGN ANALYSIS Requires 
engineers capable of perform- 
ance analysis throughout pre- 
liminary design with ability to 
prepare and coordinate related 
proposals. 

2) DEVELOPMENT Requires en- 
gineers skilled with the analysis 
and synthesis of dynamic sys- 
tems including design of minia- 
ture mechanisms in which low 
friction freedom from vibration 
effects and compensation of 
thermo expansion are important. 

4. PROPOSAL AND QUALTEST 
ENGINEER For specification re- 
view, proposal and qualtest anal- 
ysis and report writing assign- 
ments. Three years electronic, 
electrical or mechanical expe- 
rience required. 

Forward resume to: 
Mr. G. D. Bradley 

THE GARRETT 

DIVISIONS: 

CORPORATION 

9851 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 
Loa Angeles 45, Calif. 

AiResearch Manufacturing-Los Angeles 
AiResearch Manufacturing-Phoenix . 

AiResearch Industrial 
Rex Aero Engineering 
Airsupply Air Cruisers 

AiResearch Aviation Service 

CIRCLE 69 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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The AiResearch centralized air data com- 
puting system integrates pneumatic, 
electronic, electrical and mechanical com- 
ponents on one of the Navy's fastest jets. 
It senses, measures, and automatically 
corrects all air parameters affecting flight. 
It supplies air data information to the 
pilot and all major airplane subsystems. 

This centralized combination of trans- 
ducers, computers and indicators is the 

TNHE 

on Navy's 
new McDonnell 

F4H-1 

...supplying the foikwing najor airplane subsystems: Autopilot, 
Air Induction, Arma:Iawzt Ccntro4, Navigation, Surface Controls, 

Cockpit Indicatior'. a-zd Pr.eumstic Static Pressure Correction. 

most complete air data computing system 
ever devised. It enables aircraft to operate 
at maximum efficiency continuously. 

Eliminating duplication of components, 
the AiResearch centralized air data com- 
puting system cuts down space and weight 
requirements over decentralized systems 
by many times. Its principal functions: 
angle of attack, true static pressure (elec- 
trical and pneumatic), true air speed, 

GARRETT 
At 

true Mach, altitude, rate of climb, total 
temperature, dynamic pressure and alti- 
tude and Mach error. 

AiResearch has been the leader in the 
development of centralized computing 
systems. The F4H-1 installation is the 
first., single package air data computer pos- 
sessing completely interchangeable, mod- 
ular construction. 

Your inquiries are invited. 

ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES: AIR:SUPPLY AND AERO ENGINEERING, OFFICES IN MAJOR CITIES 

CORPORATION 
AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 

Los Angeles 45, California Phoenix, Arizona 

Systems, Packages and Components for: AIRCRAFT, MISSILE, ELECTRONIC, NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
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For DC INSTRUMENT 
AMPLIFIERS 

Patuxent River, Md., developed the 
system to test the suitability of new 
types of aircraft for carrier use. 

The speed -over -deck indicator 
consists of two identical detector 
units separated by a known distance. 
An optical system projects thin 
vertical fields of modulated light 
through which the aircraft passes. 

A trihedral or retroflective mirror 
mounted on the aircraft reflects the 
light of each field back to its re- 
spective detector. The detectors 
provide start and stop commands 
for an electronic timer. 

The time registered is used in 
computing aircraft velocity in 
traversing the distance between the 
two fields of light. 

Trigger Stabilizes 
Frequency Divider 
By KUN-MU CHEN 
Div. of Engineering and Applied Physics, 
Harvard Univ., Cambridge 38, Mass. 

Bt 

FIG. 1-Conventional phantastron fre- 
Synchronous modulator -demodu-quency divider is triggered by pulse 

lator functions are performed in a train with triggers of only one polarity 

single Type 600 DPDT chopper. Full 

demodulation high wave permits 
I I I I I II INPUT TRIGGER 

conversion efficiency. I PULSES 

PLATE 

Split reed construction with total 
contact isolation permits use in sta- 
bilized DC Instrument Amplifiers. 

CONTROL GRID 

SCREEN GRID 

Airpax Type 600 operates from a CATHODE 

6.3 VOLT, 400 CPS source. Contact 
action is BBM. Permanently adjusted 
contacts insure long trouble -free life. 

CAMBRIDGE DIVISION, 

L4 

THE AIRPAX PRODUCTS COMPANY 

JACKTOWN ROAD, CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND 

B 

FIG. 2-Points A and C in conventional 
divider are fixed. but point B is unstable, 
particularly at low frequencies 

l'HANTASTRONS call Inc used as fre- 
quency dividers at frequencies of 
several hundred kc with adequate 
stability. With minor modifica- 
tions, a phantastron can divide fre- 
quencies lower than several hundred 
cps with high stability. 

The conventional phantastron fre- 
quency divider is shown in Fig. 1, 
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HOW TO SIMPLIFY CIRCUIT DESIGN 

WITH BURNELL CRYSTAL FILTERS 

Through advanced crystal filter production techniques and 
circuitry by Burnell & Co.,it is now possible to overcome numerous 
design problems formerly believed insoluble with even the best 
individual toroidal components. 

FREQUENCY RANGE EXTENDED 

Depending on band width and frequency, filters may be composed 
entirely of crystals or in complex networks, combine quartz crystal 
elements with stabilized toroidal coils to produce the desired band 
width and shape factor. Frequency has been extended from 
low range up to 20 megacycles. 

TRANSISTOR TO PENTODE OPERATION 

Economy is achieved with standardized complex designs of lattice 
networks and their three terminal network derivatives. Packaging 
encompasses a wide range in standard, miniature and sub -miniature 
sizes with considerable latitude in permissive impedance range 
from transistor usage to pentode operation. 

STANDARD DESIGN OR CUSTOM ENGINEERED 

Whether you need crystal filters of standard design or custom units 
engineered to specifications of center frequency, band width, 
selectivity and impedance level, the facilities of Burnell & Co. are at 
your disposal. Write for new Burnell Crystal Filter Bulletin XT -455. 

PIONEERS IN TOROIDS, FILTERS AND RELATED NETWORKS 

EASTERN DIVISION 
10 PELHAM PARKWAY 
PELHAM, N. Y. 

PELHAM 8-5000 
TWX PELHAM 3633 

C DIVISION 

720 MISSION STREET 

SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
Dept. E -I1 RYAN 1-2841 

TWX PASACAL 7578 

TYPICAL RESPONSE CURVES INDICATING 
THE VARIOUS SHAPE FACTORS AVAILABLE 
IN STANDARDIZED BURNELL CRYSTAL FILTERS 
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FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION 
North Chicago, Illinois 
Please send me your Bulletin 6.120 on the new Fansteel 
BLU -CAP TANTALUM Capacitor. 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

Title 

City Zone State 

This Coupon Will Bring You the 
Complete Facts About 

FANSTEEL'S NEW 
BLUCAP* 

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION 
North Chicago, Illinois 

C5810A 

RELIABLE TANTALUM CAPACITORS SINCE 1930 

00 K 
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FIG. 3 --Modified phantastron is trig- 
gered by train with both positive and 
negative pulses 
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FIG. 4-With pulse train containing both 
positive and negative pulses, point B 
is fixed 

TRIGGER 
PULSES 

CONTROL 
GRID 

SCREEN 
GRID 

FIG. 5-Phantastron operating with 360- 
cps train containing pulses of both 
polarities develops waveforms shown in 
photograph 

and the waveforms are shown in 
Fig. 2. The beginning and end of 
a cycle (A and C) are fixed by two 
negative trigger pulses. 

Point B in Fig. 2, however, is not 
fixed. Its location is determined by 
circuit parameters, including C R, 
and power -supply voltage. If the 
circuit is operating near the a -c 
power frequency, this frequency can 
also affect the location of point B. 

Improved Circuit 
A double -triggering method is 

proposed to make point B more 
stable. An input trigger is used 
that has both positive and negative 
pulses. In the usual frequency - 
divider chain, such a trigger can 
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be gotten by differentiating the 
cathode or screen grid voltage from 
the previous stage. 

In the circuit in Fig. 3, the trig- 
ger pulse train is fed to the plate 
through the diode and the control 
grid through an r -c coupling circuit 
(C, and R1). 

In Fig. 4, negative trigger pulses 
1 and 7 fix points A and C, respec- 
tively. As control grid voltage 
nears cutoff, positive pulse 6 helps 
the tube to switch. This positive 
pulse fixes point B. 

In most cases, variable resistor 
R_ in Fig. 1 can be eliminated. 

This circuit divides 360 cps to 
obtain 60 cps, and its waveforms 
are shown in Fig. 5. 

Control Unit 
Uses X -Ray Tv 
QUALITY CONTROL UNIT unveiled 
this week combines x-ray tech- 
niques with tv pickup methods to 
allow fluoroscopic product inspec- 
tion on an assembly line basis. 

The new x-ray sensitive camera 
tube allows direct transfer of x-ray 
energy to electron energy at levels 
suitable for display on a tv monitor. 
Pickup camera consists of an x-ray 
image pickup tube, horizontal and 
vertical sweep subchassis and pre- 
amplifier unit. 

Control unit for the new system 
incorporates rectifier, regulator, 
video, sync and blanking subchas- 
sis. Each is easily removed for 
servicing. 

System monitor has a horizontal 
resolution of 46 lines per inch 
(min.) at center. Vertical resolu- 
tion is 37 lines per inch at center. 
Video high frequency response is 
flat to 8 me ±1 db, less than 10 
percent tilt of peak -to -peak ampli- 
tude with 60 cps square wave. 
Modulated signal output for use 
with conventional tv receivers is 
0.1 v rms video -modulated r -f into 
75 ohms, tunable to standard tv 
channels 2 to 6, double sideband 
radio frequency. 

Increased Brightness 

Brightness 10,000 times higher 
than a conventional fluoroscope 
image is claimed for the system by 
General Electric, developer. Fur- 

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL 
North Chicago, Illinois 
Please send me the Bulletins checked below: 

D Bulletin 6.100 
PP type Tantalum Capacitors 

D Bulletin 6.113 
VP Type Tantalum Capacitors 

CORPORATION 

Q Bulletin 6.111 
HP type Tantalum Capacitors 
Bulletin 6.112 
STA Capacitors 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City Zone State 

Title 

This Coupon Will Bring You the 
Latest Bulletins On 

FANSTEEL'S 
PP, VP, HP and S.T.A. 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS 

PP Type for temperature rangefrom VP Type for excessive vibration or 
-55° C to +85° C. Bulletin 6.100 shock requirements. Bulletin 6.113 

HP Type for high temperatures to 
125° C and for vibration -resistant 
applications. Bulletin 6.111 

STA Type Solid Tantalum Capacitor, 
voltage ranges up to 60 Volts 
(wvdc). Bulletin 6.112 

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION 
North Chicago, Illinois 

C5811A 

RELIABLE TANTALUM CAPACITORS SINCE 1930 
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". . . zero minus five seconds, 

minus four seconds ..." 

IN JUST FOUR SECONDS IT WILL 

BE TOO LATE FOR GUARANTEES 

OR REPLACEMENTS 

When the count -down reaches zero, 
thousands of missile components are 
called upon for one brief life -or - 
death function. At this vital point, 
the reliability built into each, deter- 
mines the success or failure of the 
whole - the millions of dollars as 
well as of man-hours. There is no 
"recall" signal! 

This is the kind of reliability built 
into Fansteel Silicon Rectifiers. We 
call it a "reliability safety factor," 
and there's no secret nor magic 
about how we achieve it. We spend 
the time required for painstaking 
thoroughness. Instead of spot-check- 
ing, every rectifier is tested at each 
stage of production. And then each 
completed unit is given a final and 
thorough checkout. Atmosphere is 

controlled to a dew point of -100°C. 
No check, no test, no precaution is 

omitted; no standard is ever too high. 
Translated to a "user" viewpoint, 

this reliability safety factor means 
simply this: when you specify 
Fansteel Silicon Rectifiers, you need 
make no allowance for failure; you 
get 100 good rectifiers out of every 
hundred! 

Write for Bulletin 6.302 

NEW FANSTEEL1N SERIES 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 

Rated at 750 milliamperes, 
yet so small in size 

Peak reverse voltage range 
50-600 volts 

Reliable performance in 

temperatures up to 165° C. 

E587A 

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION North Chicago, Ill., U. s. A. 

ther advantage is that inspection 
can be made from remote locations 
to protect operators from exposure 
to x-rays. This permits safe use of 
any x-ray intensity necessary for 
adequate penetration up to the 
limit of the associated x-ray gen- 
erator. The viewing monitor pro- 
vides quality control inspectors 
with an image size electronically 
variable from to 3 times the size 
of the original object. 

The x-ray tv system can be used 
with any ordinary x-ray generating 
apparatus. 

Oscillators Measure 
Broadcast Frequency 
EaXTENSION of the commercial 
broadcast spectrum upwards toward 
1,000 me and increase of frequency 
assignments in the vhf and uhf re- 
gions are aggravating certain tech- 
nical problems in broadcasting. 

To avoid mutual interference, the 
FCC assigns each broadcaster a 
specific carrier frequency and care- 
fully specifies accuracy. Accuracy 
is customarily stated as plus or 
minus a certain number of cycles 
around the specified frequency. 

AUDIO 
OSCILLATOR 

-- OSCILLOSCOPE 

Fx 

e 

TRANSFER 
OSCILLATOR 

CALIBRATOR 

DIODE 
MIXER 

N X IOKC 

_ 

AUDIO 
AMP 

FIG. 1-Transfer ocillator output with 
transmitter frequency provide sum and 
difference frequencies that can be beat 
against harmonic series. Transmitter 
frequency can then be corrected 

To achieve specified accuracy, the 
brodcaster must refer his frequency 
to a frequency or time standard 
whose accuracy is appreciably bet- 
ter. For the a -m, f -m and tv bands, 
periodic reference to a national fre- 
quency standard such as WWV is 
required, as well as continuous 
comparison to a frequency -devia- 
tion monitor having at least twice 
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the accuracy of the transmitter. 
A basic system for checking 

transmitter frequency is shown in 
Fig. 1. Either of two crystal -con- - 
trolled harmonic series can be in- 
jected into a diode. One is spaced 
at 10 -mc intervals extending up- 
wards of 1,000 mc; the other at 
10-kc intervals upwards of 10 mc. 
The unknown frequency, F, is in- 
jected into the same mixer diode. 
F. can be set equal to any harmonic 
of either harmonic series by adjust- 
ing for zero beat in the phones. 

Sum or Difference 
Above 10 mc, however, the only 

values of Fm are exact multiples of 
10 mc, of which there are very few. 

To apply the necessary resolution 
of the 10-kc harmonic series to the 
region above 10 mc, the frequency 
under measurement must be con- 
sidered as the sum or difference of 
two frequencies. One is a multiple 
of 10 mc; the other a multiple of 
10 kc but less than 10 mc. 

For example, if 193.24 me is mod- 
ulated with either 3.24 or 6.76 mc, 
one of the frequencies generated 
will be an exact multiple of 10 mc. 
It will therefore be at zero beat 
with one of the 10 -mc harmonics. 

The transfer oscillator in Fig. 1 
can be set accurately by means of 
the 10-kc harmonic series. By in- 
jecting both Fa and this accurately 
calibrated transfer frequency into 
the diode, sum and difference fre- 
quencies will be generated. Switch - 

Phototube Sextant 

Electronics technician adjusts camera 
assembly of Farrand's photoelectric sex- 
tant now being evaluated on USS 
Compass Island. Sensing device is im- 
age orthicon tube 

For Highest 
Dependability 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

First in Preference, because of 
High Reliabiliiy 
Wide Range of Sizes, Ratings, Circuits 
Quick Delivery 
(Many stack sizes available from stock) 

Write for Bulletins 

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION 
North Chicago, Illinois, U.S. A. 

DEPENDABLE RECTIFIERS S I N C E 1 9 2 4 
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RELIABILITY... 

THE SOLUTION 

TO YOUR 

ELECTRONIC 

COMPONENT 

PROBLEMS 

Designing reliability into 
electronic components and 
instrumentation is Borg 
Equipment Division's business. 
Borg's reliable engineering, 
research and production 
facilities are at your service 
for commercial or military 
projects. Bring your component 
reliability problems to Borg. 
You'll enjoy working with 
our cooperative, creative 
engineering staff. The result 
will be a sound, practical 
and reliable solution at 
a considerable saving of time 
and money. Here are just 
a few of the products 
manufactured by Borg .. . 

FREQUENCY STANDARDS 

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS 

POTENTIOMETERS 

MULTI -TURN COUNTING DIALS 

.. FRACTIONAL H. P. MOTORS 

SPECIAL DESIGNS 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE ENGINEERING DATA 

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION 
The George W. Borg Corporation 

JANESVILLE. WISCONSIN 
CIRCLE 77 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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ing over to the 10 -mc series, any 
beat note heard in the phones will 
indicate an error in Fr. The error 
can be corrected by adjusting Fr 
for zero beat. 

Accuracy 

Accuracy of this system is deter- 
mined by accuracy of the crystal 
oscillator controlling the harmonic 
series. At the time of measurement, 
this oscillator must be set to zero 
beat with a sufficiently accurate 
standard such as WWV. 

Initial accuracy of the transfer 
oscillator is not significant, since 
it can be set in terms of the cali- 
brator. Short-term stability suffi- 
cient to enable the measurement to 
be made is necessary, however. It 
must be able to maintain its fre- 
quncy within a cycle or two for the 
few seconds it takes to switch the 
calibrator from 10-kc to 10 -mc. 

The usual difficulty of setting to 
precise zero beat would limit the 
precision of setting Fr to perhaps 
50 cps. Resolution of better than 
one cycle can easily be achieved by 
offsetting the transfer oscillator 
frequency from its calculated value 
by some arbitrary amount. 

Improving Resolution 

Fr is adjusted so that the beat 
notes against both harmonic series 
have the same frequency and the 
same sign. The particular beat fre- 
quency does not matter. 

The beat signal is applied to one 
pair of deflection plates of an oscil- 
loscope and an audio oscillator to 
the other pair. With the calibrator 
set to 10 kc and with the transfer 
oscillator detuned slightly, a recog- 
nizable Lissajous figure is obtained 
by adjusting either oscillator. The 
calibrator is switched to 10 me and 
Fr adjusted for the same pattern. 
The audio oscillator and oscillo- 
scope serve as memory during the 
switching process. 

Having obtained the desired reso- 
lution, the offset frequency is 
changed slightly and the two beat 
frequencies are checked to deter- 
mine that they stay matched. This 
checks that the direction offset is 
the same for both beat notes. 

This material was abstracted 
from a Wescon conference paper 
by C. A. Cady and W. P. Buuck 
of General Radio Co. 

November 

STROMBERG-CARLSON 

Type "A" Relays 

with 

Plug-in mountings 

For fast, easy removal and replace- 
ment you can get Stromberg -Carlson 
Type "A" Relays with plug-in 
mountings. 

The Stromberg -Carlson Plug (il- 
lustrated above) automatically locks 
the relay in place and guarantees a 
low -resistance connection between 
plug and socket. Its 36 terminals 
provide enough connections for prac- 
tically all relay applications. Coils 
and contacts are wired to terminals 
as your needs dictate. Contacts can 
be furnished in silver, palladium, 
gold alloy or palladium -silver alloy. 

Spring combinations possible with 
this assembly are 17 Form A or Form 
B; 10 Form C or Form D. 

Also available in an "A" Relay is 
a plug used with commercial radio 
type sockets. It can mount relays 
with 8, 9, 12 or 20 
connections. 

For technical de- 
tails and ordering 
information, send 
for Bulletin T - 
5000R, available on 
request. Write to: 

RELAYS 

s -c 
BFRG.Ci 

STROMBERG-CARLSON 
A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRIAL SALES 
114 Carlson Road, Rochester 3, N. Y. 

Electronic and communication products 
for home, industry and defense 

CIRCLE 78 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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7(/*fols 
THERE'S A 
BORG MICROPOT® 
TO MEET YOUR EXACT 
SPECIFICATIONS! 

BORG MICROPOTS... 
the Ultimate in Multi -Turn Precision Potentiometers 

1100 Series 
MICROPOTS 

A precision MICROPOT that offers 
your products a price advantage in 
today's competitive markets. Lug or 
lead type terminals. Accurate . . . 
dependable ... long lived. 

990 Series 
Trimming 
MICROPOTS 

Small in size, lightweight, rugged and 
dependable. Three types of terminals ... printed circuit, solder lugs or in- 
sulated wire leads. 

Borg offers a complete line of high -precision, linear potentiometers 
called MICROPOTS. Precision is Borg's business ... that's why 
MICROPOTS offer so many exclusive advantages. Superior design and 
production methods make Borg MICROPOTS available in any quantity. 
Write today for the name of your nearest Borg jobber or "Tech -Rep." 

900 Series 
MICROPOTS 

Standard ten -turn and three -turn 
models to fit most special design needs. 
Extremely accurate and dependable 
under adverse environmental con- 
ditions including severe vibration 
and shock. 

205 Series 
MICROPOTS 

A quality MICROPOT. Designed for 
both military and commercial appli- 
cations. Proven in many different 
mobile and stationary types of elec- 
tronic circuitry. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE ENGINEERING DATA CATALOG BED -A90 
OaG - MEy 

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION W 

BORG," 
THE GEORGE W. BORG CORPORATION 

JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN MOTORS 
MICROPOTS 
MICROPIALS 
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COMPONENT DESIGN 

Around -the -Mast Rotary Joint 
Ry HENRY S. KEEN, Engineer, Airborne Tn: -Innm nis Lalrnratory, I ic. or Cutler-1 Ian nner, Inc., Mineola, N. Y. 

P."-- -.11 

4 

FIG. 1-Basic coaxial choke joint 

MICROWAVE rotary joints are used 
to maintain electrical continuity 
between a stationary r -f generator 
and a continuously rotating an- 
tenna system. Many variations ap- 
pear in the design of these units 
for radar applications. The par- 
ticular one chosen depends usually 
on the requirements of the radar 
antenna system. 

Until the around -the -mast type 
of joint was developed, available 
designs provided only a limited 
number of rotary channels. The 
antenna had to be designed for the 
rotary joint. The multiple -feed an - 

50 OHM 
IN 

40.0HM 
FEED POINTS 

DUAL 5/4 
TRANSFORMERS 

DUAL 5/4 
TRANSFORMERS 

FIG. 2-Binary feed system 

tenna offered more information 
through lobe comparison. But it 
could be used only with remotely 
controlled r -f switching, mounted 
on the rotating system or with a 
rotary platform on which the en- 
tire system is mounted. 

Basic Rotary Joint 
The basic rotary joint as shown 

in Fig. 1 is of the familiar coaxial 
form. It consists of two collinear 
sections operating in the TEM 
mode coupled by quarter -wave- 
length noncontacting chokes. A 
successful alternative design using 
circular waveguide operating in 
the TMo, mode is useful for high - 
power applications but is not adapt- 
able to around -the -mast techniques. 

The problem of multiple -channel 
continuity in a rotary -joint system 
has led to the annular design. In 
this system, identical units can be 
combined into a microwave slip - 
ring assembly. In order to combine 
rotary units in this manner, an 
opening must be provided through 
the center of the assembly. This 
opening must be large enough to 
pass as many transmission lines as 
there are channels. Complications 
arise when one of these channels 
must be a waveguide carrying the 
higher power from the transmitter. 
Resulting transverse dimensions 
will almost certainly be measured 
in wavelengths. Under these con- 
ditions, higher -order modes become 
a definite possibility with resulting 

variations in transmission charac- 
teristics as the joint is rotated. 

The tendency to establish unde- 
sired modes must first be mini- 
mized by feeding the necessarily 
large -diameter basic coaxial joint 
at points equally spaced about its 
circumference. These points must 
be separated by less than a half - 
wavelength. Signals that are fed 
to the coaxial section in this man- 
ner must be identical in both phase 
and amplitude. Such signals are 
obtained best by a binary feed sys- 
tem consisting of a series of tee - 
junction power dividers in strip 
transmission line. 

Binary Feed 

Design of the binary feed, Fig. 
2, is simple. Quarter -wavelength 
impedance -matching transformers 
are combined with the tee junc- 
tions. As a result, energy at the 
50 -ohm input is divided equally be- 
tween eight 40 -ohm output points. 
To insure phase equality, path 
lengths from the input to any of the 
eight output points must be identi- 
cal. Impedance -matching trans- 
formers are arranged in back-to- 
back pairs, to increase bandwidth. 

Any traces of higher -order 
modes that might survive the feed 
precautions described are further 
attenuated by a system of built-in 
mode filters located in the basic 
coaxial section of the joint. These 
filters consist of a series of slots in 
the outer conductor of the basic 

AXIS 
BASIC 
COAXIAL 
SECTION 

//4////////////////A 

BINARY FEED AREA 

CHOKE 

CHOKE 

BINARY FEED AREA 

FIG. 3 --Cross-sectional view of the rotary joint 
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(ACTUAL SIZE) 

IFFUSED 

LLOY 

OW ER 
TRANSISTORS 

Features 

Faster Switching Times 0.5-5 µ Sec 

Switching Currents up to 10 amperes 
Flatter Frequency Response 40 Kc 

Higher Breakdown Voltage up to 120 Volts 
Current Gain of 40 at 5 amperes 

Standard Power Transistor Package 

Lower Base Resistance, 2 ohms 
Lower Saturation Resistance, 0.1 ohm 

Uses 

TV Horizontal Output 
Hi-Fi Amplifiers 

Core Drivers 

High Current Switching 
Power Converters 

Ultrasonic Generators 
Modulators 

Because no other transistor offers this combina- 
tion of features and uses, you will want to try 
out the DAP transistor in your circuits. Get full 
details now on new Bendix diffused alloy power 
transistors by writing SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, 
BENDPï AVIATION CORPORATION, LONG BRANCII, 
NEW JERSEY. 

Ratings Typical Performance 

Pc 
Vdc (25°C) 

B 
(Ic-5 Adc) 

Vs 
(Ic-5 Adc) fa rbb' 

2N1073 40 35 W 40 0.5 Vdc 1.5 mc 2 ohms 

2N1073A 80 35 W 40 0.5 Vdc 1.5 mc 2 ohms 

2N10738 120 35 W 40 0.5 Vdc 1.5 me 2 ohms 

West Coast Office: 117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif. 
Canadian Distributor: 

Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd., P. O. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ontario 
Export Sales and Service: 

Bendix International Division, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 

eldonI% Division 
AVIATION CORPORATION 
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L 
for molybdenum furnaces 

This transformer has a 10,000 Ampere secondary with a maximum of 
5 volts. The primary taps are extended to reduce secondary to 

0.75 volts. The secondary copper is 3/8" thick and 16" long, over which is 
connected and built-in a 5 Ampere current transformer. 

This special transformer is made for air -blast cooling as the 
physical size had to be kept extremely small. 

The heating transformer, a new member of the well-known family of NWL 
custom-built Transformers, is made to fit the particular needs of the user. 

Each Nothelfer transformer is individually tested for core loss polarity, 
voltage, corona, insulation breakdown and aging characteristics and must 

meet all customer's requirements before shipment. We shall be glad to 
receive your specifications and quote you accordingly; 

ESTABLISHED 1920 

.." SAY: NO-TEL-FER 

NOTHELFER WINDING LABORATORIES, INC., P. 0. Box 455, Dept. E11, Trenton, N. J. 

(Specialists in custom -building) 

coaxial section parallel to the axis 
of rotation. Circumferential cur- 
rents inherent in the higher -order 
modes are attenuated effectively by 
lossy magnetic material which fills 
the slots. 

The method of feeding the basic 
coaxial section by the multipoint 
binary feed shown in Fig. 3 is un- 
usual. Inner conductors of the feed 
system connect to the outer con- 
ductor of the basic coaxial section. 
A quarter -wavelength choke, lo- 
cated at the feed points, electri- 
cally frees the outer conductor mak- 
ing this method of feed possible. 

Although the original design was 
evolved for a power level compat- 
ible with receiving service, in- 
creased ground -plane spacing and 
elimination of dielectric from 
points of intense field strength will 
lead to a joint of transmitting pos- 
sibilities. 

CHOKE 

PLATE 

COVER _ 
PLATE 

UPPER 

HALF OF 

JOINT 

LOWER 
HALF OF 
JOINT 

BOTTOM 
COVER 
PLATE 

FIG. 4-Exploded view of single joint 

Typical characteristics of an L - 
band joint give an insertion loss of 
less than 0.2 db, wow with rotation 
under 0.1 db and negligible phase 
shift for most applications. Band- 
width varies with the swr require- 
ments but a value of 1.25 has been 
obtained over a bandwidth of 15 

percent. A slight relaxation of the 
swr requirements can double this 
figure. An exploded view of a single 
joint is shown in Fig. 4. 

Waffle -Iron 
Waveguide Filter 
EFFECTIVE screening out of un- 
wanted high -frequency signals is 

made possible by a new filter design 
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developed by Stanford Research In- 
stitute for the Hewlett-Packard Co. 

The new filter has a waffle -iron 
grid design made up of a carefully 
computed pattern of slots cut across 
lengthwise grooves. The design 
passes microwaves in the 10- to 
15.5-kmc band. Higher frequen- 
cies with shorter wavelengths are 
trapped by the grid design and re- 
flected to the power source. 

Slidewire Pot Has 
Digital Readout 
BASIC ACTIVE ELEMENTS of a new 
potentiometer produced by The 
Howell Instrument Co., Fort Worth, 

Texas, is a resistance -wire bonded 
within the edge of a laminated My - 
lar tape. The wire may be either 
straight or in helical form depend- 
ing upon the total resistance re- 
quired. It is available in lengths 
of 120 in. Resistance ranges obtain- 
able are from 100 to 100,000 ohms. 

Readout is direct through a win- 
dow on the front of the case of the 
potentiometer. With the calibration 
stamped on the tape, any linear or 
nonlinear calibration can be ob- 
tained. Typical applications include 
direct digital reading of tempera- 

Ce11 PS Serie - 
Sub -Miniature 
Ceramic Ins i te+ : 

Rotary Switches 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Iri Stock 
for Immediate Delivery 

Your electronic parts distributor has these CENTRALAB units in stock 
for immediate delivery. Equal in electrical ratings to much larger and 
heavier switches, these PS Series switches are your best choice for high 
reliability applications where space is limited. 

MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL -S-3786 and other MIL specifications can 
be met by the PS Series switches on special order. Contact your dis- 
tributor for details. 

Weight: Less than one ounce. 
Rating: 0.5 amp. at 6 V. D.C., 100 ma. 

at 110 V.A. C. (make and break, 
resistive load). Current carrying 
capacity, 5 amp. 

Insulation Resistance: Exceeds 10,000 megohms. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Insulation: CENTRALAB Grade L -5A 
steatite, silicone treated to prevent 
accumulation of surface moisture. 

Rotationa I life:10,000 cycles minimum. 

F R E E-CENTRALAB Catalog 30 listing the PS Series switches and hundreds 
of other switches, controls, ceramic capacitors and PEC couplates-all 
immediately available from your industrial electronics parts distributor. 

A DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION, INC 

914-L E. KEEFE AVE. MILWAUKEE 1, WIS 

In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Rd. Toronto, (Intern 

VARIABLE RESISTORS PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS ELECTRONIC SWITCHES 

CERAMIC CAPACITORS ENGINEERED CERAMICS SEMI -CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS 
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WHATEVER YOUR UHF 

ATTENUATION NEEDS... 
AT -104: 12 POSITION STEP ATTENUATOR 

USING AT -50 ELEMENTS. 
DC TO 4000 MC. 

Empire's UHF attenuators are 
resistive coaxial networks for the fre- 
quency range from DC to 4000 MC. 

Accuracy is held to +1/z DB, VSWR 
is better than 1.2 to 1. Any attenua- 
tion values up to 60 DB (120 DB 
for Model AT -106), are available. 
Deposited carbon elements are used 
for stability and operations at higher 
pulse levels. Standard impedance is 
50 ohms, other values upon request. 
These units have excellent tempera- 
ture characteristics and are vibration 
and shock resistant. Standard con- 
nectors are type "N", attenuator pads 
are also available with type "C". 

The attenuators may be obtained as 
individual pads (AT -50, AT -60), 
or as multi -position step attenuators 
AT -103 (six positions) and AT -104 
(twelve positions). For even greater 
flexibility, Attenuator Panels, Model 
AT -106 (two or three step attenu- 
ators in series connected) are 
recommended. 

For complete technical information 
about attenuators for your 

laboratory or production needs, 
write for free catalog. 

A COAXIAL UNIT FROM 

EMPIRE DEVICES 

WILL MEET 

YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

AT -103: 6 POSITION STEP ATTENUATOR 
USING AT -50 ELEMENTS. 
DC TO 4000 MC., 

ATTENUATOR PADS. 
DC TO 4000 MC. 
AT -50: 1 W AVERAGE, 1 KW PEAK. 
AT -60: 2 W AVERAGE, 2 KW PEAK. 

AT -106: ATTENUATOR PANEL. 
TYPICAL COMBINATION: AT -106H, 
0-120 DB IN 1 DB STEPS. 

NEW YORK-MOunt Vernon 47530 SYRACUSE-GRenite 4.7409 PHILADELPHIA-SHerwood 
7.9080 BOSTON-TWinbrook 4.1955 WASHINGTON. D. C.-OLiver 4-6400 ORLANDO. 
FLA. -CHerry 1-2128 ATLANTA-CEdar 7.7801 DETROIT-BRoadway 3-2900 CLEVELAND 
-HIllcrest 2.8080 PITTSBURGH-ATIantic 1.9248 ST. LOUIS-EVergreen 5-7728 CHICAGO 
-ESterbrook 9.2700 MINNEAPOLIS-FEderal 5.7172 DENVER-MAin 3-0343 FT. WORTH- 
WAlnut 6.4444 ALBUQUERQUE-ALbuquerque 5.9632 LOS ANGELES-TEus 0-7771 
PALO ALTO-DAvenport 3-4455 SEATTLE-EMerson 2.4812 HAWAII: HONOLULU 50-2901 
CANADA: STITTSVILLE, ONT.-Hazeldeen 56 SCARBORO. (TORONTO)-AXminster 3-7806 
EXPORT: NEW YORK-MUrrey Hill 2.3760 

EMPIRE DEVICES 
PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

AMSTERDAM, NEW YORK 
Telephone: Victor 2-8400 

manufacturers of 

FIELD INTENSITY METERS DISTORTION ANALYZERS IMPULSE GENERATORS COAXIAL ATTENUATORS CRYSTAL MIXERS 

ture with any type of thermocouple, 
square -root extraction when used 
with differential -pressure trans- 
ducers for flow measurement and 
hyperbolic and logarithmic func- 
tions encountered in analysis and 
radiation systems. 

Each Ta'Pot is calibrated auto- 
matically by a system that compares 
the unit under test with a master 
tape 60 -ft long. Digital values, as 
specified, are printed on the tape 
automatically during calibration. 
For the 120 -in tape, 1,000 calibra- 
tion points are printed. 

Conformity between true resist- 
ance value and specified function of 
the calibration is 0.05 percent. 
Resolution is better than 0.01 per- 
cent; total resistance tolerance, 0.25 
percent and end resistance less than 
0.05 ohm. Power rating is two 
watts at 25 C. 

Transducer Test 
Program 
RESEARCH, development and testing 
of telemetering transducers is the 
basis of a program being carried 
out at the National Bureau of 
Standards. 

The program provides data on 
performance of transducers over 
significant ranges of such ambient 
conditions as temperature, temper- 
ature shock, pressure, vibration, 
acceleration, humidity, pressure 
shock and acoustic vibration. A spe- 
cial shock tube for testing trans- 
ducers provides a pressure step - 
function of known value which can 
be applied to the transducer pres- 
sure gage under study. Response of 
the gage is detected by an oscillo- 
scope and recorded photographi- 
cally for further analysis. 

Accelerometers 
Calibration of accelerometers 

presents no problems at frequencies 
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from 10 to several hundred cps. But 
the frequency of interest often lies 
below this range. One procedure 
for calibration at lower frequencies 
involves rotation of the accel- 
erometer in the earth's gravita- 
tional field. The other makes uses 
of a specially designed centrifuge. 

Diaphragm being inserted between corn - 
pression and expansion chambers 

Both methods provide a known fre- 
quency input to the accelerometer. 
A response curve represents the 
dynamic characteristics of the de- 
vice. 

Shock Tube 

The spec 
strutted is o 
It has a y 
area three in 
chamber va 
3.4 to 12 ft 
ber eight ft 
equipped wil 
cal glass w: 

provided wi 

ial shock tube con - 
f flanged steel sections. 
orking cross-sectional 
. square, a compression 
iable in length from 
nd an expansion cham- 
in length. The tube is 
h three pairs of opti- 
ndows. Each pair is 
h a schlieren system 

and multiplier phototube arranged 
to give a pulse at the time of pass- 
age of the shock wave. Auxiliary 
equipment measures initial expan- 
sion of chamber pressure accu- 
rately and determines transit time 
of the shock wave between schlieren 
stations. 

The shock tube gives pressure 
steps lasting four to five millisec. 
Expansion -chamber pressures up to 
350 psi and compression -chamber 
pressures up to 1,000 psi can be se- 
lected. Shock step heights may be 
generated up to about 600 psi by 
using air on both sides of the 
diaphragm. 

MAXIMUM 
AIR PERFORMANCE 

MINIMUM 
SPACE REQUIREMENTS 

ROTROH 

PROPIMAX 

The perfect answer for 400 -cps 
airborne or missile applications 
where maximum cooling with a 
minimum of space and weight loss 
is mandatory. Air delivery of 120 
cfm free air is obtained from a fan 
only 3" in diameter by 1.4" in 
depth. Weight is 6 ounces. 

Variation in driving motors 
includes constant speed 20,000 -rpm, 
10,000 -rpm and Altivar versions. 
The latter automatically vary their 
speeds inversely with density and 
thereby approach constant cooling 
with a minimum of power drain 
and noise. 

Simplicity of mounting is achieved 
by provision of "servo" type rims at 
either end of the venturi. Airflow 
is easily reversible by turning the 
fan end -for -end. Electrical 
connection is made to a compact 
terminal block. Power requirement 
is 400 cps, 1 or 3 phase, sinusoidal 
or square wave. 

400 CPS I-- 

0 25 50 75 100 125 

AIR VOLUME CFM 

rt. --ef( 

Write today for complete technical information to 

ROTRON 

ROTRO 
mfg. co., 

11íc. 

WOODSTOCK, NEW YORK 
In Canada: The Hoover Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont, 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 

Turntables Feed Tube Assembler 
ELECTRONIC TUBE cage assembly 
machine in use at Sylvania Electric 
Corporation's new plant in Altoona, 
Pa., represents an application of 
Detroit -type automation to a deli- 
cate operation. Its assembly rate 
for most common tube types is 
1,800 an hour. 

At each of the several stations is 
an inserting device, fed by a turn- 
table which in turn is fed by an op- 
erator. The turntables are designed 
to simplify the operator's work. 

At the first station, for example, 
the operator fits an unpunched mica 
spacer into loading forms. As the 
turntable revolves, the mica is 
punched and its thickness sensed. 
Then it is passed onto the ma- 
chine's central conveyor, where it 
is gripped in position and passed 
along to the next station. 

Cathode Loading 

At the second station, an oper- 
ator drops cathodes through a fun- 
nel to the apexes of conical supports 
carried on another turntable. The 
machine picks the cathodes off this 
turntable and inserts them in the 
spacers. A similar procedure is fol- 
lowed with the grids, plates, shield 
and top mica spacer. At the last 
station, the cathode tabs are welded 
in place. 

Each station is provided with 
sensing devices so that the absence 
of the necessary part will either 
stop the line and sound an alarm, 
or will cause the incomplete as- 
sembly to be picked off the line and 
rejected. The operations of adding 

Cathode loading station. Girl drops 
cathode onto turntable through funnel 

At top speed, this tube cage assembly machine represents a production rate of 

more than 100 assemblies an hour for each operator required 

heater and getter, and joining cage 
to stem, are performed manually. 
Hand methods are used on tubes 
not assembled in large quantity. 

A number of other machines 
were designed to step up produc- 
tion at the plant by about 25 per- 
cent, while keeping its work force 
at 900 -odd. The plant is the latest 
outcome of a 12 -year, $40 million 
Sylvania effort to mechanize com- 
ponent production. 

Grid winding machines wind 
continually on support bars. But 
the method used does not require 
the operator to unwind grid turns 
to bare sections of the supports for 
mounting clearance. 

The machine winds the number 
of turns specified for a particular 
grid, then jumps the wire over the 

Heaters are wound at right, trimmed at 
left and trayed by arm at bottom 

support clearance space. The grid 
wire jump is burned through at 
each end and the excess is sucked 
off by air. Meanwhile, the supports 
are notched and the turns of wire 
are peened to the supports. 

In the next 3 stations, the ma- 
chine swages the ends of the sup- 
ports into their mounting shape, 
hot -stretches the grids and clips 
them apart. At the final station, 
the grid is pneumatically drawn 
over a cold -stretching sleeve for 
final shaping. The grids are then 
dropped into miniature buckets on 
a conveyor and carried to an auto- 
matic traying station. One oper- 
ator monitors, loads and unloads 4 

to 6 of these machines. 

Heater Winder 

One operator can also handle 
several of the heater spadewinders. 
The machine not only winds, but 
also cuts the heaters apart, picks 
them up, puts them in trays and 
stacks the loaded trays. It can wind 
over 4,000 of the simpler types of 
heaters an hour. As the heaters are 
wound, they are grasped by the 
jaws of heads on a turntable, which 
carry them through finishing oper- 
ations to the unloading point. They 
are unloaded by an oscillating grip- 
per arm which transfers them to 
trays. The trays are moved so that 
the arm finds an open tray slot. 

Stem maker places leads in posi - 
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Now Available 

in Production Quantity 

HIGH 

TEMPERATURE 

CAPACITORS 

BY BENDIX 

Scintilla Division of Bendix developed and has in pro- 
duction the E-315 family of E-nvironmental resistant 
capacitors to aid in satisfying the fast growing require- 
ment for high temperature components in the high 
speed aircraft and missile fields. 

The E-315 capacitor offers proven stability of oper- 
ation over the temperature range of -55° to +315° 
Centigrade* with no voltage derating and low capaci- 
tance variation. Of rugged hermetically sealed con- 
struction and nonstrategic materials, this capacitor is 
built for high altitude and severe environmental 
operation. 

This nonpolarized capacitor is available in a variety 
of sizes in a capacity range of from 0.05 to 4.0 micro - 
farads at 600 VDC. It is also available in higher voltage 
ratings. Performance data and operating characteristics 
are given in Technical Bulletin SL -61 which is supplied 
upon request. 

"Confirmed by qualification test of 1000 hours at 100% rated 
voltage over ambient temperature range of -55° to +315° C. 

DESIGN FEATURES 

Temperature Range ... -55° to +315°C. Capacitance ... 
0.05 to 4.0 of at 600 VDC. Voltage Range ... 600 V to 3000 V 

per section. No Voltage Derating, Low Capacitance and Power 

Factor Variation, Environmental Resistant, Hermetically Sealed, 

Rugged Construction, Nonstrategic Materials, Minimum Size 

and Weight, High Altitude Operation. 

Scintilla Division 
Sidney, New York 

AVIATION CORPORATION 
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LAPP STAND-OFF INSULATORS 

FOR MODERATE 

OR HEAVY DUTY 

For years, Lapp has been a major supplier of stand-off 
insulators to radio, television and electronics indus- 
tries. Wide knowledge of electrical porcelain applica- 
tion, combined with excellent engineering and produc- 
tion facilities, makes possible design and manufacture 
of units to almost any performance specification. The 
insulators shown on this page are representative of 

catalog items-usually available from stock-and cer- 

tain examples of special stand-offs. The ceramic used 

is the same porcelain and steatite of which larger Lapp 

radio and transmission insulators are made. Hardware 
is brass or bronze; brush nickel plating is standard. 

Write for Bulletin 301 with complete description 
and specification data. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., Radio 
Specialties Division, 148 Sumner St., Le Roy, N. Y. 

Closeup shows how unloading arm 
picks heaters from jaw of turntable head 

Shaping and clipping section of grid 
winder. Grids move from left to right 

tion and drops a glass collar around 
the leads. The collar is formed into 
a disk by heat and pressure so glass 
surrounds the leads. After anneal- 
ing, a series of crimping and clinch- 
ing stations automatically bend and 
shape the leads for connection to 
electrodes. There are some 3 dozen 
crimping heads to form leads. Each 
head works on only 1 wire at a time. 
Its rate is also 1,800 an hour and 1 

operator can monitor and load 2 or 
more machines. 

Computer Matches 
Reference Diodes 
COMPUTER ASSISTS in coding and 
classifying the 3 Zener reference 
diodes which make up Zener refer- 
ence elements produced by Hoffman 
Electronics Corp., Semiconductor 
Division, Evanston, Ill. 

After assembly, the diodes are 
mounted in racks which connect 
each diode to a voltmeter. The di- 
odes are tested in oil baths at tem- 
peratures of -55 C, 25 C and 100 C. 
The computer, in association with 
the voltmeter, records on tape the 
performance of each diode. 

Acceptable diodes with similar 
performance ratings are then 
matched in groups of 3. The groups 
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are placed in a drawer -like file, un- 
til assembly into elements. The ele- 
ments are temperature tested at 
maximum tolerance of ±0.2 per- 
cent from -55 C to 100 C. 

Racks of diodes are tested in oil baths 

Jig bends leads of diodes into position 

Elements are temperature tested 

Catalyst, Hot Air 
Keep Epoxy Fluid 
FULL DAY'S SUPPLY of epoxy com- 
pound for encapsulating resistors 
is kept fluid through use of a 
heated reservoir and anhydride 
curing agents. The cylindrical reser- 
voir has a built-in fan and heater 
which circulates hot air around the 
reservoir to adjust the epoxy's 
viscosity for optimum flow. 

The setup is in experimental use 
at Electronic Plastics Corp. (East- 
ern Precision Resistor Corp.), New 

DISC CERAMICONS@ 

Applications for 
Transistor and 
Vacuum Tube 
Circuits 

Coupling 
By -Pass 

Filtering 
Frequency 
Determining 

Radio 

Television 

Computing 
Devices 

Instruments 
Business Machines 

Navigation 
Equipment 
Radar 
Guided Missiles 

Communications 
Equipment 

ERIE is supplying the electronics industry 
with a wide variety of general and special 
purpose Disc Ceramicons to meet the needs 
of tomorrow's equipment today. 

The four types in which ERIE Disc Cerami - 
cons are available are offered in a wide range 
of values. Low inductance metallic silver 
electrodes are intimately fused to the ceramic 
dielectric at high temperatures. Excellent 
moisture protection is obtained by high 
vacuum wax impregnation of the thermo- 
setting phenolic coating. Heavily tinned 
copper leads provide superior solderability. 

TRANSISTOR Disc Ceramicons are tailored to the 
high capacitance and critical space requirements 
associated with transistorization. Available to .1 mfd. 
Rated at 100 VDC. 

GENERAL PURPOSE Disc Ceramicons have excel- 
lent electrical characteristics and provide effective 
performance for all applications requiring from 1.5 
mmf to .033 mfd. Rated at 500 VDC. 

HIGH VOLTAGE Ceramicons employ the 
same basic diameters and design that have been 
standardized in 500 volt ceramic capacitors. Con- 
servative ratings from 1 KV to 6 KV D.C.W. are 
based on extensive life test data. 

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATING Disc Cerami - 
cons offer a wide combination of temperature 
coefficient and capacitance values. These low loss 
Ceramicons are available in capacity ranges from 
1.5 to 4700 mmf, at 500 V.D.C.W. and temperature 
coefficients ranging from P120 through N5600. 
Capacitance tolerances as close as ±-1%. 

Write for complete description and 
specifications of ERIE Disc Ceramicons 

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION 
MAIN OFFICES: ERIE, PA., U. S. A. 

FACTORIES: ERIE, PA. HOLLY SPRINGS, MISS. TRENTON, ONTARIO, CANADA 
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a prize pair... 

The Tw 251 The TW 201 

... of toroidal winders 
The TW 201 . .. economical production winder 
with minimum manual operation. Efficient, easy 
to set up and operate . . absolute dependability 
built into each machine. 

The TW 251 ... NEW ... low-cost packaged 
unit, complete and ready for operation. A slower - 
winding laboratory machine, usable in production 
like the TW 201 by addition of pre -determined 
turns counter. 

B 
OESCF 

TW201.. 
Semi -automatic toroidal coil winder 
. . . core oscillated manually . . . 

clamped mechanically . . . winds 
standard size coils without additional 
attachments . . . interchangeable 
shuttle heads. 

TW 251 .. . 
Semi -automatic toroidal coil winder ... similar to TW 201 but has built- 
in non -predetermined turns counter ... AC drive variable up to 1000 
rpm ... can use all accessories avail. 
able for TW 201. 

You get the BEST from BOESCH 

Boesch Manufacturing Co., Inc. Danbury, Conn. 

Blower on reservoir adjusts encapsulant 
viscosity with heat 

York. A foot -controlled needle valve 
is presently used to dispense epoxy, 
leaving the operator's hands free 
to position the encapsulating fix- 
ture. Timing and indexing devices 
would automate the operation. 

Casting Fixture 
The fixture encases the resistors 

in Teflon so they may be easily re- 
leased after the epoxy has cured. 
One side of the fixture is lined with 
Teflon sheet. After the encapsulat- 
ing shells are positioned on the 
sheet, the bobbins are centered in 
the shells by Teflon tubing. Teflon 
washers go on top of the assembly. 
The other side of the fixture is 
snugged down with bolts. 

Fixture holds 6 resistors in Teflon for 
easy parting after cure 

The epoxy is poured into a slot 
cut in the shell. The same epoxy 
formulation is used for the bobbin, 
shell and encapsulant to assure 
homogeneity, preventing a spread 
of electrical tolerances. Rods from 
which the bobbins and shells are 
machined are cast in copper tubing. 

The anydride curing agents are 
used to extend the pot life of the 
epoxy and improve its workability. 
Two types are used : hexahydro- 
phthalic anhydride, a solid which 
melts on heating, and methyl 
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Nadic anhydride, a liquid produced 
by National Aniline division, Al- 
lied Chemical Corp., New York. 
Both are compatible with almost 
any epoxy resin. 

Low viscosity and long gelation 
period of the encapsulant permits 
entrapped air to escape before the 
epoxy hardens. Rods less than 
inch diameter, however, are vac- 
uum cast to prevent porosity. 

AN -Connector Wrench 

SPECIALIZED WRENCHES for assem- 
bling or disassembling Cannon, 
Bendix Scintilla or Amphenol AN 
connectors have been developed by 
Spec Tool Co., in cooperation with 
Cannon Electric Co. Each of the 
combination type male or female 
wrenches will grip 12 sizes of con- 
nectors. Photo shows how the male 
wrench is used with a pair of pliers. 
In the background are a female 
wrench and a single -size wrench. 

Gas Tests Circuit 
Component Shorts 
FREEZONE-TYPE GAS sprayed on cir- 
cuitry will locate intermittent shorts 
which are caused by changes in am- 
bient temperature. The gas creates 
a rapid change in the physical body 
of the component or solder joint. 
In the resulting contraction and ex- 
pansion, the intermittent contact 
will be detectable. The area of the 
chassis in which the short is located 
can be quickly determined by spray- 
ing the chassis in sections. The gas 
is available in pressure spray can, 
under the name Zero -Mist, from 
General Cement Mfg. Co., Rockford, 
Ill. The firm also has developed a 
spray -on silicone compound which 
assists in insulation and heat trans- 
fer between transistors and chassis. 

These 

seven 

dwarfs 

do 

the 
work 

of 

10's 

Are you grumpy trying to design 
subminiature systems with oversize 
components? Here's what the doc 
ordered-a full line of BECKMAN 
size 8 servomotors. Look at this 
storybook performance: 
...torque and acceleration measure 
up to or surpass the best size 10's! 
... seven models, three for operation 
at 115 volts, four at 26 volts! 
... continuous operation at stall, 
both windings fully excited, to 
ambients of 130°C; total unit 
temperature to 200°C! 
... stainless steel case, shaft and 
bearings; windings encapsulated for 
environmental protection-shock 
to 100G's, 30G's vibration to 2,000 
cycles, exceeding MIL -E -5272A specs! 

The secret? A new design, new 
laminations-and craftsmanship, 
certainly nothing to sneeze at, these 
days. Delivery? Thirty days or less. 

Don't be bashful. We'll be happy to send 
you all the dope in Data File A-113 

BECKMAN SIZE 8 

2 -PHASE AC SERVOMOTORS 

(no-load speed 6,000 rpm) 

E 

26 -volt models 
(torque at stall .25 oz. in., 
power input 2.3 watts) 

8 SM 420 servomotor 

8 MG 420/410 
servomotor -rate generator 

8 VM 420 
velocity -damped servomotor 

8 IM 420 
inertia -damped servomotor 

115 -volt models 
(torque at stall .33 oz. in., 
power input 2.9 watts) 

8 SM 460 servomotor 

8 VM 460 
velocity -damped servomotor 

8 IM 460 
Inertia -damped servomotor 

Weight Length 
oz. in. 

1.1 .840 

1.9 1.350 

1.9 1.395 

2.0 1.355 

1.6 1.165 

2.4 1.720 

2.5 1.680 

Rotor Acceleration 
Inertia at Stall 

gm. cm.' rad/sec' 

.1 170,000 

.16 110,000 

.24 73,000 

.24 73,500 

.2 115,000 

.34 68,000 

.34 68,500 

Helipot Division of 
Beckman Instruments, Inc. 

Fullerton, California 
Engineering representatives 

in 27 cities 

Beckman Helipof 

potentiometers ... dials ... delay lines ... expanded scale 
meters ... rotating components ... breadboard parts 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
D -C Power Supply 
wide voltage range 
PERKIN ENGINEERING CORP., 345 
Kansas St., El Segundo, Calif., has 
developed a wide voltage range d -c 

power supply with magnetic ampli- 
fier regulation. Model M-1193 
provides a d -c output of 5-50 v at 
50 amperes from an a -c input of 
110, 220 or 440 v, 60 cps, single 
phase. The wide output voltage 

range is accomplished by means of 
a rotary switch which provides three 
separate ranges which are used in 
conjunction with a potentiometer 
to supply smooth continuous volt- 
age adjustment over each range. 
Regulation accuracy is ± 1 per- 
cent for line variations of ± 10 

percent and ± 1 percent for load 
changes of 10 percent full load to 
full load. For additional informa- 
tion request catalog E-59. 

Resolver 
for servo testing 

SOLARTRON, INC., 530-532 Cooper 
St., Camden 2, N. J. A new re- 
solver enables accurate reference 
phase controls during test of servo 
components and systems. Model 
JX746A features a four -phase input 

of 10 v rms per phase and a four - 
phase output of 10 v or 50 v rms 

per phase at any phase angle from 
0-360 deg. Input impedance is 

100,000 ohms; output impedance 
is less than 1 ohm per phase. 
Maximum output current is 7 ma 
rms/phase. Output phasing accur- 
acy is -± 1 deg, assuming no error in 
input intelligence. Circle 300 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Power Amplifier 
miniaturized 
RHEEM MFG. Co., 777 Industry 
Ave., Rivera, Calif. A ruggedized, 
miniature r -f power amplifier only 
54 by 34 by 3 in. increases signal 
power significantly in the 215 me 
to 260 me telemetering band. 
Model REL-10 can be used with 

most presently available f -m trans- 
mitters and delivers from 10 to 
100 w of r -f power with 2 w of 
drive. The tiny high -output unit is 

highly reliable in adverse environ- 
ments of shock, vibration, and tem- 
perature and features a self-con- 
tained cooling system. It meets 
the environmental requirements of 
missileborne instrumentation sys- 

tenis. Circle 301 on Reader Serv- 
ice Card. 

Trigger Tubes 
fast -switching 

CBS-HYTRON, 100 Endicott St., 
Danvers, Mass. A new line of cold - 
cathode trigger tubes, known as 

Krvtrons, have been designed to 
replace relays, thyratrons and other 
devices in simplified circuits for 
reliable military and industrial 
equipment. Designed to operate 

under extreme co editions if heat, 
shock and vibration, the tubes con- 

trol up to 500 amperes with input 
currents of less than 20 µa. Am- 
bient temperature range is from 
-55 to +85 C. Anode delay times 
are from 1.6 to 4.0 µsec, dependent 
upon the type, with a maximum 
variation of 0.4 //sec. Minimum 
trigger voltage for a 2 -µsec pulse is 

230 v. Holdoff voltages range from 
1,000 to 3,000 v. Circle 302 on 
Reader Service Card. 

V -R Power Supply 
transistorized 
KEPCO LABORATORIES, INC., 131-38 

Sanford Ave., Flushing 55, N. Y. 

Model SC -36-1 tubeless transistor- 
ized voltage regulated power supply 
delivers 0 to 36 v, 0 to 1 ampere. 
Regulation for line or load is less 

than 0.1 percent or 0.003 v, which- 
ever is greater. Ripple is less than 
1 my rms. Recovery time is less 
than 50 µsec. Stability for 8 hr 
is less than 0.1 percent or 0.003 
v, whichever is greater. Operating 
ambient temperature is 50 C max- 
imum. Temperature coefficient is 

less than 0.05 percent per deg C; 
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the truly dry 
tantalum 

capacitor! 

NEW SOLID-STATE ELECTROLYTE CAPACITORS BY 
CORNELL-DUBILIER SOLITAN capacitors are specifically de- 
signed for transistor application in computer and military circuits. 
Solid electrolyte tantalum assures extreme resistance to shock and 
vibration, wider useful temperature characteristics, stability of 
capacitance in spite of aging or temperature variations, freedom 
from corrosion or leakage. Cornell-Dubilier has SOLITAN tantalum 
capacitors in production quantities. Write for 4-pg. Bulletin No. 537 
to .Dept. E-11, Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N.J. 

Oonsistently ependaFile 

SOLITAN 
Specifications and Features 
Ratings up to 6.0 mfd. at 85 
volts DC Working, or 60.0 
mfd. at 6 volts 
Wider useful temperature 
characteristics within range 
of -80°C to +86°C 
Freedom from corrosion 
and leakage 
Extremely small size 
Remarkable stability of ca- 
pacitance with time and 
temperature 
Metal cased, hermetically 
sealed 

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - November 21, 1958 
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Ne' ADVANCED 
DESIGN "B" LINE 
60 AND 400 CPS 

maw POWER 
TRANSISTOR 

/WAGNET/C 
SERVO 

AMPLIFIER 
For AC servo motor control - 

50 Watts to 3000 watts 

FEATURING 
Extreme reliability 

Wider ambient 
temperature range 

Faster response 
Smaller size at higher 

power ratings 
Higher gains 

Improved core design 
Silicon rectifiers used 

exclusively 
Greater flexibility 

Ideally suited for operating 
with Diehl Servo Motors 

Signal Input AC or DC 
Military Specifications 

Provisions for System 
Feedback Completely 

Static Output 115V AC 
Phase Reversible 

For complete 60 cps and 
400 cps specs request Bul- 

letin S-961. 

MAGNETIC 
AMPLIFIERS, INC. 
632 TINTON AVENUE NEW YORK 55, N.Y. CYPRESS 2-6610 

West Coast Division 

136 WASHINGTON ST. EL SEGUNDO, CAL. OREGON 8-2665 
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output impedance is less than 0.04 
ohm. Circle 303 on Reader Service 
Card. 

Test Equipment Cart 
ruggedly built 
NORTHEASTERN ENGINEERING, INC., 

South Bedford St., Manchester, 
N. H. A new test equipment 
cart is designed to accommodate 
frequency counters, scopes and 
similar major test units. Formed 
and welded from sheet metal it is 

strong enough to take severe usage 
and still protect the expensive test 
gear. It can be rolled about on its 
rubber -tired casters effortlessly. 
Circle 304 on Reader Service Card. 

Multipliers 
standard frequency 
GENERAL RADIO Co., 27-3 A f assa- 
chusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass. 
Accurate measurements of micro- 
wave frequencies are facilitated by 
use of the new type 1112 standard 

KEY ENGINEERING 
OPENINGS 

AT VOUGHT 

ELECTRONICS 

Electronics activities are broad and fast- 
growing at Chance Vought. Projects in- 
volve advanced guidance and control and 
fire control systems for missiles and high- 
performance manned aircraft. They begin 
with investigations and theory and pro- 
gress through systemization and packag- 
ing to detailed hardware design. Key 
responsibilities await additional men who 
are qualified in these areas. Advanced 
degrees are preferred. Following are 4 
openings in this area: 

Stability and Control Engineer. E.E., M.E., 
or A.E. with emphasis on flight stability 
and control problems or dynamics. (Spe- 
cial consideration given graduate study 
or extensive experience in transients or 
closed loop stability analysis.) To assist 
in design of autopilot and control systems 
for high-performance missiles and aircraft. 

Antenna Design Engineer. E.E., or Phys- 
ics Degree with demonstrated aptitude for 
antenna design. To join active projects 
involving design of flush -mounted, re- 
cessed and external antennas at all fre- 
quencies for very high-performance air- 
craft and missiles. 

Fire Control and Microwave Systems Engi- 
neer. Requires E.E., or Physics Degree; 
at least 2 years experience in radar, data 
link, or fire control systems; and strong 
ability in this work. 

Test Equipment Engineer. Requires E.E., 
or Physics Degree and at least 2 years 
experience in this or related field. (Desir- 
able: broad background in electronics 
design with emphasis on digital computers 
or microwave systems.) To join in the 
design of complete checkout systems for 
missiles and associated subsystems. 

Qualified engineers and scientists who 
would like to join Vought's projects in 
electronics are incited to inquire. 

JAMES F. REAGAN 

Chief Engineer - Electronics 
Dept. R-12 

CHANCE 

AIR C;//,4../, T' 

OAILAS, TEXAS 
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Vought Vocabulary 

ac e u r a Cy . guided all the way, this long-range missile 
pinpoints distant, hard -to -hit targets 

This nuclear -armed "bird" is the supersonic missile 
with which the U.S. can retaliate against the toughest 
of enemy targets - distant, hard -to -hit military 
fortifications. 

Chance Vought's Regulus II provides the extra margin 
of accuracy that enables the Navy to zero in on such 
"small" - and deadly - strongholds as H-bomb store- 
houses, submarine pens, ballistic missile bases. 

The instant Regulus II launches, its advanced 
guidance system takes control ... constantly compen- 
sating, correcting ...keeping this Mach 2 missile on 
target to the instant of impact. 

In production now, Regulus II provides double 
deterrence: the power to help forestall nuclear war - 
pinpoint accuracy to deter localized trouble. 

Scientists and engineers: pioneer with Vought in new 
missile, manned aircraft, and electronics programs. For 
details on select openings write to: C. A. Besio, Supervisor, 
Engineering Personnel, Dept. R-12. 

CltANCE 
OIIG 7" AIRCRAFT 
/ N C O R P O R ATED !DALLAS, TEXAS 
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When you wont 'em ...you've got 'em 

NOW AVAILABLE AT 

LOCAL 

DISTRIBUTORS 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 

Industry Services, Inc. 
Key Electronics Division 

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 
Kann-Ellert Electronics, Inc. 

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 
Electronic Supply Corp. 

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 
Electrical Supply Corp. 

CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY 
General Radio Supply Co. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
Lukko Sales Corporation 
Newark Electric Company 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Pioneer Electronic Supply Co. 

CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 
Eastern Radio Corp. 

DALLAS, TEXAS 
Engineering Supply Co. 

DAYTON, OHIO 
Srepco, Inc. 

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA 
Ft. Wayne Electronics Supply, 

Inc. 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 
Harrison Equipment Co., Inc. 

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 
Graham Electronics Supply, 

Inc. 

KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI 
BursteinApplebee Co. 

LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 
Lafayette Radio Supply, Inc. 

MIAMI, FLORIDA 
Electronic Equipment Co., 

Inc. 

MINEOLA, NEW YORK 
Arrow Electronics, Inc. 

MUNCIE, INDIANA 
Muncie Electronics Supply, 

Inc. 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
Arrow Electronics, Inn. 
Electronics Center, Inc. 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
Shanks and Wright 

ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 
Interstate Supply Corp. 

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
T. F. Cushing, Inc. 

TULSA, OKLAHOMA 
Oil Capitol Electronics Corp. 

WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT 
Bond Radio Supply Co., Inc. 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 
Delaware Electronic Supply 

Co., Inc. 

GOOD -ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 

Distributors' Div. 
2f, Rittenhouse PI. Ardmore, Pa. 

frequency multipliers with a crys- 
tal -controlled frequency standard. 
These multipliers generate sine - 
wave signals of 1, 10, 100 and 1,000 
me and greatly extend the use- 
ful range of conventional fre- 
quency standards such as the type 
1100-A. The instruments are char- 
acterized by low noise and by al- 
most complete freedom from sub- 
multiple -frequency spurious signals. 
In addition, the phase stability of 
the output signals is maintained at 
a high value. Circle 305 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Magnetic Clutches 
lightweight, compact 
HELIPOT DIVISION of Beckman In- 
struments, Inc., Fullerton, Calif., 
has available two new models of 
miniature magnetic clutches for 
electrical control of servo system 
rotary mechanical functions. Both 
are the dry -disk, fixed -coil type of 
solenoid controlled clutches which 
use no slip rings. Inputs of 24 or 
48 v may be specified. A 48 -pitch, 
141 in. pressure angle stainless 
steel input gear is furnished with 
each clutch; or special input gears 
may be substituted. Circle 306 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Magnetrons 
for missile radar 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., 

1740 Broadway, New York 19, 

N. Y., announces three new K:, - 

band (33-36 kmc) magnetrons espe- 
cially ruggedized for missile appli- 
cations. The new tvpes-M4063, 
M4064 and M4155-plus the earlier 
5789 and 6799, cover a power range 
from 20 to 100 kw. The tubes are 

used for radar equipment where 
very high resolution is required. As 

the source of the pulsed outgoing 
signal, they are the heart of a radar 
set. Typical applications are in 
cloud -finding, mapping, and missile 
guidance equipment. Circle 307 on 
Reader Service Card. 

A -C/D -C Voltmeter 
wide range 
SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL ELEC- 

TRONICS Co., 2831 Post Oak Road, 
Houston 19, Texas. The new 
model R-2 a -c/d -c voltmeter meas- 
ures a -c (10 cps to lmc) and d -c 

(4- or -) voltages from 1 my to 
1,000 v in 14 ranges, and resist- 
ances from 10 ohms to 10 megohms 
midscale in 7 ranges. It is accurate 
within 2 percent on all functions. 
A "d -c distend" feature allows the 
upper 10 percent or 1 percent of 
any d -c range to be expanded to 
cover the full meter movement. 
This is particularly useful in such 
applications as measuring the 
regulation of power supplies. 
Circle 308 on Reader Service Card. 

My Meter Indicator 
analog -to-digital 
B&H INSTRUMENT CO., INC., 3479 
W. Vickery Blvd., Ft. Worth 7, 

Texas, announces a new digital in- 

dicating millivolt meter with labo- 
ratory accuracy. Contained in a 
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case 3 in. by 5 in. by 5 3/8 in. 
deep, this miniature instrument 
has a guaranteed accuracy of 0.1 
percent with infinite resolution 
slidewire. It weighs less than 3 lb. 
It is a continuous null -balance, 
servo -driven, slidewire potentiome- 
ter with transistorized amplifier 
and Zener referenced power supply. 
Circle 309 on Reader Service Card. 

Marker System 
single package 
TELONIC INDUSTRIES, INC., Beech 
Grove, Ind. Model SSX-2 sweep 
and signal generator covers the en- 
tire low r -f and common i -f fre- 
quencies. It simplifies testing of 
amplifiers and other 1-f devices by 
combining functions of sweep 
generator, signal generator, pulsed 
c -w, and marker generator into one 
compact, precision instrument. 
Circle 310 on Reader Service Card. 

Ground Station 
pam/pwm 
.\PPLIED SCIENCE CORP. OF 
PRINCETON, P. O. Box 44, Prince- 
ton, N. J. New telemetry decom- 
mutation equipment that can han- 
dle sampling rates from 24 to 3,600 
pps in both pulse amplitude (pam) 
and pulse width (pwm) coding is 

Good -All Type 663 UW SPACE -SAYING 
Sub -Miniature with a SKIN-TIGHT Case 

Type 663UW is an ideal choice for min- 
iaturized and transistorized products. The 
space -saving possibilities are amazing. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Dielectric. . Mylor Film 
Case . . . . . . Plastic Wrap 
End Fill T.ermo.Settina Plastic 

voltag . . . . 100-600 vDC 
remp. . -55°to }125°C 
IR at ]!°C . 100,000 Meg.. Mid. 
Humidity esislanse . . . Superior 

GOOD -ALL Types 616 G and 617 G 

Sub -Miniature Metal Enclosed Mylar Designs 
Designed to provide EXTENDED LIFE 
at high temperatures. Rugged, military con- 
struction throughout. These lines include a 
50 -volt series for transistor applications. 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Dielectric Mylar Film 

Case Hermetically Sealed 
Winding Extended Foil 

Temp. Range .Full ratina to 125°C, 
50% derratina 
at 150°C 

. . 50, ISO, 400 
and 600 

METAL ENCLOSED Tubulars per MIL -C -25A 

The "workhorse" of military electron- 
ics. Good -All specializes in Types CP04, 
CP05, CPO8, CP09, CP10 and CP11. Ap- 
provals are listed by ASESA in the current 
issue of the QPL. 

°DuPont'- trademark for polyester film. 

A LEADING MANUFACTURER OF TUBULAR, 
CERAMIC DISC AND 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

GOOD-ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
OGALLALA. NEBRASKA 
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...and now for 
the sealing test! 

If the pots you need must function in a dust or sand environment, you 
could build 'em yourself to make sure they stay clean! But before you 
move heaven and earth while testing your creation, exactly what have 
you planned, to give you a tight seal, yet Iow torque? And if that isn't 
enough of a problem, how do you keep foreign matter out of the 
bearings? 

But why move heaven and earth, mostly earth, to test your own dirt - 
free pot, when Ace has the pots with the dust -free features? Special 
O -rings seal sand, dust and other foreign matter eliminating abrasion 
damage. Our wound nylon packing delivers excellent sealing with 
lowest torque. Also, a special silicone -type grease, located in shaft 
pockets, captures foreign particles before 
they ever get a chance to do any damage. So if 

grit's á problem for you, come to Ace for the 
answer. See your ACErep! 

This 3" AIA Acepot (shown 1/3 -scale), meeting all MIL spec's on 
sealing, incorporates these exclusive anti -dirt and dirt -trapping features. 
Mandrels are also fungicide -varnished, to insure long life. 

ACE 
ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATES, INC. 

99 Dover Street, Somerville 44, Mass. 

SOmerset 6.5130 TMX SMVL 181 West. Union WUX 

Acepot R Acetrire Aceset® Aceohm® 'Reg. App?. for 

now in production. The new equip- 
ment is a more compact and flex- 
ible version of the M -series decom- 
mutation and display equipment 
which has been used in missile and 
aircraft development programs. Be- 
sides the dual pam/pwm capacity 
and the wide sampling rate capa- 
bility, the equipment also features: 
long term system accuracy of better 
than ± 0.5 percent, including any 
system nonlinearity and drifts; an 
undecommutated but thoroughly 
corrected output for convenience 
in digitizing. Circle 311 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Image Orthicon 
highly rugged 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRONIC TUBE 
DIVISION, P. O. Box 284, Elmira, 
N. Y. The \VL-7198 image orthi- 
con tube operates throughout the 
range of vibration specified in 
MIL -E -5272A, Paragraph 4.7, Pro- 
cedure I, which demands 10 g's 
acceleration up to 500 cps. At 5 

g's acceleration (50 to 500 cps), 
the tube shows horizontal resolu- 
tion of at least 350 lines with 3 X 
10' foot-candles illumination on 
the photocathode. Thirty g's shock 
does not impair subsequent tube 
performance. The WL -7198 is also 
a very sensitive tube. At least 250 
lines horizontal resolution may be 
obtained with only 0.0003 foot- 
candles illumination on the photo- 
cathode of the tube. Circle 312 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Diffusion Pump 
high capacity 
NRC EQUIPMENT CORP., 160 
Charleinont St., Newton High- 
lands 61, Mass. Model H -32-P, a 
32 -in. vacuum oil diffusion pump 
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has a top speed above 50,000 cfm 
(24,000 liters per sec) at an inlet 
pressure of 1 x 10-' mm Hg (atmos- 
pheric pressure = 760 mm Hg) and 
speeds above 30,000 cfm at pres- 
sures between 3.5 x 10-4 and 6 x 

10-° mm Hg. Untrapped blank -off 
is less than 1 x 10" mm Hg and 
tolerable forepressure greater than 
0.2 mm I -1g. Price is $3,575. 
Circle 313 on Reader Service Card. 

Capacitors 
tubular -type 
CONDENSER RESEARCH CORP., 715 
S. Oesting St., Seymour, Ind. New 
tubular -type capacitors are engi- 
neered for coupling, by-pass, and 
filter applications in computers, 
servomechanisms, airborne elec- 
tronics equipment, and guided mis- 
siles. They are available in Mylar 
and Polystyrene in standard capaci- 
ties from 0.001 to 1.0 µf; in Teflon 
from 0.001 to 0.47, and in metal- 
ized Mylar from 0.005 to 10.0. 
Circle 314 on Reader Service Card. 

Double -Stub Tuner 
radial design 
DON -LAN ELECTRONICS, INC., 1101 
Olympic Blvd., Santa Monica, 
Calif. A new subminiature double - 
stub tuner for transmission lines 
and other r -f equipment provides 
a variable susceptance over the 
1,000 to 10,300 me frequency 
range. Because of the unit's radial 

Neer Speed...VetsatiG:ty ... ReQia.6iQity... 

-'n 

111. 

r 

i- 
TRANSISTORIZED DIGITAL 

MAGNETIC TAPE HANDLER 

MODEL 906 

Optimum performance 
in virtually all tape handling applications 

The advanced design of the completely transistorized Potter Model 906 Tape 
Handler provides improved performance in virtually any tape handling application. 

Replaceable Capstan Panel permits use as Perforated Tape Reader with a 
remarkable new brake capable of stopping on the stop character at speeds up 
to 1000 characters per second. Using a small vacuum loop buffer, Model 906 
features: 

Complete front accessibility-single Capable of continuous cycling at any 
panel construction frequency from 0 to 200 cps with- 
Pinch rollers capable of 100 million out flutter 
start -stop operations Rewind or search at 300 ips 
In -line threading, end of tape sens- Better than 3 ms starts 
ing and tape break protection Better than 1.5 ms stops 
Speeds up to 150 ips Tape widths to 1-1/4" 
As many as 4 speeds forward and Up to 47 channels 
reverse a All functions remotely controllable 

The 906 may be 
featuring a separate 
tc playback function 

supplied with a transistorized Record -Playback Amplifier 
module for each channel. Electronic switching from record 
is available as an optional feature. 

Potter also manufactures a complete line of Magnetic Tape Handlers, Perforated 
Tape Readers, High Speed Printers, Record -Playback Amplifiers and Record -Play- 
back Heads. 

Contact your Potter representative or call 
or write direct for further information. 

POTTER INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC. 
Sunnyside Boulevard, Plainview, N. Y. 

OVerbrook 1-3200 
Engineering Quality 

Potter has career opportunities for qualified engineers who 
like a challenge, and the freedom to meet it. 
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THE NRG-200 
SERIES OF 

LOW- INDUCTANCE 

THERMONUCLEAR 

ENERGY -STORAGE 

CAPACITORS 

NRG-+00 SERIES SPECIFICATIONS 

Type 
No. 

wt 
See.nda 

Rating Sett Inductance 
(Microhenries) Mid. De Peak 

N1RG-20I 1040 5.0 20 KV .04 

1.02G-202 1520 7.5 20 KV .045 

NRG203 2530 10.0 20 KV 055 

NRG-204 9030 15.0 20 KV .06 

Tobe now announces the availability 
of a series of reliable, low-cost energy - 
storage capacitors for thermonuclear 
equipment and similar applications. 
The NRG-200 series capacitors have 
a minimum life expectancy of 1000 
operations, and may be operated at 
ambient temperatures up to 40°C. 
Maximum permissible reversal volt- 
age is 90%. They can be discharged 
into a very low -impedance load with 
complete safety. 

'For further technical information or 
engineering aid, write Tobe Deutsch- 
mann Corporation, Norwood, Mass. 

TOBE DEUTSCH MANN CAPACITOR 

Specify 

PIONEERS SINCE 1 9 2 9 

design a 2.7 in. by 030 center to 
center adjustment is afforded by 
the two stubs. Once the radial ad- 
justment has been set, an external 
lock -screw can be tightened and 
the tuner used in permanent in- 
stallation. Unit is priced at $7830 
each with standard type N connect- 
ors. Circle 315 on Reader Service 
Card. 

Relays 
compact units 

STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC., Pitman, 
N. J. Frame 19 relays feature small 
size and low operating power. This, 
coupled with their reasonable price, 
aids materially in reducing size, 
weight and cost of many control 
panel assemblies. They are designed 
for long, trouble -free performance 
on the order of 20 million opera- 
tions. The relays are mechanically 
protected by sturdy plastic covers 
and are designed with plug-in con- 
struction for easy servicing. Circle 
316 on Reader Service Card. 

P -C Connectors 
reliable devices 

ARMEL ELECTRONICS, INC., 840 
Fifth Ave., Brooklyn 32, N. Y. Re- 
liability and versatility are mated 
in the new DEP series printed cir- 
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cult connectors. Compatible with 
the 0.100 by 0.100 grid system, 
automatic assembly and dip -solder- 
ing processes, either the plug or 
receptacle or both may be board 
mounted. The precision machine 
contacts gold plated over silver 
plate with a MIL approved insula- 
tion are positively polarized by lay- 
out and guide pins. An illustrated 
brochure gives pertinent informa- 
tion on the size and variations of 
connectors available. Circle 317 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Decade Counters 
ten electrical outputs 
BURROUGHS CORP., P.O. Box 1226, 
Plainfield, N. J., announces new 
110-kc decade counters with 10 
electrical outputs. Types DC -106- 
A and DC -106-B have been de- 
signed for military and commercial 
applications. Units are of modular 
printed circuit construction, with 
a shielded beam switching tube for 
maximum reliability. The ten out- 
puts will: (1) operate both local 
and remote Nixie indicators; (2) 
provide direct operation of decimal 
printing devices or matrices; (3) 
function as pre-set counters by the 
addition of gating circuitry. Power 
requirements are 15 ma of current 
at 300 v. Price ranges from $75 
to $100 depending on type and 
quantity. Circle 318 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Tantalum Capacitors 
extended ratings 
P. R. MALLORY & CO., INC., Indian- 
apolis 6, Ind. The TAP2 series 
tantalum capacitors provide a broad 
range of ratings in subminiature 
size appreciably smaller than pre- 
viously available. Only 0.226 in. 
in diameter and 0.625 in. long, 
they come in ratings covering the 
range from 140 µf, 6 v d -c to 11 
µf, 90 y d -c. They are rated for 
ambient temperatures from -55 to 
+85 C, and will meet the 2,000 
cycle, 20 g vibration requirements 

Another new Raytheon development 
in microwave ferrite devices ... 

TO ANTENNA 

ACTUAL SIZE 
Raytheon KE band 

circulator 

TO RECEIVER 

TO TRANSMITTER 

Specifications and Performance Data-Low-Power KE Band Ferrite Circulators 

FREQUENCY RANGE.., 13 to 14 KMC/S 
MAXIMUM VSWR 1.2 IN ANY PORT 
INSERTION LOSS 0.5 DB MAX. 
ISOLATION 20 DB MIN. 

AVERAGE POWER 5 WATTS 
WEIGHT 6.2 OZ. 
LENGTH 23{6 IN. 
TEMPERATURE RANGE.... -55 to 130 C 

5 -Watt KE band circulator 
weighs only 6 oz. 

Microwave system designers: 
Raytheon's new line of three -port circulators has now been extended 
to meet the rapidly growing need for KE band components and 
equipment. 

Like other Raytheon circulators, this 2 -inch KE-band unit of 
permanent magnet design reduces requirements for filters and klys- 
tron isolation common to systems using T -junction duplexers. 

You'll want to learn about this and other new microwave ferrite 
,.._ devices including isolators, fer- 

rite switches, modulators and 
side -band generators. 

FOR COMPLETE DATA FILE 

giving specifications and perform- 
ance data on 12 isolators, 2 circu- 
lators, new X -band switch and fer- 
rite materials, please write today 
to address below. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Special Microwave Device Group 

River Building No. 2, Waltham 54, Mass. 

RáYTNEoN 

Excellence in Electronics 
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FROM 

TOBLUE PRINT 
BLUE SKY... 
One source for your MIL -C-00256 (USAF) 

capacitors for all airborne electronic 

equipments and missile applications. 

For detaiils and expert technical assistance 

on all MIL Type capacitors write or wire 

Applications Engineering Department..: 

AEROVOX CORPORATION 
NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 

of specification MIL -C-3965 B. 
Circle 319 on Reader Service Card. 

Phase Shifter 
400 -cycle unit 

KNOPP INC., 1307 66th St., Oak- 
land 8, Calif. Type Q-4 phase 
shifter provides any phase -shift 
from 90 deg leading to 90 deg lag- 
ging in the testing of electronic 
equipment and their control cir- 
cuits, watthour meters, rotating 
standards, wattmeters, power -factor 
indicators, induction relays, and in- 
strument transformers. It is rated 
at 1,000 va, continuous duty; in- 
put, 120/240 v; output, 120 or 
240 v, three phase. Circle 320 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Ohmmeter 
low resistance 

j. W. DICE Co., Englewood, N. J. 
Resistance values as low as 1 ini- 
crohm can be measured within 2 

percent accuracy with a new test 
set. The portable test set consists 
of a model 151-S Microhm Meter 
plus a transistor type model SM 
rectifier for supplying both a 10 

ampere d -c and a 100 ampere d -c 
current source. In addition, the 
Microhm Meter has its own self- 
contained 10 -ampere battery power 
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supply which permits using the 
instrument in locations where 
power lines are not available or are 
de -energized. Circle 321 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Snap -Acting Switches 
sealed, subminiature 
UNIMAX SWITCH DIVISION, The 
W. L. Maxson Corp., Ives Road, 
Wallingford, Conn., has available 
a line of sealed subminiature snap - 
acting switches developed for use 
in applications where very small 
size, reliability, safety in explosive 
atmosphere, and sealing against 
moisture and dirt are essential. 
Circle 322 on Reader Service Card. 

Helix Monitor Tees 
used with twt's 
T. E. M., INc., 71 Okner Parkway, 
Livingston, N. J., announces a new 
line of helix monitor tees. They 
are employed to monitor helix in- 
terception current in traveling wave 
tubes or to apply modulation to a 
twt. The monitor tees are available 
to cover octave frequency ranges 
from 250 to 12,000 mc. A d -c 
blocking capacitance may be sup- 
plied in the r -f output arm. They 
are supplied with type N, TNC, or 
BNC connectors. Circle 323 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Precision Resistors 
metal film type 
OHMITE MFG. Co., 3695 Howard 
St., Skokie, Ill. Series 77 metal film 
resistors are now smaller yet offer 
higher maximum resistance than 
the previous models. Resistance 
range is now 25 ohms to 400 K 
ohms. Standard tolerance is ±1 
percent but tolerances as low as 0.1 
percent can be furnished. A lower 
standard temperature coefficient of 
resistance is now provided -0 ±25 
pprn/deg C (0 ±0.0025 percent/ 

NEW 

MODEL 1207 

4 Models 
measure 
Quartz 
Crystals 
directly 

RFL Crystal Impedance Meters 
Developed under U. S. Signal Corps technical require - 

mer is for the national crystal testing standardization 
prD3ram. They measure resonance and anti -resonance re- 
sistance of quartz crystals, including those covered by 
MIL -C -3098B, for determination of capacitance, induct 
mace and performance index (PI). 

MODEL 1207 (AN/TSM-15) covers range of 
75-200 mc for 10-125 ohm crystals. Crystal volt- 
age at series resonance is measured within 10%, 
effective resistance within ±5 ohms, and the 
power calculated. 18 Co cancellation inductances 
and 6 variable resistors supplied; operates from 
115/230v, 50-1000 cps line. Price $1245. 

MODEL 531 (TS-683/TSM) Crystal Impedance 
Meter covers range of 10-140 mc. for 10-150 
ohm crystals. Twelve fixed calibrating resistors 
of 10, 22, 30, 40, 51, 60, 68, 82, 91, 100, 120 
and 150 ohms, plus a 100 -ohm var. resistor for 
determining crystal resistance. Anti -resonance 
adapter also provided. Operates from 115/230v, 
50-1000 cps source. Price $590. 

MODEL 541A (TS-710/TSM) for 10-1100 kc 
range crystals with resistances from 200 ohms 
to 0.5 megohms. An internal load capacitance 
is calibrated from 15 to 105 mmf with accuracy 
better than ±0.5 mmf. Power dissipated in 
crystal measured by built-in VTVM and ohm- 
meter. For 115/230v, 50-1000 cps operation. 
Price $860. 

MODEL 459A (Improved TS-330/TSM) covers 
800 kc to 15 mc range; employs new ±0.1 µµf 
load capacitors for testing 0.002% crystals; 
four resistance decades cover range of 0-9900 
ohms. Operates from 115/230v, 500-1000 cps. 
Price $1125. 

Performance of all models is rigidly guaran- 
teed. Prices are net f.o.b. Boonton, N.J. and 
subject to change without notice. 

for,inclitionaluding 
inop forlcÑ 

lion 
tion data, write cr 

phone DE 4-3100. 0,r 
onstratiois availcbde 
by local representotF.s. 

7requeHc y 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

Boonton, New jersey, 
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At Hallicrafters 

22,000 hours a 

week of superior 

engineering talent 
are applied to 
the design 

of advanced 

military 
electronics 

deg C) over the very wide tempera- 
ture range of -55 C to +190 C 
(25 C reference ambient). The 
resistors may be used at full + w 
rating in an ambient temperature 
of 150 C, } w at 105 C or derated 
to 0 at 190 C. Circle 324 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Time Delay Relay 
telephone type 
MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC Co., 3350 
B W. Grand Ave., Chicago 51, Ill. 
Increased time delay, combined 
with great coil power and service 
life are claimed to be featured in a 
new heavy-duty telephone -type re- 
lay, the class 66S. Great coil space 
for a relay of this size makes prac- 
tical the use of long slugs for oper- 
ate delay up to 0.15 sec and release 
delay up. to 0.25 sec. Circle 325 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Delay Lines 
three new types 

TECHNITROL ENGINEERING CO., 
1952 E. Allegheny Ave., Philadel- 
phia, 34, Pa., has developed three 
new distributed parameter electrical 
delay lines having delay periods 
ranging from 0.05 to 1.0 µsec per 
6 -in. length. Types 25E, 25F, and 
25G delay lines are available in a 
variety of standard case styles in- 
cluding hermetically -sealed metal 
cans and epoxy encapsulated sticks 
permitting either plug-in or pig -tail 
mounting. They are available in a 

special design that will withstand 
severe environmental conditions, 
meeting the requirements of all 
military specifications. Standard 

"SNIP OR CLIP" 

TAB TERMINALS 

Snip the lead, or clip the tab ... get 
the exact terminal type you need! 
Save space and eliminate the need 
to stock two types of resistors. This 
unique feature is on General Electric 
5-, 10-, and 20 -watt resistors. For 
your vitreous -enameled resistor catalog, 
follow reader service instructions below. 
General Electric Co., Roanoke, Va. 

784-12 
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Varian 
STRIP 

CHART 
Recorders 

Unique combination of 
performance, size and price 

OVER 1000 TIMES AS SENSITIVE as galva- 
nometer recorders ... and Varian's null - 
balance potentiometer needs no power 
from the source being measured. Rugged, 
stable mechanism allows ink or inkless 
recording-easy-to-read rectilinear chart- 
source impedances of up to 100,000 ohms. 

LESS THAN HALF AS WIDE as a standard 
19 -inch rack. Two Varian G-11A's mount 
side by side on a rack panel 103/e inches 
high. Or as a portable, the G -11A is an 

easy -to -handle 15 pounds. The G-10 sits 
on less than one square foot; its horizon- 
tal chart is handy for jotting notes. 

MORE VERSATILE AND ADAPTABLE than 
any similar recorder - adjustable zero, 
adjustable span (from 9 to 100 my on the 
G -11A), multiple chart speeds (up to four 
an the G -11A), and plug-in input chassis 
for different recording requirements. 

PRICES THAT BEGIN AT $340 for the G-10 
and $450 for the G -11A. Because un- 
needed performance costs money, Varian 
has intentionally designed for 1% limit 
of error and 1 -second balancing time. 
Thus, Varian provides needed rugged- 
ness, dependability and operating fea- 
tures at moderate cost. 

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE 
SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARD OPTIONS 

MENT- DAVISION 

tolerance on delay time is 7115 

percent and several windings may 
be cascaded to produce longer delay 
periods. Circle 326 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Power Supplies 
variable frequency 
EMPIRE DEVICES PRODUCTS CORP., 
Amsterdam, N. Y., has available 
two new variable frequency power 
supplies, the VP -410 and VP -1000. 
The units have excellent regulation 
(vary less than 2 percent from no 
load to full load), and low harmonic 
distortion (less than 1 percent up 
to 2,000 cps, less than 3 percent 
up to 6,000 cps). Other features 
include fast recovery under fluctua- 
tion of line voltage and applied 
load and arrangements for external 
drive so that these instruments 
may be used as power amplifiers 
where phasing with the external 
source is necessary. Circle 327 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Soldering Terminals 
for Nylon bobbins 
AMERICAN MOLDED PRODUCTS CO., 
2727 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago 
22, Ill., has developed an innova- 
tion in soldering terminals for its 
stock Nylon bobbin line. The Insu - 
Lug terminal has the advantage 
of being imbedded in the Nylon. 
This provides positive insulation 
and eliminates all exposed edges 

Put Hallicrafters' 
25 years' 

experience in 

electronics 

o work for you: 

rvices 
research and development 

electronic equipment production 

reliability evaluation 

pments 
communications 

countermeasures 

reconnaissance 

infra red devices 

radar 

heat exchangers 

pulse generators 

antennas 

I hallirrafters 
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Multi -Channel Link 
Test Equipment 

The three groups of instruments 
featured below are representative 
equipments from the wide variety of 
Marconi measuring facilities for both 
baseband and rf circuits in multi- 
channel links. These designs have been 
specifically evolved by Marconi 
engineers to meet the exacting test 
requirements in this specialized field 
of telecommunications. 

U.H.F. TEST SET OA 1248 

WHITE NOISE TEST SET 

OA 1249 

Noise generator and receiver for the 
measurement of baseband intermodu- 
lation and noise by slot technique 
covering from 24- to 960- channel 
bands (12 kc to 4028 kc). 

Signal generator, receiver and noise generator for 
general rf tests in the 1700- to 2300 -Mc band. 

Send for leaflet B130A 

MARCONI 
INSTRUMENTS 

DERIVATIVE TEST 
SET OA 1259 

Sweep generator and display 
unit for fast and accurate 
adjustment of linearity con- 
trols on modulator and 
demodulator stages. Sweep 
width : ± 20 Mc ; center 
frequency, 65 to 75 Mc. 

111 CEDAR LANE ENGLEWOOD NEW JERSEY 
Telephone : LOwell 7-0607 

CANADA : CANADIAN MARCONI CO 6035 COTE DE LIESSE MONTREAL 9 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD ST. ALBANS HERTFORDSHIRE ENGLAND 

which could catch the wire during 
coil winding. The new process re- 
sults in a sturdy bobbin with lugs 
that will resist over a 15 lb pull. 
Circle 328 on Reader Service Card. 

Infrasonic Amplifier 
low -noise unit 
THE GEOTECHNICAL CORP., 3712 
Haggar Drive, Dallas 9, Texas. 
Small fractions of a microvolt may 
now be detected and amplified by 
the recently developed galvano- 
meter-phototube amplifier, model 
4300. A voltage gain of á million 
and a noise level of less than 0.02 5 

µV rms referred to input are typical 
of performance when, for example, 
a Geotech 5 -cps mirror galvano- 
meter is employed. Other features 
are: a drift of less than 0.1 µv 
referred to input over an 8hr 
period; a dynamic range of at least 
70 db, noise level to clipping level; 
and a linearity of ±2 percent 
noise level to 75 percent clipping 
level, based on best straight line. 
Circle 329 on Reader Service Card. 

Tiny Crystal 
in military case 

SHEROLD CRYSTALS, INC., 1512 Mc- 
Gee Trafficway, Kansas City, Mo. 
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A new subminiature crystal is pack- 
aged in the military case, HC18/t1, 
with the crystal wafer suspended 
between the two terminals. The 
crystals are operative from 300 kc 
to 125 me and their use in fre- 
quency control and filter applica- 
tions results in simplification of 
manufacture and great reduction 
in size when many crystals are in- 
volved in a single unit. Circle 330 
on Reader Service Card. 

Actuator Packages 
solenoid controlled 
WALDORF FLUID SYSTEMS DIV., 
Waldorf Instrument Co., Hunting- 
ton Station, N. Y., announces a 
new line of solenoid controlled 
actuator packages which are pres- 
ently being used in the missile 
fjeld. An outstanding feature of 
these packages, other than their 
light weight and compactness, is 
their extremely low leakage-even 
with Helium. Units can be ob- 
tained for pressure ranges to 3,000 
psi, and for continuous duty tem- 
peratures to + 500 F. Circle 331 
on Reader Service Card. 

Tape Recorder 
stereo playback 
TELECTROSONIC CORP., 35-18 37th 
St., L. I. C., N. Y. Model 300 
professional tape recorder features 
complete stereo facilities for the 
playback of either stereo tape or 
disk. It offers a 3 -speed, push- 
button, multi -speaker, recorder/re- 
producer, with a 4 -track head, for 
the price of $189.95. Pushbutton 
controls allow for stop, record, 
rewind, wind, play and pause to 
provide for ease of operation and 
complete flexibility. Unit has two 
complete built-in preamplifier and 

3.0 

z0 

1.0 

o 

E A.:L+L-O 4' 

CORNING GLASS 7052 

ROOAR 

THERMAL EXPANSION 
OF RODAR 

I I 

86 212 392 572 752 
TEMPERATURE 

932 .T 

This precision alloy was developed for 
sealing metal to hard glass. Wilbur B. 
Driver Rodar is processed from melting 
to finished size in our own plant under 
the strictest controls to insure consistent 
analysis, temper, uniform grain size and 
conformance to customers' specifica- 
tions. The superior stamping and seal- 
ing properties of Rodar make it the 
preferred sealing alloy. 
Rodar produces a permanent, vacuum - 
tight seal with simple oxidation proce- 
dure and resists attack by mercury. 
Readily machined and fabricated, 
Rodar can be welded, soldered or 
brazed. Available in wire, strip and bar 
to your specifications. 

Temperature Range 

30° To 200 C. 

30° To 300 C. 

30° To 400 C. 

30° To 450 C 

30° To 500 C. 

Another 
Special Alloy 
for a Specific 

Purpose 
PROPERTIES 

Composition (Nominal) 
Nickel 291:, 
Cobalt 11% 
Manganese ...30% 
Iron Balance 

Melting Point 
.. 1450°C. (Approx.) 

Specific Gravity. . 8.36 

Weight Per Cubic Inch 
302 lb. 

Electrical Resistivity 
... 294 Ohms C.M.F. 

Tensile Strength 
80.000 PSI 

Hardness 
.... 82 B Rockwell 

Elongation 
30% (2" gauge length) 

Average Thermal 
Expansion, 'Cm/Cm/°Cx10-6 

4.33 To 5.30 

4.41 To 5.17 

Bp: 

@ _g 
!!!' 

'As determined from cooling curves, after annealing"°,C" 

4.54 To 5.08 

5.03 To 5.37 

5.71 To 6.21 

in hydrogen for one hour at 900°C. and for 
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miniature 

encapsulated 

PULSE 
TRANSFORMERS 

by TECHNITROL 

Mo uo,n 
r==o 

k-2-.}c-,' 2 

TYPE ME -6 O ilö 

-1 6 

""-. 11.'2« 

KEY 

4 o o I 

3. o 2 

PIN NO 'S 
SOTTO,/ VIEW) 

TYPE MP -4 

NS 0.020"DIA t0.002" 

Wound on ferrite cores, the Type M series is available in a variety of 
windings to cover pulse widths from 2 microseconds down to .05 micro- 
second, wound inverting or non -inverting. 

While the M series is particularly adapted to subminiature and transistor 
circuits, we design and build pulse transformers to fit specific circuits or 
to meet definite mechanical or thermal requirements, including MIL -T -27A. 

Additionally, Technitrol makes a complete line of lumped and distributed 
parameter Delay Lines and a variety of electronic test equipment. 

For additional 

information, 

write today for 

our bulletin 
FCHNITROI. 

ENGINEERING COMPANY 

/ 1952 E. Allegheny Ave., Phila. 34, Pa. 

amplifier systems, and features a 
separate 8-w pushpull amplifier for 
each channel so that no additional 
electronic equipment is required for 
stereo. Circle 332 on Reader Serv- 
ice Card. 

Core Buffer Memory 
high reliability 
TELEMETER MAGNETICS, INC., 2245 
Pontius Ave., Los Angeles 64, 
Calif. Type 1092-BQ8A buffer 
stores up to 1,092 characters of 
eight bits each and operates at a 
100-kc rate. Characters are loaded 
and unloaded sequentially with all 
bits of each character being han- 
dled simultaneously. Solid state 
elements-ferrite cores, transistors, 
and diodes-are used throughout. 
Circle 333 on Reader Service Card. 

Relay 
frequency sensing 

G -V CONTROLS INC., 28 Hollywood 
Plaza, East Orange, N. J. Auto - 
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BEEDE IELECTRICAL NSTRUMENTS 

1 1/2 

Bee 
Pe ltrICOO 

__.-1111'61 

3 .4 .5 .6 

\AllllIlill/11/4/ ,g 

D.C.»// 
Elec. /rut. Co., Inc 

Al f/ 
` 

SMALLER THAN A GOLF BALL 

The Model 5 has our new Magcentric design that is self -shielded 
and has a total weight of less than 2 ounces. This new addition to 
our instrument line provides more complete fulfillment of our cus- 
tomers' requirements and is an excellent solution 
for difficult panel problems. 

BEEDE ELECTRIPEN 

COOK,ENT. 
CO.,H. INC 

NEW 

AMCI 
TYPE 1038-R 

SHOWN 

CIRCLE 209 READERS SERVICE CARD 

AMCI COAXIAL 
SWITCHES 

Type 1038 for use in 61/2" lines 
and now Type 1136 

for use in 

3'/e"lines 

For use in Rigid 
Coaxial Transmission 

lines at VHF and UHF 

VSWR is under 1.05 over rated frequency range: 0-450 me for the Type 
1038 61/2" Coaxial Switch; 0-500 me for the Type 1136 3'/s" Coaxial Switch. 
CW rating is approximately that of the mating transmission lines. 
Switches are available in either motor -driven or manually operated models. 

Write for 
complete information 

on AMCI 
Instrument Loads wo ALFORD illanufactur;ngCotp,in ` / 

299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS. 

NTENNA SYSTEMS -COMPONENTS -Ain N AV, nri0N AION-iSSTPUMEN TS 

THERMISTOR 

G -E high temperature 
thermistor RF -111 is ca- 
pable of sensing tem- 
peratures up to 750° F. 

General Electric 
RF -111 Thermistor 

DETECTS EXPLORER I'S 
SKIN TEMPERATURE 

IN OUTER SPACE 

One of the critical pieces of infor- 
mation relayed from space by 
Explorer I was the external skin 
temperature of the satellite as it 
orbited from sun to shadow 
around the earth. This exacting 
job of sensing temperature var- 
iations was assigned to a standard 
General Electric RF - 111 high 
temperature thermistor. 

Thermistors are thermal -sensi- 
tive semi -conductors with large 
negative temperature coefficients 
of resistance. In some types of G -E 
thermistors, it is possible to double 
the resistance with a temperature 
change of as little as 20° C. 

In addition to temperature meas- 
urement, control, and compensa- 
tion, G -E thermistors can suppress 
initial current surges which 
damage filaments or trip relays. 
They also are used in time delay, 
sequence switching, and voltage 
regulating devices. 

General Electric thermistors can 
be supplied with resistance values 
from 1 to 10,000,000 ohms and 
temperature coefficients of resist- 
ance from - 1% to - 5% at 
25°C. For more technical infor- 
mation-or the assistance of a G -E 
engineer - write: Magnetic Ma- 
terials Section, General Electric 
Company, 7806 N. Neff Road; 
Edmore, Michigan. 
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`DIAMOND H' 
RELAYS 

NEW ... High Speed 
Polarized Relays 

Fast action with freedom from bounce, plus 
high sensitivity and consistent operation with 
low distortion, are provided by small, rugged 
Series P Polarized Relays. SPDT, with two 
independent coils, they will handle over 1,000 
pulses per second. Various coil resistances up 
to 5,000 ohms each coil. Contact ratings vary 
with switching speed but range from 60 MA 
to 2A with voltages to 120 AC or DC, 
dependent upon amperages employed. 

Aircraft -Missile 
Series R & S Relays 

Miniature, hermetically sealed 4PDT, Series 
R & S relays provide excellent reliability over 
their long service life. Electrically and physi- 
cally interchangeable, the two series differ 
only in that Series S coils are separately 
sealed within the sealed cases, with organic 
matter eliminated from the switch mechanism 
for greatest reliability in dry circuits. Con- 
tacts MA to 10 A. 

General Purpose 
AC, DC Relays 

Series W Power Relays are DPDT, double 
break -double make; measure only 11/2" x 
11/2" x PA", but are rated to 25 A, resistive, 
at 112-230 V, AC, 1 HP 115 V, AC, 2 HP, 
230 V, AC. Socket, panel and sidewall 
mountings are standard; others available to 
meet special needs. 12 possible contact 
arrangements, including sequencing. 

"Diamond H" engineers are prepared to work with you to 
develop variations on these relays to meet your specific 
requirements. Tell us your needs ... by phone or letter. 

THE 

HART COMPANY 
MANUFACTURING 

202 Bartholomew Ave., Hartford 1, Conn. 

Phone JAckson 5-3491 

CIRCLE 212 READERS SERVICE CARD 

matic protection of electronic 
equipment against damage due to 
low supply frequencies is provided 
by a new frequency sensing relay. 
Unit consists of a high-pass filter 
feeding a thermal sensing relay. 
Model BS -5003 is designed for use 
on 115 IT, 400 cps systems, and has 
a nominal cut-off frequency of 370 
cps. Operating point is held within 
a tolerance of ±10 cps over the 
ambient temperature range of -65 
C to +85 C and over an applied 
voltage range of 115 v -±- 5v. Circle 
334 on Reader Service Card. 

Connectors 
snap -in contacts 

THE DEUTSCH Co., 7000 Avalon 
Blvd., Los Angeles 3, Calif., has 
introduced a new DS series of 
miniature electrical connectors with 
snap -in contacts. They are 
equipped with silicone inserts for 
high -temperature operation. Units 
withstand extremes from - 100 F 
to temperatures in excess of 300 F. 
Crimp -type terminations are used 
to eliminate soldering and greatly 
reduce installation time. Connec- 
tors feature an exclusive ball -lock 
coupling ring and are available in 
a wide range of shell sizes. They 
meet or exceed requirements of 
MIL -C-5115. Circle 335 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Test Set 
portable unit 
AVTRON MFG. INc., 10409 Meech 
Ave., Cleveland 5, Ohio. Line volt- 
age and line frequency can be mea- 
sured and .indicated, and voltage 
modulation and frequency modu- 
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lation of the output of an electrical 
generating system can be measured 
to 0.5 percent or better accuracy 
with the model T -75A test set. 
It is available to test systems with 
a range of operating voltage from 
24 v to 600 v, and operating fre- 
quency from 300 cps to 4,000 cps. 
Circle 336 on Reader Service Card. 

Stepping Switch 
high-speed device 
IMTRA CORP., 11 University Road, 
Cambridge 38, Mass. A high-speed 
stepping switch called the Minia- 
ture Uniselector is designed for use 
in automatic switching and timing - 
control circuits. It will operate at 
speeds up to 80 steps per sec on 
impulse drive (80 percent make, 
20 percent break) from a power 
supply of 24, 50 or 110 v d -c. Up 
to 12 banks can be fitted, each 
having 30 individual contacts 
mounted in a complete circle. 
When only seven or less banks are 
required, a sequence switch can 
be fitted. Circle 337 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Termination 
for resistance wire 
REON RESISTOR CORP., 117 Stanley 
Ave., Yonkers, N. Y., has developed 
a new method of terminating the 
resistance wire of precision wire 
wound resistors that is claimed to 
be far superior to the old methods. 
Using a pure silver base, a casting 
is made around the termination 
that bonds to both the wire and 
the terminal, making one solid 
mass. Since no extreme heat or 
pressure is used, the diameter of 
the wire is not deformed: thus the 

From General Electric .. . 

PLAIN TALK ON 
TANTALYTIC* CAPACITOR 

AVAILABILITY 
It's time for plain talk on the facts of tantalum electrolytic 
capacitor availability. There is no "availability" problem 
as far as General Electric is concerned. 
Here's why: 

No metal shortage-Stocks of capacitor -grade tan- 
talum have doubled within the past year. 
No production capability shortage-General Electric's 
production facilities have tripled in the past year. 
No delivery bottlenecks-General Electric's improved 
manufacturing processes and techniques have virtually 
eliminated production rescheduling. 
Few military directive priorities-Since the supply of 
Tantalytic capacitors has met demand, the military 
requirements can be met without directive priorities. 

This is why we say-now and in the future, General Elec- 
tric will continue to provide Tantalytic capacitors in the 
types and ratings you want-when you want them. 

For specific information on Tantalytic capacitor ratings, 
prices, deliveries, contact your nearest General Electric 
Apparatus Sales Office or write to General Electric Co., 
Section 449-4, Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

*Registered 1rads -mark 
of General Electric Co. 

**Trade -mark of 
General Electric Co. 

SOLID TANTALYTIC CAPACITORS 
-for transistorized circuit appli- 
cations-rated up to 60 volts, 
polar units only-sizes down to 
0.125 inches by 0.250 inches. 

125C TANTALYTIC 
CAPACITORS-for 
aircraft electronic 
systems - ratings 
10-180 mfd, 30 to 
100 volts. Sizes 1/2 to 
11/e inches in height. 
Also tubular, dou- 
ble -cased units. 

GENERAL 

KSR** TANTA- 
LYTIC CAPACI- 
TORS-for mis- 
siles, radar, air- 
borne electronic 
equipment appli- 
cations-ratings 
up to 3500 mfd- 
three case sizes 
1.375, 2, 2.5 inch- 
es in height. 

85C TANTALYTIC CAPACITORS 
-for applications requiring high 
quality but where temperatures 
are less severe. 

ELECTRIC 
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Types 
6100 
and 
6101 ACCURATE 

dc RESISTANCE 

- MEASUREMENTS 

Type 
638-R 

e11 
Series 

6350 

.1 micro -ohm to 106 megohms 

Among the many bridges manufactured 
by Shallcross, these six have become vir- 
tually "standards" for general-purpose re- 
sistance measurements. Each is easy to 
operate and ruggedly constructed to 
maintain accuracy and stability in every 
kind of field and laboratory service. Switch 
decks are inside the case for minimum 
maintenance. 

Of special interest are the 617 Series 
Limit Bridges. These provide direct "GO - 
NO GO" production line resistor testing 
for any percent tolerance spread from 
±0.1% to ±20%. 

NEW BULLETIN L -19B contains full 
specifications for each instrument. For 
your copy write to: SHALLCROSS 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
Selma, North Carolina. 

Model 
Number 

Measurement 
Accuracy 

Maximum 
Setting 

Minimum 
Setting Circuit Special 

Features 

6100 
F 

±00 . to 1.011 1 +00.. 
0111 
Meg?) 1.011 Meg? 0.00151 

Fault 
Location- 

Wheatstone 

Fault Location by Murray, Var - 
ley, Hilburn & Fisher Loop 
Tests. 

6101 ± 0.1% 0.01? 
(19 to 11.11 Meg?) 

11.11 Meg? 0.001? Wheatstone Four dial rheostat usable as 
decade box. 

6320 

0.02% +0.01? ±0.02% 
to 11.11 012 111.11 Meg? 0.00001? Wheatstone 

Most accurate five dial Shall - 
cross bridge for direct resist- 
ance measurement. 

Rapid "GO -NO GO" percent 
limit testing. Built-in adjust - 
able comparison standard. 

±0.05% to ±20% on 
separate "+" and "-" 
percent selectors. 
(12 to 10 Meg?) 

11.111 Meg? 0.0001? 
Percent 

Limit 

638 R 

±0.75% or better 
(.001? to 1S2) 

11.11? 0.000001? Kelvin Overlapping Kelvin and Wheat - 
stone ranges selected with 
single ratio dial. ±0.2%+0.01? 

(112 to 11.11 Meg?) 
11.11 Meg? .0019 Wheatstone 

6350 

±1%, (1012 to 10 Meg?) 
±2%, (10 Meg? to 

10,000 Mega) 
±5%, (above 

10,000 Meg?) 

1.111 x 10o 
Meg? 0.012 

Wheatstone 
with d -c 
Amplifier 

Modular construction dual 
range power supply, null Indi - 
cator-amplifier, for 115V. 60 
cycle operation. 

617 
Series 

±0.1% to ±20% on sep- 
arate "+" and "-" se- 
lectors from a minimum 
resistance consistent with 
number of dials in use to 
the maximum settings. 

111,111? 
1 111,11052 
11,111,100? 

0.19 
"1? 
10? 

Percent 
Limit 

For rapid "GO -NO GO" percent 
limit testing. Hand or foot 

operated for production test - 
ing. All models also usable 
for direct resistance measure - 
menu. Binding post for ester - 
nal d -c power supply. 

t±0.2% +0.0112 from a fi -0.2% 
consistent with 

number of dials in use to 
the maximum setting. 

111,111? 
1,111,110? 
11,111,100? 

0.12 
*1? 
109 

Wheatstone 

T Except 6178 end 6171 -±0.1% -±0.019. Except 617G, 0.012.. 

strength is at least twice that of a 
weld, and has an extremely low 
contact resistance. It will not in 
any way loosen the contact when 
dipped into a solder pot for any 
length of time. Circle 338 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Delay Line 
adjustable 
DELTIME INC., 608 Fayette Ave., 
Mamaroneck, N. Y. Type 140 de- 
lay line is designed for studies and 
applications calling for longer time 
delays. It is based on the magneto- 
strictive principle and provides for 
continuously -adjustable pickups in 
the 130 µsec range, juxtapositioned 
to 20 µsec and pulse widths of from 
0.25 µsec to d -c. Circle 339 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Headers 
high temperature 
MITRONICS INC., 1290 Central 
Ave., Hillside, N. J., introduces a 

new line of high temperature head- 
ers made of metallized alumina. 
These headers will function at tem- 
peratures above 1,000 C. Illus- 
trated is the header assembled to 
alumina cup, which is completely 
hermetic. Circle 340 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Pressure Transducer 
low-cost unit 
RAHM INSTRUMENTS, Division of 
American Machine and Metals, 
Inc., 65 Rushmore St., Westbury, 
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N. Y. A new low-cost T series 
pressure transducer has a 50 -per- 
cent over -pressure feature with less 
than 1 percent zero shift and 
embodies rugged construction and 
high performance with small size 
(1.63 in. diameter). Unit is de- 
signed to meet aircraft and missile 
high vibration and shock applica- 
tions and will handle corrosive 
media in the ranges 0-100 psig to 
0-5,000 psig. Circle 341 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Thyratron Controller 
packaged circuit 
HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN, INC., ó5 
Hazel St., Glen Cove, N. Y. Newly 
packaged thyratron grid circuit 
eliminates costly circuit develop- 
ment when using thyratrons for 
industrial controllers. The Thyra- 
Pulse will smoothly control thvra- 
trons of all types and sizes. Control 
input can be a variable resistance 
or variable a -c or d -c voltage or 
current. The unit can be used in 
half -wave, full -wave and three phase 
circuits. Mounting feet and screw - 
type barrier terminal strips are suit- 
able for industrial front -of -panel 
wiring. Internal d -c with superim- 
posed a -c bias eliminates line tran- 
sient misfiring. Circle 342 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Digital Recorder 
for traffic counting 
FISCHER & PORTER Co., 911 Jack- 
sonville Road, Hatboro, Pa., an- 
nounces a new digital recorder for 
traffic counting. Traffic flow dur- 
ing any preselected time interval 
may he readily measured. Oper - 

NEW AAA 
DIALPOr APD1/2 
Subminiature pot .. . 

LETS YOU SEE 
WHAT YOU SET 
for faster control adjustments 

Plugged into printed circuits or mounted on 
control panels, this new %" pot speeds 
adjustments by letting you see what 
you've set. Its dual -calibrated dial tells 
at a glance slider location, shaft angle 
and voltage percentage. The 300° winding 
angle is equally graduated from 0 to 10. 
Zero on the dial lines up with a scribe 
line on the side of the pot at 0° rotation. 
Terminals are located on a standard 0.1" 
grid, as used in printed circuits. 

RESISTANCE RANGE is from 2 to 250K 
with a tolerance of ±5%. For resistances 
up to 20K, over-all length of APD% is 
h"; up to 100K, over-all length is %"; 

up to 250K, over-all length is X". The 
3" diameter is the same for all resis- 
tances. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS meet 
MIL -E -5272A, MIL -R-19, and others as 
applicable. 

BULLETIN APDV2 giver 
you complete details 
about standard and 
optional electrical and 
mechanical specifica- 
tions. Write to Waters 
at Wayland. 

MANUFACTURING, INC. 
BOSTON POST ROAD, WAYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS 
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NEW 
KLEIN 

shear cutting plier 

Patent applied fol 

207-5C shear cutting oblique plier 51/2 

inches long. Coil spring keeps jaws 
apart ready for use. 

Here is the greatest advance in oblique 

cutters. This new Klein tool with shear 

blades is ideal for cutting hard wire such 

as tungsten filament or dead soft wire. 

Also recommended for cutting small 

bundles of wire. The shearing action 

assures easy, positive cutting at all times. 

Regular cutters at the nose give added 

usefulness and convenience. The shear 

blade is easily replaceable. Plier never 

needs sharpening. 

This plier is supplied with a coil 

spring to keep the handles in open posi- 

tion. Can also be had with Plastisol 

dipped handles if desired. 

Write for full information 

FREE POCKET TOOL GUIDE 

A free copy of the 

new Klein Pocket 

Tool Guide will be 

sent on request 

without obligation. 

LONG NOSE 

SHEAR CUTTING PLIERS 

Patent applied for 

208-6C long nose shear cutting 
plier. A 61/2 -inch long nose plier 
with shear blades. Point of nose 

t/6 -inch diameter. Coil spring keeps 

jaws open ready for use. 

208-6NC. Similar in design to 
208-6C but reverse side designed 
to put a positive 3/6 -inch hook on 

the end of a resistor wire. Smooth 

one -motion operation saves pro- 
duction time on every television or 

radio set. 

ASK YOUR SUPPLIER 

Foreign Distributor: 

International Standard Electric Corp. 

New York 

Mathias KLEIN Established 1857 

7200 McCORMICK ROAD CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS 

& Sons 
Chicago, Ill., U.S.& 

ated by electrical impulses from a 

conventional road treadle, the re- 

corder produces a permanent record 
on punched paper tape. The tape 
recorder is easily interpreted visually 
or is suitable for use with automatic 
data processing machines. Circle 
343 on Reader Service Card. 

LVDT 
rugged unit 

SCHAEVITZ ENGINEERING, Route 
130 and Schaevitz Blvd., Penn- 
sauken, N. J., has developed a new 
linear variable differential trans- 
former for heavy industrial use. It 
consists of a shielded lvdt potted 
in an anodized aluminum case with 
four mounting holes in integral 
flanges. Space is provided in the 
case for housing additional com- 

ponents such as temperature -com- 

pensating networks, phase -shifting 
networks and the like. Input and 
output connections arc screw -type 

terminals. Circle 344 on Reader 
Service Card. 

TV Camera 
automatic unit 

DAGE TELEVISION DIVISION, 

'Thompson Products, Inc., Michi- 
gan City, Ind. Weighing only 10 

lb, and measuring 61 in. high by 

5k in. wide by 11tfe in. long, this 

new model 63A television camera 

is completely self-contained and 

completely automatic. Designed for 

industrial, military and educational 
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applications, it automatically ad- 
justs lens stops, and beam, target 
and electrical focus circuits to opti- 
mum values. Circle 345 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Silicone Lubricant 
for plastic molding 
PARA PRODUCTS, 5200 River Road, 
Washington 16, D. C., has devel- 
oped Paralese, a new silicone spray 
mold release and lubricant. Formu- 
lated with a very high Silicone -to - 
Freon ratio, it is said to give more 
Silicone per shot affording quality 
coverage and elimination of sticky 
and marked molds. Particularly 
applicable in the plastics field, it 
is also being employed in the shell 
molding, die casting, electronics, 
rubber and epoxy fields. Circle 346 
on Reader Service Card. 

Power Pulser 
transistorized 
AIRTRONICS, INC., 5522 Dorsey 
Lane, Bethesda, Md. The DK402 
Mod I power pulser is a fully 
transistorized, high current mag- 
netic memory matrix driver with 
current pulses up to 400 ma. The 
printed circuit card contains four 
separate two -transistor blocking os- 
cillator pulsers. The pulser "on" 
time is determined by the con- 
trolled rate of flux -switching in a 
square loop magnetic core. Each 
of the four pulsers is capable of 
switching 400 nia for a maximum 
period of 10 µsec at a 20-kc repeti- 
tion rate at 25 C ambient tempera- 
ture. Circle 347 on Reader Service 
Card. 

D -C Voltmeter 
transistorized 
CONSOLIDAI.1:I) ELECTRODYNAMICS 
CORP., 300 North Sierra Madre 
Villa, Pasadena, Calif. Model 30A 

... specify 
REVERE TEFLON* CABLE 

Electronic cables, the "nerves" of monitoring and test- 
ing systems in missiles, rockets and aircraft, are con- 
stantly being stressed by the searing heat around jet 
engines ... the sub -zero cold of the stratosphere .. . 

immersion in fuels, chemicals or solvents. Revere Teflon 
Cable meets these high service requirements . .. and 
those of computer and radar applications, too. 
Revere Teflon Cables are available with 2 or more 
teflon -insulated, silver or nickel plated, stranded 
copper conductors, rated for continuous operation 
from -90°C. to +210°C. Cables are shielded with 
silver or nickel plated copper as required. Jackets to 
suit application-silicone treated glass braid, teflon, 
Kel-F**, vinyl, nylon, etc 

Conductor size: 28 to 16 gage in .008" (300 volt), 
.010" (600 volt) and .015" (1000 volt) wall thicknesses. 
Ten and fifteen mil wall conductors meet applicable 
requirements of MIL -W-16878, Type E and EE. 

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS - Single Conductor Teflon Insulation 

Spark Test Voltage 3000 volts 
Insulation Resistance ..Greater than 104 megohm/1000 ft. 
Continuous Operating Range -90°C. to +210°C. (t) 
Dielectric Constant @ 1 MC/Sec 2.5 maximum 
Power Factor @ 1 MC/Sec Less than 0.0003 
Flammability Does not support combustion 
Shrinkage Less than 1/8" in 18" @ 250°C for 96 hrs. 
Abrasion (per MIL -T-5438) Passes 38" of 400 grit, 

aluminum oxide, 1/2 lb. weight 
Moisture Absorption 
Specific Gravity 
Chemical and Solvent Resistance 

0.0% 
2.2 average 

Excellent 

*E.l. du Pont trademark 
**M.W. Kellogg trademark 
t Wire passes 500 hr., 

250°C heat -aging test ... also cold bend test 

Write today 
for Engineering 

Bulletin 1905 describing 
Revere TEFLON CABLE. 

REVERE CORPORATION OF 
Wallingford, Connecticut 

A SUBSIDIARY OF NEPTUNE METER COMPANY 

AME RICA 

n11phIt111e 

/ 
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DC -AC 

CHOPPERS 
Eleven types, 
both single and 
double pole. 

Long life. 

Low noise level. 

Extreme reliability. 

Write for Catalog. 

STEVENS 
I N C O R P O t A T E D 

ARNOLD 
7 ELKINS STEE3 
SDUTH BOSTDII 27, MASS. 
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ti 

gin 

S/A11A 

CHECKS OUT TRANSISTOR 
CIRCUIT DESIGNS-in minutes! 

N.E.L. 525 
TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT SYNTHESIZER 

No soldering 
a } 9t r required! 

...,11.a 

f"``. % 
b $_ 

fit 

For coarp,ete in/orn alto i, write 

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS LABORATORIES, INC. 
1713 KALORAMA ROAD, N.W., WASHINGTON, D. C 

a 
subsidiary 

of i%%ttrohoe 

,/ Pre-tests, evaluates 
transistor circuits 

,/ Saves time, money, 
material 

,/ No wiring 

/ No soldering 

/ No costly "breadboard" 
techniques 

Four transistor stages 

Flexible - allows Com- 

mon Base, Common 
Emitter, Common Col- 
lector circuit configura- 
tions 

CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
®Registered Trademark of Thiakol Chemical Corp. for its liquid polymers, synthetic rubbers, 

rocket propellants, plasticizers, and other chemical products. 

d -c electronic voltmeter requires 
no warmup time. It features eight 
ranges, -± 50 my to 150 v with ac- 
curacy -r 3 percent of full-scale. 
The battery operated portable unit 
weighs 10 lb complete.- Circle 
348 on Reader Service Card. 

QUADRUPOLE 

Parametric Amplifier 
for uhf receivers 
ZENITH RADIO CORP., 6001 \\". 
Dickens, Chicago 39, Ill., has de- 
veloped a fast wave parametric am- 
plifier for use in uhf and micro- 
wave receivers. Tube is based on 
new concepts that involve the re- 
moval of noise from a fast wave 
on a stream of electrons which car- 
ries the signal, and the parametric 
amplification of that wave. Typical 
performance data: a noise figure 
about 1 db; and a gain up to 30 db. 
Circle 349 on Reader Service Card. 

Transformers 
very small units 

PALO .ALTO ENGINEERING Co., 620 
Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif., 
offers a new line of miniature 
transformers engineered to custo- 
mer specifications. Designed for 
both commercial and military appli- 
cation, the new transformers are 
particularly useful in transistorized 
missile circuits. Size is so small 
that 20 units occupy only 1 cu 
in.; weight is 175 units per lb. 
The manufacturer offers uncased, 
encapsulated or molded plug-in 
design. Circle 350 on Reader 
Service Card. 
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Q VALITY is not an accident 

Product Representatives in 
Most Principal Cities 

It cannot be copied. 

It is not attained 
over night. 

Quality is built into E -A Recorders 
by specialists-workmen whose 
livelihood depends upon quality and 
who have spent their I ives making 
just this one product. 

For over 50 years, E -A has made 
the best for those who want only the 
best in recorders. 

Ask for Catalog 657 

The ESTERLINE-ANGUS Company, Inc. 
Pioneers in the Manufacture of Graphic Instruments 
DeptE. , P.O. Box 596, INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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ILLINOIS SUB -MINIATURE 
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

2 

PRONG 
UPRIGHT 

3, o 

4 

i m 

+4 

TUBULAR 

3 \ 
PRONG 

UPRIGHT 

Here is a complete line of sub -miniature electrolytics which are especially 
desirable able for low voltage D.C. circuits. 

Advantages include: patented construction; hermetically -sealed; immer- 
sion proof; excellent life characteristics; low leakage currents; shock 

and vibration -resistant; plus many others. 
Available in tubular and upright types, as illustrated, ILLINOIS 

SUB -MINIATURE CONDENSERS are ideal for applications requir- 
ing minimum size and weight. 

Write for new, illustrated SMT catalog. 

ILLINOIS 
Telephone: EVerglade 4-1300 

CONDENSER COMPANY 
1616 N. Throop Street Chicago 22, Illinois 

WIDE SPECTRUM 
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 

FREQ. CALIBRATOR 
50 mcs to 11,000 mcs 

MICROWAVE 
RECEIVERS* 
'The Model 121 can also be used as a quick 

means of determining sensitivity of receivers 

in the field. 

RADAR SYSTEMS 

NAVIGATIONAL 
BEACONS & AIDS 

SIGNAL GENERATORS 

RF PRE -SELECTORS 
AND FILTERS 

FORMS THE BASIS OF A 
MICROWAVE, CRYSTAL CON- 
TROLLED LOCAL OSCILLATOR. 

WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE: 
Coven entire spectrum from 50 me to 11,000 me without the 

e of tuning controls. 
EASE OF OPERATION: 
A flick of the switch delivers the full spectrum. A switch 
provides o choice of 50 me or 100 me spacing. The amplitudes 
of the marker signals are adjusted by on output level control. 
ACCURATE: () 0.005% at any frequency, unaffected by temperature or 
input pow riotions. 
COMPACT; RUGGED; LIGHT WEIGHT: 
Built to the same specifications as its Military eyuirotent of 
Test Set AN USM.45. 

WANTED: Wes Reps. - Key areas 
open. Contact F. Wendel. o,rk:, Pres 

CONTROL ELECTRONICS 

CO., INC.. 

10 Stepar Place 

Huntington Station, New Yok 
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assured by NICAD 
sintered plate batteries 

Mirsiler must rot fail to function instantly, on demand. 
NICAD Sintered Plate Batteries-with an outst lading 
record of proven reliability under severe envirurrnental 
conditions-were chosen for se on several missiles to 
provide the power that guarartees ready performance. 
This same reliability has made NICAD Batteries first 
chcice in other fields where there can be no 
compromise wi ,erfect function on guicance 
systems . . . _onmunicatioas and data processing 
egLipm:nt ... alarm and si{nal systems ... ai -craft 
engine starting 
NICAD Sintered Plate Batteries are available in 
capacities from Y ampere hour and feature sustained 
voltage at heavy discharge rates. They are capable of 
rapid charge acceptance ... have a maximum discharge 
current up to 25 times the rated ampere hour capacity. 
Internal resistance is extremely low, and vibration 
resistance is excellent. They can be discharged in any 
position. Charge retention is exceptionally high, 
and there is no known limitation either to cycle 
or storage life. 
NICAD Batteries are "missile quality"-delivering 
high level performance adaptable for a wide range 
of purposes. 
Ask us for complete information. NICAD Division, 
Gould -National Batteries, Inc., Easthampton, Mass. 
Offices in New York, Chicago, San Francisco. 

NICAD 
NICKEL CADMIUM 

ALKALINE 
STORAGE BATTERIES 

Literature of 
MATERIALS 

Picture Tube Phosphor. Sylvania 
Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broad- 
way, New York 19, N. Y. A new 
technical bulletin, "Sylvania CR - 
405 Phosphor," describes a blend 
of silver -activated zinc and zinc 
cadmium sulfides designed especi- 
ally for use in aluminized tv picture 
tubes. Circle 375 on Reader Serv- 
ice Card. 

COMPONENTS 

"Transformers. \ I i L rotran Co., 
Inc., 145 E. Mineola .Ave., Valley 
Stream, N. Y. A 4 -page brochure 
lists such types of transformers as 

transistor power supply, driver, out- 
put, low level chopper input, and 
d -c/d -c converter transformers. 
Circle 376 on Reader Service Card. 

Motor Shields. Magnetic Shield 
Division Perfection Mica Co., 1 322 

No. Elston Ave., Chicago 22, Ill., 
has issued data sheet 139 illustrat- 
ing and describing the new 3 -laver 
Co-Netic Netic small motor shield. 
Circle 377 on Reader Service Card. 

Microwave Catalog. Amerac, 
Inc., Dunham Road, Beverly, Mass. 
A recent short form catalog con- 
tains an illustrated description and 
technical specifications of a line of 
microwave cavities and accessory 
microwave products. Circle 378 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Transient Filters. ERA Electric 
Corp., 67 East Centre St., Nutley, 
N. J. Catalog No. 302 covers the 
Slim -Tran transient filters which 
are intended for all types of tran- 
sistor switching applications. Circle 
379 on Reader Service Card. 

Relays and Switches. Automatic 
Electric Co., Northlake, Ill. A 100 - 
page catalog covers the company's 
full line of telephone type relays 

and rotary stepping switches for in- 

dustrial control applications. More 
than 200 photos, drawings, mount- 
ing diagrams, circuits and charts 
are included. Circle 380 on Reader 
Service Card. 
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the Week 
Industrial Tubes. Tung -Sol Elec- 

tric Inc., 95 Eighth Ave., Newark 
4, N. J., has published a new 30 - 
page "flip -style" chart showing elec- 
trical and physical characteristics 
for the most important electron 
tubes having industrial, special pur- 
pose and military applications. 
Circle 381 on Reader Service Card. 

EQUIPMENT 

Instruments. Electronics Divi- 
sion, Van Norman Industries, Inc., 
186 Granite St., 7Ianchester, N. H., 
has published a catalog of its Tran- 
sitron line of electronic instruments. 
Signal and sweep generators. a video 
translator, a frequency standard and 
an insulation tester are included. 
Circle 382 on Reader Service Card. 

Gyro Test Equipment. Sterling 
Precision Corp., 17 \ latinecock 
Ave., Port Washington, N. Y. An 
8 -page folder illustrates and de- 
scribes the company's electronic 
gyro test equipment modular com- 
ponents. Circle 383 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Digital Indicating Instruments. 
Performance Measurements Co., 
15301 W. McNichols, Detroit 15, 
Michigan. Principles and applica- 
tions of servo null -balance digital 
indicating instruments are dis- 
cussed in bulletin No. 1758. Circle 
384 on Reader Service Card. 

CCTV. General Electric Co., 
Schenectady 5, N. Y. Bulletin 
GEA -6833, six pages. describes in 
text, tables and pictures the uses 
and advantages of GE closed-circuit 
tv for use in military applications. 
Circle 385 on Reader Service Card. 

FACILITIES 

Radio Frequency Interference. 
Technical Wire Products, Inc., 4 
Brown Ave., Springfield. N. J., h.l, 
available a design data file on Teck - 
nit radio frequency interference 
gasketing. A complete free -design 
engineering service is discussed. 
Circle 386 on Reader Service Card. 

shake well 
BEFORE USING! 

Vibration ... with frequencies up to 500 cycles per second 
and up to 15 G's ...might prove to be a shattering experi- 
ence for some servo motors. But not for a G -M Servo! 

4 
GOOD REASONS WHY 
G -M SERVO MOTORS 
SERVE YOU BEST! 

1 G -M servo motors are avail- 
able in standard sizes. 

2 G -M servo motors can be 
modified to meet specific cir- 
cuit requirements. 

3 Creative engineering in de- 
signing special servo motors 
with special characteristics. 

4 Fast production-better 
service. 

for information,or send 
for complete G -M 
charts and specifica- 
tions. No obligation, 
of course. 

This vibration test at G -M is only 
one of a series of environmental tests 
all G -M servo motors must success- 
fully pass-before they can be inte- 
grated into your control system. 

G -M precision -built servo motors 
conform to all military environmental 
specifications when so specified. They 
are designed to perform under the 
toughest humidity, salt spray, temper- 
ature, altitude and vibration conditions 
... and they come back for more! 

GM 

11 -ill Servo Ilotors. 
manufactured by the Components Division of 

G -M LABORATORIES INC. 
4336 N. Knox Avenue Chita o 41 
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PLANTS and PEOPLE 

CBS Labs Opens R&D Center 
A MILLION -DOLLAR Research Cen- 
ter was recently dedicated by CBS 
Laboratories on a 23 -acre site in 
Stamford, Conn. The glass -en- 
closed aluminum and steel struc- 
ture's facilities include the most 
up-to-date scientific equipment and 
environment for research and de- 
velopment in many fields. These 
include audio -video systems, audio 
and acoustics, magnetics, solid- 
state physics, physical chemistry, 
optics, vacuum tubes, data process- 
ing systems and electronics for 
communications and other uses. 

The Research Center serves as 

both administrative and scientific 
headquarters for CBS Laboratories, 

which had previously been located 
rn the CBS Building at 485 Mad- 
ison Ave., New York City. 

Construction of the new facili- 
ties was described by Frank Stan- 
ton, president of Columbia Broad- 
casting System, Inc., as an 
important step "to provide broader 
research and development services 
for industry and government". He 
said that the program of the Lab- 
oratories was expanding in three 
areas: improved audio and video 
techniques, electronics projects un- 
der government contract for mili- 
tary and other purposes, and more 
comprehensive applied research for 
industry. 

Lippert Joins Victoreen 
APPOINT 'd TNT of George R. Lip- 
pert as director of technical services 
of The Victoreen Instrument Co. 
has been announced. 

Lippert comes to Victoreen from 
I -L -S Instrument Corp., where he 
recently served as vice president, 
and previously for six years as chief 
engineer. He will spearhead Vic- 
toreen's expanding program in 

large nuclear monitoring systems, 
telemetering and computing, and 
world-wide measurement of radio- 
active fallout. 

He will also handle liaison be- 
tween Victoreen and government 
agencies, as well as industrial users 

of electronic and nuclear equip- 
ment. 

Librascope Gets 
New Department 
ACQUISITION of Precision Tech- 
nology, Inc., Livermore, Calif., was 
recently announced by Librascope; 
Inc., Glendale, Calif. 

In making the announcement, 
Librascope's president, Lewis W. 
Imm, said Precision Technology, 
Inc., has been incorporated into 
Librascope's Engineering Division, 
establishing a new engineering de- 
partment. 

The Precision Technology De- 
partment will expand Librascope's 
research and technical capabilities 
in special nuclear weapons instru- 
mentation, proximity scorers, ex- 
ploding bridgewire ordnance com- 
ponents and systems, arm -safe 
switches, and high-speed image 
converter cameras for special pur- 
pose photography. 

Name Director 
At CEC Div. 
EVERETT J. LONG was recently ,pro- 
moted from assistant director for 
operations to director of the 
Transducer Division, Consolidated 
Electrodynamics Corp., Monrovia, 
Calif. 

Joining CEC in 1952, he was 
manager of the Special Products 
Division before becoming produc- 
tion manager of the Transducer Di- 
vision in 1956. 

In his new post, Long will direct 
all activities of the division which 
designs and manufactures sensing 
devices used in dynamic and static 
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remember your... 

call on CFfflenca for capacitors 
with proved erformance and 

CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS 
with TEST -PROVED RELIABILITY! 

In the field of capacitors, the name of El-Menco stands head and shoulders 
above all others. Its ceramic disc capacitors dominate in quality ... in 
performance ... in creative engineering ... are unmatched for high Q value, 
high insulation resistance, high dielectric strength. 

Write for Bulletin 
on Ceramic Discs 

WRITE TO EL-MENCO for latest bulletin and 
samples on Ceramic Disc Capacitors . . . the 
Mighty Midgets with EXTRA Ruggedness and 
Stamina. 
Superior Features of El-Menco Ceramic Disc 
Capacitors . 

Working V.D.C. 500 ... available also in 1,000 
working volts and 2,000 test volts D.C. per E.I.A. 
specs. RS -165. 

uality! 

Wax impregnated with low -loss phenolic coating. 
Flat design assures reduced self-inductance. 
Insulation resistance far exceeds the 10,000 

megohm minimum requirements. 
Available with straight leads 11/4" minimum. 

Or manufactured with crimped leads for printed 
circuit applications. 

MIGHTY MIDGETS BY EL-MENCO INCLUDE: 
El-Menco TC-Temperature Compensating - for resonant circuit application. 
El-Menco TS- Temperature Stable - designed for applications where a minimum capaci- 

tance change with temperature is required. 
El-Menco SS - Semi -Stable - general purpose with stability. 
El-Menco GP - General Purpose-for bypassing, coupling or filtering applications . . . 

space saving, provide high capacity in relation to size. 

EL-MENCO CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS MEET OR EXCEED E.I.A. SPECS. RS -198. 

LOOK TO THE LEAVER ... LOOK TO EL-MENCO ... for capacitors to serve all your needs. 
Investigate, too, El Menco Dur -Mica Capacitors, the longest -living capacitors ever made. 

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., INC. 
WILLIMANTIC CONNECTICUT 

Manufacturers of El-Menco Capacitors 

molded mica dipped mica mica trimmer dipped paper 
tubular paper ceramic silvered mico films ceramic discs 

Arco Electronics, Inc., 64 White St., New York 13, N. Y. 
Exclusive Supplier To Jobbers and Distributors in the U.S. and Canada 
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TEEREX LABORATORIES 
NEW! 

Broad -Band Conical Dipole 
Corner Reflector Assembly 
210 TO 620 MC. WITH 2 ADJUSTMENTS 

Model 
XCR 210-620 

Gain: 8 to 11 db. 

F/B ratio: 18 db with no appreciable 
side lobes. 

V/S/W/R: Less than 2 to 1 over 
the 210 mc. to 620 mc. range. 

50 ohm transmission line feed 
through a special broad -band 
"Balun" (supplied). 

Mounting: Horizontal or vertical 
onto a 21/z" dia. mast. Can be 

fitted for other diameter roast- 
ing at extra cost. 

Weight: 18 lbs. (approx.). 
All dural construction with 
stainless steel fittings. 

Descriptive 
literature 
on request 

TEEREX ALSO DESIGNS AND MANUFACTURES 

COMMERCIAL SERVICE "BEAMED -POWER" ARRAYS 

Telrex is equipped 
to design and supply 
to our specifications 
or yours, Broad- 
band or single 
frequency, fixed or 
rotary arrays for 
communications, 
FM, TV, scatter - 
propagation, etc. 

Consultants and 

suppliers to 
communication 
firms, universities, 
propagation 
laboratories and the 
Armed Forces. 

COMMUNICATION & TV 
ANTENNAS SINCE 1921 

ASBURY PARK 25 
NEW JERSEY, U.S.A. 

Tel. PRospect 5-7252 
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A Plastic Shielded Cable 

B Shielded Intercomm. Cable 

C Intercommunication Cable 

D TV Lead-in Cable 

E Microphone Cable (Rubber or Plastic) 

As the fabulous Electronics industry ad- 
vances, CORNISH Wires and Cables stride 
along in cadence. For superior electrical 
characteristics, brute stamina and all-around 
satisfaction - be SURE - specify 
CORNISH. We welcome inquiries 

ORNI* 

Calk 

i 
CORNISH WIRE CO., INC. 50 Church St., New York 7, N. Y. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

+ ATLANTA BRIDGEPORT CHARLOTTE CHICAGO CINCINNATI 
CLEVELAND DALLAS DENVER DETROIT KANSAS CITY 
LOS ANGELES MINNEAPOLIS PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH 
ROCHESTER ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE WILLIAMSTOWN 

Stock carried 

testing systems and is active in the 
area of telemetry and in the devel- 
opment of basic missile -control de- 
vices. 

WacLine Elects 

New Director 
JOHN J. VELESKY has been elected a 

director and vice president of Wac- 
Line, Inc., Dayton, Ohio. He is also 
Chief engineer for the company. 

Prior to becoming associated with 
WacLine in 1953, Velesky was 
chief engineer of Frampton Elec- 
tric Co. of Dayton. He was form- 
erly associated with RCA in Bloom- 
ington, Ind., and with Wright Air 
Development Center at \Vright- 
Patterson AFB. 

\VacLine manufactures electrical 
indicating meters, tachometer gen- 
erators, electric adjustable speed 
drives, and microwave components. 

Gabriel Division 
Expands 

\IovEyll -\r of the Bohanan \ Ifg. 
Division of The Gabriel Co., Los 
Angeles, into a new plant in Comp- 
ton, Calif., was recently announced 
by John H. Briggs, president of 
Gabriel. 

Expansion into the new facilities, 
located on a 13 -acre site and total- 
ing more than 52,000 sq ft, is 

necessitated by the increasing back - 
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"Happy Landing"- 
more than a million 

times a year! 
EVERY 30 seconds, somewhere in 
the free world, an aircraft makes a 
touchdown with the aid of the ITT - 
developed "ILS"- instrument low - 
approach system-produced domesti- 
cally by Federal Telephone and Radio 
Company, ITT's largest U.S. manu- 
facturing unit. 

This famed landing system is only 
one of many vital products made in 
Federal's million -square -foot plant. 
Federal also produces Tacan, Vortac, 
Data Link, missile guidance and 
command systems, automatic check- 
out and ground test equipment, data 
processing computers, countermeas- 
ures, direction finders, fire control 
and radar simulators, radio transmit- 
ters and receivers, ATC transponders, 
microwave equipment and other elec- 
tronic and telecommunications sys- 
tems for air navigation and military 
use. 

Men of ambition and skill will find 
Federal's diversity a fertile field for 
challenging and rewarding opportu- 
nities ... in country -like atmosphere 
...only minutes away from the heart 
of New York City! 

For further information on opportunities 
at Federal-located in Clifton, New Jer- 
sey - write to ITT Technical Placement 
Office, 67 Broad Street, New York 4, N.Y. 

FEDERAL TELEPHONE 
AND RADIO COMPANY 

A Division of 

1-11 

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE 
AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 

67 Broad Street New York 

log of orders from the aircraft and 
missile industries which has risen 
to a current S2,700,000 from ap- 
proximately S1,000,000 in February 
of this year. 

Johnson Joins 
Photocircuits 
N r:w MANAGER of customer engi- 
neering in the sales department of 
Photocircuits Corp., Glen Cove, 
N. Y., is George F. Johnson. In 
this capacity he will serve as liaison 
between the company's production, 
engineering and research depart- 
ments, and customers with specific 
problems in these areas. 

Johnson was manager of the 
plated circuit engineering depart- 
ment of Motorola, Inc., for the past 
eight years, following engineering 
assignments with Westinghouse, 
Majestic and Zenith. 

Eimac Promotes 
D. H. Preist 

SPECIFY 

)1(filer 
METERS 

FOR YOUR 
APPLICATIONS 

o MILLIAMPERES 
D.C. 

No. 653 (Illustrated). 21/2, 31/2, 4, 41/2 
inch, anti -static treated, AC or DC meters 
with clear polystyrene cases for modern 
installations. Feature standard or matched 
colors on lower frosted panel for ap- 
pearance and functional identification. 

Be sure of the highest accuracy, depend- 
ability, and readability PLUS economy 
with HOYT precision AC and DC instru- 
ments-the complete line of Panel Meters, 
Moving Coil, rectifier, and repulsion types 
available in a wide variety of sizes, ranges, 
cases, and colors. Also, custom -designed 
to meet your most rigid specifications for 
a quality instrument. 

Write for fully illus- 
trated literature con- 
taining descriptions, 
engineering data, and 
prices. 

Write to Export Manager re- 
garding world-wide availabil- 
ity for original equipment and 
replacement use. 

ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
Sales Division: 

BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY 
42 Carleton St.,Cambridge 42, Mass., U.S.A. 
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ELEC1RON-POWER tube manufac- 
turer, Eitel -McCullough, Inc., San 
Carlos, Calif., recently named Don- 
ald H. Preist associate director of 
research. In this post he is respon- 
sible for the overall guidance of the 
technical phases of the company's 
research and development program. 

Preist joined Eimac in 1946 as 
research engineer after an associa- 
tion with the British Government 
Service in radar development. In 



"Engineers in Plastics" 

LOW 

COST 

BARTS 
- less than 

metal. 

precision molded in NYLON 
Precision parts in NYLON are rapidly replacing metal 
parts in scores of industries. 
Swenson engineers have overcome major difficulties in 
adapting injection moldings to precision production of 
gears, sleeves, collars, rings, etc. that were hereto -fore 
considered impossible to produce. 
Great savings in manufacturing can be effected by the 
use of injection molded plastic parts. Swenson engi- 
neers can quickly tell you the extent to which your 
parts can be replaced by NYLON for better service 
to your customers and more profit to you. 

Write today for new folder. 
Send rough sketches, draw- 
ings or samples of parts you 
would like to produce in 
plastic for engineers recom 
mendations and quotation. 

V. H. Swenson co., inc. 
TRADE V MARK 556 Elm Street Arlington, N. J. 
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save SPACE T l 
and WEIGHT with 

The A. HAYDON COMPANY'S.,-, , 
Unique Line 

RELIABLE SUB -MINIATURE 

TIME DELAY RELAYS . 

t 

TINY! 
1 x 2 inch cross section 

71/2 ounce basic weight 

TOUGH! 
Temperature: 54 C. to 85 C. 

Vibration: 500 CPS, lOg 
Shock: 30g 

Hermetically Sealed Housings! 
Direct Current or 400 Cycle Operation! 

Standard or Reverse Clutching! 
Custom Designed to Meet Military Specifications! 

Write for Bulletin AWH-TD-502. 

NORTH ELM STREET, WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT 

Design and Manufacture of Rlectro-Mechanical Timing Devices 

1952 he was named klystron project 
coordinator at Eimac and later 
served as chief research engineer 
concerned with the development of 
high power tubes and circuits. 

Elect Rempt 
To High Post 
Al THEIR annual meeting at the 
U. of California in Santa Barbara, 
Calif., the Institute of Navigation 
elected Henry Rempt president. 

The Institute was founded in 
1945 to establish a common meet- 
ing ground for those professionally 
concerned with the science and 
art of navigation. In addition to 
celestial, magnetic, and electronic 
navigation for surface and air, it is 
active in the fields of polar naviga- 
tion, space navigation, aerodesy, 
cartography, meteorology, and oce- 
anography. 

Rempt presently directs the Elec- 
tronics and Armament Systems Div- 
ision for the Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp. at Burbank, Calif. 

Lycoming's Kerr 
Heads Avco RAD 
NEW PRESIDENT of Avco Research 
and Advanced Development Divi- 
sion, Wilmington, Mass., is James 
R. Kerr, who continues as president 
of Lycoming Division also and a 
vice president of Avco Corp. 

As head of Avco RAD, Kerr suc- 
ceeds Dr. Lloyd P. Smith, who 
moves to Avco headquarters in New 
York as vice president in charge of 
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corporation's research planning. 
Kerr, former Air Force officer and 

Air Materiel Command executive, 
joined Avco in 1954 as director of 
West Coast divison and assistant 
general manager of Avco RAD. 

News of Reps 
FIBERGLASS-EPDXY tubing lines of 
Lamtex Industries, Inc., West- 
bury, N. Y., will be handled in 
northern California by Jack Kauf- 
man. 

V. T. Rupp Co., Los Angeles engi- 
neering rep firm, is named by 
G. M. Giannini and Co., Inc., to 
handle its line of potentiometers, 
Rotosteppers and pressure switches, 
in southern California, New Meno- 
ico, and Arizona. 

James L. Highsmith and Co. of 
Charlotte, N. C., is appointed by 
Navigation Computer Corp., Phil2- 
delphia, Pa., to handle its digital 
data handling products in North 
and South Carolina, and in Virginia 
except Fairfax County. 

Computer Engineering Associates, 
Inc. appoints Michael S. Coldwell, 
Inc. as reps for Maine, Vermont, 
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
Rhode Island and Connecticut. 

Digitronics Corp., Albertson, L. I., 
N. Y., will be represented in south- 
ern New Jersey and the state of 
Pennsylvania by Lew Slubin & Co. 
of Philadelphia for the sale of 
lumped constant delay lines and 
electromechanical clutches and 
brakes. 

WacLine, Inc., Dayton, Ohio, 
manufacturer of electrical panel 
meters, tachometer generators and 
microwave components, announces 
four new rep agreements. 

R. Edward Stemm of Chicago, 
Ill., will handle the products in 
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota 
and Wisconsin. Standard Products, 
Inc., of Wichita, Kan., handles the 
account in Kansas and Missouri. 
ElectroRep of Detroit, Mich., 
covers Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky 
and western Pennsylvania. The 
Jack Miller Co. of Forest Hills, 
N. Y., will serve in northern New 
Jersey. 

SINCE 1901 

Platinum -wound temperature sensing elements require 

PLATINUM WIRE 
of highest purity, homogeneity, and reproducibility 

SIGMUND COHN CORP. 121 So. Columbus Ave. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 
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Trans Electronics, Inc. 7349 CANOGA AVNUE 
CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 
Dlamond 0-3334 

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF POWER SUPPLIES AND SEMI -CONDUCTOR TEST EQUIPMENT 
Transistor or Hard Tube 

AC or DC Regulated or Unregulated Voltage Regulated Variable or Fixed or Current Regulated 
Voltage current filament dimensions dimensions model range ma volta/amp4 meters weight he w' dr,,. price REGULATED 

POWER 

SUPPLIES 

RS 205 
RM 205 150-225 
RR 205 
RS 305 
RM 305 225-325 
RR 305 _ RS 217A 
RM 217A 150-225 
RR 217A 
RS 317 
RM 317 225-325 
RR 317 
RS 410A 
RM 410A 400-550 
RR 410A 
RS 110 

. A % RM 110 0-110 
RR 110 

0-50 

0-50 

0-175 

0-175 

0-100 

0-100 

6.3/3 

6.3/3 

6.3/8 

6.3/8 

6.3/8 

6.3/3 

No 
3/2 
No 
No 
31/2'r 
No 
No 
41/2" 
No 
No 
41/2" 
No 
No 
41/2,r 
No 
No 
41/2 
No 

61/2 Ibs 

61/2 lbs 

121/2 lbs 

121/2 lbs 

121/2 lbs 

71/2 lbs 

5 x 41/e x 61/2 
31/2 x 19 x 85/e 
31/2 x 19 x 85/e 
5.... x 41/e x 61/2 
31/2 x 19 x 85/s 

31/2 x 19 x 85/e 
61/2 x 51/2 x 71/4 
51/4x 19 x93/4 
51/4x 19 x93/4 
61/1x 51/2x71/4 
51/4x19 x93/4 
51/4 x 19 x 93/4 

61/2 x 51/2 x 71/4 
51/4 x 19 x 93/4 
51/4 x 19 x 93/4 

53/4 x 51/4 x 71/4 
51/4x19 x9 
51/4x19 x9 

$ 49.50 
99.50 
69.50 
49.50 
99.50 
69.50 
79.50 

134.50 
99.50 
79.50 

134.50 
99.50 

105.00 
158.00 
130.00 
103.00 
156.00 
128.00 

RS Modular construction RM Rack mounted/meters RR Rack mounted ` Barrier strip extends 1/e inch on all models 
ALL UNITS, Polarity: Either positive or negative terminal may be grounded. 

Input Voltage: 105-125 VAC 55 to 400 CPS Internal Impedance: Less thon 1 ohm. 
Output Terminals: Barrier strip Regulation: Line 0.1%; load 0.1%. 
Ripple 8 Noise: 7 MV PP except Model 110 units which are 3MV PF. 
Recovery Time: Less than 25 microseconds except Model 110 units which have 
transient response less than 50MV no load to full load. 

SEMI- 
CONDUCTOR 

TEST 
EQUIPMENT 

Transistor Testers and Diode Testers 

Forward 
Current Tester 
Model FT1 

Back 
Current Tester 
Model 811 

Combination Back - 
Forward Tester 
Model 997 

Peak Inverse 
Voltage Tester 
Model PIV 1 

output ripple load line 
voltage 8. noise reg. rep. 1 smlìteríslg price 
0-1 VDC 2 MVPP 10 MV 10 MV 0-1-3V, 0-10- 
0-3 VDC 30-100-1000- 

3000 MA $600.00 
0-100 V, 0-300 V 0.1% 0.1% 0.1 % 0.10-30-100- 
0-300 V, 0-1000 V 300-1000 V 

UA, MUA 575.00 
0-5 VDC 2 MVPP 10 MV 10 MV 0-10-30-100- 
0-1000 VDC 300-1000 V, MA, 

UA, MUA 895.00 

Linear voltage rise of 90 volts/sec to 400 volts. 
Automatic shut-off when dynamic impedance equals zero. 990.00 
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SANDERS 
Model 2 Phase 

Comparator 

...can be used as a 

modulator, 

demodulator 

or switch 

This compact, rugged comparator is 
hermetically sealed in an inert gas and 
packaged for mounting in a standard 
octal socket. Two full -wave bridge rec- 
tifiers are used to obtain a high degree 
of stability and balance. 

As phase sensitive comparators, these 
units can be used to measure the ampli- 
tude or phase of an input signal with 
respect to a reference signal. As de- 
modulators, DC output can be obtained 
either single -ended or push-pull with 
respect to ground. Suitable for all 
military applications. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Response: U so 5000 CPS; 
Max. Reference Voltage: 120V. RMS; 
Max. Output Voltage: ± 50V. DC; 
Dynamic Range: 46db; Load: Max. 200K 
ohms, - Min. 20K ohms; Input 
Impedance: Approx. 200K ohms with 
200K ohms load and 1:1 transformer. 
Size: 1" dia. x 3"; Weight: 2 ozs. 

Write for data sheets to Dept. E 

7J SAnvER S 

faSSOC/RTES, /nC. 
NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Dayton, Ohio Inglewood, California Wa,hinglon, D. C. 
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NEW BOOKS 

Feedback Theory And 
Its Applications 
BY P. H. HAN I \ IOND 

The Macmillan Co., New York, 
1958, 348 p, $7.00. 

IMPORTANCE of feedback in many 
areas of engineering is well known; 
worthy of particular note, how- 
ever, are two branches of electrical 
engineering where feedback plays 
an especially important role-feed- 
back amplifiers and control systems. 
The subject matter of this book 
concerns itself with those electronic 
devices and control systems which 
in some form incorporate feedback. 
The treatment extends to a dis- 

cussion of well -tried linear as well as 

nonlinear methods of analysis and 
design. 

Basic Mathematics-The first 
two chapters are devoted to a re- 

view of the solution of linear differ- 
ential equations (using the Laplace 
transform method) and the basic 
feedback principles with particular 
attention directed to response time, 
gain stability and distortion influ- 
ences. This is followed by a discus- 
sion of the Routh criterion and its 
limitations, whereupon the Nvquist 
criterion is introduced as a more 
useful gage of stability. 

Twenty pages are devoted to a 

brief but interesting treatment of 
the frequency response of system 
and loop transfer functions as well 
as stabilization networks. 

The foregoing material consti- 
tutes the common core of the book; 
the remainder is then devoted to a 

study of the devices and systems in 

which these principles are applied. 
Thus, in the area of feedback ampli- 
fiers a fairly thorough examination 
is made of the cathode follower, the 
difference amplifier and the higl 
gain d -c amplifier used as a com- 
puting amplifier. Careful attention 
is given to such items as gain, out- 
put and imput impedance, loading 
effects and methods of stabilization. 

Servomechanisms - Almost the 
entire second half of the book is 

devoted to linear as well as non- 
linear servomechanisms with one 

brief chapter dealing with simula- 
tion of nonlinear control system 
using the electronic analog com- 
puter. 

ANY TYPE TERMINAL 

for RADIO, TELEVISION, 

COMMUNICATIONS 
and ELECTRONIC 

APPLICATIONS 

Malco supplies terminals 

for all standard and spe- 

cial requirements. Send 

blueprint or specifications 

for specific information 

and prompt quotation. 

REQUEST 

BULLETIN 

552 

Ìnatcw 

1.31, 
..i,tti:9.;ç¡yti11141 

4 

g1FliNIW 

TOOL and MANUFACTURING CO. 

4023 W. LAKE ST. CHICAGO 24, ILL. 
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E 
S 

New concepts in electronics have 
been developed at AWA, as a 
result of experience with missile 
systems. Now they have a wider 
application. Here are some of the 
new AWA devices now available 
to industry. 

U.H.F. 
WIDEBAND 
RECEIVER 

Basic arrangement con- 
sists of R.F. amplifier, mixer, local 
oscillator, I.F. amplifier (A.G.C. 
controlled), cathode follower output 
stage. Tuning indicator (EM 34) is 
also fitted to receiver. The standard 
forms: one for airborne racking 

jug with special separate power supply 
unit, the other on larger chassis in- 
cluding power supply unit (conven- 
tional 19" front panel). Standard 

1i -j: specification: 420-470 M/cs frequency 
range; 4 M/cs overall bandwidth, 
approximately 10 db noise factor; 
approximately 70 ohms input im- 
pedance, 200-250 V and 50-60 c/s 

icily.. input supply. Input is unbalanced, 
uj¡ output is via low impedance (cathode 

follower) stage. 

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER 

Of the 'Loop' type, suitable for 
measurements of RF power and 
Standing Wave Ratio in coaxial Flsli 
cables. Directional properties are 
largely unaffected by frequency 
changes, so coupler may be used to 
help obtain optimum termination of 
a 52 ohm coaxial system up to 
600 M/cs. Standard specification: 
Size 7" x 4" x 2f"; weighs 4 lbs. 3 
ozs.; Power Measurement Range is 
Low range lw.cw.max. High range 
5w.cw.max.; less than 1% attenua- 
tion; better than 2% accuracy at 
frequency of calibration. 

All devices are adaptable to suit customers' own 
requirements. For further information consult: 

AWA ELECTRONICS 
SIR W. G. ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH AIRCRAFT LTD. 

Baginton, Coventry, England 
MEMBER OF THE HAWKER SIDDELEY GROUP 
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One of the strong points of the 
book is the rather complete and 
well illustrated treatment of non- 
linear servomechanisms. Both the 
phase plane and the describing 
function method of analysis are cov- 
ered. 

Although the phase plane 
method is restricted to the second- 
order system, the techniques are 
applied to a system which has out- 
put rate feedback as well as primary 
position feedback. The analysis is 

carried out in dimensionless form, 
thus making the results applicable 
in general. Phase -plane diagrams 
are included for such nonlinearities 
as saturation, backlash and coulomb 
friction. 

In the chapter dealing with the 
describing function method of 
analysis, a table lists the describing 
function of eight different kinds 
of symmetrical, amplitude non- 
linearities including characteristics 
with changing slopes. 

Also appearing in the book is a 
thorough treatment of the on -off 
servo which includes a discussion 
of methods for reducing or elimi- 
nating steady-state oscillations by 
dead -zone front -lash stabilization 
as well as rate feedback. 

Nonlinear Servos-Analysis of 
nonlinear servos is a major topic 
of the book. It is surprising that 
the author has not directly reflected 
this in the title. As a matter of fact 
it is not at all apparent why. the 
author has chosen the topics he has, 
while omitting others, which could 
just as easily have been included. 
For example, since half the book is 
concerned with servomechanisms, it 
is unfortunate that no mention is 
made of the simple but powerful 
root locus method. 

By statement of the author (who 
resides in England) the book is in- 
tended for post -graduate engineer- 
ing and physics students who want 
an introduction to the subject. 
However, most of the material with 
the possible exception of that deal- 
ing with nonlinear servos is to be 
found in undergraduate curricula 
in the U.S.A. One of the weaker 
points of the book concerns the 
treatment of linear -servo analysis. 
Here an expansion of the intro- 
ductory material as well as a few 
more illustrations on linear stabili- 
zation techniques could have been 

constructed 
for use on aircraft 

and guided 
missiles 

The Sanders Minicube Blower contains 
both miniature blower and motor in a 
rugged, 1" cube. A single package, it is de- 
signed for use on aircraft and guided missiles 
operating under severe environmental condi- 
tions. It is operable over wide ranges of 
vibration, acceleration and temperature, and 
is suitable for many exacting applications. 

The Sanders Minicube Blower can be used 
to: 

Eliminate hot spots in subminiature 
equipment 

Prevent fogging of lens or viewing glasses 

Cool Klystrons and other electronic tubes 
and devices 

Maintain uniform flow of air in restricted 
space 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Output: 2.2 cubic feet of 
air/minute 

hiput 400 cps, 3% watts 
Vohage: Model 1:6 volts 

Model 2:26 volts 

Speed: 22,000 RPM 
Size: I " x l' x 1" 
Weight: 13y/oz. 

For detailed specifications 
write Dept. E 5 514 7DER S 

RSSOCIRTE5, //7C 
NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Dayton, Ohio Inglewood, California Washington, D. C. 
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ARNOLD / TOROIDAL COIL WINDER 
sets up quickly... easy to operate... 
takes wide range of wire sizes 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Min. finished hole size: .18 in. 
Max. finished toroid O.D.: 4.0 in. 
Winding speed 1500 turns/min. 
Wire range: AWG 44 to AWG 26 
Dual, self -checking turns counting system 
Loading (wire length) counter 
Core range: /4" I.D. to 4" O.D. to 1/3" high 

LABORATORY USE 
Change wire and core size in 45 sec. 

PRODUCTION USE 
1500 turns per minute 
Insert core and lood in 20 sec. 

includes all rings, counters and accessories 

mÍ tyIÉDIATE ÜELIVERY. Literature on requi.it 
ARNOLD MAGNETICS CORP. 
4615 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif. 
REpublic 1-6344 
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WE also wind 

toroidal trans- 

formers for 

military envi- 

ronment to your 

specifications. 

YOU STAND TO GAIN... 

Advanced techniques and experience at 
PACIFIC MOULDED in precision molding such 
as fig. A, have proven extremely beneficial to 
users of volume moldings or extrusions. 

Precision quality in volume production such 
as fig. B, is but one of the advantages of 
PACIFIC MOULDED, developed thru serving 
precision industry and volume 
producers everywhere. 

Why not take advantage of our 
engineering, research, and 
production capabilities 
for all of your rubber 
and silicone 
components? 

Agents in principal cities or wire us directly 

PACIFIC MOULDED PRODUCTS CO. 
905 E. 59TH ST. LOS ANGELES 1, CALIF. ADams 1-1151 

A. PRECISION 

ELECTRONIC 

PLUG WITH 

223 MATING 
CONTACT 

CAVITIES 

MOLDED AT 

45" ANGLE. 

B. HIGH VOLUME 

TOY MUSIC 
BOX BELT. 

used to advantage. 
The book is written in a style 

which makes for easy reading and 
it is well illustrated throughout. It 
indeed fills a need for those persons 
who want a background in feed- 
back theory as well as methods of 
analyzing nonlinear servomecha- 
nisms and feedback amplifiers.- 
VINCENT DELTORO, The City Col- 
lege, New York 31, N. Y. 

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS 

Broadcasting Stations of the World. 
Superintendent of Documents, Gov- 
ernment Printing Office, Washing- 
ton 25, D. C., 4 vol., approximately 
896 p, $5 (paper). All known radio 
broadcasting and television stations 
except those in the standard broad- 
cast band in the U. S. are listed in 
this Foreign Broadcast Information 
Service publication. Part 1 ($1.50) 
lists stations by country and city; 
Part 2 ($1.50) gives location of trans- 
mitters by frequency; Part 3 ($1.25) 
is in two sections-station call letters 
and station name or slogan; Part 4 
($0.75) lists tv and f -m stations ac- 
cording to location and frequency. 
Part 4 also includes data necessary 
to distinguish audio, video, polariza- 
tion and other technical factors. 

Motion and Time Study. By R. M. 
Barnes, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
New York, 1958, 665 p, $9.25. This 
fourth edition has five new chapters 
dealing with motion study, mecha- 
nization, automation, mechanized 
time study, electronic data process- 
ing, motion -time data systems, work 
sampling, multifactor wage incen- 
tive plans and evaluating and con- 
trolling factors other than labor. 

Management for Engineers. By R. C. 
Heimer, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
Inc., New York, 1958, 453 p, $6.75. 
This book trys to interpret manage- 
ment to engineers and the engineers' 
position to management. It takes a 
practical look at the impact of costs, 
standards, materials, methods, taxes, 
insurance and power, equipment, la- 
bor and ethics upon engineering con- 
siderations in the da}+ -to -day work- 
ings of a business firm. 

Production Planning and Inventory 
Control. By J. F. Magee, McGraw- 
Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1958, 
332 p, $7.50. Graphs and numerical 
examples are used extensively in this 
publication to introduce operating 
executives and planning and control 
system engineers to the concepts and 
methods of production planning and 
inventory control. 

Automation and Management. By J. R. 
Bright. Division of Research. Harvard 
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MINIATURE 
PRECIOUS METAL 

CONTACTS 
For MAXIMUM 
PERFORMANCE 

CP 

Slip Rings 
Springs 

Micro Brushes 
Rivets 

for 
Potentiometers Synchros 

Relays Switches 

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

GENERAL FINDINGS 
AND SUPPLY COMPANY 

Sales Offices: New York 
Chicago . Los Angeles Attleboro 
Precision custom fabrications of all 

precious metal contact alloys. Miniature 
contacts using wire as fine as .005", 

sheet as thin as .00075", and tubing as 
small as .030" diameter. Precision base 

metal fabrications also available. 

Prompt quotations to your print 
and specifications. 

New jOWjØ$',f Solid 
Ultrasonic Delay 
Lines 

by 
This new series of solid ultrasonic 
delay lines, in range 2 to 50 mi- 
croseconds, employs special barium 
titanote transducers to reduce loss 
level. Loss levels, into 100 ohm 
terminations, range from 6 to 10 
db compared to 35 db for conven- 
tionul types. 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A 
2 USEC. BLILEY LOW LOSS LINE 

Delay time: 2 usec. 
Type: double ended absorber 
Center frequency: 30 mc. 
Termination: 500 ohms. 
Capacity: 385 mr f. 
Insertion loss to =first reflected 
pulse: 5 db. 
Third time signal down 30 db. 
Delay time variation from -20 
to ±60°C.: ± 01 uses. 

Request Bulletin #513 for deails. 

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
UNION STATION BUILDING ERIE, PENNSY_VANIA 

CIRCLE 241 READERS SERVICE CARD 

RIBBONS STRIPS 
* PURE TUNGSTEN * MOLYBDENUM 

- of - * THORIATED TUNGSTEN * SPECIAL ALLOYS 

and OTHER METALS 

IN 

ULTRA THIN SIZES 
to 

TOLERANCES CLOSER THAN COMMERCIAL STANDARDS 
by 

OUR SPECIAL ROLLING TECHNIQUE 
Note: for highly engineered applications-strips of TUNGSTEN 

and some other metals can be supplied 

ROLLED DOWN TO .0003 THICKNESS 
Finish: Roll Finish-Black or Cleaned 
Ribbons may be supplied in Mg. weights if required 

For HIGHLY ENGINEERED APPLICATIONS 
DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED BY 

H.CROSS CO.' 5 BEEKMAN ST., N. Y. 38, N. Y. 

TELEPHONE WOrth 2-2044 
COrtlandf 7-0470 

CIRCLE 239 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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Cockeysville, Maryland 

ARMORED VEHICLES 

MECHANICS 

STRUCTURES 

ELECTRONICS 

AERODYNAMICS 

ELECTRO -MECHANICS 

ORDNANCE and EXPLOSIVES 

FRSAriLiry 
to meet any 

customer requirement 

FLIGHT SIMULATION 

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT 

MISSILE TRAINING SYSTEMS 

A SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED INDUSTRIAL CORP. 
CiRCLE 243 READERS SERVICE CARD 

i 

CIRCLE 244 

FOR PRINTING 
of 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
of almost any shape: 

REJAFIX MARKING 
MACHINES 

Hand -operated, semi -automatic and fully auto- 
matic models. 

Why not send us samples of your products. 
They will be test -printed and returned to you 
for your examination! 

Est. 1922 

POPPER & SONS, INC. 
300 Fourth Ave. New York 10, N. Y. 

READERS SERVICE CARD 

. Electrical Coil Windings 
For 40 years ... specializing in all types of coils co 

customers' specifications. Design or engineering assist- 

ance available on request. 

COTOCOIL CO., INC 
SINCE 1917 

65 Pavilion Avenue Providence 5, Rhode Island 

Business School, Boston 63, Mass., 
1958, 269 p, $10.00. After providing 
the background of the nature of pro- 
duction line mechanization, this book 
briefly describes the automation pro- 
grams of 13 plants. The impact of 
automation on maintenance, the skill 
requirements of the work force in 
the high automated plant, the sales 

effort and management itself are con- 
sidered. 

Applied Statistics for Engineers. By 

\\"m. Volk, McGraw-Hill Publish- 
ing Co., Inc., New York, 1958, 250 
p, $9.50. Covering statistical tech- 
niques, rather than theory, this book 
is intended for the practicing engi- 
neer and as a text. It deals with the 
treatment of engineering data for 

correlation, presentation and analysis 
of experimental factors. A review of 
probability theory and frequency 
distribution is included along with 
detailed discussions of curvilinear 
correlation, analysis of the variance 
and interpretation of the analysis of 
the variance. 

Conductance Curve Design Manual. 
By K. A. Pullen, Jr., John F. Rider 
Pub. Inc., New York, 1958, 128 p, 

$4.25. An original technique for de- 

signing circuitry using conductance 
curves of 70 most representative vac- 

uum tubes. \Vith these graphs, de- 

signs using small -signal parameters 
can be used to predict large -signal 

performance. 

Electron Tube Materials. American 
Society for Testing Materials, Phila- 

phia, Pa., 1958, 242 p, $3.50. This 

first edition contains 41 standards 
relating to cathode materials. insu- 

lators, wire, metallic and nonmetallic 
seals and miscellaneous materials. 

Program for an Electronic Digital Com- 

puter. By M. V. Wilkes, D. J. 

Wheeler and Stanley Gill, Addison- 
Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 

Reading, Mass., 1957, 238 p, $7.50 
(second edition). Written for those 
who program for, initiate operation 
of, or assess applications of electronic 
digital computers, this book covers 

elements of program design, subrou- 
tine development, input-output tech- 
niques, program error diagnosis and 

automatic programming in general, 
while library subroutines and com- 

plete programs for EDSAC are given 

in detail. 

Table for the Solution of Cubic Equa- 
tions. By H. E. Salzer, C. H. Rich- 

ards and I. Arsham, McGraw -hill 
Pub. Co., Inc., New York, 1958, 

176 p, $7.50. For engineers, physi- 

cists and applied mathematicians, 
this table s.'persedes other tables in 

number of 2ecimal places, range, 

interval, required labor for finding 

all three roots and convenience in 

use. 
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Recent Raytheon achievement in Radar 

MOVING -TARGET INDICATOR 
is just one of the many dra- 
matic achievements Raytheon 
engineers are making in radar 
every day. This development 
applies the electronic memory 
of a recording storage tube to 
a standard plan -position indi- 
cator (PPI). 

ADVANTAGES: il) trail of the 
moving target is displayed on 
the scope to permit immediate 
analysis of target course with- 
out the necessity of manual 
plotting. (2) Scope brightness 
is uniform and at a sufficient 
level for lightec area viewing! 

HOW IT WORKS: both live and 
stored data are shown on a two - 
layer, two-color phosphor CRT 
on a time-shared basis-the 
stored pattern being read out 
onto the scope in the time be- 
tween successive PPI sweeps. 
A yellow dot indicates the tar- 
get and a blue -white trail de- 
picts the history of its motion. 

To the man who is looking for 
FRONTIER PROJECTS IN ELECTRONICS: 

As an engineer or scientist who wants to accom- 
plish more in 1958, you naturally want to be 
where new things are happening. 
Whatever your specialized background and 
interests, chances are you'll find a current 
Raytheon project that offers exceptional oppor- 
tunity for you to put your scientific skill and 
creative imagination to work. 

Raytheon's constant expansion during 
covers advanced activities in: 
COMMUNICATIONS (Commercial and Military) - 
scatter, microwave relay, multiplex, mobile 
transistorized equipment. 
COUNTERMEASURES-radar countermeasures 
equipment, advanced study projects. 

Excellence in Electronics 

RADAR (Pulse and CW Systems)-search, fire con- 
trol, bombing, navigation, and guidance, air- 
traffic control, weather and marine, military and 
commercial. 

MARINE EQUIPMENT-submarine, ship and air- 
borne sonar, depth sounders, direction finders, 
radars. 

GUIDED MISSILES-prime contracts: 
1958 Navy Sparrow III (air-to-air) 

Army Hawk (ground -to -air) 
MICROWAVE TUBES -"Amplitrons," magnetrons, 
klystrons, traveling wave tubes, storage tubes, 
backward wave devices. 

SEMICONDUCTORS-devices, materials and tech- 
niques; silicon and germanium. 

For interview at your convenience, please write to: 
E. H. Herlin, Professional Personnel Section 

P.O. Box 237, Brighton Station, Boston 35, Mass. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
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RONDO"the pack with the built-in shock absorber" COMMENT 

MS 

PROTECTS SMALL, DELICATE 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS IN 

PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENT 
RONDO, a unique handling 

and packaging system, holds 
inserted objects by a spring - 
clip action of its fluted parti- 
tions. 

Miniature and sub -minia- 
ture tubes, capacitors, di- 
odes, resistors, and other 
electronic components are 
"snapped" into RONDO 
flutes. Convenient in produc- 
tion, inspection, storage, 
shipment, and also on the re- 
ceiving end. The same 
RONDO unit will serve 
throughout all the different 
stages of handling. 

RONDO IS A PAPER PRODUCT, 
SOLD AT PAPER PRICES 

Holds objects from 5/16" 
to 1" in diameter. Tooling for 
larger sizes possible. More in- 
formation and our sugges- 
tions sent on request. 

Please specify your 
requirements. 

RONDO PROCESS AND DESIGNS PATENTED IN ALL MAJOR COUNTRIES 

)UUI KI - 1 .. it Ai -41w >4100e4111RIOINllo1 
RECOGNIZED ALL OVER THE WORLD 

AMERICAN RONDO CORPORATION 10o A SANFORD ST., HAMDEN 14. CONN. 

Representatives: C. S. Shotwell, 527 S. Alexandria Ave., Los Angeles 5, Col., Phone: DUnkirk 8.8879 
Brown & Scratch, 664 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill., Phone: SUperior 7-2973 

CIRCLE 246 READERS SERVICE CARD 

/I you need only 

one imbued! 

WEINSCHEL 

ATTENUATION 
CALIBRATOR 

combines precision 

O BOLOMETER PREAMPLIFIER 

OPRECISE 
AUDIO 

SUBSTITUTION ATTENUATOR 

© AUDIO LEVEL INDICATOR 

ATTENUATION RANGE: 30 db 

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY: 0.1 db 

RESOLUTION: 0.01 db 

J 

FREQUENCY RANGE: .020 to 90 kmcs 

(limited by bolometer mounts) 

for detailed specs 
write for catalog t 58 

Weinschel Engineering 
KENSINGTON, MARYLAND 

RUGGED, HEAVY-DUTY 
40 -TON WHITNEY -JENSEN 

No. 331 POWER PRESS 

STROKES PER 

MINUTE - 84 

DEPTH OF 
THROAT -24" 

HEIGHT OF 
THROAT- 12" 

Complete Line of Punches 
and Dies, also Many 
Useful Accessories 

LENGTH OF 
STROKE - 21/2" 

WHITNEY METAL TOOL CO. 
722 Forbes St., Rockford, III. Since 1910 

Micromiles and Megafeet 

I have noticed a tendency lately, 
es -en in your esteemed publication, 
to employ hyperfine units when 
seeking to create the impression 
of sensitivity (relays operate on 750 
milliwatts), high -frequency capabil- 
ity (transistors switch in 500 milli - 
microseconds) and the like. Trans- 
lating up and down scales by a 

factor of 1,000 each time, I dis- 
cover that these figures mean 1 

watt and 4 microsecond respec- 
tively. 

Frankly, after an elapsed time 
of 38,100 seconds between leaving 
the house at an unearthly hour of 
the morning and returning in time 
for supper, allowing for traveling 
413,012 inches each way to and 
from work, this irritates me. 

Honestly, now, does it really 
make sense to specify a simple 
quantity like 1 of one unit or } of 
another (especially when these may 
be finer gradations than the facts 
warrant) in terms of many hundreds 
of a unit a thousand times smaller? 
Granted that engineers use milli - 
watts in much of their work, and 
certainly understand millimicrosec- 
onds whether they commonly use 
them or not, what is gained by this 
parading of tiny units when You 

need a basketful of them to say the 
same thing that could have been 
said with simple fractions (and 
sometimes whole numbers) of the 
larger unit? 

Once in a while there's an ex- 

cuse, as in tables of transistor 
characteristics, where collector cur- 
rent is expressed in milliamperes 
because this is a common and 
appropriate unit for most of them, 
even though occasional types may 
rate 3,000 or 5,000 milliamperes. 
Let's sec if we can inhibit this 
trend before the national debt hits 
30,000,000,000,000 cents, which 
probably isn't far off. 

WILLIAM C. SCHUMACITER 

GLENDALE, N. Y. 

Probably about 30,000 micro - 
centuries, by our calculations. 

Magnet Power Supply 

In your Oct. 17 issue (p 31) 

you ran a new product announce - 

CIRCLE 247 READERS SERVICE CARD 
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ment on our magnet supply, model 
M25. Please note that you made 
a typographical error in the output 
specification. You give the current 
as 100 amperes, whereas it should 
be 10 amperes. 

At the same time, alt oversight 
on our part had the price at $395; 
it should be $495. 

MARTIN SEROY 
MANSON LABORATORIES 

STAMFORD, CONN. 

The College Market 

Your Oct. 3 issue indicated (in 
"College Market Grows," p 16) 
that "a device that can focus four 
ultrasound beams from four sepa- 
rate irradiators inside the human 
brain on a target no larger than the 
diameter of a lead pencil" was 
built at the State University of 
Iowa. Unfortunately this statement 
is incorrect. 

The equipment referred to was 
designed and built at the Bio- 
physical Research Laboratory of the 
University of Illinois. 

For the past ten years the Bio- 
physical Research Laboratory, un- 
der the direction of William J. Fry, 
has been conducting a research 
program on the effects of high - 
intensity focused ultrasound on the 
central nervous system. This pro- 
gram includes basic biological and 
physiological studies on animals as 
well as an intensive instrumenta- 
tion program. As a result of this 
work, a technique was developed 
here for applying high -intensity 
ultrasound to humans with certain 
dysfunctions of the central nervous 
system. 

Dr. Russell Myers, head of the 
department of neurosurgery of the 
State University of Iowa hospitals, 
and professor Fry of this Labora- 
tory, then entered into a coopera- 
tive program for application of this 
technique to selected patients. A 
special so-called portable ultrasonic 
irradiator was designed and built 
here at the University of Illinois 
and transported to Iowa. Several 
staff members from both this Lab- 
oratory and the SUI department 
of neurosurgery are directly con- 
cerned in applying this instrument 
to human neurosonic surgery. 

ELIZABETH KELLY 
UNIVERSrrY OF ILLINOIS 
URBANA, ILL. 

ENGINEER OPPORTUNITIES AT RAYTHEON 

FLIGHT TEST READY TO START as Raytheon engineer conducts final check. 
He works with some of our country's top design engineers on aircraft navi- 
gational and guidance systems. 

Help design new coherent radar systems 
for aircraft navigation and guidance 

Small project groups with full systems responsibility, working on 
the most interesting and advanced radar and navigational prob- 
lems of the day - this is the atmosphere at Raytheon's Maynard 
Laboratory. 
A company with many engineer-managers-experienced execu- 
tives with young ideas-tends to create an exceptional environment 
for your professional development. Other Raytheon benefits: 
excellent starting salaries, regular reviews for merit increases; 
town or country living in beautiful New England. 
We now have opportunities for men at all experience levels in: 

MICROWAVE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS & 
DESIGN ENGINEERING 

ANTENNA DESIGN TECHNICAL WRITING 
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING SPECIFICATIONS WRITING 

ADVANCED CIRCUIT DESIGN 

For complete details on engineering positions in any of Maynard's 
project groups, please write John J. Oliver, P.O. Box 87E, 
Raytheon Maynard Laboratory, Maynard, Mass. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Maynard, Massachusetts 

Are you the 
ONE MAN IN THREE? 

Excellence in Electronics 
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IBM KINGSTON 
probing electronic frontiers 

for tomorrow's break-throughs 

Research into uses of magnetic thin-film components in 

advanced electronic equipment is typical of the many 

exciting creative opportunities now available at IBM 

Kingston. IBM research teams are also investigating 
other problems, such as: The use of magnetic materials 

in liquid -helium memory systems ... and the evolution 

of new fabrication methods based on vacuum deposition 

techniques. This is a fine opportunity to satisfy unfulfilled 
ambitions to do really original work among creative, 

constantly inquiring minds. 

IBM, a recognized leader in the electronic computer field, 

offers a stable balance of military and commercial work. 

You will find ground -floor opportunities for professional 

achievement at IBM Kingston. Liberal company benefits 

set standards for industry today, and salaries are com- 

mensurate with your abilities and experience. Kingston, 

N. Y., is a pleasant Hudson River valley community. It 
combines country living with easy proximity to New York 

and other metropolitan areas. 

ASSIGNMENTS 
open in these development areas: 

Cryogenics 
Digital Computer Design and Programming 
Guidance and Detection System Analysis 
Magnetic Devices 
Optical Systems for Data Presentation 
Solid -State Physics 

There are other openings in related fields 
to broaden your skills and knowledge. 

QUALIFICATIONS: B.S., M.S., 
or Ph.D. Degrees in Electrical 
Engineering, Physics, Mathemat- 
ics or related disciplines. Indus- 
trial experience is desirable. 

IBM 
Plants and laboratories: Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown, 

N. Y.; Lexington, Ky.; Rochester, Minn.; San Jose, Calif.; Burlington, Vt. 

Write, outlining qualifications 
and experience, to: 

Mr. D. H. Hammers, Dept. 554Y 
IBM Corporation 
Military Products Division 
Kingston, N. Y. 

MILITARY 
PRODUCTS 



EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

a 

' 

. y 

ENGINEERS-OPPORTUNITIES 

SYSTEMS ENGINEER to develop complex devices in fields of servo- 
mechanisms, radar, or computers, and integrate these elements in 
weapons systems. Must have three to five years' experience in such 
activity and two years' experience in over-all systems analysis. 
Assignment involves design and analysis of closed -loop systems, 
consisting of inertial and radar equipment, display materials, and 
digital or analog computers. 
Qualifications: B.S. or Advanced Degree in E.E. or A.E. 

RADAR ENGINEER to analyze ultimate limits of present techniques 
and develop new concepts of providing topographical sensors for 
advanced airborne and space systems; to design airborne radar 
pulse, microwave and deflection circuitry; to analyze Doppler radar 
systems in order to determine theoretical accuracy and performance 
limitations. 
Qualifications: B.S. or Advanced Degree in E.E. and 3 to 5 years' 
experience in radar systems development, including display equip- 
ment and circuits, control consoles, and Doppler or search radar 
design. 

CIRCUIT ENGINEER to undertake advanced circuit design based 
on transistor -diode logic for digital systems; to review new circuits 
for application in digital control systems; to define basic techniques 
for improving performance characteristics; to participate in ad- 
vanced analytical studies associated with application of transistor 
circuitry to pulse and digital systems. 
Qualifications: B.S. or Advanced Degree in E.E. and 2 years' ex- 
perience with pulse circuitry, transistor circuit design, or digital 
techniques. 

COMPUTER ENGINEER to undertake logical design of airborne 
digital computer equipment, transistorizing computer circuitry for 
size and weight reduction. Assignment entails: Mechanization of 
computer circuitry and packaging; interpreting problems for solution 
with the IBM 704. 
Qualifications: B.S. or Advanced Degree in Engineering or Physics 
and 3 to 5 years' experience in design of digital or analog computer 
equipment. Experience also desirable in transistor technology, com- 
puter logic, programming, instrumentation, computer system evalu- 
ation, or servo -mechanism design. 

ADVANTAGES OF IBM 

A recognized leader in the electronic systems field...products used 
for both military and commercial work...advancement on merit... 
company -paid relocation expenses ... liberal company benefits ... 
salary commensurate with ability and experience. 

Immediate openings at Owego, N. Y. 

WRITE, outlining qualifications and experience, to: 

Mr. P. E. Strohm, Dept. 5541f 
Military Products Division 
IBM Corporation, Owego, N. Y. 

MILITARY PRODUCTS DIVISION 

J 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER 
(Senior) 

QUALITY CONTROL 

Develop test equipment, methods 
and procedures for determining 
conformance of complex electronic 
equipment with Company and Air 
Force specifications. 

Contact various electronic manu- 
facturers to determine and purchase 
equipment as required to test and 
simulate flight operations of radar. 
navigation, fire control and similar 
electronic systems. 

Also develop procedures for use of 
electronic test equipment. Conduct 
investigatory work and recommend 
corrective action and changes. EE 
degree required. 

Salary commensurate with ability. 

In addition to other advantages 
Republic offers a comprehensive 
benefit program among the finest in 
industry. 

Send Resume in Confidence to 
11ír. W. Walsh 

Employment Office 

® L/EPUBL/C AIV/AT/OA/ 

Farmingdale, Long Island, N. Y. 

:;;tri.: ;y.s;>:% leterekkS:djiiii:tv'i: 

Research & Development 

Move ahead with a young, 
rapidly expanding organiza- 
tion in Hicksville, LI, N. Y. 

PROJECT ENGINEERS 

,ENIOR ENGINEERS 

ENGINEERS 

B.S. in E.E. or Physics 

We need at once for lifetime careers-addi- 
tional trained personnel, at all levels, ex- 
perienced in circuitry and equipment design 
or applicable exp to work on UHF & VHF 
systems, wide band knowledge desirable; for 
challenging assignments on electronic counter- 
measure systems for military application and 
electronic instruments for civilian use. 

Salaries commensurate with ability. 
Excellent benefits including Profit 

Sharing Retirement Trust Plan. 
r 

lt` $/ Call for interview 

1 i7 
teöR \e0 

INSTRUMENTS FOR 
INDUSTRY, INC. 

101 New South Rd. Hicksville, LI, N. Y. 

J. V. Hicks 
OVerbrook 1-7100 

or send resume 
in confidence to 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

HAVE SENSORS .. . WILL TRAVEL 

Flying at 50,000 feet, probing the 
heavens up to 150,000 feet, Bendix 
personnel during the years imme- 
diately ahead will be finding out 
more about the world's weather 
than man has ever known. A new 
project, to be undertaken by Bendix 

Systems Division for the U. S. gov- 

ernment, will employ jet aircraft, 
flying distances up to 4,500 miles at 
Mach 0.95 to measure cloud forma- 
tions and look inside storms with 
radar sweeps extending 150 miles 

from the plane. 
Using rocketsondes, dropsondes, 

computers and new aircraft sensors 

the system will collect and analyze 
atmospheric phenomena on a global 

scale from the earth's surface well 

into the stratosphere. Officially 
designated the AN/AMQ-15 Air 
Weather Reconnaissance Program, 
the new project will be carried out 
in cooperation with Boeing Aircraft 
Company and six other Bendix divi- 
sions, under the Bendix Systems 
Division's general supervision. 

The new program offers an out- 
standing opportunity for qualified 
scientific and management person- 
nel in the fields of physics, chemistry 
and meteorology with upper atmos- 
phere and air sampling background. 

r i 
I For complete details, write Technical Personnel 

Department 81121, Bendix Systems Division, 

3300 Plymouth, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

L _1 

Bendix Systems Division 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

1117igndí 
AVIATION CORPORATION 

FOR 

ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION 

About Classified Advertising 

Con tact 

.The fcÇraw-JiliCC 

O/f ce fleareSE You 

ATLANTA, 3 

1301 Rhodes -Haverty Bldg. 
JAckson 3-6951 

M. H. MILLER 

BOSTON, 16 
350 Park Square 

HUbbard 2-7160 
D. J. CASSIDY 

CHICAGO, 11 

520 No. Michigan Ave. 
MOhawk 4-5800 

W. J. HIGGENS 
D. C. JACKMAN 

CLEVELAND, 13 
1164 Illuminating Bldg. 

SUperior 1-7000 
W. B. SULLIVAN 

F. X. ROBERTS 

DALLAS, 1 

1712 Commerce St., 
Vaughn Bldg. 

Riverside 7-5117 
GORDON JONES 
F. E. HOLLAND 

DETROIT, 26 
856 Penobscot Bldg. 

WOodward 2-1793 
D. M. WATSON 

LOS ANGELES, 17 
1125 W. 6 St. 

HUntley 2-5450 
R. L. YOCOM 

NEW YORK, 63 
500 Fifth Ave. 

OXford 5-5959 
D. T. COSTER 

R. P. LAWLESS 

PHILADELPHIA, 3 

Six Penn Center Plaza 
LOcust 8-4330 

T. W. McCLURE 
H. W. BOZARTH 

ST. LOUIS, 8 

3615 Olive St. 
JEfferson 5-4867 

SAN FRANCISCO, 4 
68 Post St. 

DOuglas 2-4600 
R. C. ALCORN 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

ELECTRONIC 

ENGINEERS 

Heath Company, a Division of Day- 

strom, Inc., has challenging oppor- 

tunities in a progressive engineer- 

ing program. Immediate openings 

for Project Engineers to design and 

develop new products in Amateur 

Radio and Marine equipment lines. 

B.S.E.E. in Electronics or the equiva- 

lent in practical experience. Knowl- 

edge of SSB and transistors desir- 

able. Should have amateur license. 

Send complete resume to D. J. 

McNamara, Personnel Manager. 

HEATH COMPANY 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 

DISENCHANTED 
ENGINEERS 

If your present employer has failed to 
utilize your full potential, why not per- 
mit us to explore the parameters for 
your personal qua li fì eat inns with the 
mane dynamic young companies in 
aviation, electronics, missiles and rock- 
ets. We now have in excess of 4,11011 
openings in the $8,0110 to $111.0011 
bracket, all of which are fee paid. Why 
wait? Send resume in duplicate at once to:- 

FIDELITY PERSONNEL 
1218 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa. 

YOUR BEST TALENTS 
Are they used in your present position? 
Is your salary right? Do you have proper 
recognition?-If not, our services can 
help you to relocate in a choice position. 
S.E.E. (a non-profit organization) serves 
growth companies throughout the nation. 
We help them to lind able professional 
men who really want to get ahead. 

Send resume for appraisal & full 
information. 

SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS 
& EXECUTIVES, INC. 

1026 Seventeenth Street, N. W., 
Washington 6, D. C. 

SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
SALARIES TO $20,000.00 PER YEAR 

EE -S or Physicists to work in the following areas- 
Gaseous Phenomena, Plasmas, Re entry Plasmas. 
Theological Dynamics. Materials --Pyograthite. 
Niohates, etc. Space systems-passive and active 
sattelite communications. Our company clients will 
assume all employment expense. 

MONARCH PERSONNEL 
28 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Illinois 

More than 
8 OUT OF 10 
ENGINEERS 
say "yes" to 
an invitation 
to join 
Norden Laboratories 

The ratio of 8.3 acceptances for every 10 engineers invited to join 
Norden Laboratories' professional staff is unusually high, especially 
in the opportunity -rich electronics industry. We went right to the 
source and checked new members of our engineering groups, who 
revealed these factors impelling their decision in favor of Norden: 

Pioneering Nature of the Work in Diversified Electronic Areas 
Small R & D Groups Fostering Individual Accomplishment 
Close Contact With Management 
Flexibility of Assignments 
30 -Year Company History of Achievement in Precision Electronics 

If this partial description of the professional environment at Norden 
Laboratories appeals to you, look into these immediate openings on a 
variety of advanced projects at both White Plains, New York and 
Stamford, Connecticut locations: 

TELEVISION & PASSIVE DETECTION TV Display Circuitry 
TV Camera Circuit Design TV Transistor Circuitry 
Also openings for recent BE grads 

RADAR & COMMUNICATIONS Design & Development openings in 
the following areas: Antennas Microwave Systems Microwave 
Components Receivers Transmitter Modulators Displays 

Pulse Circuitry (VT & Transistors) AMTI Data Transmission ECM 
DIGITAL Digital (Senior) Design: Logical, Circuit, Magnetic Storage 
QUALITY ASSURANCE Reliability Analysis Standards 

Environmental Test 
ENGINEERING DESIGN Electronic Packaging 
STABILIZATION & NAVIGATION Stabilization Servos 

Amplifiers & Electronics 
FUTURE PROGRAMS PROPOSAL ENGINEER (SENIOR) - 
Diversified systems experience (TV, Radar, Electronics) Excellent 
advancement opportunity SENIOR ENGINEER - Cost development 
for R&D proposals. Require broad technical experience in electromechanical 
& electronic systems 
PROJECT ENGINEERING SENIOR ENGINEERS-engineering 
program management. Handle project from customer contact through 
technical & component phase of program 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING Synthesis, Analysis & Integration of 
Electronics & Electromechanical Systems. Require broad experience 
analytical work & systems component integration 

Descriptive Brochure Available Upon Request 

After -hour interviews arranged at your convenience. 
Send resume in confidence to: TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT MANAGER 

NORDEN LABORATORIES 
NORDEN DIVISION - UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 

121 Westmoreland Avenue White Plains, New York 
White Plains, New York Stamford, Connecticut 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

HIGH LEVEL 

TECHNICAL 
EXECUTIVE 

An expanding industrial organization with an- 
nual sales of electronic, electrical and precision 
mechanical devices exceeding $50,000,000 seeks to 
strengthen its central management group by ad- 
dition of a resourceful Electric Engineer or 
Physicist combining high technical competence 
with broad industrial experience. Working at the 
top level of the Company, this man will play a key 
role in the continuing expansion of the Com- 
pany's activities in the consumer, industrial and 
scientific fields. 

His ability and personality must command the 
respect of highly qualified directors of present 
and future operating divisions. 

He must have the vision and critical judgment to 
contribute forcefully to expansion plans involving 
either acquisitions or new products arising from 
a research and development program of long tra- 
dition and exceptional depth. 

Some traveling in this country will be required in 
addition to European visits for evaluation of 
know-how available to our Company. 

Our organization knows of this advertisement 

Please reply, in confidence, to 

Box 339B, 300 West 43 St., New York 36, N. Y. 

PHYSICISTS - CHEMISTS 
We are offering important opportunities as project leaders in applied research 

in semiconductors and electron tubes. If you have had several years experience in 

either of these fields and know you are ready to tackle a responsible position with 
people who place as much emphasis on initiative as ability, write or call D. Rellai, 
Personal Director, for appointment. 

200 Bloomfield Ave., 

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC. 
Pilgrim 8-8700 Bloomfield, N. J. 

Vew 
McGRAW-HILL 

gadde 

NONLINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Just i'ublislsed-Gives practical guidance 
and theory essential to analysis, testing, and 
design of modern control systems. Treats 
such subjects as describing function (effec- 
tive gain), determining response, systems 
excited by random input signals, applica- 
tion of switching circuits, etc. By R. L. 
Cosgriff, The Ohio State U. 328 pp., 205 
charts, tables and illus., $9.00. 

APPLIED MATHEMATICS for 

ENGINEERS and PHYSICISTS 
2nd Edition Just Published-Provides you 
with the principal mathematical techniques 
needed to analyze mathematical emblems 
that arise in practice and to understand 
important current technical papers. Care- 
fully revised .to include essential, up-to-date 
material. 2nd Ed. By L. A. Pipes, U. of 
California, L. A. 723 Pp., illus., $8.75. 

TABLE for the SOLUTION 

of CUBIC EQUATIONS 
Just Published-Supersedes all other such 
tables in number of decimal places, range, 
interval, required labor in finding all three 
roots, and convenience in use. With this 
book you can obtain all three roots of any 
equation using nothing more complicated 
than a desk calculator. By H. E. Salzer 
and C. H. Richards, Convair Astronautics ; 

and I. Arsham, Diamond Ordnance Fuze 
Laboratories. 176 Pp.. $7.50. 

ELECTRONIC SEMICONDUCTORS 
Just i'ubtished-A useful introduction to 
semiconductor physics as related to recti- 
fier and transistor problems. Precisely de- 
fined basic concepts lead to the physics of 
crystal amplifiers, imperfection equilibria. 
and boundary layers in semiconductors. By 
E. Spenke. Translated by D. Jenny, H. 
Kroemer, E. (i. Ramberg, and A. H. Som- 
mer, RCA Labs, Princeton, N. J. 430 pp., 
163 illus., $11.00. 

An Introduction to the Theory of 

RANDOM SIGNALS and NOISE 
Just Published-Takes up step by step the 
theory of .probability and statistics essential 
to random signals and noises. Discusses 
applications in such areas as shot noise gen- 
erated in thermionic vacuum tubes, space - 
charge -limited tubes, noise in amplifiers, 
radar, etc. By W. B. Davenport, Jr. and 
W. L. Root, both of M.I.T. 393 pp., 69 
charts, graphs, and tables, $10.00. 

10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION 

L 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. 1-11-21 
327 W. 41st st., New York 36, N. Y. 

Send me book(s) checked below for 10 days' exam- 
ination on approval. In 10 days 1 will remit roi 
hook(s) I keep. plus few cents for delivery coal., 
and return unwanted books) postpaid. (We pad 
delivery costs if you remit with this coupon-sauu 
return privilege.) 

D ('osgritt-Nonlinear Control Systems. $9.00 
O Pipes-App. Math. for Eng. & Phys., $8.71 

Salzer, Richards & Arsham-Table for the Solu- 
tion of Cubic Equations, $7.50 

Spenke-Electronic Semiconductors, $11.0') 
Davenport & (loot-Random Signals & Noise. 

$10.00 

(PRINT) 
Name 

Address 

('ity Zone .... State 

Company 

Position 

Far price and terms outside U.S. 
write McGraw-Hill Int'l., N.Y.C. L-11-21 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

Foreign Employment 

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN 

Minimum 5 years practical experience 
maintaining and installing standard 
commercial communications equipment. 
Emphasis on V.H.F. fixed and mobile 
radio transmitters and receivers, both 
broad band and narrow band. Some 
experience desirable with carrier equip- 
ment, HF mobile equipment, HF fixed 
stations transmitters and receivers, and 
television equipment. For work in 
Saudia Arabia. 

Salary to $830. per month, according 
to ability. Liberal benefits provided. 

Write outlining personal history and 
work experience. Please include tele- 
phone number. 

Recruiting Supervisor, Box 297 

ARABIAN AMERICAN 
OIL COMPANY 

505 PARK AVENUE 
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER 
Manufacturer of automatic controls lo- 
cated in northwest suburb of Chicago 
is seeking a young man age 30 to 40, 
with college degree in Electronics or 
Electrical Engineering plus 6 to 8 years 
experience in design and development 
in the electronic field, with special em- 
phasis on control systems or servo- 
mechanisms. 
Exceptional opportunity for one desiring 
responsibility for an electronic develop- 
ment program now in its infant stage. 
This is an AAA -1 company with modern 
facilities and complete employee bene- 
fits. 
Give full information concerning educa- 
tion, experience, personal data and 
salary. 

P-9274, ELECTRONICS 
520 N. Michigan Ave. 

Chicago 11, III. 

RATES 
`'Employment OpportuniiieN" 
Displayed-The advertising inch is $28.67 
per inch for all advertising appearing on 
other than a contract basis. Contract rates 
quoted on request. 
An advertising inch is measured 7/s" ver- 
tically on a column -3 columns -30 inches 
to a page. 
Subject to Agency Commission. 
Undisplayed-$2.40 per line, minimum 3 

lines. To figure advance payment count 
5 average words as a line. 
Discount of 10% if full payment is made 
in advance for 4 consecutive insertions. 
Not subject to Agency Commission. 

Send NEW ADS to ELECTRONICS, Class. 
Adv. Div., P. O. Box 12, New York 36, 
N. Y. 

RCA PHOTOEIIECTRONICS 
beams a whole new light 

on your engineering future 

As RCA photosensitive devices work new and ever more amazing 
wonders with light ... further dark corners in science and tech- 
nology loom ahead awaiting exploration by RCA engineers. 
Yours could be one of the many engrossing careers to be built 
in RCA tube design, development and application. 
Electrical Engineers-For Design, Development, and Applica- 
tion of electron tubes. Special emphasis on tube fabrication 
processes and circuitry. B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. degree. 
Physicists-Specialists in fields of solid-state (high -temperature 
phenomena, photosensitive materials, glass technology), instru- 
mental analysis, radioactive tracing techniques and electron 
optics. B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. degree. 

Lancaster ... Ideal Career Location-You'll find in growth - 
minded Lancaster all of a college town's unique cultural advan- 
tages. Philadelphia is only two hours away. There's a real 
satisfaction in the professional atmosphere of RCA's modern 
Lancaster plant ... plus planned advancement, liberal benefits, 
tuition refunds for advanced study. RCA pays interview and 
relocation expenses. 

To arrange confidential interview, contact: Mr. E. F. Stevens, 
Manager, Employment, Radio Corporation of America, 
New Holland Pike, Lancaster, Penna., Attention Dept. G -12L. 
Or phone: EXpress 3-3661. 

Tomorrow is here today 
at RCA 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION PLANT 

LANCASTER, PA. 
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Navigation Systems 35 miles from New York City. 

Communication 
Transistor Circuit Engineer 

Systems 
Tacan Engineers 

Receiver Engineers 

Servos Transmitter Engineers 
(VHF & UHF Frequencies) 

Transistors Navigation Equipment 

Transmitters 
Engineers 

Antenna Design Engineer 

Receivers Technical Writers 

Antennas 
Enjoy the pleasure of working in a new laboratory 
in a company whose products are known as the 
highest quality in the industry. 

Write or call collect: Personnel Manager 

AIRCRAFT RADIO CORPORATION 

Boonton, N. J. DE 4-1800-Ext. 238 

ENGINEERS 
If several years of practical experience have given you the youth- 

ful maturity that requires more than just a job, it may be to your 
advantage to investigate the career opportunities with our company. 

We are now interviewing electrical engineers with practical experi- 
ence in TV circuitry or radio tube production. 

If you have such experience and would like to discuss your future 
plans and ambitions with us, please call in person or write to D. Bellat, 
Personnel Director c/o Tung -Sol Electric Inc., 200 Bloomfield Avenue, 
Bloomfield, New Jersey. Pilgrim 8-8700. 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

400 CYCLE GENERATOR -1 PHASE POWER 

For Your Test Bench 

Leland -2 K.W.-17.4 amps. 
115 Volts -400 Cy. -1 PH. 
-Ball Bearing Construction. 

Spark Gap Modulator - by 
Raytheon - Type CRP - 
10249. Welded steel mount- 
ing base. 43" L. x 18" W. 

Also. Same Generator 
Mounted on Base with - 
3 li.P. Motor 60 Cy. 1 Ph..$29a. 
3 H.P. Motor 60 Cy. 3 Ph..$289. 
3 H.P. Motor 110 V.D.C...5275. 

F.O.R. Chicago 
Free! Big New Catalog. Write 

BRAND NEW 

U. S. NAVY 
SURPLUS 

SHIP WT. 400 LBS. NOW $I 8950 
ONLY 

GROBAN SUPPLY CO. 
1139-5. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III. 

SEARCHLIGHT 
SECTION 

(Classified Advertising) 

EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS 

EQUIPMENT - USED OR RESALE 

OPPORTUNITIES 

-RATES- 

DISPLAYED 

Individual Spaces with border rules for prominent 
display of advertisements. 

The advertising rate is $24.75 per inch for all 
advertising other than Employment. 

Employment Opportunities-$28.67 per inch, sub- 
ject to Agency Commission. 

An advertising inch is measured %" vertically on 
one column, 3 columns -30 inches-to a page. 

UNDISPLAYED 

$2.40 per line, minimum 3 lines. To figure advance 
payment count 5 average words as a line. 

Positions Wanted take one-half of above rate. 

Box Numbers in care of our New York. Chicago & 

San Francisco offices count as one additional line. 

Discount of 10% if full payment Is made in advance 
for 4 consecutive insertions. 

TELETYPE 
EQUIPMENT 

Model 14 send -receive Typing Reperfora- 
tors, Model 15 & 19 Printers, Transmitter 
Distributors, Keyboards Model 15, Rectifiers 
RA 11, 30, 87. Tables Model 14, 19 and 
portable No. 36, Maintenance Kits ME 86 

and numerous others. 

SUPLEX LAMPS LTD. 
239 High Holborn 

London W. C. 1, England 

lab grade TEST EQUIPMENT for sale 
standard brands-military surplus 

(new or professionally reconditioned) 
experienced problem solvers and budget - 

cutters 
ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 

434 Patterson Road. Dayton 19, Ohio 

Money saving prices nn tubes. TV, Radio, Trans- 
mitting, and Industrial Types. New, 1st quality. 
guaranteed. Top name brands only. Government 
surplus and commercial test, lab, and communica- 
tions equipment in stock. Sell us your excess tubes 
and equipment. Unused, clean tubes of all types 
wanted. Send specific details in first letter. Write 
for "Green Sheet" catalog 25t. 

BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP. 
512 Broadway WA 5-7000 New York 12. N. Y. 

THERMO-ELECTRONICS 
Successor to Thermo -Electricity 

Change heat to electricity DIRECTLY-no acids. 
liquids. moving parts or sunlight' Build a 
THERMO-ELECTRONIC battery. Mail quarter 
today for information and sample thermo- 
electronic alloy. 

HERMON E. COTTER 
15766-X Blackstone Detroit 23, Mich, 

R/388's, R/390's, 51 J's 

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS 

PURCHASED, SOLD, AND SERVICED 

GIZMOS & SUCH 
STILL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS 

SPECIAL SERVICE 

Engineers, Designers, Inventors. Be listed in 
"Who's Who In Design And Invention". 
Cyclopedia Co.. Box 656. Poughkeepsie. N. Y. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

A MICROWAVE & TUBE GOLD MINE! 
3 Cm RF HEAD 

of the APS23 

RADAR 
Consisting of 

Microwave Plumbing 
35 TUBES including 
4J52 Magnetron 2 Klys- 
trons also 3 Silicon 
crystals, 2 Germanium 
diodes, 7 Relays and 
countless other parts. 

Motor with blower, 
various transformers, 
60 Megacycles IF Strip, 
10 MC band -width etc. 

(Government cost for 
tubes alone over 500 
dollars.) Your price 
with all tubes as above 

$195.00 
Complete with 6510 
Magnetron and all 
other tubes Rugged- 
ized type $245.00. 
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Practically every type of 
microwave and radar test 
equipment. Also magne- 
trons, klystrons, receiving 
and transmitting tubes of 
every description. 

Minimum 
Order, 
$25.00 eiiii-i' 4.11211f 

Phone: ORegon 4-7070 

- -------) 

KLYSTRON OSCILLATOR 

1 iiir , J 

MAGNETRON TRANSMITTER 
-1 

'1=ßi 
S _I 

I1 Lr» -Ti 
;BLOWER 

RONICS, INC. 
119 PRINCE ST. 

NEW YORK 12, N. Y. 
Cables: TELSERUP 

CAPACITORS 
Practically All Types, Kinds, Sizes, 

Shapes and Capacities, in Stock 

in Quantity for Immediate Shipment 

See our od in the October 10th issue. 

MONMOUTH 
RADIO LABS 

Box 159 Capital 2-0121 Oakhurst, N. J. 

Art Hankins, Owner 

An 
Investment . 

Productive advertising is an IN- 
VESTMENT rather than an EX- 
PENDITURE. 

"Searchlight" advertisers almost 
invariably report prompt and 
satisfactory results. 

BE CONVINCED-send us your 
advertisement TODAY. 

Address 
Classified Advertising Division 

ELECTRONICS 
P. O. Box 12, New York 36, N. Y. 

3" Round Elapsed $12 75 Time Meter 

PHOTO ELECTRIC 
SWITCH. It 1,11 

(1"9 
Hinges the snitch-turns light ou :n 
dusk ... oft at dawn. Fools hml;lar. 
Mho t atch for signs of an $ 094 
nirt>' hnu.e 

TELECHRON Motors 
I RPM ....$3.95 60 RPM ...$4.85 
2 RPM .... 2.90 3 RPHr ... 2.85 
4 RPM ... 3.90 1 RP.2Hr.. 2.80 
3.6 RPM... 3.15 1 RPI2Hr.. 3.25 

I RPM -50 Cycles, $1.85 

Laboratory Special I of Each Motor $25 

GLEASON-AVERY 
1800 RPM synchronous motor 115e 18 watt...$4.50 
same motor geared down to 8 RPM 8.50 

HAYDON TIMING MOTORS 
I Rev 4 hours I15v $1.70 
I RPM 115v 60cy 2.60 
I RPM 230v 60cy 1.00 
2 RPM 230v 60cy 1.00 
3 RPM 115v 60cy 2.60 

30 RPM I15v 60cy 2.60 
450 RPM 115v 60cy 1.30 
HANSEN 4RPM 115v 600y 4.24 
CRAMER 4 RPM 115v 60cy 4.65 

Laboratory special I of each motor $16.50 

RELAY CONTACT BURNISHERS .59-2 for $1.00 

PM MOTORS 
Made by $375 

DELCO or DIEHL 
Removed from equipment 

MOST POWERFUL TELECHRON 
MOTOR MADE -6 watts - 

1 RPM 115 v 80 cy 58.75 
4 RPM 115 v 80 cy 11.50 
CRAMER 44 SPl, 45 s 
0 switch Timer with clutch 
using 4 RPM B w TELE - 
C 11RON Motor $17.50 ill;' 
We are the oldest and one of the 200 authorized Micro Switch Distributors. 
V.;. have the largest stork of Potter & dsiuuireld tela,. iii till' (buirtrp. 

BLAN 
EST. 1923 

INCLUDE 
POSTAGE 

64 G Dey St. 
New York 7, 

N. Y. 

RADALAB INC. 
87-17 124th St., Richmond Hill 18, N. Y. 

Phone Virginia 9-8181-2-3 

AN/GSQ-1 NAVY TYPE PF 

SPEECH SCRAMBLER 
This is a unit designed to he attached to either a 
radio or telephone circuit to scramble speech or 
rode. This equipment utilizes coded cards in each 
terminal equipment. Unless the properly numbered 
card is inserted on the receiving end the speech can 
not be unscrambled. Complete equipment available. 
24 VDC input. Spare parts avail. 

SCR -399 GRC -26 
Semiportable high power radio set. Freq. 2-18 MC. 
Power out 350 watts. GRC -26 uses teletype opera- 
tion. Complete sets ready to ship immed. Power 
plant PE -95 also in stock. 

AN/ASQ-1 AIRBORNE 
MAGNETOMETER 

This is an airborne chart recording magnetometer. 
The set consists of an amplifier, oscillator, detector 
head, chart profile recorder, power supply. The 
equipment has a sensitivity of 2 gamma. The AN/ 
ASQ-I l ecords on an Esterline angus recorder dis- 
turbance in the earth's magnetic field. An indicator 
is provided that gives a bearing on a magnetic 
disturbance. Input is 28v DC. Weight about 130 
Ihs. 

AN/TPS-1 B 
200 MILE AIR SEARCH RADAR 

The TPS-IB is a very late type L -hand mobile or 
portable air search radar. This set will detect air- 
craft up to 200 miles and up to 40,000 ft. The set 
is composed of small portable carrying cases that 
are bolted together to make up the set. A 7" P.P.I. 
and a 5" "A" scope are provided. This set is in 
use by the Air Force and Marine Corps. Complete 
sets available. P.O.R. 

AN /TPS-3-AN /TPQ-3 
Airsearch or artillery shell tracking radar. The 
AN/TPS3 is n 600mc airsearch portable radar. 
The set has a range of 120 miles on aircraft up to 
40.000 lt. This set has a 7" P.P.I. and a 5" A" 
scope. The AN/TPQ-3 is a modification of the 
AN/TPS-3 to provide mortar and artillery shell 
tracking and plotting. P.O.R. 

SEND FOR OUR NEW 
CATALOG 
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Krohn -Hite 
VARIABLE 

ELECTRONIC 
FILTERS 

MODELS 330-A and 330-M 

FEATURING 
*ULTRA -LOW 
FREQUENCY COVERAGE 

100,000 to 1 

FREQUENCY RANGE 
IN ONE INSTRUMENT 

DIRECT FREQUENCY 
CALIBRATION 

The Krohn -Hite Filter Line 

Model Type Frequency Range Price 

310 AB Band Pass 20 cps to 200 kc $295.00 

330-A* Band Pass .02 cps to 2 kc $475.00 

330-M* Band Pass 0.2 cps to 20 kc $475.00 

340-A Servo .01 cps to 100 cps $385.00 

350-A* Rejection .02 cps to 2 kc $475.00 

360-A* Rejection 20 cps to 200 kc $295.00 

'Available for rack mounting at $5.00 additional. 

For further information on: 
Filters 
Power Supplies 
Oscillators 
Power Amplifiers 

write for our free catalog D 

s 
ro n- - l e 

CORPORATION 
580 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE 
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS., U. S. A. 

INDEX TO 
ADVERTISERS 

*AC Electronics Division 23 
*Ace Electronics Associates Inc 130 
Aeronautical Communications Equip- 

ment Inc. 48 
Aerovox Corp. 134 
Aircraft Armaments, Inc 164 

*Atrium Products Co 104 
*Alford Mfg. Co 141 
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp 26 

*Allen-Bradley Co. 67. 68 
American Rondo Corp 166 
Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft Ltd , 

Sir W. G. 161 
*Arnold Engineering Co., The 11 
*Arnold Magnetics Corp 162 

*Beetle Electrical Instrument Co., Inc... 141 
Bell Telepl Laboratories 21 

*Bendix Aviation Corp. 
Red Bank Div 113 
Scintilla Div. 1111 

*Bliley Electric Co 163 
*Boesch Mfg. Co., Inc 122 
*Borg Corporation, George W 110. 111 
*Brush Instruments, Div. of Clevite 

Corp. 70, 71 
*Burnell & Co., Inc 105 
*Sussman') Mfg. Division McGraw -Edison 

Co. 56 

C B S Bytron, A Div. of Columbia 
Broadcasting System, Inc 37 

*Cambridge Thermionic Corp 66 
*Cannon Electric Co 33 
*Carr Fastener Co. Div. United -Carr 

Fastener Corp. 20 
Cedro Electronics 53 

*Centralab, A Division of Globe -Union, 
Inc. 113 

Chance Fought Aircraft 126, 127 
*Cohn Corp., Sigmund 159 
*Control Electronics Co., Inc 151 

Copper & Brass Research Association 
The 38. 39 

*Cornell-Dabilier Electric Corp 125 
*Cornish Wire Co., Inc 156 
*Coto-CoII Co., Inc 164 
*Cross Co., II 163 

*De,lnr-Amsco Corporation 64 
*Driver, Wilber B 139 
du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) E. I. 

Pigments Dept. 32 
Polychemicals Dept. 41 

'Eastern Industries, Inc 45 
Edo Corporation 46 

*Eitel -McCullough, Inc. 63 
*Eldema Corporation 22 
Electro Instruments, Inc 34 

*Electro Motive Mfg. Co., Inc 155 
Ellis & Watts Products, Inc 19 

*Empire Devices Products Corporation 116 
*Erie Electronics Division, Erle Resistor 

Corp. 121 
Esterline-Angus Company. Inc 151 

Fansteel Metallurgical Corp...106, 107, 108. 
109 

Frenchton-n Porcelain Co 178 

*(i M Laboratories, Inc 153 
Garrett Corporation, The 102, 103 

*General Ceramics Corp 69 

*See advertisement in the 1958-1959 ELECTRONICS 
BUYERS' GUIDE for complete line of products or 
services. 

NEW 
SEMICONDUCTOR 

DEVICE 

alitron 
< 

The HS -51 HALLTRON is based 
upon the Hall effect. Its output 
characteristics are related to 
the product of the input cur- 
rent and magnetic field, hence 
are useful in many new ap- 
plications. The HS -51 HALL- 
TRON is a fully developed 
production unit utilizing in- 
dium antimonide and Is de- 
signed to work in the 
customer's magnetic cir- 
cuit. 
Applications of the 
HS -51 HALLTRON 

OC to AC 
converters 
Magnetic field 
measurement 
Computer 
applications 
Control 
applications 
Gyrators 
Circulators 
Power meters 
Transducers 

OHIO 

e1 

' 

t 

á 

i 

HS -51 

Typical Room 
Temperature 

Characteristics 

Typical open. 
circuit Hall out- 

put voltage of 
an HS -51 HALL - 

IRON vs. mag- 
netic field strength 

for various values 
of control current, lc. 

á . 

SEMICONDUCTORS, INC. 
1035 W. THIRD AVENUE, COLUMBUS 8, OHIO 

CIRCLE 254 READERS SERVICE CARD 

Men on the Move 
Now available 

in a new edition... 
with new figures. 

This popular booklet points up the 
important sales problem of personnel 
turnover in industry. Out of every 
1,000 key men (over a 12 -month pe- 
riod) 343 new faces appear . 65 
change titles ... 157 shift .. , and 435 
stay put. These figures are based on 
average mailing address changes on a 
list of over a million paid subscribers 
to McGraw-Hill magazines. 

Write us for a free copy 

Company Promotion Department 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. 
330 West 42nd Street, 
New York 36, New York 
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A SYNONYM FOR 

QUALITY, 
STABILITY AND 

DEPENDABILITY IN 

CRYSTALS 

Mc COY 
M-1 

Regardless of size, 

weight, or shape, 

a McCoy crystal will 
deliver the 

utmost in stability 

under extreme 

conditions of 

shock and 

vibration. 

Frequency range 

of M-1, M-4 and M-5; 

200 kc. to 200 mc: 

M-20, M-21 and M-23; 

3.0 mc. to 200 mc. 

Jr1 

All Crystals Shown Actual Size 

Fie illustrated catalog 
Send for Your Copy Today 

ELECTRONICS CO. 
MT. HOLLY SPRINGS, PA. 

DEPT. E-1121 
Phone HUnter 6-3411 
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KEY to your assembly planning.. 

MOLCOTE Metallized Coating for Ceramics 

Now is a good time to get ac- 
quainted with MOLCOTE in your 
assembly planning. A metallized 
coating firmly bonded to ceramic, 
MOLCOTE presents a surface to 
which a metal part or other 
metallized ceramic parts may be 
soldered or brazed easily, quickly 
... effectively. 

MOLCOTE is ideal for a wide vari- 
ety of assembly applications. For 
example, it 

. can be used effectively with 
copper brazing. 

. can be immersed in a wide 
variety of molten brazing 
alloys for extended periods 
of time. 

... permits excellent dimen4 
sional control. 

, offers high bond strength) 

MOLCOTE surfaces are supplied 
ready for use for soldering and 
brazing applications in any tem- 
perature range up to 2000° F. 
MOLCOTE bonds are exceptionally 
strong with a tensile strength ex- 
ceeding 10,000 psi. 

Frenchtown Engineering Bulletin 
1155 contains complete details 
and data on MOLCOTE Metallized 
Cpating for Ceramics. We'd be 
pleased to send you a copy for 
use in your assembly planning. A 

good time to write for it is NOW. 
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REGULATORS It 
___FROM VTEXAS EINSiRUNENiS 

... give you 
true clipping 
characteristics! 
You get true clipping action with TI 1N1816 -series 
double anode voltage regulators. A full line of regu- 
lators with dissipation ratings to 10 watts is available 
in 5 or 10% tolerances over a 13 to 91 -volt range. 

These stud -mounted silicon voltage regulators give you 
guaranteed zener impedance, -65 to 150'C operation, 
and are designed to meet or exceed strict military 
I MIL -T -19500A ) requirements. 

This new 1N1816 -series provides greater design 
flexibility for your shunt regulator, surge protection, 
operating bias, and arc suppression applications. Select 
from 105 types ... 16 voltage ratings ... 5 or 10r 
tolerances ... cathode -to -stud or anode -to -stud polarity. 

TYPE N1832C t62 -Vo t Clippe s) 

loo 
50 

o 
-50 

-100 
-150 

-100 -75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 100 

V ZENER VOLTAGE - VOLTS 

WORLD'S LARGEST SEMICONDUCTOR PLANT 

Write on your company letterhead 
for circuit applications brochure. 

Type 

Zener 
Voltage 

Measured 
at Iz 

Zener 
Impedance 

at Iz 
Zz(max) 

ohms 

vi 
Volts Iz mA 

1N1816 13 500 2 
1N1817 15 500 2 
1N1818 16 500 3 
1N1819 18 500 3 
1N1820 20 250 3 
1N1821 22 250 3 
1N1822 24 250 3 
1N1823 27 250 3 
1N1824 30 250 4 
1N1825 33 150 4 
1N1826 36 150 5 
1N1827 39 150 5 
1N1828 43 150 6 
1N1829 47 150 7 

1N1830 51 150 8 
1N1831 56 150 9 
1N1832 62 50 12 
1N1833 68 50 14 
1N1834 75 50 20 
1N1835 82 50 22 
1N1836 91 50 35 

1N1816C- 1N1836C CLIPPER 

Types IN1816C-IN1836C are 
specifically designed to clip, and 
exhibit true double anode character- 
istics. Each zener is held within 10% 
tolerance of the specified voltage. See 
"Typical Clipper Characteristics" 
curve at left. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 

SEMICONDUCTOR -COMPONENTS DIVISION 
POST OFFICE BOX 312 13500 N. CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY 

DALLAS, TEXAS 
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Announcing new 

SILICON 
RECTIFIERS 
RCA is now in mass production of silicon rectifiers of the diffused -junction 
type for use in electronic applications. The two types now available are 
the initial units of a broad line intended for power supplies of 
entertainment, industrial, and military equipment. 

These RCA Silicon Rectifiers Offer You: 

Low Cost-specifically priced for entertainment applications. 

Electrical Uniformity-precision controlled diffusion process forms 
superior junctions. 

Welded Hermetic Seal-each unit individually pressure -tested to 
provide complete protection against moisture and contamination. 

Rugged Construction-industrial-type "top -hat" design with axial 
leads for soldering -in applications; may also be mounted in stand- 
ard fuse clip. 

TYPE 

MAXIMUM RATINGS TF CHARACTERISTICS 

APPLICATION Peak 
Inverse 

Volts 

RMS 
Supply 
Volts 

DC 
Forward 

Ma 

Max. Reverse Cur- 
rent at Indicated 

Peak Inverse Volts 

Max. Instantaneous Forward 
Voltage at Indicated In - 

stantaneous Forward Current 

1N1763 400 140 500 
100 rra 
at 400 volts 

3 volts at 
15 amperes 

Black -and -white TV, radios, 
phonographs and Other elec. 
Ironic equipment operating di. 
rect from power line 

1N176d 500 175 500 
100 iia 
at 500 volts 

3 volts at 
15 amperes 

Color TV, radios, phonographs 
and other electronic equipment 
operating from the power line 
through a step-up transformer 

*At ambient temperature of 25°C 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Semiconductor and Materials Division 

Somerville, New Jersey 

New RCA "100 Production Pack" 
saves time and motion. Package is 
specialty designed for quick, convenient, 
operator handling. Saves inventory - 
control time; simplifies the "count". 

For sales information, contact your RCA Field 
Representative at any of these offices: 

EAST: 741 Broad Street 
Newark, N.J. 
HUmboldt 5-3900 

EAST CENTRAL: 714 New 
Center Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich 
TRinity 5-5600 

WEST: 6355 E. Washington 
Blvd., Los Angeles 22, Calif. 
RAymond 3-8361 

NORTHEAST: 64 'A" Street 
Needham Heights 94, Moss. 
Fill lcrest 4-7200 

GOV'T: 224 N. Wilkinson St. 
Dayton, Ohio 
BAldwin 6-2366 
1625 "K" St., N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 
District 7-1260 

CENTRAL: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza 
Chicago 54, IIl., WHitehall 4-2900 

RCA Silicon Rectifiers are also available 
at your local authorized RCA Distributor! 

New Designer's Data -Sheets Ready Now! 
Write RCA Commercial Engineering, 

Section L-1 9 -NN -3, Somerville, New Jersey. 
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Three-dimensional core -storage memory for computers (below) 

stores one million bits, needs special design techniques, p 68 

Using a microwave radiometer to detect small icebeì p 72 
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K, -BAND KLYSTRON OSCILLATOR, 
QKK 834, shown with 90° (above) Dr 
180° (right below) positioning of tuner. 
Above photo is actual size. 

New klystrons hold characteristics 
in grueling aerospace environments 

K.- and K -band tubes are tunable from 34.0-35.6 
and 23.5-24.5 kMc 
Now, Raytheon combines the advantages of small size, ex- 
treme ruggedness, thermal stability, and smooth wide -range 
tunability in a 20mW reflex klystron. 
The new QKK 834 for K. band and QKK 923 for K band are 
all ceramic and metal tubes with typical electronic tuning 
range of 110 Mc. The tuner, utilizing a sapphire rod, can be 
specified for positioning anywhere on the circumference of 
the resonator at least 90 degrees from output flange (see 
illustrations above). Write today for detailed technical data 
or application service to Microwave & Power Tube Division, 
Raytheon Company, Waltham 54, Massachusetts. In Canada: 
Waterloo, Ontario. 

QKK 834, QKK 923- 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Power Output 20 mW (nominal) 
Frequency . . . 34-35.6*; 23.5-24.5t kMo 
Resonator Voltage 400 V 
Reflector Voltage Range. .-65 to -175V 
Temperature Coefficient. . .± 0.5 Mc/°C 
Cooling . . convection (no blower needed) 
Overall Dimensions . . 1 5/8 x1 1/16 x 2 in.* 

*QKK 834 tQKK 923 

RAYTH EON COMPANY 
RAYTHEON 

lí 

MICROWAVE AND POWER TUBE DIVISION 
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CONVECTION 
COOLED 
No Blowers or Filters 
Maintenance Free 
Highly efficient, 
radiator type heat sinks 
eliminate internal blowers, 
maintenance problems, 
risk of failure, moving parts, 
noise and magnetic fields. 
Units are rated for 
continuous duty at 50°C 
ambient. 

EASY 
SERVICE 
ACCESS 
Dual -deck, swing -out 
back construction provides 
simple and fast service 
access without the need 
to remove unit from rack. 
All major component 
terminals are accessible 
from rear. 

NO 
VOLTAGE 
SPIKES 
OR 
OVERSHOOT 
Lambda's design 
prevents output voltage 
overshoot on "turn on, 
turn off," or power 
failure. 

MIL QUALITY 
Hermetically -sealed 
magnetic shielded 
transformer designed to 
MIL -T -27A quality and 
performance. Special, 
high -purity foil, 
hermetically -sealed 
long life electrolytic 
capacitors. 

SHORT 
CIRCUIT 
PROOF 

LA 50 - 03A 0 - 34 VDC 0- 5 A $395 
LA100.03A 0- 34 VDC 0-10 A 510 
LA200 03A 0 - 34 VDC 0-20 A 795 
LA 20 05A 20 - 105 VDC 0- 2 A 350 
LA 40 - 05A 20-105VDC 0- 4 A 495 

LA 80 - 05A 20. 105 VDC 0- 8 A 780 
LA 8 08A 75 - 330 VDC 0 0.8 A 395 
LA 15 - 08A 75 - 330 VDC 0- 1.5A 560 
LA 30 08A 75 - 330 VDC 0- 3 A 860 

For metered models add the suffix "M" to the 
model number and add $30.00 to the price. 

All models are 
completely protectec 
with magnetic 
circuit breakers, 
fuses, and thermal 
overload. 

REMOTE 
SENSING 
Minimizes effect 22 

power output lead; 
on DC regulatior, 
output impedance 
and transient 
response. 

?Zeug 

LAMBDA 

Transistorized 

REGULATED 

POWER SUPPLIES 

0- 34 VDC 5, 10 and 20 Amp 

20-105 VDC 2, 4 and 8 Amp 

\\ 75-330 VDC 0.8,1.5 and 3 Amp 

GUARANTEED 
FOR 

FIVE YEARS 

Year 

Grantee 

LA117 

CIRCLE 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



DIMENSION DRAWINGS 

D 
Qit 

Top View 
of All Models 

Front View 

L4 0 II 
.9 

O 
ry 

MODEL t 
LA 50.03A LA 100-03A LA 200-03A 
LA 20-05A LA 40-05A LA 80-05A 
LA 8-08A LA 15-08A LA 30-08A 

A 31/2 7" 101/2" 

8 3" 4" "71/2" 

C 183 " 181/4" 181/4" 

D 142/e" 143/e" 161/2" 

" These models notched per RETMA Standards 
t Includes metered models with suffix "M" 

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS OF LAMBDA LA SERIES 

DC OUTPUT (Regulated for line and load) 

Model Voltage Rangea) Current Range Minimum Voltage at Voltage Steps (1) Pricets) 

LA 50.03A 0. 34 VDC 0. 5 AMP 0 2, 4, 8, 16, and 0- 4 volt vernier" E 395 
LA100.03A 0- 34 VDC 0-10 AMP 0 2, 4, 8, 16, and 0- 4 volt vernier 510 

LA200-03A 0- 34 VDC 0.20 AMP 0 2, 4, 8, 16, and 0- 4 volt vernier 795 

LA 20-05A 20-105 VDC 0-2 AMP 20 5, 10, 20, 40, and 0-10 volt vernier 350 

LA 40-05A 
LA 80-05A 

20-105 VDC 
20-105 VDC 

0- 4 AMP 
0- 8 AMP 

20 
20 

5, 
5, 

10, 20, 40, and 0-10 volt vernier 
10, 20, 40, and 0-10 volt vernier 

495 
780 

LA 8-08A 75.330 VDC 0- 0.8 AMP 75 15, 30, 60, 120, and 0-30 volt vernier 395 

LA 15-08A 75-330 VDC 0- 1.5 AMP 75 15, 30, 60, 120, and 0.30 volt vernier 560 

LA 30-08A 75.330 VDC 0- 3 AMP 75 15, 30, 60, 120, and 0-30 volt vernier 860 

(1) The DC output voltage for each model is completely covered by four selec- 
tor switches, plus vernier control. The DC output voltage is the summation of 
the minimum voltage plus the voltage steps and the continuously variable 
DC vernier. 

Regulation (line) Less than 0.05 per cent or 8,milli- 
volts (whichever is greater). For 
input variations from 100.130 VAC. 

Regulation (load) Less than 0.10 per cent or 15 milli- 
volts (whichever is greater). For 
load variations from 0 to full load. 

Transient Response Output voltage is constant within 
regulation specifications for step 
function: 

(line) line voltage change from 100-130 
VAC or 130-100 VAC. 

(load) load change from 0 to full load or 
full load to 0 within 50 microsec- 
onds after application. 

Internal Impedance LA 50-03A less than .008 ohms 
LA100-03A less than .004 ohms 
LA200-03A less than .002 ohms 
LA 20-05A less than .06 ohms 
LA 40-05A less than .03 ohms 
LA 80-05A less than .015 ohms 
LA 8.08A less than .5 ohms 
LA 15-08A less than .25 ohms 
LA 30-08A less than .15 ohms 

Ripple and Noise Less than 1 millivolt rms with either 
terminal grounded. 

Polarity Either positive or negative terminal 
may be grounded. 

Temperature 
Coefficient Less than 0.025 %/°C 

AC INPUT 100-130 VAC, 60 ± 0.3 cycle3 
LA 50-03A ....360 watts4 
LA100.03A ....680 watts4 
LA200-03A ...1225 watts4 
LA 20-05A....390 watts4 
LA 40-05A....710 watts4 
LA 80-05A...1350 watts4 
LA 8-08A....415 watts4 
LA 15-08A ....760 watts4 
LA 30-08A...1450 watts4 
'This frequency band amply covers standard 
commercial power lines in the United States 
and Canada. 
IWith output loaded to lull rating and input 
at 130 VAC. 

(2) Prices are for unmetered models. For metered models add the suffix "M" 
snd add $30.00 to the price. 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
AND DUTY CYCLE Continuous duty at full load up to 

50°C (122°F) ambient. 
OVERLOAD PROTECTION: 

Electrical Magnetic circuit breaker front 
panel mounted. Special transistor 
circuitry provides independent 
protection against transistor com- 
plement overload. Fuses provide 
internal failure protection. Unit 
cannot be injured by short circuit 
or overload. 

Thermal Thermostat, manual reset, rear of 
chassis. Thermal overload indica- 
tor light front panel. 

METERS Voltmeter and ammeter on metered 
models. 

CONTROLS: 
DC Output Controls . Voltage selector switches and ad- 

justable vernier -control rear of 
chassis. 

Power Magnetic circuit breaker, front 
panel. 

Remote DC Vernier . Provision for remote operation of 
DC vernier. 

Remote Sensing Provision is made for remote sens- 
ing to minimize effect of power 
output leads on DC regulation, 
output impedance and transient 
response. PHYSICAL DATA: 

Mounting Standard 19" Rack Mounting 

Size 
LA 50-03A, LA20.05A, 
LA 100-03A, LA40-05A, 
LA200-03A, LA80-05A, 

Weight 
LA 50-03A, LA20.05A, 
LA100-03A, LA40-05A, 
LA200-03A, LA80-05A, 
Panel Finish 

LA 8.08A 31/2" H x 19" W x 14%"D 
LA15.08A 7" H x 19" W x 14%"D 
LA30-08A 101/2" H x 19" W x 161/2r'D 

LA 8-08A 55 lb Net 85 lb Ship. Wt. 
LA15-08A 100 lb Net 130 lb Ship. Wt. 
LA30-08A 140 lb Net 170 lb Ship. Wt. 

Black ripple enamel (standard). 
Special finishes available to cus- 
tomers' specifications at moderate 
surcharge. Quotation upon request. 

TJAMBDA ELECTRONICS CORP. 
515 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD. HUNTINGTON. L. I.. NEW YORK 516 MYRTLE 4-4200 

Send for complete Lambda Catalog. 
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Subscribers: Please address all cor- 
resoondence, change of address 
notices, subscription orders or com- 
plaints to Fulfillment Manager, Elec- 
tronics, at above address. Change of 
nddress notices should provide old 
as well as new address, including 
postal zone number if any. If pos- 
sible, attach address label from re- 
cent issue. Allow one month for 
change to become effective. 

Postmaster: Please send Form 3579 
to Fulfillment Manager, Electronics, 
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, 
New York. 

qBR 

Audited Paid Circulation 

"ELECTRONICS IN EUROPE" is the title of Chief Editor MacDonald's upcom- 
ing Special Report (June 9) and this photo is the current condition of 
his desk-give or take another mail call. 

It's enough to make a traveling man take up painting. 
Instead, he plans to give readers a full -stroke picture of what goes on 

overseas. Realistically. Bright colors, somber grays, important in- 
betweens ... the whole panorama. Meanwhile, in this issue (p 26), three 
prominent European friends sketch in a bit of the future. 

CHANGING marketing patterns and techniques are 

p,RTs 
bringing major expansion to the 24 -year -old Elec- 
tronic Parts Distributors Show to be held in Chi- 

sW:44 cago week after next. Trend of big exclusively 
franchised distributors taking over from factory - 
to -factory selling is told on p 28. 

Products to be introduced at the show will include stereo f -m broadcast 
adapters, tuners and receivers; antennas with tubes built in, nuvistor- 
equipped preamps and a transmitter -receiver with acoustically isolated 
earphones and mouthpiece for use in high -noise level areas. See p 30. 

Mergers and acquisitions are among trends which now point to fewer 
and bigger parts distributors doing a doubled volume by 1965. These 
indicators are reflected in the marketing story on p 22. Necessity for 
thinking and planning big to share and survive in booming industrial 
electronic parts business is wrapped up on p 132 by one of the top men 
behind the parts show. 

Coming In Our May 19 Issue 
METEORFAX. Transmission of facsimile messages up to distances of 
1,000 miles over meteor -burst paths appears feasible with the meteorfax 
technique described in our next issue. According to B. F. Gedaminski 
and W. G. Griffin, Jr. of Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories in 
Bedford, Mass., high-speed transmission of data in this system elimi- 
nates the need for storage devices such as magnetic tape. The authors 
report tests where picture rates in excess of 300,000 bits a second were 
achieved. 
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SPRAGUE 
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BLUE LACKET 
VITREOUS ENAMEL -PROTECTED, 

POWER WIREWOUND RESISTORS. 

Send for Bulletins: 7410-A (Axial Lead), 7400-A (Tab Type) 

KOOLOHM 
CERAMIC INSULATED -SHELL, 

POWER WIREWOUND RESISTORS. 

Send for Engineering Bulletin: 7300-A 

,0 

PERMASEAL 
CAST EPDXY HOUSING, 

PRECISION WIREWOUND RESISTORS. 

Send for Engineering Bulletin: 7500 

SPRAGUE RESISTORS 
S,HA,,,,F,. 

s i }zw 

- __-SPRAGUE 
- - 09.E 

-=-= SPRRGUE -"= 
SP_I:RAM£G--- 

FILM ISTO R 
PRECISION CARBON FILM RESISTORS. 

end for Bulletins: 7000 (Molded shell), 7010-B (Ceramic shell) 

M E G -O -MAX 
GLASS -JACKETED HIGH VOLTAGE, 

HIGH POWER RESISTORS. 

Send for Engineering Bulletin: 7200-A 

SPIRAMEG 
HIGH -RESISTANCE SPIRAL ELEMENT 

RESISTORS. 

Send for Engineering Bulletin: 7100 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY 35 Marshall Street North Adams, Mass. 

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS: RESISTORS CAPACITORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS 
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TURN TIME 
INTO 

OPPORTUNITY 

with RCA 

TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT 

SERVICES 

It is good 
business to 

utilize 
established 
sources for 

technical support 
services that enable 

you to realize 
savings in time. 

This savings means 
opportunity and 

money to you! 
RCA Service Company 

-the military and 
industrial service arm of 

the Radio Corporation 
of America-is equipped to 
provide skilled, specialized 
technical support services 

to help you utilize precious 
hours more effectively ... 

yielding the results you need in 
the face of tight deadlines 

and peak workloads. 

Regardless of project scope, look 
to RCA Service Company for 

assistance in any, 
or all, of these services: 

Field Engineering 
Systems Engineering Services 

Equipment Installation, 
Check-out, and Maintenance 

Equipment Repair 

and Calibration 

(s) 

For almost two decades, RCA Service 
Company has been providing technical 

support services on complex 
equipment and systems to branches 

of the U. S. Armed Forces, 

governmental agencies, and prime 
contractors. This experience and 
skill assure you of ingenuity and 

excellence in support services 
demanded in this era of 
technical achievements. 

RCA Service Company 
enables you to utilize your 
project time to its fullest. 

Time is opportunity. 
We'll help you make 

the most of it! 
For complete information, contact 

J. R. Corcoran, Location 2116-2, 
RCA Service Company, 

Camden 8, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Electronics 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

COMMENT 

Gallium Arsenide 

We have been intrigued by the 
letter from C. G. Masters and J. E. 
Rathmell (Comment, p 6, Mar. 17) 
concerning the deterioriation of 
gallium arsenide tunnel diodes. In 
the editorial comment which fol- 
lows, you mention that "the gradual 
deterioration of gallium arsenide 
devices has been known for about 
ten months . . . " 

As users of GaAs devices, we 
would like to know whether you 
could give us more specific informa- 
tion on the deterioration, or refer 
us to published material on the sub- 
ject. In particular, do you know 
whether the same type of deteriora- 
tion occurs in GaAs variable -capaci- 
tance diodes? 

BRIAN J. ROBINSON 
NETHERLANDS FOUNDATION FOR 

RADIOASTRONOMY 
DWINGELOO, THE NETHERLANDS 

Gallium arsenide diodes have 
come under critical scrutiny at sev- 
eral recent conferences, including 
the International Solid -State Cir- 
cuits Conference held in Philadel- 
phia late in February. Reports of 
deterioriation after prolonged serv- 
ice were mentioned; also reported 
was deterioration during periods 
of disuse. Manufacturers report, 
however, that 2,000 -hour life tests 
at 100 C with a reverse bias of 5 v 
have yielded no change in character- 
istics. Researchers acknowledge 
that behavior of GaAs diodes under 
forward -bias conditions is not com- 
pletely understood; apparently sev- 
eral independent mechanisms affect 
deterioriation in tunneling char- 
acteristics. For example, in zinc - 
doped GaAs, the peak current 
decreases with age, while in cad- 
mium -doped materials, the valley 
current goes up. Work is still being 
done to eliminate the gaps in 
knowledge. 

Japan's Missiles 

In the Apr. 7 edition, the section 
Electronics Newsletter (p 12), you 
had an item entitled "Japan Will 
Produce Own Air -Air Missile." The 
closing statement was to the effect 
that Japan had bought 40,000 U. S. 
Sidewinder missiles. Inasmuch as 

this was public information, would 
you be kind enough to inform me as 
to the source of this particular in- 
formation? As a manufacturer of 
Sidewinder components, I am very 
much interested in your statement 
that 40,000 have been bought by 
Japan... 

GEORGE B. MARCHEV 
GORDOS CORP. 

BLOOMFIELD, N. J. 
To be precise, we said Japan's air 

defense forces "had borrowed the 
U.S. Sidewinder missile, of which 
Japan has so far bought about 40,- 
000." The source of this informa- 
tion was Japan's Self -Defense 
Agency, one of whose spokesmen 
told McGraw-Hill World News on 
March 20 that up to the end of fiscal 
1960 Japan had bought 40,000 mis- 
siles of the Sidewinder type. Not 
all these were necessarily produced 
in the U. S. 

International News 

As a relatively recent subscriber 
to ELECTRONICS, and in fact a rela- 
tively recent resident of the U. S., 
I have been consistently pleased by 
the depth and breadth of your mag- 
azine's coverage of international 
news in the electronics technology. 
One is accustomed to chauvinism in 
industrial journals; I have yet to 
detect any substantial note of chau- 
vinism in your stories. 

With the world growing smaller 
daily, and especially with the Free 
World becoming more interdepend- 
ent all the time, this broad view is 
particularly valuable today .. . 

A. E. DANDER 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

We regard electronics as an in- 
ternational industry and do our best 
to serve as an international journal. 
By the way, watch for "Electronics 
in Europe," coming June 9. 

Transistor Socket 

In New Products for Mar. 10 
(p 242), the item about Augat 
Bros.' narrow transistor socket 
should have specified that the socket 
fits the Clevite Spacesaver power 
transistor .. . 

EBEN S. CHURCH 
HORTON, CHURCH & GOFF 
PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

We omitted the identifying desig- 
nation Clevite. Sorry. 
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when Time means Money ... 

you can depend on 
For small runs, military prototypes, production emergencies or for 
hurry -up design and engineering projects ... you can get Coldite 
70+ Resistors in short order. 

Coldite 70+ are today's best -looking resistors-and every bit 
as good as they look. Exclusive solder -coated leads stay tarnish 
free for fastest soldering. Performance exceeds latest MIL -R-11 
requirements ... gives extra dividends in load life and moisture 
resistance characteristics. They're available in 2 -watt (RC -42), 
1 -watt (RC -32), and 1 -watt (RC -20) sizes ... in all standard 
values and tolerances ... direct from distributors' stocks. 

Get them in 24 hours or less 
... from these Leading Distributors! 

STACKPOLE 

cy, °fa 
FIXED COMPOSITION 
RESISTORS 

ALABAMA-BIRMINGHAM 
MG Electronics & Equipment Co. 

CALIFORNIA 
GLENDALE-R. V. Weatherford Co. 
LONG BEACH-Deans Electronics 
LOS ANGELES-H. G. Rising 
OAKLAND-Brill Electronics 
PASADENA-Wesco Electronic. 
SAN DIEGO-Radio Ports Co. 
VAN NUYS-Tranco 

COLORADO 
DENVER-Denver Electronics Supply Co. 

CONNECTICUT 
WATERBURY-Bond Radio Supply Co., Inc. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
WASHINGTON-Electronic Wholesaler., Inc. 

FLORIDA 
TAMPA-Thurow Electronics, Inc. 
WEST PALM BEACH-Goddard Distrib., Inc. 

INDIANA 
INDIANAPOLIS-Radio Distributing Co. 

KANSAS 
WICHITA-Interstate Electronic Supply Corp. 

KENTUCKY 
LOUISVILLE-P. I. Burks Co., Inc. 

MARYLAND 
BALT`MORE-Kann-Ellert Electronics, Inc. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
BOSTON-Cramer Electronics Inc. 

Sager Electrical Supply 
N. W LBRAHAM-Industrial Components Corp. 

MICHIGAN 
BATTLE CREEK-Electronic Supply Corp. 

MISSOURI 
ST. LOUIS-Interstate Supply Co. 

NEW JERSEY 
MOUNTAINSIDE-Federated Purchaser Inc. 

NEW YORK 
BROOKLYN-Electronic Equipment Co., Inc. 

Quad Electronics Inc. 
NEW YORK-Electronics Center Inc. 

Harrison Radio Corp. 
Harvey Radio Co. 
Milo Electronics Corp. 
Sun Radio & Electronics Co., Inc. 

SYRACUSE-Morris Electronics of Syracuse 
WHITE PLAINS-Westchester Electronic 

Supply Co., Inc. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
WINSTON.SALEM-Dolton-Hoge Inc. 

OHIO 
CINCINNATI-Herrlinger Distributing Co. 
CLEVELAND-Pioneer Electronic Supply Co. 
COLUMBUS-Hughes-Peters, Inc. 

OREGON 
PORTLAND-Lou Johnson Co., Inc. 

Co.Supply 

SuPPIY 

PENNSYLVANIA 
PHILADELPHIA-Almo Radio Co. 
SCRANTON-Fred P. Perseli 

TEXAS 
DALLAS-Wholesale Electronic 

VIRGINIA 
ROANOKE-Peoples Radie & TV 

WASHINGTON 
SEATTLE-C & G Electronics Co. 
TACOMA-C & G Electronics Co. 

... and G-C/STACKPOLE, TOO! 
Attractively packaged by G -C Elec- 
tronics for service replacement uses, 
Coldite 70+ Resistors ore also avail- 
able through over 800 G -C distributors. 
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From General Ceramics Division of 
INDIANA GENERAL CORPORATION 

FOR FILTER NETWORKS - 
DELAY LINES 

Eyelets 

Shell Mounting Bracket 
Nickel Silver 

\ 48 Pitch Threaded 
Ferrite Tuning Slug 

. Internally Threaded Plastic 
Sleeve DuPont Delrin" 

Temperature Stable 
Ferramic Cup Core with 
Precision Ground Air Gap 

DuPont Delrin' Bobbins in 1, 
2 or 3 Sections 

Mounting Base Plate 
Tin Plated Brass 

0°C 10'C 20°C 30°C 40°C 50°C 
+1.0 

+0 5 

0 

0.5 

1.0 

Typical Curve for a TC -1-03-250 Cup Core 

FE R R A M I C® Cup Core Assemblies with Unmatched Stability 00 C to 50° C 

(International Series) 

FEATURES THAT PAY OFF IN 
PERFORMANCE AND COST 

Seven sizes from stock .599" to 1.425" O.D. 

Frequencies - 1KC to 1MC 

"Q" values to 750 

Standard Gapped Inductance Values 40 to 
1000 MH/1000 turns 
Extreme temperature stability 
Trimmer for minimum of 12% adjustment 
Complete assembly available 

INDIANA 

ßENERAL 
COPP«,Par1ON 

Now, a complete line of in -stock cup core assemblies designed 
for electronic coil applications requiring inductance and 
permeability having exacting temperature stability and linearity. 

The high "Q" factor exhibited by these temperature compen- 
sated cup cores is engineered to meet the most rigid coil 
design requirements. 

TC permeability stable units combine optimum operating 
performance in the smallest possible space providing com- 
plete design flexibility at low cost. 

For exact recommendations and fast off -the -shelf deliveries, 
write, wire or phone today - ask for Bulletin A-5. 

GENERAL CERAMICS 
Phone VAlley 6-5100 Direct Distance Dialing Code 201 

KEASBEY, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A. 

TECHNICAL CERAMICS, FERRITES AND MEMORY PRODUCTS 
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER 
Beacon Speeded 
Astronaut Recovery 

WHEN ASTRONAUT Alan B. Shepard 
rode his Mercury capsule 115 miles 
up and 320 miles downrange last 
Friday, the carrier Lake Champlain 
was standing by near the planned 
impact point to pick him up. Aid- 
ing the carrier helicopters to locate 
the capsule was a beacon device 
called Sarah (search and rescue and 
homing), developed by Simmonds 
Precision Products. 

Sarah system consists of a mini- 
ature transmitter in the spacecraft 
and homing devices aboard the 
searching ships and aircraft. 
Transmitter was activated as the 
craft came down to about 10,000 ft ; 

pulse signals were presented on crt 
indicators in the craft. Use of the 
homing device-similar to one car- 
ried by the Soviet Union's Vostok 
on its single orbit-permitted the 
Champlain pilots to pick Shepard up 
and get him safely aboard within 
half an hour after reentry. 

Companies Suggest Joint Effort 
For Satellite Communications 

TWO MAJOR electronics companies 
last week recommended that satel- 
lite communications systems be de- 
veloped and exploited by joint pri- 
vate enterprise. General Electric 
went so far as to set up a new com- 
pany, dubbed Communications Sat- 
ellites Inc. General Telephone & 

Electronics recommended to the 
Federal Communications Commis- 
sion that the nation's communica- 
tions companies be authorized to 
form a single jointly -owned com- 
mercial space communications com- 
pany. 

The Bell System has already 
expressed its willingness to launch 
experimental communications satel- 
lites by Christmas if the National 
Aeronautics & Space Administra- 
tion will give immediate approval of 
the plan. 

Both GE and GT&E made their 
announcements in answer to an 
FCC request for industry comments 
on various regulatory and admini- 
strative problems relating to the 

space communications business. 
GT&E stressed that satellite com- 
munications requires "effective uti- 
lization of all this country's sci- 
entific, engineering and manage- 
ment resources in the communica- 
tions common -carrier field." GE 
added that the flexibility and vital- 
ity of private enterprise would be 
reasserted if the system can be ac- 
complished through the cooperative 
efforts of U. S. industry. GE sees 
Communications Satellites Inc. as 
a focal point for cooperative parti- 
cipation by private enterprise in a 
worldwide commercial satellite sys- 
tem under government regulation. 

Former ONR Chief 
Takes Industry Job 

RETIRING Chief of Naval Research 
Rawson Bennett last week joined 
Sangamo Electric as a senior vice 
president and director of engineer- 
ing. Bennett, who retired from the 
Navy on Feb. 1, spent much of his 
service career in electronics. Dur- 
ing World War II he headed the 
electronic design division of Bu - 
Ships, also served as the principal 
liaison officer to the Office of Sci- 
entific Research & Development. In 
1939, he designed a sonar team 
trainer for antisubmarine and allied 
work. A 1927 graduate of the Naval 
Academy, he also holds an M.S. in 
electrical engineering from the Uni- 
versity of California. 

Sangamo is a major supplier of 
sonar equipment and other elec- 
tronic gear to the Navy. 

Semiconductor Conductivity 
Observed to Oscillate 

INVESTIGATIONS at MIT's Lincoln 
Laboratory are currently attempt- 
ing to explain-and possibly show 
the way to exploit-an oscillatory 
phenomenon observed in germa- 
nium, silicon and indium antimo- 
nide. Effect manifests itself as an 
oscillating variation in the conduc- 
tivity of a semiconductor sample 
which contains excess minority car- 
riers and is subjected to nearly 

parallel d -c electric and magnetic 
fields. 

Experimental apparatus has been 
built at the Lincoln Lab to measure 
infrared absorption of the free car- 
riers as a function of time during 
the oscillations. 

1960 Instrument Shipments 
Totaled $120 Million 

BUSINESS & DEFENSE SERVICES Ad- 
ministration announced last week 
that shipments of electrical meas- 
uring instruments by U. S. manu- 
facturers in 1960 amounted to about 
3.8 million units valued at about 
$120 million. Military orders ac- 
counted for about a sixth of the 
volume and about a third of the 
value. 

Unfilled orders at the end of the 
fourth quarter represented a little 
over 900,000 units valued at $31 

million; BDSA estimates this as a 
production backlog of about three 
months. 

Classification includes instru- 
ments for indicating and recording 
electrical quantities, including in- 
strument relays; iron -vane, dyna- 
mometer, rectifier and thermocouple 
types ; watthour, power -factor and 
phase -angle meters ; self -balancing 
instruments, and oscillographic re- 
corders of both galvanometer and 
oscilloscope types. 

Miniature UHF Transmitter 
Withstands Space Environment 

HIGH -POWER transmitter to operate 
in the uhf band for missile and 
space communications has been de- 
veloped by Space Electronics, Glen- 
dale, Calif. The transmitter is 
housed in a cylinder 13 in. long and 
4I in. in diameter. Company rates 
the unit as having an output power 
of 1 to 2 Kw at a frequency of 200 
to 400 Mc, says it can operate con- 
tinuously at temperatures up to 
500 F. 

Heat generated in the transmit- 
ter's environment is conducted 
away from sensitive electronic ele- 
ments to a heat -dissipating medium 
where it is disposed of by ablation 
or evaporation. Transmitter struc- 
ture is highly conductive thermally. 
Special ceramic dielectrics having 
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high thermal conductivity and low 
r -f loss are used in the cavities. 
Concentric cavity -nesting technique 
gives the unit its necessary mech- 
anical strength while reducing the 
overall dimensions. Transmitter is 
virtually solid, and ceramic compo- 
nents are under purely compressive 
stress. 

Radio -frequencies circuits are 
broadbanded for operation over a 
10 -Mc frequency range around a 
center frequency selected by re- 
placeable oscillator crystals. 

Soviets Track Satellites 
With Seventy Stations 

VICE CHAIRMAN of the Soviet Acad- 
emy's astronomical council, A. 
Masevitch, reported recently that 
there were 70 satellite tracking sta- 
tions in the Soviet Union alone, and 
many in other countries. Masevitch 
made the statement as part of a 
report recently on progress thus 
far in setting up a Soviet tracking 
network. 

The academician said that up un- 
til January the USSR's computing 
center had received data from over 
90,000 observations including 37,- 
000 made in 35 foreign countries. 
He added that Hungarian scientists 
have developed a simple but effi- 
cient computer to process tracking 
data; three of the computers have 
been presented as gifts to the astro- 
nomical council. 

Air Force Develops 
Blood -Pressure Monitor 

AIR FORCE has developed a device 
which automatically monitors dias- 
tolic and systolic blood pressures 
and provides an electrical signal 
that can be automatically recorded 
or telemetered. The portable in- 
strument uses transistor logic to 
perform its program functions, 
weighs 35 lb exclusive of recorder 
or telemeter. Range of operation 
is between 100 and 200 mm of mer- 
cury; measurement can be repeated 
at intervals varying from one to 15 
minutes. 

Wright Air Development Divi- 
sion, which developed the automatic 
monitor, also announced the suc- 
cessful design of a chronic brain 

polarographic implant unit capa- 
ble of detecting small changes in 
availability of cerebral oxygen. The 
unit is surgically implanted in the 
skull of an experimental animal ; 

report states that reproducible data 
can be obtained within 5 days of 
postsurgical recovery. 

USAF Steps Up Experiments 
In Atmospheric Ducting 

PROPAGATION EXPERIMENTS using 
ducts in the atmosphere over the 
ocean are being stepped up by Air 
Force's Cambridge Research Labs. 
The ducting phenomenon was first 
observed a couple of years ago, is 
caused by temperature inversion 
layers at about 5,000 ft altitude 
and centered at about 30 deg north 
and south latitude. 

Recent experiment beamed a 425 - 
Mc radar signal eastward from a 
station on Trinidad. The signal was 
coupled into the duct, produced 
strong returns from the Canary 
Islands, the coast of Africa, and the 
Atlas Mountains in northern 
Africa; the mountains are some 
3,900 miles from Trinidad. 

Electronic Ignition 
Fires At One Kilocycle 

BRITISH automobile subsystems sup- 
plier Joseph Lucas Ltd. recently 
introduced an electronic ignition 
system capable of producing sparks 
at the rate of 1,000 per second, 
equivalent to an 8 -cylinder engine 
speed of 15,000 rpm. A transistor 
is used in the Lucas development 
to release current to a high -volt- 
age transformer. Outputs up to 20 
Kv can be produced. Ignition sys- 
tem is presently intended for rac- 
ing -car engines. 

Navy Contracts 
Favor Sub Defense 

RECENT CONTRACTS awarded by the 
Navy show the continuing empha- 
sis on antisubmarine defense. 

Control Data Corp. last week an- 
nounced the receipt of an order for 
eight digital geoballistic computers 
to go into the Polaris' Mk 84 fire - 

control system; value of the pro- 
duction contract is in excess of $4 
million. CDC built the functional 
prototype of the geoballistic com- 
puter under a previous prime devel- 
opment contract from BuWeaps for 
$5 million. Computer receives posi- 
tion data from ship's inertial navi- 
gation system (SINS), calculates 
trajectories to assigned targets un- 
til the missiles are fired, at which 
time the missile's guidance system 
takes over. 

Another contract, for long-range 
basic research in undersea noise, 
was awarded to Electro Nuclear 
Systems Corp. of Minneapolis. Con- 
tract is from Office of Naval Re- 
search for an undisclosed amount. 

Encoding Keyboard 
Uses Optical Techniques 

PHOTOELECTRIC binary- encoding 
keyboard for use with data-process- 
ing peripheral gear was announced 
last week by Invac Corp., Natick, 
Mass. The keyboard can put out 
standard or special 5, 6, 7 or 8 -bit 
binary codes. 

When a key is pushed, a binary- 
coded shutter modulates a bank of 
light -data channels; the coded sig- 
nal bears on a bank of photocon- 
ductors which produces the re- 
quired electrical signals. Amplifiers 
are optional. Standard 44 -key al- 
phanumeric keyboard can be used 
for dual logic (upper case can 
mean something different from 
lower case). Keyboard with ampli- 
fiers sells for $550. 

FCC Reorganization 
Seeks Work Speedup 

REORGANIZATION of the Federal 
Communications Commission pro- 
posed by the Kennedy administra- 
tion is designed to speed the 
FCC's work and reduce the lag in 
handling cases. 

The speedup would be accom- 
plished by permitting the agency 
to hear cases before panels of com- 
missioners, individual commission- 
ers, hearing examiners, or other 
employees. The Commission would 
have the right, with some excep- 
tions, to declare FCC actions final, 
court recourse for losers. 
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NO 

FIRMLY 
ANCHORED JET 

SILVER 
SOLDERED 
COOLING 

COILS 

REFLECTOR 

W REACH OPERATING 
PRESSURES FASTER 

... with the NRC Model HS4-750 
4" Fractionating Diffusion Pump 

Highest speed over the widest range 
of any 4" diffusion pump available today.* 

The only fractionating 4" diffusion pump of its type, the Model HS4-750 starts 
pumping at 400 microns - delivers 750 liters/sec. from 1 micron down and reaches 
ultimate pressures in the 10-10 Torr range. Regardless of variations in water tem- 
perature and fluctuations in voltage, performance is assured with only a 6 cfm 
mechanical backing pump. This outstanding performance is made possible by a 
completely new boiler and heater plus the new 4 -stage fractionating jet design. 

Check these additional features: 

STAINLESS STEEL BODY 

4 STAGE 
FRACTIONATING 
JET ASSEMBLY 

MODEL H54-750 

FORELINE 
BAFFLE 

`. 

CAST -IN 
HEATER 

FIRMLY ANCHORED JET 
cannot be hurled into the manifold by acci- 
dental release of air through the foreline. 

SILVER SOLDERED COOLING COILS 
cannot slough off even when pump is operated 
without cooling water. 

FLUID -RETAINING FORELINE BAFFLE 
keeps fluid in the pump, even when it is in- 
correctly air -released. 

LONG HEATER LIFE 
"cast -in" unit assures good heat transfer to 
the boiler while keeping watt density low. 

LOW BACKSTREAMING 
less than 0.02 mg./cm.2/min. 

QUICK HEAT -UP AND COOL -DOWN 
reduces operating time and use of power. 

MINIMUM CLEANING 
stainless steel body stays clean ... entire unit 
disassembled in 15 sec. 

This NRC pump combines all the features which 
add up to the ideal diffusion pump ... offers you 
both top performance and reliable, trouble -free 
operation. Write for our free catalog containing 
speed curves ... see why Model HS4-750 is the 
best 4" pump you can find anywhere. 
*Immediately available at $395.00 F.O.B. Newton, Mass. 

N RC 
EQUIPMENT 

CORPORATION 

A Subsidiary of National Research Corp. 

160 Charlemont Street, Dept. 5E 

Newton 61, Massachusetts 
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SO years... 
over 
3,500,000,000 
capacitors 

For over fifty years, Cornell-Dubilier has specialized 

in the design, production and distribution of capac- 

itors. William Dubilier is regarded throughout the 

world as the "Father of the Capacitor Industry." 

From a modest beginning in 1910, CDE has con- 

tinued as the leader in this important phase of 

electronic components pioneering. 
Today the many vast and widespread facilities 

of CDE provide a single source of unmatched 
capacitor technology. There are more CDE capaci- 
tors in use today than any other make-every con- 

ceivable known type, style and class-fabricated 
and sold by CDE in every part of the world. 

Designs still unborn are being conceived and 

developed in CDE's Research Center ... particularly 
"High Reliability" components for the most ad- 
vanced applications of the Electronics Age. 

Be it ceramics, mica, electrolytics, tantalum, film, 
paper, metalized or types yet unknown, CDE cc n be 

depended upon to meet the needs of the Electronics 

Industry . .. today and in the future. 
CDE also produces relays, semiconductors, filters, 

delay lines, pulse networks, packaged circuits and 
systems, test instruments, vibrators and converters, 
and antenna rotors ... all allied electronic devices 
frequently associated with capacitor technology. 

When you have been around for 50 years there 
are reasons ... uncompromising quality of mate- 
rials, meticulous care in production, exhaustive test- 
ing and a compelling "Urge to Serve." 

Look to CDE every time you look for Capacitors. 
Cornell-Dubilier Electronics Division, Federal Pacific 
Electric Company, 50 Paris Street, Newark 1, N. J. 

C DfE 

highly reliable electronic components and systems 
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Stainless Steel 
ATTENUATORS e by WEINSCHEL 

Model 210 

Range: 1 to 20 DB 

Connectors: Type N 

The ruggedness and longer life of stain- 
less steel connectors and metal parts 
make these attenuators exceptional-and 
only Weinschel makes them. The Model 
210 has these additional 

Exclusive Weinschel Features: 
Weinschel film resistors withstand 
shock and vibration and give maxi- 
mum stability under peak pulse power 
and under extreme temperature and 
humidity cycling. 
Certificate of Calibration showing in- 
sertion loss test data with guaranteed 
accuracy explicitly stated. 
Critical dimension of inner contact 
depth held to ± 0.005 inches, exceed- 
ing all government specifications. 

Write for Weinschel Engineering Bulletin 
17 for full information and prices on 
the Model 210 and similar attenuators 
with other connectors. For special models 
to meet other requirements, contact our 
Application Engineering Department. 

WEINSCHEL ENGINEERING 

KENSINGTON, MARYLAND 

Phone: LOckwood 4-0121 
TWX Kensington, Maryland 446 

WASHINN GTON OUTLOOK 
MORE CENTRAL CONTROL over weapons research and development is being 
tried in the Pentagon. By overhauling the Defense Dept.'s massive 
budget -making procedures, Secretary McNamara hopes to have a stronger 
hand in deciding what weapons and what service will be charged with 
strategic and tactical roles and missions. 

Short-term, between now and Oct. 1, the policy is aimed at deciding 
what weapons are best. Thus, the Air Force Minuteman, now in develop- 
ment stage, will be pitted against the Navy's Polaris, already in produc- 
tion, to see which one will be relied upon as a mobile, solid -fueled ballistic 
missile. 

Or, the Army's Pershing missile will be pitted against the Air Force's 
advanced fighter-bomber, and then a decision made as to which should 
get that tactical chore. 

There will be sharper competition among weapons systems, and an 
early showdown in the three services as to which will win a role for 
either limited or deterrent missions. 

Long-term, what McNamara and his comptroller, Charles J. Hitch, 
are attempting to arrive at is a consistent and steady spending figure 
for years to come, and to award money to the Army, Navy and Air Force 
on a basis of what function each has, rather than on an eenie-meenie- 
miney-mo system. 

These officials claim the savings on "marginal" projects will be so 
substantial that more funds should be available for higher -priority arms 
and equipment. 

The impact, for industry, will be more in terms of stability. Once 
an R&D or production project is approved with a specific schedule, it 
will now be less likely that major changes will be made in the future, 
barring unforeseen technological developments. 

Incidentally, the outlook is for a continuing rise in defense spending 
in the years ahead. In fiscal 1962, which starts July 1, spending is esti- 
mated at $43.8 -billion, up $1.3 -billion over the current rate. 

THE ADMINISTRATION'S tax credit plan to stimulate investment in new 
plant and equipment is getting more knocks from congressmen and busi- 
ness groups than praise. 

After reviewing all of Kennedy's programs to speed recovery and the 
country's long-term economic growth, the Democrats on the Joint Eco- 
nomic Committee of Congress are doubtful about the tax credit idea. 
They say the tax credit (which would reduce business taxes by $1.7 - 
billion a year geared to spending on new plant and equipment), might 
provide "relatively little stimulus in investment unless consumer demand 
is stimulated." Their thought: a tax cut for individuals might do more 
good. 

Secretary of the Treasury Dillon gave some details on the tax credit 
plan: companies would be permitted to carry forward unused tax credits 
for 5 years (to help out companies whose spending fluctuates) ; but to 
prevent bunching of expenditures to get the maximum tax credit, below - 
depreciation spending in a given year would be charged against the 
depreciation base in future years. 

ANOTHER EFFORT is being made in Congress to help self-employed pro- 
fessional men set up their own retirement program. The legislation, spon- 
sored by Rep. Eugene Keogh (D.-N.Y.), would give an income tax 
deduction to a taxpayer who set up a retirement program acceptable to 
the Internal Revenue Service. There would be a limit of $2,500 a year 
deduction. 

But it will take presidential backing before it gets through Congress. 
Many professional organizations are supporting the measure, but the 
White House is inclined to put the legislation over until next year when 
the administration intends to try an overhaul of the personal income tax 
laws. 
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READ DIRECTLY 

1u1ua 
and iuv 

10 times previous accuracy, drift less than 

±4 pv per day, noise less than 0.2 pv! 

e 425A Microvolt -Ammeter 

Now make these difficult measurements quickly, easily 

Engineering - minute dc potentials, difference voltages, nulls; resistances from milliohms 

to 10 megmegohms (with external dc source). Also use with Esterline-Angus, other 

recorders 

Physics, Chemistry - grid, photomultiplier circuits, vacuum ion levels, thermocouple 

potentials, voltaic currents in chemicals 

Medicine, Biology - voltages in living cells, plants, seeds, nerve voltages 

Use of a photoelectric chopper instead of a mechanical vibra- 

tor, insuring low noise and drift. Protection against 1,000 volt 

momentary overloads. Probe minimizing thermocouple and 

triboelectric effects. Heavy ac filtering. 

Above are but a few of the reasons why the 425A does the 

work of complex equipment arrays faster, more simply and 

with 10 times previous accuracy. 

In addition to extremely small voltages and currents, Model 

425A measures resistances from milliohms to 10 megmegohms, 

in conjunction with an external constant current. 

Get complete details today from your a representative, or 

write direct. 

7114 

SPECIFICATIONS 
MICROVOLT -AMPLIFIER 

Voltages: Pos. and neg. 10 µv to 1 v end scale. 

11 ranges, 1-3-10 sequence. 
Current: Pos. and neg. 10 µµa to 3 ma end scale. 

18 ranges, 1-3-10 sequence. 
Input Impedance: 1 megohm on voltage ranges, 

1 megohm to 0.33 ohms on current ranges. 

Accuracy: ±3% of end scale. 

AMPLIFIER: 
AC Rejection: At least 3 db at 0.2 cps, 50 db at 

50 cps and approx. 60 db or more above 60 cps. 

Gain: 100,000 maximum 
Output: 0 to 1 v, adjustable 
Output Impedance: Depends on setting of output 

potentiometer; 10 ohms max. 

PRICE: 4i 425A, $500.00 (cabinet); 

4 425AR, $505.00 (rack mount). 
Data subject to change without notice 

Price f.o.b. factory 

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 
1071A PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A. 

CABLE "NEWPACK" DAVENPORT 6-7000 
FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPeL AREAS 

headquarters for precision AC and DC voltmeters 
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WHY for superhet sensitivity in range 

PAYmonitoring, lab work when the Melabs 

TEST 
RECEIVER 
permits field 
strength readings 
and rf pulse analysis 
at extremely 
low cost! 

For only $900.00, a microwave receiver of moderate sensitivity and high 
selectivity, usable with separate synchroscope for pulse observation! 
The first high-performance, low-cost receiver of its type on the market! 

These small, transistorized receivers are available today for the U, L, S, C, 

X and P bands, with similar models soon to be available in these ranges: 
18-26.5 KMC, 26.5-40 KMC. Battery -operated cabinet models also 
available on special order for portable field use. 

Receivers for all frequency bands are identical except for tuning cavity 
and dial. The DRO-4A display unit designed for use with the receiver can be 
used with all models, is packaged separately for maximum flexibility. Only 
one interconnecting video cable is required. 

SPECIFICATIONS Frequency Ranges: 

Sensitivity: 
Selectivity: 
Video Bandwidth: 
Dial Accuracy: 
Weight: 
Size: 
Sync sweep speed: 
Price: 

Mode 
Mode 
Mode 
Mode 
Mode 
Mode 

RCU-1: 400 MC -1 KMC 
RCL-1: 1-2 KMC 
RCS -1A: 2-4 KMC 
RCJ-1: 4-8 KMC 
RCX-1: 8-12.4 KMC 
RCP -1: 12.4-18 KMC 

-40 dbm minimum 
1% at 3 db (maximum) 
4 MC 
1% 
Receiver, 15 lbs.; display, 30 lbs. 
Receiver, 31/" x 15" x 19"; display, 7" x 15" x 19" 
10, 100, 10,000 µsec 
$900.00 (add $150 for model RCX-1 
or Model RCP -1) DRO-4A Display Unit, $900.00 

Employment opportunities at Melabs are exceptional for ambitious engineers 
and physicists. Write in confidence. 

3300 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, California 

7012 
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.,ORT - ROLLYWOOO. CALIFORNIA 

Complete data and specifications are ¿vailabie cn request 

1. THE -500 Voltage Regulator 

2. TOE. 05 Subcarrier Oscillator 

3. TAA-330 Composite Signal Amplifier 

4. TAA-301 AC Signai <.mplifie- 

5. TX4-100 Transmitte- 

6. TDA-200 Discrimiiator 
7. TOE -204 Nillirolt Oscillator 

8. TOE -106 Subcarrier Oscillator 

9. TOE100 Sobcarrier Oscillator 

10. TAV-_00 Rf Ampl fie. 
11. T1S-c12 Chassis 

12. T1S_08 Chassis 

13. T1S-_06 Class's 
14. TA -F-300 Tehmetr' System 
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Ingle -dace GyrccoEter by IS mean ürcralt Corp. 

Looking for production savings? 

Look into 
Hampton Roads, Virginia 

Freedom from rehandling costs can save your plant many dollars a year. 
And in the Hampton Roads area, you enjoy that saving both seaward 
and landward. There's deep -water frontage available, and more to come 
along planned extensions of present channels. And it's backed with rail 
and highway service by 8 major railroads and 45 scheduled truck lines. 
Ask VEPCO for site and economic data on the pleasant, hospitable, 
conservatively governed communities surrounding this well -served ice - 
free port. Write, wire or phone in confidence. 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC and POWER COMPANY 

Clark P. Spellman, Manager-Area Development, Electric Building, Richmond 9, Virginia Mllton 9-I411 
Serving the Top -of -the -South with 2,086,000 kilowatts-due to reach 2,720,000 kilowatts by 1963. 

aoly 
+e Newport 

News Haanpton 

Smithfield .4-' 

norfofic C 

Nrtsmou h >_,_,Ma. = 

/2 # SoLth Beach 
Windsor Norfolk 

Suffolk \ 
1 Franklin 

Virginia_ 
North Carolina 
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WHO SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE? 

Resistor and Pencil 
Enlarged 6 Tines 

OHMITE'S 
NEW ON E -WATT 
Vitreous -Enameled 
Resistor 
With Axial Leads 

Lots of people thought this tiny "1-watter" was impossible. But here 
it is. And for the first time in this power rating, circuit designers can 
get all the advantages of a wire -wound, vitreous -enameled resistor 
with axial leads-high temperature operation, up to 350°C; ±5% - 
tolerance; low temperature coefficient; low "noise" level; stability; 
and strong, welded construction. 

Construction is the same as Ohmite's 3, 5, and 10 -watt sizes-in- 
cluding ceramic core, uniform winding, tough Ohmite vitreous 
enamel coating, and traditional Ohmite reliability. 

Resistance values range from 1 to 6000 ohms. But you can find 

out all about this exclusive Ohmite development by writing for. 

Bulletin 147F. Do it now! 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY 
3610 Howard Street 
Skokie, Illinois 

Rheostats Power Resistors 

Precision Resistors Variable Transformers 

Tantalum Capacitors Tap Switches 

Relays R.F. Chokes 

Germanium Diodes Micromodules 

OHMITE 

LJ 3, 5, and 10 -watt stocked in both 

commercial MIL values 

11 11 11 
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STEP PIN 

SW TCHES 

A full line of capacities from 
10 to 52 points. Capable o= 
millions of steps without ad- 
justment. 

Fast "Off =1'l is -Sl is if"delivery 

Overnight delivery 
on many items 

at factory preces 
When standard CLARE relays or switches meet 
your needs, distributor service saves you time, 
costs you no more. 

Top quality 
--the same fine design and long life you get in 
CLARE custom-built relays and switches. 

Easy purchasing 
-you can orde- CLARE relays at the same time you 
purchase other components...have them 
delivered together. 

Engineering assistance 
-always available from CLARE field engineers who 
work in close cooperation with CLARE distributors, 

NOW AVAILABLE 
...mercury -wetted conta:t relay modules 

for mounting cn your own printed circuit board 

Type HGM relay module (left) with cut -away 
(right) snowing mercury -wetted switch cap- 
sule and coil potteo in steel enclosure. 

Your nearby CLARE distributor can now 
supply you with the new CLARE mercury- 
wetted relays, steel enclosed and ready for 
mounling. They combine the famous CLARE 
billion -operation -eriability with unusual ease 
of handling and application. You can choose 
either the standard CLARE HG relay module 
or the HOS, super -fast and super -sensitive. 
Each module contains the CLARE mercury - 
wetted contact switch capsule with contacts 
continually wetted by capillary action. They 
never bounce, never get dirty, never weld and 
,:ever wear out. 



TYPE J RELAY 

A compact telephone type 
relay of unequaled long life 
and superior performance., 

A highly reliable switching 
device for single or multiple 
circuit control...wide 
mounting versatility. 

MERCURY -WETTED 

CONTACT RELAY 

Single or multiple switch 
capsules potted in steel con- 
tainer. Gives billions of oper- 
ations with no maintenance. 

TYPE F 

RELAY 

A crystal can relay with un- 
usual flexibility and a variety 
of mounting styles. 

of top-quality Clare relays 

PACIFIC COAST 
1. Puget Eiscto Products 

3028 F rat Averne, 
Seattle 1, Was,ington 

. Bell Electreii: Corporation 
306 E. A onc-a 
Gardena, Ca itornia 

2. Bell Electronic Corporation 
i f 1070 C'Erier Dive, 

Menlo Park, Czläornia 

SOUTHWEST 
3. Radio Specia tes Co., Inc. 

6323 Acoma Road, S.E., 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

3. Radio Speciai£es Co., Inc. 
209 Penn Avenue., 
Alamogo,do, New Mexico 

4. Engineering. Supply 
Company 
6000 Denton D -lie, 
Dallas 3-.,, Texas 

5. Harrison Euuipment Co., 
Inc. 
1422 San Jacinto St., 
Houston 1, Texas 

6. Busackcr Electronic 
Equipment Ce., Inc. 
1216 Wist Cla; St., 
Houston 19. Texas 

49 

From these distributors 

For rrcre complete information on tie 
full line cf CLARE compsnents, address: 

C. P. Clare & Co., 3101 Pratt Blvd., 
Chicago 45, Wino's. 

In Canada: C. P. Clare Canada Limited 
840 Calaecnia Road, To -onto 19, Ontario. 

Cable Address: CLARELAY 

EAS- 
7. R & D Supply, Inc. 

1492 H ghland Ave., 
Need ram 92, Massachusetts 

8. Avnet Electronics 
Corporation 
70 State Street, 
Westbury, L. I., New York 

9. Electronic Wholesalers, Inc. 
13C1 Hbiscus Boulevard 
P. O. Drawer 1655, 
Melbourne, Florida 

9. Electr=onic Wholesalers, Inc. 
61 N. Ninth Street, 
Miami 32, Florida 

CENTRAL 
'0. Relay Sales, Inc. 

P. D. Box 186, 
West Chicago, Illinois 

11. Srep:o, Inc. 
314 Leo Street, Dayton 4, Ohio 

12. Pioneer Electronic Supply 
Company 
2115 Prospect Avenue 
Cleveland 15, Ohio 

13. M G Electronics & 
Equipment Co. 
201-3 South 18th Street, 
Birmingham 3, Alabama 

C. P. CLARE & CO 
Relays and related contro componen s 
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MARKETING 

3 WATTS 

ALL UNITS ACTUAL SIZE 
5 WATTS 

7 WATTS 
Fete - _ 

NEXT TIME... USE TINY 

auz 
WIREWOUND RESISTORS 

Sprague builds reliability ... ef- 
ficiency ... economy right into 
minified Blue Jackets with these 
important features: 

* All -welded end -cap construc- 
tion with special vitreous -en- 
amel coating for total protec- 
tion against humidity, mechan- 
ical damage, heat, corrosion 
gives long-term dependability 
under severe environmental 
conditions 

* Available in resistance toler- 
ances as; close as ± 1% 

* Low in cost ... quick and easy 
to install 

Tiny axial -lead Blue Jackets are 
specially designed for use with 
conventional wiring or on print- 
ed boards in miniature electron- 
ic assemblies. Write for com- 
plete technical data in Sprague 
Engineering Bulletin 7410B. 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY 
35 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass. 

SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

Distributors' Volume to Double by '65 

CHICAGO-Fiercely-competitive elec- 
tronic parts distributing business 
has yet to persuade its participants 
to reveal figures necessary for as- 
sembly of detailed statistics, charts 
and graphs. Best estimates set $1.2 
billion as distributors' total share 
of $3 billion worth of parts sold 
during 1959. 

Distributors' business was $1.55 
billion during 1960 and total sold 
by them is expected to reach at 
least $2.3 billion by 1965, according 
to management of the Parts Show 
here week after next. 

Industry has come a long way 
from 1937 beginnings of Chicago 
show when 20 to 30 distributors 
were earning a few thousand dol- 
lars a year handling parts for hams 
and experimenters. 

Receiving tube renewal volume 
alone has grown from 27 million 
units, year the show started, to 171 
million in 1959, accounting for 
nearly half of $369 million total re- 
ceiving tube volume in the most 
recent year for which industry fig- 
ures are available. Distributor 
transistor volume jumped from 
$130,000 in 1954 to more than $24 
million in 1959. 

Many of today's nearly 3,000 dis- 
tributors earn several million dol- 
lars annually, with additional vol- 
ume expected to follow widespread 
move into industrial electronic 
parts. 

Newest trend has manufacturers 
setting up from 25 to 250 new, big- 
ger and better financed distributor 
organizations. Capable of assuming 
heavier inventory and sales respon- 
sibilities, these outlets offer stand- 
ard components in industrial 
quantities at factory prices for im- 
mediate delivery, plus special pric- 
ing structures for quantities as 
high as 5,000 units. Geographically 
closer to users, they can provide 
faster prepaid delivery than air 
shipments from the factory itself. 

Exclusive franchises are a grow- 
ing trend among electronics manu- 
facturers who arrange to stock dis- 
tributors and then follow up with 
training and equipment to help 
their people sell. 

Fantastically snowballing variety 
and volume of parts in recent years 
is leading many manufacturers to 
conduct sales training programs to 
help distributor staffs follow- 
through with customers precondi- 
tioned by advertising. 

Recent boost in industrial elec- 
tronic parts distribution results 
from increasing number of appli- 
cations for variety of new compo- 
nents and equipments. 

New industrial applications for 
electronic equipment will continue 
to increase. So will types of prod- 
ucts and number of customers-but 
not necessarily the number of dis- 
tributors. 

Here's what executives in the 
electronic parts distribution busi- 
ness see ahead: 

Mergers and acquisitions will re- 
sult in emergence of large, well 
managed, well staffed and well 
financed industrial distributors. 

Big industrial distributors of fu- 
ture won't have space to duplicate 
several complex lines in depth, so 
they'll be selective. Staffs will be 
better trained in specialized prod- 
uct knowledge, so they'll have to be 
better paid, another factor which 
will call for stronger financial back- 
ing of distributors for the future. 

British Manufacturers 
Cut Television Prices 

LONDON-British television receiver 
retailers are experiencing a slump 
in buying, according to English 
sources. The slump was emphasized 
recently by price reductions of 
about 25 percent for 17- and 21 - 
inch sets. 

General Electric Co., Ltd. cut its 
21 -inch models from $255.78 to 
$209.74; 17 -inch sets from $185.22 
to $144.06. The company's 17 -inch 
portable, $173.46, was dropped to 
$161.70. 

Because of credit restrictions and 
heavy purchase taxes, stock has 
been piling up in shops and fac- 
tories, and British observers re- 
port widespread distress selling for 
several months. Trade circles feel 
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price cutting is partly aimed at 
clearing the way for 19- and 23 - 
inch sets. 

Although factory inventories 
have dropped slightly from the one 
million unit level of last year, man- 
ufacturers are prepared for the 
possibility of production cuts later 
this year. 

Transistor Sales Rise 
One Million Units 

TRANSISTOR SALES in February 
gained by more than one million 
units and $2.7 million over totals 
for January this year, according 
to Electronic Industries Associa- 
tion. 

February sales for units sold at 
factories were 13,270,428 valued at 
$25,699,625. The month before, 12,- 
183,931 units worth $22,955,167 
were sold. During the first two 
months of this year, total transis- 
tor sales were 25,454,359 compared 
with 19,134,292 sold during the 
same period in 1960. Revenue from 
sales during 1961's January -Febru- 
ary period was $48,654,792 as 
against $49,546,150 during the two - 
month period last year. 

Thousands 

of 

Units 

FIGURES OF THE WEEK 

Radio Sets Tottal Production 

450 - Week of 5-5 

TU Sets 

Ìn 
SOURCE: EIA 

400 I 
Auto Sets ' 

350 _f,lllf(f1ftlii I I;, 

300 if,- 11 1 1 I 1 

V , LevyA_ 271 

250 - i 
I 

I; 1 

-1 

200 

150 

100 

50 

AMJJASONDJFM APR 

1960 1961 

86 

Typical curve on a 

"G FRAME" series 
2 pole 3 0 motor 

S ae:CIFICATIONS: 

Dia.: 33;6" (plain) 
3%" (finned) 

N.F.: 1/400 to 1 /4 

Freq.: 60 cps 

Phase: 1 0 or 3 0 

Poles: 2 or 4 

Ambient Temp.: 
-55°c to +125°c 

Designed to military and industrial specifications the new 

"G FRAME" series motors are another addition to the wide line 

of AIR MARINE motors, blowers and fans. 

A symbol of quality proaucts ... This trade- 
mark identifies the Air Marine line of 
carefully engineered products designed 
for military and industrial applications. 

air m a r i n e motors, inc. 

anlityville , new yor 

Canada: AA! Limi 

la; angeles, calif. 

1 Ä Ä 

LYA 
air marine 
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JACOBAEUS 

de FERRANTI 

EASTWOOD 

Three significant statements to 
ELECTRONICS' editor MacDonald, 
now back in New York and hard 
at work writing a special report 
about "Electronics in Europe" for 
pur June 9th issue: 

By E. EASTWOOD 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph 

Company, Ltd. 
Great Baddow, England 

THE AIRSPACE above the British 
Isles is one and indivisible. All 
aircraft, whether military or civil, 
wish to have the freedom of this 
airspace in order to operate at maxi- 
mum efficiency, but this freedom 
can only be achieved if the principle 
of control is accepted by all users. 

It has been Air Traffic Control 
philosophy hitherto that any air- 
craft may use the airspace and is 
free to choose whether it will co- 
operate with the A. T. C. system. 
This attitude is clearly impossible 
in the era of high air traffic density 
into which we have now entered. 

The modern jet airliner has over- 
ridden the boundary that has been 
assumed to exist between civil and 
military traffic, so that the only 
real distinction that can now be 
drawn is between the needs of a 
generalized military and civil traffic 
control system on the one hand and 
the requirement for the active phase 
of air defense on the other. 

In order to exercise control it is 
necessary that ground controllers 
have complete knowledge of the 
content of the airspace. This essen- 
tial information cannot be derived 
from procedural sources alone but 
must be obtained from a radar sys- 
tem capable of surveying the whole 
airspace at all altitudes, unaffected 
by precipitation echoes and ground 
returns. Such a system would de- 
mand judicious deployment of a 
number of radars operating at 
different frequencies, the informa- 
tion from this network being trans - 

EUROPEANS 

mated to a central station where 
the positional data on aircraft 
could be correlated with the sup- 
plementary procedural information 
being fed into the system from the 
traffic side. 

Such a library of processed in- 
formation, which could be the con- 
tent of an electronic store, would 
be available to all users of the air- 
space, i.e. those responsible for civil 
flights, those responsible for the 
movements of military aircraft 
and, finally, to the defense authori- 
ties who would be responsible at all 
times for deciding whether the 
airspace contained aircraft of un- 
known origin whose presence con- 
stituted a threat to the safety of 
the country. 

According to this view it is in- 
evitable that ground radar shall 
cease to be regarded as a mere 
navigational aid for use in the ter- 
minal area only ; it is necessary that 
it be seen for what it is-the only 
possible monitor over the complete 
airspace. 

By CHRISTIAN JACOBAEUS 
L. M. Ericsson Telephone Co. 

Stockholm, Sweden 

THE PRINCIPAL product of the elec- 
tronics industry is brain work. The 
articles it produces are being in- 
creasingly perfected in their func- 
tions while being constantly re- 
duced in size. 

Hardware in the sense of prod- 
uct volume and product weight is 
being eliminated as far as possi- 
ble. The capital equipment of the 
electronics industry is often on 
quite a modest scale, counted per 
employee, especially as only in ex- 
ceptional cases are production se- 
ries of any considerable length. 
A very large part of the cost of 
advanced products lies in research 
and development. 

This trend has been accentuated 
in recent years, not only directly 
through developments in technique, 
but also indirectly through the 
shortage of engineers, which has 
forced up the levels of salaries. 
How, then, should one get to grips 
with the problem? 
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LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 

Manufacturers can to some ex- 
tent train selected members of their 
staffs, but the main contribution to 
the engineer cadres must come from 
educational institutes. What manu- 
facturers can do is to ration- 
alize their engineering work. 

There are many possibilities in 
this respect, most of which are well 
known to those in charge of engi- 
neering organizations. I shall here 
deal with only one of them, which 
might be called "the advanced use 
of computers". 

In the telecommunications indus- 
try we now use computers almost 
as a matter of routine for a mul- 
titude of problems. The best known 
use perhaps is for filter computa- 
tion. 

Another application is for switch 
and circuit provision in telephone 
plants. 

Two methods are available for 
this purpose, a direct computing 
method based on mathematical ex- 
pressions, and a simulating method 
based on simulation of the inter- 
play between the different parts 
of a plant. 

For electronic exchanges it has 
been possible to study in advance 
the function of the logic circuits 
by running a corresponding pro- 
gram in a computer. Likewise it 
has been possible to simulate alter- 
native structures of transmission 
systems. All the data involved in 
these procedures are of an analyti- 
cal character. 

We hope that in future we shall 
be able to solve problems involving 
the essential elements of synthesis. 

In other words, we hope to be 
able to inject primary data, and 
possibly a general principle for the 
solution, after which the computer 
would deliver an optimal solution 
in the desired respect. This would 
presumably have to be done by 
means of a learning process. The 
computer would initially present 
solutions to problems, and the solu- 
tions would be criticized by the 
technicians. 

The computer can then be in- 
formed of the criticism and adjust 
its actions accordingly. The solu- 

tion must be presented in a form 
which permits the simple deriva- 
tion of production documents, for 
example in the form of a tape which 
can be used for the direct control 
of a wiring machine. 

For a large number of logic cir- 
cuits with relays or solid state com- 
ponents this should be possible 
without too great a development 
effort. Solutions would probably 
be attainable for other circuits as 
well, such as oscillators and ampli- 
fiers. 

Development on these lines re- 
quires intimate cooperation be- 
tween the engineers and the mathe- 
maticians. 

Computer technique can be of 
valuable assistance, too, and in the 
long run indispensable, in an en- 
tirely different field, the field of 
patents. At present no patents 
office in the world can be expected 
to make a reliable examination of 
inventions in electronics. This is 
because it has obviously not been 
possible to arrange and cross- 
reference the vast amount of new 
material that exists. 

If a computer could be acquired 

for storage of references to earlier 
patents, publications, constructions, 
etc., an efficient examination of 
patents would be possible. If done 
on an international basis, a mass of 
duplicated work by highly quali- 
fied patents engineers could be 
avoided. 

By BASIL Z. de FERRANTI 
Ferranti, Ltd. 

London, England 

A FUNDAMENTAL LAW is emerging 
in the computing field, namely that 
the power of usefulness of a com- 
puter increases as the cube of its 
cost. 

Thus the future of computing 
may well be with large central ma- 
chines using small satellite com- 
puters on the customer's premises 
and high speed data links for com- 
munication. However a "communi- 
cations barrier" is now evident. 

If a breakthrough can be 
achieved here comparable to the 
breakthrough in power distribu- 
tion, due to the use of high voltage 
alternating current the whole shape 
of the computer business will be 
radically altered. 

Can Radar Tell Difference 

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA scientists 
are now completing basic studies 
needed for developing better radar 
techniques to differentiate between 
rain and hail storms. 

The work is being done by Ben- 
jamin M. Herman and Louis J. Bat- 
ten of the university's department 
of meteorology and climatology. 
Discoveries so far indicate that, 
contrary to general belief, hail- 
stones may reflect many times more 
energy than equivalent -size rain- 
drops provided the radar wave- 
length is larger than the particle 
size-if the wavelength is smaller 
the reverse is true. Also, use of 
two or more different wavelengths 
of radar to produce variations in 
reflectivity makes it possible to 

Between Hail and Rain? 

determine both presence-and size 
-of hail. 

Microwave Network 
To Control Pipeline 

TRANSISTORIZED microwave control 
system now being constructed in 
Texas will handle Magnolia Pipe- 
line Company's 540 -mile oil trans- 
mission network. 

The control system will be oper- 
ative by January 1962 and manage 
the flow of 235,000 barrels a day. 

Nearing completion are 12 micro- 
wave relay towers and stations 
along a 335 -mile segment of the 
pipeline. The system was built by 
Dresser Electronics, Inc. 
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New Distribution 
Patterns to Dominate 
Parts Show 
Servicing the industrial market is seen as 
a big challenge to the parts distributor and 
an opportunity for vastly increased business. 
Back -to -school sessions scheduled 
outside of show hours will bring distributors 
up to date on technology and business 

Qpars 
sHoM's 

By CLETUS M. WILEY, Midwestern Editor 

CHICAGO-Widespread distributor 
penetration of the industrial elec- 
tronics market during the past few 
months will bring a major expan- 
sion to the 24 -year -old Electronic 
Parts Distributors Show here week 
after next (May 22-24). A new in- 
dustrial conference section will take 
over an additional half of the sev- 
enth floor of the Conrad Hilton Ho- 
tel where the show will have its 
headquarters. 

Rarely thought of as a new prod- 
ucts show-leaving most compo- 
nents to be introduced through 
OEM channels-the Parts Show 
pulls a switch this year, document- 
ing its "What's New" theme with 
brand new stereo f -m broadcast 
adapters, tuners and receiving com- 
penents, nuvistor-equipped pream- 
plifiers, radio controls for a wide 
range of industrial applications, a 
sound -isolated two-way portable ra- 
dio network, a self -powered, self- 
contained public-address system 
and even a so-called sidearm screw- 
driver. 

More than 300 exhibitors bought 
out all available space even earlier 
than last year in two basement 
halls of the Hilton Hotel, plus fifth 
and sixth floor display areas. Half 

One of the exhibit halls at last year's Parts Show. 

of latter space has been allocated to 
audio and hi-fi manufacturers. To- 
tal of 12,500 manufacturers and 
distributor reps are expected to at- 
tend this month's show. 

Special seventh floor addition will 
bring together distributors and 
manufacturers who have recently 
been setting up new distributor net- 
works to serve industrial customers 
faster and better than the manufac- 
turer can himself. 

Trend away from factory -to -fac- 
tory selling and toward giving in- 
dustrial electronics distributor a 
more important role is rapidly 
spreading and seen as the pattern 
of the future. 

Distributors handled only two to 
three percent of the industrial elec- 
tronics market 15 years ago, ac- 
cording to Sam Poncher, head of 
his own Newark Electronics com- 
pany and president of the Elec- 
tronic Industry Show Corporation 
which runs the show. 

"Industrial electronics market is 
now expanding at a far greater 
pace than any other segment of this 
growth industry," Poncher says. 
Changes accelerated during the 
past year are expected to boost 
growth 20 to 25 percent a year, in- 

crease electronic parts business 10 
times in next 10 years and eventu- 
ally bring over over 75 to 90 per- 
cent of the industrial parts market 
to distributors, he believes. 

Back -to -school movement is the 
"most significant technical and 
business trend in the electronics 
parts business today," says Ken- 
neth C. Prince, general manager of 
the show which is also sponsored by 
the Association of Electronic Parts 
and Equipment Manufacturers, 
Inc., Electronic Industries Associa- 
tion, Producers of Associated Com- 
ponents for Electronics, Western 
Electronics Manufacturers Associ- 
ation and National Electronic Dis- 
tributors Association. 

"We're all going back to school to 
fill in the gaps in the knowledge we 
need to keep up with this fast-mov- 
ing technology," Prince said in out- 
lining management and sales semi- 
nars scheduled at nonconflicting 
hours to bracket both ends of 9:00 
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. exhibition periods 
all three days of the show. 

"Manufacturers and distributors 
are both increasingly aware of the 
need for updating their product and 
business administration knowl- 
edge," he says. 
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Scene will be repeated week after next 

Distributor workshop seminars, 
billed as one of the most ambitious 
self education attempts ever made 
by an industry, will be new in tim- 
ing, format and subject matter. 
Nonconflicting schedule has been 
designed to permit managerial per- 
sonnel to attend both workshops. 

Management seminar will cover 
inventory management, personnel 
management, profit management, 
effective communications and prod- 
uct information. 

Sales seminar will include ses- 
sions on catalog sheets, brochures 
and uses, selling specific products, 
account development and opening 
new accounts. 

Common problem areas wi:i1 be 
analyzed by professional staff and 
informally discussed by small, non- 
competitive groups at tables, sum- 
marized and then reinforced with 
take-home materials. 

Wider use of standardized parts 
to save inventory, space and backup 
is seen as a third major and grow- 
ing trend within the parts industry. 

Broad range of parts to be shown 
offers sufficient versatility for most 
designs without added expense of 
short component runs for special 
designs, distributors say. 

RF LOAD RESISTORS 

COVER THE RANGE: 
TO 6000 WATTS AND 3000 MCS. 

RF Load Resistors provide the virtually 
reflectionless terminations needed for accurate RF power 
measurement. They serve many useful purposes as non - 
radiating RF power absorbers, particularly in lieu of antenna 
systems during the measurement and alignment phase of 
transmitter operation. 

Other useful functions are in conjunction with feed -through 
wattmeters to form excellent absorption -type wattmeters, 
and as a load for side -band elimination filters or high power 
directional couplers. 

SPECIFICATIONS RF LOAD RESISTORS 

MODEL NO. FREQUENCY RANGE RF POWER 
DISSIPATION RF CONNECTORS (mss) (watts) 

601 0-3000 5 N, C or BNC 
603 0-3000 20 N, C or BNC 
633 0-3000 50 N, C or HN 
634 0-3000 150 N, C or HN 
635 0-3000 200 N, C or HN 
636 0-3000 600 N, C or HN 
638 0-2000 6000 3'/s" flange 

Many other special models have been designed and manu- 
factured to meet your particular space and input connection 
requirements. 

For more information on RF Loads, Directional Couplers, Tuners, and RF Wattmeters, write: 

Afir Jae 
M. C. JONES ELECTRONICS CO., INC. 

185 N. MAIN STREET, BRISTOL, CONN. 

SUBSIDIARY OF 
71,400§,° E d;,/ 
CORPORATION 
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Soundproof two-way radio by 
Globe Electronics gets workout 
from air -hammer operator 

epRr: 
sHo 

Three -tube f -m stereo adapters 
by Sherwood Electronic Labs 

Tv antenna by Winegard has 
built-in frame -grid amplifier 

STEREO F -M 
Among 

NEW PRODUCTS 

Other new items at Parts Show include soundproof helmet 
transmitter -receiver, tv antenna with built-in preampli- 
fier, barium -ferrite loudspeaker that fits in wall 

CHICAGO-Timely items in the new 
products section of the Electronic 
Parts Distributors Show week after 
next will be stereo broadcast re- 
ceivers and adapters of type being 
introduced by Sherwood Electronic 
Labs of Chicago. 

Starting with three -tube plug-in 
adapter, line includes a self -pow- 
ered unit at $59.50, combination 
adapter and f -m tuners for stereo - 
phono combinations and an 18 -tube, 
30 -watt dual receiver, priced at 
$299.50-all offered for delivery be- 
fore the June 1 date set for begin- 
ning f -m stereo broadcasts. 

A soundproof earphone -mouth- 
piece combination containing a 
seven -transistor two-way radio for 
use chiefly in high -noise level oper- 
ation, such as around jet planes, 
oil fields, foundries and auto race- 
tracks, will be introduced by Globe 
Electronics division of Textron, 
Council Bluffs, Iowa. 

Glycerine -filled rubber pads cover 
the ears. Right earpiece contains 
receiver circuit; the left, recharge- 
able batteries. Mouthpiece houses 
transmitter and audio control. 

Globe will also introduce an acces- 
sory device to provide selective 
calling on citizen band and com- 
mercial two-way radios. The call- 
ing device activates the radio unit 
only when individual using unit is 
being called. 

Television antennas with a built- 
in electronic tube will be intro- 
duced by Winegard Company, 
Burlington, Iowa. Each of three 
models has amplifier with 6DJ8 
frame -grid tube mounted directly 
on antenna boom and coupled to 
driven elements to amplify signals 

before any line loss occurs. Voltage 
gains range from 5 to 9. The an- 
tenna may be used to amplify sig- 
nals to a single tv set or to as many 
as 10 antenna plug-in outlets. 

Low -noise, high -gain nuvistors 
will be featured in new series of 
preamplifiers covering amateur 
bands from 33 Mc to 220 Mc being 
introduced by American Electron- 
ics, Mineola, L. I. The company 
will also introduce a compact trans- 
mitter for 6 through 80 -meter 
phone and c -w service: it's capable 
of handling 90 watts. 

A radio -control system adaptable 
for opening and closing gates, con- 
trolling traffic lights, fork-lift 
trucks or operating cemetery 
chimes will be introduced by 
Perma-Power, Chicago. Company is 
also planning to unveil a transistor 
garage -door operator. 

Sidearm screwdriver that con- 
verts a conventional screwdriver 
into a high -torque tool will be in- 
troduced by Vaco Products, Chi- 
cago. The handle flops over at right 
angles to the blade. 

Public-address speakers using 
barium -ferrite ceramic magnets to 
permit highly efficient shallow loud- 
speakers that may be mounted be- 
tween wall studs of a house will be 
introduced by Quam-Nicholas Com- 
pany, Chicago. 

More than 300 exhibitors will 
show new products ranging from 
such basic components as cables, 
transformers, switches, relays, 
transistors; through microphones, 
headsets, testers and loudspeaker 
baffles to citizens band gear, trans- 
ceivers, hi-fi systems and transistor 
tv cameras. 
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Picture this self contained, 
automatic system working for you- 
the compact Beckman 4011 .01% dvm; 
together with converters for 
measuring low millivoltage DC, AC 
and ohms; a scanner which allows 
automatic readings of 29 sources 
of information; and finally, the Beckman 
solid-state, digital printer to make a 
permanent, indexed record of 
all the readings. 

Price for the complete system about $4800 

For detailed specifications on all these 
instruments and their use 
together, write for Brochure A4011. 

BERKELEY DIVISION 

of Beckman Instruments, Inc. 
T-29 

INPUTI 

I`ÍNPUT 

INPUT I 

4005 

SCANNER 

r-- 
4002 

AC/DC 
CONVERTER 

4003 --1 II/ DC 

CONVERTER 

4004 

PREAMPLIFIER 

M eN 
9< 

Beckman 
0 

UR FU 

4011 

DIGITAL 

--VOLTMETER 

1953 

PRINTER 11 

Beckman 4011 
a complete portable 
dvm is available, 
as are the 
other modules 
shown above, as a 
portable package. 

Richmond, California 
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300% 

FASTER 

ULTRASONIC 

CLEANING* 

WITH THE NEW 

SELF TUNING AUTOSONIC 

BY POWERTRON 
Powertron Autosonics are the only 
cleaners that continuously tune them- 
selves electronically to give you peak 
cleaning efficiency. Regardless of load 
changes, liquid level, liquid tempera- 
ture. or operator inattention, you get 
top cleaning performance hour after 
hour with no controls other than a 
single switch 

The Powertron self tuning feature is 
available in a complete line of Auto - 
sonic tank units, consoles, cabinet 
models, immersible transducers, and 
vapor degreasers that... 

ELIMINATE OPERATOR TRAINING AND MONITORING 

IMPROVE QUALITY 

REDUCE REJECTS 

CUT LABOR AND SOLVENT COSTS 

*Case histories on file show up to 900% 
faster cleaning consistently and savings as 
high as $3,000 a month in labor costs under 
ideal conditions. 

Send for Powertron's free booklet 60-1, 
"How to Clean Ultrasonically with Self 
Tuning." 

POWERTRON 

ULTRASONICS CORPORATION 
DEPT. E-5 PATTERSON PL.. ROOSEVELT FIELD 

GARDEN CITY, 1.1., N.Y. Pioneer 1-3220 

101.4..he,.,Nn. 

.Kr:l.,..1.1644 
iewil tool 

$,t..lbJN.. 
iwx*..b 

Stripfilm pieta re and optically recorded sound track message (inset) are projected and reproduced in synchronism by Kalart Co. still projector 

Still Projector Syncs Optical Sound Track 
OPTICALLY RECORDED SOUnd mes- 
sages are scanned and reproduced 
in synchronism with the projection 
of an accompanying picture in a 
35 -mm stripfilm projector that has 
been developed by Kalart Co., Plain- 
ville, Conn. 

Variable density recorded sound 
messages and pictures are arranged 
alternately on standard 35 -mm mo- 
tion picture film. As each image is 
projected on a screen, the related 
sound message is scanned by a 
photocell system, and reproduced 
by the built-in amplifier and 
speaker. 

Each frame is advanced auto- 
matically once the operator has 
threaded the machine, centered and 
focused the first image and set the 
sound volume level. 

The machine handles the new 
sound -on -filmstrip programs, as 
well as standard silent filmstrips 
and slides. 

Picture frame and related sound 
frame size are each 24 X 36mm. 
While the picture is in position for 
projection by the five inch, f3.5 lens, 
the adjoining sound frame is in 
curved contact with a scanning 
head cylinder that contains a rotat- 
ing scanner using four light beams. 
The multiple beams are produced 

optically from a single 60 cycle 
heated exciter lamp. 

The four beams serially illumi- 
nate a 90 degree segment of the 
scanning head which contact the 
complete sound recording area. The 
beams move vertically as they ro- 
tate, passing from one horizontal 
sound track line to the next. A gas 
filled photocell picks up the modu- 
lated light, and provides input to 
the amplifier. 

A 120 cycle filter in the amplifier 
eliminates hum caused by a -c heat- 
ing of the lamp, which causes peaks 
of light at half cycles of maximum 
current. Power output is 3 watts 
maximum, total harmonic distor- 
tion 5 percent, frequency response 
80 cps to 8 Kc. 

As the end of each sound track 
is reached, a mechanical sensor en- 
counters a notch cut in the film 
strip's edge, placed to allow a short 
delay, then advance to the next 
frame. A maximum message time 
of 18 seconds can be recorded. 

Controls are provided to hold a 
frame for discussion, repeat of a 
picture, rapid advance and reverse. 

The company will process sound 
from magnetic tape or disc, along 
with picture negatives, to produce 
combined programs. 
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New System Stores, 
Sends Space Images 

DALLAS-Space vehicles will be able 
to obtain and transmit back to earth 
clear, detailed photographic images 
of the moon and the planets, as 
well as smaller objects in space, 
even in extremely dim light, by 
means of a system called ISTAR 
(Image Storage Translation and 
Reproduction). 

The new concept was announced 
today by the Astronautics division 
of Chance Vought Corp., which has 
received an initial contract for more 
than $250,000 from the Navy for 
further reserach and development. 

Vought Astronautics already has 
constructed an ISTAR test system 
and demonstrated potential capa- 
bilities of the new technique, which 
is neither a television system nor 
a facsimile one. Company officials 
said the contract from the Bureau 
of Naval Weapons is for develop- 
ment of a very advanced unit to 
evaluate the equipment's future 
role in space. 

The system is highly resistant to 
damage from outer space radiation; 
it is compact, lightweight and re- 
quires very little power to operate. 

Working with Chance Vought in 
development of the system were 
Haloid Xerox, Inc., Rochester, 
N. Y., and General Electrodynamics 
Corp., Garland, Texas. 

Navy Awards Contract 
For Air -to -Air Missile 

SPARROW III air-to-air guided mis- 
sile contract for about $7.8 million 
has been announced by Navy's 
Bureau of Naval Weapons. The 
contract, which went to Raytheon, 
will cover production of the missile 
and associated gear. 

Designated Sparrow III -B, the 
new all-weather missile will be used 
by Navy's F4H-1 Phantom II super- 
sonic jet interceptors. The fast and 
long-range fighter will soon form 
part of the deployed operational 
forces. The missile can be used by 
F3H-2 Demon fighters now using 
older versions of the Sparrow. 

Raytheon will make the missiles 
at plants in Lowell, Mass. and Bris- 
tol, Tenn. Final checkout will be 
made at Oxnard and Point Mugu, 
Calif. 
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DID YOU 

KNOW 
THAT OWEN 

SEMICONDUCTOR TEST SETS 
CAN SAVE YOU DESIGN TIME AND 
IMPROVE QUALITY CONTROL? 

FOR SMALL 
TRANSISTORS 

Designed to 
measure basic 
characteristics 
of all types of 
small transis- 
tors to 7ma and 
75 volts. Write 
for product bul- 
letin 210A. 

TYPE 
210A 

t 
$550.00 

BEFORE 
FOR SMALL AND 

MEDIUM TRANSISTORS, 
DIODES, AND ZENERS 

Designed to 
measure basic 
characteristics 
of all types of 
small and me- 
dium transis- 
tors, diodes, 
and zeners to 1 

ampere and 
600 volts. Write 
for product bul- 
letin 310. 

FOR MEDIUM 
AND LARGE 
TRANSISTORS 

Designed to 
measure basic 
characteristics 
of all types of 
medium and 
large transis- 
tors to 30 am- 
peres and 300 
volts. Write for 
product bulletin 
300. 

TYPE 310 

$785.00 

.V00 USE IT 

TEST IT. 

Designed to 
measure basic 
characteristics 
of all types of 
SCR's, UJT's, 
switching de- 
vices and recti- 
fiers to 100 
amperes and 
600 volts. Write 
for product bul- 
letin 320. 

$760.00 
SWITCHING 

DEVICES 

$980.00 

TYPE 320 

WORTH WRITING FOR: 

TWO PAPERS DISCUSSING 

QUALITY CONTROL IMPROVE- 

MENT AND SAVING DESIGN TIME 

OWEN LABORATORIES,INc. 
55 BEACON PLACE 

PASADENA CALIFORNIA 

Data processing computer, first 
from Matsushita Electric's plant 
built in Yokohama last year 

Hayakawa Electric's 2,500 -Mc elec- 
tronic range reportedly carries a 
$2,800 price tag 

Tokyo Fair Features Electronic Items 

TOKYO (McGraw-Hill World News) 
-The Fourth International Trade 
Fair, which ended Sunday, featured 
numerous new electronic products. 
Among them were applications of 
thermal converters and photo -elec- 
tronics. 

Sanyo Electric came out with a 
refrigerator, thermal pack, thermos 
can, and panel cooling system, with 
16, 12, eight, and 88 thermo-mod- 
ules respectively. Each module con- 
sists of 10 pairs of thermal con- 
verters. 

Sanyo started developing a ther- 
mal converter in 1956 and now 
claims it is producing its thermal 
converter (bismuth and tellurium) 
at 25 percent of the cost of other 
manufacturers, or about $2.80 per 
converter. With completion of its 
thermal converter plant in July, 

Electronic enlarger (Hayakawa 
Electric) expands 35 -mm film to 
67 cm X 80 cm pictures 

Sanyo plans to produce monthly one 
million thermal converters. 

Specifications for its panel cool- 
ing system are d -c inpat 2.2 Kw, 25 
a, maximum cooling capacity -20 
C, and water circulation 0.2 cubic 
meter/per hour. 

Pilots, Forecasters 
To Test New System 

ONE-YEAR TEST of direct pilot -to - 
weather -forecaster communications 
systems has been agreed to by 
Federal Communications Commis- 
sion and Federal Aviation Agency. 
U. S. Weather Bureau also will par- 
ticipate. The service will operate 
at 122.6 Mc. 

Tests will be conducted in the 
Washington, D. C., and Kansas City 
areas. 

FCC statement on the tests says 
the objective will be to determine 
degree of need and best ways of 
making such direct information 
transmissions to greatest number 
of users. 

Forecasters will use the direct 
transmission system to answer 
questions as they come in from 
pilots and give explanations on 
hazardous weather conditions 
along the line of flight. Plans are 
to stress the form in which infor- 
mation is transmitted for accurate 
translation in the aircraft. Re- 
search will also be done to deter- 
mine interference hazards to ad- 
jacent channels. 
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SUMMING AMPLIFIER 
Model ASA 

REFERENCE OSCILLATOR 
Model ARO 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

Model ASR 

ULTRA -STABLE VCO 

all IRIG Channels 
plus higher 

frequencies 
(17/8"x 11/46"x 15/a") 

Model AOV-3A 

DCS 
AIRBORNE 

COMPONENTS 

RADIATION -RESISTANT VCO 

super performance 
all TRIG Channels 

plus higher frequencies 

Model AOV-12 

LOW-LEVEL VCO 

all TRIG Channels 
plus higher 
frequencies 
true differential 
floating input 

Model AOV-10 

MINIATURE VCO 

all TRIG Channels 
plus higher 
frequencies 
(1.50"x 1.06"x .875") 

Model AOV-11 

Plug -In 

MODULAR BASES 

Model AMC 

ELECTRONIC COMMUTATOR 

sample rates to 20000/sec. 
all standard TRIG configurations 

Model APC-2 

The only PHYSICALLY and ELECTRICALLY INTERCHANGEABLE 
high- and low-level VCO's available! 

Compare these features: 

Best performance specifications available 

Off -the -shelf delivery 
The only reactor -tested components available 

The only complete standard line of do-it-yourself system 
components including mounting bases 

Nationwide field consultation service 

For more Information, write us at Dept. E-6. 

DATA -CONTROL SYSTEMS, INC, 
Los Angeles * Palo Alto Washington, D. C. 

Home Office: E. Liberty St., Danbury, Conn. Pioneer 3-9241 
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Practical Products for Creative Engineering 

HOW CA\ YOU BE SURE 
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OF SWITCH RELIA3ILITY? 

You can be sure of OAK switches because of 

OAK EXPERIENCE 
Oak has been in the switch business for almost 
30 years. In this time, we've produced more than 
350,000,000 switches of all types-rotary, push- 
button, lever, slide, and snap. Our extensive ex- 

perience in switch design can, in many cases, 
enable us to render your switching needs into 
an effective, yet simpler and less costly design. 

You can be sure of OAK switches because of 

OAK PRODUCTIVE 
CAPACITY 

We have recently consolidated our entire 
assembly operation in our new 206,000 sq. ft. 

plant in Crystal Lake, Ill. With its more efficient 
layout, with new production equipment, and 
Oak's highly -skilled employees, we will be able 
to reduce delivery time on your switch orders. 
Our goal, in time, is to provide you with the 
shortest delivery cycle obtainable. 

You can be sure of OAK switches because of 

OAK RESEARCH 
and DEVELOPMENT 

Oak has pioneered the development of the 

double -wiping spring clip that assures positive, 
high-pressure contact under normal conditions 
throughout the life of a switch. Oak researchers 
have developed special new alloys for contacts 
that retain their tension under high temperature 
operation. Our development engineers are con- 

stantly striving to find better ways to handle 
all your switching needs. 

You can be sure of OAK switches because of 

OAK CRAFTSMANSHIP 
Oak craftsmanship begins with careful, exacting 
quality control from raw materials to finished 
product. Oak tool engineers design new or 
adapt existing fabricating and assembly equip- 
ment to meet ever-changing production needs. 
Their special know-how enables Oak to pro- 
duce parts to more critical tolerances without a 

corresponding increase in cost. 

FOR DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS ON ALL OAK SWITCHES SEND FOR OUR COMPREHENSIVE 4TH EDITION SWITCH CATALOG 

Creative Engineering Quality Components 

OAK MANUFACTURING CO. 
CRYSTAL LAKE, ILLINOIS 

telephone: Crystal Lake, 459-5000 

ROTARY AND PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES TELEVISION AND FM TUNERS 

APPLIANCE CONTROLS CHOPPERS ROTARY SOLENOIDS 

SUBASSEMBLIES 

VIBRATORS 
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The 
Handy & Harman 

Has every form of silver for your electronics applications 
Silver, in many forms and alloys, is a necessity in the elec- 
tronics and electrical industries. To meet this need on a 
high quality level, Handy & Harman manufactures powder, 
flake, paint, paste, sheet, strip, wire, etc., for printed circuits, 
wiring, resistors, condensers, thermistors, contacts, printed 
terminal strips on glass, ceramics, plastic laminates, etc. 

Another "At Your Service" Division of the Handy & Harman 
Silver Supermarket is our Research and Engineering 
Department. Always ready to help you with any problem 
or project you may have involving silver for any application. 

VISIT OUR BOOK DEPARTMENT 
We have five Technical Bulletins giving engineering data 
on the properties and forms of Handy & Harman Silver 
Alloys. We would like you to have any or all of those that 

particularly interest you. Your request, by number, will re- 
ceive prompt attention. 

Fine Silver Bulletin A-1 
Silver -Copper Alloys Bulletin A-2 
Silver -Magnesium -Nickel Bulletin A-3 
Silver Conductive Coatings Bulletin A-4 
Silver Powder and Flake Bulletin A-5 

Your No. ' Source of Supply and Authority 
on Precious Metal Alloys 

HANDY & HARMAN 
General Offices: 850 Third Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 
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DIGITAL 
...building block or plug-in card 

Which packa a fits into your design? Packaged either way,Delco Radio Digital 

MODULES 
Modules meet or exceed all MIL -E -5272D (ASG) environmental requirements. 
Continuing life tests on these computer circuits now exceed four and one-half 
million transistor hours without a failure. The modules perform all the standard 

logic functions and come in many basic types and variations. Delco modules in the transistorized building block package are 
ideally suited for airborne guidance and control because of their extreme ruggedness, compactness and reliability. Al miniature 
building block modules employ three dimensional welded wiring techniques and are vacuum encapsulated in epoxy resin. Delco 
Radio can offer you off -the -shelf digital circuits packaged as building blocks or plug-in cards, or can supply circuits to meet your 
specific needs. Our Sales Department will be happy to send you complete engineering data. Just write or call. Physicists and 

electronics engineers: Join Delco Radio's search for new and better products through Solid State Physics. E LCO 
PIONEERING ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS THROUGH SOLID STATE PHYSICS RADIO 

Division of General Motors Kokomo, Indiana 
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how to capture a bat -underwater 
-with a PI tape recorder 

®.l To satisfy a yen for sea food, a particularly interesting member 
J of the bat family catches fresh fish by reaching beneath the sur- 

face. In studying these bats, Harvard Professor Donald R. Griffin captures 

the bat's "radar" with a microphone in the air and a hydrophone in the 

water. The pulses of sound are recorded on alternate channels of a PI 

tape recorder, and played back at reduced speeds so that the original 
frequencies, 15 to 200 kilocycles, become audible. 

In other studies, Professor Griffin has captured bat sounds in stereo. Using 

a pair of microphones located at different points, he has recorded and 

measured the arrival time of sound pulses to determine the bat's changing 

position with respect to the two microphones. 

For capturing bat sounds and other dynamic phenomena for conversion to 

electrical form, PI recorders offer a number of distinct advantages over 

conventional instrumentation magnetic tape recorders. A brief note from 

you will capture the details. 

PRECISION INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
10H Commercial Street San Carlos California 
Phone LYtell 1-4441 TWX: SCAR BEL 30 

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

MEETINGS AHEAD 

May 15-17: Microwave Theory & 
Tech., National Sym., PGMTT 
of IRE; Sheraton Park Hotel, 
Wash. D. C. 

May 17: Reliability & Quality Con- 
trol, Product Engineering, Joint 
PGRQC and PE of IRE ; Willkie 
Memorial, N. Y. C. 

May 22-24: Communications Sym- 
posium, (GLOBECOM V) PGCS 
of IRE, AIEE ; Sherman Hotel, 
Chicago. 

May 22-24: National Telemetering 
Conf., PGSET of IRE, AIEE, 
IAS, ARS, ISA; Sheraton Tow- 
ers Hotel, Chicago. 

May 22-25: Electronic Parts Dis- 
tributors Show, Electronic Indus- 
try Show Corp.; Conrad Hilton 
Hotel, Chicago. 

May 23-25: Large Capacity Memory 
Techniques for Computing Sys- 
tems, Office of Naval Research; 
Dept. of Interior Auditorium, 
Wash., D. C. 

May 31 -June 2: Frequency Control 
Symposium, U. S. A. Signal R & 

D Lab.; Shelbourne Hotel, At- 
lantic City, N. J. 

May 31 -June 2: Radar Symposium, 
Univ. of Michigan Inst. of Sci- 
ence & Technology ; Ann Arbor, 
Mich. 

June 5-8: Instrument -Automation 
Conf. & Exhibit, ISA; Royal 
York Hotel, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada. 

June 8-9: National Electrical Man- 
ufacturers Assoc., NEMA; Bilt- 
more Hotel, Los Angeles. 

Aug. 22-25: WESCON, L. A. & 

S. F. Sections of IRE, WCEMA; 
Cow Palace, San Francisco. 

Sept. 11-15 : Instrument -Automa- 
tion Conf. and Exhibit, ISA; 
Sports Arena, Los Angeles. 

Oct. 9-11: National Electronics 
Conf., IRE, AIEE, EIA, SMPTE ; 

Chicago. 

Nov. 14-16: Northeast Research & 

Engineering Meeting, NEREM; 
Commonwealth Armory and Som- 
erset Hotel, Boston. 
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INDIVIDUAL 
TERMINALS 

MULTI -LEAD 
TERMINALS 

THREADED 
SEALS 

MINIATURE 
CLOSURES 

SPECIAL 
SEALS 

COLOR CODED 
TERMINALS 

In your 
sealing orbit! 

E- 1 

GLASS -TO -METAL 

SEALS 

Ruggedized E -I Glass -to -Metal Seals have demonstrated 
their complete reliability in severe environments 
in thousands of critical commercial and space age 
applications. From individual terminals to 
sub -miniature closures, E -I offers widest possible 
design flexibility, plus the economy of standardized 
production on every type of seal. 

Complete "on -the -spot" engineering service is available 
nationwide, in Canada and abroad. A large, strategically 
located staff of qualified sales engineers provides 
the assistance needed to help solve your hermetic 
sealing problems. Call or write for literature 
or recommendations on specific applications. 

ELECTRICAL 
INDUSTRIES 

Patented in Canada, No. 523.390 
in United Kingdom, No. 734,583, 
licensed in U. S. under No. 2561520 

MURRAY HILL, NEW JERSEY, 

AThivision of Philips Electronics á Pharmaceutical Industries Corp. 
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anólogîcally speaking 
THINK ABOUT IT: Six diodes interconnected in 

a single, standard -size transistor can. 

General Instrument Research Labs thought 

about it ... then produced it along with a 

whole new array of computer logic "nano - 

circuits" that offer unusual design flexibil- 

ity. The General Instrument concept per- 

mits nanocircuits to be transferred directly 

to conventional -component circuitry. This 

approach frees the circuit designer of the 

limitations of ordinary microcircuitry. And, 

because the heat -generating elements are 

kept outside the can, circuit reliability is in- 

creased. It is this applied imagination, 

which General Instrument brings to all semi- 

conductors, that underlines the distinction 

between rhetoric and reason. Get specific 

details about General Instrument nanocir- 

cuits from one of our sales offices or the 

franchised distributor nearest you. Or write 

for Bulletin NC -10. General Instrument, 

Semiconductor Division, 65 Gouverneur 

Street, Newark, New Jersey. 

GENERAL INSTRUMENT 
SEMICONDUCTOR 
DIVISION 
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Beeral Instrement* Semicoñdoctr Dirison 
y,. 

Nanocircuits 
take the heat off micräcircui r 
Nanocircuits bring several important advantages to computer logic design, not the least of which is size reduction. 

This one packs six diodes (it could have been a diode -transistor combination) into a standard TO -5 case. Equally 

important in the General Instrument concept: only the active components (surface-passivated for stability) are fused 

to the common substrate. The diodes are not exposed to the heat of such loss -generating components as resistors 

and capacitors whose demands differ from those of the active elements. Not only is component reliability increased 

but, since the semiconductors are pre -selected from a 100% -tested standard product line, the designer can evaluate 

circuit reliability rather than that of individual components. This technique reduces the number of assembly and test- 

ing operations, so cost is lower, too. General Instrument also allows the logic designer the flexibility of transferring 

new or existing circuits, breadboarded with conventional components, directly into nanocircuits. Let us show you how. 

Get complete details on nanocircuits and other semiconductor 
devices from one of our sales offices or the franchised distributor near- 
est you. Or write today for Bulletin NC -10 to General Instrument, 
Semiconductor Division, 65 Gouverneur Street, Newark, New Jersey. 

GENERAL INSTRUMENT 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 

Urlqrt nR 

AND/OR Coincidence Gating Circuit Pins 1 & 5 are 'n' commons. Pins 2,3 & 4 
are one set of 'D' leads; 6, 7 & 8 the other. 
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planting 
for tomorrow 

You've heard of the "hard sell" and the "soft sell" - but many of our advertisers are 
also interested in the "long sell". 

This is planned advertising. You might call it "planting for tomorrow" 

The sales seed in an advertising message bears abundant fruit if sown in fertile ground 
... readers of this publication, for example, who, in buying this issue, have demon- 
strated their interest in what we have to say. 

As a member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations*, our circulation records have been 
audited and the facts published - by this impartial organization of advertisers, adver- 
tising agencies, and publishers. These bedrock facts about our circulation audience 
can help you to plan more productive advertising. 

Is your own planned selling based on circulation facts? You can be ABC -sure. Ask 
to see a copy of our latest circulation report. 

electronics 
A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION 330 W. 42nd ST. NEW YORK 36, N. Y. qBP 

* Through the reports issued by the Audit Bureau of Circulations, this publication, along with 

other publisher members of ABC, voluntarily and regularly give the buyers of advertising more 
verified factual information than is available for any other advertising media at any time. 
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Mallory solid tantalum capacitors for 

From industry's widest selection. 

... EXCEPTIONAL STABILITY 

... FREE FROM ELECTROLYTE LEAKAGE 

... BROAD TEMPERATURE RANGE 

... HIGH CAPACITANCE/VOLUME RATIO 

Metal -case subminiature Type TAS; ratings from 
.33 to 330 mfd., 35 to 6 volts ... and encapsulated 

Type TAM; square -case, self -insulated, grid -spaced 
parallel leads. 

... plus 11 other types-high temperature types .. 
microminiature to high capacity ... foil type .. . 

hundreds of ratings. Write for complete literature on 
all 13 types of Mallory Tantalum Capacitors ... and 
for a consultation on your requirements. Mallory 
Capacitor Company, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 
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transistorized miniature equipment 

A complete line of aluminum and tantalum 
electrolytics, motor start and run capacitors 

Mallory Tantalum Capacitors 

Stocked by these distributors 

Arlington, Va. 
Rucker Electronic Products 

Baltimore, Md. 
Radio Electric Service 

Binghamton, N.Y. 
Federal Electronics 

Boston, Mass. 
Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
DeMambro Radio Supply Co. 
Lafayette Radio 

Bridgeport, Conn. 
Westconn Electronics 

Buffalo, N.Y. 
Wehle Electronics 

Chicago, Ill. 
Allied Radio Corp. 
Newark Electronics Corp. 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
United Radio 

Cleveland, Ohio 
Pioneer Electronics 

Dallas, Texas 
Engineering Supply Co. 

Dayton, Ohio 
Allied Supply Co. 

Denver, Colo. 
Denver Electronics 

Houston, Texas 
Harrison Equipment Co., Inc. 
Lenert Company 

Indianapolis, Ind. 
Graham Electronics 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
California Electronics 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
Electronic Supply Corp. 
Radio Product Sales 

Minneapolis, Minn. 
Northwest Radio 

Montreal, Que. 
Canadian Electrical Supply Co. 

Mountainside, N.J. 
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 

Nashville, Tenn. 
Electra Dist. Co. 

Newark, N.J. 
Lafayette Radio 

New York, N.Y. 
Harrison Radio Corp. 
Harvey Radio Co., Inc. 
Lafayette Radio 
Terminal Hudson Electronics 

Oakland, Calif. 
Elmar Electronics, Inc. 

Orlando, Fla. 
East Coast Radio 

Ottawa, Ont. 
Wackid Radio-TV Lab. 

Palo Alto, Calif. 
Zack Electronics 

Perth Amboy, N.J. 
Atlas Electronics 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
Herbach & Rademan 
Philadelphia Electronics 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Radio Parts Co. 

St. Louis, Mo. 
Olive Electronics 

Seattle, Wash. 
F. B. Connelly Co. 

Tampa, Florida 
Thurow Distributors, Inc. 

Toronto, Ont. 
Alpha Aracon Radio Co. 
Electro Sonic Supply 
Wholesale Radio & Electronics 

Tucson, Ariz. 
Standard Radio Parts 

Tulsa, Okla. 
Engineering Supply Co. 

Washington, D.C. 
Capitol Radio Wholesalers 
Electronic Industrial Sales 

White Plains, N.Y. 
Westchester Electronic Supply Co., Inc. 

Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Dalton -Hege Radio 
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A NEW SERVICE 

NOTICE 
TO 

READERS 

FREE 
REPRINT 

OF THE 

MONTH 
Each month the editors 

of electronics are selecting 
a significant article and 
offering it in reprint form 
-FREE-to readers. 

The May free reprint is 
an article from the May 
5th issue. It is a two page 
article by Fred W. Kear- 
Digital Control Uses Uni - 
function Transistors. 

The bistable characteris- 
tic of the unijunction tran- 
sistor makes it a useful 
control device for digital 
circuits, replacing many 
components used in con- 
ventional transistor switch- 
ing circuits, reducing 
packaging size and lessen- 
ing maintenance prob- 
lems. This article discusses 
the use of unijunction 
transistors in readout and 
control circuits. 

Order your free copy 
now by checking the ap- 
propriate box on the 
Reader Service Card in 
this issue. 

electronics 

... an extra sensitive 

LIGHT MODULE 
for convenient readout 

Visual display of logic circuit conditions is but one of many low-level signal 
applications for Raytheon's new highly sensitive light indicators. 

Designed to fit into computer and instrumentation circuitry, the light in- 
dicators are triggered by typical transistor circuit signals. Response is fast. 
Power requirements are small. 

Each light module is a miniaturized Weld -Pak assembly, designed for 
I/2 " center -to -center panel mounting. Components are welded for reliability ... encapsulated for ruggedness. Light intensity is high and life exceeds 
5,000 hours. Available in red and clear. Other color lenses on request. 

For full technical data please write: Raytheon, Industrial Components 
Division, 55 Chapel Street, Newton 58, Massachusetts. 

RAYTHEON LIGHT INDICATOR MODULES 

Types 
Neon Glow Lamp Incandescent 

Fila- 
mentary 
Thyra- 
tron 

Cold 
Cathode 
Thyra- 
tron 

WM 2000 WM 2001 WM 2002 WM 2003 WM 2004 WM 2005 WM 2006 WM 2007 

NEGATIVE LOGIC Turn ON Turn OFF Turn ON Turn OFF 

POSITIVE LOGIC Turn ON Turn OFF Turn ON Turn OFF 

On power, mW 200 200 200 200 250 250 360 110 

Standby power -100V at 2mA, 6V at 0.1 mA -12V at 20mA 
6V at 0.1 mA 

1.25 Vac 
at 250 mA 

70 Vdc at 
1.5 mA 

Type of trigger 
signal 

-6/-10V 
I -5/-10V 

+6/+10V 45/4 -10V -5/ -10V +5/ l -10V +4.5V +4.0V 

For Small Order or Prototype Requirements See Your Local Franc -hived Raytheon I) stributor. 

RAYTHEON COMPANY 
RAYTHEON 

44 

INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS DIVISION 
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RAYTHEON DISTRIBUTORS 

in 59 cities offer 

RAYTHEON 

LIGHT MODULES 
... at no penalty in price 

If no Raytheon Distributor is listed for your area, we will 

be pleased to send you the name of the Distributor nearest 
you. Please write; Raytheon, Distributor Products Divi- 

sion, 411 Providence Turnpike, Westwood, Massachusetts. 

Raytheon Distributors in your area include: 

ALABAMA 
Birmingham 

Forbes Distributing Company 
AL 1-4104 

MG Electrical Equipment Company 
FAirfax 2-0449 

Mobile 
Forbes Electronic Distributors, Inc. 

HE 2-7661 
ARIZONA 
Phoenix 

Radio Specialties & Appl. Corp. 
AL 8-6121 

Tucson 
Standard Radio Parts, Inc. 

MA 3-4326 
CALIFORNIA 
Burbank 

Valley Electronic Supply Co. 
Victoria 9-3944 

Glendale 
R. V. Weatherford Co. 

Victoria 9-2471 
Hollywood 

Hollywood Radio & Electronics, Inc. 
HO 4-8321 

Inglewood 
Newark Electronics Company 

ORchard 4-8440 
ORegon 8-0441 

Los Angeles 
Federated Purchaser 

BRadshaw 2-8771 
Graybar Electric Company 

ANgelus 3-7282 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 

Richmond 8-2444 
Oakland 

Brill Electronics 
TE 2-6100 

Elmar Electronics 
TEmplar 4-3311 

Palo Alto 
Zack Electronics 

DA 6-5432 
San Diego 

Kierulff Electronics Inc. 
BR 6-3334 

Radio Parts Company 
BE 9-9361 

San Francisco 
Fortune Electronics 

UN 1-2434 
Santa Ana 

Airtronic Sales, Inc. 
Kimberly 5-9441 

Santa Monica 
Santa Monica Radio Parts Corp. 

EXbrook 3-8231 

COLORADO 
Denver 

Ward Terry Company 
AMherst 6-3181 

CONNECTICUT 
East Haven 

J. V. Electronics 
HObart 9-1310 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Electronic Wholesalers Inc. 

HUdson 3-5200 
Empire Electronic Supply Co. 

Oliver 6-3300 
FLORIDA 
Miami 

East Coast Radio & Television Co. 
FRanklin 1.4636 

Electronic Equipment Co., Inc. 
NEwton 5-0421 

Orlando 
Wholesale Radio Parts Co., Inc. 

GArden 4-6579 
West Palm Beach 

Goddard Distributors, Inc. 
TEmple 3-5701 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago 

Allied Radio Corporation 
HAymarket 1-6800 

Newark Electronics Corp. 
STate 2-2944 

INDIANA 
Indianapolis 

Graham Electronics Supply Inc. 
MElrose 4-8486 

LOUISIANA 
New Orleans 

Columbia Radio and Supply Co. 
TW 7-0111 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore 

Wholesale Radio Parts Co., Inc. 
MUlberry 5-2134 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston 

Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
COpley 7.4700 

DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Inc. 
AL 4-9000 

Graybar Electric Co. 
HUbbard 2-9320 

Lafayette Radio Corp. of Mass. 
HUbbard 2-7850 

Cambridge 
Electrical Supply Corp. 

UNiversity 4-6300 

MICHIGAN 
Detroit 

Ferguson Electronics, Inc. 
UN 1-6700 

MISSISSIPPI 
Jackson 

Ellington Radio, Inc. 
FL 3-2769 

MISSOURI 
Kansas City 

Burstein-Applebee Company 
BAltimore 1-1155 

Walters Radio Supply, Inc. 
VA 1-8058 

St. Louis 
Graybar Electric Company 

JEfferson 1-4700 
University City 

Olive Industrial Electronics 
Volunteer 3-4051 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Concord 

Evans Radio 
CApital 5-3358 

NEW JERSEY 
Camden 

General Radio Supply Co. Inc. 
WO 4-8560 (in Phila.: WA 2-7037) 

Mountainside 
Federated Purchaser Inc. 

AD 8-8200 
NEW YORK 
Binghamton 

Stack Industrial Electronics, Inc. 
RA 3-6326 

Buffalo 
Genesee Radio & Parts Co., Inc. 

TR 3-9661 
Wehle Electronics Inc. 

TL 4-3270 
Elmira 

Stack Industrial Electronics, Inc. 
RE 3-6513 

Ithaca 
Stack Industrial Electronics, Inc. 

IThaca 2-3221 
Mineola, Long Island 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
Pioneer 6-8686 

New York City 
H. L. Dalis, Inc. 

EMpire 1-1100 
Milo Electronics Corporation 

BEekman 3-2980 
Sun Radio & Electronics Co., Inc. 

ORegon 5-8600 
Terminal -Hudson Electronics, Inc. 

CHelsea 3-5200 
OHIO 
Cincinnati 

United Radio Inc. 
CHerry 1-6530 

Cleveland 
Main Line Cleveland, Inc. 

EXpress 1-4944 
Pioneer Electronic Supply Co. 

SUperior 1-9411 

Columbus 
Buckeye Electronic 

CA 8-3265 
Dayton 

Srepco, Inc. 
BAldwin 4-3871 

OKLAHOMA 
Tulsa 

Radio, Inc. 
LUther 7-9124 

S & S Radio Supply 
LU 2-7173 

OREGON 
Portland 

Lou Johnson Company, Inc. 
CApital 2-9551 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Philadelphia 

Almo Radio Company 
WAlnut 2-5918 

Radio Electric Service Co. 
WAlnut 5-5840 

Pittsburgh 
Marks Parts Company 

FAirfax 1-3700 
Reading 

The George D. Barbey Co., Inc. 
FR 6-7451 

York 
Wholesale Radio Parts Co., Inc. 

47-1007 
TENNESSEE 
Knoxville 

Bondurant Brothers Company 
3-9144 

TEXAS 
Dallas 

Graybar Electric Company 
Riverside 2-6451 

Fort Worth 
SWIECO, Inc. 

ED 2-7157 (in Dallas: AN 2.5026) 
Houston 

Busacker Electronic Equipment Co. 
JAckson 6-4661 

Harrison Equipment Company 
CApitol 4-9131 

UTAH 
Salt Lake City 

Standard Supply Company 
EL 5-2971 

VIRGINIA 
Norfolk 

Priest Electronics 
MA 7-4534 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle 

Western Electronic Company 
AT 4-0200 

WISCONSIN 
Milwaukee 

Electronic Enterprises, Inc. 
GR 6-4144 

Distributors, Inc. 

RAYTHEON COMPANY 
DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS DIVISION 
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AERO 
DYNAMICS 

tAINCETt?` 

space systems planning and 
engineering in a unique role 
The scientists and engineers of Aerospace Corporation are in the fore- 
front of advanced planning and general systems engineering. Their unique 
role : critical civilian link uniting government and the scientific -industrial 
team developing space systems and advanced ballistic missiles. In pro- 
viding broad scientific and technical leadership to every element of this 
team, they are engaged in activities spanning the spectrum from formu- 
lating new weapons systems concepts to technical supervision of the 
over-all industry team performing research, development, and test of 
missile/space systems. Specific activities include investigation of tech- 
niques for improving the state-of-the-art in propulsion, structures, guid- 
ance, communications and other engineering skills related to missile/space 
missions; feasibility studies of new weapons systems concepts and pre- 
liminary design of promising systems; formulation of development 
programs; conduct of critical experiments; technical supervision of the 
development and test program. Men with these backgrounds are invited 
to write to Mr. George Herndon, Aerospace Corporation, Room 110, 
P. O. Box 95081, Los Angeles 45, California. 

Organized in the public interest and dedicated to providing objective leadership 
in the advancement and application of space science and 

technology for the United States Government. 

AEROSPACE CORPORATION 
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COLLINS 
237A -1A 

IN A SINGLE, ROTATABLE ANTENNA 
Collins 237A -1A Log Periodic Antennas with fre- 
quency independent radiation patterns and con- 
stant input impedances have been proven in com- 
munication installations throughout the world. 
High performance and broadband coverage elim- 
inate the need for multiple antenna structures and 

reduce site costs,. A reversible rotator and rotary 
coaxial connection facilitate full 360' rotation of 
the unidirectional antenna. Easily installed by use 
of tilt up mast. Other broadband antennas avail- 
able for wide frequency ranges within the 2-10,000 

me spectrum. Write for descriptive brcchure. 

-ICOLLIN SF- 
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY 

May 12, 1961 
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Oft t{pi Neu -AIL -14e, 74 
offers a continuously Tunable (40 to 180 mc) IF Amplifier 

for continuous 
automatic 
noise figure 
measurement 

Adding new versatility to 
your Automatic Noise Figure Meas- 
urement equipment, AIL now offers 
the outstanding Type 74 Automatic 
Noise Figure Indicator with a tunable 
Frequency IF Amplifier... or you can 
purchase the Tunable IF Amplifier for 
modification of your present Type 74 
equipment. 

Single frequency units are 
also available with greater sensitivity 
and broader bandwidth. 

The AIL Type 74 is designed 
to permit the adjustment of receiver 
parameters to minimize noise figure. 
No special training is required for use 
on the production line, in the labora- 
tory, or in the field. 

clecktleae pedouwnce{eatuneo 
Noise Figure Range, RF or IF.. High range -23 to 36 db with 

extension to infinity 
Low range -0 to 25 db 

Accuracy Automatic: Low range -2:1/2 db; 
High range ± 1 db 

Manual: ±0.1 db with AIL 
Type 30 Attenuator 

Automatic Operation) AGC range: 65 db minimum 
Manual Operation Front panel IF gain control 
Input Frequency 30 and 40 to 180 mc (tunable); 

other frequencies available 
Sensitivity 100 microvolts 
Bandwidth, 2.0 mc minimum 
Recorder Outputs Noise figure and AGC 

Write for full information to: 

Standard Models Available 
Band- Sensi - 

Part Number IF (mc) Width tivity Price 
07413 30 (fixed) 6 50 $765 
07416 60 (fixed) 6 100 $765 
07414 30 & 40 to 180 2 100 $830 
07404* 30&40to 180 2 100 $330 

*JF Amp. Only 

Twelve AIL Type 70 Noise Generators 
provide continuous coverage from 12 mc 
to 40,000 mc...'most complete line of noise 
generators available for automatic noise 
figure measurements. 

AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTS LABORATORY 
DEER PARK, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK 
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The Avnet System 
created a new Concept of Readiness-- 5 years ago! 

The dots above represent Avnet's stock of different types in I particular line of components 

(in this case, connectors). There are over 70,000 dots. Avnet's assembly facilities enable them 

to supply over 70,000 different types of connectors in any quantities, to meet emergency and 

prototype requirements. This flexibility is what The Avnet System means by "Readiness" to 

fill an order. Any order. 

Is this a new state of Readiness at Avnet? Did Avnet recently stock all their Centers? Did 

Avnet rush to set up Assembly Facilities for Bendix Connector Prototype Requirements? 

No! 
This state of Readiness at Avnet is 5 years old. 5 years ago Avnet foresaw today's electronic 

requirements and began stocking in depth. Then assembly facilities were set up to maintain a 

stock in breadth. Depth Breadth X Flexibility X 8 Service -Stocking Centers X On -the -spot 

quality control X Thorough knowledge of assembly operations for prototype needs X 5 years 

experience actually doing it = Readiness. Lt's an old story at Avnet. 

And each new day brings more and more companies who want to benefit by Avnet's unique, 

historic Readiness. Is your company among them? 

AVNET 
A reel Service Centers and Stacking Facilities: Lo, Angeles, Cal. Sunnyvale, Cul. 

THE AVNET SYSTEM 
Men Methods . Materials Management 
AVNET ELECTRONICS CORP. 

Seattle, Wash. Salt Lake City, Utah Chicago, III. Do ton, Ohio Westbury, L. L Burlington, Mass. 

BENDIS SCINTILLA 
CONNECTORS 

MECHANICAL 
PRODUCTS 

SPERRV 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

BABCOCK 
RELAYS 

CONTROL SWITCH 
DIVISION 

RHEEM 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

GREMAR 

12 
- 
L 1[1fi 41E es 

ROBERTSON SPLICE L 

CONNECTOR CASES 
SPRAGUE 

CAPACITORS 
KING SURMIN.NI-TEMP 
CERAMIC CAPACITORS 

TIC PRECISION 
TRIMMERS 

U.S. SEMCOR 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

SANGAMO 
CAPACITORS 

MICRODOT 
CONNECTORS 

: / 
CLARE 
RELAYS 

AVNET 
OR AND 

4 
AUTO. CONNECT- 

CABLE TESTER 

,,. 
OVA MULTI- 

RANGE METERS 

WIDNEY OORLEC CON- 
STRUCTIONAL SYSTEM 

Axis 
GENALEO 

TUBES 

c 
SULLIVAN PRECISION 
MEASURING APPAMTUS 

.. 

.0 
SERVO DESIGN AND 

TESTING EQUIPMENT 

Mail me information on the com- 
ponents circled at left. 

NAME 

TITLE 

(Clip let- 
terhead, oil to The 

this bottom section 
Arne, System. 

PlIblit'PliOWestbury, 

L Long 
Section, Street, 

N,arye 

re o 
request 
minutes 

will be 
receipt.) 

edited within 90 
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MOON BOUNCE...a collaborative project of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and the Australian 
Ministry of Supply to link two continents by radio 
signals bounced off the Moon 

TOTAL DISTANCE 
455,682 MILES 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AT JPL 
IN THESE FIELDS - NOW 

Electronic Engineers 
. for component and system design of deep 

space communications, instrumentation, and auto- 
matic control equipments. 
... for microwave and RF solid state circuit design 
and flight evaluation. 
... for project management assignment on ad- 
vanced development and contracted effort in space 
communications. 

Physicists 
... for analysis in communications theory, orbital 
mechanics, guidance and control, and systems 
performance. 

. for analysis of digital communication and con- 
trol systems; real-time digital computer and 
closed -loop systems. 

. for research and development of servo and 
control mechanisms for large ground based and 
spacecraft antenna systems. 

Other opportunities exist for electronic engineers 
and physicists in many areas at JPL which has 
been assigned the responsibility for the nation's 
Lunar, Planetary and Interplanetary unmanned 
exploration programs. 

On February 10, 1961, California and Australia 
were linked in the first international space com- 
munication experiment that bounced voice mes- 
sages between the two points via the Moon. The 
words were beamed at the Moon from the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory transmitter at Goldstone, 
California to the receiver at Woomera, Australia. 

Principals in the conversation were Dr. Hugh L. 
Dryden, NASA Deputy Director, whose voice was 
relayed from Washington by telephone; Dr. Lee 
DuBridge, President of California Institute of Tech- 
nology, who spoke directly from Goldstone; and Alan 
Hulme, Australian Minister of Supply at Woomera. 

The occasion tested the new Australian station, 
the second of three Deep Space Instrumentation 
stations developed and directed for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration by the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
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No 

FABRICATED 

ELECTRO -PLATED 

MOLDED 

Compromise 
IN THE DESIGN OR PRODUCTION OF 

CUSTOM SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES... 

BREEZE 
rn a R n 

. . . at Breeze. With the depth of design 
and production capabilities and facilities 
at Breeze Corporations, your slip ring re- 
quirements are met without compromise. 
Breeze produces custom slip ring assem- 
blies by all of the reliable methods and 
techniques, thus assuring you of a unit 
tailored to meet your unique requirement. 

Let Breeze provide you with an uncom- 
promised design and production analysis 
before you buy. 

You'll want a copy of the new Breeze 
catalog 66SR which describes a wide range 
of custom units as well as Breeze 
standard slip ring assemblies. 

BREEZE CORPORATIONS, INC. 
700 Liberty Avenue, Union, New Jersey Telephone: MUrdock 6-4000 

Manufacturers of electrical, electro -mechanical and hydro -mechanical 
components and systems and fabricated metal products. 
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Display storage tubes custom made 
for you. Westinghouse laboratory facilities and 
engineering staff assure you of the most ad- 
vanced design facilities at the lowest possible 
cost. Each tube is specially designed to meet 
your requirements and must prove its rugged- 
ness by passing the most severe environmental 
test conditions before approval. Westinghouse 
Display Storage Tubes combine high writing 
speed with excellent resolution, brightness,and 
storage capability. They incorporate a unique 
Westinghouse flood gun design which simpli- 
fies collimation and system set-up procedure. 
If you have a display storage problem, why not 
find out how we can help solve it? Write on 
company letterhead to: Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation, Elmira, N. Y. You can be sure ... 
if it's Westinghouse. 

Examples of Westinghouse display storage tube design capabilities 

WL -7268 WX-4363 
WX-4187/ 
W1-7952 

WX-4611/ 
WL -7682 WX-4511 

WX-4418/ 
WL -7I74 

WX-4581/ 
WL -7748 WX-4584 

WX-4614/ 
WL -7033 

Maximum diameter -in. 51" 51/4" 5S." 51/4" 51/4" 41/4" 5 9/16" 5'S" 5V." 

Maximum length -in. 16" 16" 15" 15" 15" 10" 131/4" 15" 11%" 

Min. useful screen -in. 4" 4" 4" 4" 4" 3" 3.8" 4" 4" 

No. of write guns 2 2 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 

Type of focus ES ES ES ES ES Mag. ES ES ES 

Type of deflection ES ES ES ES ES Mag. ES ES Mag. 

Storage time min: sec. 5 30 60 30 60 30 20 6 60 

Writing speed min.-in./sec. 4 o 104 4 x 104 4 o 105 4 e 105 4 x 105 2 x lOs 3 x 103 1.2 x 10e 1 x 105 

Erase uniformity -volts 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 

Erase time max.-millisec. 50 50 50 50 50 5 10 50 

Viewing screen -XV 10 10 5 5 10 15 5 9 

Brightness min. -IL -L 2,500 2,000 200 200 2,500 10,000 1000 200 2,000 

Resolution min.-Lines/in. 50 65 50 50 50 35 50 50 65 

Westinghouse 
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MIGHT on the MAIN 
EDO CONGRATULATES THE U.S. NAVY on its mighty deterrent fleet, symbolized by the U.S.S. 

George Washington on operational patrol - fast, far-ranging, Polaris -armed. Edo is proud to share as 

prime contractor in the Navy's Polaris program by designing and building systems that are being tested 
and proved daily as the George Washington and her FBM sister ships prowl their protective missions 

... "a fleet that will never attack first, but possess sufficient powers of retaliation, concealed beneath 
the sea, to discourage any aggressor from launching an attack upon our security." 

*President John F. Kennedy's 
State of the Union message, 
January 30, 1961 

CORPORATION 
College Point 56, L. I., New York 

In Canada: 

(CANADA) LIMITED 
Cornwall Ontario 
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CENTRALITE image of 
record head clearly shows two mag- 
netic polea separated by aluminum 
foil insulator at 31.25 magnifications. 

Model FC -14 J & L Optical Comparator 

'CENTRALITE adapter (arrow) 
slips easily into place on J & L 
Optical Comparator - used here 
to inspect tiny read/record head. 

NOW...closer inspection of micro -assemblies 
...with CENTRALITE 
and PARABOLITE 

Simply slip on a CENTRALITE or PARABOLITE 
adapter, and your J & L TC -14 or FC -14 Optical Com- 
parator becomes even more versatile. You'll use it for 
critical inspection jobs that may have previously seemed 
impossible. 

For example, CENTRALITE provides a highly concen- 
trated light which now permits the projection of a precise 
image of a tiny read/record head used in a computer 
component. Light is concentrated intensely on the part 
and reflected back through the J & L projection system 
onto the Comparator screen. CENTRALITE is also used 
for micro -inspection of a mesa diode assembly. 

PARABOLITE permits detailed examination of a tiny 
tunnel diode assembly by surrounding it with concen- 
trated light. Simply by rotating the diode, you can take a 
close look at seal, bubble configuration at fusion points, 
gold contact to wafer, and other critical details. 

Solve your inspection problems with J & L Optical 
Inspection Equipment. Send for Catalog LO -6013 now. 

Micro inspection of this mesa diode assem- 
bly at 100 magnifications is clearly detailed 
with CENTRALITE. 

PARABOLITE makes possible a sharp 
close-up of bubble configuration at the 
fusion point of this tunnel diode (50 magni- 
fications). 

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE COMPANY 
539 Clinton Street, Springfield, Vermont 

Turret Lathes Automatic Lathes Tape Controlled Machines Thread & Form Grinders Optical Comparators Thread Tools 
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Nowhere is this closeness more apparent than at 
Lockheed.Here, with each passing day, new technological 

advances help bring nearer the exploration of Mars, the Moon 
and Venus. 

As the time grows shorter, the pace grows faster. New 
designs in Spacecraft and Aircraft are rapidly being developed 
-and the number continues to mount. Included are: Missiles; 
satellites; hypersonic and supersonic aircraft; V/STOL; and 
manned spacecraft. 

For Lockheed, this accelerated program creates pressing 
need for additional Scientists and Engineers. For those who 
qualify, it spells unprecedented opportunity. Notable among 
current openings are: Aerodynamics engineers; thermody- 

WE'RE 
CLOSER 

THAN 
YOU 

THINK... 

namics engineers; dynamics engineers; electronic research 
engineers; servosystem engineers; electronic systems engi- 
neers; theoretical physicists; infrared physicists; hydrodynami- 
cists; ocean systems scientists; physio-psychological research 
specialists; electrical-electronic design engineers; stress 
engineers; and instrumentation engineers. 
Scientists and Engineers are cordially invited to write: Mr. 

E. W. Des Lauriers, Manager Professional Placement Staff, 
Dept. 1505, 2408 N. Hollywood Way, Burbank, California. All 
qualified applicants will receive consideration for employ- 
ment without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin. 
U.S. citizenship or existing Department of Defense industrial 
security clearance required. 

LOCKHEED 
CALIFORNIA DIVISION 

Reading clockwise: Venus, Moon, Mars. Approximate distance from Venus to Earth, 25,000,000 miles; from Moon, 240,000 miles; from Mars, 50,000,000 miles. 

Photos courtesy of Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories. 
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Signal Indicating Alarm Activating 
GMT Fuse & HLT Fuseholder 

Actual Size Sub- miniature design 
permits multiple mounting of fuses in 
limited space. Fuseholders can be 
mounted on % inch horizontal centers. 

Fuse and holder combin- 
ation readily adaptable 
for use in equipment oper- 
ating at 300 volts or less, 
such as: communication 
equipment, business ma- 
chines, computors, con- 
trol equipment or other 
multiple circuit appara- 
tus where space is at a 
premium. 

Indicating spring flashes color -coded 
flag when fuse opens 

to give quick, positive identifi- 
cation of faulty circuit. 

Indicator spring also makes con- 
tact with an alarm circuit so, it 
can be used to flash a light-or 
sound audible signal on fuse panel 
or at a remote location. 

Ask for bulletin GMCS on BUSS 
GMT fuses and HLT holders. 

In the BUSS line, 
you'll find the type and size fuse to fit your every need 
... plus a companion line of clips, blocks and holders. -A 

TRUSTWORTHY NAMES IN 
ELECTRICAL PROTECTION 

iJ 

BUSSMANN MFG, DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., UNIVERSITY AT JEFFERSON, ST. LOUIS 7, MO. 
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SECRETS OF FIFTEEN HUNDRED MODELS 

RESISTANCE 
WIRE 

INSULATION 

4- MANDREL 

This Design Feature Holds - e Secret of the Greater 
Reliability in All 1544 Days . om Square -trim" Models 

All Daystrom Squaretrim potentiometers have tlt' in common : our unique wire -in -the -groove 
resistive element. We start with an insulated mandrel. We then wrap the mandrel with 
resistive wire. But... and this is our exclusive process ... just ahead of the wire is a tiny 
diamond tool which cuts a carefully controlled gr of .ve in the mandrel's insulation. The wire 
is then wound tightly into this groove throughout the entire helix. As a result, each turn 
remains securely separate from the adjacent turns, thus anchoring the wire so that it will 
withstand severe shock and vibration without piling up and shorting out. 

Daystrom Squaretrims, with this unique winding technique, offer you only the most reliable 
performance. Daystrom's wide line of 1544 Standard offers you almost unlimited 
design latitude. 

Send for the catalog of trimming potentiometers that meet your specs and hold your specs 
under environmental stress ...Daystrom S< uaretritns. 

! Ns% 
DAYSTROiVI, INCORPORATED 

IagePOTENTIQ'IVIETER DIVISION 
ARCHBALD. PENNSYLVANIA LOS ANGELES. CALIFORN,A 
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A NEW SLANT 
..._ . r - .. 

- 
1N821A 1N321 

4 

1 

V ZENER VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 

Typical Operating Characteristics Curve 

from MOTOROLA 
LOWER DYNAMIC IMPEDANCE MINIMIZES VOLTAGE FLUCTUATIONS 

... helps reduce circuit complexity ... eliminates components 
The above curve emphasizes the principal advantage of Motorola's new 1N821A series - 
6.2 volt temperature -compensated reference diodes. The slant, or slope, of the curve is due 
to the extremely low dynamic impedance of these new devices ... 8 ohms typical, 10 ohms 
maximum. 
Because of this extremely low dynamic impedance (nearly half that of units available 
elsewhere), reference voltage fluctuations due to current changes are minimized ... a pri- 
mary concern in reference applications. This amazing voltage stability allows you to sim- 
plify the complex constant -current circuits previously required ... reducing components 
and increasing reliability. And, this new 1N821A series costs no more than the higher 
impedance units. 
This dramatic achievement in a single zener device is a typical example of Motorola leader- 
ship in zener research and development. Motorola refinements have been responsible for 
making these versatile devices more useful in an ever widening field of applications. 
Another facet in Motorola's zener leadership is an emphasis on reliability second to none. 
Unique production processes, exhaustive in -process control, continuous life -testing and 
conservative ratings contribute to a growing preference for Motorola zeners. If you are 
using zener diodes ... be sure you have complete information on the design and production 
advantages to be gained by specifying "Motorola". 
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VERSATILE MOTOROLA ZENERS .. . 

offer you many design advantages 

WIDE SELECTION - enabling you to use the pre- 
cise device for your exact circuit requirements. 
Over 2,070 different devices are available 
covering seven wattages ... and five temper- 
ature -compensated series. Three standard tol- 
erances are offered: 5%, 10% and a 20% 
tolerance for lower -cost, non -critical applica- 
tions. Matched sets are available in tolerances 
as low as 1%. Motorola also has a variety of 
military -qualified zeners. 

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE - is one of the big 
advantages you gain when using Motorola 
zeners. These include lower dynamic imped- 
ance. lower temperature coefficients and 
sharper knees. Units are measured at the 
1/4 power level - the point of typical usage. 
Dynamic impedance is measured at two 
points and 100% scope -checked. 

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS - Motorola supplies 
you with the industry's most comprehensive 
specifications ... giving you the complete pic- 
ture of the diode characteristics. Tempera- 
tures are fully specified. Forward current 
ratings are specified and guaranteed. 

RELIABLE OPERATION - exclusive process and 
quality control procedures assure extreme 
uniformity, high stability and longer life. 
Motorola's million -dollar reliability program 
has resulted in a level of reliability acceptable 
for the most critical applications. 

IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY - Motorola Zener Di- 
odes are available "off the shelf" from 28 
experienced industrial distributors. For fast 
delivery of any Motorola zener, contact the 
distributor nearest you. 

BIRMINGHAM 
Ack Semiconductors, Inc. 
3101 Fourth Ave., So. 
FAirtax 2-0589 

BOSTON 
Cramer Electronics, Inc 
811 Boylston St. 
Copley 7-4700 

Lafayette Radio 
110 Federal St. 
HUbbard 2-7850 

BUFFALO 
Summit Distributors. Inc. 
916 Main St. 
TT 4.3450 

CAMDEN 
General Radio Supply Co. 
600 Penn St. 
WOodlawn 4-8560 

CEDAR RAPIDS 
Desco Inc. 
618 First St.. N. W. 
EMerson 5-7551 

CHICAGO 
Allied Radio Corp. 
111 N. Campbell Ave. 
TAylor 9-9100 

Newark Electronics Corp. 
223 W. Madison St. 
STate 2-2944 

Semiconductor 
Specialists, Inc. 

5706 W. North Ave. 
NAtional 2-8860 

CINCINNATI 
Sheridan Sales Co. 
Roselawn Center Bldg. 
MElrose 1.2460 

CLEVELAND 
Pioneer Electronic 

Supply Co. 
2115 Prospect Ave. 
Superior 1-9411 

DALLAS 
Tekko Inc. 

4308 Maple Ave. 
LAkeside 6-8763 

DENVER 
Inter -State Radio 8 Supply 
1200 Stout Street 

TAbor 5.8257 

DETROIT 
Radio Specialties Co, 
12775 Lyndon 
BRoadway 2.4200 

HOUSTON 
Lenert Co. 
1420 Hutchins 
CApitol 4-2663 

JAMAICA, N. Y. 
Lafayette Radio 
165-08 Liberty Ave. 
AXtei 1-7000 

LOS ANGELES 
Hamilton Electro Sales 
11965 Santa Monica Blvd. 
EXbrook 3-0441 
BRadshaw 2.9154 

Kierulff Electronics 
820 W. Olympic Blvd. 
Richmond 8-2444 

MELBOURNE, FLA. 
Electronic Wholesalers 
1301 Hibiscus Blvd. 
PArkway 3-1441 

MIAMI 
Gulf Semiconductors Inc. 
7210 Red Road 
Mohawk 5-3574 

NEWARK, N. J. 
Lafayette Radio 
24 Central Ave. 
MArket 2-1661 

NEW YORK 
Lafayette Radio 
100 6th Ave. 
Worth 6-5300 

Milgray Electronics 
136 Liberty St. 
REctor 2-4400 

OAKLAND 
Elmar Electronics 
140 11th St. 
TEmplebar 4-3311 

PHOENIX 
Electronic Specialties CO. 
917 N. 7th St. 
Alpine 8-6121 

SAN DIEGO 
San Delco 
3843 Park Blvd. 
CYpress 8.6181 

SEATTLE 
Almac Electronics Corp. 
6301 Maynard Ave. 
PArkway 3-7310 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Electronic 

Wholesalers, Inc. 
2345 Sherman Ave., N. W. 
HUdson 3.5200 

CANADA 
Canadian Motorola 

Electronics Co. 
105 Bartley Drive 
Toronto 16. Ontario 
PLymouth 9.2222 

ZENERS 

6.8 to 200 volt 
diffused units 

1M6.8Z 
thru 1M200Z 

1N3016 
thru 1N3051 

1N30160' 
thru 1N30518' 

'to meet the 
requirements of 
MIL -S-19500 '115 

MOTOROLA 

1 /4 WATT 

ZENERS 

2.4.6.8 volt 
alloy units 

1/4M2.4AZ 
thru 1/4M6.8AZ 

6.8.200 volt 
diffused units 

1/4M6.8Z 
thru 1/4M200Z 

MOTOROLA 

400 mW 

ZENERS 

6.8 - 200 volt 
diffused units 

1N957 
thru 1N992 

1N962B 
thru 1N9928 
to meet the 

requirements of 
MIL -S.19500'117 

MOTOROLA 

50 WATT 

ZENERS 

6.8 to 200 volt 
diffused units 

50M6.8Z 
MOTOROLA thru 50M200Z 

1 WATT 1N2804 
thru 1N2846 

MOTOROLA 

3/4 WATT 

ZENERS 

6.8-200 volt 
diffused units 

3/4M6.8Z 
thru 3/4M200Z 

MOTOROLA 

10 WATT 

ZENERS 

6.8 to 200 volt 
diffused units 

1N28048 10M6.81 
thru 1N2846B' thru 10M200Z 

to meet the 
requirements of 

MIL -S-19500 114 

MOTOROLA 

1.5 WATT 

ZENERS 

6.8 t0 200 volt 
diffused units 

I.5M6.8Z 
thru 1.5M200Z 

1N1351 
thru 1N1375 

1N1806 
thru 1N1815 

1N2970 
thru 1N3015 

1N2970ß 
thru 1N3015B' 

to meet the 
requirements of 

MIL -S-19500 '124A 

MOTOROLA 

400 mW 

TEMPERATURE - 

COMPENSATED 

ZENERS 

6.2 volt diffused units 

coefficients to 
.001%/°C 

1N821 
thru 1N827 

1N821A 
thru 1N827A 

8.4 volt diffused units 
coefficients to 

.001%/°C 
1N3154 

thru 1N3157 
(Replaces 1N430. 

although only 
150 the sue) 

1N3154A 
thru 1N3156A 

MOTOROLA 

3/4 WATT 

TEMPERATURE - 

COMPENSATED 

ZENERS 

9.3 volt diffused units 
coefficients to 
.0005%/'C 

1N2620 
thru 1N2624 

MOTOROLA 

1/2 WATT 

TEMPERATURE - 

COMPENSATED 

ZENERS 

9.0 and 11.7 volt 
diffused units 
coefficients to 

.0005%/°C 
1N935 

thru 1N939 

1N941 
thru IN945 

FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL INFOtMATION on the spe- 
cific Motorola Zeners most applicable to your circuits, 
write to Technical Information Department, Motorola 
Semiconductor Products, Inc., 500f. East McDowell Road, 

Phoenix 10, Arizona. Or contact your nearest Motorola 
Semiconductor Distributor. 

ZENER-RECTIFIER APPLICATIONS HANDBOOK -Motorola's 
new Zener Diode -Rectifier Handb3ok is a valuable ref- 
erence book for circuit engineers. This 200 -page guide 
to basic theory, design characteristics and applications 
is available through your Motor)la Distributor. Price 
$2.00. 

MOTOROLA 
S ,miconducto Products Inc. 

SUBSIDIARY OP MOTOROL-. INC 

5005 EAST McDOWELL ROAD Pt-IIDENIX 10, ARIZONA 
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MINIATURE INDUCTANCES 
FOR PRINTED WIRING 

22 to 10,000 microhenries 5 %. Maximum d.c. 
current rating 1210 to 60 milliamperes. Low d.c. 
resistance. Wound with high temperature wire 
and encapsulated in epoxy for -55°C to +125°C 
ambient temperature. Approximately the size of 
a transistor. Leads spaced 0.2 inch. 

MILLEN 

ENCAPSULATED INDUCTANCES 
FOR PRINTED WIRING APPLICATIONS 

JAMES MILLEN MFG. CO., INC. 
MALDEN 

MASSACHUSETTS 
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A practical idea for every engineer who wants to save time in circuit layout, 
assembly, and packaging ... Alden "Cir-KITS" are practical "get -started" kits, 
including everything you need to assemble a wide variety of prototypes and evaluate 
Alden's proven, time -saving building block techniques-at rock bottom costs. Com 
ponents cost less than if bought separately, off -the -shelf. "Cir-KITS" are available 
at prices to meet all budgets, depending on the relative sophistication of your 
requirements. 

Kits range all the way from 925, containing basic elements for building block design. 
priced at $11.25; through the sophist) 
voted Kit #40 at $395.00. which In- 
cludes a complete building block sys- 
tem for advanced equipment design 
all the way to the complete Industrial 
Packaging Laboratory, at $3,000.00. 
WRITE TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG AND FULL DETAILS. 5127 N. Main Street, Brockton. Mass. 
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FIRST CHOICE OF ALL 4! 

RESEARCH - DESIGN -PRODUCTION-MANAGEMENT 

There is no mystery about who gets and uses the 
electronics BUYERS' GUIDE. It is part of the paid 
subscription to regular weekly issues of electronics, and 
is available and used by the more than 52,000 identified 
subscribers of the magazine. 

Only the electronics BUYERS' GUIDE is compiled to 
satisfy the basic buying needs of all four key segments 
of the industry - research, design, production, manage- 
ment. 

GIVES MORE TO ALL 4! 
electronics BUYERS' GUIDE 

and REFERENCE ISSUE 
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OF ELECTRONIC PACKAGING 

. , using Building Block Techniques 
Designed by and for engineers, Alden Plug -In Unit Construction is the 
only complete, standard packaging system available to the electronics 
industry. Here's how simple it is to solve your mounting and packaging 
problems ... 

MOVE FROM SCHEMATIC TO COMPLETED CIRCUITRY IN HALF THE TIME! 

Make neat, component 
Lay out your circuitry on Snap component leads sub -assemblies organ - 

Alden full-scale planning into ratchet jaws of Alden ized into unit planes of 
sheets. terminals. circuitry. 

ORGANIZE YOUR CIRCUITRY BY FUNCTION FOR PLUG-IN FLEXIBILITY! 

Indicate hole layout and 
sizes on full-scale plan- 
ning sheets - complete 
chassis delivered to your 

specs. 

Snap -in circuit cards in 
vertical planes fora neat. 

accessible assembly. 

Sub -divide into modular. 
plug-in functions for true 

building block design. 

"DESIGN -IN" MAINTAINABILITY FOR THE REAL PAY-OFF! 

Provide an accessible Modular chassis inter - 
point of check for all in/ Get quick replacement/ changeable with instru- 
out leads with unmis- accessibility of plug-in ment case for dual func- 
takable graphic identifi- chassis by simple half- tion or as transport case 

cation. turn of handle. for replacement chassis. 

As the techniques of Alden Plug -In Unit Construction become more standardized 
throughout the world, those already designing to these standards will be setting 
the trends for equipment design in the rest of the industry. 

You can get started now with any of the twelve Alden "Get -Started" 
KITS, ranging from $11.25 to $395.00. You can then evaluate - 
quickly-all or part of the Alden system in your particular application. 

ideas 
techniques 

designs 

For FREE 250 -page Alden Handbook, write on 
your company letterhead. 

AL D E N 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 

3127 N. Main St., Brockton, Mass. 
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MPHENö 

Write for Complete Data! 

Receptacle for flexible printed wiring or 

printed circuit boards. 15 contacts on .075" 

centers, with 2 lines of interference 

per circuit. 

19 contact receptacle with mating 

components mot_nting board or 38 contact 

rack & panel/modular pair. Contacts on 

.050" centers. 

12 contacts on .075" centers. 2 types 

available for either modular use or for 
cable -to -cable, cable -to -chassis or 

board -to -chassis usage. 

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION 
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation 

1830 S. 54th AVE., CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS 

Send me full information on Micro Edge, Micro Min and Micro Mod 

NAME --_. - _._ ._ __ 
TITLE 
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IN THE MOST EXACTING APPLICATIONS 

SWITCHING TRANSISTORS 

TO -1 TO -9 TO 31 TO -18 

In TO -1 CASE: 
2N501-Ultra high speed switch 
2N501A-Military version of 2N501 

In TO -9 CASE: 
2N1204-Ultra high speed, high 
current switch 
2N1495-High voltage, high speed, 
high current switch 
2N1499A-High speed, low cost 
switch (MIL version available) 
2N1500-Ultra high speed switch 
(MIL version available) 
2N1754-Very low cost, high speed 
switch 

In TO -31 CASE: 
2N1494-High power version of 
the 2N1204 

In TO -18 CASE: 
2N768-Ultra high speed switch 
for very low power circuits 
2N769-World's fastest switch 
2N779A-Ultra high speed switch- 
very high beta 
2N846A-Ultra high speed switch 

Immediately available in quantities 
1-999 from your Philco 
Industrial Semiconductor Distributor 

The Industry's Strongest Record of 
PERFORMANCE and RELIABILITY 

In high-speed computers, control systems, guidance systems and many 
other critical military and industrial switching applications, Philco's 
patented high -frequency Micro Alloy Diffused -base Transistors are 
used more widely than any other type. There are many reasons for this 
broad acceptance. Philco MADTs are available in a full range of types, 
each designed and produced to tight specifications for specific appli- 
cations. They are manufactured by Philco's patented Precision -Etch* 
process on the world's first fully -automatic transistor production lines 
... under rigid quality control. Philco MADTs have proved their 
outstanding performance capabilities and reliability in billions of 
transistor hours of actual field operation ... far more than any other 
type of transistor. 

There is a Philco MADT to meet your requirements ... offering 
the advantages of cadmium junctions for cooler operation ... low 
collector capacitance ... low saturation voltage ... high beta with good 
linearity ... excellent frequency response ... low hole storage time .. 
and excellent temperature stability. 

Specify Philco MADTs with complete confidence. For full informa- 
tion on any specific type write Dept. E51261. *Trademark Philco Corp. 

PHILCQ 
mow or QualG fiie 2ÚiC Over 

LANSDALE DIVISION, LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA 
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Glow -Tube Programmer Controls 
Neutron Spectrometer Experiments 

Multielement glow tubes are used as switches to control sequence of operation. 

Tubes can be cascaded to provide more than ten individual functions 

By EDWARD W. JOHANSON, 
Argonne National Laboratory 
Argonne, Illinois 

COUNT DATA can be recorded auto- 
matically and mechanical motions 
controlled automatically in neutron 
diffraction experiments by using 
glow -transfer tubes as switches or 
control devices. 

In the experiments (see Fig. 1), 
the neutron beam emerges from the 
reactor, passes through a fission de- 
tector, strikes the sample and is 

diffracted. The diffractometer arm 
that determines the angle O is 
moved through the diffracted beam 
pattern, and the BF gas -type de- 
tector tube mounted on the dif- 
fractometer arm detects the dif- 
fracted beam. The counts from the 
BF detector enter a scaler for later 
print-out. The electronic informa- 
tion of the angle O of the diffrac- 
tometer arm enters an angle - 
encoder for later print-out. Output 
of the fission detector is fed through 
an amplifier to a pulse counter. The 

counter is preset to determine the 
length of time of data accumulation 
and initiates data recording. This 
method of preset counting elimi- 
nates counting errors due to the 
reactor level fluctuations because 
the counting time is based on 
the number of neutrons passing 
through the fission detector. 

The programmer outlined in Fig. 
2 is turned on by the output pulse 
of preset counter. A 60 -cycle square 
wave, generated from the line fre- 
quency, drives the first glow -trans - 

FIG. 1-Experiment is controlled and accumulated data are recorded automatically by glow -tube programmer 
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General view of neutron diffractometer shows 
reactor side wall 

fer tube. Output of this tube is 
one pulse for every 5 input pulses. 
After this division by 5, the pulses 
are transmitted to the pulse -alter- 
nator glow -tube. Alternate output 
cathodes of this glow -tube are con- 
nected to form two groups of five 
cathodes each. Output of this tube, 
then, as it is being driven, alter- 
nately comes from output cathode 
group 1 and output cathode group 
2. Hence, the designation pulse - 
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FIG. 2-Block diagram of programmer, in which function selector 1 
controls readout of scaler count, selector 2 controls angle readout 

alternator or alternator. 
Pulses from group 1 pass through 

either gate C or gate D to drive 
the function selectors. The pulses 
from group 2 operate the relays 
that provide the power to the key 
solenoids of the electric typewriter. 

At the start of the programming 
cycle gate C is open, gate D is closed 
and all glow -tubes and flip-flops are 
reset. After the programmer is ac- 
tivated the first pulse from the 

alternator moves the beam of func- 
tion selector 1 to cathode 1 (Fig. 3). 
This cathode is now drawing cur- 
rent and provides current to the 
typewriter gate control transistors 
Q. and Q2. Transistors Q, and Q. 
both saturate, energizing the four 
HGS-1048 mercury relays. Contacts 
of these relays switch the binary 
information in the 105 decade to the 
typewriter drive circuit. 

In this circuit the binary infor- 

WHAT A NEUTRON DIFFRACTOMETER IS AND DOES 

Thermal neutrons emanating from the reactor have a 
wavelength of approximately 1 A which is of the same 
order as the interatomic distances in matter. Conse- 
quently, a solid or crystal serves as a three-dimensional 
diffraction grating for thermal neutrons. When a well - 
collimated monochromatic neutron beam is incident upon 
crystalline sample, each atom serves as a diffraction or 
scattering point, and the interferences of these diffracted 
beams give a neutron diffraction pattern. 

If the sample is a single crystal, the observed pattern 
is a three-dimensional array of diffraction spots. If the 
sample is a powder composed of small randomly -oriented 
crystallites, the resulting diffraction pattern is a series 
of cones originating from the sample. In direct analogy 
with x-ray diffraction procedures, it is possible to deter- 
mine the unit cell dimensions and geometry from the 
angular positions of the diffraction spots and from the 
intensities of the spots to determine the positions of the 
atoms within the unit cell. 

Neutrons and x-ray diffraction have many common 
features; however, their differences make them supple- 
mental tools to each other in crystal structure determina- 
tions. X-rays are scattered by the electrons of an atom, 

and, hence, the scattering power of atoms increases with 
atomic number. The x-ray diffraction contribution from 
electron -poor light elements, such as hydraget and car- 
bon, may be completely obscured by the scattering from 
electron -rich heavy atoms, such as thorium and uranium. 
Scattering of neutrons is by the atomic nuclei, and scat- 
tering from light atoms is of the same order as from 
heavy atoms and, in fact, can be greater. 

Consequently, neutron diffraction has proved valuable 
in locating the positions of light atoms in crystal struc- 
tures. This same difference is also useful in the studies 
of ordering in alloys of elements of nearly the same 
atomic number. The neutron has a magnetic moment and 
hence is scattered by the magnetic moments of atoms in 
magnetic materials. It is possible by applied magnetic 
fields or thermal means to separate the magnetic from 
the nuclear scattering and obtain the orientations of the 
magnetic moments or magnetic structure of the material. 

In essence, a sample acts as a diffraction grating and 
scatters the incident neutrons so that there are peaks 
of high intensities at various angles, and the data re- 
corded is the intensity of the scattering and the angle at 
which it occurs. 
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Nowhere is this closeness more apparent than at 
Lockheed,Here, with each passing day, new technological 

advances help bring nearer the exploration of Mars, the Moon 

and Venus. 
As the time grows shorter, the pace grows faster. New 

designs in Spacecraft and Aircraft are rapidly being developed 
-and the number continues to mount. Included are: Missiles; 
satellites; hypersonic and supersonic aircraft; V/STOL; and 
manned spacecraft. 

For Lockheed, this accelerated program creates pressing 
need for additional Scientists and Engineers. For those who 
qualify, it spells unprecedented opportunity. Notable among 
current openings are: Aerodynamics engineers; thermody- 

WE'RE 
CLOSER 

THAN 
YOU 

THINK... 

namics engineers; dynamics engineers; electronic research 

engineers; servosystem engineers; electronic systems engi- 

neers; theoretical physicists; infrared physicists; hydrodynami- 
cists; ocean systems scientists; physio-psychological research 

specialists; electrical-electronic design engineers; stress 
engineers; and instrumentation engineers. 
Scientists and Engineers are cordially invited to write: Mr. 

E. W. Des Lauriers, Manager Professional Placement Staff, 

Dept. 1505, 2408 N. Hollywood Way, Burbank, California. All 
qualified applicants will receive consideration for employ- 
ment without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin. 
U.S. citizenship or existing Department of Defense industrial 
security clearance required. 

LOCKHEED 
CALIFORNIA DIVISION 

Reading clockwise: Venus, Moon, Mars. Approximate distance from Venus to Earth, 25,000,000 miles; from Moon, 240,000 miles; from Mars, 50,000,000 miles. 

Photos courtesy of Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories. 
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Signal Indicating Alarm Activating 
GMT Fuse & HLT Fuseholder 

Actual Size Sub- miniature design 

permits multiple mounting of fuses in 
limited space. Fuseholders can be 
mounted on % inch horizontal centers. 

Fuse and holder combin- 
ation readily adaptable 
for use in equipment oper- 
ating at 300 volts or less, 
such as: communication 
equipment, business ma- 
chines, computors, con- 
trol equipment or other 
multiple circuit appara- 
tus where space is at a 
premium. 

Indicating spring flashes color -coded 
flag when fuse opens 

to give quick, positive identifi- 
cation of faulty circuit. 

Indicator spring also makes con- 
tact with an alarm circuit so, it 
can be used to flash a light-or 
sound audible signal on fuse panel 
or at a remote location. 

Ask for bulletin GMCS on BUSS 
GMT fuses and HLT holders. 

In the BUSS line, 
you'll find the type and size fuse to fit your every need 
... plus a companion line of clips, blocks and holders. _INSfiRON 

TRUSTWORTHY NAMES IN 
ELECTRICAL PROTECTION 

ems 
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co, UNIVERSITY AT JEFFERSON, ST. LOUIS 7, MO. 
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mation is converted to decimal form 
and selects the proper number sole- 
noid on the output writer. Now the 
second pulse out of the alternator 
applies power to the selected sole- 
noid, and the number is printed. 

The numbers on the cathodes of 
the function selector tubes indicate 
the decade in the scaler or angle 
encoder being set up for printing. 
When the beam has progressed as 
fat as the tab operation in function 
selector 1, a pulse is generated 
which activates the flip-flop in the 
f1LTiction selector gate control. The 
flip-flop voltage levels control the 
gates and thus stop the pulses to 
function selector 1 and allow the 
pulses to drive function selector 2 

by opening gate D. 
This same cathode current of se- 

lector 1 also activates a relay, whose 
contacts when closed cause the an - 
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gle O encoder to be interrogated 
and the angular information to be 
stored in a relay memory for print- 
out. Function selector 2 now prints 
out the angle number stored in the 
memory in the same fashion as the 
scaler from selector 1 was printed 
out. 

When function selector 2 has 
completed the tab step at cathode 6, 

the current of cathode 7 deactivates 
the typewriter. This is done by 
discontinuing the pulses from out- 
put cathode group 2 of the alter- 
nator. At this step of the pro- 
gramming, the scaler and preset 
counter are reset to zero. The beam 
of function selector 2 now is moved 
to cathode 8 which causes the scaler 
and preset counter to start count- 
ing. The final step of selector 2 re- 
sets and stops the programmer. 

At times during the activation of 
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either function selector 1 or 2, ad- 
ditional relays are energized to per- 
form single functions. These in- 
clude activation of the drive for the 
diffractometer arm, activation of 
the recorder pen -drop mechanism, 
and providing a pulse that is used 
to open or close the cadmium shut- 
ter in front of the gas counter for 
background recording. 

This glow -tube programmer was 
prepared for S. Sidhu, M. Mueller 
and L. Heaton of Argonne National 
Laboratory. The author thanks 
G. T. Weiss, R. B. Hoger and J. H. 
Erickson for their help. The work 
reported here was performed under 
the auspices of the U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
J. Millman and H. Taube "Pulse and 

Digital Circuits," p 335, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., New York, 1956. 
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Three -Dimensional Core Memory 
Storage unit handles 16,384 words, each of 72 bits length, by a three-dimensional 

process of word selection and read. The memory cycle time for selecting any word at 
random from the system is 2.18 microseconds 

MAGNETIC CORE STORAGE is estab- 
lished in the data processing indus- 
try and is an efficient and reliable 
technique for the high-speed main 
memories in digital computers. 
Millions of magnetic cores are used 
in computer memories without 
failures due to core deterioration; 
in addition, advances in technology 
have consistently lowered core 
switching time, resulting in the 
high-speed magnetic memories 
presently used. The economics of 
memory construction has improved, 
along with increased speed, due to 
improvements in the techniques of 
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FIG. 1-Plane of core memory ele- 
ments, top, with arrangement of 
sense windings for minimum noise 

addressing and selecting storage 
locations within the memory. 

The number of lines that are 
activated to select and store infor- 
mation at any given address in a 
memory determines the dimensions 
of memory selection, with most 
core -memory systems today having 
either two or three dimensions of 
selection. Two-dimensional memory 
is often called word -organized, 
word -oriented, linear access, or just 
2-D memory. Two-dimensional units 
are used in small, fast memories, 
but the cost of logical selection usu- 
ally tends to make such two dimen- 
sional memories uneconomical for 
large -capacity storage. In large- 
scale memories, three dimensional 
or 3-D selection becomes less costly 
than 2-D. 

In the three-dimensional memory, 
of 16,384 words, each word is ad- 
dressed by selecting one of 128 X 
lines and one of 128 Y lines. In- 
formation is stored in 3-D, and 
also 2-D, by a digit or bit, or Z 
line, that permits a 1 or a 0 state 
to be set in each core of the selected 
word. In a two-dimensional mem- 
ory of the same size, a single line 
must be selected to address a word ; 

that is, one of 16,384 word lines is 
selected. The cost difference be- 
tween 3-D and 2-D is between se- 
lection for only 256 lines in 3-D 
and selection for 16,384 lines in 
2-D. 

The IBM 7302 core storage unit 
has 16,384 words addressed by 
three-dimensional selection. Each 
word has 72 bits of information for 
a total storage unit capacity of 
1,179,648 bits. A magnetic core 
for each of these bits is set to one 
of its two possible remanant states 
to store either a 1 or a 0 in binary. 
The cores are ferrite material and 
are switched by the coincidence - 
of -address selection currents. The 

memory cycle time is 2.18 micro- 
seconds. There are no program- 
ming restrictions, so that any ran- 
dom address may be selected repe- 
titively at full cycle time. 

The memory is a solid-state sys- 
tem. Graded -base transistors are 
used as logic and sensing elements 
and as core drivers. The ferrite 
cores are conventional torroids 30 
X 50 x12 mils in size. 

Cores for the memory were 
selected on the basis of switching 
time and drive current. For a 2.18 
µsec cycle time, maximum core 
switching time was set at 0.4 µsec, 
and nominal half -select current at 
0.6 amp or less with 0.1 µsec rise 
(Tr) time.' 2 

Actual core parameters are : full - 
select current of 1.17 amp nominal 
with T, at 0.1 µsec, and delta noise 
at 1.0 mv per pair. Under marginal 
drive conditions switching time is 
0.43 µsec maximum with minimum 
1 at 110 mv and maximum 0 at 33 
mv. 

Figure lA shows a complete 
plane of cores. The over-all plane 
is approximately 10 inches square 
with a center -to -center core spac- 
ing of 0.0625 inch. Each of the 72 
planes has one bit for each word 
in the memory, or a total of 16,384 
cores; these are wired int6 a 128 
X 128 matrix. 

The Z lines include four sense 
windings and four inhibit wind- 
ings; each of these link a rectangu- 
lar core -matrix 32 x 128. The 
sense and inhibit matrices are in- 
terlocked and perpendicular to each 
other. This configuration allows 
only 1,024 cores to share a given 
pair of windings, and reduces the 
proportion of core noise in the total 
sense segment noise caused by 
pulsing an inhibit segment. 

The shape of the sense segment 
is rectangular for optimum use 
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Accommodates One Million Bits 

By C. A. ALLEN, 
E. D. COUNCILL, 
G. D. BRUCE, 
Development Laboratory, IBM, 
Poughkeepsie, New York 

with staggered read. Compared 
with a conventional square seg- 
ment, this shape reduces by 50 per 
cent core half -select noise at strobe 
time. 

All but the sense windings are 
conventional. The sense configura- 
tion, Fig. 1B, has the following ad- 
vantages over diagonal winding: 
shorter physical and electrical 
length decreases signal attenuation 
and delay. Smaller time delays be- 
tween cancelling components im- 
prove noise cancellation. Trans- 
mission characteristics of the X 
lines become approximately equal 
to the characteristics of the Y line. 
This last advantage occurs because 
the sense line is parallel to the X 
line just as the inhibit line is 
parallel to the Y line; this provides 
uniform distributed capacitance 
from both X and Y to array 
ground. The same wire orientation 
is maintained in every core: the 
sense and X lines are separated by 
the inhibit and Y lines to reduce 
capacitance and assure its uniform 
distribution. Originally this ar- 
rangement caused electrostatic 
coupling between the adjacent in- 
hibit and Y lines; that is, when a 
large number of inhibit drivers 
were turned on, capacitively 
coupled noise spikes were propa- 
gated on the Y lines. This problem 
was solved by careful pulse timing. 

DATA 
PROCESSING 

SYSTE 

Engineers check out a newly installed 7090 digital computer. This machine 
uses transistor logic and core storage 

The 72 planes of the complete 
array are connected by word selec- 
tion lines. The 16,384 words of the 
basic memory have 72 bits each. 
With the IBM 7090, however, the 
array operates with 32,768 words 
of 36 bits. In this modified system, 
two words are read out simultane- 
ously. 

In the initial design of word 
selection, electromagnetic and elec- 
trostatic coupling between selec- 
tion lines was a serious problem. 
Close spacing between adjacent 
lines, rapid change rate of drive 
current, and relatively long lines 
led to noise spikes on unselected 
lines during drive -pulse rise and 
fall; these spikes were greater 
than 35 per cent of the drive cur- 
rent. 

FIG. 2-Part of the load sharing matrix switch 

The problem of this cross -talk 
was solved through two measures. 
First, the external array jumpers 
for the X and Y lines were con- 
nected so that any two would be 
adjacent in only a few planes. In 
other words, any two selection 
lines, each comprised of 72 con- 
nected X or Y lines, would at worst 
be immediately adjacent over only 
a small part of their total length. 
In this way, the worst possible 
coupling occurred only between 
alternate lines that ran parallel 
through most of the array. 

Second, alternate planes in the 
array were turned over; this ar- 
rangement separated the planes in 
a pair by only about 0.06 inch, but 
separated the pairs by 0.75 inch. 

The combination of both correc- 
tive measures reduced cross -talk 
between lines to less than 10 per 
cent of the drive current. In the 
final machine, this reduced per- 
centage was more than enough to 
eliminate cross -talk problems. 

Cooling was another important 
consideration in designing the 
basic array. Excessive heat can 
cause undesirable changes in core 
properties. Because one address 
may be selected continuously, core 
temperature stabilization was re - 
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quired. To achieve good heat trans- 
fer and uniform temperature dis- 
tribution in spite of a power dissi- 
pation of about 42 mw in each core 
switched, the array was immersed 
in liquid. 

All windings in the array re- 
semble lossless transmission lines 
and terminate in pure resistances 
equal to their characteristic im- 
pedances. The liquid environment 
with its increased dielectric con- 
stant decreased Zo and increased 
the time delay (Td) in all lines. 
This undesirable increase in Td 
was a most important considera- 
tion in selecting the liquid. As a 
result, a commercial inhibited 
transformer oil with a low dielec- 
tric constant was chosen as the 
coolant. 

The choice of a liquid environ- 
ment yields several fringe advan- 
tages: the entire array, together 
with load -sharing switch assem- 
blies and terminating resistors, is 
immersed in a tank of oil more 
compact than a blower system 
would have been. Lower rated 
power resistors can be used, and 
the reduced Zo value eases demands 
on the inhibit drivers. 

Because the X and Y lines have 
the same distributed inductance 
and very nearly the same distrib- 
uted capacitance, the properties of 
both lines are virtually identical. 
Immersed in oil, the lines have a 
Z of 100 ohms. Since the drive 
system produces a nominal half - 
select current of 0.585 amp to be 
driven into this impedance, read 
and write pulses must be 58.5 volts. 
With the same current, the inhibit 
drive requires 53 volts across the 
Z line impedance of 90 ohms. 

A load -sharing matrix switch' 
provides read and write pulses in 
the X -Y drive system. The use of 
a direct drive system would require 
a peak inverse voltage of at least 
125 volts because read and write 
currents are of opposite polarity 
and the X and Y drive lines must 
be driven bidirectionally. Existing 
high-speed core -driver transistors 
cannot reliably withstand voltages 
this high. Furthermore, a conven- 
tional matrix switch would be un- 
satisfactory because of high in- 
ductances and the excessive cur- 
rents needed to provide the volt- 
age step-up. A load -sharing switch, 
however, provides pulses with rea- 
sonable transistor dissipation and 
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FIG. 3-Schematic of the circuit that feeds the Z selection lines; this circuit is similar to those used in the X -Y drivers 

permits voltage step-up without 
either excessive power per drive, 
or high series inductance. 

Figure 2 shows a 16 -output load - 
sharing matrix switch. Each ad- 
dress -selection coordinate of the 
memory uses eight of these de- 
vices, for a total of 16 switches. 
Each switch has 32 single -turn in- 
put windings, 16 nine -turn output 
windings and a bias winding. 

An address is selected from the 
memory address register by the de- 
coding logic. For a given address, 
the logic generates two patterns, 
one to turn on the drivers of the 
Y-axis switch and one to turn on 
the drivers of the X-axis switch. 
In both switches 16 drivers turn 
on at read -time and a complemen- 
tary 16 turn on at write -time. 
Drivers are in pairs, and the ad- 
dress determines which of the two 
conducts for read and which con- 
ducts for write. As a result, driver 
currents of opposite polarity for 
read and write cancel out in all 
but one of the 16 switch cores. At 
the same time, the one switch core 
receives the total current of 16 
drivers for both read and write. 

Because the switch cores are in 
a low remanent state at the start 
of each read current pulse, maxi- 
mum core flux is required ; this is 
furnished by the d -c bias winding, 
which provides a slight average 
current unbalance in each switch 
core. 

Each X -Y driver has a nominal 
current of one -sixteenth of the 
switch core magnetizing current 
plus 56 per cent of the half -select 
current; this is about 0.36 amp. 
With a 9 to 1 step-up ratio, the 32 
single -turn windings of the switch 

each require less than 8 volts. The 
X -Y drivers terminate in a 56 -ohm 
resistance to 30 volts plus the total 
resistance of the leads and switch 
windings. 

A medium -power graded -base 
transistor is used in the X -Y driver 
circuit. The germanium transistor, 
packaged in an air-cooled sink, op- 
erates about 3 volts out of satura- 
tion. A Zener diode in the feed- 
back loop determines the operating 
level of the output. 

The Z driver circuit has the same 
configuration as the X -Y circuit; 
this is shown in Fig. 3. The Z cir- 
cuit also uses the medium power 
transistor. Transistor specifica- 
tions include a rating of 90 volts 
for collector -to -emitter breakdown 
voltage with a grounded -emitter 
large -signal current gain greater 
than 100 at 0.66 amp. 

A direct drive supplies the in- 
hibit current to the 32 x 128 seg- 
ment of the core plane. The Z 
winding terminates in a 90 -ohm 
resistor plus wiring resistance to 
a 60 -volt supply. Excessive peak 
voltage is prevented from reach- 
ing the driver transistor by a 
clamping diode. 

Timing for the Z driver is stag- 
gered for two reasons. First, since 
the Z and Y lines are parallel, 
charging currents are induced on 
the Y windings when the Z pulse 
turns on and off. By phasing the 
Z pulse timing to groups of planes, 
the cumulative effect of the charg- 
ing currents is reduced. 

Second, the write pulse propaga- 
tion time through 72 planes is 220 
nanoseconds. In each plane inhibit 
pulse timing must overlap this 
write pulse. However, time -stag - 
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FIG. 4-Sense amplifier handles readout signals and has high gain for 
component frequencies in the range 300 to 800 Kc 

gering the Z pulses to overlap an 
early write pulse in the first planes 
and a delayed write pulse in the 
last planes reduces the total mem- 
ory cycle. Furthermore, the Z pulse 
width can be reduced, and for the 
next cycle, read time can start 
sooner into the top plane. 

The delay of the Z current is 
about 80 nanoseconds in oil and 
the characteristic impedance is 90 
ohms. The delay of the X and Y 
currents is about 200 nanoseconds 
with a Z. of 100 ohms. Drive cur- 
rents into the array have rise and 
fall times of about 100 nano- 
seconds. 

Since the windings resemble 
lossless transmission lines, each 
must terminate in a resistance 
equal to its Z,,, or risk long recov- 
ery times and reflections. 

The resistive load presented to 
the drive systems is virtually con- 
stant. Wire resistance causes some 
current distortion, but this is 
minimized by the matrix switch. 
As the series resistance of the line 
becomes effective, the current into 
the first plane decreases slightly. 
The line presents a load of 100 
ohms at the beginning of the pulse; 
this resistance increases, however, 
as the wavefront propagates 
through the array. Therefore, the 
peak input current to the first 
plane is higher than the peak out- 
put current from the last plane. 
With a series resistance in each 
primary driver, the matrix switch 
allows some primary winding volt- 
age change. This aids in matching 
the driver system to the array by 
compensating for some wire resist- 
ance. 

The sense winding is segmented 

for three reasons. First, the com- 
mon -mode Z noise on each sense 
amplifier for a segment is reduced 
to one -sixteenth the noise of a full 
128 x 128 sense and Z plane. 

Second, the time difference is re- 
duced between the signals travel- 
ing in two directions from a 
switching core in the plane. If the 
time difference is too great, strobe 
timing must be wider, two half - 
amplitude signals will be sensed at 
different times, and cycle time in- 
creases somewhat. 

Third, with the Y-axis drive in- 
tersecting only 32 cores on each 
segment, the winding reduces the 
delta noise. Part of the read -drive 
noise on the sense line is the noise 
level remaining from the first of 
two staggered read pulses; this 
pulse intersects 128 X-axis cores 
in each plane and runs parallel to 
the sense winding. The rest in- 
cludes the half -select noise of the 
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FIG. 5-Timing of control waveforms 
circulated in the core -storage unit 

one uncance;ied core cf tile Y-axis 
drive, and the delta noise caused 
by the current rise of the second 
read pulse. Because of the seg- 
mented configuration, only 15 core 
pairs contribute to the delta noise. 

Figure 4 shows the sense ampli- 
fier circuit. Each sense segment 
uses four preamplifier channels. 
Frequency discrimination is used, 
and much of the relatively high 
frequency noise on the sense wind- 
ing is blocked by the circuit cut- 
off frequency. In addition, the am- 
plifier strobes and sets a clipping 
level for the usual amplitude and 
time discrimination. 

Prior to strobe time, frequency 
discrimination of more than the bit 
one signal attenuates readout noise 
in the sense amplifier. For a band 
of frequencies in the 200 to 800 
Kc range, the bit one has a rela- 
tively high amplitude. Because of 
the interstage transformer, low 
cut-off frequency of the preampli- 
fier stage is about 100 Kc. High 
cut-off frequency is about 2 Mc. 

Figure 5 shows the cycle timing 
for the memory. Strobe timing of 
the sense amplifier resembles Z 
timing in that both are staggered 
in groups of planes. As the read 
pulse travels through the 72 -plane 
stack, the sense strobe timing coin- 
cides with the core peaking time 
for each plane. 

The IBM 7302 core storage unit 
is six times faster than its prede- 
cessor, the IBM 738. Both storage 
capacity and speed in the two units 
is similar. However, with the in- 
crease in speed and smaller size of 
the 7302, the advancement of tech- 
nology is significant. 

The coincident current memory 
has proved significantly more eco- 
nomical than the word -oriented 
type. Improved ferrites, compo- 
nents, and design techniques are 
further advancing core memory 
technology, and there is every rea- 
son to believe in the eventual 
feasibility of coincident current 
core memories which are even 
larger, faster, and more economi- 
cal. 
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Sensitive Microwave Radiometer 
Detects Small Icebergs 
Since icebergs and sea water do not radiate thermal microwave 
energy at the same rate, their differing apparent temperatures 
allow radiometer to detect icebergs that are invisible to radar 

By T. V. SELING* and D. K. NANCE*, AC Spark Plug Div., General Motors Corp., Milwaukee, Wis. 
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109 

FIG. 1-Black body emittance char- 
acteristic 

A NOVEL APPROACH has been tried 
for spotting icebergs in the North 
Atlantic shipping lanes. An experi- 
mental microwave radiometer has 
detected icebergs by using the same 
property that makes the icebergs 
difficult or impossible to detect by 
radar. 

The U. S. Coast Guard operates 
the International Ice Patrol, re- 
sponsible for charting the positions 
of icebergs and issuing warnings to 
ships. Coast Guard aircraft based 
at Argentia NAS, Newfoundland, 
do the patroling. In clear weather, 
icebergs can be spotted by eye. 
When the area is blanketed by fog, 
which is most of the time in that 
area, the patrol planes have to rely 
on radar. 

Icebergs are poor radar targets 
because they are highly absorbent 
for microwaves; in radar terms, 
they have small backscatter cross - 
sections. Small icebergs, called 

* Now with Defense Systems Div., Gen- 
eral Motors Corp., Warren, Mich. 

growlers, cannot be detected at all 
except with carefully adjusted ra- 
dars. Also, it is hard for radar to 
tell the difference between an ice- 
berg and a ship. 

For these reasons the Coast 
Guard decided to look into micro- 
wave radiometry-measurement of 
radiant energy in the microwave 
region-as an alternative to radar 
for locating and identifying ice- 
bergs. Initial studies were encour- 
aging and a feasibility test was 
made with equipment installed in a 
Coast Guard patrol plane. 

The concept of apparent tempera- 
ture was used to predict test re- 
sults. A black body, according to 
Planck's law, radiates energy as a 
function of temperature and fre- 
quency, as shown in Fig. 1, and as 
given by 

E(.f) = 2712f3 [C2 (ehi ikT - 1)] 
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where E (f) is spectral emittance in 
watts/m2/cps, f is frequency in cps, 
h is Planck's constant (6.62 x 10-x` 
joule sec), c is the velocity of light 
(3 x 10` m/sec) , k is Boltzman's 

constant (1.38 x 10-" joule/deg K), 
and T is absolute temperature in 
degrees K. 

In the microwave region the ex- 
ponential term can be replaced by 
a series expansion, resulting in the 
Rayleigh -Jeans Law, which states 

EU) = 271-kTft/c2 

The Rayleigh -Jeans law can be 
used throughout the entire micro- 
wave spectrum and well into the 
infrared region without significant 
error. 

It can be shown generally that 
any antenna has an average gain 
inversely proportional to the square 
of the frequency. The net combina- 
tion of the square -law frequency 
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FIG. 2-Noise generator provides a reference signal corresponding to 
temperature of about 20 C, and also provides signal that keeps system 
output zero except when target is present 
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Authors are calibrating the radiometer with dummy antenna at -18 C 

dependency of the thermal radia- 
tion and the inverse square law of 
frequency dependence of antennas 
makes the thermal radiation re- 
ceived by a microwave antenna in- 
dependent of frequency. Thus, the 
received thermal radiation is pro- 
portional only to the temperature 
of the target and the bandwidth of 
tho receiving system. That is, P = 
1:17T. where P is the received ther- 
m:i' power in watts, B is the band- 
width of the receiver and k and T 
are as previously defined. 

Most objects are not "black" in 
the microwave region but radiate 
with an efficiency E, the emissivity. 
A ample thermodynamic argument 
show that the emissivity of any 
ohieet is equal to its absorptivity, 
a. and also equal to one minus its 
reflectivity, p: 

e = a = 1 - p 

The apparent température of an 
object is the temperature that a 
black body (E = 1) would have to 
be at to radiate the same amount of 
power. The sky appears cold at 
microwave frequencies, about -250 
C in the 3 -cm band. In the same 
frequency range the sea, with an 

emissivity of 0.35 and a reflectivity 
of 0.65, has an apparent tempera- 
ture of -150 C. But icebergs, with 
emissivity and absorptivity of about 
0.9, have an apparent temperature 
of -50 C, or 100 C hotter than the 
sea. Thus the high absorptivity of 
ice makes it a good target for a 
radiometer but a bad one for radar. 

Emissivities were computed from 
the dielectric constants and conduc- 
tivities of ice and sea water. Ice- 
bergs proved to have somewhat 
smaller emissivities, probably be- 
cause they were covered with a 
thin film of water. 

A radiometer antenna will indi- 
cate an antenna temperature equal 
to the weighted average of the tem- 
peratures of everything in its field 
of view. The idea of antenna tem- 
perature can best be explained in 
terms of the received thermal 
power. The total available noise 
power (Johnson Noise) from a re- 
sistor terminating a transmission 
line is given by P - kBT. There- 
fore the antenna can be considered 
a termination of the receiving 
transmission line that is at a tem- 
perature equal to the weighted av- 

erage of the temperature of every- 
thing within its field of view. 

If a small iceberg fills only part 
of the field, the rise in antenna tem- 
perature will be less than the ap- 
parent temperature difference be- 
tween the sea and the iceberg. For 
the feasibility test, the standard 
iceberg was chosen to be a growler 
40 feet across. Icebergs much 
smaller than this are generally not 
considered dangerous to shipping. 
The system used in the feasibility 
test was an X -band (9,000 Mc) 
radiometer using a two -foot para- 
bolic antenna with a beamwidth of 
four degrees. At an altitude of 
1,000 feet, the change in antenna 
temperature was predicted to be ap- 
proximately 30 C for a 40 -foot 
growler. 

The experimental system was a 
comparison radiometer. The sys- 
tem block diagram is shown in Fig. 
2. Following the antenna are the 
microwave circuits for calibration 
and noise balancing. Calibration is 
done by switching the input be- 
tween the two ends of a double - 
ended termination. This termina- 
tion is used to insure that in the 
calibrate mode, the system output 
is zero. This corresponds to a tar- 
get at ambient temperature. After 
the system zero is established, a 

test signal from an argon -tube 
noise source is injected into the 
reference termination through a 

20 -db precision multihole direc- 
tional coupler. This provides a test 
signal equal to an apparent tem- 
perature of approximately 50 C. 

The noise source is divided by a 
waveguide tee so that the equiva- 
lent reduction in the temperature 
of the noise tube is 23 db. 

In operation, the ferrite switch 
connects the receiver alternately to 
the antenna and reference termina- 
tion. With the antenna pointed at 
the water, the antenna temperature 
is approximately -150 C, while the 
reference temperature is approxi- 
mately 20 C. To minimize the ef- 
fects of receiver gain variations, a 
small amount of noise is injected in 
the antenna transmission line 
through a directional coupler to 
make the apparent antenna tem- 
perature equal to the reference tem- 
perature. The system's output is 
always zero except when a target 
is present. and the variations in 

the receiver gain do not produce 
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FIG. 3-Demodulator and ferrite -switch driver (A); amplifier -¡liter (B); frequency sensitivity of test signal (C) 

false targets or increased noise. 
The ferrite switch is a Faraday 

rotational type driven at 125 cps. 
The square -wave -modulated noise 
signal is amplified by a modified 
X -band radar receiver. The bal- 
anced mixer uses matched 1N23C 
diodes. Receiver bandwidth is 5 
Mc and the noise figure is 8.5 db 
(double sideband). Following the 
second detector is the video ampli- 
fier which amplifies the detected 
square wave. At this point the am- 
plitude of the square wave is pro- 
portional to the difference between 
reference temperature and antenna 
temperature. With noise balancing, 
this difference is zero when no tar- 
get is present. The amplified square 
wave is detected by a phase -sensi- 
tive demodulator, which produces a 
d -c voltage proportional to the 
change in antenna temperature and 
the polarity of the signal: positive 
for warm signals, negative for cold. 
This d -c output is amplified and fil- 
tered with a d -c operational ampli- 
fier. The d -c amplifier is used to 
drive a Brush recorder. 

The 125 -cps timing square wave 
is generated by a free -running mul- 
tivibrator. The multivibrator out- 
put supplies the reference voltage 
for the phase -sensitive demodulator 
and the drive signal for the ferrite 

switch driver. The ferrite switch 
driver is a two -stage transistor 
current amplifier used as a single - 
ended switch to control the coil 
current of the ferrite switch. A 
small bar magnet is used to bias 
the ferrite switch so that a single - 
ended driver can be used. The 
schematic of the demodulator and 
ferrite -switch driver is shown in 
Fig. 3A. 

Demodulator output is amplified 
and filtered by a Philbrick UPA -2 
operational amplifier. This stage 
provides a gain control, low-pass 
filter with variable cutoff fre- 
quency, and zero adjust for the 
pen recorder that is driven directly 
by the amplifier. The schematic of 
the amplifier -filter is shown in Fig. 
3B. The 18,000 -ohm resistor from 
the amplifier output to the -300 
volt supply is used to shift the op- 
erating point of the amplifier stage 
to provide equal response to signals 
of both polarities. This is necessary 
to compensate for the loading of 
the pen recorder. The bandwidth of 
the amplifier is calibrated directly 
in equivalent noise bandwidth. 

Output fluctuations due to re- 
ceiver noise had an rms value of 
4 C referred to receiver input, with 
output bandwidth of 2.5 cps. 

Environmental tests were made 

9.5 

on the radiometer system to ensure 
that humidity, cold storage, and vi- 
bration did not affect the system 
performance. 

Final calibration of the system 
was made by checking the standard 
test signal from the argon noise 
tube against a cold load. A dummy 
antenna was placed in a tempera- 
ture chamber and allowed to sta- 
bilize at -18 C. 

By using the cold load and meas- 
uring temperature of the reference 
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FIG. 4-Iceberg with puddle of 
water makes its own distinctive 
trace 
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termination, absolute calibration of 
the radiometer was made. A cold 
load was used rather than a hot load 
to simulate more closely the ex- 
pected signals and to minimize the 
effect of detector nonlinearities. 
Figure 3C is a plot of the value of 
the standard test signal against 
frequency. Frequency sensitivity is 
due to variations in the waveguide 
components. 

The radiometer was mounted on 

a relay rack and suspended by rub- 
ber shock mounts in a frame bolted 
to the aircraft. In one of the photo- 
graphs the equipment is shown 
being calibrated by the authors. 
The waveguide at the left led down 
to the antenna, a two -foot para- 
boloid with Cutler feed, bolted to 
the airframe and pointing straight, 
down. An aluminum box with a 
honeycomb plastic bottom was riv- 
eted to the skin of the aircraft as 
a radome. 

The installation was made and 
checked out in flight in less than 
two days. The fixed antenna re- 
quired only a small hole in the air- 
craft and no structural modifica- 
tion. Targets were detected by 
flying directly over them, with 
either radar guidance or by eye. A 

system for operational use would 
need a scanning antenna. 

A short flight near Milwaukee 
showed that the equipment was op- 
erating properly. The shore of Lake 
Michigan made a convenient target, 
since the apparent temperature of 
the beach was about 20 C, and that 
of the water about -150 C. 
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The aircraft was flown to Ar- 
gentia Naval Air Station, New- 
foundland, headquarters of the In- 
ternational Ice Patrol. A series of 
flights was made over icebergs and 
ice fields. Icebergs of different sizes 
and shapes showed a striking uni- 
formity in apparent temperature, 
60 to 70 degrees C warmer than 
the sea. This was less than the 100 
degree difference predicted from 
theory, probably because of a thin 
water film on the ice. 

Figures 4 and 5 show results. 
The puddle visible on the iceberg of 
Fig. 4 shows as a dip on the radi- 
ometer recording. Figures 5A and 
5B show recordings of a large ice- 
berg. The first was made from 500 
feet, just under a thick cloud layer; 
the other, from 2,400 feet, just 
above the clouds, showing that the 
effect of cloud cover on detectability 
is slight. The sharp pip of Fig. 5C 

is the recording of a growler about 
the size of an automobile, seen from 
500 ft. This growler could not be 
seen on radar. 

A series of flights was made over 
various types of ships. Metal ships 
had been expected to appear colder 
than the sea, since the emissivity 
of metal is almost zero. However, 
the apparent temperatures of ships 
ranged all the way from 50 degrees 
below sea temperature to 80 degrees 
above. Ships are made of many 
different materials topside, and 
metal ships are often largely non- 
metallic when seen from straight 
overhead. Figure 5D shows the re- 
cording of a freighter that looked 

(B) 

-_ 140 CEG __ 

hot at one end and cold at the 
other. Thus, ships could be told 
from icebergs by scanning with a 
narrow beam. 

The experiment showed that ice- 
bergs make good targets for a ra- 
diometer, even when they are not 
visible to radar, and that ships have 
a signature on a radiometer that 
they do not have with radar (both 
positive and negative outputs). 

Besides iceberg detection, experi- 
ments with several other applica- 
tions of microwave radiometry have 
been made in surveillance, detection 
and navigation. 

A surveillance radiometer oper- 
ating at K. band (35,000 Mc) was 
built to evaluate the capabilities of 
high-performance rapid -scan radi- 
ometers. Figure 5D is a radiograph 
made with this radiometer and Fig. 
5E is a photograph of the same 
area. Although this radiograph was 
made in 175 seconds, equal quality 
has been achieved in about 30 sec- 
onds. A great deal of detail can be 
seen in the radiograph: the sup- 
porting legs and central discharge 
pipe of the water tower ; a tele- 
phone pole and its crossarm; the 
overhead lamp on the building at 
the right. 

Reflections are important in in- 
terpreting microwave radiographs. 
Two men near the center of the 
picture are not detectable, since 
their apparent temperatures are 
near that of the background. Their 
reflections in the comparatively 
cold concrete walk, however, are 
visible. 
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FIG. 5-Iceberg from 500 feet altitude just below a cloudbank (A), and same iceberg from 2,400 feet (B) above 

cloudbank: little difference is noticed. Growler signature from 500 feet (C). Positive and negative signature of a 

freighter (D). Radiograph (E) and photograph (F) of same scene 
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Monostable Pulse Generator 

0.7V EZ 

C2 

DI 

R3 

27K 

OUT 4700 
PF 

(A) 

COLLECTOR 
WAVEFORM 

{-5.8V 
S.IV -01 50µS 10- T 

3.3K 

(B) 
FIG. 1-Basic circuit (A) is adapted for use with positive trigger as shown by (B) 

By C. M. STEWART, 
Ferranti Ltd., Edinburgh. Scotland 

THERE IS A FREQUENT need for sim- 
ple circuits that produce pulses of 
known length and amplitude when 
triggered by an external pulse. This 
circuit is useful in many applica- 
tions. 

The pulse generator circuit is 
shown in Fig. lA. Initially tran- 
sistor Q. is bottomed, drawing base 
current through R2. Base current 
to Q. is blocked by C1, therefore 
this transistor is cut-off and cur- 
rent flows from the positive supply 
through R Q, and the Zener diode 
D. only. The Zener diode is con- 
nected so that the current is flow- 
ing from anode to cathode and the 
voltage drop across it is only 0.7 v. 
Voltage at the output terminal is 
0.7 v above ground. 

When the circuit is triggered, 
transistor Q. starts to turn off, and 
the voltage on its collector attempts 
to rise. Capacitor C. begins to 
charge through R1 and the base - 
emitter junction of Q2. The base 
current flowing into Q2 turns Q2 

on and its collector voltage falls 
towards the negative supply. The 
voltage across C. was initially 
nearly zero and it cannot change 
instantaneously, therefore the fall 
in voltage on the collector of Q. is 
transmitted to the base of Q, speed- 
ing the turn off of this transistor. 

Action is regenerative with Q, 
turning off and Q. turning on. 

Current through the Zener diode 
reverses as Q2 turns on and Q, turns 
off. Voltage at the emitter of Q, 
will therefore fall towards the neg- 
ative supply until it is caught below 
ground at the Zener voltage of the 
diode. The base of Q1 will, however, 
be pulled down almost to the value 
of the negative supply by the bot- 
toming of Q2. Thereafter C. will 
begin to charge through R2 towards 
the positive supply. Transistor Q, 
will remain off until the voltage on 
its base has risen above the value 
at which its emitter is clamped by 
the Zener diode. Transistor Q, will 

J_/ 
2V, IKC IpS 

+15V 

OUTPUT 

TRIGGER 

15V 

then turn on, reversing the flow of 
current into C. and the base of Q2. 

Now, Q. will turn off, the action 
being regenerative until the orig- 
inal state is restored. 

The pulse produced by this cir- 
cuit has good rise and fall times 
because in each case the output 
voltage is charging towards one of 
the supplys and is caught by the 
Zener diode at a voltage less than 
the supply voltages. This is useful, 
particularly when the load has some 
capacitance. Output impedance dur- 
ing the length of the pulse is fixed 
by the dynamic impedance of the 
Zener diode and is of the order of 
5 to 30 ohms. Output impedance 

FIG. 2-Voltage waveform across C2 is basis for determining 
expression for t1 
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Employs Zener-Diode Clamp 

during the rise time is fixed by R,. 
Figure 1B shows a circuit with 

some additional components. This 
circuit is triggered by a positive 
pulse and since, initially, Q, is bot- 
tomed, R4 is required to prevent the 
pulse being decoupled to ground 
through C, and Q,. Resistor R.; pro- 
vides a path for the current dis- 
charging capacitor C,. Series con- 
nected resistor R limits the current 
drawn from the triggering source. 
Value of this resistor depends on 
the trigger pulse voltage. 

A diode may be necessary in 
series with the base of Q, if the 
maximum base -emitter voltage of 
the transistor is otherwise ex- 
ceeded. 

The circuit designer must know 
the length of pulse required; am- 
plitude of pulse; and maximum cur- 
rent required from the pulse. 

The amplitude of the pulses fixes 
the voltage of the Zener diode and 
this must be less than the voltage 
of the negative supply. 

Maximum value of R, is deter- 
mined by the maximum current 
required from the pulse. Most of 
the current through this resistor 
also flows in the load, but sufficient 
excess current must be allowed to 
flow through the Zener diode to 

enable it to stabilize. 
Value of R, is fixed either by the 

permissible standing current of the 
circuit or the fall time required on 
the output pulse, particularly if the 
load has some capacitance. 

Figure 2 shows the waveform on 
C,. Here 

t, = R3 C2 log. Ebb + E,, - VegaK 

Ebb+E, - Vbe 

Voltages V,,, and Vbe are normally 
small compared with Ec and Ebb, 

hence to a close approximation 

t, = Ra C, loge Ebb + Ec 
Ebb + E, 

where only the magnitude of Ec and 
not the sign is considered. 

The maximum value of R, is that 
which provides just enough base 
current to Q, to bottom it in the 
initial state. 

The time constant of R, + R, and 
C, must be long enough to hold Q, 
bottomed for a time exceeding the 
length of the output pulse so that 
this part of the circuit takes no 
part in the timing. 

If the exact value of the external 
load is known, the Zener diode is 
not essential and the circuit can be 
modified as shown in Fig. 3A, but 
the output pulse will not be rectan- 

gular as the turn -on point of Q, is 
not so clearly defined. 

If a voltage supply with a value 
less than that of E,, is available, 
diode catching can be used to elimi- 
nate the Zener diode as shown in 
Fig. 3B. 

An extremely useful feature of 
this pulse generator is that it can 
also be triggered by a negative 
pulse as shown in Fig. 3C. Note 
that resistor R, is no longer re- 
quired. 

When R, is connected into the 
circuit, a positive pulse equal in 
length to the output pulse appears 
at the collector of Q, and this may 
be used externally provided the 
loading does not upset circuit op- 
eration. 

This pulse generator circuit is 
intended for output pulses of from 
21.Ls duration up to seconds. Leak- 
age resistance of timing capacitor 
C, should always be much greater 
than resistor R. (Fig. lA and 1B). 

No special transistor type num- 
bers are shown in the diagrams as 
a wide variety of types both pnp 
and npn have been used with equal 
success. The pnp types will give a 
circuit with positive output pulses. 

Mark to space ratios of greater 
than 1 are easily obtainable. 

FIG. 3-Methods of eliminating the Zener diode are shown in (A) and (B). Circuit for triggering with negative 
pulse is given in (C) 
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Solid -State Parallel -Mode Scanner 

Engineer checks oil temperature reading from scanner system, against 
direct reading from thermometer 

By S. THALER, 
Senior Electronic Engineer, 
Simmonds Precision Products Inc., 
Tarrytown, N. Y. 

COMPLEXITY of modern instrumen- 
tation has increased the number 
and cost of indicators needed for 
showing the state of equipment 
within a system, and indicating 
whether the equipment is working 
properly. Scanning techniques 
using mechanical steppers are used 
for monitoring temperature, pres- 
sure, resistance and other variables 
on a serial or step-by-step basis; 
however, such systems are rela- 
tively slow in operation and are 
subject to mechanical wear and 
breakdown. This article describes 
a solid-state monitoring system that 
checks a range of variables in a 
parallel (rather than serial) mode 
and reports when any one of the 
measured parameters exceeds (or 

falls below) a predetermined limit. 
The parameter to be measured 

may be of any physical or electri- 
cal variable that can be expressed 
as a change of resistance. Some of 
physical quantities for which trans- 
ducers exist are temperature, pres- 
sure, gas density, resistance, vibra- 
tion, light intensity, displacement 
(linear or rotation), level (conduc- 
tive liquids), acceleration and 
strain gages (high level). Devel- 
opments in transducer engineering 
are certain to expand this list. 

An early use of one monitor to 
observe several different inputs 
consisted of an indicator and its 
manually operated selector switch. 
This led to a single indicator with 
memory capability (peak reading 
VTVM's) and a stepping switch. 
Recent developments include solid- 
state switching techniques to in- 
crease the reliability and speed of 

Monitor system 

handles parameters that 

can be converted 

to a change of 

electrical resistance. 

A diode array checks the 

maximum or minimum 

values of input signal; 

by replacing the diodes 

with transistors, source 

of signal being displayed 

can easily be identified 

mechanical systems. However, the 
basic sequential nature of such sys- 
tems leads to defects and in some 
circumstances it is possible for a 
failure to occur before the stepper 
has had time to report a fault con- 
dition. 

The use of computer type ox and 
AND circuits for minimum and 
maximum selection is cited in the 
literature.' A typical circuit is 
shown in Fig. 1, for which the out- 
put voltage E. will be approxi- 
mately equal to the lowest of the 
input voltages. The output voltage 
E. will actually exceed the mini- 
mum input voltage by the magni- 
tude of the d -c drop across the di- 
ode. At low transducer outputs, 
the drop across the conducting di- 
ode is signicant and it becomes nec- 
essary to employ a compensating 
diode D4 as shown in Fig. 1. The 
compensation circuit shown in Fig. 
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Reads System Physical Parameters 

1 results in similar bias currents 
through both conducting and com- 
pensating diodes for the entire 
range of input signals when used 
with a servo indicator. This cir- 
cuit yields an error due to discrep- 
encies in diode characteristics. If 
a nonrebalancing indicator is used 
(a vtvm is a typical example) then 
it becomes difficult to maintain sim- 
ilar currents through the conduct- 
ing and compensating diodes. This 
will result in an additional scale er- 
ror of small magnitude. 

The demands of military and in- 
dustrial instrumentation almost 
preclude the use of germanium di- 
odes for these circuits. A typical 
silicon diode will exhibit a d -c drop 
of 0.2 to 0.7 volt over a wide range 
of ambient temperature (-65 C to 
+100 C). In most accurate instru- 
mentation systems this 0.5 -volt 
variation cannot be neglected and 
some technique must be used to 
compensate for the error. In addi- 
tion, analytical investigation re- 
veals a range of about 0.1 volt in 
which two diodes are partially con- 
ducting. Within this region of 
multiple diode conduction, the out- 
put voltage is a complex function 
of input voltages and diode charac- 
teristics. The output voltage is, 
however, bounded by the two active 
input voltages and is always be- 
tween these narrow limits. 

The circuit of Fig. 1 selects the 
algebraic minimum of the input 
voltages. Thus, a polarity reversal 
of the transducer supply voltage 
gives a circuit whose output is 
equal to the maximum input volt - 
n -re. Other configurations of supply 
v »ltage are also possible and yield 
circuits with similar appearance 
and properties. 

Figure 1 circuit offers a method 
of achieving adequate scanning per- 
formance with an economical and 
reliable system. It does, however, 
contain some inherent features that 
result in performance disadvan- 
tages. Since it is a pure d -c sys- 
tem, it requires d -c indicators. 
While the output levels are fairly 

high, use of chopper stabilized 
direct -current vtvm's or d -c servos 
increases system cost. This system 
is also unable to identify the source 
of signal that it displays. 

The system to be described re- 
tains the best features of Fig. 1, 

while offering improvements in per- 
formance and reductions in circuit 
complexity. The circuit of Fig. 2 

uses an OR circuit in an a-c-d-c 
configuration to achieve its objec- 
tive. The circuit uses a servo indi- 
cator, but similar operating charac- 
teristics may be obtained with 
vtvm indicators. The a -c and d -c 

voltages are in tandem across the 
transducer potentiometers. The 
magnitude of a -c or d -c voltage at 
the wiper reveals the amplitude of 
the physical parameter being 
sensed. The d -c voltage opens or 
closes a diode. The a -c signal volt- 
age is thus transmitted with no 

loss in amplitude. Once the signals 
have passed through the conduct- 
ing diode, it is easy to block the d -c 

with a coupling capacitor and 
measure the a -c output voltage with 
an a -c indicator. Under the com- 
mon conditions of one diode con- 
ducting and the remaining diodes 
off, the d -c drop across the diode 
becomes unimportant. In addition,. 
since the a -c resistance of the diode 
is negligible with respect to the 
input impedance of the amplifier 
(at null) , the a -c drop may be neg- 
lected. Only when there are two or 
more inputs in close electrical 
proximity (within 0.10 volt d -c) 
does the dissimilarity between di- 
odes have any effect. Under this 
condition, the output of the indi- 
cator will read somewhere between 
the two similar inputs. This region 
occupies such a narrow band that 
it may usually be neglected. A fur - 
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FIG. 1-In this basic three -diode monitor system, readout is obtained from 
the potentiometer with lowest output voltage 
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FIG. 2-Superimposing an a -c signal on the d -c control voltage over- 
comes variable diode conduction and permits an a -c servo to be used 
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ther advantage of this system is its 
immunity to change in diode bias 
current caused by variations in in- 
put or power supply levels. 

Figure 1 uses potentiometer 
transducers (pressure vibration or 
acceleration). The same system 
may be constructed using resistive 
transducers (temperature and 
light intensity). This is done by 
driving each resistive transducer 
from a source of constant current 
a -c + constant current d -c. An ex- 
ample is shown in Fig. 3. The 
voltages across the resistive trans- 
ducers may be operated upon as 
were the output voltages of the 
potentiometers. This method of us- 
ing a constant voltage source in 
series with a resistor does not pro- 
duce a true constant current, and 
the error produces a slightly non- 
linear dial; however, the nonlinear- 

ity is small and is usually not ob- 
vious to the eye. The system of 
Fig. 2 can make a source identifi- 
cation scheme by substitution of 
transistors for diodes as shown in 
Fig. 4. Figure 4 is connected to 
transmit the highest signal and 
display this signal upon the com- 
mon indicator. Investigation of the 
bias conditions with the assumed 
inputs reveals that the highest d -c 
voltage is transmitted through to 
the common emitter point A. If 
point A were to have the d -c po- 
tential associated with any input 
other than B, heavy base current 
would be drawn through the tran- 
sistor associated with inputs C or 
D. This base current would draw 
additional current through R, and 
bring the potential of point A up 
to that of the highest input. This 
type of indirect reasoning can pre - 

CONSTANT CURRENT -- 

CONSTANT 
VOLTAGE 
SOURCE 

VOLTAGE 
OUTPUTS 

RESISTIVE 
TRANSDUCERS 

R » RT1, RT2 OR RT3 

FIG. 3-When using resistive transducers, rather than potentiometer 
transducers, a constant current supply enables the output voltage to be 
directly proportional to transducer resistance 
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FIG. 4-Transistors in the monitor circuit, instead of diodes, operate an 
indicating device to show which transducer output is being displayed 

elude any but the highest input be- 
ing transmitted through to the out- 
put at point A. The component 
values may be designed to have 
sufficient collector current through 
the one conducting transistor to 
operate one of the source identify- 
ing devices (E, F, G). As before, 
reversal of certain bias voltages 
results in a system that can trans- 
mit, display and identify the low- 
est null. 

The a -c voltage output at point 
A is the active input multiplied by 
the a -c gain of an emitter follower. 
This gain can be stabilized at 0.9985 
±0.0010, where it represents a 
variation in gain of 0.1 percent 
over a wide range of ambient tem- 
perature. The collector current of 
the active transistor may be de- 
signed to be in the 1 to 5 -ma range. 
There are many ways of revealing 
the active transistor by visual or 
audible means, as Fig. 4 shows. 

Transistors improve certain 
aspects of system performance. 
The selecting mode (common point 
of all emitters) is now fed from 
source impedances that are lower 
by the h,, of the active transistor. 
This produces sharper transition 
areas and generally superior per- 
formance. The circuit selects and 
indicates the lowest pressure 
within 0.5 percent at room tem- 
perature. An additional error al- 
lowance of 0.5 percent is nece. ary 
to cover a temperature range of 
-55 C to +71 C. The complete 
system includes a manually oper- 
ated selector switch that overrides 
the scan circuit and displays oil 
pressure at any particular point. 
This complete system (including 
power supplies for the transducers) 
was packaged in two 2 inch di- 
ameter cans of 3.5 inch length. 
Total system weight (exclusive of 
transducers) is 18 ounces. It is be- 
lieved that each can length could 
be reduced by 0.5 to 1 inch. 

Requirements for source identi- 
fication increase system size and 
weight: it is estimated that a sys- 
tem with source identification and 
a manual selector switch could be 
packaged in two 2 inch diameter 
cans of 5 inch length. 

REFERENCES 
(1) Rose, Patent 2,783,453. 
(2) D. M. Considine, Process Instru- 

ments and Control, Sec. 8, 34. 
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IMPROVED DSUBMINIATURE* CONNECTORS 

... ELIMINATE SOLDERING 

ao DIA MTG. HOLES 

DIMENSIONS AND PART NUMBERS 

4 B C 

No. of Contacts Plug Part No. Receptacle +1/32 +1/32 + 

or P ns Part No. -1/64 -1/04 

9 DESM- 9P DESM- 9S 1 13/64 31/64 0.984 

15 DASM-15P DASM-15S 117/32 31/63 1.312 

25 DBSM-25P DBSM-25S 2 5/64 31/63 1.852 

37 DCSM-37P DCSM-37S 2 23/32 31/64 2.500 

5C DDSM-50P DDSM-50S 2 4'e 39/64 2.406 

MARK II 

GOLDEN "D" 
FEATURES CRIMP -ON, SNAP -IN, 

REMOVABLE PINS AND CONTACTS 

Monobloc Insulators of diallyl phthalate, 
Type MDG pe- MIL -M -14E. 

Pins & Conta:ts are copper base alloy, 
gold plated fcr high reliability. 

Probe -proof, dosed -entry socket ccn- 
tacts ... designed to MS 3190. 

Individual Contacts can be easily re- 
moved and replaced. 

Fully interchangeable with Standard "D". 

Golden Indite finish-per QQ-P-416A, 
Type II Class 2. 

Insertion, Extraction and Crimp tools are 
also available from Cinch'. 

For further information contact our sales 
office in your Erea. 

CINCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
1026 South Hbman Ave., Chicago 24, III 

Division of U2.ted-Carr Fastener Corporation, 

Bo -ton. Massachusetts 

Centrally located plants at Chicago, Illinois; Shelbyville, Indiana; City of Industry, Ca ifornia, and St. Louis, Missouri 
*Manufacturad by agreement with Cannon Elect -ii Company-Sales limited to L.S.A. 
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TRANSFORMING 

Resistance -Capacitance and 
Resistance -Inductance Networks 

These charts for canonic -one -terminal -pair 
R -C and R -L circuits eliminate tedious calculations in 
design problems involving network transformations 

By H. J. BLINCHIKOFF, 
Electronics Division, 
Westinghouse Electric Corp., 
Baltimore, Md. 

FILTERS designed with low -Q 
elements, preemphasis and de - 
emphasis networks, phase and 
amplitude equalizers, and net- 
works synthesized from pre- 
scribed functions all contain 
combinations of inductors, ca- 
pacitors and resistors. Some- 
times, because element values are 
impractical or because the qual- 
ity factor (Q) of the reactance 
is impossible to obtain in a rea- 
sonable size, it is desirable to 
change the configuration of a 
network. 

This article deals with the 
transformation of canonic one - 
terminal -pair R -C and R -L cir- 
cuits. A canonic network is one 
that realizes a particular imped- 
ance function with the minimum 
number of elements. The equa- 
tions transforming one network 
to another may be obtained in 
two ways. The first method is 
to set the impedance of one cir- 
cuit equal to the impedance of 
the other. Equating the coeffi- 
cients of the frequency terms 
yields simultaneous equations 

that must be solved for the trans- 
formation equations. The second 
method consists of synthesizing 
the impedance function into net- 
works of Foster forms, Cauer 
forms or combinations of both. 
The charts here minimize the 
tediousness of making such net- 
work transformations. 

Figures 1 through 14 show all 
possible transformations of three 
and four -element canonic R -C 
networks. Below each figure are 
the equations for performing the 
transformation. Equations for 

SYMBOL KEY 
The equations describing the ele- 

ment values of some of the networks 
have been simplified in the charts by 
substitution of symbols for more com- 
plicated relationships. These symbols 
represent the following expressions. 

(1) Coefficients A, B, D, and E 
represent combinations of R 
and C. They can be determined 
from the applicable equations 
on the chart. 

(2) W =A (A-P2)/P(AD- PE, 
X = (A- P2)/(E- PD) 
Y=(AD-PE)/(A-P2) 
Z=P (E-PD)/(A-P2) 

where P=(B+ B2 -4A)/2 

five or more elements are not 
given because of their infre- 
quent use. However, they can be 
found by either of the two 
methods. 

Separating the input imped- 
ance for R -C networks Z(jw) 
into its real and imaginary parts, 
Z(jw) =ReZ(jw) +ImZ(j(0) = 
R(w) + jX(w), shows that the 
real part of an R -C impedance is 
a monotonically decreasing func- 
tion of frequency. It has its max- 
imum value at zero frequency 
and its minimum value at infinite 
frequency. The imaginary part 
of an R -C impedance is never 
positive from w = 0 to w = oo 

at zero frequency, it may be zero 
or (negatively) infinite; at in- 
finite frequency, its value is al- 
ways zero. 

Chart I shows the s -plane pole - 
zero distributions of the imped- 
ance for the various networks in 
Fig. 1 through 14. Properties of 
R -C impedance function are: 
poles and zeros are simple and 
are restricted to the negative 
real axis of the s -plane (o- axis) ; 

poles and zeros alternate; the 
lowest critical frequency is a pole 
which may be at s = 0; the 
highest critical frequency is a 
zero which may be at infinity; 
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QNUSUAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIm FOR QUALIî:D sCNN- STS AND ERCIREERS...REGARDLESS OF 
RACE. CREED, COLOR OR NATIOP.L ORIGIN ... NRIFE AKO/ELECTFUNICS AND ORDNANCE TODAE. 

AV O /'ELECTRONICS 
AND ORDNANCE 

Drb1 SION 

CIRCLE 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Avco and .. 
satellite 
signal selection 
Space vehicles are constantly exposed to 
many signals as they orbit the earth. 
Electronic interference, false messages .. 
these are but two of the problems they 
contend with. 
To receive correct commands, a new 
coder -decoder has been developed by 
Avco's Electronics and Ordnance 
Division working with NASA. Built 
around a single -conversion concept, 
the Avco unit ignores stray signals, 
shuns radio noise and interference. 
Today it is operating in Explorer XI, 
now orbiting the earth. 

Miniaturized to save weight and space, 
this uniquely selective radio device will 
pull in only proper information, feed it 
to the decoder, and actuate the correct 
on -off controls and other satellite equip- 
ment as ordered. 

Communications capabilities are among 
the many contributions of the Electronics 
and Ordnance Division's experienced 
engineering talent and skill. For more 
information on this new satellite receiver - 
decoder, or answers to your own com- 
munications problems, write: Director of 
Marketing, Communications Operation, 
Electronics and Ordnance Division, Avco 
Corporation, Cincinnati 15, Ohio. 

New Avco receiver -decoder withstands :xtreme 
vibra ion. shock. 6.3° in diameter, only 3.5 lbs. 

--11414410e. '``'` 
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Link Division of General Precision, Inc. specified ITT capacitors for this 

vital portion of its Tracer Identification and Control System, which de- 

mands utmost reliability and long life expectancy from every component. 

TOTAL PROCESS CONTROL AND DISCIPLINED PRODUCTION DELIVER 

HIGH -RELIABILITY WET -ANODE 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS FROM ITT 
ITT wet -anode tantalum capacitors meet MIL-C-3965B-a fact proved by independent 

laboratory qualifications tests on ITT capacitors. The reliability and long life expectancy 

of these competitively -priced capacitors are direct results of ITT's total process control and 

disciplined production procedures, above and beyond testing standards more stringent than 
normal industry practice-and backed by ITT's world-wide facilities and experience. 

COMPONENTS DIVISION 
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE INS TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 

515 SAN ANTONIO RO., PALO ALTO, CALIF. 

IN STOCK AT ITT DISTRIBUTORS: 

Two TYPES-M-Type and P -Type, for applications from -55 to 
85 and 125 C. respectively 
29 VALUES-from L75 to 330 mfds over a working voltage range 
to 125 VDC and maximum surge voltages to 140 VDC 
COMPACT AND RUGGED-sintered tantalum slug in fine -silver cases 
for 2000 -hour life at maximum temperature and working voltage 
GUARANTEED-to 80,000 ft. and accelerations of 20 G's with a 

Phone these ITT -CO Capacitor Sales Offices: 
0.1 in. excursion in 50-2000 cps range 
LONG STORAGE LIFE-tantalum-oxide dielectric is completely 

Albuquerque AX 9-8013 Los Angeles Hl 6-6325 stable; assures trouble -free operation 
Boston CA 7.2980 Miami Ml 4-3311 

Chicago 
Cleveland 
Dallas 

SP 7-2250 
GR 5-3080 
EM 1-1765 

Minneapolis 
New York 
Philadelphia 

.. .WE 9-0457 
LO 5.1820 
TR 8.3737 

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ON ITT wet- and solid -anode 
tantalum capacitors are available on request. Write on your 

Dayton BA 8-5493 Phoenix WH 5-2471 letterhead, please, to the address below. 
Denver KE 4-5091 Rochester Fl 2-1413 

Detroit 
Fort Wayne 

Kansas City 

TO 8-3322 
HA 0641 

JE 1-5236 

San Francisco 
Seattle 
St. Louis 

....LY 1-7321 
MA 2-5433 
EV 2-3500 

ENGINEERS: Your ITT representative has a complete set 
of qualifications and quality control tests for your inspection. 
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more work per tool per man hour! 

6DP 

number 

6RSL 

6RSCP 

6RSCL 

6RSCH 

ECU 
drills, nutrunners and 

screwdrivers 

Improved design features you have asked for -- 
lighter, shorter, greater operating efficiency 

What you want in air tool performance is what Cleco engineers strive 
to design and to produce in every Cleco product. That is why every field 
report by Cleco sales representatives is carefully studied by the engi- 
neering staff at Cleco. 

The #6 line of drills, screwdrivers and nutrunners is the result of this 
tight -knit coordination between sales and engineering - an air tool you 
have requested, an air tool that will do your job more effectively. 

The #6 drill (2,000, 3,000, 5,000 and 30,000 RPM, pistol and lever 
throttle) is lighter in weight, resulting in minimum operator fatigue. 
The handle on the pistol grip is designed for maximum comfort, and 
allows the operator to exert center line pressure on the bits at all times, 
reducing bit breakage. 

The #6 rolling -impulse screwdrivers and nutrunners (1,000, 2,000, and 
3,000 RPM pistol and lever throttle) are lighter and shorter, offer fast 
and easily adjustable torque setting and higher power. The #6 is also 
available with positive clutch. Also available in reversible and non- 
reversible models. 

For greater economy, shorter running period and no waste of air, Cleco 
offers the #6 rolling -impulse screwdrivers and nutrunners with the 
auto -start feature. Auto -start eliminates throttle levers and permits the 
tool to run only while on the work. 

Ask your Cleco representative about the complete features of the new 
#6 line. He will be glad to arrange a demonstration -tryout for you 
immediately. 

AIR TOOLS 

gnalitrJ, toots engineezedfor industriaZ,pztegress 

A DIVISION OF REED ROLLER BIT COMPANY 
P. 0. Box 2541, Houston 1, Texas, U.S.A. 

IN CANADA: Cieco Pneumatic Tool Company of Canada, Ltd., 

927 Millwood Road, Leaside (Toronto) Canada 

ALWAYS SPECIFY CLECO AIR TOOLS, ENGINEERED TO SATISFY YOUR MOST EXACTING REQUIREMENTS! 
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CHART III - POLES AND ZEROS OF RC NETWORKS AND RL NETWORKS 
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the slope dZ/do- is negative. 
Chart III lists equations for 

calculating the poles and zeros 
associated with each network. 

The close relationship between 
R -L and R -C circuits permits 
Fig. 1 through 14 to be modified 
for application to R -L networks: 
(1) In the schematics, replace 
all capacitors by inductors, re- 
taining the same subscripts. (2) 
In the transformation equations, 
replace C by 1/L. 

As an example, consider Fig. 
1: C, to C4 are replaced by L. to 
L. respectively ; then, replacing 
C by 1/L, the equations for Fig. 
1B become L. = LZ (L, + LZ) /L 
L,=L,+ L. and R2=R, [(L2+ 
L.) /L.72. 

Properties of the real and im- 
aginary parts of R -L networks 

are identical with those of an 
R -C admittance. The real part 
of an R -L impedance is a mono- 
tonically increasing function of 
frequency. It has its minimum 
at zero frequency and its max- 
imum at infinite frequency. The 
imaginary part of an R -L im- 
pedance is never negative from 
oI = 0 to co = co : at zero fre- 
quency, its value is always zero; 
at infinite frequency, it may be 
zero or (positively) infinite. 

Chart II illustrates the s -plane 
pole -zero distributions of the R -L 
impedances given in Fig. 1 

through 14 after substitutions. 
Properties of R -L impedance 
functions are: poles and zeros 
are simple and are restricted to 
the negative real axis of the 
s -plane (0- axis) ; poles and zeros 

alternate; the lowest critical fre- 
quency is a zero which may be 
at s = 0; the highest critical 
frequency is a pole which may 
be at infinity; the slope dZ/do- is 
positive. 

In addition to R -C networks, 
Chart III lists the applicable 
equations for calculating the 
poles and zeros associated with 
R -L networks. As an example of 
the pole and zero calculation of 
an R -L circuit, consider Fig. 1A. 
The pole o-_ is found from the 
equation 0-2 = 
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IN ADVANCED DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS 

EPSCO DELIVERS ITS SPECIFICATION 

SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM 

IMPORTANT FEATURES: 

1) No stepping switches, no relays 

2) Speed: 2 millisec. per conver- 
sion (100 independent measure- 
ments per sec.) 

3) Fully transistorized, plug-in construction 

4) Parallel decimal and 4221 BCD output 

5) In -line, in -plane display 

6) Internal and externa conversion trigger 

7) Requires no modification, adjustment 
or calibration 

8) Mount two, side by side, in a RETMA rack 

May 12, 1961 

DVO M® DIGITAL 

VOLT -OHM METER 
MEASURES AC, DC VOLTS & OHMS 

(ONLY 6 %'x 5 %" x 13/4") 
KEY SPECS: 

Full Scale Ranges: 
AC and DC Voltages, 0 to ±1000 (4 ranges) 
Resistance: 1K to ±1000K (4 ranges) 

Accuracy: DC - ±0.1%, AC - ±0.25%, 
Ohms - ±0.25% 

Readout: 3 digits (plus 1 overflow digit) 

For full details, call or write Epsco. Ask for 

Bulletin 26002. 

Psi¡ INSTRUMENTS 

A division of Epsco, Incorporated, 275 Massachusetts Avenue. Cambridge 39, Mass. Telephone UNiversity 4-4950 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Accurate Measuring Technique for R -F Voltage g 
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ELEMENT 
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(B) OUT 

One fixed inner brass shield is sat- 
isfactory for 50 -volt converter (A) 
while one of two cylindrical inner 
shields in 100- and 200 -volt units 
(B) is axially adjustable 

ACCURATE rms voltage measure- 
ments up to 30 Mc are possible 
using thermal voltage converters. 
They can also be used to determine 
quickly the effect of frequency on 
other rms instruments. 

The thermal voltage converters, 
developed by the National Bureau 
of Standards, are inexpensive and 
simple to construct. However, they 
provide excellent a -c to d -c perform- 
ance. Accuracy is at least 0.1 per- 
cent at frequencies up to 10 Mc and 
0.2 percent at 30 Mc. 

Reactance is low and computable. 
Frequency influence on the con- 
verters can be estimated with rea- 
sonably simple equations. Results 
agree well with values measured 
using other methods up to 40 Mc. 

The converters can be used to 
calibrate commercial r -f thermo- 
couple voltmeters and, with a sine - 
wave generator, electronic volt- 
meters. Because of their nearly 
flat response, applied frequency and 
its stability are not critical. 

A thermoelement with low input 
current rating and a series impe- 
dance are used in the thermal volt- 
age converter to develop an output 

emf that is dependent on input volt- 
age. In these r -f converters, a d -c 
voltage is substituted for the a -c 
voltage to be measured. 

In the transfer technique used, 
the same a -c voltage is applied to 
the converter and the similar device 
under test. The input is adjusted 
to obtain the desired indication on 
the device, and the converter read- 
ing is noted. A d -c input is then 
provided to the converter and ad- 
justed until the same reading is 
obtained. The d -c input voltage can 
then be measured with any appro- 
priate apparatus. Requirements of 
the transfer instrument are that it 
permit precise readings, have small 
frequency influence and have good 
short -time frequency stability. 

The influence of frequency on 
other rms instruments can be read- 
ily determined by a -c to d -c dif- 
ference tests. The same a -c and 
d -c input voltages are connected to 
the converter and to the instrument. 
While switching between a -c and 
d -c voltage inputs, the voltages are 
adjusted so that the same indica- 
tion is obtained on the instrument 
under test. 

The difference in converter indi- 
cations is noted and, with the scale 
factor of the converter, is used to 
determine the a -c to d -c difference 
(frequency response) of the in- 
strument. Because these differ- 
ences are relatively stable, meas- 
urements usually need not be 
repeated. 

A converter with a thermoele- 
ment in series with a wire -wound 
resistor for current limiting can be 
used for highly accurate voltage 
measurements at audio and ultra- 
sonic frequencies. Frequency range 
is limited primarily by residual re- 
actance of the resistor. Recent tests 
have shown that good performance 
can sometimes be obtained up to 
nearly 1 Mc. 

The new converter was developed 
to evaluate converters using wire - 
wound resistors. Its cylindrical 
deposited -carbon resistors are 
mounted coaxially in a brass cylin- 
der as shown in the figure. The 

resistors are in series with a uhf 
5 -ma thermoelement having a short 
straight heater in line with its 
supports. Residual reactances are 
much smaller than those of wire - 
wound resistors and can be com- 
puted approximately, so that fre- 
quency errors can be estimated. 
They can make accurate rms 
voltage measurements of 1 to 200 
volts at frequencies from 3 cps to 
30 Mc. Better resolution is ob- 
tained using a specialized potenti- 
ometer than a millivoltmeter for 
reading output. 

The 100- and 200 -volt converters 
contain two resistors and a 10 -ma 
thermoelement. One of two cylin- 
drical inner shields can be axially 
adjusted to minimize distributed 
capacitance between the resistors 
and the outer cylinder, which con- 
siderably extends frequency range. 
The 50 -volt converter operates well 
with a single resistor and only one 
fixed inner shield. 

The higher range voltage con- 
verters require up to 2 watts power 
and have marked warm-up drift 
although it is of short duration. A 
5 -ma thermoelement in series with 
metal -film resistors of higher re- 
sistance could reduce power require- 
ments and drift. However, fre- 
quency range would probably be 
reduced for the same accuracy. 

Depletion Layer Acts As 
Ultrasonic Transducer 

EXPERIMENTAL ultrasonic trans- 
ducer promises high efficiency con- 
version at microwave frequencies. 
The 830 -Mc operating frequency of 
present units is expected to be ex- 
tended to 10,000 Mc, where effi- 
ciency should be one hundred times 
that of other known transducers. 

The new device, in the early 
stages of development at Bell Labs, 
is a piezoelectric transducer that 
uses a semiconductor depletion 
layer. Primary application of the 
transducer is expected to be in 
ultrasonic delay lines. Its high op - 
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High Temperature Vacuum Furnace 

for Tantalum Sintering 
Large 6" I. D. x 10" Heating Element 

Automatic Protective Devices 
Operates at 10-5 mm Hg or with Inert Gas 

Connect water, power, air and drains to the NRC Model 
2915 and you're in business. That's just the first convenience 
you'll experience when you use this new refractory -free re- 
sistance furnace to sinter or heat treat reactive or high tem- 
perature metals and ceramics! 

Loading, unloading, and cleaning are quick and easy. 
With one finger you can raise the spring -loaded stainless steel 
cover and lift out the top heat shield assembly. For cleaning, 
the heating element and other shield assemblies can be re- 
moved in less than 30 minutes. Every square inch of the 
stainless furnace chamber is accessible. Graphic control panel 

simplifies operation. 

NIW 
EQUIPMENT 

CORPORATION 

SALES OFFICES: Atlanta Boston Chicago Dallas 
Detroit Los Angeles New York Palo Alto 
Pasadena Tallahassee Washington, D.C. 

The three-phase cylindrical heating element offers long, 
trouble -free life because of its rugged construction, three 
point support, and ample spacing from heat shields. 

This furnace will help you make more money. Large ca- 
pacity, rapid heating and cooling, and high speed evacua- 
tion increase productivity. Double glass sight port, inter 
locked, fail-safe pumping system and power supply protect 
work and heating element against excess pressure and tem- 
perature. Special circuit prevents air -releasing before work 
is sufficiently cool. 

Send for more information today! 

NRC EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
A Subsidiary of National Research Corporation 
Department 411E 160 Charlemont Street, Newton 61, Massachusetts 

Please rush me data sheet on NRC Model 2915 Vacuum Resistance Furnace. 

Please have sales engineer call. 

NAME 
TITLE 

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY, ZONE, and STATE 
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AIRPAX 

REED RELAYS 

For high-speed switching operations where accuracy 
and dependability are demanded, AIRPAX offers a 
series of sensitive relays for computers, sorting, tab- 
ulating and totalizing machines, servo -mechanisms 
and keying devices. Operation of the contacts in an 
inert gas prevents contamination and assures millions 
of positive on -off switching cycles. 

INSTALL IT - FORGET IT 

These reed relays will perform faithfully long after other 
components - even solid state - fail. Basically, a pair of 
magnetically operated contacts are sealed in a glass tube 
containing an inert gas. The actuating coil surrounds the 
glass tube, the complete assembly being hermetically sealed 
in a metal enclosure or epoxy molded, depending on customer 
requirements. Standard size and miniatures are available in 
either type. The miniature molded relays are designed for 
printed circuit board use. 

Complete details are contained in bulletin S-23. 

CCI 2 

CAMBRIDGE DIVISION 

AIRPAk 
ELECTRONICS o 

nop CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND 

erating frequency and wide band- 
width will enable the depletion 
layer transducer to store large 
amounts of information. 

The depletion layer ultrasonic 
transducer may also be used as a 
tool for studying the acoustical 
properties of materials at higher 
ultrasonic frequencies. It is ex- 
pected to generate high -amplitude 
ultrasonic waves in materials at 
microwave frequencies. It should 
also be capable of detecting very 
weak waves more efficiently than 
existing transducers. 

The transducer consists of a thin 
metal film deposited on a plate of 
piezoelectric semiconductor mate- 
rial such as gallium arsenide. The 
film constitutes a nonohmic rectify- 
ing contact that causes formation 
of a depletion layer. Thickness of 
the layer can be controlled with a 
negative bias voltage across the 
interface. 

When a -c voltage is applied, most 
of the voltage drop occurs across 
the layer, which behaves like a very 
thin piezoelectric crystal that is 
bonded to a solid. The electric field 
is very large because of the thin- 
ness of the layer (10-8 to 10-5 cm) 
and considerable piezolectric stress 
can be produced in it. 

Because the layer is so thin, 
greatest efficiency of the transducer 
is at very high frequencies. Its 
high efficiency permits generation 
of ultrasonic waves from small elec- 
trical signals and detection of very 
weak ultrasonic waves. 

Resonant frequency of the trans- 
ducer is dependent on layer thick- 
ness, which can be controlled by 
bias voltage. Frequency control 
adds flexibility to the device that 
conventional piezoelectric trans- 
ducers do not have. 

Bandwidth of present models 
measured at 600 Mc is 5 percent, an 
order of magnitude greater than 
typical ceramic transducers oper- 
ating at frequencies below 10 Mc. 
Even greater bandwidths can be 
achieved at the higher operating 
frequencies anticipated. Signifi- 
cance of larger bandwidths is that 
a comparable increase can be ex- 
pected in the amount of informa- 
tion transmitted. 

The use of ultrasonic delay lines 
at high frequencies has been lim- 
ited because ultrasonic waves could 
not be generated or detected effi- 
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ciently and because the waves are 
attenuated in the delay material. 
Higher efficiency of the depletion 
layer transducer makes possible de- 
lay lines having longer delay times. 
Combined with the larger band- 
widths, longer delays will enable 
storage of large amounts of infor- 
mation. 

The transducer is relatively sim- 
ple to manufacture. Improvements 
in fabrication processes and circuit 
techniques should greatly extend 
the frequency range of the new 
ultrasonic transducers. 

Swedes Plan Railborne 
Radio Telescopes 

ASTRONOMICAL research, space com- 
munications and development of 
radio equipment are anticipated ap- 
plications of four railborne radio 
telescopes. Two of the 12 -meter di- 
ameter units will be built in the 
first phase of the project by the 
radio -astronomic research center at 
Rao, according to the Stockholm 
Dagens Nyheter. The center, which 
is on the west coast of Sweden, is 
operated by the Chalmers Institute 
of Technology, Gothenburg. 

By mounting the radio telescopes 
on railroad cars, they can be oper- 
ated in parallel to effectively com- 
bine their surface areas. Thus two 
of the telescopes will provide a sur- 
face corresponding to the size of 
the Harvard University telescope 
with a diameter of nearly 19 

meters. 
The telescopes can also be sepa- 

rated by as much as 100 meters. In 
this case, they would function as an 
interferometer. Rails for the tele- 
scopes will be laid crosswise in an 
east -west and north -south direc- 
tion. 

Total cost will be significantly 
reduced by building the 12 -meter 
antennas over that of a 25 -meter 
radio telescope originally planned. 
In addition, the 12 -meter systems 
provide greater flexibility. For ex- 
ample, an object in space like the 
Russian Venus probe can be moni- 
tored by one unit without interrupt- 
ing regular astronomical observa- 
tions. 

The use of two antennas also 
permits a more precise determina- 
tion of the location of a space ob- 
ject than has been possible. 

SUPERIOR IACCURACY 
in heat controls 

dshields for jet wi 

Convair 880 jet airliners are first to use new, advanced 
design anti -fogging, anti -icing heat control systems 
developed by Magnetic Controls Company. 

Windshield icing and fogging problems are considerably 
more complex for jet airliners, compared with those en- 
countered by piston engine planes. With jet travel, faster 
speeds, higher altitudes, plus greater extremes in tem- 
peratures and atmospheric pressures, many new problems 
develop. Magnetic Controls proportional heat control 
systems have helped to solve these problems for Convair 
880 jets. The Magnetic Controls systems offer four distinct 
advantages: 

Automatic compensation for windshield aging. 

Ultra -reliable, fully static design. 
Elimination of thermal shock for longer windshield life. 

Superior accuracy - proportional plus integral control. 

For complete information about this system and how it 
may help you obtain precise, accurate heat control for 
many applications, write or phone Magnetic Controls 
Company today. 

MAGNETIC CONTROLS COMPANY 
6413 CAMBRIDGE STREET MINNEAPOLIS 26, MINN. + 'WEst 9-4691 

Heat Control Systems Static Inverters e Voltage Monitoring Systems 
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COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS 

Improved Wire for Precision Wound Resistors 
By EDWIN SHUTTLEWORTH, 
Assist. Vice -President, 
Driver -Harris Company, 
Harrison, New Jersey 

PRECISION WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS 
are used in circuits that require a 
precisely calibrated resistance 
value that must be maintained over 
a wide temperature range. 

During World War II, precision 
wire -wound resistors were gener- 
ally wound with Nichrome V, which 

has a specific resistance of 650 
ohms per circular mil foot, and a 
to (temperature coefficient of re- 
sistance) of 0.01 percent per deg 
C. Using this alloy, a resistor cali- 
brated to exactly 1,000 ohms at 
25 C would increase in resistance 
one percent, or 10 ohms at 125 C. 

In the late 1940's, an alloy modi- 
fication of the basic 80 nickel 20 
chromium alloy Nichrome V had 
produced a new alloy called Karma 

TABLE 1 -TEMPERATURE STABILITY 

Time at Temperature @ 150° C. 
Resistance Change in % 

@ 200° C. @ 300° C. 

0 0 0 o 
100 Hours -0.010 -0.02 +0.05 
200 " -0.015 -0.025 +0.070 
300 -0.016 -0.025 +0.080 
400 -0.016 -0.025 +0.080 
500 -0.016 -0 025 +0.075 

TABLE II -PROPERTIES OF ALLOYS USED AS FINE RESISTANCE WIRE 

which was heat treated to control 
ter and specific resistance. This al- 
loy had a specific resistance of 800 
ohms per circular foot and a ter 
of 0.002 percent per deg C. 

This alloy made possible resistors 
of the same dimensions, using the 
same wire diameter, with a 23 - 
percent increase in resistance. 
Further, the improved ter offered 
a fivefold improvement in accuracy 
over a wide temperature range. A 
resistor wound with the new alloy 
to 1,000 ohms would change less 
than 0.2 percent or 2 ohms at 125 
C. For many years, this level of ac- 
curacy was more than sufficient. 

Requirements for resistors in 
miniature satellite computers de- 
veloped the need for closer control 
of ter on a production basis and a 
new process Karma wire, now 
available to fill this need was re- 
cently announced. 

The major advantage offered by 
the new process wire is a ter of 

Alloy 
Name 

Alloy Composition, 
Approx.. 
per cent 

Resis- 
tivity, 
ohms 
per 

circular 
mil foot 

Mean Temperature 
Coefficient of 

Resistivity, ppm 
per deg. Cent. 

based on 
reference temp. of 

77 F (25 C) 

Maximum 
Thermal 

emf 
versus 

Copper, 
my per 

deg. Cent. 

Temperature 
Range 

(for Values in 
Columns 4 and 5), 

deg. Cent.b 

Specific 
Gravity 

Coefficient 
of Thermal 
Expansion 

X 10-6 
per deg. C 

20 C to 
200 C 

Karma 76 Ni, 20 Cr + Fe +Al 800 0, t 5 +0.003 -65 to +250 8.10 13.3 
Nichrome V 79 Ni, 20 Cr, 1 Si 650 + 80, t 20 +0.006 -65 to +250 8.41 12.5 
Nichrome V 79 Ni, 20 Cr, 1 Si 675 + 60, t 20 +0.006 -65 to +250 8.41 12.5 

(Stabilized, 888 Alloy) 
Nichrome 58 Ni, 16 Cr, 1 Si, bal. Fe 675 + 140, t 30 +0.002 -65 to +250 8.25 12.8 

Advance 55 Cu, 45 Ni 294 0, 20 -0.045 -65 to +150 8.90 14.5 
Manganin 84 Cu, 12 Mn, 4 Ni 290 0, t 15 -0.003 +15 to + 35 8.41 18.7 
Midohm 77 Cu, 23 Ni 180 + 180, t 30 -0.037 -65 to +150 8.90 15.7 
Hytemco ° 70 Ni, 30 Fe 120 +3900, t 300 -0.04 -50 to + 20 8.46 12.0 

+4500, 400 -0.04 +20 to +100 8.46 12.0 

95 Alloy 90 Cu, 10 Ni 90 + 450, t 50 -0.026 -65 to +150 8.90 16.0 
Lohm 94 Cu, 6 Ni 60 + 700, 1200 -0.022 -65 to +150 8.90 16.2 
30 Alloy 98 Cu, 2 Ni 30 +1400, 300 -0.014 -65 to +150 8.91 16.4 

° the values given either meet or surpass the specified requirements of ASTM Specification B267 -60T. These listed are 
Driver -Harris alloys 

b limited only by insulation 
° temp coeff of resistivity is given for two temp ranges 
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TWA 
SLASHES AIR FREIGHT RATES UP TO 

40% 
on huncreds of West Coast products sold in the East! 

F 

igna- 
,.un -erlk,^_'. ; 

TWA's new reduced rates are as much as 40% 
lower. Cover 16 different commodity groups, ranging 
from foodstuffs to hardware ... on shipments from 
the West Coast to important markets in the East! 

Other great savings: Up to 20% reductions on hun- 
dreds of commodities-such as machines and parts, 
electrical equipment, chemicals and printed matter. 

TWA's Jetstream Express flights provide the only 
non-stop all -cargo service... from both Los Angeles 
and San Francisco to New York. Fast Jet freight 
also available to all the major markets of the East. 

Call your freight forwarder, cargo agent 
or nearest TWA Air Freight office today 

Look at the money you save with 
typical new TWA 100 -lb. rates! 

FROM 

To 

LOS ANGELES 
Rate Savings 

New York $15.95 $10.65 

St. Louis 10.95 6.95 

Philadelphia 15.60 10.35 

Kansas City 9.65 6.55 

Chicago 11.60 7.60 

FROM SAN FRANCISCO 

New York $16.65 $11.25 

Pittsburgh 14.70 9.85 

TWA 
AIR FREIGHT 

THE ONLY AIRLINE SERVING 70 KEY CITIES IN THE U. S. AND 23 WORLD CENTERS OVERSEAS 
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0 

l'fili' 
\0 

ER+ICOfR 

ODU c 

INGERSOLL 

PRODUCTS 

BORG-WARNER 

Condensed 

HUNDREDS OF 

Widths, 

Depths & 

Heights 
TO MEET YOUR 

ENCLOSURE 

REQUIREMENTS 

WITH 

EMCOR 

STANDARD 

CABINETS 
Cut costly enclosure design time. Select your 
packaging needs from a complete line of 
standard and heavy duty EMCOR Cabinets. 
EMCOR MODULAR ENCLOSURE SYSTEM 
Cabinetry provides for thousands of control 
center combinations. 
Engineered simplicity of basic frames and 
components affords quickest and easiest 
erection of control center assembly. 
EMCOR Cabinetry Engineers backed by the 
research and development "know-how of 
the Roy C. Ingersoll Research Center set the 
pace for the packaging needs of electronics, 
instrumentation and electro -mechanical engi- 
neers from coast to coast. 

Rugged frame construction surpasses all 
standard requirements for increased load 
carrying capacities. 
Compatible cabinet design assures simplified 
and economical expansion at any time. 
EMCOR Cabinet manufacturing meets rigid 
quality -controlled craftsmanship standards. 
Nationwide organization of EMCOR Sales - 
Engineering Representatives assist in plan- 
ning stages and assure customer satisfaction 
beyond the sale. 

Version of Catalog 106 Available Upon Request. 

Originators 

INGERS 
Division of 

of the Modular Enclosure System 

OLL PRODUCTS 
Borg-Warner Corporation 

1000 W. 120th ST. DEPT.1242 CHICAGO 43, ILLINOIS 

less than 0.0005 percent per deg C. 
Now a 1,000 -ohm resistor changes 
less than 0.05 percent or 0.5 ohm 
over the temperature range from 
25 C to 125 C. 

The data given in Table I shows 
the high -temperature stability of 
the wire. This data shows the re- 
sistance drift of 0.0015 insulated 
wire wound as a single layer on a 
ceramic bobbin. All data was 
taken after an initial aging for 24 
hours. 

The drift rates indicate stability 
to at least 200 C, which is well over 
the maximum hot -spot temperature 
of present-day precision wire - 
wound resistors. Drift usually is 
so slight that processing of trial 
bobbins is eliminated. 

Further gains in new wire come 
from an increase in physical prop- 
erty values which means fewer 
breaks in winding resulting in 
fewer rejects, more units wound 
per spool, and increased efficiency 
from winders. The average weight 
of wire per spool has also been in- 
creased, thus reducing downtime. 

Experience with these new proc- 
ess techniques augurs well for the 
development, in the near future, of 
wires that have characteristics of 
interest to the precision potenti- 
ometer, as well as the precision re- 
sistor industry. 

Table II gives names and proper- 
ties of alloys used as fine resistance 
wires. 

Induction Motor 
Given Two Speeds 

IN THE PAST, speed changing of the 
squirrel -cage induction motor was 
possible only by winding two sepa- 
rate windings in one frame, and 
using only one winding at a time. 
This was wasteful and resulted in a 
much larger, heavier and more ex- 
pensive machine. 

Now, over half a century after 
the invention of this motor by Tesla, 
a British engineer' has devised a 
technique that makes it possible to 
obtain speed changing, in any ratio, 
from a single -winding induction 
motor. 

The two -speed motor looks exactly 
like a standard motor. No new proc- 
ess is involved. But an analytical 
method was devised for grouping 
and connecting the coils. And any 
manufacturer who is equipped to 
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make normal induction motors is 

equipped to make two -speed induc- 
tion motors. 

The basic designs for each speed 
combination have to be done by an 
engineer of high technical compe- 

tence, and it is desirable to have 
such designs available for each 
speed combination. But thereafter, 
particular machines for different 
voltages and output powers can be 
designed according to a routine, as 
for a standard machine. 

The new method of speed chang- 
ing is called pole -amplitude modu- 
lation, because of the logic on which 
it depends. In a conventional three 
phase induction motor, the wave- 
form for each phase has an approxi- 
mate sinusoidal distribution around 
the stator assembly. If the ampli- 
tude of this waveform is modulated 
in space by suitable coil recon- 
nections, the resultant waveform 
around the stator will have a differ- 
ent spatial distribution. This effect 
is similar to that obtained, in time, 
by modulating a radio carrier and 
considering the resultant sidebands. 
If, for example, the resultant wave- 
form of one phase -winding of a 

pole -amplitude modulated 8 -pole 
machine is examined, it will be 
found to contain waveforms corre- 
sponding to 6 and 10 -pole machines, 
mixed. 

Under certain conditions and by 
correct relative displacements be- 
tween the three separate phase - 
windings, it is possible to eliminate 
one pole number from the resultant 
three-phase field and to obtain a 
pure three-phase field correspond- 
ing to a single speed. In the case 
referred to above, speeds corre- 
spond to either 6 -pole or 10 -pole 
machines. 

Uniform acceleration is obtained 
for full speeds backwards and for- 
ward. Two -speed motors have been 
developed from 1 hp by 850 hp, but 
there are no limitations. So far 
British manufacturers have shown 
more interest for the larger, high - 
voltage machines. 

The sponsors involved in develop- 
ing these motors offer licensing 
patent rights to American manufac- 
turers.' 

REFERENCES 
(1) G. H. Rawcliffe, Head of Electrical 

Engineering Department, University of 
Bristol, Bristol, England. 

(2) National Research Development 
Corporation of England, 1925 K Street, 
N. \V., Wash. 6, D. C. 

PULSE TIMER... 
PROVIDES ACCURATE 

NO -JITTER DELAY 

MEASUREMENTS 

Countdown - blast-off - and an- 

other "bird" soars gracefully sky- 

ward. But preceding its flight are 

countless component and system 

checkouts. And at the launching pad 

as on the production line, Crosby 

Teletronics is on the job. One piece 

of test hardware, the Model PT -244 

Pulse Timer, is standard on Bomarc 

and many other current missile pro- 

grams. This paired trigger generator 

delivers a fixed and delayed pulse 

to provide no -jitter delay measure- 

ments up to 10,000 microseconds 

with an accuracy of -0.02 micro- 

seconds. Results are read directly 

from a combination of decade count- 

ers and a digital dial. The PT -244's 

stability and reliability is typical of 

Crosby-Teletronics ... a leader in 

long range communications, vacuum 

research and precision -built 

test equipment 
CROSBY do\ 

i i : ttel O i C---1 
Crosby-Teletronics Corporation 54 Kinkel Street Westbury, Long Island, New York 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 

Boards are held in open rack while 
components are dropped in place 

Pad is placed between components 
and rubber roller 

Excess lead lengths are cut off. 
Box catches lead ends 

Wringer Crimps Leads Under Circuit Boards 
AN OLD-FASHIONED, hand -cranked 
washer wringer makes an ingeni- 
ous aid to hand assembly of printed 
wiring boards. Used at Electronic 
Associates, Inc., Long Branch, 
N. J., to supplement mechanized 
equipment, it bends all the leads on 
a board at once. This permits 
batch -type board assembly, even 
for short runs, rather than tedious 
one -at -a -time lead insertion, crimp- 
ing and cutting. 

Jumper wires, flush -mounted 
axial lead components and small 
disk components are assembled. 
Bulky or delicate components, or 
components requiring stand-off 
mounting are added later. The 
method is used, for example, when 
only a few each of several kinds 
of resistors are required. If a large 
number of the same kind of re- 
sistor is required, automatic inser- 
tion and crimping machines are 
used. 

The wringer is modified to pro- 
vide a half -inch space between the 
rollers. The top roller is steel and 
the bottom roller is padded with 
rubber. The spacing between them 
can be varied to adjust pressure. 
Before the board is passed, com- 
ponents down, between the rollers, 
it is covered with a pad of foam 
rubber glued to a blank board. The 
pad equalizes pressure, is a further 
safeguard against component dam- 
age and allows the board to be 
turned upside-down. 

As the board passes between the 
rollers, the components are pressed 
flush with the board and the leads 

are bent tightly to the underside. 
The wringer is set up to the 

right of an assembly rack. The 
assembler takes five or six boards 
and puts them face up on the rack. 
She picks up a handful of one kind 
of component, puts the required 
number into each board, then re- 
peats with the next component. 

After crimping, an assembler 
on the right side of the wringer 
clips each lead near the bend. Oc- 
casionally, a crimp must be tight- 
ened with the clipper pliers. 

Component leads and jumpers 
are not cut to size in advance, as 

the method works best with long 
leads. If leads are stiff, they can 
be bent at right angles to the body 
before insertion. Soft leads can be 
bent as they are inserted in the 
board. 

Jumper wires are generally 
formed in advance. They are pre- 
pared by winding a spool of wire 
on a bar rotated in a lathe. The 
resulting coil is slit into jumpers 
by cutting along the two sides of 
the bar with a milling machine. 

An added bonus is that wringing 
breaks the oxides on the leads, im- 
proving soldering quality. 

Comparator Gages Fragile Part 

OPTICAL COMPARATORS are used by 
Bay State Electronics, Boston, 
Mass., to gage, balance and adjust 
photoelectrically -controlled irises 
for Keystone cameras. 

An iris is placed in a fixture 
which simulates the mounting cast- 
ing in the camera. Lines scribed 
on the fixture indicate alignment 
of the iris leaf and stop positions 
for various light levels. The iris is 
checked in horizontal and vertical 
positions, since the camera may be 
used in either position. 

With the fixture horizontal, the 
iris is statically balanced by adjust- 
ing small, coiled wire counter- 
weights with tweezers. The fixture 
is then turned to the vertical posi- 
tion where the face of the iris is 

Photoelectric control is energized 
during gaging 

reflected onto the comparator 
screen. Current which would nor- 
mally be supplied by a photoelectric 
cell is provided through an adjust- 
able microampere power source. 
When the iris is energized, the edge 
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irrWM/ MI 
.............. 

Smpiifier 

The 

"heart" 
of a new 

HATHAWAY CONCEPT 

pdule RC Counter 

ACTUAL SIZE 

ELECTRONIC COMMUTATORS 
the Newest and Best! 

The NEW Hathaway DRIREED Electronic Commutator, designed to utilize Hathaway's DRIREED contact, 
is illustrated above in a typical rack mounted unit. Applications include telemetry, thermocouple scanning, com- 

puter inputs, strain gage scanning, transducer scanning, and PDM coding. 
The unit can be packaged and tailored to fit your particular requirements. 

FEATURES: Long life, highest reliability-contact rating 10 million 
operations at 100 milliampere, 115 volts 60 cps, resistive 

Eliminates the transfer gain problem-closed circuit load; i billion operations at low signal levels. 
resistance less than 100 milliohms. 

No back current or channel to channel crosstalk-open PRICE AND PERFORMANCE of this commutator make it worth 
circuit resistance greater than 3 x 1012 ohms. considering in your application. Please address your inquiries to 

the address below. Output isolated from power ground and needs no "corn- 
mon"-isolated dual ended contacts. 

Solid state drive circuit-transistor logic control of me- 
chanical contact operation. 

HATHAWAY DENVER 
5802 EAST JEWELL AVE. 

Up to 1,000 sequential data points per second-DRI- DENVER 22, COLORADO 

REED has resonant frequency of above 2700 cps. A division of Hathaway Instruments, Inc. 



(IN LESS THAN 
4 SECONDS 

FROM THIS 

TO THIS 

OR THIS 

WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY 
PRODUCTION AID TOOL! 

Foot operated 
No accessories 
3 minute set up 

$125.00 
"PIG -TAILORING" 
a revolutionary new mechanical process for 
higher production at lower costs. Fastest 
PREPARATION and ASSEMBLY of Resistors, 
Capacitors, Diodes and all other axial lead 
components for TERMINAL BOARDS, PRINTED 
CIRCUITS and MINIATURIZED ASSEMBLIES. 

PIG -TAILORING eliminates: . Diagonal cutters 
Long nose pliers Operator judgment . 90% 

operator training time Broken components 
Broken leads Short circuits from clippings 
65% chassis handling . Excessive lead tautness 

Haphazard assembly methods. 

PIG -TAILORING provides: . Uniform component 
position Uniform marking exposure Minia- 
turization spacing control "S" leads for termi- 
nals "U" leads for printed circuits Individual 
cut and bend lengths Better time/rate analysis 

Closer cost control Invaluable labor saving 
Immediate cost recovery. 

Pays for itself in 2 weeks 

"SPIN -PIN"® 
Close-up views of 
"SPIN -PIN" illustrate 
fast assembly of 
tailored -lead wire to 
terminal. 

No Training 
No Pliers 
No Clippings 
Uniform Crimps 
22 Sizes 

PAYS FOR ITSELF 

THE FIRST DAYI 

$500 
EACH 

Write for illustrated book to Dept. E-5 

BRUNO -NEW YORK INDUSTRIES CORP. 
DESIGNERS P. MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

460 WEST 34th STREET NEW YORK I, N. Y. 
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Fixture simulates mounting in 
camera 

Magnified view of part is used to 
judge alignment 

of the leaf must match the gradu- 
ated line which represents the stop 
opening on the face of the fixture. 
The radial centerline of the leaf 
aperture must coincide with the 
scribed arc. The fixture is next re- 
volved 90 degrees and the balance 
checked again while the iris is en- 
ergized. 

Comparator gaging during ad- 
justment prevents mechanical dis- 
tortion of the fragile iris leaf. A 
comparator with a large aperture 
lens (Jones & Lamson TC -10) is 
used so the entire iris visible in the 
fixture at five times magnification. 

Conveyor Time Is Used 
For Tv Tube Processing 

TV PICTURE TUBES spend hours on 
overhead conveyors passing be- 
tween production steps. Some of 
this conveyor time is used at the 
Lansdale Division of Philco Corp., 
Lansdale, Pa., to dry the internal 
conductive coating and flash get- 
ters after exhaust. 

The internal coating is applied 
by brush while the tube is rotating 
on a vacuum chuck. A drying riser 
is slipped over the neck of the tube 

THE 
BUILDING 
BLOCKS 
OF 

MORE 

EFFECTIVE 

COMMUNICATIONS 

MULTIPLEXING 
TRANSFORMERS by 

COLUMBUS PROCESS COMPANY 

Transistorized multiplexing 
audio frequency wide band 
transformers with these exclusive. 
Columbus features: 

Encapsulated in thermo 
setting plastic assuring 
permanence and immunity to 
environmental conditions. 
Precise control of the design 
parameters. 
Solid-state applications reduce 
system sizes by 50%. 
Custom design reduces "stock"' 
transformer costs as much 
as 35%. 
Conforms to Mil -T -27A 
Grade 5 Class R. 

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS 

For Representative Nearest You Write: 

eP 
COLUMBUS 

PROCESS COMPANY, INC. 
COLUMBUS, INDIANA 
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before the tube is returned to the 
conveyor. As the conveyor passes 
over an air manifold, the risers 
collect the air and direct it into 
the neck. A sheet metal duct built 
around the manifold directs the air. 

The gettering station is pro- 
vided with two fixtures, each flash- 
ing alternate tubes. Each fixture 

Application of conductive coating 

Drying riser fits onto neck of tube 

Getter flashing fixture moves with 
tube on conveyor 

has two r -f coils, one for each basic 
tube size. Fixture design permits 
the unused coil to be shorted out 
and the coil in use to be raised by 
a lever until it surrounds the get- 
ter. The fixture moves along with 
conveyors. After the getter is 

flashed, the coil is lowered to per- 
mit the tube to pass. 

TARZIAN TUNERS 

Acclaimed by the Industry for 
High Quality... Reliability 

and Low Cost 

SILVER SEALED HOT ROD 

(switch -type) (turret -type) 

HI FI 

(FM) Tuner 

It's only natural that the world's leading set manufacturers should 

rely on the TARZIAN TUNER ... acclaimed as the world's finest. 

Today, TARZIAN TUNERS are providing unexcelled performance 

in millions and millions of television receivers. Since the beginning 

of television (Sarkes Tarzian was a pioneer in the industry) leading 

set manufacturers have been equipping their receivers with TARZIAN 

TUNERS because they are assured of dependable performance. And, 

at Low COST. 

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. is recognized as the world's leading com- 

mercial tuner manufacturer with licencees in Canada, Mexico, 

Brazil, Argentina, Australia and Italy. 

Only Tarzian offers manufacturers both the HOT ROD (turret - 

type) and SILVER SEALED (switch -type) ... as well as the Hi Fi FM 

Tuner. All embody the high standards of QUALITY ... DEPENDA- 

BILITY ... and OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE that have made TARZIAN 

products a leader in the field. 

For more information, write to: Sales Department, Tuner Division 

SARKES TARZIAN INC 
east hillside drive bloomington, indiana 

Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners Closed Circuit TV Systems 

Broadcast Equipment Aie Trimmers Magnetic Tape Semiconductors 
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New On The Market 

Modular Terminal Blocks 
HIGH DENSITY WIRING 

BASES FOR Termi-Blok are modular 
3 -circuit common and 6 -circuit com- 
mon insulated cage assemblies, 
which fit into extruded aluminum 
track. The cages are tin-plated 
brass in nylon insulators. Series 3 
design accommodates three circuits 
per inch of track; series 4 has four 
circuits per track inch. 

Stainless steel common spring 
members accept tab terminals in 
two thicknesses. No tools are re- 
quired for terminal insertion or 
withdrawal. Individual cages can 

Temperature Cycler 
-100 TO +500 F IN 12 MIN 

TEMPERATURE chamber, model 
1060F, is announced by Delta De- 
sign, Inc., 3163 Adams Ave., San 
Diego 16 Calif. Portable table -top 
model completes a cycle from -100 
to +500 F in less than 12 minutes. 

Control accuracy is ± F. Test 
volume is 10 X 7 X 7 in. Unit can 
be automatically cycled between 
preset temperatures with a timer. 
At -65 F consumption of liquid 
CO2 is less than 31 lb per hour. The 
unit weighs 40 pounds. 
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be added by unlocking the end - 
locks. End locks are fixed in place 
with a screwdriver. 

Current rating is 35 amp, or 
maximum wire temperature of 
105 C; insulation is rated 1,500 y 
d -c at sea level. 

Vibration according to MIL -T - 
7928C; corrosion resistance and hu- 
midity per MIL -T -7928C on a 3 - 
way cage. Manufacturer is AMP 
Inc., Eisenhower Blvd., Harrisburg, 
Pa. 
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Shaft Encoders 
TO 8,192 COUNTS 

SIZE 30 and 50 models of gray code 
analog digital shaft encoders have 
high reliability, long life and high 
accuracy. 

Type GSE 50 is 13 -bit model, 
provides total of 8,192 counts per 
revolution. It has an o -d of 4.875 
in. and a length of 1.750 in. ex- 
cluding shafts. The device is avail- 
able also with counts per revolution 
of 2,048 and 4,096. Size 30 models 

furnish counts from 256 to 2,048. 
Life tests in excess of 10,000 

hours at average slew speeds of 
500 rpm have shown no appreciable 
signs of surface damage to the 
disks, abnormal brush wear, or loss 
of the readout accuracy of -±4 
digit. Units meet or exceed all ap- 
plicable MIL -specs. 

Manufacturer is Guidance Con- 
trols Corp., 110 Duffy Ave., 
Hicksville, L. I., N. Y. 
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Operational Amplifier 
BATTERY OPERATED 

SOLID-STATE, battery -operated, oper- 
ational amplifier is offered by Mon- 
roe Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 
33 Vernon St., Middleport, N. Y. 

Model 203 is a compact, low cost, 
transistor unit with open -loop gain 
greater than 10,000, common -mode 
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rejection at 60 cps greater than 
10,000, unity gain bandwidth of ap- 
proximately 500 Kc, and voltage 
drift less than one my per day un- 
der laboratory conditions. It oper- 
ates off two 9-v batteries, drawing 
a quiescent current of less than 2 
ma, can deliver ±5 volts at 10 ma. 
Price is $99.50, with batteries. 
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Unsoldering Equipment 
PLANT OR FIELD USE 

UNSOLDERING cases containing ex- 
pensive components can be accom- 
plished with 5 -Kw, 450-Kc, induc- 
tion heating unit. 

The instrument cases that can be 
unsoldered are 2 in. by 4 in., 4 in. 
by 6 in., 6 in. by 8 in., and cylindri- 
cal up to 4 in. o -d. All cases are 
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Circuit designs 

made simpler 

and 

more economical 

with new Elcor 

ISOPLYS° 

Isoplys (isolated power supplies) can be used ungrounded. 

Unlike conventional power supplies, Isoplys have 

low shunt capacitance to ground and low noise in 

ungrounded applications. They are relatively 

insensitive to power line fluctuations and give 

excellent frequency response. 

Many components once thought essential in 

conventional circuits can be eliminated. Design and 

assembly time can be speeded. Troublesome interaction 

between circuits is substantially reduced. This 

also helps simplify maintenance as well as 

solve difficult circuit problems. 
Let Isoplys help simplify a circuit design you are working 

on now. Be prepared for design problems in the future. 

amnimu aweíl ri!íB Yo! or", --.Z.1 PiMI , r IIIB/ . ''`"í 111111 
write for fu// information: ELCOR Incorporated 

Subsidiary of v'elex Electronics Corporation 

Sales / I? & D Laboratory / Manufacturing 

1225 W. Broad Street f Falls Church, Virginia 

Efferson 2-8850 
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made of thin gage aluminum that 
is first copper -plated, then tin- 
plated. 

Intermittent heat pulses of ap- 
proximately 4 seconds on, 4 seconds 
off allow time for the heat to equal- 
ize. Water-cooled jackets provide 

cooling where required. 
Cases shown in the photograph 

illustrate some applications. Equip- 
ment is manufactured by Induction 
Heating Corp., 181 Wythe Ave., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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Microwave Phase Meter 
DIRECT READING: 300 MC TO 4 GC 

DIRECT READING microwave phase 
meter checks relative phase be- 
tween two signals in 300 Mc to 4 
Gc range. Resolution is 0.1 degree. 
It uses square -law detector response 
in a standing -wave pattern. The 
standing -wave pattern is the re- 
sultant of the combination of the 
two signals whose relative phase is 
being measured. 

The phase meter offers a servo 

Gain/Loss Measuring Set 
UHF, VHF AND MICROWAVE 

INSTRUMENT for measuring gain, 
loss, noise figure and other trans- 
mission characteristics of systems 
and components at uhf, vhf and 
microwave frequencies is announced 
by Kay Electric Co., 14 Maple Ave., 
Pine Brook N. J. 

output for automatic feedback 
phase control, can serve as an ele- 
ment of a phase -correcting system. 
The meter can be adapted for auto- 
matic swept -frequency phase meas- 
urement with recorder output. 

Model 300 is priced at $2,500, 6 
week delivery, from Wiltron Co., 
717 Loma Verde Ave., Palo Alto, 
Calif. 
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elements, as well as power supply 
and control circuits. The set has 
low noise figure and is highly stable. 
The signal to be measured feeds a 
crystal mixer having low noise 
figure; external mixers, can be used. 
Dimensions are 16 x 7 x 14 inches; 
weight is 25 lb. Power is 117 v a -c, 
50 watts. 
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Low -Level Switch 
5 -MV RESOLUTION 

SOLID STATE low-level switch han- 
dles inputs from 0 to ±1 volt with 
resolution of 5 mv. 

1,000 samples per second. Error 
band is less than 50 mv and load 

can be varied from 1,000 to 10,000 
ohms without affecting it. Device 
requires no external transformer 
and gating power is less than 2.5 
mw. The closed-circuit impedance 
is less than 100 ohms. 

Delivery is 30 days, from Alpha- 
Tronics Corp., 1033 Engracia, 
Torrance, Calif. 
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Muffin Fan 
COMPACT DESIGN 

LYTRON, INC., 42 Brookford St., 
Cambridge 40, Mass. All aluminum 
heat exchanger with matching fan 
for efficient rejection of heat from 
liquid cooled systems. Compact de- 
sign of coil and fan combination 
allows multiple stacking of units 
to handle high heat loads in a mini- 
mum space. Lytron "Inner -Fin" 
construction maintains high heat 
transfer rates over a wide range of 
flow and temperature conditions. 
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Ultrasonic Solder Pots 
10, 50, 100 WATTS 

AVAILABLE in 10, 50 and 100 watt 
sizes, line of ultrasonic solder pots 
is announced by Vibro -Ceramics 

Model 625-A Gain -Set incorpo- 
rates mixing, i -f amplifying, atten- 

Type 
transient 

SW 
of 

101 has switching 
less than 4 mv, 

Div., Gulton Industries Inc., 
Durham Ave., Metuchen, N. J. 

212 

uating, detecting and indicating switches on command from 0 to Ten -watt model G-10 (genera - 
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A new tool for the semiconductor industry... 

NEC'S INFRARED 
MICROSCOPE 

There has been no device for viewing stress aid impurities in silicon crystals. Now 

NEC's deve opment 3f the infrared microsccpe effectively fills this need. 
The microscope uses an NEC image tube rated at 1.3 microns, the most sensitive 
commercially available. When using the 40K objective and 15>. ocfilar lenses, IR 

magnification is 1,080x. 

Solid state applications are inspection of si con crystals and other inte-metalic 
compounds for stress and impurities. Other applications are it biolog cal and 

medical research. 

INFRONICS at NEC 
Since 1954, NEC has been concentrating on industrial applications of infrared 
energy anc is among the leading producer: of devices utilizing infrared. In 

addition to the microscope these include optical pyrometers, light viewers, and 

a pupiloscope. This year NEC will demonstrate developments in IR communications. 

PERFORMANCE 

Electrical 
Input mitage : 100-11 5 50 or 60 c/s 
Power consumption : 70 watts 

Optics 

Visible image : 20x to 1,5007. 

IR image: NAced eye, .0x b 1,080x 
Photographic film, 4.3x to 120x 

Wavelengths 

Visible : 0.4 ft to 0.76 /t 
IR : 0.76 a to 1.3 it (wih filter) 

Dimensbns (rm.) 
Width lengh height 

700 = 180x 400 
Weight : 23 k3. 

MppolElec/ c Company limited. 
Systems / Component P.C. Box 1, Taka-awa, To4yo, Japan 
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SELECTIVE 
TONE 

SIGNALING 
OSCILLATOR 
STABILIZER 

TRANSM T 

ENCODE 

4SCIUAT6R 
STABILIZER 

Yx5.264- 

3 STiYLNdRNCìï1` *awe, . 

FREQUENCIES 60-1000 CPS 

FOR RELIABLE 

Selective Calling 

Remote Control 

Process Control 

Traffic Con -rol 

Telemeterirg 

by wire or Iodic.. 

Please write 
for Catalog 563. 

RESONANT 
RELAY 

ON 

OFF> 

1 2 3-- -71 

-- FREQ 

RECEIVE 

DECODE 

STEVENS 
INCORPORATED 

ARNOLD 
QUALITY SINCE 1943 

7 ELKINS ST., SOUTH BOSTON 27, MASS. 

SJA28; 

tor) and SPT-10 (transducer and 
pot) has interior pot diameter of 
ä in.; 50 -watt model has in. pot; 
100 -watt has 2 inch pot. Cavitating 
action cleans and solders simul- 
taneously, without flux. 

Capacities of the heating element. 
as distinct from the generator, 
range from 20 to 200 watts, depend- 
ing on the model. Transducers have 
efficiencies of 80 percent and can 
operate to 650 F. 

Price is $249 for the 10 -watt 
model, including generator; avail- 
ability is three weeks. 
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Magnetron Test Set 
FOR C- OR X -BAND 

BOMAC LABORATORIES, INC., Salem 
Road, Beverly, Mass. Type BLP- 
002K is designed for testing beacon 
magnetrons. The modulator, capa- 
ble of producing 0.5 and 1.0 µsec 
pulses having a peak amplitude of 
3.0 Kv at 2.0 amp, is provided with 
an internal trigger source, neces- 
sary control and meters, plus test 
jacks for pulse shape viewing test 
results through an oscilloscope. 
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Timing Set 
FOR DATA SYSTEMS 

HALLICRAFTERS CO., 4401 W. 5th 
Ave., Chicago 24, Ill. Time correla - 
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tion of simultaneous recording 
processes at up to 10 or more sepa- 
rate locations with a precision 
within ±-1 sec per day is provided 
by the ETS -1 electronic timing set. 
Basic unit is a self-contained pulse 
generator, binary -decimal time en- 
coder and 24 -hr numerical clock 
that will control up to 10 remote 
time indicators while providing 
composite binary coded time sig- 
nals and timing marker pulse 
trains. 
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Heat Sink 
OWEN LABORATORIES, INC., 55 Beacon 
Place, Pasadena, Calif. Heat sink 
for use at the bread -board stage of 
solid state circuit design holds up 
to three semiconductors. 
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Drilling Machine 
TAPE CONTROLLED 

LELAND-GIFFORD CO., Worcester 1, 
Mass. This tape controlled drilling 
machine is designed to produce the 
complicated and precise hole pat- 
terns required in electronic p -c 
boards. It employs a modified GE 
Mark II numerical positioning con- 
trol with fast tape reader that can 
be programmed by a Flexowriter 
or directly from the drilling ma- 
chine using art work or a sample 
board. Positioning accuracy is 
±0.001 in., non -accumulative, with 
repeatability of ±-0.0005 in. 
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Linear Motion Pot 
12 -IN. STROKE 

NEW ENGLAND INSTRUMENT CO., 39 
Green St., Waltham, Mass. Linear 
motion pot has a wire wound ele- 
ment with high resolution and a 

HIRTEEN 

NDISPENSABLE 

HARACTERISTICS 

FOR Precision 

PRECISION SERVO 
POTENTIOMETERS 

HAVE ALL 
FEATURES 

Your Assurance 
of Superior System 

Performance 

A few of the many applications of 
TIC Precision Servo Potentiometers 

are as input-output transducers 
in servo systems for airborne 

navigation and flight control, fire 
control, fuel control, shipboard gun 
directors, missile aiming and flight 

control, analog computing, air 
traffic control and telemetering. 

TIC Precision Servo Potentiometers 
are available in 21 types with 

diameters from %" to 3", giving 
design engineers a wide range from 

which to select. Included are 
single and multi -turn types with 

either wirewound or infinite 
resolution metallic film resistance 

elements, as well as types designed 
for ganging without a shaft. 

And TIC Precision Servo 
Potentiometers are engineered to 

withstand the severe environmental 
conditions imposed by military 

equipment operation. 

SERVO POTS 

1 High Reliability 

2 Low Torque 

3 High Accuracy 

4 Low Inertia 

5 High Resolution (or 

Infinite in Film Type) 

6 Wide Resistance 

Range 

1 Low Phase Shift 

Over Wide 

Frequency Range 

8 Low Noise Level 

9 Highly -Precise Non 

Linear Functions 

10 Can Be Ganged 

11 Long Life 

12 Close Mechanical 

Tolerances 

13 Withstand Extreme 
Environmental 
Conditions 

Write or call 
for this new catalog 

on the TIC line 
of Precision 

Potentiometers - 

the most complete 
line on the market. 

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
569 MAIN STREET, ACTON, MASS. 

Type MGR - encapsu 
rated center.' . patented 
Metllilm, ulh areliable. 
long Idepotentiometers 

PVR05 

PVR15 

Type FOR - new, corn 
plate I ne of low torque. 
high accura_y. perform- 
ance proven, servo type 
precision potentiome- 
ters. 

MI0109 

Type MlOTO9 - mulb- 
tmn 3. 5. 10 -turn - 

highly accurate pre 
moor pomnhomelers 

Type CIO -09 10 turn, 
may be gc rged. 

RVBC2 

Type RVRC2 - unitized 
construction for de 
velopment work 

Type P l'/. - low cost, 
commercial grade. pre 
timon potentiometers. 
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Higher -speed 
operation from 
built-in gauging 

New cam -lever linkage of th 
Di -Acro Model 36 shear pro 
vides a greater mechanica 
advantage than lever ac 
tions. This makes it easie 
to control both machine and 
material so that operation i 
easier, faster and safer. 

Quick -Set micrometer 
gauges set to hair -line ac 
curacy in seconds. The new 
Model 36 shear is fast to set- 
up, fast to operate. To main- 
tain tolerances to thou- 
sandths of an inch, an auto- 
matic hold down bar grips 
materials during shearing. 
Notching and slitting can be 
done easily by setting the 
adjustable ram stops to limit 
stroke length. Capacity of 
the machine is 16 gauge steel. 

Steel, rubber, mesh and all 
shearable sheet materials 
(even some plastics) can be 
cut to die -accuracy with the 
new Model 36. 

Similar performance is 
also delivered by a range of 
other models down to 6 
inches in width. For com- 
plete, detailed information, 
call your Di -Acro distributor 
who is listed in the yellow 
pages of your phone book 
under Machinery-Machine 
Tools, or write us. 
DI -ACRO POWER SHEARS 
Di -Acro Shears of 12" and 24" 
widths are available in power mod- 
els. The standard model provides 
continuous and single stroke oper- 
ation. Vari -O -Speed 
model shears automati- 
cally at a range of speed 
from 30 to 200 R.P.M. 
or single stroke. 

a..... 
tee 

afro 
CI:PRECISION 

METALWORKING 

MACHINES 

DI -ACRO 
CORPORATION 

formerly 
O'Neil Irwin Mfg. Co. 

435 8th Ave. Lake City, Minn. 
pronounced "dieockró' 

standard linearity of 0.05 percent. 
It is available in any size from 2 
to 24 in. in length. 
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Resistors 
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., 35 Marshall 
St. North Adams, Mass. For use 
under conditions of high humidity, 
epoxy -coated carbon -film resistors 
rate for full wattage operation at 
70 C. 
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D -C Amplifier 
OPERATIONAL TYPE 

EMBREE ELECTRONICS CORP., 933 
Farmington Ave., West Hartford 
7, Conn. Model B/100/M is a high - 
gain plug-in type of operation d -c 
amplifier for analog computers, sys- 
tem simulation, and control appli- 
cations. It is designed to provide 
low cost additional amplifier capac- 
ity for existing analog computer 
facilities. Inherent drift is low 
enough not to require chopper sta- 
bilization for many applications. 
Amplifier case is aluminum with a 
flat back finish and provides maxi- 
mum shielding against stray pickup 
and hum. Output is 6 ma over a 
range of ±100 v d -c. 
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Modularized Filters 
SOLID STATE 

BAKER MFG. CO., 5660 N. River Road, 
Marine City, Mich. Solid state 
modularized filters used in conjunc- 
tion with ordinary power supplies 
afford reduction of ripple compara- 
ble to the addition of 10-20,000 µf 
across the line. The E -1015-A unit, 

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

PEAK 
CPS -0 CPS 

1(1 

-PERFORMANCE 

in the 
smallest 
package 

GENISTRON'S 
NEW IRIG 

BAND-PASS 
TELEMETRY 

FILTER 
High Selectivity / High Attenuation 

A significant advance in filter miniatur- 
ization, Genistron's' new epoxy -encapsu- 
lated, band-pass, IRIG-type telemetry 
filter weighs just 25 grams with maximum 
volume of only 0.6 cubic inches - 

Conserves vital space and weight in 
flight -designed equipment for aircraft, 
missile, and satellite systems in the 400 - 
cycle, channel one application . 

Provides high selectivity, high attenuation 
for all telemetry applications. Available 
for all'IRIG channels in similar or smaller 
packages . . . Standard impedance level 
is 10,000 ohms, with higher or lower 
values to order. Insert -mounting - 

temperature -rated from -55° to +85°C 
Genistron's Band Pass Filter is 

lightweight in size, heavyweight in 
performance. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Band -Pass, IRIG-Type Filter 
Weight: 25 grams 
Maximum Volume: 0.6 cubic inches 
Shape Factor: 3 to 1 at 15 db 
Standard Impedance: 10,000 ohms 

(Higher, lower values available) 
Meets Environmental Mil -Specs 

E?Z2Z,St.2''022 
A subsidiary of Genisco Inc. 

6320 WEST ARIZONA CIRCLE 
LOS ANGELES 45. CALIFORNIA 
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rated at 1 amp to 30 v input, affords 
a nominal ripple reduction ratio of 
50-1. 
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Wire -Wound Resistor 
HIGH FREQUENCY 

REON RESISTOR CORP., 155 Saw Hill 
River Road, Yonkers, N. Y. High 
frequency wire -wound resistors 
can be manufactured with resist- 
ance values as high as 1 megohm. 
The resistors are guaranteed to an 
accuracy of 0.005 percent. All units 
in the new line exhibit a rise time 
of less than 0.2 µsec and a capaci- 
tance of less than 0.1 µµf. 
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Miniature Delay Line 
COLUMBIA TECHNICAL CORP., 61-02 
31st Ave., Woodside 77, N. Y. De- 
sign for lumped -constant delay 
lines combines ultracompact pack- 
ing with high delay -to -rise time ra- 
tios. 
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Spectrum Analyzer 
TRANSISTORIZED 

POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORP., 43-20 
34th St., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Model SA -84T mobile, transistor- 
ized, microwave spectrum analyzer 
covers the frequency range from 
10 Mc to 40,880 Mc. It is capable 
of a number of operations, includ- 
ing spectral measurements, detec- 
tion and identification of spurious 
signals, countermeasures analysis, 

High selectivity, 

attenuation and precision matching of .. . 

NEW HILL FILTERS ASSURE 

FAST, PRECISE MEASUREMENT 

OF INTER -MODULATION 

DISTORTION 
ATTEN. DB. 

20 

40 

60 

ao 

2 DB 

KC 

i 2 DB -160.968 

80 DB B.W.=11.599 KC 

INSERTION LOSS = 4.5 

, F 
152 KC BAND ELIMINATION FILTER 

CENTER FRED. = 152.063 KC 

2400 OHMS TERMINATION 

152 KC 

FREQUENCY 140 KC 145 KC 150 KC 155 KC 

152 KC BANDPASS FILTER 

160 KC 165 KC 170 KC 

Actual operational curves, obtained from point-to-point readings, from Hill 

34900 and 34800 filters developed to fulfill customers' specific requirements. 

These two highly stable, precision -matched Hill Electronic filters 

permit fast, exceptionally accurate measurement of inter -modulation 
distortion in communications systems. A band elimination filter places 

a narrow, deep notch in the white noise being passed through the 

equipment under test. Distortion generated in the notch is then isolated 

for measurement by the narrow band filter. 
The high degree of selectivity and attenuation of these filters, and 

the excellent alignment of one within the other are demonstrated in 

the actual operational curves shown above. Used together, these filters 

provide 80 db attenuation from 6 to 252 kc. 

This is a typical example of Hill's creative engineering that develops 

outstanding solutions to customers' specific problems involving LC 

and crystal control filters as well as precision frequency sources and 

other crystal devices. 

WRITE FOR BULLETINS 34800/900 
They contain details and specifications concerning the filters described above. 

HILL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
MECHANICSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 
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B EATT I E 

OSCILLOTRONS are 

E--3 D 

FIRST IN SALES 
.. proof o- technical and 

practical excellence of Beattie 
oscilloscope recording systems. 

FIRST IN FEATURES 
3aattie pioneered these firsts, 
many of whic, are still exclu- 
sive with the 0scillotron: 

1 Direct binocular viewing of 
CRT while recording with direct 
photograph. No mirrors. Non- 
-etiersed imag3. 

2. Positive de -tent spacing bar 
"or up to 10 exposures on a 
single frame. 

3. Split -image range finder. 

4. Swingout, ift-off mounting. 

5. Snap on gourd glass with 
locked -in focusing. 

6. Lensette adapter for table- 
tcF photograpy. 

Polaroid® 
prints in 

10 seconds! 

7. 115V AC shutter act:rato-. 

8. Entra large viewirg Food to 
acccnmodate Eye glasses. 

9. Modular design foi widest 
adaptability of accessories. 

10. Data char.ber ettacimeit 
for recording tine, nL mber, and 
4ritten information dirac=ly on 
the r3RT trace frame. 

FIP.ET IN PERFDRMM'ICE 
won- pactness, ruggedrer s, 
-ncdjlar design and shrullified 
operation are combined to *rake 
accurate recording of cíll- 
scope phenoména easy 

There is an Osciilot-o model 
for every need, and a tilde range 
A a:cessories, Write hr com- 
plete details. 

"Polaroi;"® by Folz-p1 d i,cip. 

BEATTIE-COLEMAN, INC. 
1000 N. Olive St.. A-iLheim, Calif. PR 4-47IC3 

B -anches, 437 5th Ove., N.Y. OR 9.5955 / 5:31 T5rberg, Daytn, Ohi. EE 3 1316 

measurement of the frequency dif- 
ference of two r -f signals, and test- 
ing microwave oscillators. 
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Conversion System 
A -C TO D -C 

ADAGE INC., 292 Main St., Cam- 
bridge 42, Mass., announces an a -c 
to d -c conversion system imple- 
mented with all solid-state preci- 
sion amplifiers and semiconductor 
switches. A single channel of 
a -c/d -c conversion is accomplished 
with three standard 5 by 8 in. p -c 
modules; two channels require the 
addition of only a single extra 
module. The p -c modules may be 
combined with any Voldicon volt- 
age digitizer for a wide variety 
of a -c measurements. 
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Building Block 

CONTROL EQUIPMENT CORP., 19 Kear- 
ney Rd., Needham Heights 94, 
Mass. Comprised of two transistor 
driven high-speed reed relays in 
one module, the block is used as a 
switch or gate in digital systems. 
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Noise Source 
FOR MICROWAVE TESTING 

BOMAC LABORATORIES, INC., Salem 
Road, Beverly, Mass. Compact, 
rugged X -band gas discharge noise 
source is designed to measure the 
noise figure of receivers. Features: 
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TELEMETRY BY 
TELE -DYNAMICS 

Universal Millivolt 
Subcarrier Oscillator 

For your aerospace telemetry needs here 

is a new Subcarrier Oscillator with true 

differential input ... direct actuation 

from outputs of grounded or ungrounded 

thermocouples, strain gage bridges and 

any transducer with millivolt level out- 

put. Other features include isolated in- 

put and output, high common mode re- 

jection with no D.C. level restrictions 

and all silicon semiconductors. 

Tele -Dynamics' Type 1254A directly 

replaces the combination of preamplifier 

and high-level subcarrier oscillator now 

used in FM telemetry and assures reliable 

operation in aerospace environments. 

For detailed technical bulletins, call 

the American Bosch Arma marketing 

offices in Washington, Dayton or Los 

Angeles. Or write or call Tele -Dynamics 

Division, American Bosch Arma Corpo- 

ration, 5000 Parkside Avenue, Philadel- 

phia 31, Pa. Telephone: TRinity 8-3000. 

See this and other new Tele -Dynamics' 
components in Booth E 50 at the National 
Telemetering Conference May 22nd, 23rd, 
24th at Sheraton Towers, Chicago. 

TELE-DYNAM ICS 
DIVISION 

AMER/CAN HOSCAI ARMA 
CORPORAT/ON 

lOto 200 D.P. 
Send your prints 
for quotations 

SPURS 
HELICALS 
WORM AND 
WORM GEARS 
STRAIGHT BEVELS 
LEAD SCREWS 
RATCHETS 
CLUSTER GEARS 
RACKS 
INTERNALS 
ODD SHAPES 

Froduction of fine -pitch gears of extreme 
a:curacy for all kinds of instruments is a 
specialty of ours. 

THE 7;2eéz"- 

ecvnli 
1 N C r111 S 

FOR 
INSTRUMENTS 

-H- " 

f2 ate44 
i 

1021 PARMELE STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 
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MINIATURE 
Electrolytic CAPACITORS 

Wide range of capacities and voltages. 
Excellent low temperature characteristics. 
Stable, low leakage, high temperature characteristics. 
Rugged, excellent under severest operating conditions. 
Non -polarized types available for audio, cross -over, and 
other AC applications. 

SMT and SMTU 
Aluminum case with patented construc- 

tion, molded bases with thermoset plastic 

and silicone rubber seals. Herm 
iC 

seal- 

ing for wide temperature app ons. 

Supplied with transparent plastic insulat- 

ing sleeves. 

SMTU 
Upright 
Mounting 

SMT-AXIAL LEAD 
Temperature: Temperature: 

-30°C to +65°C 1, -30°C to + 
_40°C to +85°C I -40°C to +85°C 

-30°C to +105°C 

Tpes 
my lltiplersectionTU du units 

availableU are 

in common 

and common anode. We invite your inquiry. 

BMT and BMTU 
Plastic cased with thermoset resin 

end rall; nges. Econlomle 

in 
ically priced. 

two temperature 

BMT-AXIAL LEAD 

BMTU 
Upright 
Mounting 

ILLINOIS 
CONDENSER COMPANY 
1616 N. Throop Street Chicago 22, Illinois 

Telephone: EVerglade 4-1300 
Export: 15 Moore St New York 4 New York 

"Foremost manufacturers of Electrolytic Capacitors for almost 30 years" 
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MINIATURE 
SNAP ACTION 
LOW COST 

Time Delay Relays 
For commercial use, economical 
Curtiss-Wright thermal time delay re- 
lays, hermetically sealed in glass, are 
a compact and reliable design for 
many control, switching and timing 
applications. Precision built for high 
performance and long life. Ambient 
temperature compensated. Conserva- 
tively rated, these new rugged, small 
sized units are preset for time delays 
from 3 to 60 seconds. 

Write for latest complete 
components catalog #503 

o no 4503 
Electronics Division 

CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION 
East Paterson, New Jersey 

The termination, usually attached 
externally as an accessory, is in- 
cluded within the waveguide. The 
entire unit, exclusive of waveguide, 
is epoxy -resin potted to secure tube, 
leads, and other parts within the 
housing. 
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Gold Saver 
TECHNIC, INC., P. 0. Box 965, Provi- 
dence, R. I. Cyanide or alkaline 
gold, which formerly was lost in 
the conventional plating process, is 
recovered by resin charges. 
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IYBea, 
qL 
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Surge Controller 
PLUG-IN DEVICE 

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION CO., 1949 
Moffett St., Hollywood, Fla. Model 
20-100 Surgitron is a plug-in de- 
vice for effectively controlling "turn 
on" surge currents in television 
sets, hi-fi equipments, and any 
other applications where greatest 
strain occurs when the power 
switch is first turned on. The de- 
vice consists of a rugged wire 
wound surge resistance that is 
automatically shunted out after the 
initial surge current has dropped 
off. Price is $.30 (10,000 and up). 
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D -C Amplifier 
OPERATIONAL TYPE 

RAYMOND ATCHLEY DIVISION, Ameri- 
can Brake Shoe Co., 2339 Cotner 
Ave., Los Angeles 64, Calif. Chop- 
per stabilized d -c amplifier corn - 

POTENTIOMETER 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

PONOGTYPE TER " 

FEATURES: Audio and Visual 
Indicators Go, No -Go Device 

Foot -switch operation 
DESCRIPTION . - The Type 394-A 
Ponogomctcr consists of a constant -cur- 
rent source, a voltage amplifier, a gate 
circuit and an indicating system. De- 
signed for inspection of single and 
multi -turn precision potentiometers, it 
is also used as a laboratory instrument 
for investigating the causes and means 
of prevention of potentiometer noise. 
The constant -current source provides a 
current of 1 milliamp when driving any 
resistance up to 100 k. Both visual and 
aural indications are obtained when- 
ever a value of equivalent noise resist- 
ance is encountered which exceeds the 
defined threshold value. Equivalent 
noise resistances from 10 to 2000 ohms 
can be selected as a threshold. 
Specifications . . . Equivalent Noise 
Resistance Range: 10 to 2000 ohms 
ENR. Threshold value is established by 
a screwdriver adjustment. Accuracy: 
± (3% of the threshold value +3 ohms). 
Recovery Time: 1.5 seconds, maximum. 
Power Supply: 60 watts at 105-125 
volts, 60 cycle. 

Also available .. . 

TYPE 396-B PONOGOMETER® 
ATTENUATOR 
FEATURES: Wide Control of ENR 
Value Broad Frequency Response 
Phase -reversing Switching 

Type 395C PONOGOMETER"° 
STANDARD 
FEATURES: Calibration of Pono- 
gometer Reading ENR in range 0- 
2000 ohms Accuracy ± 1%. Also 
available as 395 -CR (rack mount) 

TYPE 393 -AR PONOGOMETER® 
The Type 393 -AR consists of the 394 -AR 
and 395 -CR on one panel 5%4" x 19". 

For further information write 

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP. OF ACTON 
FORMERLY 

ACTON 

LABORATORIES, INC. 

533 MAIN STREET, ACTON, MASS. 
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Gl1DELACEa. . . 
the lacing tape with 
a NON-SKID tread 
You can't see it, but it's there! Gudelace is 

built to grip-Gudebrod fills flat braided 
nylon with just the right amount of wax to 
produce a non-skid surface. Gudelace con- 

struction means no slips-so no tight pulls to 

cause strangulation and cold flow. 

But Gudelace is soft and flat-stress is dis- 

tributed evenly over the full width of the tape. 

No worry about cut thru or harshness to 

injure insulation ... or fingers. 

Specify Gudelace for real economy-faster 
lacing with fewer rejects. 

Write for free Data Book. 

It shows how Gudelace and 

other Gudebrod lacing materials 

fit your requirements. 

GUDEBROD BROS. SILK CO., INC. 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
225 West 34th Street 

New York 1, New York 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 
12 South 12th Street 
Philadelphia 7, Pa. 
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ANOTHER IMPORTANT BREAKTHRU! 

DUROTHERM 
Non-freezing Long -Life 

SOLDERING TIPS 

In 
ALL 
Shapes 
and 
Sizes 

Fit 
ALL 

Makes 

HI-PERFORMANCE Tips for use in HI-PERFORMANCE, HI -TEMPER- 

ATURE Irons. Tips positively cannot stick or freeze in any iron- 
easily removed after months of service. No need to remove tips 
daily. Minimum loss of heat delivery. Tip shank immunized from 
solder, except on working surface at end of tip-prevents creeping 
of solder into element tip hole and spilling of solder on components. 

SEND FOR CATALOG-showing the most complete line 

of industrial Soldering Irons and Long -Life Clad Tips. 

HEXACON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
130 West Clay Ave., Roselle Park, New Jersey 

SERVING INDUSTRY FOR OVER A QUARTER OF A CENTURY EAST PATERSON, NEW JERSEY 
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INDUSTRY'S No .1 

HE cON 
SOLDERING IRON 

ULTRASONIC 

DELAY 

LINE 

For: 

Memory in computers 

Coding in telemetering 

and navigation 

Range Marking in MTI Radar 

Time Delay in precision 

delayed sweeps 

Magnetostrictive delay lines for mis- 
sile, aircraft, marine and ground based 
equprnent. Wide delay application - 
5 to 10,000 microseconds - with sta- 
bility over a broad temperature range. 

Small size, low cost, rugged, light- 
weight construction. Pulse repetition 
rate to one megacycle. Wide range of 
input and output impedances. Standard 
and custom built models. 

Write for latest complete 

components catalog #510 

TIME DELAY RELAYS DELAY LINES ROTARY 

SOLENOIDS SOLID STATE COMPONENTS DUAL 

RELAYS DIGITAL MOTORS TIMING DEVICES 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

CURTISS ® WRIGHT 

May 12, 1961 

CORPORATION 

113 



SHOWN FULL SIZE 

KEARFOTT 

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 

High performance components, these motors find appli- 
cation in timing devices, recorders, or wherever constant 
speed is required independently of load or line voltage 
variations. Designed for 400 cps duty they feature homoge- 
neous rotors and closed stator slots to eliminate magnetic 
pulsations and noise. 

Stainless steel is used extensively in the construction of 
these precision motors to provide environmental protection 
from corrosion shock and vibration. These components will 
operate over the temperature range of -54°C to +125°C. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Synchronous 

Size Part Number Speed No. Phases Pull -Out Torque 
5 CM 0172-002 8000 rpm 2 0.10 in. oz. 
8 M172-02 8000 rpm 2 0.28 in. oz. 
8 CM4 0172-001 8000 rpm 3 0.31 in. oz. 

11 R172-001 8000 rpm 2 0.42 in. oz. 
15 1170-001 8000 rpm 2 0.78 in. oz. 
18 MK 6 Mod 1 8000 rpm 3 2.2 in. oz. 
23 Z1360-002 8000 rpm 3 16.0 in. oz. 

Write for complete data 

CGM 
KEARFOTT DIVISION 
GENERAL PRECISION. INC. 

Little Falls, New Jersey 

bines flexibility with performance 
to provide versatility and dynamic 
accuracy. High gain maintained 
over a wide band makes the unit 
ideal in analog computation and 
control system applications that de- 
mand precision at high speed. Out- 
put is ±-100 v with a 10,000 -ohm 
load and will operate at 75 ma posi- 
tive output and pulses to 200 ma. 
Output can be short-circuited with- 
out damage. A gain of 125,000 is 
available from 5 to 500 cps, and the 
gain is 10" at d -c. 
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Miniature Switches 
\VITH POTTED LEADS 

THE MILLI -SWITCH CORP., Gladwyne, 
Pa., announces that it can supply 
potted leads on its entire line of 
precision miniature switches. The 
leads, shown here on a B -PL Milli - 
Switch, are intended to provide a 
strong, positive joint with low - 
temperature solder. All basic 
switches in the line conform to 
MiL-S-6743. 
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Distortion Oscillator 
KROHN-HITE CORP., 580 Massachu- 
setts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass. A 
1 cps to 100 Kc oscillator features 
0.01 percent amplitude stability and 
only 0.01 percent distortion. 
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Amplitude Modulators 
SEVEN MODELS 

RANTEC CORP., Calabasas, Calif., an- 
nounces a series of Faraday rota - 
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Electromechanical 
Components and Systems 
Capability 

AIRESEARCH 

MOTORS OPERATIONAL 

-425° TO +600°F 

Specialized aircraft motors developed 
by AiResearch operate at temperatures 
from - 425° to +600° F. ambient. The 
range of tins compact, lightweight, z 
H.P. motor is -65° to +600° F. 

AiResearch diversification and expe- 
rience provide full capability in the 
development and production of elec- 
tromechanical equipment and avionic 
controls for aircraft, ground handling, 
ordnance and missile systems. 

A.C. and D.C. Motors, Generators and 
Controls Inverters Alternators 
Linear and Rotary Actuators Power 
Servos Hoists Electrical Pyrotech- 
nics Antenna Positioners Position- 
ing Controls Temperature Controls 
Sensors Williamsgrip Connectors 
Static Converters. 

Your inquiries are intitee!. 

THE CORPORATION 

a Research Manufacturing Division 

Los Angeles 45, California 

r1 

KEARFOTT TRANSISTORS 

PROVIDE HIGH RELIABILITY - 
CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE 

HIGHEST POWER DISSIPATION OF ALL AVAILABLE 

GERMANIUM -ALLOY JUNCTION TRANSISTORS 

Kearfott now offers a complete off -the -shelf series of TO -5 

germanium -alloy PNP junction transistors. Their unexcelled 
electrical and mechanical reliability, precise electrical char- 
acteristics, and virtual insensitivity to temperature changes 
derive from Kearfott's intensive materials -and -methods control, 
plus complete, 100% functional testing. These factors add 

up to the consistent reliability, uniformity, extended service 
life, and repeatability of product performance which typify 
Kearfott semiconductors. 

DESIGNED AND PRODUCED BY KEARFOTT SEMICONDUCTOR CORP. WEST NEWTON, MASS. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Meet or exceed requirements 
of NAVORD 0S9669B (R-212 Series) 

and MIL -S-195008 

Write for complete data 

All transistors tabulated below 

are available with maximum collector 
power dissipation of 200 mw. 

2N123 2N404 2N520A 2N653 
2N315 2N404A 2N521 2N658 
2N315A 2N413 2N521A 2N659 
2N316 2N414 2N522 2N660 
2N316A 2N414A 2N522A 2N661 
2N317 2N416 2N523 2N662 
2N317A 2N425 2N523A 2N1017 
2N394 2N426 2N578 2N1303 
2N395 2N427 2N579 2N1305 
2N396 2N428 2N580 2N1307 
2N396A 2N519 2N581 2N1309 
2N397 2N520 2N582 

KEARFOTT DIVISION 
GENERAL PRECISION. INC. 

Little Falls, New Jersey 
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For simple or complex constructions, Royal 
has the know-how and capacity to fill your 
multi -conductor cable requirements. Royal 
Multi -Conductor Cables are designed, made, 
and quality -controlled to give you the cable 
characteristics you want most on the job - 
easy workability, foot -after -foot quality, 
topmost dependability. Send us your cable 
specifications ... or ask to have our repre- 
sentative call. 
ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

301 Saratoga Avenue 
PAWTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND 

In Canada: Royal Electric Company (Quebec) Ltd., 
Pointe -Claire, Quebec 

ELECTRICRO r,. 
...on o..eci.e. 

tion amplitude modulators. The 
units can also be ordered as sup- 
préssed carrier balanced modu- 
lators or as reciprocal modulators, 
as variable attenuators and 
switches. At a given frequency in 
the specified band, the units will 
produce an attenuation range of 
0.5 db max to 25.0 db min. Models 
are available in seven different 
ranges from 2.6 to 18 Ge. 
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Positioning Fixture 
NORMAN EPSTEIN, R. D. 2, Carmel, 
N. Y. The Robot -Vise has from one 
to three arms, each terminating in 
a machinist's clamp that can bear 
a weight up to ten pounds. 
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Capacitors 
EXTREMELY THIN 

HOPKINS ENGINEERING CO., 12900 
Foothill Blvd., San Fernando, 
Calif., announces a line of minia- 
ture Mylar-epoxy dipped capacitors 
which feature an ultra -thin shape 
to fit into narrow chassis spaces. 
Units are suited for p -c and tran- 
sistor applications. A typical 0.01 
µf unit measures 0.525 in. wide, 
and is only 0.225 in. thick. Excel- 
lent temperature stability results 
in a capacitance change of only 1.5 
percent at 85 C. 
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Pressure Transducers 
LIGHTWEIGHT 

DAYSTROM-WIANCKO ENGINEERING 
CO., 255 N. Halstead St., Pasadena, 
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new, low-cost 
electrometer 
The line -operated Model 621 Keith - 
ley Electrometer measures broad 
spans of dc voltage, current and re- 
sistance. Examples of its versatility 
are voltage measurements of piezo- 
electric crystals and charged capaci- 
tors; currents in ion chambéís,'semi- 
conductors, photocells, and vacuum 
gages; resistance measurements of 
insulation. The 621 is useful as a dc 
pre -amplifier and has outputs for 
driving oscilloscopes and recorders. 
Input resistance may be varied from 
106 ohms to over 1014 ohms, permit- 
ting voltage measurements with an 
optimum balance of low circuit load- 
ing versus minimum pickup. This 
electrometer can also be supplied for 
rack mounting. 

Voltage Ranges: 0.1 to 100 volts 
f.s., 2% accuracy on all ranges. 

Current Ranges: 10-11 to 10-5 amp 
f.s., 3% accuracy to 10-9 amp, 4% to 
10-11. 

Resistance Ranges: 105 to 1012 
ohms f.s., 4% accuracy to 109 ohms, 
5% to 1012. 

Amplifier: gains to 100; bandwidth 
dc to 200 cps; output 10 volts or 1 ma. 

Price: 621 cabinet model or 621R 
rack model $390.00 

for details write 

II) 

1.< 7E ITIHLEY 
INSTRUMENZ'S 
12415 ELI C) AVENUE 
CLEVELAND 6, 0Hi0 
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MIC 
NEW HEAVY 

DUTY 2 & 3 

DIMENSIONAL 

ENGRAVER 

OPrecision 
Apparatus PP 

FOR 
Engraving 

Nameplates 
Fine Routing Work 
Profiling Small 

Objects 
Making Small Dies 

and Molds 

UHF COAXIAL 

WAVEMETERS 

2-75 
Centimeter 

Range 
Send for Illustrated Catalogs. 

MICO INSTRUMENT CO. 
77 Trowbridge St. Cambridge 38, Mass. 
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Secon can provide the exact 
metal potentiometer winding 
your requirements .. . 

a Low temperature coefficient 
of resistance. 
High tensile strength. 

a Low noise. 
a Supplied bare or enameled. 
a Long life. 

For more information please write today 
to Secon Metals Corporation, 7 Intervale 
Street, White Plains, N. Y. (WHite Plains 
9-4757). 

precious 
alloy for 

SECON 
METALS 
RELIABLE WIRE FOR 

THE HEART OF YOUR COMPONENT 

how North Atlantic's instrument 
servos fill the five major 
systems jobs ... exactly. 

Measurement, remote display, data conversion, control, computation . .. Name the 

task and it's probable that the North Atlantic man can show you how to meet it 

precisely from NAI's comprehensive line of 3" and 2" vacuum tube and all solid 

state instrument servos. 

Production models are available for high- and low-level ac, dc, synchro, strain gage, 

thermocouple, resistance bulb and other inputs. Most can be supplied with choice 

of pointer, counter, torque shaft or digitizer outputs. All utilize flexible design that 

permits any combination of input-output features to be supplied rapidly to user 

requirements, for both ground and airborne applications. Some are described below. 

SBI.201 

Single Pointer 
DC Ratiometer 

Input 
Denom. 5-50v 
Num. 10 my -100v 
Accuracy 
±.2 to ±.5%fs 

Resolution 
.1 to .2% 

Response 
.25 sec. fs 

SB I.401 

A -to D Converter 

Input 
10 my to 100v dc 
Accuracy 

±.1% fs 
Resolution 

from 0.05%* 
Response 

from 2 sec fs* 
*depending on 

encoder used 

SBl-501 

Shaft Position 
Repeater 

Input 
ac, dc or synchro 

Accuracy 
±.1 to ±.5% fs 

Resolution 
.05 to .25% 

Response 
7 sec. 6 15 oz -in 

SBl-502 

Three -Digit 
Counter Readout 

Input 
ac, dc, or synchio 
Accuracy 

±0.5 to .1% fs 
Resolution 

.02 to .05% 
Response 

15 sec. fs 

SBI-509 

Dual Scale 
Readout 

Input 
ac, dc, or synchro 
Accuracy 

.05 to .1% fs 
Resolution 

.02 to .05% 
Response 

6 sec. fs 

If there's a critical job for an instrument servo in your system design, it will be worth 

your while to talk to your North Atlantic engineering representative. For his name, 

call or write today. Or request Catalog SFC-1 for complete data. 

NCRTH ATLANTIC industries, inc. 
TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, L. I., NEW YORK OVerbrook 1-8600 
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TODAY'S LEADER 

Model 14-31 

with dust cover removed 

A FREQUENCY CALIBRATOR 
NOW QUALIFICATION TESTED: 

TEMPERATURE 

ALTITUDE 

HUMIDITY 

SHOCK 

VIBRATION 

INPUT POWER 

POWER SUPPLY 

HIGH STABILITY 
OSCILLATOR 

CRYSTAL OVEN 

DIVIDER 

BUFFER AMPLIFIER 

MIL -E-0052 72 B 

35,000 ft. 
MI L -E -005272E 

MIL -E-4970 

MIL -E-4970 

115 V, 60 cps 

Self contained high voltage 
rectifier and regulator circuit; 
and low voltage filament. 

1 MC Stability of 1 part 
104/day; 5 parts 104/wk. 
Aged 1,000 hrs. before ship- 
ment. 

Operates at 75'C with mercury 
switch -transistor control. 

10:1 cathode -coupled LC lock- 
ed oscillator. 

Isolates 100 KC output of lock- 
ed divider and provides a low 
impedance output. 

Price $770.00 (Bench or Rack Mount) 
Sold and serviced by leading sales reps throughout the U. S. 

EXPORT DIVISION FRAZAR & HANSEN LTD. 

301 Clay St., San Francisco 11, Calif. 

NORTHEASTERN ENGINEERING, INC. 
MANCHESTER, N. H. 

An Affiliate of Atlantic Research Corp. 

Calif. Small size and low power re- 
quirement of the P2-3000 series 
variable -reluctance d -c pressure 
transducers are suited to applica- 
tions with critical weight limita- 
tions. Type P2-3076, for pressure 
ranges up to 5,000 psig, weighs 5 
oz and requires only 3 ma at 28 v 
d -c for 0 to 5-v d -c output. Low 
output impedance (1,000 ohms) and 
mutually isolated input, output and 
ground circuits minimize noise 
problems on long lines. 
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Galvanometer 
HIGH FREQUENCY 

CENTURY ELECTRONICS & INSTRU- 
MENTS INC., P. O. Box 6216, Pine 
Square Station, Tulsa 10, Okla., 
has developed a light -beam record- 
ing galvanometer having a natural 
frequency of 13,000 cps. The h -f 
unit is one of a line of galvanom- 
eters designated model 212 series. 
The line features high sensitivity 
and 2 percent linearity in most fre- 
quency ranges for deflections to 8 
in. peak -to -peak. 
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Divider -Combiner 
RADAR -COMBINER CORP., Pickard Dr., 
Syracuse 11, N. Y. Coaxial power 
divider -combiner divides input 
power equally between two mutu- 
ally isolated outputs. 
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Micromodules 
METALLIZED 

MITRONICS, INC., 1290 Central Ave., 
Hillside, N. J. Micromodules with 
thicknesses from 0.010 in. up are 
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KITS AND WIRED 

STEREO 

AND MONO 

HIGH FIDELITY 

TESTINSTRUMENTS 

H4M E ,Mi9ßtENT 

I 152 E DLS ' RA `5GE!'+ERS 

.. FADIOS 

LABOHAIORY P 

Send for 

New 1961 

EICO Electronics Catalog 
EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. E -5A 
D Send free 32 -page catalog & dealer's name 

Send new 36 -page Guidebook to HI-FI for 
which I enclose 25¢ for postage & handling 

Name 

Address 
City Zone State 

3300 N. Blvd.. L.I.C. 1, N.Y. 

91,0 L/5 praised by the experts 
as BEST BUYS IN ELECTRONICS 
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See us at 
DESIGN SHOW 
#1143; 
PLASTICS 
#I549 
SHOW 

GRC 

NYLON & DELRIN 
THREADED 

NE FASTENERS 
Tjj GRC's complete line of high quality, 
close tolerance molded screws and 

wasHERs 
hex nuts includes screws in standard 
commercial heads-Phillips or slotted 
types-in sizes from #4 thru 1/4"; hex 
nuts in ten sizes (#2 thru 5/16") GRC 
molded miniature machine screws- 
half the weight of aluminum-in sizes 
as small as #0 make more compact 
designs possible. GRC's single cavity s molding techniques adds exceptional 

uniformity, accuracy, economy to Ny- 
lon's & Delrin's high strength -to -weight 
ratio, built-in electrical insulating 
qualities, stability, resilience and elas- 
ticity. GRC's molded fasteners are 
available from stock in a wide range 
of types, sizes and lengths. 

WRITE, WIRE, PHONE NOW for 

samples & GRC's 
new detailed 
industrial fas- a , ` ' 

tener catalog. 1:411.1.14 
W RE CLAMPS 

GRIES REPRODUCER CORP. 

World's Foremost Producer of Small Die Castings 
151 Beechwood Ave. New Rochelle, N. Y. 

Phone: NEw Rochelle 3-8600 

IN SU A TORS 
BUSHINGS 

COIL 
ROBBINS 

WIRE ,TI 

FANCY 

. ... 

Stepping devices from A. W. Haydon Co. can do wonderful things to pulses 

...with pulses...and for pulses. For instance, one precision gated stepping 

switch acts as a pulse divider for a random or variable pulse source-or as 

a frequency divider if the pulse source is constant. Another works in con- 

junction with pulses, supplying single or multiple switch closures with an 

accuracy virtually equal to that of the pulse source itself. Still a third will 

count a predetermined number of pulses, rotate a stepper switch, return 

the counter to 000, and cut off the pulse source. The remote positioning 

device illustrated is but one of A. W. Haydon Company's fancy steppers. 

Here a precision gated stepper switch has been coupled to a synchro trans- 

former. Similarly, precise angular positioning of rotary components such as 

potentiometers, dials and indicators can be controlled. Based only on the 

number of pulses received (not incremental changes in voltage or phase 

angle), it will hold a set position whether power is on or off, and will home 

the synchro to the zero reference on demand-ready to accept another 

setting. All A. W. Haydon Co. stepper motors are all-electric-no ratchets, 

linkage, contacts or other mechanical crutches are used. Their power con- 

sumption is low, accuracy is extremely high. Send for technical brochure 

SP9-1 and find out more about pulse driven steppers and their application. 

AYDON co_ 
235 North Elm Street, Waterbury 20, Connecticut 
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DUNCO 
TYPE MRR 

Miniature Reed Relays 
1, 2, 4 and 12 -POLE ENCAPSULATED TYPES 

12 poles in a sturdy unit only 2-1/8" long 
(including leads) x 19/32" deep x 1-25/32" wide! ... 

1, 2 and 4 -pole types similarly miniaturized ... 
designed for reliable light load switching .. 

In -line terminals for 0.1" grid center mounting .. . 

Normal operate times less than 1 msec for 1 -pole units .. . 

2.5 msec for 12 -pole ... 
Release less than 0.3 msec for all .. . 

Write for Bulletin MRR-1 to: 
Struthers -Dunn, Inc., Pitman, New Jersey 

STRUTHERS-DUNN 
World's Largest Assortment of Relay Types 

Sales Engineering offices in: Atlanta . Boston . Buffalo Charlotte . Chicago . Cincinnati Cleveland 
Dallas Dayton Denver . Detroit . High Point . Kansas City . Los Angeles . Montreal New York 
Orlando . Pittsburgh . St. Louis . San Carlos . Seattle Toronto Export: Langguth-Olson Co., New York 

made from 96 percent alumina and 
metallized with molybdenum man- 
ganese and various techniques of 
plating which make parts suitable 
for soldering or brazing. They are 
suitable for hermetic seals. Intri- 
cate and mechanized circuitry may 
be applied by screening and other 
methods. 
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Contact Protectors 
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP., 
1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, 
Calif. Eight subminiature diode 
contact protectors, voltage range 
from 30-300 v, eliminate arcing and 
erosion across miniature relay con- 
tacts. 
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Silicon Diode 
HIGH-SPEED 

RHEEM SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 350 
Ellis St., Mountain View, Calif. 
High -frequency silicon diode JAN 
1N251 is available per MIL -E- 
1/1023. It features nanosecond 
switching and low leakage for criti- 
cal logic, detector and other h -f 
applications. It provides 0.15 µsec 
reverse switching time ; 0.1 µa d -c 
reverse current at - 10 v; 1.0 v 
d -c forward voltage at I . of 5 ma ; 

150 mw power dissipation and 30 y 

reverse voltage. 
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Telemetry Equipment 
DIVERSITY COMBINERS 

GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC., 212 Dur- 
ham Ave., Metuchen, N. J., an - 
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ALWAYS BETTER 
ON THE "PEAKS" 

CETRON 
GASEOUS 

RECTIFIERS 
* Better Peak Inverse Voltage! 
* Better Peak Current Ratings! 

The Cetron 6013/35 and 5892/68 
Xenon rectifier tubes shown here are 
typical of this outstanding line of 
full and half -wave rectifiers. 

Meet Your Requirements With The 
Full Line Of Dependable Cetron 
Xenon, Mercury Vapor and Vacuum 
Rectifiers. 

6013/36 5892/6B 

Peak Inverse Voltage 1000 1250 

Peak Current, Amps 25.0 77.0 

Average Current, Amps 3.0 6.4 

Filament Voltage 2.5 2.5 

Filament Current 9.0 21.0 

Cetron Rectifiers are capable of meeting all 
requirements of JAN Military specifications. 

Cetron Engineers are available to assist in 
your tube requirements. 

BE CERTAIN WITH CETRON-FOR THYRATRONS, 

RECTIFIERS, TRIODS AND PHOTO CELLS 

CETRON 
ELECTRONIC 
CORPORATION 
715 Hamilton Street Geneva, Illinois 
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DELAY RELAY? LOAD RELAY? 

BOTH! 

The Type A Silic-O-Netic 
Relay is a light, small time - 
delay relay. It weighs a mere 
three ounces, gives you any 
delay you spec from 0.25 to 
120 seconds. Keeps at it, too, 
for several million opera- 
tions; the time -delay element 
cannot stick, bind, or wear. 

The Type A Silic-O-Netic 
Relay is a light, small load 
relay. The continuous -duty 
coil does the trick. The Silic- 
O-Netic can be energized 
continuously, eliminating 
lock -in auxiliary circuits. 
Saves wire. Saves work. 
Saves space. Saves money. 

Here, then, is a time delay relay that doubles as a load -carrier. 
The Type A offers SPDT or DPDT switching, with contact capac- 
ity up to three amps. Consumes, at most, two watts of AC power, 
three watts of DC. Available for use on one of twenty standard 
AC and DC operating voltages, and on request, for others. Costs 
far less than the two relays you would need to replace it; well 
worth a closer look. Write for Bulletin 5003. 

HEINEMANN ELECTRIC COMPANY 

1 7 6 BRUNSWICK PIKE TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY 
SA 2377 
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practical answers to your marking problems 

This 12 -page booklet explains how the electrical or electronic product you 
make can be marked - at production speeds - with clear imprints that 
hold. Are you looking for a way to mark odd shapes -a practical short -run 
marking method - an ink that will hold on an unusual surface, or withstand 
temperature, handling, moisture or other conditions? This catalog describes 
machines, printing elements and inks that will meet your requirements in the 
marking of products ranging from subminiature components to panels and 
chassis. There are special sections with practical answers to color banding, 
Underwriters' Laboratories manifest label legend marking, tape and label 
printing, wire and tube marking, efficient "in -line" marking. For your copy 
of the Markem Electrical Catalog, write Markem Machine Co., Electrical 
Division, Keene 5, New Hampshire. 

MARKEM 
HELPING YOUR PRODUCT SPEAK FOR ITSELF 

pounces telemetry diversity com- 
biners in three models. Used as 
accessory equipment to improve 
signal-to-noise ratios for telemeter- 
ing systems, the combiners are de- 
signed to handle most types of sig- 
nals, including pcm/f-m, pdm/f-m 
and f -m/f -m with bandwidths up 
to 5 Mc. The combiner has 2, 3 
and 4 channel configurations. 
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Ampere Hour Meter 
MINIATURIZED 

CURTIS INSTRUMENTS, INC., 45 Kisco 
Ave., Mount Kisco, N. Y. Model 
100 direct -reading miniature am- 
pere hour meter operates with 
negligible current. The device in- 
tegrates time vs current by elec- 
trolysis between mercury elec- 
trodes. Suggested uses include a 
battery life indicator, an elapsed 
time meter and a combined inte- 
grator and indicator for analog de- 
vices. 
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Capacitor 
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., North Ad- 
ams, Mass. Tantalex Feed-Thru 
capacitor features effective bypass- 
ing of r -f interference on low volt- 
age d -c power circuits. 
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Film Viewer 
WIDE-SCREEN 

THE GEOTECHNICAL CORP., 3401 
Shiloh Road, Garland, Texas, has 
available a 16 mm film viewer that 
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Packaging 

Versatility 
in Value -engineered Epoxy 

Encapsulated Silicon Diodes 

When your design requirements 

are for multiple diodes in one 

high -quality package, we've got 

the best answer. Example shown 

-Y4"x 1/4" x 2.75" - is a full - 
wave bridge containing 4, 1000- 

PIV sections. The unit is also 
basic to the 3-0 voltage doubler. 
The economy of such packaging 

is readily seen. 

CONTROLS COMPANY 
OF AMERICA c ELECTRON 
DIVISION 

811 West Broadway Road 
P.O. Box U Tempe, Arizona 

Write for catalog sheets and 
quotations on our full line of 
epoxy encapsulated devices. 

DRAWING BOARD =NEWS "° O 
Published by Chart-Pak,lnc.,originator of the tape method of drafting 

(HART-PAK DIE -CUT PRINTED CIRCUI` 
SYMBOLS CUT TEDIOUS DRAFTING 

You don't have to draw all the 
circles, ovals, fillets, teardrops, 
elbows, tees and radii for 
printed -circuit master drawings, 
anymore. 

Chart -Pak brings them to you 
die -cut from pressure -sensitive 
black crepe paper -a thousand 
in each handy, low-cost roll. You 
just strip them off a convenient 
split backing-press them down! 

You get accurate, opaque, non - 
reflective symbols that reproduce 
perfectly. You make revisions 
easily, yet Chart -Pak doesn't 
come off by itself. Ten symbols 
available, in many decimal sizes. 

Circuits "Tape -Up" Fast on 

Chart -Pak Precision Grid 
Crisp, clean lines make it easy to posi- 
tion Chart -Pak symbols and tapes, pre- 
cisely, on this grid. Distances between 
any two lines are guaranteed accurate 
within plus or minus .005". 

Chart -Pak precision grids are printed 
on tough, stable .0075" DuPont 
"Mylar"® - can be used over and 

over again. Avail- 
able with 30" x 20" 
grid area; 8 or 10 

a . lines per inch. a 
ca. 0 

GOP 

Conductor Paths come 
in a roll, too! 
Chart -Pak circuit tapes give 
you fast, "inkless" conductor 
paths (1/32" or wider) - 
accurate to plus or minus 
.002" in width. New! 

"Tape -Saver" 
Package 

Available all -black - also in white -back 
tape, handy for registering two circuits, 
back to back, on a Precision Grid. (You 
see white, but it disappears when photo- 
graphed against white background.) 

'Write for new Chart -Pak Catalog of pressure - 
sensitive materials that simplify drafting. 

Colo -Colis 

CHART-PAK, INC. 
ORIGINATOR OF THE TAPE METHOD OF DRAFTING 

161 RIVER ROAD, LEEDS, MASS. 
Dealers in principal cities 
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Coils for Contact Capsules 

COTO -COIL CO., INC. 

65 Pavilion Avenue 

Providence 5, R. I. 

TYPE DC -V Ohms 
Nom. 
Watts 

Nom. 
Amp/ 
Turns s, 6 

12 
24 

100 
360 

1400 
.40 250 

6 50 
12 175 .70 250 
24 820 

6 100 
12 400 
24 1600 .35 125 
32 2800 
48 4600 

Write for Bulletin and Prices 
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FREQUENCY 
LEVEL 
AMPLITUDE U LTPA-LOW 

VIBRATION MEASUREMENT 

DATA INSTRUMENTATION 

DATA TRANSMISSION, 
RECORDING AND ROCESSING 

Many space age customers now benefit from our 
unique capabilities in R&D and manufacturing. 
These capabilities stem from years of experience 
in dealing with the demanding, classical problems 
in the earth sciences. Our competent staff of 250, 
nd our complete electromechanical manufactur- 

ing facilities in our new 60,000 sq ft. plant are 
ready to serve you. We invite inquiries concerning 

your specific problems. 

The Geotechnical Corporation 
3401 Shiloh Rood, Garland, Texas 
Phone BR 8-8102 
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features a motorized film drive, 
a remote operator control, and data 
magnified 20 times on a large view - 
screen. The operator can locate 
data of interest quickly by using 
a pushbutton to traverse the film 
in either direction at 120 cm/sec. 
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Pulse Generator 
GENERAL APPLIED SCIENCE LABORA- 
TORIES, Merrick and Stewart Ave- 
nues, Westbury, N. Y. Pulse gener- 
ator has a frequency range of 1 to 
20 Mc in three overlapping ranges 
and a rise and fall time of less than 
0.006 µsec. 
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Low Resistance Meter 
TRANSISTORIZED 

LYTEL CORP., 1404 San Mateo S. E., 
Albuquerque, N. M., announces a 
circuit resistance meter that meas- 
ures from 0 to 200 milliohms. It 
features an exclusive meter safing 
circuit. Applications: Quality con- 
trol of p -c boards by high current 
through hole plating and printed 
circuit measurements, locating high 
resistance solder joints in cable as- 
semblies, and other low resistance 
measurements. 
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Voltage Divider 
TRANSFORMER -TYPE 

ELECTRO SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES, 
7524 S.W. Macadam Ave., Portland 
19, Ore. Model DT -72 transformer - 
type a -c decade voltage divider pro- 
vides certified linearities starting 

ROHN 
SELF SUPPORTING 

COMMUNICATION 

TOWER 
NOW available up to 170 ft.! 

* Fully self-supporting in heights up to 
170 ft. * Rated a true HEAVY-DUTY steel tower, 
suitable for communication purposes, 
such as radio, telephone, broadcasting, 
etc. * Complete hot -dipped galvanizing after 
fabrication. * Low in cost-does your job with BIG 
savings-yet has excellent construction 
and unexcelled design! Easily shipped 
and quickly installed. 

FREE details gladly sent on request. 
ltepre.entatires coast -to -coast. 

ROHN Manufacturing Co. 
'P.O. Box 2000 
Peoria, Illinois 

"Pioneer Manufacturers of 
Towers of All Kinds" 
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GLASS BEADS 
BY THE BILLIONS 

AT SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS 

Recently perfected, new production techniques 
have resulted in a superior glass product at 
significantly lower cost to you. Quality of bead 
cut assures more uniform glass -to -metal seal. 
Parts supplied clean, ready for production line 
use. 

OD. -049 to .055 

I. D. - .021 to ,025 

LENGTH -.062 2r. .005 

MATERIAL: Soft Gloss - KG - 12 

or G - 12 Glass 

.023 

1 11-.062-1 
PRICE: $1.25 M (F.O.B. Destination U.S.A.) 

OTHER QUALITY GLASS PRODUCTS 

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS 

RELIABLE WEST COAST SOURCE 

Hanibal offers a complete range of semicon- 
ductor glass housings. Prompt quotations will 
be supplied on glass parts fabricated to your 
custom specifications. Brochures covering the 
full range of Hanibal's precision glass housing 
are available on request. 

anibal 
GLASS, INCORPORATED 

3025 South Kilson Drive 
Santa Ana, California 

Kimberly 9-0371 

Are you selling the 
whole buying team 
Tough competition demands that the 
electronics man be reached and sold 
wherever you find him: Research, 
Design, Production, and Manage- 
ment. Only advertising in electronics 
reaches all four... the same men your 
salesmen call on. Put your advertis- 
ing where it works hardest .... 

in electronics 

PRECISION 
DRAWN GLASS 

TURING 
AND ROD 
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MEASURE DISPLACEMENT WITH 

HIGHER OUTPUT VOLTAGES AND 

LOWER REACTION TORQUE... 

GIANNINI CONTROLS 

SIGNAL 
GENERATORS 

Because of balanced magnetic structure and small air gaps, Giannini Controls' Signal Gen- 

erators translate displacement into ac voltages with higher output voltages and lower reac- 

tion torque than differential transformers. Infinite resolution. No slip rings or brushes. Low 

impedance. Integral demodulator available for dc output. Rotary and linear models. Use 

to transduce position, force, weight, velocity, acceleration. When it's from Giannini 

Controls you get it on time, it works when you get it, and it keeps on working. 

For additional information on Signal Generators request data sheet SGC-15-1-1. 

(Giannini 
A NAME TO PLAN WITH 

Controls Corporation 
1600 South Mountain Avenue, Duarte, California 

SERVO COMPONENTS It SYSTEMS AIR DATA INSTRUMENTS A SYSTEMS 
INERTIAL INSTRUMENTS S SYSTEMS 

Sales engineering offices: Glendale Caldwell, N. J. Pasadena Denver Palo Alto Seattle New York 

Chicago Dayton Washington, D. C. G_C t-24 
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As tall as a 

7 - story 

building... 

but it uses 

tiny BRISTOL 

CHOPPER 

More than 40,000 parts, each of which must meet the most 
stringent reliability standards, make up the U. S. Atlas inter- 
continental ballistic missile, built by prime contractor Convair 
(Astronautics) Division, General Dynamics Corporation. 

Among these parts is the Bristol Syncroverter* chopper .. 
adding to its record of service in U. S. guided missile systems 
of almost every type since their very beginnings. 
Billions of operations. To insure the reliability so necessary 
in aircraft and missile operations, Bristol Syncroverter chop- 
pers are constantly under test at Bristol, with and without 
contact load. One example: We've had five 400 -cycle choppers 
operating with 12v, lma. resistive contact load, for more than 
26,000 hours (2.96 years) continuously without failure-over 
37 -billion operations! 

Many variations of Bristol Syncroverter choppers and high- 
speed relays are available-including external -coil, low -noise 
choppers. Write for full data. The Bristol Company, Aircraft 
Equipment Division, 152 Bristol Road, Waterbury 20, Conn. 

*T.M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

actual size 

BRISTOL FINE PRECISION INSTRUMENTS FOR OVER SEVENTY YEARS 

at ppm at the larger dial settings 
and improving to better than 1/100 
ppm at the small settings. All units 
are certified for use as a primary 
ratio standard in terms of an ESI 
standard traceable to the National 
Bureau of Standards. Units may - 
also be certified directly by the 
NBS. 
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Transmitter Adapter 
SINGLE-SIDEBAND 

KAHN RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC., 
81 South Bergen Place, Freeport, 
L. I., N. Y., is producing a sslr 
transmitter adapter capable of op- 
eration from 1 to 50 Mc. Unit not 
only covers standard h -f communi- 
cations bands but also makes practi- 
cal high efficiency Class C ssb 
operation, utilizing the EER sys- 
tem for scatter transmission. Ex- 
isting or brand new a -m transmit- 
ters may be easily adapted to 
produce peak envelope power of 
from 3 to 4 times their carrier 
rating for ssb operation. 
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Power Varactors 
IN SUBMINIATURE CASE 

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES, INC., Bur- 
lington, Mass., has introduced a se- 
ries of 55 silicon power varactors 
housed in a hermetically sealed, re- 
versible cartridge for a wide vari- 
ety of applications in the I. Mc to 
10,000 Mc region. Wide scale use 
is anticipated in h-f/vhf/uhf and 
microwave communications trans- 
mitters and receivers, radar trans- 
mitters, beacon transmitters, and 
test equipment. 
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LOW COST 
el.* 

t' . , 
PRODUCTION EYELET MACHINES 

Model 
101 

We specialize in production machines for electrical and 
electronic needs. Used by leading makers of PW boards 
for setting funnel flange, standardized, and special eye- 
lets, from smallest sizes to 3/8". Best value on the market. 

Model 101 air -operated machine automatically adjusts to 
various thicknesses. Cuts damage when setting plastics, 
ceramics, PW boards, glass, leather, etc. 

FREE BULLETIN NO. AE1OO 
Solve your eyolet machine problems fast - Write today. 

EYELET TOOL CO. 
INCORPORATED 

31 Carleton Street, Cambridge, Mass. 
CIRCLE 219 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Write for 
Free Bulletins 

Dept. 20 

where stability 
and miniaturization 
are primary 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
COPPER OXIDE 
AND SELENIUM 

INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS 
RING MODULATORS 
HIGH -VOLTAGE RECTIFIERS 
VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
SWITCHED RECTIFIERS 
CHOPPERS 
SPECIAL PURPOSE UNITS 
LIST PRICES FROM .42c 
5 COPPER OXIDE CELL STYLES FROM 
.080" to .500" DIA. ACTIVE AREAS .0012 to 
.125 SQ. IN. 
SELENIUM CELL SIZES FROM .080" round 
TO 2" SQUARE. .020" TO .045" THICK. 

CONANT LABORATORIES 
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 

adapters extend 
strip transmission line 

applications 

11 

((( 

rO.Ns.-44T11110MIX!º 

_ZEa 774C 

"Impedance -matched Gremar IF 
adapters combining small size, aid 
low VSWR provide reliable, efficient 
transitions from strip transmissi,n 
line components to coaxial cab e. 

Typical is the Sanders Associates 1 RI - 

PLATE J+ hybrid mixer shown abo, e. 

4 

Strip transmission line may now be a practical 
solution to your equipment weight and size 

reduction programs with added reliability .. . 

Miniaturization of microwave circuitry is now ad- 
vancing rapidly with the successful mating of strip 
transmission line components to coaxial cable . 

another breakthrough by Gremar connectronics®. 
A wide variety of configuration in all connector 
series including in -line and right angle mountings 
are available for such components as crystal holders, 
disc resistors, and other strip transmission line 
components. Over 50 types are normally carried in. 
stock for off the shelf delivery. 

Add Gremar connectronics®> to your R & D team! 
By concentrating engineering, production 
and quality control on RF connectors and 
components only, Gremar is first in new 
developments. That's why, if you're working 
with strip transmission line, you should be 
working with Gremar.. . 

Write for bulletin #13 
® Grouser Mfg. Co., Inc. ® Sanders Associates, Inc. 

GR £MA R 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 

RELIABILITY THROUGH QUALITY CONTROL 
Wakefield, Mass., Tel. 245-4580 
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square 
Peg 

round 
hole 

You can't sell transistors to a short-order cook .. . 

nor a carload of frozen strawberries to a jewelry 
jobber. 

And you don't have to waste advertising dollars trying 
to fit square pegs into round holes, either - not when 
the business publication you use is a member of the 
Audit Bureau of Circulations*. 

Our ABC report, for example, helps you aim your 
advertising message directly to the audience you seek 
to sell ... not only the specialized markets we reach 
and how well we reach them ... but also the voca- 
tional identity of. each subscriber in these markets - 
who and how many. 

The phrase "Member of ABC" is significant to every 
advertiser who uses business publications. ABC re- 
ports provide him with a factual basis for reaching 
specialized markets . . . and the assurance that the 
people he wants to talk to will be there when the 
publication is delivered. 

We are proud to be an ABC member. 

electronics 
A McGraw-Hill Publication 

330 W. 42nd Street New York 36, N.Y. ABP 

* Through the reports issued by the Audit Bureau of Circula- 
tions, this publication, along with other publisher members of 
ABC, voluntarily and regularly give the buyers of advertising 
more verified factual information than is available for any 
other advertising medic at any time. 

Litera Lure of 

TAPE RECORDER Mnemotron 
Corp., 3 North Main St., Spring 
Valley, N. Y. Folder describes a 
two -channel analog data tape re- 
corder/reproducer system. 
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POWER SUPPLIES Hewlett- 
Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd., 
Palo Alto, Calif. The company 
Journal reports the development of 
two power supplies for high power 
semiconductor work which can 
limit their output currents to select- 
able values. 
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TRANSLATOR Adler Electron- 
ics, Inc., 1 LeFevre Lane, New Ro- 
chelle, N. Y. A vhf tv heterodyne 
translator, VST-1, is described in a 
single data sheet. 
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HYBRIDS Microwave Develop- 
ment Laboratories, Inc., 15 Strath- 
more Rd., Natick, Mass. Bulletin 
gives mechanical and electrical 
characteristics of sidewall short - 
slot hybrids. 
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INERTIA SWITCHES Inertia 
Switch Inc., 311 W. 43rd St., New 
York 36, N. Y. Data sheet describes 
typical inertia switches and lists 
applications. 
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THERMOCOUPLES Cryogenics, 
Inc., Stafford, Va., has issued a bul- 
letin which discusses gold -cobalt/ 
copper thermocouples. 
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METALS & JEWELS A. & M. 
Fell Limited, 1 Lambeth High St., 
London, S.E.1, England. "Transis- 
tor Engineering in Metal & Jewels" 
covers synthetic ruby for alloying 
molds, jig handling, and measur- 
ing equipment. 
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IN -CIRCUIT TESTING Molecu- 
lar Electronics, Inc., a subsidiary of 
Precision Circuits, Inc., 87 Wey- 
man Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y. 
A 12 -page guide, written by the 
company president, discusses in - 
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the Week 
(Advertisement) 

D -C AMPLIFIER EVALUATION number 3)n a series 

circuit testing with particular ap- 
plication to diodes, rectifiers and 
transistors. 
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TELEMETRY RECEIVER Vi- 
tro Electronics, 919 Jesup -Blair 
Drive, Silver Spring, Md. Data 
sheet describes an f -m crystal con- 
trolled phase -lock telemetry re- 
ceiver for satellite tracking. 
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TRANSFORMERS Sola Electric 
Co., Elk Grove Village, Ill. Bulle- 
tin lists advantages of standard 
sinusoidal constant voltage trans- 
formers. 
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VOLTMETER Ballantine Labor- 
atories, Boonton, N. J., has pub- 
lished a brochure on voltmeter 317 
which measures 300 microvolts to 
300 volts at frequencies from 10 
cps to 11 Mc. 
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PHASE ANGLE ANALYZER Ad - 
Yu Electronics Lab., 249 Terhune 
Ave., Passaic, N. J. Bulletin gives 
specifications and suggests applica- 
tions for Vectorlyzer, type 202. 
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CATHODE TUBES Raytheon 
Co., 55 Chapel St., Newton 58, Mass. 
A 12 -page handbook for equipment 
design engineers charts specifica- 
tions for industrial and military 
cathode subminiature electron 
tubes. 
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CERAMICS CHART American 
Lava Corp., Manufacturers Rd., 
Chattanooga 5, Tenn. Chart No. 
611 provides engineers with me- 
chanical and electrical properties 
of AlSiMag ceramics. 
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LAMINATED PLASTICS Con- 
tinental -Diamond Fibre Corp., 
Newark, Del. Twenty -page catalog 
covers grade selection, sizes, and 
property values of industrial lami- 
nated plastics in sheet, rod and tube 
form. Please write directly to the 
company for copies. 

COMMON MODE REJECTION 

Low level d -c signals produced by 
strain gages or thermocouples 

are best amplified by differential 
input d -c amplifiers. A differential 
input d -c amplifier is one which 
measures the difference between two 
voltages regardless of the absolute 
value of the voltages. 

The schematic (Fig 1) shows a 
differential input amplifier, the dif- 
ference or differential mode voltage 
(Ed) , and the total voltage com- 
mon to both input terminals ( termed 
the common mode, Ec) 

Differential 
Mode 

Common 
Mode 

"Common mode rejection" 
(C. M.R.) refers to a differential 
input amplifier's ability to measure 
Ed without errors due to E It is 
proportional to the ratio of common 
mode voltage and the equivalent 
differential input voltage produced 
by the common mode voltage or 

E. 
C.M.R. = E. due to E. 

Rejection is generally given for 
a -c as well as d -c common modes. 

Testing amplifiers 
for Common Mode Rejection 

To determine the C M.R. of a 
given differential input d -c ampli- 
fier, the input is shorted and con- 
nected to a source of common mode 
voltage as shown. Both d -c and a -c 
values should be applied and the 
amplifier output measured with de- 
vices of suitable sensitivity (Fig. 2) . 

The C_M.R. is calculated by divid- 
ing the product of amplifier gain 

FIG 2 

o 

x gain. 

o 
CRO 

and common mode voltage by the 
observed output voltage due to the 
common mode voltage. Since some 
amplifiers suffer a decrease in gain 
with a common mode voltage, am- 
plifier gain should be checked with 
common mode voltage applied. 
When simulating a differential 
mode signal, care should be taken 
to provide an appropriate source of 
impedance oriented to ground in a 
manner similar to that of the actual 
transducer used. For information 
showing these procedures in detail 
write for Bulletin BE AN123. 

Less than 0.02% error 

Honeywell AccuData III Differ- 
ential Input D -C Amplifier is spec- 
ified to have common mode rejec- 
tion of 1,000,000 at d -c, 200,000 at 
60 cps, and 5,000 at 400 cps, with 
full scale differential input signal of 
10 mv. Maximum allowable com- 
mon mode voltages are 100 v d -c, 
15 v pk at 60 cps, and 3 v pk at 400 
cps. Adjustment of a C.M.R. bal- 
ance on the front panel compen- 
sates for up to 5 ohms unbalance in 
either input lead. Thus, either a 
1 v 60 cps or 5 v d -c common mode 
voltage applied to the AccuData III 
produces only 5 µv eq. in error 
signal, or less than 0.02% of the 
10mv full scale input signal. 

The AccuData III has single - 
ended as well as differential input 
ranges, input impedance of 2 meg- 
ohms differential (20 megohms 
single -ended) , and power output 
sufficient to drive the highest fre- 
quency galvanometer oscillograph to 
its maximum deflection. In addition 
to excellent common mode rejec- 
tion, the unit offers exceptional zero 
stability and linearity, very low 
noise and frequency response to 20 
kc. For complete specifications on 
common mode rejection as well as 
on other characteristics of the Accu - 
Data III, write for Bulletin BS- 
DISA-3 to Minneapolis -Honeywell, 
Boston Division, Dept. 7, 40 Life 
Street, Boston 35, Mass. 

Honeywell 
H Tritet zAdt, 

.).i..ili SINCE 1885 
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PEOPLE AND PLANTS 

Poncher: think and plan big 

ELECTRONIC parts distributors will 
have to think and plan big if they 
want to share and survive in the 
booming industrial electronic parts 
business, says the number one man 
behind the Parts Show week after 
next in Chicago's Hilton Hotel. 

Since manufacturers are merg- 
ing all over the place, so should dis- 
tributors, says Sam Poncher, presi- 
dent of Electronic Industry Show 
Corporation. 

As president of Newark Elec- 
tronics Corp., one of the biggest 
U. S. distributors of industrial elec- 
tronic parts, Poncher has been in- 
volved in wrapping up details of a 
merger which promises to bring 
$43 million additional sales to his 
company (details were due to be 
announced Wednesday.) 

An early and leading advocate of 
exclusive franchises, Sam is also 
one of the leaders behind the trend 
toward winning distributors a big- 
ger share of the industrial elec- 
tronic parts market. 

"After hammering away for the 
past 15 years, we've finally con- 
vinced most manufacturers produc- 
ing industrial items that we can 
really do a better job of handling 
inventories and small orders than 
they can," Poncher says. 

More than half of U. S. manufac- 
turers of industrial electronic parts 
will take part in this year's new 
seventh floor industrial conference. 
"We expect this section to take a 

whole floor by next year," Sam 
adds. "No doubt it will become a 
permanent part of future shows." 

Electronic parts business has 
grown even faster than anticipated 
because new industries in transis- 
tors and computers have added 
their business to replacement and 
repair volume in the non -industrial 
sector, reports Poncher. He be- 
lieves the industry can only con- 
tinue to grow and that parts distri- 
bution business can only do even 
better. 

Poncher got his start like most 
other distributors, traveling around 
to manufacturers, buying up their 
surplus and discontinued parts and 
worrying about the credit risks as- 
sociated with an exclusively dealer - 
service business. 

Shortly after buying his firm 
with his brother in 1934, Sam be- 
gan astonishing broadcast stations, 
airlines and other industrial users 
by personally soliciting their busi- 
ness. "We had this industrial mar- 
ket pretty much to ourselves until 
the time our catalogue went na- 
tional-about 1940," he says. 

Year-to-year comparisons reflect- 
ing growth of Newark Electronics 
are hard to make because the com- 
pany switched last year from a cal- 
endar year to an August 31 fiscal 
year. Thus 1960 figures are for 
eight months, instead of 12. 

In the shortened period of 1960 
the company showed dollar earn- 

ings of $166,082, slightly better 
than $161,092 earned during the 
full 12 months of 1959. 

Sales for the first six months of 
the current fiscal year were $6,691,- 
521, an 18 -percent rise over $5,- 
664,538 in first half of last year. 

Profits were $133,211, a 52 -per- 
cent increase over $87,776 reported 
for the first half of 1960. 

Poncher expects to do even bet- 
ter in the second half, "especially 
if the economy turns up as ex- 
pected. We should hit at least $15 
million in sales for the year." 

A network of 16 full time sales 
offices, recently opened from New 
York to California, supplies his 
firm with readings of the sales and 
profit potentials of a region, spots 
local companies which might be 
likely targets for the mergers 
Poncher preaches as a necessity for 
survival. Economic shakeout may 
leave as few as 200 efficiently oper- 
ated electronic parts distributors 
for the future, he believes. 

Following his own advice to think 
big, Sam has been sponsoring his 
own parts show for 14 years. Last 
year's edition was attended by 68 
suppliers, cost him $25,000. 

Five-year target for Newark 
Electronics is to be five times as 
large as today. Although Sam says 
he won't be happy until his com- 
pany is doing a minimum of $50 
million in annual sales, his real aim 
looks more like $100 million. 

Resdel Engineering 
Hires A. F. Boscia 

ARCHIE F. BOSCIA has been named 
chief engineer of Resdel Engineer - 
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Ye" 
conductive 

plastic 

Linear me 
conductive pl 

MEET 

THE 

N. E. I. 

POTENTIOMETER 

FAMILY 

1Y," ganged 
conductive plastic 

Their reliability assures your products performance 
N.E.I. precision potentiometers, both Conductive Plastic and 
Wire Wound, embody every desirable design and engineering 
feature known to potentiometer manufacture. Because we manu- 
facture both types, our engineers can analyze your specific 
requirements from both sides and produce the proper solution. 
Remember, N.E.I. precision potentiometers are unsurpassed for 
reliability. 

Conductive Plastics 
Infinite resolution 

Unsurpassed reliability 

Negligible noise level 

Standard resistance 
values IK, 2K, 5K, 10K, 
and 20K, 0.5 linearity. 

Specials from 500 ohms 
to I megohm -0.1% 
linearity 

Wire Wound 
Meet performance 
specs of MIL5272A, 
NAS7I0 and applicable 
portions of JANR-19 

Maintain excellent char- 
acteristics from -55' 
to 150'C 

Available from 1/2" 
single and 10 turn 
types to 3" 

Standard resistances 
from 1K to IOOK, spe- 
cial designs from 25 
ohm to [50K 

Send for complete catalog 

eur nQandi c -thn,nelT (gip_ _ 

39 Green Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 
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Sonic Energy 

Cleaning Systems 

REDUCED INITIAL COST 
25% less cost 

LESS FLOOR SPACE 
up to 4O%o less 

MAXIMUM RELIABILITY 
proven design-field tested 

IMPROVED EFFICIENCY 
compact power generation 

LIFETIME WARRANTY 
on new Omnimite transducer 

SYSTEM INTEGRATION 
improved filter, rinse & dryer 

RESTYLED CABINETS 
for maximum adaptability 

From Bendix ... pioneer and largest 
producer of Sonic Energy Cleaning 

equipment 

Pioneer -Central Division 

The Bendix Corporation 

Davenport, Iowa SONIC ENERGY CLEANING 

TRE 

CORPORATION 

Please send complete information on your new Sonic Energy 
Cleaning line, including compact Uni -Son® models. 

Name 

Address 

t 

I 
LCity Zone State :! Fi . 
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Oico- 

U LTRA r o P 
440 

Direct 
Writing 

Light Beam 

Up to 56 Channels 

A MAJOR ADVANCEMENT IN 
THE STATE-OF-THE-ART * Ultra -fast dry developing pro- 
cess begins at the moment of 
record exposure. * Uniform frequency response 
from 0 to 8000 cps * Sensitivities from 5.1 µa/inch * Records trace velocities to 
50,000"/second * Push button speed controls 
from 0.1 to l60"/second * Recording paper 12" x 400' * Interchangeable direct writing 
and wet -process record maga- 
zines * All indicators and controls lo- 
cated on front panel console 

PLUS MANY OTHER 
NEW FEATURES 

Request Bulletin CEI -321 

From The Home of Plonned Pioneering century 
ELECTRONICS & INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

TWX-TU 1407 . . . Phone LUther 4-7111 
P. O. Box 6216, Pine Station, Tulsa 10, Oklahoma 

Serviced by Systems Engineering Offices of 

Airsupply-Hero Engineering Company 
in U. S. A. 

Vibro -Meter Corporation, Fribourg, Switzerland 
in Free Europe 

ing Corp., Pasadena, Calif. Com- 
pany specializes in R&D and the 
manufacture of vhf, uhf equipment 
with ultraphase stability. 

Boscia was formerly associate 
director of R&D at Collins Radio 
Co., Burbank, Calif. 

GE's Gifford Named 
JTAC Member 

RICHARD P. GIFFORD, manager of en- 
gineering for the General Electric 
Communication Products Depart- 
ment, Lynchburg, Va., has been ap- 
pointed a member of the Joint Tech- 
nical Advisory Committee of the 
IRE and EIA. 

The committee evaluates techni- 
cal and engineering information re- 
lating to the radio art. It advises 
government bodies and industry 
and professional groups. 

Gifford previously had served on 
a number of JTAC subcommittees 
on communications, including the 
recent Ad Hoc Subcommittee on 
Space Communications. 

Astrosonics Forms 
Laboratory Division 

CREATION of Astrosonic Develop- 
ment Laboratories, a division of 
Astrosonics, Inc., has been an- 
nounced by John Perkins, president 
of the Syosset, L. I., developer and 
manufacturer of sonic products for 
industry and government. 

William K. Fortman has been 
named director of research for the 
new division. 

Gulton Industries 
Hires Group Manager 

MAX LOWY has been named manager 
of systems integration for Gulton 
Industries, Inc., Metuchen, N. J. 
He will be responsible for coordi- 

SPECIAL 
CABLE 
CONSTRUCTIONS 

. Solid or stranded copper conduct- 
ors; tinned-silver plated 

Teflon or silicone rubber insulation 

Twisted pairs; multiple conductors 

Jackets of Nylon, Teflon, fiberglass 
or silicone rubber 

Braided metal shielding 

These and many other special cable constructions are 
available to you from the Markel Line of Excellence. 
Phone, write or wire your specs for a Markel quotation. 

& SONS 

SirteuRcE for EXCELLENCE in 
Insulating T ubings, Sleeuings, and Lead Wire 

N O R R I S T O W N, PENNSYLVANIA 
CIRCLE 222 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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nating and integrating the work of 
Gulton's eleven domestic divisions 
in the engineering of complete sys- 
tems for the corporation. 

Lowy has been associated with 
Data Control Systems in Danbury, 
Conn., Space Technology Labora- 
tories in Los Angeles, Calif., and 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at 
the California Institute of Tech- 
nology. 

FXR Elects Ebert 
To Board of Directors 

JOHN E. EBERT, vice president, 
microwave division, of FXR, Inc., 
has been elected to the company's 
board of directors. FXR, of Wood- 
side, N. Y., manufactures micro- 
wave test instruments and associ- 
ated equipment. 

Wickersham Joins 
DIT-MCO Staff 

PRICE D. WICKERSHAM has joined 
the staff of DIT-MCO, Inc., Kansas 
City, Mo., as manager of the newly 
formed systems engineering divi- 
sion, which will be responsible for 
the company's research and devel- 
opment program. 

Formerly with Thompson -Ramo - 
Wooldridge, Inc., Wickersham has 
had over 18 years experience in the 
field of electronic research and de - 

A SUMMARY OF RAYTHEON COMM. 

1961 

REGULATED D -C SUPPLIES LINE -VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

VOLTAGE -REGULATING TRANSFORMERS FREOLENCY CHANGERS 

HIGH -VOLTAGE 0-C SUPPLIES HIGH -VOLTAGE A -C AND D -C TESTERS 

MINIATURE TRANSISTORIZED INVERTERS, CONVERTERS, 

AND DC POWER SUPPLIES 

SORENSEN & COMPANY, INC., ENGNAROS avenue, sou,. NONWACH, CONNECTICUT 

YOUR COPY IS READY 
Send for it now if you use: 

Regulated d -c power supplies Line -voltage regulators Voltage - 

regulating transformers Frequency changers (variable -frequency 

power sources) High -voltage d -c supplies High -voltage a -c and 

d -c testers (to 300,000 volts) Miniature transistorized inverters, 

and converters. 
. . Plus valuable technical information. Get your copy from your nearest 

Sorensen representative or write: Sorensen&Company, Richards Avenue, 

South Norwalk, Conn. 1.6 

S oNTROLLED POWER PRODUCTS 

A SUBSIDIARY OF RAYTHEON COMPANY 

The widest line-your wisest choice 
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any size panels 
engraved in your own plant 

Engrave 1 -inch nameplates or 
6 -foot panels by unskilled 
labor. 

Spindle covers 18'/4" x 6" in 
one set-up - more than any 
other machine of its kind. 
Bench type model I -R-$685. Send for complete catalog ZR -4 

/W U, %1 vr/lleN ENGRAVING MACHINE CORP. 
154 WEST 14th STREET, NEW YORK 11, N. Y. IN CANADA: 359 St. lames Street West, Montreal, P.D. 
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moderately priced 
NEW high -precision 

SLOTTED LINES 
Rated residual VSWR 
under 1.010; rated error in 
detected signal under 1.005. 

Write for 
complete 
information 
on AMCI 
Slotted 
Lines. 

An AMCI Type 2181 Slotted Line 
with interchangeable precision 

tapered -reducers provides for 
accurate measurements in several 

transmission line sizes from Type BNC 
to 11/4" or larger. An untuned rf probe is 

supplied as part of the slotted line. 
Several tunable detector probes 

are available as optional accessories.. 
Type Frequency range Slot length Price* 
2181-2 300 to 4000 me 20 inches $700 
2181-3 200 to 4000 me 30 inches $750 
2181-4 150 to 4000 me 40 inches $800 
2181-6 100 to 4000 me 60 inches $925 

including an input adapter to Type N and an untuned rf probe but exclud 
ing output tapered reducers and tunable probes. Prices are F.O.B. Boston, 
Mass., and are subject to change without notice. 

411 1/.uui.tilnriu Coutp,un joyA L F O R D 799 ATLANTIC AVE., e0S7ON, MASS 

NTENNA SYSTEMS -COMPONENTS -AIR NAVIGATION AIDS-INSTRUMENTS 

velopment in the instrumentation 
and test equipment fields. 

Appoint Pritchard 
Chief Engineer 

THE TECHNICAL MATERIEL CORP., 

Mamaroneck, N. Y., manufacturer 
of communications equipment, an- 
nounces the appointment of B. D. 
Pritchard as chief engineer. He 
comes to TMC from Montana State 
College where he was senior re- 
search engineer and also acted as 
a consulting engineer for TMC. 

Powertron Ultrasonics 
Forms New Division 

POWERTRON ULTRASONICS CORP., 

Garden City, L. I., N. Y. has an- 
nounced formation of a wholly - 
owned division, Powertron New 
England, in West Springfield, 
Mass. 

The new division is headed by 
Theodore M. Jordan, president. 

REL Names Freseman 
To Executive Post 

APPOINTMENT of William L. Frese - 
man to a new post of assistant to 
the president of Radio Engineering 
Laboratories, Inc., communications 
subsidiary of Dynamics Corp. of 
America, is announced. 

Freseman previously was vice 
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president of International Stand- 
ard Engineering, Inc., a subsidiary 
of ITT Corp., and also manager of 

the ITT Projects Group. 

Burton Announces 
New Building 

CONSTRUCTION of a new headquar- 
ters building in Northridge, Calif., 
for the Burton Mfg. Co. of Santa 
Monica, is now under way, accord- 
ing to Burton president William J. 
Miller. 

Upon completion of the $250,000 
27,000-sq ft plant about July 1, it 
will be occupied by Burton's Instru- 
ment Division and Trans Electron- 
ics, Inc., a wholly -owned subsidiary 
now situated in Canoga Park. 

PEOPLE IN BRIEF 

Martin J. Ruthford advances at 
Capehart Corp. to director of mili- 
tary marketing. Lawrence Nadel, 
formerly with Aerojet -General 
Corp., joins the Western Develop- 
ment Labs of Philco Corp. as di- 
rector of the system program office. 
Robert H. Sugarman transfers 
from the U. S. Army Signal Re- 
search and Development Labora- 
tory to AEL, Inc., as head of the 
signal environment section. Rob- 
ert R. Owen promoted to manager 
of technical liaison for Datalab, a 
division of Consolidated Electro- 
dynamics Corp. Richard E. Hill- 
ger advances to vice president for 
research at Air Technology Corp. 
Howard J. Rowland leaves D. S. 
Kennedy & Co. to join Antenna 
Systems, Inc., as director of re- 
search and development. James L. 
Winget, ex -Perkin-Elmer Corp., ap- 
pointed manager of the Inductosyn 
Dept. of Del Electronics Corp. 
Theodore W. Cooper, previously 
with Hughes Aircraft, chosen 
manager of operations division by 
Micro Systems, Inc. Warren A. 
Christopherson promoted to senior 
engineer at IBM's San Jose, Calif., 
engineering center. George L. Cur- 
tis and Bogdan R. Stack promoted 
to associate laboratory directors at 
ITT's Federal Labs. George Konkol 
of Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 
advances to general manager of 
microwave device operations. 

now... find, 
identify, analyze 
noise & interference 
lkc 25mc 

...just one of the many ways to use 

dependable 

CERTIFIED 
SPECIFICATIONS i5 

¡or accurate l3 
d 

PANORAMIC's 
economical 
SPA -3125 
SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER 

Widely used for high-speed location, identi- 
fication and analysis of random and discrete 
signals, the SPA -3/25 automatically separates 
and measure the frequency and amplitude 
of signals in spectrum segments up to 3mc 
wide, selectable anywhere between 1 kc and 
25mc (usable down to 200 cps). Direct read- 
outs of frequency distributions and amplitudes 
of signals are provided respectively on cali- 
brated X and Y axes of a 5" long -persistence 
CRT. The SPA -3/25 samples the spectrum at 
a 1-60 cps rate. 

PANORAMIC presentation of the 
Model SPA -3/25 
1. permits quick location of signals, mini- 
mizes chances of missing weak signals or 
holes in the spectrum 

2. speeds up measurements by eliminating 
tedious point -by -point plots 

3. enables fast, reliable detection of com- 
paratively low level discrete signals pres- 
ent in random spectra through use of adjust- 
able narrow IF bandwidths and correlation 
techniques 

4. allows identification and subsequent an- 
alysis of dynamic characteristics of modulated 
signals and noise. 

Panoramic 
Panoramic Electronics, Inc. 

Formerly Panoramic Radio Products, Inc. 

Noise spectrum analysis using internal video 
smoothing filter presents noise envelope aver- 
age versus frequency in readily appreciated 
form. Internal marker pips are 500kc apart. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Frequency Range: 1 kc-25mc in 2 bands 
Sweepwidth: Variable, calibrated from 0 to 3mc 
Center frequency: Variable, calibrated from 0 to 

23.5mc 
Markers: crystal controlled, 500kc and harmon- 

ics to 25mc 
Resolution: Variable, 200 cps to 30 kc 
Sweep rate: Variable, 1 cps to 60 cps 
Amplitude Scales: 20 db linear, 40 db log, 10 

db square law (power) 
High sensitivity: 20 µv full scale deflection 
Attenuator: 100 db calibrated 
Response Flatness: ± 10% or ± 1 db 
Input Impedance: 72 ohms. High impedance 

probe-PRB-1-Optional 
The SPA -3/25's great flexibility makes it a 
valuable tool in a wide range of applications. 
Write, wire or phone NOW for detailed speci- 
fications and NEW CATALOG DIGEST. 

Pin your name on our mailing list for "THE 
PANORAMIC ANALYZER," featuring applica- 
tion dota. 

530 So. Fulton Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 

Phone: OWens 9-4600. TWX: MT -V -NY -5229 
Cables: Panoramic, Mount Vernon, N.Y. State 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES electronics 
WEEKLY QUALIFICATION FORM 

FOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE 

ATTENTION: 
ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, PHYSICISTS 

This Qualification Form is designed to help you advance in the elec- 
tronics industry. It is unique and compact. Designed with the assistance 
of professional personnel management, it isolates specific experience in 
electronics and deals only in essential background information. 

The advertisers listed here are seeking professional experience. Fill in 
the Qualification Form below. 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
Your Qualification form will be handled as "Strictly Confidential" by 
ELECTRONICS. Our processing system is such that your form will be 
forwarded within 24 hours to the proper executives in the companies 
you select. You will be contacted at your home by the interested com- 
panies. 

WHAT TO DO 
1. Review the positions in the advertisements. 
2. Select those for which you qualify. 
3. Notice the key numbers. 
4. Circle the corresponding key number below the Qualification Form. 
5. Fill out the form completely. Please print clearly. 
6. Mail to: D. Hawksby, Classified Advertising Div., ELECTRONICS, 

Box 12, New York 36, N. Y. (No charge, of course). 

(cut here) 

electronics WEEKLY QUALIFICATION FORM FOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Personal Background Education 

COMPANY 

BENNETT ASSOCIATES 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

SEE PAGE 

140 

KEY e 
1 

ERIE ELECTRONICS DIV. 
Erie Resistor Corp. 
Erie, Pa. 

120* 2 

ESQUIRE PERSONNEL 
Chicago, Illinois 

140 3 

HORIZONS INC. 
Cleveland, Ohio 

120* 4 

HUGHES AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DIV. 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
Culver City, California 

49* 5 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
Pasadena, California 

50 6 

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORP. 
Elmhurst, New York 

140 7 

LOCKHEED CALIFORNIA DIV. 
Burkbank, California 

55 8 

LOCKHEED MISSILES 8 SPACE DIV. 
Sunnyvale, California 

54, 55* 9 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING CO., INC. 
New York, New York 

140 10 

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO. 
Electronics Division 
Hawthorne, California 

119* 11 

PHILCO WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABS. 118* 12 
Palo Alto, California 

NAME 

HOME ADDRESS. 

CITY ZONE STATE 

HOME TELEPHONE 

Continued on page 740 

M ssl, M M INIZZ IM1111(1 

(cut here, 

PROFESSIONAL DEGREE(S) 

MAJOR(S) 

UNIVERSITY 

DATE(S) 

FIELDS OF EXPERIENCE (Please Check) 

EAerospace 

Antennas 

ASW 

ECircuits 

ECommunications 

Components 

Computers 

E ECM 

Electron Tubes 

Engineering Writing 

5121 

EFire Control Radar 

Human Factors E Radio-TV 

Infrared E Simulators 

Instrumentation E Solid State 

EMedicine E Telemetry 

Microwave Transformers 

Navigation E Other 

EOperations Research 

E Optics 

Packaging E 

CATEGORY OF SPECIALIZATION 
Please indicate number of months 

experience on proper lines. 
Technical Supervisory 
Experience Experience 
(Months) (Months) 

RESEARCH (pure, 
fundamental, basic) 

RESEARCH 
(Applied) 

SYSTEMS 
(New Concepts) 

DEVELOPMENT 
(Model) 

DESIGN 
(Product) 

MANUFACTURING 
(Product) 

FIELD 
(Service) 

SALES 
(Proposals & Products) 

CIRCLE KEY NUMBERS OF ABOVE COMPANIES' POSITIONS THAT INTEREST YOU 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

TECHNICAL UIl 0N LUGIC 

CIRCUITS AND DIGITAL 

CO M PUT ERSnowavado/e 
In May, 1960 General Electric's Light Military 
Electronics Department announced a new concept 
in professional job selection ... in the form of a series 
of self -appraising technical tests covering the sub- 
jects of Radar, Microwaves, Electronic Packaging, 
Communications, and Administrative Engineering 
(a self -scoring psychological questionnaire). 

To date, more than 7,000 scientists and engineers 
have written for and received one or more of these tests. 

Now, LMED is pleased to announce the comple- 
tion and immediate availability of a special new 
test devoted exclusively to the computer field. Devel- 
oped with the same care and pre -testing as Light 

Military's other quizzes, the Computers test is also 
designed to be taken and scored for your self -ap- 
praisal only. The results need never be divulged to 
anyone - including LMED. 

So, whether you're thinking about a change, or 
simply interested in finding out how you stack up 
against other engineers in your field, any of these 
tests should give you a sound, objective means for 
appraising your abilities-in about an hour, at home. 

Mail this coupon for your tests, 

answer sheets & evaluation guides 

r 
Current Areas of Activity at The 

Light Military Electronics Department ' 
69 -WS 

Mr. R. Bach 
Light Military Electronics Department 
General Electric Company, French Road, Utica, New York ' 

Space Communications and Telemetry Missile and Satellite Please send me tests (limited to ß subjects per individual) ' 
Computers Space Vehicle Guidance Undersea Warfare answer and self -evaluation sheets covering the areas checked: 

Systems Thermoplastic Data Storage Space Detection and 
LOGIC CIRCUITS & DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

Surveillance Command Guidance and Instrumentation 
Infrared Missile Applications. 

f D RADAR MICROWAVE ' 
D ELECTRONIC PACKAGING (ME) 

' D COMMUNICATIONS D ADMINISTRATIVE ENGINEERING 

"Have already received other LMED quizzes, but would like to 
get the test(s) I have checked above." 

Di mob.) Is =41 
LIGHT MILITARY ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT 

Name 
' 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
FRENCH ROAD, UTICA,NEW YORK 

All qualified applicants will receive 
consideration for employment without regard 
to race, creed, color or national origin. 

1 

Home Address 

City lone State 

IHome Phone 

Degree(s) Year(s) Received 

L. Mall .i11i.1 o min aim - MOM J 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS 

Kollsman's 
Expanding Leadership 
in Aerospace Systems 

Creates New Opportunities in 
Research, Development, Product Engineering 

Current programs in our expanding Research, Development and Engineering groups 
provide new and stimulating opportunities in the fields of flight control 

and space navigation instrumentation and systems. 

Opportunities are available now for graduate EE's, ME's and Physicists in: 
SOLID STATE PHYSICS 

LOGICAL DESIGN 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
& SYNTHESIS 

ADVANCED MECHANISMS 

0 To arrange a confidential interview, 
liiforward a brief resume to Mr. John Whitton. 

Kollsman Instrument Corporation 

ADVANCED OPTICAL 
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 

PULSE TECHNIQUE 

ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS 

ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEMS 

MICROMINIATURIZATION 

A Subsidiary of Standard Kollsman Industries Inc. 80-08 45th Ave., ELMHURST 73, QUEENS, NEW YORK 

ME's, CHEM E's, EE's plus CIVILS 

When you think of INTEREST 

think of your job 

When you think of GROWTH 

think of your job 

When you think of CHALLENGE 

think of your job 

When you think of your job 

think of McGraw-Hill 

If you like to write, and engi- 
neering is your profession, con- 
sult with us about a career in 
engineering -journalism. For ad- 
ditional information, write: Mr. 
Jack Coyne, Room 506, McGraw- 
Hill Publishing Company, 330 
West 42nd Street, New York 36, 
New York. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

BIONICS & MEDICAL 
ELECTRONICS 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
MATERIALS RESEARCH 

LIGHT GENERATION 
MODULATION & DETECTION 

electronics 
WEEKLY QUALIFICATIONS FORM 

FOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE 

(Continued from page 138) 

COMPANY 

REPUBLIC AVIATION 
Farmingdale, L. I., 

New York 

SEE PAGE KEY # 
13 122* 

SANDERS ASSOCIATES, INC. 120* 14 
Nashua, New Hampshire 

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT 121* 15 
Div. of United Aircraft 

Corp. 
Stratford, Connecticut 

P-6542 122* 16 

These advertisements appeared in the 5/5/61 issue. 

ENGINEERS 
INTERESTED IN 

OPTIMUM UTILIZATION. 

INTERESTED IN 
PROGRAMMING YOUR FUTURE. 

Probably you've seen our Engineer's Menu or 
Engineer's Program at some of the recent con- 
ventions or conferences. 
LET US TELL YOU HOW WE CAN HELP YOU. 
Please submit your resume to R. E. Wallace. Jr., 
President. indicating salary, present and required, 
area location, and any other special requirements. 
One of our qualified consultants will call you and 
discuss your future. Of course, all fees are paid 
by client companies. 

BENNETT ASSOCIATES 
18th FLOOR COMMERCIAL TRUST BUILDING 
Phila. 2, Pa. LO 3-4830 

CIRCLE 380 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

MANAGER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
$25,000 

Military Electronic System and/or major sub 
systems, preferably in the area of digital data 
handling and. display. Send resume in confidence. 
Company client assumes all employment expense. 

ESQUIRE PERSONNEL 
202 So. State St. Chicago 4, Illinois 

CIRCLE 383 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

SEARCHLIGHT 
SECTION 

(Classified Advertising) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE 

GET IT from GOODNEART! 
0.1% SORENSEN Line Voltage Regulator 

50005, Brand new at 
low surplus price! Input 
95.130 V. 1 ph., with 
taps for 50 or 60 cy. Use 
for any power up to 5000 
watts. Output adjustable 
110.120 V and holds to ^0.1% at line frequency, 
or to _0.25% if line fre- 
quency drifts S. Regu- 
late, against line changes 
of 95-130V and against 
load changes from O to 5 
KVA. Maximum harmonics 
less than 3%! Recovery 
time 0.15 seconds. Input. 
to the control section can 
be moved to the point 
where you will use the 
power, thus compensating 
for line drop. 

------.,; 
... 

® 

.... 

1 

yt ., 
¡ 

, 
" 

In rack 
cabinet 28" h, 22" wd, 15 dp. Net wt 190 lbs. 
Shpg wt 285 lbs FOB Utica, N. Y. In original factory 
pack suitable for export, including SPARE PARTS 

geesg 

5orensen catalog net price i $695.00 $349,50 pares. Our price, WITH SPARES... 

BRUSH BL -202 2 -pen, ink, $295.00. BL -222, ink or electric, w/pwr ,ply, $325.00. 

Write us, stating your Specific needs in Line Volt- 
age Regulators, Receivers, Signa! Generators, Trans- 

Graphic ittters. Tuning- ork FrequencyS 
Pdards, all i Re rders, etc., allat low encyln 

tied and guaranteed unconditionally. 

DHEART 
P. 0. Box 1220E Beverly Hills, Canf. 

CIRCLE 381 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

Julius Knapp 

of 

SCHERING, Inc. 

called for . . . 

STEPPING 

SWITCHES 

"I needed fifty (50) stepping switches in a 

hurry. I called UNIVERSAL RELAY CORP 

and I got action. The order was processed 
and shipped in four days. Performance like 
this, to my knowledge, is a regular practice 
at UNIVERSAL RELAY. 

JULIUS KNAPP, Purchasing, Schering, Inc. 

!=tea 
OVER v. 

1,200,000 t - ;'-- 

RELAYS 
in 20,000 

DIFFERENT TYPES 

MOST MAKES 

PRODUCTION QUANTITIES IN STOCK 
DELIVERY ON OFF -THE -SHELF ITEMS 
WITHIN 48 HOURS. DELIVERY WITHIN 
ONE WEEK ON RELAYS REQUIRING 
ASSEMBLY AND/OR ADJUSTMENT. 

Send 

for 

NEW 

catalog 

"E 

niversa RELAY CORP. 
42A White St., N. Y. 13, N. Y. WAlker 5-9257 

CIRCLE 461 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

750 MA Silicon Rectifiers 
FROM 250 MA TO 6.12-18 & 35 AMP 

FACTORY DIRECT. Exclusive Distributors for 
Name Brand. Immediate Delivery. All Types 

750 MA RECTIFIERS GUAR. 
Input Working Range RMS/ACV/ Res or Cap 

PIV/RMS PIV/RMS PIV/RMS PIV/RMS 
50/35 100/70 200/140 300/210 
15 ea. .25 ea. .30 ea. .40 ea. 

PIV/RMS PIV/RMS PIV/RMS PIV/RMS 
400/280 500/350 600/420 700/490 
.50 ea. .55 ea. .75 ea. .90 ea. 

PIV RMS PIV RMS PIV RMS PIV RMS 
800/560 900/630 1000/700 1100/700 
.95 ea. 1.15 ea. 1.55 ea. 1.75 ea. 

Designed for Bridge or C.T. up to 750 ma D.C. 
SPECIAL! ! ALL PURPOSE RECTIFIER 400 Div 

@ 300 MA 
5.30 ea 25 for $7.00 

DISTRIBUTORS -OEM -EX PORTERS 
Write QTY Prices 

All Material Guaranteed. $2.00 min. order. Orders 
F.O.B. NYC. Include check or money. Shpg. 
charges plus. C.O.D. orders 25% down. 

WARREN DIST. CO. 
NYC 7, NY 87-89 Chambers St. WO 2-5727 

CIRCLE 475 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

May 12, 1961 

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 
0A2 
0A2 WA 
0A3 
082 
OB2WA 
0B3 
0C3 
OD3 
CIA 

.80 
2.00 

.85 

.50 
2 00 

70 

4-1000A. 85.00 242C 
4AP10 10.00 244A 
4831 12.50 245A 
4B32 7.50 249B 
4C35 15.00 249C 
4032 17.50 250R 
aE27 7 50 251A 

.30 4J30-61 PUR 252A 
6.50 4J52 .25.00 254A 

1AD4......... 1.50 4PR60A 50.00 257A 

ClB 1.50 4X150A 15.00 FG -258A 
1B24A 10.00 4X250B 22.50 259A 
11335 1 85 5BP1A 9.50 2628 

11335A 3 00 5C22 10.00 FP -265 

1858 25.00 5CP1A 9.50 2676 
1859/R11308...7.50 5CP7A 9.50 271A 

1863A 12.50 5CP11A 9.50 272A 

1C/3822 3.50 5J26 25.00 274A 

C1K/B 7.50 5LP1. 7.50 275A 

1P21 30.00 5R4GY .90 276A 
1P22,,,,, 7 00 5R4WOB. 5.00 283A 

1P25....... .. 8.00 5R4WGY 3.00 287A 

1P29 2 25 5RP1A 9.50 293A 

2-01C 10.00 5RP7A 75.00 HF -300 
2AP1A . 5 00 5RP11A 25.00 3008 
2BP1 5.00 5SP1 25.00 304TH 

2C36 .18.85 5SP7 25.00 304TL 

2C39 3.50 6AC7W .35 310A 

2C39A 9.50 6A137Y .75 311A 

2C398, 18.75 6AK5W 1.00 313C 

2C40 7.00 6AN5 1.85 323A 

2C42 3.00 6AR6 .75 328A 

2C43 7.50 6AS6 .85 336A 

2C50 4.00 6AS7G 2.50 337A 

2C51 1 50 61340 2.50 347A 
2C52 1.50 6816 30.00 348A 

21321 .50 6BM6 30.00 349A 

2D21W 1.00. 6BM6A 30.00 350A 
2E22 2.50 6C4W 2.50 350B .. 

2E24 2.50 6C21 10.00 352A 

2E26 2.50 C61 11.50 354A 

2E30 2.50 C6J/A 15.00 355A 

2J21-50 PUR 6J4WA 1.00 393A 

2J42 50.00 6J6W .75 394A 

2J51 50.00 C6L 2.50 395A 

2K22 20.00 6L6GAY .75 396A/2C51... 

2(25 8.50 6L6WGA 2.00 398A/5603. 
2K26 30.00 6L6WGB 2.00 401A/5590. . . 

2K28 25.00 ' 6050 2.50 403A/6AK5.. 
2K29. ...... 25.00 6SC7GTY 1.00 4036/5591.. . 

2K30 50.00 6517WG1 1.25 404A/5847. 
2K34 75.00 6SL7WGT .75 407A 
2K35 250.00 6SN7W .50 408A/6028.. 
2K41 12.50 6SN7WGT .75 409A/6A56.. 
2K42 125.00 6SN7WGTA.... 2.50 41613!6280 .. 
2K43 125.00 6V6GTY .75 417A/5842.. 
2K44 125.00 6X4W .75 418A 

2K45 20.00 6XSWOT 1-tp 420A/5755.. 
2K47 125.00 7AK7 1.50 421A/5998. . 

2K48 50.00 7BP7A. 5.00 429A 

2K50. 65.00 7MP7.. . . . 17.50 GL -434A 
2K54 10.00 10KP7 15.00 450TH 

2K55 15.00 12AT7WA 1.25 450TL 
2P21 40.00 12AY7 1.00 CK-503AX.. . . . 

2X2A .80 12DP7 7.50 CK-510AX 
3AP1 2.00 12GP7 12.50 575A 

3823/RK-22... 2.00 16F 10.00 576 

3824 .35 C16J 20.00 577.. 

3824W 3.00 FG -17 5 00 578... 
3B24WA 5.00 HK -24 2.00 KU -610 
3825 2.50 257 10.00 NL -623 
31326 2.50 25Z6WGT 1.50 KU -627 

31328 3.00 26Z5W 1.50 631-P1 

3629 5.00 FG -27A 20.00 673 

38P1 2.50 FG-32 6.00 676 

3C/4B24 4.00 FG-33 17.00 677 

3C22. 15.00 35T 5.00,701A 
3C23 5.00 35TG 1.25 7078 

3C24 /240 4.00 FG -41 50.00 NL -710 

3C45 3.00 FP -54........100.00 714AY 
3D21A 2.00 FG -57 6.00 715B 

3D22 8.00 RK -60/1641... .135 715C 

3E22 3.00 RK -61 2.35 719A 

3E29 5.00 FG -67 3.85 720AY-EY 

3GP1 1.50 HY-69 2.00 721A 

C3J 8.50 RK -73 .25 7218 

C3J/A 10.00 8L-75 3.00 723A/8 
3J21 35.00 RK -75/307A... .35 725A 

3J31 50.00 FG -81A 4.00 726A 

3K21 125.00 FG -95 15.00 7268 

3K22 125.00 FG -104 25.00 726C 

3K23 250.00 F0-105 10.00 750TL 

3K27 150.00 F -123A 4.00 NL -760 

3K30 50.00 F -128A 25.00 BL -800A 
3KP11 7.50 HF -200 10.00 802 

3X3000A1. 148.00 203A 2.50 803 

4-6M 9.50 211 1.00 804 

4-125A. . ..20.00 212E.. 25.00 805 

4-250A 27.50 231D .90 807 

4-400A 30.00 FG -235 40.00 807W. 

10.00 807WA 
1.25 808 
2.50 809 

10.00 810 
5.00 811 

10.00 811A 
50.00 813 
4.75 814 
2.00 815 
2.50 816 

75.00 828 
2.50 8298 
2.50 832 
5.00 832A 
5.00 833A 
9.00 836 
2.75 837 
2.00 838 
3.00 842 
4.00 845 
2.50 850 
1.85 866A 
2.50 869B 

25.00 872A 
5.00 884 

30.00 885 
40.00 913 

2.50 918 
2.25 920 
1.00 927 
5.00 931A 
2.25 959 
2.00 1000T 
2.25 CK-1006 
1.00 1237 
2.00 1500T 
1.50 1614 
3.50 1616. 
1.00 1619.... 
6.00 1620 
7.50 1624 
7.50 1625 
5.00 1846 
2.50 2050 
2.00 2050W 
2.00 5'45 
3.00 5550 
1.00 5586 

.65 5641 
3.00 5642 

10.00 5643 
3.50 5644 
2.00 5647 
1.00 5651 

25.00 5654 '6AK5W 
7.50 5654 6AK5W/ 

15.00 6096 
3.75 5656 
7.50 5663. 
6.50 5670 
5.00 5675 

40.00 5678.... ..... 

40.00 5686 
.75 5687 

1.00 5691 
12.50 5692 
12.50 5693 
12.50 5696 
5.00 5702 
4.00 5703 
8.50 5718 
4.00 5719 
4.00 5721 

12.50 
25.00 
27.50 

3.00 
.75 

8.75 
10.00 
2.50 

12.50 

5.00 5841 2.50 
.75 5842/417A 7.50 

4.75 5844 .60 
12.50 5845 4 50 

2.50 5852 2.25 
3.50 5854 1.00 

10.00 5879 1.25 
2.50 5881 /6L6W08 2.00 
1.00 5886 3.00 
1.85 5896 1.50 
8.50 5902 2.50 
9.50 5915 .85 
2.00 5930/2A3W.. , 2.00 
6.75 5932 /6L6WGA 2.00 

35.00 5933/807W 1.25 
1.00 5933WÁ 5.00 
.80 5948/1754 75.00 

1.00 5949/1907 75.00 
5.00 5956/E36A 9.00 
7.50 i 5962/85101 3.00 

12.50 5963 1.10 
1.75 5964 .75 

50.00 5965 .... 1.00 
3.50 5977/6K4A.... 1.25 
1.00 5979/B51. 4.00 
.65 5980/BS2 6.00 

8.50 5987 7.50 
.65 5992 .. 2.00 

2.50 5993 4.00 
.85 6005/6AQ5W 1.00 

3.00 6011/710 8.75 
.50 6012 4.00 

90.00 6021A 2.00 
2.00 6032 10.00 
2.00 6037/QK-243 15.00 

125.00 6044 3.50 
2.75 6045 1.15 

.50 6050 1.00 
. .20 6072 1.50 

3.50 6073 .75 
.75 6074 1.50 
.35 6080 2.75 

50.00 6080WA. 4.50 
1.25 6080WB 10.00 
1.50 6082 3.00 

10.00 6087/5Y3W018 3.00 
30.00 6098 5.00 

100.00 6099 .75 
1.75 6100 /6C4WA . 1.25 
1.50 6101 '6J6 WA . 1.00 
3.00 6108 BS213 2.50 
2.50 6109 BS404 1.00 
3.50 6111A... 2.00 

.75 6112. 2.00 
1.00 6115 QK-351 40.00 

6130/3C45 5.00 
1.40 6136/6AU6WA. 1.35 
2.50 6137 /65K7WA . 1.50 

.75 6146 3.00 
1.00 6147 2.50 
8.50 6161 50.00 
1.25 6186/6AG5WA. 1.50 
1.85 6189/12AU7WA 1.50 
1.50 6197 1.75 
5.00 6198 85.00 
2.00 6201/12AT7WA 1.75 
3.50 6202/6X4WA 1.50 

.85 6211 .75 
1.50 6216 2.50 
1.00 6236 150.00 
.60 6252 15.00 
.60 6263 9.00 

125.00 6264 9.00 
5725/6A56W.. . 1.00 6265/6BH6W . 2.25 
5726/6AL5W... .60 6282/81-11 65.00 
5727/2021W... 1.00 6293 ..... 4.50 
5749/6BA6W... .75 6299 37.50 
5750/66E6W... 1.50 6322/81-25 12.50 
5751 /12AX7W . 1.50 6336 9.50 
5751WA 1.60 6345 3.50 
5763 1.50 6350 1.75 

. 5768 .....35.00 6352 8.50 
7.50 5777 100.00 6364.... 150.00 

20.00 5778 125.00 6390 150.00 
.35 5783 2.00 6438. 5.00 

3.75 5787 2.00 6463.... 1.00 
2.85 5796 10.00 6485 1.95 
5.00 5799/VX-21 . . . 3.00 6517/0K358..250.00 
2.00 5800/VX-41... 7.50 6533 5.00 
3.00 5801/VX-33A.. 2.25 6550 3.85 
8.50 5802/VX-3211.. 2.25 6807 15.00 

87.50 5803/VX-55. 2.25 6897 20.00 
15.00 5814A 1.35 6907.... . 15.00 
50.00 5822A 55.00 8005 5.00 
4.50 5828 3.00 8013A 3.00 
2.50 5829 .75 8014A 25.00 

12.50 5836 50.00 8020 1.50 
3.00 5837 50.00 8025A 6.00 
1.25 5839 3.00 9002.......... .25 
1.25 5840 1.50I 9005.. 3.00 

ALL TUÉES ARE NEW, INDIVIDUALLY CARTONED, FULLY GUARANTEED 

Prices are FOB 
shipping point 

western engineers 
ELK GROVE, CALIFORNIA 

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRON TUBES SINCE 1932 

Orders for lesa than 
$10 cannot be 

processed 

CIRCLE 462 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

RADAR and MICROWAVE 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

NEW and AS NEW 

General Radio Signal G 
Power Supplies 
Radar Pulser, to test Magnetrons....... 

KLYSTRONS 
21(22 25.00 21(50 ............. 99.00 
21(23 25.00 21(54 ............. 24.00 
21(25 12.00 21(55 35.00 
21(26 35.00 
21(28 27.50 
21(29 29.50 
21433Á 200.00 
21(39 170.00 
21(41 99.00 
21(42-4 170.00 
21(48 55.00 

and others 

Checked Out TEST EQUIPMENT 
for your Laboratory and Radar needs 
PUB I Pulse Impedance Bridge, Ciega 

Labs. 100.00 
608 A Hewlett Packard Signal G 695.00 
608 B Hewlet. Packard Signal G 750.00 
400 A Howl.tt Packard VTVM 125.00 
400 C Hewlett Packard VTVM 135.00 
400 Sylvania Oscilloscope 200.00 
402 A Sylvania Synch .. .. .. .. .. .. 245.00 
616 A Hewlett Packard Signal G .1.250.00 
T510 Call 35.00 T512 Standing Ware Amplifier.. 195.00 
TS15A Gauss Meter 75.00 7516 Calibrator 45.00 
TS19 Cali 95.00 
TS28 Synchroscope 150.00 7533 WE X Band Frequency Meter 95.00 
TS34 WE Synchroscope 100.00 T534A WE Synchroscope . 150.00 T535 WE X Band Slenal 95.00 
T535A WE X Band Signal G for 150.00 
TS36 WE X Band Power Meter 90.00 T545 X Band Signal Source 99.00 T546 S Band Frequency Meter 45.00 1547 40-400 MC Oscillator 145.00 
TS59 L Band Delay 35.00 
TS61 Echo Boa S Band 90.00 1562 Echo Box S Band.. and ......... .. 125.00 7569 Iraq. Calib 400-1000 MCS.... 99.00 
TS76 Test Meter 35.00 TS89 Meter Voltage Drop 99.00 
TS100 Oscilloscope 75.00 
T5102Á Celib 125.00 
T5108 Load X Band 90.00 
T5110 Echo Bon 45.00 
TS117GP S Band Frequency Motor 325.00 
TS12S S Band Power Meter 195.00 
TS126 Oscilloscope 45.00 
TS146 X Band Signal G 195.00 
15147 Wide Band X -Band Slgnài 'Banal.- 

WIdantand X -Band Bienal Goner- 
695.00 

151470 WÌdte,Band X -Band Signal Gana,- 
195.00 

*ter 1,695.00 
75148 X -Band spectrum Analyzer 1,695.00 
TS155 S Band Signal G .... .. .. .. 125.00 
TS153C S Band Signal G ter 595.00 
TS173 Frequency Meter 225.00 T5174 Fr limey Meter 225.00 
15175 Fr.q n y Meter 295.00 T5í82 ewe Oscillator a Power Meter 45.00 T5183 B T 35.00 
B C221 Frequency Meter T5226 Frequency Mater 15.00 

125.00 

T5239 Oseilioseope 095.00 
75251 Range Calibrator 175.00 
TS 270 Echo Bo. 175.00 TS270A Echo Bo. 175.00 

S7701 Echo Boa 228 00 
TS403 S Band Signal Generate.. ..... 1,250 00 
75419 L Band Signal G 895.00 T5480Á Echo Bo, X Band -New 495.00 
TS545 L Band Echo Box 95.00 TS577 Tel Test Set 295.00 75666 Cali 125.00 
EPUTS54 Berkley Instruments 

Meter.. 395.00 RCAMI-7519E Distortion B Noise Analyzer 150.00 
UPM 7, 10, 11. 11A, 30, 33, 42 URM 12, 23. 25 

Radar Test Sets .. Prices en R.saast 
Tak t,enls 05,111 Model 511A.. 450.00 
Measurement si 1 Model 80...... 450.00 

Model 84. 750.00 
295.00 

695.00 up 

21(56 50.00 
01760461 60.00 
X12 475.00 
V23 350.00 
V45 450.00 
V270 225.00 
5721 110.00 

MAGN 
Sorensen Power Supplies 
Furst Power Supplies 
I n ë rte's 
Tb Isle,º 167332 
2121.. 12.50 
2130.. 37.50 
2131. 12.50 
2332-34 17.50 
2136.. 17.50 
7337/ºº 22.50 4 2J42 90.50 
J1t/50 25.00 
7151. 99.00 
2351*.. 150.00 
2155. 

195.00 

145.00 

APR4 1 
APR4 (.45 tuning 

units) 895.00 
APRS 1g0.00 
ARIA 180.00 
APR10 180.00 
APT2 75.00 

ETRONS 
Sleniu 

ious Sene 
Rectifiers 

Transistorsc. 
Diodes X Band Wave 

Guides, Misc. 
Microwave Plumbing ate. 
2356* 110.00 
2161-62 35.00 
2J61A-62A 75.00 
3J21 50.00 
4331. 35.00 
4152/39 145.00 
4357. 45.00 
4360-9 135.00 
4465-66 135.00 
114159-62. 27.50 
and ethers 

STANDARD LABORATORY RECEIVERS 

APTS 9100.00 
APS4 229.00 
APS10 695.00 
APS23 (trans) - 195.00 
APS32 K band 

875.00 
APS31 PARTS 

Phone WAlker 5-6000 

EL CT OPIICS INC 

\ 

/%////%/-//%i+ , .2,4 

582 BROADWAY, 
NEW YORK 12, N. Y. 

Cables: TELSERSUP 

MIT MODEL 9 PULSER 
1 MEGAWATT -HARD TUBE 

Output pulse power 25KV at 40 amp. Max duty 
ratio: .002. Uses 6C2í pulse tube. Pulse duration 
.25 to 2 microsec. Input 115 volts 60 cycle AC. 
Includes power supply in separate cabinet and 
driver. Fully guaranteed as new condition. Full 
Dese. MIT. Rad. Lab. series "Pulse Generators." 
Vol. 5 pg. 152. 

MIT MODEL 3 PULSER 
Output: 144kw (12kv at 12 amp). Duty ratio: .001 
max. Pulse duration: .5, I and 2 micro sec. Input: 
115v 400 to 2000 cps and 24vdc. $325 ea. Full desc. 
Vol. 5 MIT Rad. Lab. series pg. 140. 

AN/AAS-6 Infrared Detection System. 
complete. New $5500. 

AN/TPS-1 D RADAR 
500 KW. 1220-1350 MCS. 160 nautical mile search 
range P.P.I. and A Scopes. MT1. Thyratron Mod. 
5126 Magnetron. Like new. Complete system incl. 
Spare parts and gas generator Cold supply. 

RADIO RESEARCH 

INSTRUMENT CO. 

550 
FIFTH AVE. 
NEW YORK 

JUDSON 
6-4691 

AN/TPS-í0D RADAR 
3 cm Heightsflnder Radar Mfg. by R.C.A. $6.500. 

CARCINOTRON 
Type CM 706A Fret. 3000 to 4000 mce. 

CW output 200 watts mim. Factory New. 

AN/APQ-35 AIRBORNE RADAR 
IN STOCK -IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

EQUIPMENT VANS: 20 ft. long 8 ft. wide, in- 
sulated wired outlets, antenna elevator. $1.500 
each. 

AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR 
SCR 584 is in like new condition, ready to go, and 
in stock for immediate delivery. Fully Dese. MIT 
Rad. Lab. Series. Vol. I, pp. 207-210, 238, 284. 

ANTENNA PEDESTAL 
SCR 584 -MP 61B 

Full azimuth and elevation sweeps. 360 degrees in 
azimuth. 210 degrees in elevation. Accurate to I 
mil. or better over system. Complete for full track- 
ing response. Angle acceleration rate: AZ. 9 de- 
grees per second squared EL.4 degrees per second 
squared. Angle slewing rate: AZ 20 degrees per 
sec. EL. IO degrees per sec. Angle tracking rate: 
10 degrees per seo. Quantity In stock for immediate 
shipment. 
Complete description in McGraw-Hill Radiation 
Laboratory Series, Volume I. page 284 and page 
209. and Volume 26, page 233. 
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TALLEN WHOLESALE 

CRT -3 Victory Girl 2 channel SOS 
Transmitter Complete with Bal- 
loons, Generator, Kites, Para- 
chute $100.00 

BC 778 Gibson Girl xmtr 35.00 
ARC -1 Receiver Transmitters 40.00 
ARC -3 Receiver Transmitters 40.00 
ART -13 Transmitter 40.00 
ARN- Receiver 
J 68/ARC-3 w/2 motors 
C 118/ARC-3 control box 
BC 788 Trans -Receivers 
I-152 V. 
AN 130 Antenna 
JB 70 Juncition Box for SCR 399. 20.00 
SCR 625 Mine Detector 20.00 
EE -8 Field Phones 10.00 

Test Sets - All Types 

1E-35 Test Set 

Magnesyn Material 
Plugs 

Cords 

Connectors 

50.00 
25.00 

5.00 
25.00 
25.00 

.25 

H5-33 headset w/cushions, new..4.50 
Manuals 

We have electronic material which we 
cannot sell -5000 lbs. lots for $250.00 

Included are: 
Receivers, transmitters, tubes, relays, 
control boxes, generators, connec- 
tors, telephone material, etc., etc. 

1000# lots at .05e per lb. 

TALLEN CO., INC. 
159 Carlton Avenue Brooklyn 5, New York 

TR 5-8241 
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lab grade TEST EQUIPMENT for sale 
standard brands -military surplus 

(new or professionally reconditioned) 
experienced problem solvers and budget - 

cutters 
ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 

434 Patterson Road Dayton 19, Ohio 

deeen 
can deliver Amphenol 

Bendix 
` Cannon 

CONNECTORS 
FITTINGS & CLAMPS 

We stock more than 5,000,000 MS/AN 
CONNECTORS of 50.000 variations! 
In PRODUCTION QUANTITIES . . . we sell 
BELOW "O.E.M." PRICE and offer 
IMMEDIATE "OFF -THE -SHELF" DELIVERY! 

FRE E Send for latest brochure 
and list price chart 

WILGREEN INDUSTRIES, Inc. 
100 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

WOrth 4-2490-1-2 Wire: FXK 
ì 
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-- 
i if you 

osl~+? ,1: purchase l`` 
TUBES & 

"` 't SPECIALIZED 

ELECTRONIC ó 
COMPONENTS .. 

THE NEW 1961 BARRY 
GREENSHEET IS A MUST! 

Circle Reader Service Card No. 468 for your copy. ' A Complete 48 Page Electronics Buyers' guide 
BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP. 

512 Broadway New York 12, N. Y. Walker 5-7000 
Cable: Barryleet, NY a Teletype: NY 1.3731 
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RW "SPECIAL OF THE MONTH" 
SUMMATION BRIDGE AN/URM-20 

I000-40u0Dte. Ith µiwer measuring Belomete, 
Wheatstone bridge wattmeter. c/o TS -731/U1231 
Wattmeter & MX -1806/t1231-20 Wove Guide Kit. 
New $95.01) 

STANDARD LAB RECEIVER APR -4 
w/4 tinning units, 38-2200Mc checked out $295.50 w/3 tuning units, 38-10003e at $159.50 TS-226A/AP Power meter for APS-13 & 1G, 
xmtr of AN/APC-11. Measures 0-1,000 watts to ± 2 db. Built-in calibration. 115e, 50-2400 0y. 
ltscellenr $19.95 

Write for Bulletin 32 -Loads of Bargains 

R. W. Electronics 
2430 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago 16, III. 

CAlumet 5-1281 
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SEARCHLIGHT 
SECTION 

(Classified Advertising) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE 
(Continued from opposite page) 

SPECIAL OFFERING 
OF RELAYS 

A large quantity and assortment of UNION 
SWITCH AND SIGNAL CO. miniature sealed 
Relays at substantial savings. These Relays : re 

made to latest military specs. Coil voltages from 
6 volts D.C. to 120 D.C. and 115V. A.C. Con- 
tacts in either 4.P.D.T. or 6.P.D.T. rated at 5 

amps. to 25.000 operations or 2 amps. To 100.000 
operations. Balanced rotary type armature design. 
Hermetically sealed and Oiled with dry nitrogen 
at 5 lbs. above atmospheric pressure. Shock re- 
sistance to 50 G. Temperature ratings minus 55°C 
to plus 85°C and minus 65°C to plus 125°C. 

Designed for applications in data display sys- 
tems. airborne computers, complex traffic control 
systems. remote control guided missiles systems, 
dry circuitry and many other electronic systems 
that require reliable efficient, long life relays. 
Available with plug-in or hook terminal bases. 
and a variety of mounting flanges. Write for 
complete listing (over 25,000) of these relays. 
Prices quoted on quantity and type. Guaran'eed 
'00° subject to your inspection. 

CAPITOL COMMODITIES CO., INC. 
4757 N. Ravenswood Ave., 

Chicago 40, Illinois 
Phone: LO. 1-3355 
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BRAND NEW 6106 (5Y3WGT) TUBES 

Bendix in orig. cartons Excel. Cond. 
Made to U.S.A.F. specs. Large quantity available 
at fraction of original cost. Write or phone for 
prices. 

ELECTRO SALES CO. 
1000 Milwaukee Ave. Ch o. It. BR 0-8080 
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PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES 

OFFICE OF JOSEPH R. PERNICE 
ELECTRONIC and INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANTS 

Specializing in electronics, missiles and aviation 
industries in Europe and United Kingdom: Con- 
sultations on military, professional and commer- 
cial products; Representation of U. S. companies 
on technical, industrial and sales matters and on 
contract negotiations: Investigations and recom- 
mendations on manufacturing possibilities, licens- 
ing. patents, acquisition of plants and financial 
industrial interests: Exploration of research & 
development possibilities; Recommendations on 
maintenance and repair of equipment and field 
engineering projects: Organizing and implementing 
sales promotion programs, market surveys, demon- 
stration and symposiums: Setting up of dealers 
and sales representatives in Europe. 

15 rue de la Faisanderie Paris (16) France 

Phone: POlncare 3274 

re 
MANUFACTURERS' 
REPRESENTATIVES 
IN THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY 

SAMUEL K. MACDONALD, INC. 
manufacturers representatives over 25 ;:.ears 

1531 SPRUCE STREET, PHILA. 2, PA. 
Territory: Other Officer 
Pennsylvania New Jersey Pittsburgh 
Delaware Maryland r Baltimore 
Virginia West Virginia Washington, D.C. 

District of Columbia 
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igitt siet 

Standard Model G -M Servos 
immediately available 

The broad selection of G -M Servo 
Motors and Generators assures quick 
and complete adaptation to your servo 
development and production programs. 
Sizes range from 5 to 18. More im- 
portantly, every G -M Servo is built 
with a full margin of reliability. G -M's 
extra design experience is proven in 
production by test, after test, after 
qualification test. 

Qualify G -M Servos for all of your proj- 
ects now, in advance of actual need. Send 
procurement specs and prints today. 

Phone: PEnsacola 6-1800 (TWX CG -3266) 

(h -ii servo iflotot's 
-cnvro,rnree by Me Cmepeen,. s ion of 

G -M LABORATORIES INC. 
4336 N. Knox Avenue Chicago 41 

Other offices in principal cities 

"Radio Corporation or America ..4th Cover 
RCA Service Co. 6 

*Raytheon Company ..2nd Cover, 44, 45 
*Rohn Mfg. Co. 124 

Royal Electric Corp. 116 

Sarkes Tarzian Inc. 101 
°Secon Metals Corp. 117 
°Sorensen & Co. 135 
Sprague Electric Co. 5 22 
Stackpole Carbon Co. 7 

*Stevens -Arnold, Inc. 106 
Struthers Dunn 120 

TWA Air Freight 95 
*Technology Instrument Corp. of Acton 112 
*Technology Instrument Corporation. 107 

Virginia Electric & Power Co. 18 

Weinschel Engineering 14 
°Westinghouse Electric Corp. 52 

* See Advertisement in the July 20, 1960 issue 
of Electronics Buyers' Guide for complete line of 
products or services. 
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when ai - orne radar requires the v est: 

Designers of radar equipment 

will find Bomac Laboratories' 

new BLM-071 Ku -band pulse 

magnetron meets exacting 

requirements for airborne 

systems: lightweight, rugged, 

powerful. This newest 

contribution from Bomac is 

a fixed -frequency tube 

(15.9-16.1 kMc) rated at 100 kW 

peak, at 0.001 duty cycle. 

Cathode structure is greatly 

improved over similar 
magnetrons. Operable at high 

ambient temperatures, with 

input/output terminals 
permitting pressurization to 

30 psia. Special construction 

minimizes leakage current. 

High power output and low 

operating voltage are 

combined in a compact, 

ruggedized unit. Long life. 

Weight: less than 81 lbs. 

The many advantages 

to Bomac's BLM-071 
magnetron make it readily 
adaptable to navigation, 
high -altitude mapping, 

airport surveillance, and 

similar applications. Write 
for full technical details. 

FEATURES: Frequency 15.9-16.1 kMc. 

Peak Power 100 kW. 

Normal efficiency 30%. 

Duty cycle 0.001 Max. 

Pulse width 0.06 to 1.2 usec. 

"3 Cl M AC laboratories, inc. 
BEVERLY 1, MASSACHUSETTS 

A Varian Subsidiary/ 

Other Subsidiaries of Varian Associates: 
S -F -D LABORATORIES, INC. 
VARIAN ASSOCIATES OF CANADA, LTD. 
SEMICON ASSOCIATES, INC. 
SEMICON OF CALIFORNIA, INC. 
VARIAN A.G. (SWITZERLAND) 



TOP LEVEL 

PERFORMA 

...LOWER 

COST 

in TV horizontal and vertical oscillators 

with RCA-6FQ7 and RCA-8FQ7 

RCA FIELD OFFICES 
EAST: 744 Broad Street 

Newark 2. New Jersey 
HUmboldt 5.3900 

MIDWEST: Suite 1154 
Merchandise Mart Plaza 
Chicago 54, Illinois 
WHitehal 14-2900 

WEST: 6801 E. Washington Blvd. 
Los Angeles 22, California 
RAymond 3-8361 

IZo La 
R 0 N T 

P IZC)NTAL I-IORrz_ONTAL, 
HORIZONTAL- HORIZONT 
°IZONTAd HO IZONTAL. 

New RCA-6FQ7 and 8FQ7 medium -mu twin triodes are especially 
designed for use as vertical- and horizontal -deflection oscillators in 
TV receivers. 

Use them in these circuit applications and you'll keep the top-level 
performance of your present equipment but you'll spend less to 
achieve it! 

Both new tube types employ heaters with controlled warm-up time 
to insure dependable performance in TV receivers using series - 
connected heater strings. Mount structures of these tubes permit 
cool grid operation, thus help assure negligible grid emission. 

But most important is the fact that these are among the first com- 
mercially available tubes to use the revolutionary new RCA "DARK 
HEATER"! The "DARK HEATER", by providing better heat 
transfer to the cathode, produces required cathode operating tem- 
peratures at heater temperatures about 350°K lower than conven- 
tional white heaters. Advantages of the "DARK HEATER" include: 

Many times longer heater life Increased heater -current stability 
on life Reduced heater -cathode leakage and hum Reduced heater 
growth on life Reduced surge currents on cold starts, especially 
important for series -string applications. The new RCA-6FQ7 and 
8FQ7 can cut the cost of TV set production with no sacrifice in 
quality. Get full details from your RCA Field Representative, or 
write Commercial Engineering, SectionE-19-DE-2.RCA Electron 
Tube Division, Harrison, N. J. 

RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N. J. 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 


